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PREFACE

When first published (1936) a main purpose of this book wfl»
introduction of the principles of chemical engineering

t

refining industry. The situation is now reversed The chemi^l £ZT
try now looks to petroleum refiners for leadership in the develonment nfmany phases of chemical engineering especially those related to the lareescale processing of fluids and to the application of catalysts. Refineryengineering organizations made vital contributions in original commercial
preparation of uranium or atomic fuels.

commercial
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t"^"J ES a textbook
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tt raP^y became appar-
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Wanted °r n(*ded t»» book. Accordingly 1-eumg eoitions nave been aimed more and more toward providing aurvey of the industry's engineering practices. International™Merests being recognized ,n the Fourth Edition by the introduction of more

familiar with foreign oils as well as his local varieties not only becausehe property and specifications of the products are affected but Lcausethe economy of the entire industry is influenced. New Appendix Bof the Fourth Edition introduces the analyses of over 70Sn crude

m We
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ePreSentatiVe United States for comparisonWhen the First Edition was written, much of the information ondesign computations had not theretofore been published, and such meth-

rterZ T * °S t J"*** ^ has at bet
reversed. Computatmn methods now flow from the industry at a ratemat cannot be accommodated in new editions.
At least twelve major books or series of books relating to petroleumrefimng w pubIished prior tQ 1939> ^^ &^ * «* Petroleum

revised and scarcely any new publications have appeared. Undoubtedlythe rapidly growing complexity of the industry and the enormity of thecurrent literature have been a discouragement to authors. To p^operlexplore the current literature would require the continuous services of
a
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an entire staff of engineers and the publishing of editions at two- or

three-year intervals. Important engineering material could not be

included in the First Edition, and the situation has become more unsatis-

factory with each succeeding edition. Growth during the last decade

has been especially rapid, and in addition an entirely new chemical

industry based upon petroleum as the raw stock is emerging. Chemical

developments have been recognized throughout the entire Fourth

Edition but especially in the chapters pertaining to processing, chemical

and solvent treatment, thermal decomposition, and, of course, the con-

version of gaseous hydrocarbons." Catalytic cracking and catalytic

reforming are now practiced in nearly all refineries. Hydrocracking and

hydrodesulfurization processes have been thoroughly explored, and they,

too, may find extensive application. The status of atomic treatments

does not, at the moment, warrant incorporation into the Fourth Edition.

The long lists of references at the ends of chapters of earlier editions

have been deleted in the Fourth Edition.

The following statements from the First Edition are still pertinent:

Engineering involves the practical application of scientific knowledge,

and hence I have made a conscious effort to emphasize the practical

phases of engineering work. In so doing it has often been necessary

to resort to empirical relationships. No apology is necessary for

such a treatment because engineers must build and operate plants

regardless of inadequate information. In fact the history of industrial

development shows that commercial plants are usually built before the

theory of the process is fully understood. Scientific study follows the

empirical development, and science finally administers those fine

improvements which stamp the new process as truly great. The

process of empirical growth will always be the lot of the practical

scientist or engineer.

For the same reasons some handbook information has been intro-

duced. Although such information is not profound, it is the tool by

which theory can be put into action. Such information is also neces-

sary in the solution of illustrative problems, and I believe that no

method of engineering study is more effective than detailed examples.

Furthermore an engineer must spend more time applying information

than deriving or finding it, and hence handbook information and com-

prehensive references are provided. The current literature contains

much that is useful, but the literature is so voluminous that it may be

useless to a busy engineer unless it is presented in an organized form.

I have attempted to organize this contemporaneous literature, but I

have refrained as far as possible from tiring the average reader with

too many references and with conflicting opinions.
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF REFINING
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4 hr later. He found that a light-colored distillate of a low specific

gravity was being collected. The specific gravity was even lower than

that of the product before he left. Upon investigation, it was found

that a heavy oil was condensing on cooler parts of the equipment and

dropping back into parts of the still that

high to cause decomposition of the heavy oil into

products. In the early days of the industry, gasoline was of little value,

and cracking was practiced for the purpose of producing more kero-

could be obtained by steam or simple distillation. The first

to produce gasoline by cracking were by the decomposition of

petroleum vapor. None of the early commercial attempts were success-

ful until the Gyro process was developed in about 1925. Success was

Table 1-1

Refinery statistics
Jan.,

1931

Jan.,

1941

Jan.,

1951

Jan.,

1956

Operating capacity, U.S., 1,000 bbl/daya 3,707 4,181 6,702 8,381

Cracked-gasoline capacity, U.S., 1,000 bbl/

day" » 560* 1,103 1,853 2,777

Cracked gasoline, percentage of total refinery

41.0 51.3 60 70.3

Average capacity of U.S. refineries, bbl/day .

.

10,700 10,000 20,600 28,200

Number of operating refineries (U.S.)a 346 420 325 294

Foreign capacity, excluding U.S.S.R., 1,000

bbl/day6 ,....•« 1,577 2,588 4,300 7,244

• U.S. Bur. Mines Inform. Circs.

6 Approximate.

attained by the elimination of traces of liquid from the vapor. The liquid

particles had been wetting the walls of the heating tubes where they

decomposed into coke which plugged the tubes. Modern thermal reform-

ing and gas-cracking processes are possible because of the discovery of

this principle.

The liquid-phase cracking processes were the first to be commercially

applied, and the Burton process was the first to be practiced on a large

began in 1910; a patent was issued in 1912; recog-

the Willard Gibbs Medal was given in 1918; and

by 1921 over 800 Burton stills were said to be in operation. Other early

liquid-phase processes were the Fleming, Isom, and Emerson processes.

The importance of cracking in the modern refinery is emphasized by

the statistics shown in Tables 1-1, 6-1, 6-2, and page 759.
•

The general scheme of processing is much the same in all modern
thermal cracking plants. The advantage of cracking only those stocks
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which contain no cracked tar is recognized by everyone. A residual
charge stock is often distilled in the cracking unit itself, and only the
distilled part of the feedstock is exposed to severe cracking conditions.
In most modern plants, residual stocks are introduced into the cracking
plant through a high-temperature cracking coil which greatly increases
the amount of distillable material in the residual feedstock.

Later developments in thermal cracking were "viscosity breaking" and
"reforming." The mild decomposition known as viscosity breaking is
conducted on residual or asphaltic feedstocks. Originally it was aimed
at a reduction of viscosity and pour point, but it was soon learned that a
large amount of partially cracked gas oil, which could then be processed
in a conventional cracking plant, was also produced. Reforming units
are cracking plants that operate on naphtha or low-octane-number
gasoline for the production of a large yield of highly antiknock gasoline.
These units were developed in response to the growing demand for anti-
knock gasoline and for larger and larger amounts of motor fuel.

High-boiling reactive polymers are formed during thermal cracking,
and they are currently removed as residual fuel oil by distillation. Reac-
tion or coking of the polymers is also prevented by diluting the material
undergoing cracking with so-called "recycle stock." Difficulties with
reactive polymers do not occur in the modern catalytic cracking processes
because these processes employ adsorptive catalysts that remove the
polymers in the form of coke on the surface of the catalyst. In such
processes the cracking reactions can be much more complete, and the
antiknock quality of the product is correspondingly high.

Fractionation. The term "fractionation" refers to the separation of a
liquid mixture into several products of shorter boiling range by means of
vaporization.

^

In early refineries this separation was obtained by a series
of distillations in which, first, an inaccurate separation was made and then
the partly separated products were redistilled several times, if necessary,
until finally the product met market requirements. The next develop-
ment was to fractionate by partial condensation (i.e., a mixture of vapor
was condensed in portions by successively cooling the vapor to lower and
lower temperatures). An invention of this nature was that of Hugh L.
Allen, 2 in which the vapor was successively cooled by means of a series
of air-cooled condensers into several liquid products.
The modern era of refining dates from the adoption of pipestills and

bubble towers. The name "bubble tower" has become common because
the vapor in the tower bubbles through the liquid on the plates in the
tower. In bubble-tower fractionation a mixture of ascending vapor is
scrubbed by a descending flow of oil. Bubble towers have been so uni-
versally adopted, all within a few years, that no one can be accredited

2 Eng. Pat. 117,277 (19.18).
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with invention. In fact the fundamentals of fractionation were bor-

rowed directly from the chemical distillation industries. Today bubble

towers are used in topping plants, rerun plants, vacuum plants, cracking

plants, natural-gasoline stabilizers, absorption plants, and steam stripping

operations.

Natural-gasoline Plants. Natural gasoline attracted little attention

until about 1912, at which time the demand for motor fuels became acute.

Today more than 10 per cent of all gasoline is manufactured from natural

gas. The first widely used method of recovery was the compression proc-

ess. As gas is compressed, the dew point is raised so that, upon cooling

to the original temperature, a mixture of hydrocarbons condenses. The

condensate contains a large percentage of volatile hydrocarbons, such as

propane, which must be removed before the gasoline is a suitable motor

fuel. The first method that was used to remove these hydrocarbons from

the raw gasoline was called "weathering." Weathering was accom-

plished by allowing the "wild" gasoline to stand in an open vessel for a

time. A large part of the gasoline was lost during weathering.

For a few years following World War I, the adsorption process received

much attention, but since that time it has been almost abandoned. In

. this process the gasoline was adsorbed by charcoal and recovered from the

charcoal by steaming.

In later processes, natural gas was passed through absorption chambers

or packed columns, in which the gasoline was absorbed by naphtha.

These naphtha columns finally developed into the absorption process of

today. . In this process the natural gasoline is absorbed by a low-boiling-

range gas oil, and the gasoline is recovered from the rich gas oil by heat-

ing it and stripping the gasoline from it with steam. A high pressure

assists absorption, but pressures above about 130 psi have been found

uneconomical unless the gas happens to be available at a high pressure

in the field. Weathering has been replaced by the use of high-pressure

(150 psig) fractionators (stabilizers) which precisely separate the gaseous

hydrocarbons from the stable natural gasoline.

Dewaxing. The filter-press method of dewaxing followed by sweating,

as originally used in Scotland for shate oil before the development of the

oil industry, is still a widely used method of dewaxing the lighter wax-

bearing oils. Heavy residual wax-bearing stocks were first dewaxed by

cold-settling. In this process the oil was chilled and allowed to stand in

insulated tanks. The centrifuge process of dewaxing residual stocks was

studied for many years before it was entirely successful. The difficulties

had been the attainment of sufficiently high centrifuge speeds and the

tendency of the petrolatum wax to stick to the bowl of the machine. In

about 1921 warm water was suggested as a carrying liquid to be injected

at the edge of the bowl. The use of warm water was successful, and
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the centrifuge method of today is essentially the same process as was
then used.

Recently, solvent dewaxing methods have become important. An
I'll 1 i

processes is the ability to handle both
light and heavy wax stocks by a single process. Many different solvent
processes are being practiced commercially, but the use of methyl ethyl
ketone has been accepted almost to the exclusion of;other solvents It is
also used for the deoiling of waxes.
Chemical Processing. Although Professor B. Silliman* recognized in

his report of Apr. 16, 1855, the chemical possibilities of petroleum, no'
bulk chemical conversion of petroleum was practiced until cracking was
introduced in 1912. The removal of small amounts of impurities by
treatment with sulfuric acid, caustic soda, etc, has been and continues
to be practiced In 1927 the process of hydrogenation as developed by
tne btandard Development Company attracted attention This process
is essentially a thermal decomposition (cracking) process conducted at
high pressures and in the presence of hydrogen. Although several large
plants have been operated, the economic position of bulk-scale hydrogen-
ation has not yet (1957) been established.

Although the usefulness of adsorptive earths and other materials had
been known for many years, successful commercial operation of catalytic
cradang processes did not appear until about 1937 with the advent of
the Houdry catalytic cracking process. The catalyst acts primarily in
adsorbing the reactive tarlike materials produced by thermal cracking,
but it may also exert some influence on the cracking reaction. SinceWor d War II some type of catalytic cracking plant has been employed
by ail major refiners. :

A multitude of processes for utilizing the olefinic hydrocarbons of -

cracking-still gas have followed the development of polymerization proc-
esses in about 1935. Among these are processes of alkylation, hydrogena-
tion of hydrocarbons, dehydrogenation, catalytic desulfurization, and the
manufacture of many organic chemicals. Although the chemicals so
manufactured are small in bulk compared with the regular distillation
products of the industry, they are important because they foretell the
cheap large-scale production of many heretofore somewhat scarce
materials.

Chronology of Development. In the following outline no attempt has
been made to set the date at which new processes were conceived. Devel-
opments are not mentioned until the time when they were generally
accepted by the industry.

1860 to about 1885. The major refinery product was kerosene or burn-
ing oil. During this period disfavor was brought upon the industry by
'Am. Chem., 2, 18 (1871-1872).
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the sale of burning oils that contained too much gasoline. Laws were

oils gained favor with the public.

Until" this "time vegetable oils were considered the best. Paraffin-base

lubricating oils gained a favorable reputation which has been retained to

this day. . . , -

1900-1914. Shortly after 1900 gasoHne began to be valuable, and

within a few years it had grown to be the most useful refinery product.

The demand became so great that many new oil fields were discovered,

and fundamental improvements in refining methods ensued. The com-

pression process for the recovery of natural gasoline was developed, and

experiments were conducted concerning cracking.

1914-1925. The ever-increasing demand for gasoline caused the refiner

to turn to methods of recovering more of it from crude oil. The thermal

cracking processes were brought to a high degree of perfection, and the

fundamentals of heating, fractionation, heat transfer, and absorption were

developed and applied commercially. Continuous processing systems

using fractionating towers, pipe- or tubestill heaters, and heat exchangers

were developed. Structural equipment was developed for high pressures

and high temperatures. In 1920 a marked increase in the use of fuel oil

for the generation of power was noted,, and the tendency has continued

until today. , ,

1925-1929. During 1925-1935, the industry profited greatly by the

application of chemical engineering practices, and the scarcely recognized

young science of chemical engineering was able to establish itself firmly

by practice in the petroleum industry. To this day, the petroleum indus-

try is the major outlet for chemical engineers. During this period the

large profits from lubricating-oil processing attracted attention and

vacuum distillation was developed. Until this time vacuum distillation

had not been truly successful, because batch or^fell^ll^^.^^^
desfgn SSpment of continuous vacuum-distilling systems a

logical step. Low-cold-test oils were produced by direct "expansion of

ammonia rather than by the customary method of circulating brine.

Continuous pipestill equipment was adapted to all distillation operations

including the rerunning of pressure-distillate and lubricating-oil stocks.

The Edeleanu method of solvent treating with sulfur dioxide proved to be

commercially successful.
'

1929-1935. The demand for highly antiknock gasoline resulted in the

development of vapor-phase cracking plants, gasoline-reforming units,

and an ever-increasing use of cracking plants. The hydrogenation process

was developed, but it has not been widely used because of unfavorable

economic conditions. Several successful solvent-dewaxing and solvent-
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treating methods were developed. High Viscosity Index lubricating, oils
were produced by solvent-treating methods. Vacuum distillation was
widely applied to the manufacture of road oil and asphalt. Tetraethyl-
lead was adopted as a means of improving the antiknock properties of
motor fuels.

1935-1941. Propane, butane, and the unsaturated hydrocarbons foundm cracking-still gas were utilized for polymerization, dehydrogenation
and alkylation processes. Polymerization of olefins into "poly " gasoline
was practiced at nearly all large cracking plants. The Houdry catalytic
crackme Drocess was introduced. Refiners delayed the formation of gum

by the use of oxidation-inhibiting chemicals; colored
gasolines were generally accepted by the public; and the properties of
lubricating oils were enhanced by the use of additive agents for lowering
the pour point, improving the Viscosity Index, and imparting extreme
pressure properties. Ethylene and the gaseous olefins were obtained in
high concentration by the vapor-phase cracking of ethane, propane and
the butanes. Large amounts of formaldehyde and alcohol were manu-
factured from natural gas. Lower-viscosity automotive engine oils were
employed.

1941-1947. Heavy-duty lubricating oils were produced by the intro-
duction of numerous chemical additive agents for improving pour point
Viscosity Index, detergent and suspensoid properties, oxidation .stability'
tendency to foam, and tendency toward corrosion. Large chemical manu-
facturers introduced the first nonpetroleum synthetic lubricating oils.
The demand for diesel fuel oil and domestic distillate fuel oil increased
rapidly. The urgency during World War II hastened the manufacture
ol high-meltmg-point microcrystalline waxes from petrolatum or crude-
oil tank bottoms; and numerous chemicals were
petroleum on a large scale, including toluene, glycero,, .

isopentane, and isooctane in the form of alkylate for *viau»,. -a.soime-
and many petroleum hydrocarbons were separated on a commercial scale
by superfractionation processes. Most synthetic tire rubber was derived
Irom petroleum, and it was found that the coarser carbon black produced
from oil rather than natural gas was superior for compounding with thenew rubber The Fischer-Tropsch process of producing gasoline, etc.,
irom natural gas attracted wide attention. The Houdry, ThermoforMm, or Hydroforming catalytic cracking processes were employed in
all large refineries, and catalytic desulfurization of gasolines was widely
used. The production of 100 octane aviation gasoline attained 500,000
bbl per day m 1945 but decreased rapidly after the war. Cooperative
associations operated more than 11 refineries, and 2,327 local cooperatives
handled oil products in 1944. Physical methods of analyzing the chem"
cai structures of oil molecules were developed whereby chemists for the
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CHAPTER 2

COMPOSITION OF PETROLEUM

iJaTI*
th
%
TOm
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C6d CTaCking Snd M^nation. Among thesenes that are said to have been identified in petroleum are those havine«.e type formulasWW^, C.H^, C„H^,G^ CA^,^ c»H*.-». and C„H*,_M. Inasmuch as most of the higher memoers of these series have never been produced synthetically or prepared insufficent quantity for study, we have few compounds with whiTtZun-

|
Vuistavkina, T., Neflyanoe Khoz., 18, 1000 (1930).
Schulze, King, and Thompson, J. Am. Chm. Soc., 52. 1239 (1930)

' Egloff and Morrell, Chm. Ma. Eng., 28, 633 (1923)

B
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pare those which are isolated from petroleum. Furthermore, the iso-

lation of pure compounds is extremely difficult because the properties of

adjacent members of a series differ from one another only slightly and

because constant-boiling mixtures, which cannot be separated by frac-

tionation, are prevalent. These difficulties and the multitude of hydro-

carbons that are present in petroleum4 have discouraged the study of

petroleum chemistry.

Hydrocarbon Series. Of the many hydrocarbon series present in

petroleum, only a few have been studied thoroughly enough to guide com-

mercial development. The best known series are the paraffin, olefin,

naphthene, aromatic, diolefin, and acetylene (Figs. 2-la to /are examples

of the structural formulas of these types of compounds).

The paraffin series (type formula C»H 2n+2) is characterized by great

stability. The name of each member ends in -ane—methane, ethane,

hexane, and hexadecane. At room temperatures the members, with the

exception of those containing a tertiary carbon atom, are not acted upon

by fuming sulfuric acid, concentrated alkalies, nitric acid, or even the

powerful oxidizer chromic acid. They react slowly with chlorine in sun-

light and with both chlorine and bromine if a catalyst is present. 5 Reac-

tion usually occurs by the substitution of an element or a chemical group

for a hydrogen atom. The lower members have been identified in most

crude petroleums, but Mabery 6 reports that Mahoning County; Ohio,

crude oil contains no paraffin hydrocarbons. The higher members of the

paraffin series are probably present in most petroleums, although crude

oils that are entirely free from wax may contain no high-boiling

hydrocarbons. Paraffin wax probably consists of straight- or br

chain paraffin hydrocarbons. 7 Egloff, Schaad, and Lowry 8 have made a

thorough study of the decomposition of paraffin hydrocarbons (Fig. 2-la

, or ethylene series (type formula CnH 2n) is composed of unsatur

rated hydrocarbons; i.e., the members of this series are capable of uniting

directly with other materials such as chlorine, bromine, hydrochloric acid,

and sulfuric acid, without displacing a hydrogen atom. The names of

these hydrocarbons end in -ene, as ethene (ethylene), propene (propylene),

and butene (butylene). Unsaturated compounds react with and dissolve

in sulfuric acid and may thus be removed from petroleum oils. The low-

boiling olefins are probably not present in crude petroleum, but they are

* Some authorities estimate that 3,000 compounds may be present in crude petroleum.

5 Egloff, Schaad, and Lowry, The Halogenation of the Paraffin Hydrocarbons, Chem.

Rev., 8, (1) (1931).

• Ind. Eng. Chem., 6, 101-107 (1914).

7 Buchler and Graves, The Petroleum Waxes, Ind. Eng. Chem., 19, 718 (1927).

8 tKp rwnr^nsit.inn of the Paraffin Hydrocarbons, J. Pkys. Chem., 34, 1617 (1930).
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vound in cracked products. Egloff, Schaad, and Lowry 9 have made an
excellent study of the literature of the olefin hydrocarbons (Fig. 2-1 b).

The naphthene series (type formula C„H2n) has the same type formula as
the olefin series but has greatly different properties. The naphthenes are
ring or cyclic compounds, whereas the olefins are straight-chain compounds
in which a double bond connects two carbon atoms. The naphthenes are
saturated compounds and the olefins are unsaturated. Unsaturated com-

H ^ ^ H IjHHHHH
H-C-C-C-C-C-C-H H--C-C-C-C-C=C
HHHHHH HHHH H

fo) Hormal Hexane, C6 H,4 f b) Normal Hexene, C 6 HjZ .

H.,H H

H-V^-H H^VH

II I f

•

H-C. .C-H r Cv

H >^ H « V'
V
H

H H

Cc) Cyclohexane, C6 H,2 (d) Benzene, C6 H 6

I ¥
H-C-H H-G-H

H H H H H H H H H | H HH|H
C=C-C-C-C=C H-C-C-C-C-C-H H-C-C-C-C-H
H HH H. H H H H H H H | H

(e)Hexadiene-l,5, C6H i0 Z Methylpentane, H-C-H
C6H,4 H

2-2 Dimethyl butane
Cg H 14

(f) Isomeric isoparaffin Compounds
Fig. 2-1. Structural formulas of hydrocarbons.

pounds can react by direct combination with other materials, but satu-
rated compounds can react only by the displacement of hydrogen by
another material. In the older chemistry texts the naphthenes are called
methylenes, e.g., tetramethylene, pentamethylene, and hexamethylene,
whereas the preferred names are now cyclobutane, cyclopentane, and
cyclohexane. As an example of the relation of this series to other cyclic
series, consider benzene and cyclohexane. Both compounds contain six
carbon atoms per molecule, but six hydrogen atoms must be added to
benzene to produce cyclohexane. The cyclohexane molecule is saturated,
but the benzene molecule is highly unsaturated because it has three doubly

9 The Decomposition and Polymerization of the Olefinic Hydrocarbons, J Phvs
Chem., 35, 1825 (1931).
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combined carbon atoms (Fig. 2-ld) . The three double bonds are active so

that benzene is an active material, but the cyclohexane contains no double

bonds and does not react readily. However, most of the reactions of

benzene are by substitution rather than combination. The naphthenes,

unlike their isomers the olefins, are not easily soluble in sulfuric acid.

They have been found in almost all crude oils, but again Mahoning County

crude oil is an exception. 6 This crude oil contained the hydrocarbons of

the CH2n-2 and C„H 2n_4 series but no paraffins or simple naphthenes.

Egloff, Bollman, and Leyinson10 have studied the reactions of the cyclo

hydrocarbons (Fig. 2-lc)?

The aromatic series (type formula CnH2»_ 6), often called the benzene

series, is chemically active. These hydrocarbons are particularly suscep-

tible to oxidation with the formation of organic acids. The aromatics may

form either addition or substitution products, depending upon the condi-

tions of the reaction. Only a few petroleums contain more than a trace of

the low-boiling aromatics such as benzene and toluene. Mabery 11 found

relatively large quantities of aromatics in Ventura, Coalinga, and Puente

Hills, Calif., petroleums. Some of the Sumatra and Borneo crude oils are

rich in aromatics. This series is found in catalytically reformed gasoline

and is highly prized for its antiknock qualities (Fig. 2-ld).

The diolefin series (type formula C„H 2»_2) is similar to the olefin series

except that two hydrogen atoms are missing or two double bonds are

present in each molecule. These double bonds cause the series to be

extremely active. The diolefins tend to polymerize or combine with

other unsaturated molecules forming high-molecular-weight gumlike

solids. The diolefins and the gums from them are found in untreated

cracked gasoline, 12 but they are probably not present in crude petroleum.

They are polymerized and removed by sulfuric acid (Fig. 2-le).

The cyclic series such as those having type formulas C„H2„_2,
CnH2n_4,

8,
etc., are not well known. Nevertheless, the literature indicates

that these series predominate in the higher boiling point oils, such as gas

oil and lubricating oils. Most of the hydrocarbons in lubricating oil are

saturated, but Seyer" reports that about 20 per cent of a lubricating oil is

soluble in sulfur dioxide. Doubtless the 20 per cent consists largely of

unsaturated hydrocarbons.

Isomeric Compounds. Confusion often arises because different eom-

> pounds may have the same molecular formula. Isomeric compounds are

those which have the same molecular formula but different internal struc-

tures. Compounds of the type formula C„H2„ may be either saturated or

10 Thermal Reactions of Cycloparaffins and Cyclodlefins, J.
Phys. Chem., 35, 3489

(1931).

» Proc. Am. Acad. Arts Sci., 36, 255 (1901).

11 Bridgeman and Aldrich. Oil Gas J., Jan. 29, 1931, p. 42.

13 Petroleum Equipment Exporter, January, 1930, p. 65.
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unsaturated. The formulas of the saturated compound cyclohexane and
„ne unsaturated compound hexene-1 may be compared in Fig 2-16 and c
Likewise the formulas of rc-hexane, 2-methylpentane, and 2,2-dimethyl"
butane all having the type formula CnH2n+2 or C6H14, may be compared
in *ig. 2-la and /. Groups of atoms such as the methyl groups in the
compounds just referred to are called "alkyl groups" or "radicals »
These terms refer to a group of carbon and hydrogen atoms that may be
conveniently considered as a unit because they usually act as a unit in a
chemical reaction. They may be defined as a monovalent hydrocarbon

^Ti^Sf ^ g6neral f°rmUla Common radicals » *emethyl (CH 3), ethyl (C2HB), and propyl (G 3H 7) groups. Radicals are not
individual compounds because they must always be attached to other
radicals, elements, or groups of atoms.
There are two possible isomeric butanes, viz., n-butane and 2-methyl

propane; three pentanes; five hexanes; and nine heptanes. The number
ol possible isomeric hydrocarbons increases rapidly as the number of carbon atoms increases. Compounds of the type formula CnH2n_4 present
even more possibilities of isomerism than the foregoing. As an example,
the saturated series might consist of three doubly combined rings or com-
bined rings with alkyl side chains; the unsaturated series might consist ofnumerous compounds having unsaturated carbon atoms in the rings in
the side chains, or in both; and other series might exist having combi-
nations of saturated or unsaturated rings with saturated, unsaturated, or
acetylene side chains. Consideration of the series that are even more3f 1

f

nhydrogen than
l

t

1

he C»H'*-< «ri« indicates that an enormousnumber of isomers is possible. Fortunately the number of unsaturated,
high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons in petroleum are probably few or
the isolation of these complex compounds would prove an endless task.The number of possible aliphatic (CnH2n+2) isomeric hydrocarbons is

Carbon atoms Isomers Carbon atoms Isomers

6

7

8

9

12

5

9
• 18

35

355

15

18

25

40

4,347

60,523

36,797,588

62,491,178,805,831

Jikh; 0f S<ff ^though chemists have not yet determined

toward th

and
1

r

li

eagentB f0r the lsolation of each chemical series, a start

f£T!f +

1S
. ,

n made*

" The Pr°P°sed methods do not indicatethe exact series of hydrocarbons that are present, but they do indicategroups o compounds that behave chemically in the same way as the lower" Hul, J. B., Ind. Eng. Chem., 45, 1398 (1955).
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members of the paraffin, olefin, aromatic, or naphthene series. With the

exception of normal paraffins, no individual hydrocarbon beyond C12 has

as yet been isolated from petroleum and identified. 14 All double-bonded

hydrocarbons such as the olefins, diolefins, and double-bonded cyclics are

classed together as one group, called "unsaturates." The unsaturated

group may be absorbed or polymerized by sulfuric acid; the aromatics

may be nitrated or absorbed by fuming sulfuric acid or dissolved by

30 40 SO "60 70 80
PERCENTAGE OF CRUDE OIL

Fig. 2-2. Chemical composition of an aromatic-base crude oil. (Oil Gas J .)

dimethyl sulfate; the naphthenes may be determined by means of the

aniline index ; and the paraffins are found by difference. Such an analysis

is perhaps just as valuable to the engineer as an exact one, because he is

concerned with the retention or elimination of certain properties in the

finished products rather than with a detailed knowledge of exactly what

compounds are present. By means of the foregoing analysis of chemical

properties and the physical constants of each series, a reliable estimate or

check of the physical constants for any petroleum oil is possible. Such

an analysis, to be of most value, should be made on each of, say, 10 frac-

tions of a crude oil, so that the change in the percentage of each series

can be followed throughout the entire boiling range of the oil. Kurtz

et al.
15 present a triangular composition chart for percentage of paraffin,

naphthene, and aromatic carbon atoms in lubricating oils. On the same

chart they have plotted the relationship between viscosity-gravity-con-

» Kurtz, King, Stout, and Gilbert, Div. Pet. Chem., Am. Chem. Soc. Meeting,

Minneapolis, Sept. 12, 1955.
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stant and refractivity intercept so that these easily obtainable properties

can be used to estimate chemical composition.

Figure 2-2 shows such an analysis of a Grozny wax-free (Russian) crude

oil. 16 Vlugter, Waterman, and van Westen 17 were among the first to

actively develop the so-called "ring analysis" whereby the percentage of

aromatic and naphthenic rings per molecule can be determined as well as

the percentage of paraffinic side chains. Chemists are becoming increas-

Table 2-1. Chemical Analyses of Petroleum, Per Cent

1. Grozny ("high 2. Grozny ("paraffin- 3. Oklahoma (Daven- 4. California (Hunt-
paraffin"), 45.3 per port), 64 per cent at ington Beach), 34.2

Frac- cent at 572°F 40.9 per cent at 572°F 572°F per cent at 572°F

tion,
°F

Aro- Naph- Par- Aro- Naph- Par- Aro- Naph- Par- Aro- Naph- Par-
matic thene affin matic thene affin matic thene affin matic thene affin

140-203 3 25 72 4 31 65 5 21 73 4 31 65
203-252 5 30 65 8 40 52 7 28 65 6 48 46
252-302 9 35 56 13 52 35 12 33 55 11 64 25
302-392 14 29 57 21 55 24 16 29 55 17 61 22
392-482 18 23 59 26 63 11 17 31 52 25 45 30
482-572 17 22 61 35 57 8 17 32 51 29 40 31

ingly aware that the structures of large petroleum hydrocarbon molecules

are seldom totally aromatic, naphthenic, or paraffinic.

Physical methods of analyzing for the kinds of molecules in an oil are

discussed by Schlesman and Hochgesang. 18 Among such methods are

X-ray and electron diffraction; electron micrography; mass, emission,

ultraviolet absorption, Raman, and infrared spectroscopy.

Composition of Petroleum. In „he past, petroleum has often been
considered as a solution of the paraffin hydrocarbons, but a survey of the

literature indicates that such an assumption is not justified. The par-

affins predominate in most gasolines 13- 14 and probably in kerosenes from
paraffin- and mixed-base petroleum; the naphthenes predominate in most
gas oils and lubricating oils from all bases of crude oils; and the naph-
thenes, aromatics, and unsaturated hydrocarbons constitute the bulk of

the highest-boiling or residual products. The only paraffins present in

the higher-boiling products appear to be those occurring in the wax, and
the amount of wax in even paraffin-base petroleum is relatively small.

Sachanen and Wirabian 19 present analyses of several Russian and Ameri-
can oils (Table 2-1) ; and refer again to the more complete analysis given in

Fig. 2-2.

" Nelson, W. L., Aromatic-base Crude Oils, Oil Gas J., Oct. 28, 1944, p. 101.
17 J. Inst. Petroleum, 18, 735 (1932); 21, 661 (1935); 21, 701 (1935).
18 Oil Gas J., Jan. 13, 1944, p. 41. •

"Petroleum Z., 25, 867 (1929).
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Table 2-2. Hydbocabbon Sebies Found in Petboledm

No nf

Atoms
x cnDsyivuiii3L Mia continent

California and
Gulf Coast

5 XT XT C„HlB and CnHln+,

10 XT CHjn+j and CH*. CnHj, and C«H,„_,
15 CnHin+J CnH2n-I CnHjn_t
20 C„Hln

25 CnH»n and CHsn-t CnHsn-i CnHtn-4
30 C„HS„ and C„H2»-4 CnHjn-g C»Hin_g
35 C.Hi»_« and C„H2„_j C„Hi„_» and C„H,„_,2 C»Hi„_it
40 CnHlB_ 4 and C„H„._, CnH 2n-8 and CaHja.u C»HlB.lt and CnH.in_l9
50 CnHjn_8 C»H„_g and CnHin-it CnHta_i«
80 CBH2n-8 CnHjn-l«

t. 2-3. Indication of the chemical composition of gasolines, weight per cent. (03
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Figure 2-3 shows the composition of several gasolines. Table 2-2 indi-
cates in a general way the series of hydrocarbons that have been found
in Pennsylvania, Mid Continent, and California oils. The CH2n_8 ,

C„H2„_i2, CnH2n-i6, and CnH2n-2o series were taken from Mabery's study
of lubricant and asphaltic hydrocarbons. 20 The ultimate composition 21

of a few petroleums is listed in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3. Ultimate Chemical Analyses op Petroleum

Petroleum
Sp
gr

At

°C

Per

cent

C

Pennsylvania pipeline.

.

0.862 15 85.5

0.897 0 83.6
Humbolt, Kans 0.912 85.6
Healdton, Okla 85.0
Coalinga, Calif 0.951 15 86.4
Beaumont, Tex 0.91 85.7

0.97 15 83.0
Baku, U.S.S.R 0.897 86.5
Colombia, South

0.948 20 85.62

Per

cent

H

14.2

12.9

12.4

12.9

11.7

11.0

11.0

12.0

11.91

Per

cent

N

Per

cent

O

3.6

Per

cent

S

1.14

2.61

1.7

0.54

1.5

0.37

0.76

0.60

0.70

4.30

Paraffin

Paraffin

Mixed
Mixed
Naphthene
Naphthene
Naphthene

Sulfur Compounds. The common types of sulfur compounds are indi-
cated in Fig. 2-4. Difficulties with oils that contain sulfur compounds
arise in only three main ways—corrosion, odor, and poor explosion charac-
teristics of gasoline fuels. Corrosion by finished products presents little

difficulty because most products are used at low temperatures, tempera-
tures at which only such compounds as hydrogen sulfide, free sulfur, and
some of the lowest boiling sulfides/disulfides, and perhaps mercaptans
are corrosive toward the main commercial metals. These lew-boiling
materials tend to be concentrated into the gasoline by distillation, and
hence inherent corrosiveness is seldom encountered in higher-boiling prod-
ucts except occasionally in kerosene. Thus the main bulk of the corrosive
sulfur compounds can be removed by treatment with alkalies or the
"sweetening" treatments. In the presence of air and moisture, the sul-
fur gases produced during the burning of oils may cause corrosion, as in
steel stacks, ducts, and engine exhaust pipes or mufflers. Corrosive or
unstable sulfur derivatives of the sulfuric acid used in treating oils, such
as alkyl sulfates and sulfonic acids, may also be present, but these can
usually be eliminated by better plant control of treating. Real difficulties
arise when high-sulfur oils are heated to temperatures of 300°F or higher

i0 Ind. Eng. Chem., 15, 1233 (1923).
"Int. Crit. Tables, II, 136-162 (1927).
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for copper, or 400°F for steels. This may be illustrated by dibenzyl

disulfide, a common gear-lube additive, which is noncorrosive to copper

at 212°F but is corrosive at 300°F—must be corrosive if this type of

lubricant is to function properly. The sulfides (mono- and di-) are

generally considered to be thermally unstable, whereas cyclic compounds

such as thiophene are stable. Straight-run gasolines contain primarily

mercaptans, hydrogen sulfide, and the sulfides, whereas cracked gasoline

usually contains only small amounts of the mono- and disulfides.

Hydrogen sulfide H~ S H

Mercaptans:
Methyl
Benzyl

Sulfides:

Methyl
n- Bu+yl

Disulfides

Methyl

H— S— R
H— S— CH3

H— S— C 6 H5

R— S— R
CH 3— S— CH 3

C4H9—S—

C

4H9

R — S— S— R

CH3— S
—

Alkyl sulfates

Sulfonic acids

Sulfoxides

R—

v

Sulfones

H—0 0

R— S— R
11

0

0
H

R-S-R
0

Cyclic sulfides

CH Z

S<l
(CH 2)n

Thiophene

H—

C

C-H

Fig. 2-4. Structural formulas of sulfur compounds. The symbol R refers to an alkyl

radical, i.e., a group of carbon and hydrogen atoms.

Odor is most obnoxious with low-boiling or gaseous sulfur compounds,

as hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide in flue gases, mercaptans up to even

six carbon atoms (boiling point of about 400°F), sulfides up to eight

carbon atoms (about 350°F), and among disulfides only methyl disulfide

(boiling point 243°F) . Thus odor is not obnoxious in sweetened products

except in certain extremely high-sulfur, gasolines.

Susceptibility or responsiveness of gasolines to tetraethyllead is
j

harmed by small amounts of sulfur compounds (Tables 3-7 and 10-1),

and the approximate effect of each type of compound can be estimated

by the method outlined in Example 3-2. The distribution of mercaptans

in typical gasolines is indicated in Table 10-2.

The percentage of sulfur in crude oils ranges from nearly zero for

certain high-API-gravity crude oils to as high as 7.5 per cent in a few

very heavy crude oils (see Appendix B). Such a high percentage of sul-

fur means that more than half of the compounds in the crude oil may
contain sulfur.



CHAPTER 3

REFINERY PRODUCTS AND TEST METHODS

A complete discussion of the large number of routine tests that are

practiced today could easily fill an entire book, and hence only the barest

mention of test methods will be possible. Details of laboratory manipu-

lation must be obtained' from other sources, particularly "Petroleum

Products and Lubricants," 1 an annual publication of Committee D-2 of

the American Society for Testing Materials.

A voluminous but much less satisfactory literature is available concern-

ing the relation of routine test results and the performance characteristics

of petroleum products. This is unfortunate, because to a large extent

refinery operations should be governed or regulated by the performance

of the products.

ROUTINE LABORATORY TESTS
*

In general, these tests have been adopted because they can be (1) per-

formed quickly, (2) easily duplicated by ordinary laboratory technicians,

and (3) interpreted as a function of the performance of the product while

in use. They are not usually scientifically exact, and hence the proce-

dures for the tests are carefully specified and must be faithfully followed

if the results are to be dependable. 2 Routine tests are universally used for

controlling refinery operations. Tests may be conducted at 2-hr intervals

during the initial operation of a plant, and very quickly the test results

assume importance as a criterion of plant operation. Not only are the

raw and intermediate plant products examined, but the finished products

are tested repeatedly as they progress from the unit into run-down storage,

finished storage, tank cars, trucks, pipelines, ocean tankers, and filling-

station or consumer storage.

Temperatures at which samples may be opened or poured 3 without

materially altering the composition of the sample are indicated in Table

3-1. 4 Safe pouring temperatures from the standpoint of fire are even

1 Report of Committee D-2, ASTM, Philadelphia, Pa., yearly.

a Mapstone, G. E., Pet. Refiner, October, 1950, p. 114.

3 API, New York, Code 50-B.

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 20, 1948, p. 239.

19
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lower than those of Table 3-1, being about 30°F below the flash point.

The term "wide boiling" used in Table 3-1 refers to materials that con-

tain small amounts of relatively low-boiling material, such as natural

gasoline that contains propane, gassy .or unexposed crude oil, unstripped

refinery products, and asphalts that have been cut back with lighter

materials.

Table 3-1. Approximate Relationship between Pouring Temperature

and Such Properties as Vapor Pressure, Flash Point,

and Boiling Point"

Reid

v.p.,

psia

Flash

°F

Approx.

0-10%
T"VrtlllT>ir

range,

°F

Illustrative materials Pouring temp., °F

Fractioned Wide boiling
Fraction-

ated

Wide
boiling

45 • # • n > Nat easo. Wild nat. gaso. 12 -11

40 • • • • Nat. iraso Wild nat. gaso. 20 - 5

35 Nat Efaso Wild nat. easo. 28 2

30 • . . • • Nat erase Wild nat. easo. 38 9

25 • • • > • • • Nat. gaso, Wild nat. gaso. 48 18

20 80 n«-frpfl nat frsuzn Contains C« 60 26

15 95 Contains Cs 77 36
t A10 115 CJi-free nat zaso • Contains Cs 100 48

8 • • • 125 otaoic gaso. i.mno Ail 112 57

6 •

'

140 Stable gaso. Crude oil 123 67

4 a • 160 Stable gaso. Crude oil 140 86

2 190 Solvents Unstripped 178 125

30 215 Solvents Unstripped 195 135

50 245 Solvents Unstripped 225 165

70 275 Solvents Unstripped 245 185

90 305 Solvents Unstripped 270 210

110 335 Kerosene Unstripped 305 240

150 395 Distillates Gas oil 365 280

200 475 Distillates Fuel oil 440 330

250 550 Gas oil Cutbacks 515 380

300 625 Fuel oil Asphalts 585 430

350 700 Lube oil Cutback asphalts 660* 490

400 780 Lube oil Cutback asphalts 660* 540

500 930 Lube oil Cutback asphalts 660* 640

• • • 1,000 Asphalts 660* 660*

• Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 20, 1948, p. 239.

6 Decomposition occurs at higher temperatures.
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API Gravity and Specific Gravity. Specific gravity and API (Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute) gravity are expressions of the density or weight
of a unit volume of material. The specific gravity is the ratio of the
weight of a unit volume of oil to the weight of the same volume of water
at a standard temperature. Unless otherwise stated, both specific gravity
and API gravity refer to these constants at 60°F. An exception is the
use of 77°F (25°C) in connection with asphalts and road oils.

Deg. API =^ - 131.5 or sp gr = *
41 '5

fc-ttsp gr sr
API -f 131.5

{6 1}

Corresponding values of API gravity (0 to 100), specific gravity, and
pounds per gallon are given in Appendix A, as well as pounds per barrel,
barrels or cubic meters per long ton, etc.

The Baume" scale of gravity for liquids lighter than water, used previ-
ously by the industry, differs slightly from API gravity by the use of
constants of 140 and 130 rather than 141.5 and 131.5.

Specific gravity or API gravity is measured by means of hydrometers1

(D287), pycnometers1 (D941 and D1217), or the chainomatic specific-
gravity balance if very many small samples (15 cc) must be tested. For
viscous oils or semisolid bitumens, a pycnometer (D70) or weighing bottle
may be used, for solids an analytical balance (D71) equipped with a pan

Most products are sold on a basis of volume delivered corrected to
60°F by means of standard tables of volume corrections. 6 Weight is

important in determining freight rates, tanker cargoes, and the power
required in pumping. Gravity or weight determines whether a product
will sink or float in water or will separate from water. In other respects
gravity is not of much direct significance, but the test is so simple and so
widely used that it assumes importance as a means of judging many other
properties and in controlling plant operations. Gravity requirements
should usually be avoided in specifications.

Vapor Pressure (Reid). This test (D323)* is used for volatile non-
viscous products such as motor gasoline and, by using a special sampling
procedure, for natural gasoline of 26 lb or more vapor pressure. A
modified equipment and procedure8

is used for liquefied petroleum gases
r

".). These tests are conducted at 100°F. The ASTM vapor pres-
reported as pounds per square inch absolute pressure, whereas the
vapor pressure is gauge pressure. The true vapor pressure is

higher than the Reid vapor pressure by about 5 to 9 per cent (page 136),
but this relationship varies widely.

5 ASTM-IP Petroleum Measurement Tables, 1952.

iv/.u^
0^ Na*Ural GaS0Une Association

»
k°3 Angeles, Calif., Tentative Standaiti

Methods of Test for Liquefied Petroleum Gases, BvU. T.S. 441, 1945.
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Vapor pressure is an indication of the pressure that a material will

develop within a closed container and is particularly significant for mate-

rials whose boiling points are so low that they cannot be distilled at atmos-

pheric pressure without serious loss. The test is important with respect

to safety in transport, vapor lock in gasoline feed systems, types of storage

tanks employed (Fig. 8-7), and the starting characteristics of motor fuels.

ASTM Distillations. These tests 1 for gasoline, naphtha, and kerosene

(D86) ; natural gasoline (D216) ; and gas oil (D158) involve much the same

procedure. A somewhat similar test known as the "Engler distillation
' }

has been used in the past, and often the ASTM distillation is referred to

as "an Engler."

One hundred cubic centimeters of oil is distilled at a uniform rate of

5 cc per min. The distillate is condensed in a brass tube surrounded by

cracked ice. The temperature of the vapor when the first drop (F.D.) of

condensate drips from the condenser (in not less than 5 or more than

10 min) is recorded as the "initial boiling point" (I.B.P.). The vapor

temperature is also recorded as each successive 10 per cent is collected.

When 95 per cent has been distilled, the burner flame may need to be

increased, and the maximum temperature is recorded as the "end point"

(E.P.).

Virtually no fractionation occurs in this distillation, and the hydro-

carbons in the oil do not distill one by one in the order of their boiling

points but as successively higher and higher boiling mixtures. The details

of this inadequacy will be discussed under vaporization in Chap. 15.

Actually, the initial boiling point, the end point, and the intermediate

vapor temperatures have little significance except when compared with

corresponding points from other ASTM distillations (but see Fig. 3-3).

Materials boiling below the initial boiling point and above the end point

are present in the oil, although these points are the extreme ends of the

ASTM distillation range. In routine plant reports the loss is plotted at

the end of the distillation curve, but for more scientific work it is usually

plotted at me beginning of the curve. A comparison between ASTM
and true boiling point (T.B.P.) distillations is given in Fig. 4-17.

Flash and Fire Points. The flash point and the fire point are further

indications of the range and nature of the boiling-point curve. They

designate, respectively, the temperature at which the vapor above an oil

will momentarily flash or explode when in the presence of a flame and the

temperature at which the vapors are evolved rapidly enough to burn con-

tinuously. These tests serve to indicate the temperature below which an

ell .an be handled without danger of fire. Certain high-boiling oils/ such

as lubricants, cannot be distilled at atmospheric pressure without thermal

decomposition, and in such a case the flash point helps to indicate the

relative amount of low-boiling oil present in the material.
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The common flash-point instruments are the open cup1 (D92) and
Pensky-Martens 1 (D93) closed tester for heavy oils and the Tag 1 (D56)

closed tester for light oils. The oil is heated at the rate of 10°F per

minute in the heavy oil testers and at L8°F in the Tag tester. A test

flame is introduced into the vapor at 30-sec intervals. The flash point by
the Martens tester is about 10° lower7 than by the open tester; but if the

flash point is above 510°F (Martens), a larger difference exists between
flash points by the two instruments. The closed instrument is the more
exact of the two, but the open cup is used extensively because of its

simplicity.

Color. The color of an oil. serves as an indication of the thoroughness

of the refining process. True, oils of different boiling range and from dif-

ferent crude oils may have different colors; but, other things being com-
parable, the color indicates the degree of refining that the material has

undergone. Distilled products that are discolored are an indication of

(1) thermal decomposition, (2) the entrainment of dark-colored tarry

material, or (3) materials that are inherently dark in color. Discolor-

ation by decomposition is due to the use of too high temperatures, and
. discoloration by entrainment is usually due to "throughputs" above the

maximum capacity of the equipment. Color is important where staining

of fabrics, etc., may occur.

The Saybolt chrome-meter 1 (DI56) is used to determine the color of

gasoline and burning oils, and the Union colorimeter 1 (D155) for lubri-

cating oils, cylinder oils, and petrolatum. Both these instruments have
- empirical color scales that bear no direct relation to the Lovibond color

analysis. For lubricating-oil colors, the Tag Robinson color instrument

is also finding favor. .The Saybolt chromometer color scale ranges from
30 for fine gasoline to 15 for mineral-seal burning oil. Normally, one or

two color disks are used, but a half disk is available for colors from -f-25

to +30. In commercial usage, colors are often described by names, and
the relationship of the names to the common color numbers is indicated in

Table 3-2.

The "bloom" or "cast" of lubricating oils observed in reflected light

can be measured by the Bloom Index. 8
It. measures how much the blue

or the yellow predominates in reflected Lovibond colors.

Viscosity. The viscosity of an oil is a measure of its resistance to

internal flow and is an indication of its oiliness in the lubrication

of surfaces. In the centimeter-gram-second (cgs) system the unit

of viscosity is the poise or centipoise (0.01 poise). Viscosity may be

defined as the force in dynes required to move a plane of 1 sq cm area, at

7 Nelson, W. L., Flash-point by Different [older] Instruments, Oil Gas J., July 26,

1947, p. 254.
8 Kinsel and Phillips, Pel. Refiner, May, 1950, p. 93.
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Table 3-2. Comparison or Colob Scales

Lovibond color analysis (12~in.

Insti-

tute of

Petro-

ASTM
and

Union

Pet.

Co.

letters

Tag
Robin-

cell except 1-in." for amber)

chro-
Color names NPA» son

moraeier

HU III Dels
leum

numbers"
'

num-
bers

num-
bers

Red
200

aeries

Yellow

510
series

Amber
500

series'

Blue

1180

series

30
25

.

. Water white .... 0 32

24 1 Water white
2.0

21 IK Water white

101 o 2 Superfine white

17 214*72 Prime white
4.0

JO ... Prime white 1.02

15 3 JPnme wnite
4.0

14 btanaara wnite ... ... .... 1.1

A Standard white A. 1 "i 0

n 5 Standard wnite

10 Standard wKitn

9 7 Standard wnite
o . ua

• . Standard white 1.1

0 • • OMIUUMU null* 1.0 7.0 -

Qo • • •
Standard white 1.2 8.0

1 " ' '
Rtn-nHnrd white -

n— & ... 1.1 14 . U
.

M— 4
• • •

•••>..•....-- • . . ... 1.1 15.0

— 11

...
T ill v white*L.111V VY 111bo 1 . G 0.12 2.4 (1.4-1.9)

— lo
—

1.1 27.0
...

Vyicalll niura IK H 17W 0.6 8.0 (5-7)

-28
-32

25.5 27.0
...

Extra pale 2 I 12K 2.5 26.0 (20-23)

• • » •
Extra lemon pale Vi J 10 4.6 27.0

. - . . ... Lemon pale 3 K 9& 6.9 32.0 (50-63)

• . • Extra orange pale 3M L 9 9.4 45.0

• • Orange pale

Pale

4 M 8>* 14.0 50.0 (110-125) 0.55

N 5H 21.0 56.0 0.55
...• • • .

> • • Light red 5 0 35.0 93.0 (220-250)

• . • Dark red 6 P 2 60.0 60.0 (300-340) 0.55

• * - . Claret red 7 Q 60.0 106.0 • . 1.8

8 R • • • 4 166.0 64.0
• • • • •

Extra light*

Light*

Medium*

A
D
E

A
D
E

• • • •

• • • •

10.2

21.0

89.0

29.0

31.0,

56.0

• Approximate relationship to Saybolt color.

,» National Petroleum Association.

« Used alone without other color disks.

* For filtered cylinder stocks-.

a distance of 1 cm from another plane of 1 sq cm area, through a distance

of 1 cm in 1 sec.

The relative viscosity is the ratio of the viscosity of the liquid to that of

water at 68°F. The viscosity of water at 68°F is 1.002 centipoises, and

hence the relative viscosity and the viscosity in centipoises are numeri-
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cally equal. Two other commoD terms are kinematic vi~™u., v.- ,

• he viscosity in centipoises divided by the sP~lv tv at
V *

temperature, and fiuidUy, which is tta^pSrffit ,?T
"re™-Tlbir^ 8re

,

St°keS and «t^~\>SC
The J™ ^ m ) 18 6qUal t0 69 X 10$ oentipoises.

iug the oil to remove Darti!^.* 1 L ,^ ?
rocedure 'solves strain-

oil to a coD5tanT?Zeratoe £ Zt 5** * f" b"n^ the

sod accurately measuring the tm^e for efflul* I^^TS"*?"" tath
'

P88) is determined exactly «Tfafte^er^tW^*^4

larger orifice is used. The viscosity of^St^T"'*.,"
0** "? *

Saybolt Universal seconds atlOO, 130 or810^™lwTf^
n*?ted 38

Purol seconds at 122 or 210°F. '
f fnd 0lls as Saybolt

fo^rr n
?
0dlfi

f

C^On
'
01 m0dMed viscosimlrplpettesJ

Kscosittm^^^ WWch C°™ *• «*•K
smaller sample faLStott \ .'"f

Uments
'
^d » ^mewhat

The^D^^^Sf^t^ fbrat6d -

because turbulent rather than SXwk
ga

f°
,lne

'
naphthas, or kerosene,

of tha Saybolt eS "ff
°CCUrS

!
n the lar^ °>«ces

mined in the SayboltLrtS t hT"
6 " S°metime3 deter-

i3 related to the kinematic and ^S'tw^T^^ 6°°F)

approximately as follows:'"
Universal viscosity (at 60°F)

Thermo. = 15 + 148.5 kinematic
Thermo. = 46 SSU - 1 183

(3-2)

(3-3)
If t is the. Saybolt Universal viscositv and , fl„^ a . .

oentipoises and the specific pzviTXtcLew JlT *<
*

at the same temperature,feSSJ^Jf" take»
the Bureau of Standards, is

Kinematic viscosity = ? = 0.219* - 149 -7

* t
(3-4)

New and Revised Tag Manual Th« RQ« „
10 Nelson, W. L., OilL J., Nov/^, p!^^^ *** 0kIa-
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Figure 3-1" may be used to convert the viscosity by any one of the

viscosimeters to the viscosity by any of the other common instruments.

Somewhat more exact comparisons are available in tabulated form. 12

Although Fig. 3-1 and the tabulations are useful for approximating the

viscosity for design work or estimates, they should not be used for exact

specifications. If the viscosity of a shipment of oil is specified in particu-

lar units, the viscosity should be determined in these units by using the

proper instrument.

. In using Fig. 3-1, the viscosities

mined at the same temperature. If the viscosities are available at

different temperatures, then one or the other of the viscosities must be

corrected for temperature as explained in Example 5-13.

Example 3-1. Use of Viscosity Conversion Chart (Fig. 3-1). The Saybolt vis-

cosity is 1,000 sec at 2l0°F. What is the Furol viscosity at 210°F?

Trace the 1,000 time line to the intersection with the Saybolt Universal line. Fol-

low the horizontal line (kinematic viscosity of approximately 215.0) to the Saybolt

Furol line. Read down from the intersection. The Saybolt Furol time at 210°F is

approximately 103 sec.

The Engler time corresponding to the foregoing is 1,500 sec. The Engler degrees

(or number) corresponding to the foregoing is 30.

The lower and left scales are used for Saybolt Universal viscosities up to 8,000. For

higher viscosities the upper and right scales are used.

Cloud and Pour Points. The cloud and pour points are useful in esti-

mating the relative amount ofwax in an oil. However, all oils will solidify

if cooled to a low enough temperature, and hence these tests do not indi-

cate the actual amount of wax or solid material in the oil. They do indi-

^I^the ™oud°test l (D97) the oil is cooled, from at least 25°F above the

cloud point, in a specified test jar. The cooling bath is held between 15

and 30°F below the cloud point of the oil. At intervals the test jar is

removed from the brine bath without disturbance to the oil, and the

temperature at' which a distinct cloudiness or haziness appears in the

bottom of the jar is recorded as the cloud point. The cloud point of

dark-colored oils may be estimated by the temperature at which the vis-

cosity increases rapidly. 13 The pour test 1 (D97) is conducted in much

the same manner. However, the oil is first heated to 115°F, to be sure

that all wax has dissolved, and cooled to 90°F before the test. As in the

cloud test, the bath is held 15 to 30°F below the estimated pour point.

11 The Texas Company, "Lubrication," May, 1921.

"Dunstan, Nash, Brooks, and Tizard, "The Science of Petroleum," 4 vols.,

Oxford University Press, New York, 1938; also Nelson, W. L., Refiner's Notebooks

108 and 132, Oil Gas J., Aug. 31, 1946, and Feb. 15, 1947.
» Young, Y. C, Oil Gas J., May 31 and June 7, 1951.
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At intervals of 5°F, the test jar is removed from the bath and tilted to
ascertain if the oil will flow or move. If it shows no movement when
the jar is held horizontal for 5 sec, it is said to be solid. The pour point
is taken as the temperature 5°F above the solid point.

•Time: Engler, Redwood. Redwood Admiralty, SayMt Universal. Furol, Barbev
600800)000 2/300 3.0004.0006.000 10,000 20,00030,000 50.000 80,000

Degrees Engler
Fig, 3-1. Comparison of viscosity by different instruments. (The viscosites must be
determined at the same temperature.) (The Texas Co.)

Years ago the industry had a specified cold test which indicated the
capacity of the oil to flow after vigorous stirring at a low temperature.
This test proved to be inadequate and should.not be confused with the
cloud or pour tests of today.
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Knock Characteristics. The confusion that has long characterized

methods of knock testing has not abated. 14 Normal heptane and 2,2,4-

trimethylpentane (so-called "isooctane") were adopted as standards in

1930 along with a standard CFR (Cooperative Fuel Research) engine.

The unit of knock intensity, known as octane number As defined as the

percentage by volume of isooctane that must be mixed with normal
heptane in order to match the knock intensity of the fuel undergoing

engines were used during 1929-1930, but

in 1930 the CFR engine was developed and the research method of test

(1931) was recommended. Various test methods were employed in a

continual attempt to duplicate road performance in the laboratory

—

1933, ASTM or motor method; 1936-1937, Ethyl Corp. L-3 method;

1939, modernized research method; 1940-1946, aviation methods 1-C
(lean) and 3-C (rich) ; and in 1948 the present methods of test known as

F-l or Research (D908), 1 F-2 or Motor (D357), 1 F-3 or Aviation (D614), 1

and F-4 or Supercharge (D909) 1 were adopted. 16 The Research method
is conducted at an engine speed of 600 rpm and the Motor method at

900 rpm. Different octane numbers are obtained by each of the tests

and the difference in octane number between the Research and Motor
methods is called the "spread" or "sensitivity." Spread is related to

road performance because the Research method more properly represents

the performance during city driving when the speed is generally low and

ice on the highway. 18 Likewise, the F-3 or 1-C Aviation

methods check best with the performance during cruising, whereas the

F-4 or 3-C mixture methods are related to the great power required dur-

.

ing fighting maneuvers. In the range of 80 to 100 octane number, the

F-3 Aviation method rates a fuel at about 1 octane number higher than

the F-2 or Motor method. 17 The approximate relationship between

octane numbers by the Motor and Research methods is indicated in

Table 3-3.

14 At least eight distinct methods have been used since 1928 and none of them prop-

erly represent road performance. Agencies promoting cracked gasoline, leaded

gasoline, and catalytic gasoline have vied in sponsoring methods of testing. The
latest (1956) modification, the empirical Wiese scale for octane numbers above 100,

is a compromise between the desire of engine manufacturers to use the Performance
Numbers of aircraft engines for automobiles and the refiners' desire to have a scale

that properly reflects the cost of producing high-octaine fuels.

"Nelson, W. L., History of Octane Number Tests, Oil Gas J., Dec. 22, 1949,

p. 286.
16 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 12, 1949, p. 116.

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., July 13, 1950, p. 98. Range is 0.5 to 1.6

ing again for octane numbers above 100.
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Table 3-3. Average Relationship Between Motor and Research Octane
Numbers (Sensitivity or Spread)

Motor
method*

30

35

40
42

44

46

48

50
52

54

56
58

60

62

64

66

70
72.

74
.

76

78

82

84

86

88

90

Research method

run

Clear

30.5*

36.0

41.5

43.5
46.0

48.0

50.5

52.5

55.0
57.0

59.5

61.5

64.0

66.0

68.5

70.5

73.0

75.0

77.0

79.0
81.5*

83.5*

3 cc

TEL

Reformed
(cat.)

Clear

30.0*

35. 0*

40.5

42.5

44.5
46.5

48.5

50.5

52.5

54.5

56.5

58.5

60.5

62.5

64.5

67.0

69.0

71.0

73.0

75.0

77.0

79.0

81.0

83.0

85.0

87.0

89.0

91.0

46.0*

49.0

51.5

54.0

56.0
58.5

61.0

63.5

65.5

68.0

70.5

73.0

75.5

78.0
80.0

82.5

85.0

3 co

TEL

(thermal)

Clear
3 cc

TEL

Thermal
cracked

87.5

90.0

92.5

95.0

97.5

100.0

66.0*

69.0»

71.5

74.0
76.5

79.5

82.0

85.0

87.5

90.0

93.0

95.5

98.0

47.5*

50.0

52.5

55.0

57.5

60.5

63.0

65.5

68.0

70.5
73.5

76.0

78.5

81.0

83.5

86.5

89.0

91.5*

Clear
3 co

TEL

Cat.

cracked

Clear
3 cc

TEL

Polymer
(cat.)

Clear

64.0*

66.0

69.0

72.5

75.5

78.5

82.0

84.5

87.5

90.5

93.5

97.0

100. 0*

62. (fi

65.0*

68.0

70.0

74.0

78.0

82.0

85.0

87.0
89.5
92.0*

73.5*

76.5

79.5

82.5

85.0

88.0

91.0
94.0*

78.5*

81.0

83.5

86.5

89.0

91.5

94.0

96.5*

81.0*

84.0

86.5

89.0

91.5
95.0

97.0
100.0*

k" »,
8ed

4!!."
Cl

?r " M°t0r meth°d Whh the " Clear '* Resea»* °'tane numbers,the leaded columns.

» Extrapolated. Such extreme octane numbers are seldom encountered.

91.0*

92.0

93.0

96.0
99.0*

93.0*

95.0

97.0
98.0*

and as "leaded" with

Detonation performance of fuels at levels above 100 Research octane
number will probably be designated by the so-called Wiese scale. Per-
formance Number, originally developed to show the percentage increase
in aircraft engine power for additions of TEL to isooctane, is generally
related to engine output. The relationship between Research octane
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number, Performance Number, tetraethyllead additions, and the Wiese

scale is shown in Table 3-4.

Sulfur Tests. The sulfur1 (D90) content of gasoline and burning oils

is an important specification. About 10 g of oil is burned in a small lamp,

and the products of combustion are drawn through a sodium carbonate

absorption solution. The sulfur is determined by titrating the unused

sodium carbonate solution. Sulfur in residual fuel oil and crude oil is

determined by the ordinary oxygen-bomb method 1 (D129).

Table 3-4

Octane number
Performance

number

cc TEL plus

isooctane6

Research* Wiese scale6

MA • 60

88.0 70
-

93.0 80

96.9 90

100.0 100.0 100 0

102. 6* 103.3 110 0.29

104.7* 106.7 120 0 68

106.4* 110.0 130 1.27

108.0'' 113.3 140 2.15

109. ±d 116.7 150 3.50

110. 5* 120.0 160 5.80

• R.o.n. - 128 - 2800 P.N.

* 0.n. - 100 + (P-N. - 100) 3. Purely a compromise scale.

e Approximate.
4 No longer used. See Wiese scale.

The presence of corrosive materials such as free sulfur and corrosive

sulfur compounds is always objectionable. The test 1 (D130) consists m
noting the effect of the heated oil on a strip of polished copper. More

than a slight discoloration of the copper after heating for 3 hr indicates

that the oil is corrosive.

Tests for Bituminous and Semisolid Materials. The most common

tests for asphaltic substances are the ductility, penetration, ring-and-

ball softening point18 (E28), and specific-gravity tests. The ductility 1

(D113) of an asphalt is a measure of its capacity to elongate or stretch

and is an indication of the ability of the material to flow and thereby

mend a rupture in the surface of the material. A briquette of the asphalt

18 ASTM Standards on Bituminous Materials for, Highway Construction, Water-

proofing, and Roofing, ASTM, Philadelphia, Pa., yearly.
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is pulled apart at a uniform rate, and the elongation,

meters, that occurs before rupture takes place is called the "ductility."
The test is usually conducted at 77°F, and the briquette is pulled apart
at a uniform rate of 5 cm per min. Penetration 18 (D5) allows a needle
or cone to penetrate the material without mechanical friction and is

arranged to read the depth of the penetration in hundredths of a centi-
meter. A standard needle is used for asphalt materials 1 (D5), and the
common test conditions are temperature, 77°F (25°C); time, 5 sec; and
load, 100 g; but temperatures of 32 and 115°F are also used.
For greases and petrolatum 1 (D217) the needle is replaced with a

standard cone. The procedure is the same as for asphalt materials
except that the temperatures of 32 and 115°F are seldom used.
Road oils are examined for flash point, viscosity (Furol) at 77, 122, 140,

or 180°F, and by a distillation test 18 (D402). The residue is tested for
penetration, ductility, and solubility in carbon tetrachloride18 (D4). The
distillation test sometimes ruins the ductility of the asphalt, and hence
the value of the test is being questioned.

Gum and Gasoline. The determination of gum in gasoline has been a
troublesome test. The copper dish method of determining gum has been
replaced by a method 1 (D381) that utilizes a measured and heated stream
of air- to assist in the vaporization. This test indicates the amount of
gum at the time of test and the amount of deposition that may take place
in service if the gasoline is used immediately. -In addition, a test for
gum stability 1 (D525) which involves heating the gasoline at 212°F in a
bomb at a pressure of 100 psi, all in an atmosphere of oxygen, is useful in
estimating the amount of gum that will be formed during storage. In
this test the gum stability is indicated by the rate at which the pressure
decreases or the rate at which oxygen is consumed.

REFINERY PRODUCTS

Specifications are the result of a compromise between desirable per-
formance characteristics in the product and the ability of the refiner to
make such products from the crude oil at hand. Thus the whole opera-
tion of refining must be governed by the performance of the product when
m use. Nevertheless, wide ranges in physical properties can be tolerated
or may be advisable for some products. As one example, gasoline may
have an end point between 300 and 437°F and may vary in gravity from
50 to 70 API, depending upon the sales region, the source, or its use.
In general, finished refinery products may be grouped as

1. Volatile products—liquefied gases and natural gasoline.
2. Light oils—gasolines, rocket and jet fuels, solvents, tractor fuel, and kerosene.
3. Distillates—range oil, furnace distillates, diesel fuel, and gas oil.
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Reid vapor pressure
, 10-34 lb

Percentage evaporated at 140°F 25-85
Percentage evaporated at 275°F Not less than 90
End point Not higher than 375°F
Corrosion

: Noncorrosive
Doctor test Negative, "sweet"
Color

' Not less than plus 25

In addition, natural gasoline is divided into 24 possible grades on- a basis
of vapor pressure and percentage evaporated at 140°F. These grades
are shown. in Fig. 3-2. Grade 26-70 is the standard grade for account-
ancy and pricing purposes even though the average gasoline now has a
vapor pressure of about 18.

34

Percentage Evaporated at I40°F.

330
a

i

o 2 2

a
|l8

lwto

10

Grade 34-25
<' >^

7 z?
'Grade 34 -40 Grade 34 - 55

- ^ <£

~ o;
/-

Grade^34-70

Grade 30-25^ S *Grade 30-40

s<
Grade 30 - 55 Grade 30-70

'Grade 26 -40s ^ s Grade 26r55 Grade 26-70

Grade 22 - 25/ Grade 22 -40 Grade 22-55 Grade 22-70

Grade I8~25>

r~ * Grade 18-40 Grade 18-55 Grade 18-70

Grade 14-25 Grade 14-40 Grade 14-55 Grade^J4 -70

Fia. 3-2. Grades of natural gasoline with the common grades shown within the block.

Gasoline. In an industry of many by-products, gasoline is the major
product. The general properties of gasolines are indicated in Table 3-6.
United States government agencies specified at least 12 gasolines during
World War It*> White Unleaded Undyed gasoline is used for stationary
engines, cleaning, and as stove gasoline. Motor Fuel 72 was used within
the continental limits of the United States for nearly all vehicles—type A
at climates of 50°F and up, type B at 25 to 70°F, and type C up to 45°F.
Red All Purpose gasoline was used for all military vehicles—Grade A at
0 F and up in temperature and Grade C for arctic climes up to 10°F.
Aviation Grades 80, 87, 91/96, and 98/130 were used for training purposes
and Grades 130 and 140 for combat cruising and fighting.
The ASTM specifications are perhaps the most comprehensive. In

addition to the three types of gasolines specified in Table 3-6, types A and

"
™*J No. 2-116; Fuel 72, No. 2-114A; All Purpose, No. 2-103B; Grade 80, AN-

Shn?M StM* AN"F26; Grade 98/130
'
***** Grade 130

'AN-F28; and Grade 140, AN-F29, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.
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B are further divided according to volatility to care for seasonal changes,
as indicated in the following tabulation:

10 per cent Vapor
point pressure

. 140 13.5

149 11.5
Warm or summer (S) 158 9.5

All parts of the United States have been classified as W, F, or S areas, aa
used above, with regard to climatic conditions during each month of the
year.

The most significant performance characteristics of motor fuels may be
summarized as follows (somewhat in order of importance)

:

1. Freedom from water, gum, and corrosive sulfur.

2. Vapor lock.

3. Warm-up and acceleration.

* Antiknock quality.

5. Grankcase dilution.

Color, gravity, initial boiling point, end point, and noncorrosive sulfur

are of little importance. Water, sediment, or corrosive sulfur quickly
lead to difficulties in the feed system. Gum that has already been formed
in the gasoline, known as "preformed gum" (ASTM, D381), 1 can be
tolerated in only small amounts:

Gum, mg per 100 ml Performance21

6-10 Satisfactory

15-25 Only a few hours and up to 1,000 mile3

Potential or ultimate gum that may in time be formed in a gasoline is of

little significance except to indicate the difficulties that may be encoun-
tered if by accident or error the gasoline is not marketed for many
months. A high manifold temperature increases intake-valve and cham-
ber deposits, 22 and a rich mixture generally causes larger engine deposits. 22

Engine deposits increase greatly as the gum content is increased from
zero up to 7 or 10 mg, but higher gum content causes scarcely more
trouble than gum contents of 10 mg. The induction period in hours
(D525) 1

is approximately equal to the months that the gasoline can be
stored under conditions of commerce. The rate of gum formation in

storage has been related to the time required to produce 10 mg of gum
" Nelson, W. L., Allowable Gum in Gasoline, Oil Gas J., Jan, 11, 1946, p. 85.
" Marley, Martin, and Gruse, Moderate Gum Content Gasoline Not Harmful, Oil

Gas J., Nov. 10, 1932, p. 12.
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in a laboratory accelerated oxidation test, 23 and hence it is possible to

foretell the length of time that a gasoline can be stored.

The amount of sulfur (noncorrosive) that can be allowed is probably in

excess of the 0.25 per cent permitted during World War II. This quan-

tity led to no serious trouble, and gasolines containing in excess of 0.4

have been marketed in some parts of the United States. High sulfur

causes corrosion in the muffler and tail pipe of the exhaust system during

cold weather because of the condensation of moisture and formation of

sulfurous and sulfuric acid. Mono- and disulfides and mercaptan sulfur

compounds are extremely harmful to the susceptibility of gasolines to

tetraethyllead (see Table 3-7).

Table 3-7. Approximate Effect of Sulfur on Lead Susceptibility0

(Each compound used alone)

Percentage of TEL used in overcoming the effect of sulfur (L)

Percentage

of sulfur

by weight
Poly-

sulfides

Mer-
captans

Disulfides

Sulfides

and car-

bon
disulfide

Free

sulfur

Thio-

phenes

0.01 36 33 31 23 20 Under 6

0.015 44 40 37 28 24 10

0.02 50 45 42 33 28 13

0.03 57 52 48 • 40 33 18

0.04 62 57 53 45 37 23

0.05 67 60 57 48 40 27

0.06 70 63 60 52 43 31

0.08 75 68 65 57 47 38

0.10 m m m 71 68 61 51 43

0.15 ... 76 73 67 57 53

0.20 • • 77 72 61 60

0.30 ... • .

.

• • • 77 66 69

° Mapstone, G. E., Pet. Refiner, February, 1952, p. 132.

The percentage of TEL used in overcoming the effect of sulfur com-

pounds (Table 3-7) may be denned as L.

L = X 100
a0

in which a0, is the actual concentration (ml/gal) Of TEL in the fuel, and

a is the concentration needed if the fuel were free of sulfur. Thus, if the

24 Walters et al., Practical Test for Estimating Storage Stability of " Gasolines, Ind.

Eng. Chem. Anal. Ed., 19, 987 (1947); also, Gum Formation in Cracked Gasolines,

Ind. Eng. Chem., 32, 83 (1940).
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value of L is 60, it means that 60 per cent of, say, 2 ml of TEL is used to
overcome sulfur, and only 0.8 ml would be required if the sulfur were
absent. If several types of sulfur compounds are present, the equivalent
of these is stated m terms of disulfides (Example 3-2).

Example 3-2. Effect of Sulfur on TEL Required. In the first column of the tabu-la >on ,s shown the amounts of sulfur in Foster West Texas gasoline. The secondcolumn shows the equivalent of each of the compounds if if were disulfides ie0.045 per cent mercaptans indicates in Table 3-7 a value of L of about 58 5 and^f

o

s o

Trim the dis

r
lfi

f
e coIut the equivaient~ °f Swwft S«0.055. The other equivalents were obtained in a similar manner from Table 3-7.

Wt % Disulfide

equivalent %

0.045

0.021

0.006

0.015

0.008

0.055

0.021

0.002*

0.007*

0.000*

Disulfides

Total ..... 0.085

* By extrapolation of Table 3-7.

A disulfide content of 0 085 indicates (Table 3-7) a loss in lead efficiency of 66 percent A *mdar value of L as obtained if mercaptan or sulfide equivalents are used

i no
the
/
c
.

tual 8asohne re(lu,red 3 ™ of TEL, it would require only 0.34 times 3 or1.02 cc if it were completely desulfurized. * °*

The color of gasoline indicates little about its quality, although it isan indication of the thoroughness of the refining operation and of thetendency to produce gum. The highly desirable antiknock compounds
are partly removed by treating, and hence the specification of color has
become ess and less important. Most refiners resort to the use of oil-
so uble dyes to mask the color of the natural product. Dyes ranging in
color from yellow to dark purple are available.* These dyes also serve

r?
^ntify a gasoline and thus promote confidence in its advertised

quality, (2) to preserve the antiknock properties that would be partly

o7Lfining
g treatmentS USGd t0 improve coIor

'
and

(
3
)
to reduce the cost

Tetraethyllead is the most important additive used in gasoline. It
greatly increases the octane number. Antioxidants are used to inhibitgum formation by oxidation and polymerization in storage and they
prevent potential gum-forming substances from depositing in engine fuel
lines, carburetor jets, and on intake valves. Military specifications for

n mgl

°!i
et Saves

J
Dollars in bating Gasoline, Oil Gas J., Mar. 5, 1931

P. 133. Also, Thompson and Johnson, Ind. Eng. Chem., 48, 1869 (1956).
'
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all-purpose gasoline require a minimum of 5 lb per 1,000 bbl of the

following oxidation inhibitors, separately or in combination:

N, N' disecondary butylparaphenylenediamine

N, n or isobutyl-p-aminophenol

Di-N, N sec-butyl-p-phenylenediamine

Minute amounts of metal impurities, especially copper, catalyze the oxi-

dation of gasoline components, and 1-3 lb per 1,000

vators such as N, W disalicyledene, 2 diaminoproj

or corrosion inhibitors are usually surface-active agents that coat ferrous

metals and prevent water-metal contact in pipelines, storage tanks, or in

vehicle fuel systems. Ammonium sulfonates and organic phosphorus

compounds are examples of rust inhibitors. Various alcohols are used

as anti-icing additives to prevent freezing of water in gasoline tanks,

strainer bowls, or carburetors. Most recently preignition preventers

have been developed which tend to prevent spark-plug fouling and pre-

ignition. Upper-cylinder lubricants (light lubricating oils) added to

gasoline help in the lubrication of valve stems and the upper walls of the

cylinder. C. M. Larson 26 has estimated the annual consumption of these

additives during 1955 (Table 3-8).
-

Table 3-8. Estimated 1955 Consumption op Gasoline

Additive type

....... iTetraethyllead.

Antioxidants.

Metal deactivators.

Corrosion inhibitors

Preignition preventers

Anti-icing.

Upper-cylinder lubes : .

Dyes and decolorizers

'1'otals .. . ........... ........ . - •

Approximate

dosage .

0-3 ml/gal

2-16 lb/1,000 bbl

1-3 lb/1,000 bbl

10-50 ppm
.0.01-0.02%

M-l %
a few Ho %.
trace

Millions of

pounds

400-450

6.0

1.5

5

8

190

140

1

776

Millions of,

dollars

250

7

2

1

3

10

5

1

279

-Larson, C M., Additives for Fuels and Lubricants, Pet. Engr., March, 1955, p.

C-44.

Among the latest additives (1957) are methyl cyclopentadienyl man-

ganese tricarbonyl of the Ethyl Corporation, and an organic boron com-

pound of the Standard Oil Company of Ohio. The boron compound in

small amounts (0.008—0.03 per cent) not only reduces combustion-zone

deposits and surface ignition but also increases the effectiveness of tetra-

ethyll^d. Antiknock effects are greatest with leaded straight-run or

* A4ditives for Fuels and Lubricants, Pet. Engr., March, 1955, p. C-44.
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causing an increase of 2 to 4 units in octane number
i with highly aromatic fuels (catalytic reformates) the octane num-

ber may decrease slightly. The new Ethyl Corporation additive is more
effective than tetraethyllead but its cost will probably be so great that
it may be used only for aviation fuels.

The boiling range 26 governs the ease of starting, rate of acceleration,
loss by crankcase dilution, and tendency toward vapor lock somewhat as
indicated in Fig. 3-3. Holaday and Happel" utilize the percentage dis-

450

£3
K

f
U)

Z
°200

3

PREVAILING WEATHFR

RAPID WARMUP
A ACCELERAT
MINIMUM TEMR
OF WEATHER

2
§ 50

<
2

C EASY STARTING
MIN MUM WEATHER TEMR

CRANK-CAff"
DILUTION LOSS
MINIMUM TEMU
Or WEATHER

Fig. 3-3.

out of ten

20 30 40 50 ~i60"
PERCENTAGE- DISTILLED

70" 80" 5T
Performance of gasoline in average automotive equipment. About nine
vehicles behave as indicated. (Oil Gas J.)

tilled at 158°F and the 90 per cent distillation temperature in an ASTM
distillation to judge the time required to warm the engine. Most gen-
erally, warm-up is used as the miles of operation required to allow full
power development without excessive use of the choke, and a 2- to 4-mile
warm-up is generally thought to be satisfactory. This is similar to the

28 Nelson, W. L., Gasoline Performance, Oil Gas J., Sept. 29, 1945, p. 139.A Refiner's Viewpoint on Motor Fuel Quality, Pet Engr., Ref. Annual, 1943, p. 251.
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older usage of the 35 and 65 per cent ASTM temperatures28 to judge
rate of acceleration and smoothness of performance after the engine is

started. If the fuel provides adequate warm-up and acceleration charac-

teristics, it is always sufficiently low-boiling at the 10 per cent point to

allow easy starting (Fig. 3-3). Crankcase dilution loss is related" pri-

marily to the temperature at 90 per cent distilled, but it is also affected

by lower-boiling-range material. The crankcase dilution loss for the
gasolines suggested in Fig. 3-3 is below 5 per cent. Agreement on
tendency to vapor lock is not good, 27,29 but the general situation is

Climate, Allowablemaximum Climate, Allowable maximum
"F Reid vapor pressure

op Reid vapor pressure

60 12.7 100 7.0

70 11.0 110 6.0

80 9.4 120 5.3

90 8.0

Vapor pressure also governs storage and handling losses, 30 particularly

at high altitudes. The relative tank-filling losses for an 8.5 R.v.p. (Reid
vapor pressure) gasoline at 80°F at different altitudes is somewhat as

follows:

Altitude Relative loss

Sea level 1.0

5,000 ft . 1.5

10,000 ft 2.3

15,000 ft 5.5

20,000 ft 111.0

With the advent of high-compression motors, the tendency of a fuel to

spark-knock or detonate violently has attracted much attention. Knock-
ing is thought to be due to autoignition of part of the charge in front of

the flame. Mild knocking has little effect, on the performance of the

engine, but severe knock may result in loss of power and damage to

pistons or bearings. Certain substances such as lead tetraethyl, 31 iron

pentacarbonyl, 32 etc., 32 tend to prevent knocking. All hydrocarbons have

different antiknock properties, and certain of these, such as benzol 33 and

» Brown, G. G., The Volatility of Motor Fuels, Eng. Research Bull. 14, University

of Michigan, 1930, p. 7.

*» Good Gasoline, Natl. Bur. Standards Letter Circ. 551, Apr. 19, 1939.

80 Nelson, W. L., Evaporation Losses at High Altitudes, Oil Gas J., Dec. 9, 1944,

p. 83.

« Midgley, Thomas, Jr., Tetraethyl Lead Poison Hazard, Ind. Eng. Chem., 17, 827

(1925).

** Gaylor, P. J., Patent Trends in Petroleum Refining-gasolines, Natl. Pet. News,
Aug. 7, 1946, p. R-584.

" Campbell, Lovell, and Boyd, Standard Fuel for Anti-knock Quality, Oil Gas J.,

Jan. 23, 1930, p. 42.
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n Cra°k
^ 8 r rM " "TO—** kDocfciDg. Octane

great y affected by altitude"." The octane number may beabout three units lower for each 1,000 ft of elevation at elevations nearsea level (growmg to 7.5 per 1,000 ft at 12,000-ft elevation). Thus if anoctane number of 67.5 is necessary at sea level, 50 is satisfactory at6,000-ft elevafon, and at 12,000-ft elevation even 20 is satisfactory

fJTw 8 0CCUrs
,

* averaee somewhat as indicated in Table 3-9
for a polyform gasohne that was rich in olefin and aromatic hydrocarbons.

Table 3-9. Octane Ndmbeb Requmed to Pbetent Knoce1no

Motor
method

Approximate percentage of cars

that knock

octane
Approx.number Approx. Approx.
15 mph 40 mph 60 mph

60

65

70

75

80

85

80

68 .

50

25

5

80

54

30

10

50

28

8

^
T»d"no £*T1UA™ S™' NUMBERS REQUIRED to Sa"sf* 10, 50,90 PER Cen* of Nine J 953 Makes of Cars Operating on

IuJaL-BOIUNG-RANGE GASOLINES

Car
make

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
'

9

No. cars

tested

28

24

27

24

28

22

30

27

25

Research octane number to satisfy

10% of cars

88

86

87.5

87.5

84

85

83

84

78

of cars

93

91.5

91.5

92

88.5

89.5

86

87

85.5

90 % of cars

96

95

95

94.5

94.5

93

93

91.5

90

« MacCoull, Hollister, and Crone, Effect of Altitude on Anti-knock Tt.fNat. Gaso. Mfr., November, 1937, p. 534
Ref'

arW13 °" * CFR Engines, J. Researck Natl. Bur. Stand-

^^^m^x^t Reforming with °utside g-
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Table 3-11. Appboximate Lead Susceptibility of Gasolines

AND HtDBOCABBONS*

Type of gasoline
Octane

number

Increase in Motor o.n. with
Number
of tests

1 cc 2 cc 3 cc 4 cc 6 cc

n-Heptane* 0.0 10.1 29.1 43.0 • • • • 1

Catalytically desulfurized

2054.5 14.9 21.3 25.2 27.9 31.8

Catalytically desulfurized
*

28.9 661.6 13.6 19.6 23.1 25.5

Straight run, low sulfur, low

43.4 10.7 16.9 21.1 24.0 28.2 12

Straight run, low sulfur, reg-

22.9 2655.9 9.7 14.6 17.7 19.8

Straight run, low sulfur, high
2864.0 9.4 13.9 16.6 18.5 21.1

Straight run, low sulfur 71.6 8.0 11.8 13.8 15.3 17.4 12

65.7 8.4 12.4 14.8 .
16.8 18.8 38

Straight run, high sulfur. . .

.

55.9 7.5 11.3 13.7 15.3 17.7 23

Catalytically desulfurized

13.7 669.9 8.3 10.4 11.7 12.6

83.0 8.1 11.6 14.1 16.2 18.4 Or

57.5 8 1 12 2 14 7 16.5 18.9
A
4

Cracked, regular octane 64.5 6.5 9.5 11.3 12.6 14.4 38

71.6 4.0 5.8 6.9 7.6 8.6 16

72.6 6.2 9.0 10.6 11.6 13.2 13

73.0 2.5 9.6 12.2 - • • • a • • 1

75.8 5.9 8.5 9.9 10.9 12.4 30

Catalytically cracked 78.4 5.0 6.6 7.5 9.5 38

82.5 2.0 2.9 3.4 4.3 9

84.3 2.2 2.7 3.2 • • • • • . . > 1

100.0 3.8 6.9 8.9 1

105.3 1.8 3.2 3.2 1

- Nelson, W. L., Lead Response, Oil Gas J. f
Oct. 6, p. 106; Oct. 13, p. 137, 1945.

k Buerstetta and Warren, Oil Gas J., Nov. 21, 1955, p. 142. Numbers over 100

based on: Ii.o.n. = 128 - 2,800 + P. N.
• Taken from Oil Gas J., Nov. 27, 1941, p. 70.

d Desulfurized at high temperature with bauxite or clay.

The octane number required by cars of even the same make ranges by at

least 7 to 12 Research octane units (see Table 3-10)." Although addi-

tional power can be developed by the use of high-octane fuels in suitable

engines, the extra power or mileage obtained by the use of high-octane-

" CRC Octaue Number Requirement Survey, 1953.
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number fuels in current vehicles is not impressive 38 or conclusive. Under
some conditions of operation a 10 per cent increase in mileage39 appears
to be possible by increasing the octane number from 68 to 83, but tests
on some vehicles indicated no improvement or even a decrease in mileage.
High-octane fuels do provide smoother, more satisfactory performance.

Table 3-12. Approximate Lead Susceptibilities op Various Types of
Gasolines as a Function of Clear Octane Number

Clear

octane

number,

Motor, or

Research, as

applicable0

Increase in octane number with 3 co TEL

30
35

m
45

50
55

60
65

70

75
80

85
90

95

Straight

run*

Motor

26.0

25.0

23.5

22.0
21.0

20.0

19.0

17.5

16.5
15.5"

Res.

26.0

25.0

23.0

21.5

20.0

18.5

17.0

15.5

14.5

12.5

11.0

Reformed

(catalytic)

Motor Res.

25.0

23.0

20.0

18.0

16.5

14.5

11.5

9.5

7.0

5.0

26.5

24.5

22.0

20.0

18.0

16.5

14.5

12.0

10.0

8.0

6.0

Reformed
(thermal)

Motor

23.5

21.5

19.5

17.0

15.0

13.0

11.0

8.5

6.5s

Res.

Thermal
cracked

Motor

23.5

21.0

20.0

18.0

16.5

15.5

14.0

11.5

10.0

8.5

7.0=

Res.

16.0

14.0

11.5

8.5

5.5

Catalytic

cracked
Polymer

Motor Res.

17.0

15.5

13.5

10.5

7.5

10.0

8.5

6.0

4.0
10.0

8.0

6.5

4.0

Motor

6.5<

4.0
2.5*

Re*

8.5*

6.5

4.5

• Use Motor method with Motor octane columns and Research with Research columns.
• Gasolines that contain 0.1-0.3% sulfur are less susceptible (about 4 unite) ; Nelson, W. L., Oil Gaa J.,

Oct. 13, 1945, p. 145. CatalyticaUy desulfurized gasolines are more susceptible (about 3 units): Nel-
son, W. L., Oil Gaa J., Oct. 27, 1945, p. 127.

• Extrapolated. These are extremes, seldom encountered.

The susceptibility of fuels to tetraethyllead is not uniform. The octane
number is increased greatly if (1) the clear or unleaded octane number is

low, (2) the sulfur content (particularly mercaptans, monosulfides, and
disulfides) is low, and (3) the percentage of olefin hydrocarbons (cracked
gasolines) is low. Although variations are great, the general situation is

indicated in Table 3-11, 40 which is an average of about 327 tests. Table
3-12 can be used to estimate the effect of tetraethyllead on the octane

38 Nelson, W. L., Power versus Octane Number, Oil Gas J., Nov. 16, 1946, p. 317.M Van Hartlesveldt and Field, Knocking Octanes, Pel. Refiner, June, 1940, p. 93.
40 Nelson, W. L., Lead Response, Oil Gas J., Oct. 6, p. 1Q6; Oct. 13, p. 137, 1945.

1
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number of various types of gasoline. A substantially straight line resultswhen the octane numbers of leaded gasolines arp nlnn^H nn i
m* 41 rpi -p , tvt 7 ,

Plotted on charts such asFig. 3-4. The Performance Number shown on the right-hand scale of

developed

PreS aPP™ximate relative amount of power that can be

In summary, our motor fuels consist of butanes and natural gasoline
for front-end volatility, cracked or polymer gasolines and antiknock
agents for allaying knocking, inhibitors for the delaying of gum formation and straight-run gasoline. Thermally cracked gasolines are
desirable m motor fuels because of their good low engine-speed perform-
ance. The low-boiling olefin hydrocarbons cause such performance. At
nigh speeds the aromatic hydrocarbons found in catalytically cracked
gasolines provide superior performance. Thus a mixture of the two kinds
of fuels is advisable, particularly so that the L-head engines which knock
at high speeds and the valve-in-head engines which knock at low speedsare both satisfied.

Naphthas or Solvents. The enormous number of uses for specialty
materials intermediate or embracing parts of the boiling range of gasolineand Kerosene makes for confusion and overlapping of specifications
Tables 3-13 and 3-14 show the average properties and uses for 20 repre^
sentative naphthas" grouped generally with respect to boiling range
Straight-run petroleum naphthas contain only small amounts of aromatic
hydrocarbons and hence are not good solvents for some materials, notablv
nitrocellulose lacquers, dry paint, or certain resins. High-solvency naph-
thas dissolve such materials, and special solvency tests" such as aniline
point, kauri butanol number, and dilution ratios of nitrocellulose in ethvl
or butyl acetate are employed. The low-gravity naphthas of Tables 3-13
and 3-14 shown m boldface type, are high-solvency naphthas produced
byspecial processing methods that increase the percentage of aromatic
hydrocarbons. A 48.4 API naphtha similar to No. 16 of Table 3-13 but
containing 15 per cent of aromatic hydrocarbons, is used to deweed crops
ot carrots, parsnips, dill, or caraway.
Among the special requirements of solvents may be white color: low

unsaturated and aromatic content for stability; high aromatic content
for solution of lacquers or synthetic resins; or low boiling for rapid vola
tilization. In general, however, naphthas should be free from aciditv
noncorrosive by the copper-strip test, free from gums or suspended
matter, sweet smelling so that a petroleum odor is not imparted to the

41 Ethy! Corp- Research Laboratory Chart, Apr. 15, 1949

p. 134

eIS°n
'

W ' L
"'

ClaS3ificati0n 0f Solyents and Naphthas, Oil Gas J., Apr. 15, 1943,

Blade, O. 0, Annual Surveys, U.S. Bur. Mines Repl. Invest. 5132, April, 1955.



Table 3-13. Approximate Properties of 20

Key number of solvent

Property

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

:

AT^T crravit.v 75.1 75.5 74.6 53-70.5

•

71.5 40 64 62

T P. P °T? 95 145 125 160 105 179 195 205

10 per cent 115 136 * - • - •

135 150 '162 175 180 191 200 210

90 per cent. ... 156 188 195 220 245 210 220

E.P., °F. 186 160 206 210 260 275 215 240

Flash (Tag C.C.), "F..., -73 -40 • • • • • • •

30.5 34.5 33.5-49 34 77 35.5 37.5

in aromatic hydrocarbons (high, solvency) are shown boldface.

Tabus 3-14. Uses op 20 Representative

Use of solvent

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Perfume extraction

Castor oil or fat extraction

Toluene substitute, lacquer formulas,

fast-setting varnishes

Seed extraction

Rubber cements, .tire manufacture

Lacquers, art leather, rotogravure ink,

adhesive tape

Rosin extraction, shade cloth, rubber dip

goods .*

Brake linings, leather degreasing, bone

degreasing

Printer's ink, cellulose lacquer diluent.

,

Paints and varnishes, thinners

Textile printing and proofing ....

Paints and coatings (aircraft), paint re-

movers and solvents

Floor coverings, wax, polish, wash for

printing plates or rolls

Dry cleaning, metal and machinery
cleaning

Zylol substitute (in many instances). . .

.

Flat finishes, rustproof compounds
Synthetic resin thinner

Wood preservatives

Boiling

range,

°F

160-260

125-300

179-275

160-300

95-370

95-370

205-300

125-400

160-370

105-455

160-410

179-410

240-340

200-410

200-400

275-370

300-455

357-410

312-650

Key number of solvent with

1

95-

186

2

145-

160

3

125-

206

4

160-

210

5
105^

260

6

179-

275

Solvents high in aromatic hydrocarbons (high solvency) are shown boldface.
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Repbesentative Solvents or Naphthas- (see Table 3-14)

Key number of solvent

9 10 11 12 13 14

59.5 37-58 46 58 40 36
200 200 225 220 240 975
210 215 230 280
217 232 242 250 285 300
232 253 270 330
247 286 280 300 340 360
25 25 45 80

38.5 39-69 64 38 72 73

15

36-50

303

317

328

16

50

312

322

337

368

380

33

17

48

325

333

350

370

400

115

35

18 lit 20

30-50 45 40
357 350 320
367 375 375
380 400 485
397 430
410 455 650
136 142 145

31-65 32

Naphthas and Solvents- (see Table 3-13)

boiling ranges, °F

7

195-

215

• •

x

8
205-

9
200-

247

10

200-

285

11

225-

280

x

x

X

X

12

220-

300

13

240-

340

x

X

X

X

14

275-

360

15

300-

370

x

x
X

X

16

312-

380

17

325-

400

18

357-

410

19

350-
20

320-

455 650

" ' '

I
* "

"

x

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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to eliminate as much ofmanufactured products, and well

the fire hazard as possible.

There is an increasing tendency to offer extremely narrow-boiling-range

naphthas (under 30°F) which are superior for some services but which can

often be replaced by cheaper naphthas of wider or conventional boiling

range. Nearly pure hydrocarbons ranging from propane through hexane

are also being offered.

The mineral-oil solvents should not be considered as substitutes for

other solvents that are now used, because mineral solvents possess proper-

ties tha.t are unique and useful, and for many purposes they can be

selected because of their own merits.

Jet Fuels. The production of military jet fuels reached 95,000 bpd in

1953 and the expected demand in 1957 is about 250,000 bpd (2.9 per cent

of crude oil). Although a kerosene-like material (JP-1 Grade) was first

used and a similar high-boiling fuel (JP-5) is still supplied in limited

quantities, the main current fuels (JP-3 and JP-4) are wide-boiling-range

materials which extend through gasoline and kerosene. Table 3-15 indi-

cates the kinds of fuels supplied and Table 3-16 shows44 in detail the 1954

properties and the specifications of jet fuels. Production has bee# almost

totally straight-run material, but there are indications that small amounts

of cracked materials and heavy alkylates or reformates can be incorpo-

rated. In the event of war, such materials will have to be tolerated.

The Smoke Volatility Index of Table 3-16 is the IP smoke point plus

0.42 times the per cent distilled at 400°F. Its superiority as a means of

judging deposition tendencies over plain smoke point has not been com-

pletely established. The low freezing point of minus 76°F is a difficulty

in meeting specifications, and if certain naphthenic or aromatic crude oils

are processed, the gravity requirement becomes limiting.

Throughout the world, specification DERD-2482, which is an Eastern

Hemisphere kerosene; is used almost exclusively (1956), but some airlines

require a freeze point of —50°F rather than —40°F.

Burning Oils. These oils, rej

oil, lighthouse kerosene, and 300°F mineral-seal oil, are used, as

names imply, in household, marine, passenger-coach, and railroad illumi-

nating lamps. Kerosene is the main product in the United States but

ASTM No. 1 Distillate has such similar properties that it is increasingly

being sold as kerosene. Likewise, Eastern Hemisphere kerosene is sold

as jet fuel. The 300°F mineral-seal oil is a high-grade oil having a

Cleveland opeh-cup flash point of not less than 250°F. Signal oil for

railroad lamps is compounded from 300°F mineral-seal oil and lard or

sperm oil. Long-time burning oil is the finest grade, and in the burning

test 650 cc of oil must not be consumed in less than 120 hr-
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TABIa 3'15
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C^""™s oi Jet Fuels, i952-19s6.

Avg. Grade JP-1:
1952

Avg. Grade JP-V:

1952

1954

1956

Avg. Grade Jp-4 :

1952

1954

1956

Avg. Grade JP-5 :

1Q55
.

195<S»:

1956»
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The Saybolt thermoviscosity is also used to indicate the behavior of
the oil in a lamp by means of the so-called Ring Number which is:

Ring No. = the™°viscosity _ 10 (46 minus API)

The viscosity usually ranges between 325 and 450. However, an oil may
have a proper viscosity and yet fail to burn satisfactorily. Kerosenes
may have a gravity of 39 to 48 API and a flash point (Tag) of 120 to
180°F. The initial boiling point is usually under 370°F, and the end
point about 500°F, although the government at one time allowed an end
point of 620°F. Although gravity is not important, many
to produce a 41.5 to 43 API kerosene, and hence most of the
sold in the United States has this gravity. A small amount of light

.

material (naphtha) is necessary in order to produce a high-quality burn-
ing oil. For this reason a little heavy gasoline must always be present
in the kerosene, and hence the boiling ranges of kerosene and gasoline
(or naphtha) overlap to some extent. If the gasoline (or naphtha) and
kerosene are too well fractionated, the flash point and initial boiling point
of the kerosene will be so high that it will not burn properly.
The color instability of some kerosenes has at times been a mysterious

difficulty. Several inhibitors and tests for color instability have been
developed. 47 The properties of a few kerosenes and related products-are
given in Table 3-17. Range oil has no close specifications and is usually
considered as an off-brand kerosene that is too high in sulfur, has a bad
odor, etc.

• Tractor fuel oil is discussed by A. T. Colwell, 48 but the motor fuel tax
limitations, the need for cheapness, and the wide variety of engines make
clear-cut specifications impossible. In general, the properties of fuels
that have been marketed are somewhat as follows:

Flash point, min LoW to 115°F
10 per cent temperature, min 176-422°F
95 per cent temperature, min 437-555°F
End point temperature, max 480-600°F
Sulfur, per cent, max 0.1-0.5

or lamps),Distillate Fuels. Among these are stove
tractor fuels, domestic fuel oils (stove or furnace),

fuels, spray oils, insecticides, smudge oil, straw oil, absorption oil, and gas
oil. Table 3-18 presents the properties of these not closely specified oils.

In northern New Jersey the average quality of No. 2 heating oil has been

*? Hillman, McHatton, and Moerbeek, Ptoc. World Petroleum Cong., 2, 704, 708, 713>
and 721 (1933); and Rather and Beard, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., 16, 217 (1936).
" Fuel Requirements for Farm Tractors, Pet. Refiner, January, 1945, p. 124.
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as follows:

Year API
Diesel

Index

Ppr cent

distilled

at 440°F

1938-1941 36.4 52.8 20.1

1942 35.9 52.0 15.9

1944 32.6 43.5 10.5

1945 32.9 44.5 13.0

Thermally and catalytically cracked distillates have not been entirely

satisfactory for the types of domestic burners now available, because of

carbonization. The kinds of domestic burners and the fuels required are

:

Type of burner'

Vaporizing, type .'.

Natural draft

Pot type, forced draft.

Vertical rotary, forced draft

Vertical rotary, atomizing

Atomizing-gun type:

Low pressure •

High pressure.

.

...................

Per cent

of sales

(1947)

10.8

11.0

6.2

71.7

The flash point of domestic fuels is limited because of safety, and an upper

limit is imposed to ensure easy ignition in vaporizing-type burners. Car-

bon residue on a 10 per cent ASTM residue indicates something of the

tendency to produce coke in vaporizing-type burners, but the 90 per cent

distillation temperature is probably equally significant, and a good correla-

tion is obtained only upon consideration of the carbon-hydrogen ratio,**

Diesel Index, or aniline point. Viscosity naturally falls within proper

limits, but in general each atomizing-type burner exhibits a maximum

capacity at some intermediate viscosity. 60 Sulfur is normally of little

significance; but, for chicken brooder heaters, heat-treating, and glass or

ceramics ware furnaces, it may be specified. Color and odor are not vital,

but purchasers note them The increasing use of cracked distillates or

cycle stocks in distillate fuels has helped the pour point but has intro-

duced difficulties with stability. Various additives are employed to

49 Cauley and Delgass, Carbon Hydrogen Ratio of Catalytically Cracked Distillate

Fuel Oils, Oil Gas J., July 27, 1946, p. 166.
M Glendenning and Sullivan, Characteristics of Fuel Oil, frail. Pet. News, Aug. 21,

1936, p. 41.
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alleviate the clogging of screens, the formation of se
materials, deterioration in color, and corrosiveness «
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f diesei

1 Cleanliness—carbon residue, B.S.W., sulfur, etc
2. Ignition quality—cetane number or Diesel Index

4 VnTvS
^^^i^-viseosity, pour point, etc.

4. Volatahty-flash point, distillation, and carbon residue.

Even the small amount of dirt carried in dusty air can pollute diesei fuel

o ooomin
6

82E?f f
e injection purap is t0 a «SSu.UUUOl in. Excessively large amounts of swZ/ar are thought to ™„ t k *

to engine wear, and sulfur obviously can cause muffler and
corrosion. Good ignition quality, as measured by cetane3*5Index, assists m easy starting, starting at low temperatures lowX nroZr fi

smooth op
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ion; whereas a fud-CSSquality promotes misfiring, varnish on pistons, engine dirt or deposits andrough operation. Fuel economy is slightly better for mediZ ™ 'l

SSTStfft
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a fue]

ijecrors, leakage, or the low heating value of such

Fahrenheit) divided by 100. Ignition accelerators such as alkvl n,W
and peroxides have been investigated." A major difficulty has beenhe meompatibihty often encountered when two Lis are mL The

"

SuStT^T during storage
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2t cawtr, TZTf"T Permit refi"erS t0 "end straightenana catalytic cycle stocks" into diesei fuels
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Fuels more viscous than 550 sec Saybolt Universal at the starting temper-

ature cannot be handled by some fuel-ignition pumps. Plugging of

screens or cloth niters tends to occur at the cloud or haze point, which is

usually about 10°F above the pour point. Finally, the cetane number

Table 3-20. Comparison of Ignition Quality and
Other Properties (Approximate)

Cetane

Blending
Character-

ization

Factor

Boiling-

Diesel octane num- point

number Index ber (Motor gravity

method) number*

30 26

34
51 11.05 201

35 43 11.25 196

40 42 35 11.45 191

45 49 27 11.6 187

50 56 19 11.8 . 183

55 64 11 12.0 180

60 72 2 12.2 178

» G - B + (68 - 0.703B) log T, in which Q
constant.

API gravity, T "C, and B = the

Table 3-21. Properties op Diesel Fuels por Easy Starting

Maximum
Air tem- viscosity Maximum Cetane

number,perature, Saybolt pour point,

°F Universal

at 100°F

min

-20 42 -30 90
-10 46 -20 83

0 50 -10 76
10 57 0 69

20 65 10 63

30 . 70 20 56
40 98 30 49

50 40 43

. 60 160 50 36

must be high enough to permit ignition when the air that is compressed is

cold. The properties required are somewhat as shown in Table 3-21.

Obviously viscosity gives little trouble.

Lubricating Oils—General. There are so many uses for mineral oils

that a formidable array of names, based on uses, has arisen. Several

few types of oils will satisfy most of the needs of industry. Table 3-22
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shows the properties of some of the major types of oils, and the approxi-
mate amounts sold during 1950 are shown in Table 3-23.

In general, oils may be grouped as follows:

^
1. Engine and Machine Oils. High viscosity Index oils are required for

aircraft engines and automotive engines operating in temperature and
arctic climates and for machinery or instruments that are subject to wide
variations in temperature. Viscosity and Viscosity Index (see Fig. 4-2)
are important considerations.

Table 3-23

Type of oil

Motor oil:

Straight

Heavy duty (2-104 B)
MIL -2104

Total

Industrial:

Straight

Rust and oxidation inhibited

Premium
Heavy duty

Railroad diesel

Total.

Gear oil an

Total

.....••....a.

bbl

7,000 18.0

4,800 12.3

7,650 19.6

2,550 6.5

22,000 56.4

9,700 24.8
2,250 5.8
2,250 5.8

150 0.4

450 1.2

14,800 38.0
2,200 5.6

39,000 100.0

14,200

Percentage

Medium Viscosity Index oils are suitable for almost all industrial
machinery including stationary spark-ignition engines and automobiles in
temperate or warm climates.

Low Viscosity Index oils are suitable for most industrial lubrication and
for diesel engines. Except for poor starting characteristics, these oils are
thought to be best for general automotive service (except arctic) because
of their natural detergent properties. Others feel that a chemical deter-
gent should be added to the higher-viscosity-index oils to gain detergency
properties.

Obviously the entire range of viscosity of 60 sec at 100°F to 250 vis-
cosity at 210°F must be available to provide service for the lightest
spindles (of zero clearance) and the heaviest machinery operating at high
temperatures. In general, the useful life of an oil is halved by each 15°F
increase in operating temperature (above 140°F). In connection with
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Table 3-24. SAE Classification System for Cbankcasb Oils

SAE
VJ8C00-

ity

number

Saybolt Universal, sec Redwood Engler

•

Centktokes

0°F 210°F 0
aF 210°F 0*F 210"F 0*F 210*F

EOT

10W
20W
20

30

40

60

Below 4,000

6,000-12,000

12,000-48.000

• • • •

40min
•15 min

45-58

58-70

70-85

85-110

Below 3,500

5,250-10.500

10,600-42.000

40.9-51.8

51.5-61.9

.61.9-75.2

75.2-97.5

Below 115

172-344

344-1,375

1.40-1.8

1.8-2.13

2.12-2.52

2.52-3.19

Below 869

1,303-2,606

2,606-10,423

5.73-9.62

9.62-12.94

12.94-16.77

16.77-22.68

a better (but more complicated) classification system is that of the Bureau
of Ships. 51 It consists of a series of numbers of four digits each, and a
detailed tabulation of the properties of the oils that have thus far been

assigned numbers. The tabulation63 of properties is too extensive for

publication here. The first digit designates the general kind of oil, and
the last three digits are used to show the numerical value of the viscosity.

The kinds or types of oils adopted by the Navy are

Viscosity

Class measured at

lxxx 210°F
2xxx 130°F
3xxx Forced feed, medium Viscosity Index (65-75). .

.

210°F
4xxx

5xxx

6xxx

7xxx Compounded steam cylinder (lard or tallow) , ,

.

210°F
8xxx Compounded air cylinder 130°F
9xxx 130°F

As examples, 1042 is SAE 10W oil, and 3050 (or 9170) is SAE 20 oil.

Motor Oils. Spark-ignition and diesel-engine oils differ primarily

because the diesel oils must exhibit "detergency" properties to keep car-

bon from accumulating in the engine after a few hours of operation.

Naphthene-base oils (low Viscosity Index) are somewhat satisfactory as

diesel oils, but most heavy-duty oils are made by introducing a detergency

additive to an oil manufactured from paraffin or mixed-base crude oils.

Much importance has been attached to Viscosity Index54 because it

measures the suitability of an oil to lubricate properly at the elevated

M N.B.S. 431, Lubricating Oil, Bureau of Ships, Navy Department, Washington,
D.C., 1942.

" See Figs. 4-1 and 4-2 for viscosity-temperature relationships,
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ZSZSSSS and at the same time not * be to°~*

&air
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arting

-
The l0West temperatures at whicheasy starting (quick-cranking) can occur are somewhat as follows:

Kind of oil

Lowest easy starting temperature, °F

: -

40 viscosity at 210°F.
SAE 10W
SAE 20W
SAE 20 (thinnest) . . . . . . .

.

SAE 30 (thinnest) .'.

40
Viscosity Index

60

Viscosity Index
100

Viscosity In^lex

-23
-18 to -27

0 to -18
-2
13

-25
-19 to -29

0 to -19
-6
9

^-34

-20 to -30
0 to -20
-12

0 .

Obviously 10W and 20Woil«?nf «nvko . • ,

service. Zero Viscosity bS^A^T£!!!^*T^^m
because such oils are L marketed ft^iS? 'I ^f™'
being marketed whichirtffiSatS TMvL* "»

Viscosity in itself appearst^Su^SSSS^^
might be expected because the piston ring"scarcely22 2f,

T

der wall The oil must be Ouid enough during sorting toflow tL^h

Thi„ j I-
eDgme temPerature without causing excessive wear* ^ beiDg empl0^- thi o ls mayreS^r^

Se » of htra Jo™
diIUti°n °CCUra'

an<* » a«
high" peed a countsL3W ?

P°°r
<* »

wJT
accounts «>• most cases of excessive oil consumption.

catlsLlil PZ 'f
°f* Prance, bui it indi-cates the source of the oil and whether it is a blend of Ion and high-boiling

P

H
m"

00"' Md Da™' Improved Motor oas
'* »*

»n2T W T
' ^"""T ft"-* -.OS*.* Nov. 23, 1939, p. 46Nelson, W. L., Owpanptam of Eogine OU, Oil Go, J., Fcb. 17, 1944. „ Vsl
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oils. Sulfur has little direct effect, but Merrill, Moore, and Bray 88 find

inconclusive evidence that high-sulfur oils cause engine corrosion—that

the wear may have been caused by the different types of hydrocarbons in

the oils rather than by sulfur.

Carbon residue is not directly related to carbon formation in the engine.

The extremely high-carbon-residue Pennsylvania oils produce only a little

more carbon in the engine than do the low-carbon-residue naphthene-base

oils, but the paraffin-base carbon is much harder and is attached more
firmly to the cylinder parts. 69

Short-time engine tests such as the Lauson, Underwood, and Chevrolet

36-hr tests60 and the Work Factor test of the Bureau of Ships" are neces-

sary in making real evaluations of oils. However, even such elaborate

test methods sometimes produce confusing results and they indicate

clearly that the results are a function of the way the engine is operated

as well as of the properties of the fuels or lubricants being tested.

Additives are now widely used to alter the properties of lubricating

oils. Pour-point depressants act differently on each oil, but on the

average cause reductions in pour point61 about as follows:

Average Range of

Per cent lowering, lowering,
„F °F

0.1 11 1-21

0.3 22 5-39

0.5

1.0

30

38

17-44

24-53-

Wax-naphthalene or w^x-phenol condensation products and their poly-

mers are said to be effective as pour-point reducers. 26 Viscosity Index

may be improved by the addition of butene polymers or polymers of

methacrylic acid esters. Detergency additives are usually complex

calcium or barium sulfonates or phenates. Such additives tend to keep

carbonaceous sludgelike materials from settling out of the oil and will

even clean such materials from a dirty engine. When a detergency

additive is used, the crankcase oil almost immediately appears dark and

dirty because the sludge is carried in suspension. When such an oil is

ss Service Characteristics of Motor Oil, as Related to Chemical Composition, Oil

Gas J., June 13, 1935, p. 59.

"Livingston and Gruse, Carbon Deposits from Lubricating Oils, Ind. Eng. Ckem.,
21, 904 (1929).

80 Georgi, C. W., Subcommittee Report, SAE Journal, February, 1943, p. 52.

» Nelson, W. L., Reducing J^ur-point with Depressants, Oil Gas J., Dec. 30, 1944,
p. 269.
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shldhf^
E

!

H l00Sens 80 much ma**ial that the oilshould be changed at least two extra times at 300- and 500-mile intervals
to remove the debris. > *iiiw«vais

Detergency oils are necessary for diesel engines, although straight
naphthene-base oils are reasonably good, and such oils are advisable forheayy-duty spark-ignition engines. The engine temperatures in spark-
ignition and diesel engines are somewhat as follows:

Location Spark-ignition Diesel

Piston head, °F
Top ring, °F

500-650 650-750

475-500

350

350
170-250

Lower ring belt, °F.

.

200-325

300-350

160-250

Cylinder wall, °F. ;

Crankcase oil, °F

tend to cause rapid oxidation of the oil on the
piston head and top ring, - with the formation of solid asphaltic materialfrom paraffin-base oils but only sludge" in the naphthene- or detergency-

tend* tn « ! 7' PfaffiDiC 0ilS are ^yed
} varnishlike deposits

£nt ?
C0
°^

0W
?

°n th
f
bWer WalIs 0f ^-ignition pistons, and coke

deposits are formed around the top ring of diesel-engine pistons. Deter-
gency oils do not assist greatly in removing the varnishlike deposits of
spark-ignition engines, but they do suppress to a large extent the coking
of diesel engines by keeping^ carbonaceous material in suspension.

Table 3-25. Estimated Annual Consumption of Additives for
Automotive Lubricants, 1955°

Kind.

• •--.a

Detergents

Antioxidants—corrosion inhibitors. .

.

'.

Viscosity Index improvers.
. .

.

Pour point depressants
Extreme pressure agents
Defoamants
Antirust agents
Odor control

Oiliness imparters. . . .

.

.... . .

.'

.'

Dosage, Millions of Millions of
per cent pounds dollars

2-10 280-300 57
0.4-2 70-75 15

150.5-10 60-65*

0.1-1 5 2
5-10 60s 14

0.0002-0.07

0.1-1

0.001-0.005

0.1
6

^•Larson, C. M., Additives for Fuels and Lubricants, Pet. Engr., March, 1955,

6 Used also as pour depressant.
' 60% automotive and 40% industrial usage.

» Faust, J., Asphaltizatkm Teste for Lubricating Oil, Oil Gas J., Jan. 20, 1944, p. 29.
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Antioxidant additives to alleviate oxidation, sludging, or corrosion are

extensively used. An enormous number of agents have been recom-

mended or used; and a few are calcium petroleum sulfonates, sulfurized

terpenes or olefins, metal salts of phenol sulfides, phosphorus pentoxide-

treated terpenes, and zinc methylcyclohexylthiophosphate. Antifoam-

ing agents such as silicone compounds when used in minute amounts
effectively reduce the tendency to foam.

Lubricants. This term is applied primarily to greases, semisolid com-
positions, and gear oils, even though some of the materials are as much
like liquid oils as like solids. Most generally, greases may be grouped into

three classes."

solid lubricants are graphite, mica, talc, sulfur, and asbestos fiber. These

greases are invaluable in the lubrication of ill-fitting machine parts func-

tioning under heavy or intermittent loads. Examples of this type are

tractor-roller lubricants, lubricants for concrete mixers, ditch-digging

equipment, and railroad-car unloading devices.

2. Blends of residuum, waxes, uncombined fats, rosin oils, and pitches.

This group is particularly suited to the lubrication of rock bits, steel

cables, water pumps, dredges and chains, and gears operating under water

or under exposed weather conditions.

3. Soap-thickened mineral oils. Common thickeners are sodium, cal-

cium, aluminum, lithium, and lead soaps. The soaps of these metals are

prepared by saponification of a fatty glyceride of either animal or vege-

table origin. This group is widely useful because a large variety of

different-consistency greases can be produced by selecting various

metallic soaps, fatty glycerides, and mineral oils.

There are also three general bases64 used for manufacturing the extreme-

pressure lubricants now used almost exclusively for differential, trans-

mission, and general gear lubrication.

1. Blends of saponifiable oil containing chemically combined sulfur

with a suitable lubricating oil—or mineral oils to which flowers of sulfur

has been added.

2. Blends of a sulfur chloride-treated saponifiable oil base and a lubri-

cating oil of suitable viscosity—or chlorine combined directly with chosen

mineral-oil fractions.

3. Lubricants containing lead soaps of fatty or naphthenic acids and
sulfur. These may contain sulfur that has been added or only the sulfur

that is naturally present in the mineral oil. However, the most common

" Simpson and Welch, Manufacture of Grease, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., March, 1931,
p. 77.
M Ebaugh, I. A., Service Testa Must Determine Value of Extreme Pressure Lubri-

cants, Part 2, Natl. Pet. News, Jan. 15, 1936, p. 26.
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practice in manufacturing gear "lubes" is to add a specific sulfur com-
pound such as dibenzyl disulfide, which is noncorrosive at room tempera-
ture but corrosive (to copper) at about 300°F.
The general theory regarding sulfur and chloride lubricants is that iron

sulfide or iron chloride should be formed on the surfaces of the bearing or
shaft and that the films of these materials are responsible in part for good
lubrication. Thus the extreme-pressure lubricants are somewhat corro-
sive and probably should not be used on bearings that contain copper.
Others believe" that the high temperature generated at the gear-tooth
surface causes the rough or high points on the surface to be destroyed by
corrosion so that the surface is smoothed. In addition to customary
tests, gear oils for automotive transmissions are subjected to full-scale
shock" tests. In these an automobile is operated at a high speed; the

clutch and transmission are disengaged; and then, while the vehicle is
still traveling rapidly, the clutch is engaged. Gear lubricants, trans-
mission oils, and many rear-axle or steering-knuckle applications66 are
furnished in the following grades (with or without extreme-pressure
additives), which are generally similar to the SAE grades:

Grade Use Saybolt Univ. viscosity

75

80

90

Extreme low temperature

Winter service

15,000 max at 0°F
15,000-100,000 at 0°F
75-120 at 210 °F
120-200 at 210 °F
200 min at 210°F

•

140

250 Highest temperature service

.
^ost greases are soap-thickened mineral oils. The National Lubricat-

ing Grease Institute Classification (1955) based on worked consistency is:

* ASTM, Report of

NLGI Consistency Description and use
number (D217)* at room temperature

0 355-385 Semifluid
1 310-340 Very soft, grease gun
2 265-295 Soft, grease gun
3 220-250 Grease cup

Grease cup4 175-205

5 130-160 Grease cup and block
6 85-115 Block type

D-2.

« Nelson, W. L., Corrosion Tests of Gear Lubes, Oil Gas J., Apr. 7, 1945, p. 97.

on J?°
mp8°n

'
J

- W-' Varied R * Lube Specifications . . . , Natl. Pet. News, Sept.
oU, 1936, p. 36.
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Table 3-27. Microcrystalline and Petrolatum Waxes

Wax
Melting

point, °F

(D127)

Con-

sistency

\XJZ\1)

Needle

penetration

(D5)

Flash

point,

°F

Gravity,0

API

106-118

112-124

127-137

155+
166+
170-175

185-190

190-197

200-240

160-200

170-200

.......

360-370

410-430

360-370

460+
460+
460-500

470-500

480-500

36

36

37

21-22

Microcrystalline. .

.

Microcrystalline. .

.

Microcrystalline. .

.

Microcrystalline. .

.

25-35

15-25

10-20

5-15

2-10Microcrystalline. .

.

• •*••••

° Varies widely. Gravity is a function of the properties of the parent crude oil.

adhesives; ammunition; bandages; burns; belting; candles; carbon paper;

cheese wrappers; coatings for drums or cans; cobbler's wax; concrete mix-

tures; dental cavities; electrical condensers, cables, coils, transformers,

batteries, etc.; electrotyping; emulsions; food sealing; floor polishes; fuel

briquettes; foil coatings; illuminants; ink; insulations; glossing agent in

laundries; lipstick; lubricants; embalming preparations; matches; impreg-

nating cloth and paper; milk and liquid containers; modeling waxes; mois-

tureproofing paper coatings, candy wraps, laminated paper, bags, etc.;

paperboard for boxes, cartons, can substitutes, drinking cups, frozen-food

packages, milk cartons, etc.; pastes; pencils; pipelines for acid; plasticiz-

ers; polishes for shoes, leather, or furniture; pyrotechnics; plastic molding;

ropes; roofing; rubber blooming; rust preventatives; salves or ointments;

ski wax; stencils; stonework; surgery cavities or deformities; textiles for

finishes, waterproofing, etc.; toilet creams, pastes, etc.; washers; wire

coatings; and wood fillers.

Residues. The residual petroleum products usually do not command

a high market price. Often they'are merely by-products of the regular

refining operation. Some of the residual products are residual fuel oil,

fuel oil for diesel power engines, road oil, spray oil, coke, and paving,

roofing, or paint asphalts.

Typical residual fuel oils and dusting oils exhibit the properties shown

in Table 3-28. Oils 1 and 4 are the 1955 standard (ASTM D396), 1 the

older oils (2 and 3 of 1933) are still representative,72 and the average

coal-spray oils were taken from Technical Report 6 of Bituminous Coal

Research, Inc. 73

w Nelson, W. L., Bunker Fuel Oil Specifications (1918-1946), Oil Gas J., July 27,

1946, p. 196.

t* Nelson, W. L., Coal-spray Oils, OU Go* Aug. 21, 1941, p. 56.
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Table 3-28. Fuel and Dusting Oils

71

oa

1. ASTM No. 5
1955 range-

1956 range

2. Low viscosity, 1933. .

.

3. Bunker B, 1933
4. ASTM No. ft...

1955 range8
;

.

1956 range

5. Light dusting oil

Flash

point,

%
min

6. Heavy dusting oil.

130

130-306

136-300

150

150

150

150-430

140-420

305-350

300-365

Water
and
sedi-

ment,

max %

1

0-0.8

0-0.8

1

1

2

0-1.8

0-1.6

Pour
point,

%
max

Maximum viscosity,

sec

-20 to +60
-30 to +50

5 to 80

0 to +60
0 to -50

-5 to -20

40 Furol at 122°F
11-40 Furol at 122°F
II-40 Furol at 122°F
100 Universal at 100°F
100 Furol at 122°F
300 Furol at 122°F
51-295 Furol at 122°F
28-292 Furol at 122°F
III-223 Universal at
100°F

246-599 Universal at
100°F

• U.S. Bur. Mines Inform. Circ. 7730, October, 1955.

"
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sediment do not settle out of the oil and such oils cannot be displaced from
tanks by water. The heating value of residual fuel ranges from about
6,260,000 to 6,450,000 Btu per bbl. Its main competitor is bituminous
coal (13,100 Btu per lb). The parity price 0 (dollars per bbl) of Bunker C
fuel oil may be computed from the cost of delivered coal C ($ per ton)

by the following formula" in which E„ and Ee are the thermal efficiencies

at which oil and coal can be fired, H0 and Hc are the heating values of oil

(Btu per bbl) and coal (Btu per ton), and x is the

for the year under consideration to the cost during 1951.

fy = {E0/Ee)C 0.165s

He/

H

0

"** HJH0
(3-5a)

or for average values of the constants:

O = ^ + o.04a: (3-56)

Oil can be fired more cheaply than coal (about 16.5 cents per ton during

1951). Sulfur in fuels (oil, coal, or gas) requires higher cold-end tempera-
tures in the air preheaters or economizers of boilers76 in order to prevent
corrosion and fouling of the tubes. A 6 per cent sulfur fuel requires a
temperature about 60°F higher than a 2 per cent fuel.

pour or solid point is important in gravity-feed systems because

Table 3-29. Fuel-oil Temperature for Burners

Furol viscosity

at 122°F

Firing temperature, °F

Mechanical

atomization

Steam
atomization

30 130-182 97-130
35... 136-191 103-136
40 Fuel 5 max 143-199 108-143

148-205 113-148
60. • •••••••••••••• 161-216 123-161

80 171-226 132-171
100 179^233 139-179
120 184-239 145-184

193-248 154-193
200 200-254 160-200
240 204-259 164-204

210-265 170-210

n Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Dec. 22, 1952, p. 353.
" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Sept. 13, 1954, p. 138.
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' is the single most
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Table 3-30. Analyses and Properties of Petroleum Cokes

Moisture, wt %
Volatile combustible matter,

wt %
Ash, wt
Sulfur, wt %
Bulk density, lb per cu ft. .

.

True or real density, g per ml .

.

Btu per lb as rec'd

Early pet. cokes,

1930-1935

Cracking

still

Hydrogen, wt %
Carbon, wt % ->«••

0.15-3.3

8-18

0-1.6

0.2 -4.2

Coking

still

0.3-1.8

2-13

0.5-1.2

0.5-1.2

56-69

15,300-

16,400

14,500-

15,500

Oven
cokes

0.3-2

0.6-7.4

0.2-1.8

0.8-1.5

14,400-

14,700

Delayed

process

cokes

Nil-0.5

8-18

0.5-1.6

0.5-4.2

1.28-1.42

Con-

tinuous

or fluid

cokes

3.7-5.3

0.1-2.8

1.4-7.0
55-65

1.5-1.6

14,000

1.6-2.1

88.3-92.5

Table 3-31. Petroleum Asphalts (1951- and 19556)

Uses

Paving:

Asphalt cements.

Cutbacks and road oils. . . .

.

Emulsions

Total.

Roofing, waterproofing, and
Roofing and waterproofing.
Flux for roofing

Mastic and mastic cake

Total

Briquetting * .'
"

Specialties:

Blending with rubber
Pipe and metal coatings

Molding compounds
Paints, enamels, etc.

Misc. uses

Total
;

Grand total

Short tons

1951

4,574,112

4,124,564

216,247

• • .

2,208,409

882,283

16,508

210,323

21,414

26,273

38,868

69,607

475,469

Per cent

1951

35.6

32.0

1.7

69.3

17.2

6.9

0.1

12,864,077

<* Shearon and Hoiberg, Ind. Eng. Chem.,
6
Estimated.

24.2

1.6

0.2

0:2

0.3

0.5

3.7

Short tons

1955s

12,300,000

3,400,000

200,000

.9

100.0

400,000

16,300,000

45, 2122 (1953).
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Tabus 3-32. Tests on Typical Asphalts*

Softening point, BAR,
°P

Ductility at 77°F cm...
Penetration at 32°P
Penetration at 77°P
Penetration at 115°F. .

.

Evaporation (50 g, 5 hr,

325°F), per cent

Flash, Cleveland open
cup, °F.

Solubility in CCU, per
cent.

Paving

Pene-
tration

mac-
adam

112

60+
40

135

Soft

0.01

550

99.8

As-

phaltic

con-

crete

129

100+
25

64

249

0.06

540

99.8

Roofing

Shingle

satu-

rant

146

100

13

33

108

0.03

560

99.8

Shingle

coating

226

2.0
12

18

31

0.01

570

99.7

Built-

up roof

mop-
ping

Floor-

ing

aatu-

rant

19Q

2.0

14

30
65

0.01

560

99.8

157

12

8

20

67

0.0

645

99.8

• Petroleum Aaphalt, "Lubrication," The Texae Co., June, 1946.

Water-

proofing

151

22

10

27

92

0.0

600

99.8

Mineral

rubber

302

0
2

4
8

0.02

635

99.8

Tabus 3-33. Other Asphalt Materials

Materials

...........

Paving binders:

Mastic foot pavements and floors

Asphalt blocks

Sheet asphalt paven
Grout filler

Grout filler (blown type)

Asphalt concrete (aggregate sand, etc.)

Asphalt macadam
Roofing asphalts:

Saturant for felt or paper
Heavy saturant for felt and rugs

Roof coatings (blown)

Sealing:

Pipe sealing (sewers, etc.)

Pipe coatings

Waterproofing

10-15

10-25

25-40

40-70

30-50

30-70

70-150

75-140

28-32

10-50

40-60

10-15°

25-50

Ductility

at 77°F

20+
40+
50+
3+
45+
90+

100+
40+
1+

1+
1+
15+

Melting

point,

BAR

180-220

105-140

113-140

150-230

113-150

104-113

110-120

140-150

160-260

200-225

200-215

140-170

Consistency,
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pliability of the finished product. Temperature susceptibility measures
the change in penetration (D5)* with temperature and also the ability
of the asphalt to withstand fading and shocks. Ductility (D113V
measures the elongation or stretch, suitability for paving purposes and
ability to resist vibration. Shock tests are also used for vibrational serv-
ices, and pliability tests are necessary for compositions used for wire coat-

m)^!
0 aTatedpaper

-
Stainte8ts are often important. Solubility

ir* u- °?
,

tetrachIonde indicates inert material, asphaltenes, and
difficulties caused by overheating during manufacture or application.

Table 3-34. Tests on Typical Liquid Asphalt Materials"

Rapid
curing

RC-3
(D597)

Medium
curing

MC-3
(D598)

Slow

curing

SC-3

Slow setting

emulsion

SS-1

(D631)

Flash, °F (Tag open cup) 90

• • • > •

350

28

60

83

100

74

100

100+
99.7

- • a .

170

• • • > .

350

2"

230

350

Viscosity Saybolt Furol:

At 77°F1

At 140°F 70

Distillation (ASTM D402) per cent
distillate off:

At 437°F. .

.

(D244)

At 500°F
30

75

100

76

200

100+
99.7

42At 600°F
At 680°F

Residue from distillation:

Per cent asphalt ...
58

150
Penetration at 77°F
Ductility at 77°F.

90

Soft

Solubility in CC14, per cent 99.7

74

100+
98.5Asphalt, of 100 penetration, per cent.

.

- Petroleum Asphalt, "Lubrication," The Texas Co., June, 1946.

The ASTM" has published at least 30 specifications for the numerous

of
P
I

S tPtpeUmonPhal!S and r°ad °ils'
The most fluid oils

S ?0, °
r SC grades are designated as No. 0 and the heaviest

aS
?°;-fi' . ^ mpid CUriDg (RC) grades contain a cu^ck of keroseneS f^?"??' 7

hereaS the Sl°West Curing
<
SC

) ™7
consist of asphalt and the heavy distillates that are naturaUy associated
with asphalt in crude oil.

CHEMICALS AND SPECIALTIES

Accordmg to "Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and
Sales, which is published yearly by the U.S. Tariff Commission, the
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Table 3-35. Crude Products from Petroleum and Natural Gas
Thousand pounds per year

77

1955 1953 1950

Aromatics:

642,649

722,650

24,470

16,687

1,038,290

699,455

30,404

404,545

462,105

16,080

23,123

836,473

749,010

14,355

Benzene
72,927Cresylic acid, crude.

.

JNapnthenic acids
16,080

np~ i„ __ _ 24,684

329 , 122

Clihar 449,587

532,571
' Total aromatics

Aliphatics:

Methane

3,174,605

131,527

445,214

3,048,225

2,007,140

1,331,475

1,411,285

753,461

1,171,596

444,532

124,562

663,748

250,752

2,505,691

144,6231

2,135,740/

1,366,175

1,222,622

1,152,197

418,144

1,424,961

Ethylene 1,821,893

Propylene and C, mixtures,

1,3-Butadiene 694,047

n-Butane 610,056

w m 906,732

155,589

534,507

122,048

23 , 157

176,926

60,986

2,681

219,242

Isobutylene

Other C 4s.

.

C§ hydrocarbons

Diisobutylene
20,044Dodecene

Nonene. .....
371,948

146,204

8,128

694,560

Derivatives.

Other aliphatics
336,625

Grand total
13,004,357

16,178,962
8,641,369

11,147,060
|

5,510,100

6,935,061

number of o.l company that participate in the manufacture of chemicals
has risen from a few in 1935 to 48 by 1944, and to 63 in 1955. At least
187 chemical petroleum, etc., companies used petroleum or natural gas
as the raw stock for chemical manufacture during 1955, and the petro-
chemical production amounted to about 25 per cent" of all chemical
manufacture. J. C. Reidel" estimates that basic petrochemicals ap^ea
finally m the form of 7,000 end-use chemicals. The 1955 production

ZtZS
r^^ Tariff

,
Com—

. « -dicated in Table 3 35 °nd

^Z1U
t2 , ,r«

r ChemiCa'S Pr0dUCed largely fr0m PetroI^m -
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Acetic acid 96
Acetic anhydride 96
Acetone 95
Acetylene 30
Acrylic plastics 100
Ammonia 90
Benzene 36
Butanols 53
Butadiene 100

Ethanol
. 83

Ethylene 99+
Ethylene glycol 80
Ethylene oxide 90
Formaldehyde 90 •

Glycerol 40

* Estimated.

Per cent

Isopropanol
, 100

Methanol 35
Nylon 60
pheno1 •••• 50
Phenolic plastics 50
Polyethylene 100
Polyester plastics

, 70
Propylene 100
Polystyrene 50
Styrene 50
Synthetic rubber 75
Toluene. .'. mtm 77
Urea and melamine plastics 70
Vinyl plastics 80
Xylenes 89

Table 3-36. Production and Capacity foe Majob Chemicals Obtained
fbom Petrochemical and Nonpbtboleum Sources'

Million pounds

Hydrocarbon intermediates:

Ethylene

Propylene

Butylenea

Butadiene

Acetylene

Benzene.

Toluene

Xylenes

Styrene

Polyethylene

Synthetic rubber

Phenol

Ammonia
Aliphatic chemicals:

Formaldehyde

Acetaldehyde

Methanol

Ethanol

Isopropanol

Butanols

Ethylene oxide

Ethylene glycol

Acrylonitrile

Acetic acid

Acetic anhydride

Acetone

• * ......

Production

1955A%ruv 1QRKmoo

3,000 3,200
1,500 1,600
2,200 2,000
1,200 1,200
750 850

2,400 2,600
1,300 1,350

1,100 1,100
1,000 1,000
350 400

1,800 4,200
575 585

6.000 6,800

550 600
800 860

1,500 1,570
1,800 2,250
1,200 1,200
400 450
800 970
750 850
180 200

550 650
800 900
600 700

• Katzen, R., p*. Refiner, December, 1954, p. 128



CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF OIL STOCKS

Although it is theoretically possible to produce any type of refined
product from any crude oil, it is not usually economically feasible to do
so. Occasionally the demand for a particular product or the elimination
of a low-value one becomes so insistent that major conversions of a chemi-
cal nature have been adopted. Among these are thermal or catalytic
cracking for increasing the yield of gasoline from crude oil, catalytic
cracking for reducing the yield of residual fuel oil, polymerization for
recovering olefinic waste gases, solvent extraction processes by which
unsuitable hydrocarbons are eliminated from lubricating oils, diesel fuels,

etc.,. and most recently catalytic reforming for producing motor fuels of
superior detonation characteristics. It is the purpose of this chapter to
aid in the selection of the best combination of products that is possible
from each crude oil, never forgetting that each oil must be processed to
supply its own particular marketing environment.

The routine or control tests mentioned in Chap. 3 are not entirely

satisfactory for plant design or plant operation, and hence special distil-

lations, vaporizations, and equipment have been developed by which the
yields of the various products contained in a charge stock can be eval-
uated. Admittedly many evaluation methods are approximate. They
must be so because so many combinations of yields are possible and the
market demand varies so rapidly that more precise methods would lead
to endless testing. Nevertheless, the somewhat gross methods outlined
here must always be used with caution, and they should be augmented at
the first opportunity with more complete tests.

Large refiners usually obtain more complete data than suggested here,
by means of pilot- or semiplant-scale equipment in which the essential

physical and chemical processes of the operation are duplicated in labora-
tory equipment. Smaller operators sometimes find that commercial-scale
experiments are cheaper. Although pilot plants can usually provide
more complete and accurate operating information than commercial
operations, pilot plant operation is in some ways more difficult than
commercial operation, and thus carelessness may result in misleading
data.

79
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The refiner desires information of the following types:

X. Base and general properties of the crude oil.

2. Presence of impurities such as sulfur, salt, and emulsions which cause general
difficulties in processing.

6

3. Operating or design data. Primarily this necessitates curves of temperature and
gravity vs. per cent distilled.

a. Fractionating or true-boiling-point distillation curve.
b. Equilibrium or flash-vaporization curve.
c. API or specific-gravity curve of each fraction distilled.

4. Curves of the properties of the fractions vs. per cent distilled (mid per cent curves)
or the average properties of a series of fractions vs. percentage yield (yield curves)
by which realizations of yields can be prepared. Among common property curves

o. Viscosity of lubricating-oil fractions.

6. Octane number of gasoline fractions.

c. Aniline point of solvent, kerosene, or diesel fractions.
d. Penetration of asphaltic residues.

e. Viscosity of distillation residues.

Large samples (from 2 liters up to pilot sizes) of the feedstock are required in order
to obtain large enough fractions for the above tests.

5. Finished products. Having established the general properties and yields by means
of distillations and property curves and exploring the economy of the various break-
ups of the crude oil, most refiners feel that large samples of the most promising prod-
ucts should be produced. Batch- or semiplant-scale stills are employed; and such
details as chemical treatment, sulfur content, susceptibility to tetraethyllead, pour
point, etc., may be investigated.

BASE OF CRUDE OIL

" The classification of crude oils as Paraffin, Intermediate, or Naphthehe
"base" is admittedly inadequate, but long usage has led to concepts that
are valuable to experienced technical men. When used or defined with
respect to various properties, indexes, etc., as in Table 4-1 the term
"base" is justified. The U.S. Bureau of Mines1 designates eight bases
of crude oil according to key fraction No. 1, which boils at 482 to 527°F
at atmospheric pressure, and key fraction No. 2 which boils at 527 to
572°F at 40-mm pressure (approximately 733 to 779°F at 760 mm)
in the standardized Hempel distillation2 of the Bureau of Mines. The
first word of the name of the base (such as "paraffin" in "paraffin inter-
mediate base") applies to the gasoline or low-boiling fractions, and the
second word applies to the lubricant or high-boiling parts of the crude oil.

Key fraction No. 1 should have a gravity higher than 40 API for paraffin
base crude oils and a gravity below 33 API for naphthene base oils.
Likewise, key No. 2 classifies an oil as paraffin base if the gravity is
>Lane and Garton, "Base" of a Crude Oil, U.S. Bur. Mines Rept. Invest., 3279

September, 1935.
1 Smith et al., U.S. Bur. Mines Bull. 490, 1950.
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•

above 30 API, or as naphthene base if its gravity, is below 20 API. In
addition, the presence of wax in key fraction No. 2 is noted by means of
the cloud point. If the cloud point is below 5°F it indicates little wax,
and the name of the base is augmented by the statement "wax-free."
Characterization Factor is not specified by the Bureau of Mines, but
approximate values are shown in Table 4-1. Finally, other significant

names for paraffin-base crude oil are "Pennsylvania" and "green or light
Mid Continent" crude oil; for intermediate-base, the terms "Mid
Continent" and "mixed-base"; and for naphthene-base, the terms
"Coastal," "Gulf Coast," "California," or "asphalt-base." These
names are often misleading, because the base of an oil is not necessarily
related to the region of origin, or the presence of asphalt or of paraffin
wax. In addition to the three common designations of base, a few oils*

contain significant amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons, and these are
called aromatic or benzenoid base. Such crude oils are rare in the
United States but are found in some regions, notably Burma and Borneo3

(see also Fig. 2-2). A major danger in a "base" classification is our
tendency to imbue a crude oil with all the attributes of its base. Con-
sideration of Table 4-1 indicates clearly that wide ranges of properties
are probable in any base of crude oil.

Although most of the indexes, factors, etc., used in classifying crude
oils and their products were originally based on the properties of pure
hydrocarbons, none of them are truly successful in indicating chemical
composition. They fail to distinguish between a mixture and a compound
of the same physical properties. Even aniline point/which has a long-
established reputation as a means of indicating the presence of aromatic
hydrocarbons, is of little value in judging chemical, composition unless
the proportions between the other series of hydrocarbons are also known.

Characterization Factor. The most widely used index is the Character-
ization Factor of Watson, Nelson, and Murphy. 4 It was originally

defined as

in which TB is the average molal boiling point (°F absolute) and S is the
specific gravity at 60°F. It has since been related to viscosity, aniline
point, molecular weight, critical temperature, percentage of hydrocarbon,
etc., so that almost any laboratory data can be used to estimate the factor
(see Table 4-1 and Fig. 5-9). Typical Characterization Factors are
indicated in Table 4-2.

8 Nelson, W. L., Aromatic Base Crude Oils, Oil Gas J., Oct. 28, 1944, p. 101: also
D«c. 2, 1944, p. 91.

'

* Characterization of Petroleum Fractions, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 2T, 1460 (1935).
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TABLB m C^ctmisation Factors or a Few Htobocabbons
Pbtbolbums, and Typical Stocks

Character-

isation

Factor
Hydrocarbons

14.7

14.2

13.86

13.5-13.6

13.0-13.2

12.8

12.7

12.6

12.55

12.5

12.1-12.5

12.2-12.44
12.0-12.2

11.9-12.2

11.9

11.8-12.1

11.85

11.7-12

Propane
Propylene

Isobutane

Butane
Butene-1 and isopentane
Hexane and tetradecene-7

2 methylheptane and tetra-

decane
Pentene-1, hexene-1, and
ceteris

2,2,4 trimethylpentane

Hexene-2, and l t3 butadiene

2,2,3,3-tetramethyI butane

2,11 -dimethyl dodecadiene

Typical crude oils

.............

Cotton Valley (La.) wbe.

11.75

11.7

11.6

11.5-11.8

11.5

11.45

11.4

11.3-11.6

11.3

Hexylcyclohexane

Pennsylvania

Rodeasa (La.)

Big Lake (Tex.)
'

Lance Creek (Wyo.)
Mid Continent
OkU. City (Okla.)

FuUerton (W. Tex.)
Illinois; Midway (Ark.)

W. Tex.; Jusepin (Vene.)

Butylcyclohexane

Octyl or diamyl benzene

Ethylcyclohexane and 9-

hexyl 11 metbylheptadiene
Methylcyclohexane

Cyclobutane and 2,8,10,14
tetramethyl hexadiene

Cowden (W. Tex.)

Santa Fe Spgs. (Calif.)

Slaughter (W. Tex.); Hobbs
(N. Mex.)

Colombian

Hendrick and Yates (W.
Tex.)

Elk Basin, heavy (Wyo.)

Kettleman Hills (Calif.)

Smackover (Ark.)

Lagunillaa (Vene.)
Gulf Coast light distillates

Miscellaneous product.

94.5 API absorption gaeo.
4 Venezuelan paraffin waxes
Paraffin wax" ; M. C. 82.2 API
"natural gaso.

Calif. 81.9 API nat.

Debutanised E. Tex. nat.
gaso.

San Joaquin (Vene.) wax dis-
tillate

Panhandle (Tex.) lubes

6 Venezuelan wax distillates
Paraffin base gasolines
Middle East light products
Cracked gaso. from paraffinle
feeds

East Texas gas oil and lubes
Light cycloversion gaso. from
M.C. feeds

Middle East gas oil and lubes
Cracked gaso. from inter-
mediate feeds

East Tex. and La. white
products

Tia Juana (Vene.) white
products

Cracked gas oil from paraf-
finic feeds

Cat. cycle stocks from paraf-
finic feeds

Cracked gaso. from naph-
thene feeds

Tia Juana (Vene.) gas oil and
lubes

Naphthenio gaso.; eat.

(cracked) gaso.

Cat. cycle stocks from M. C:
feeds

Cracked gaso. from
naphthenio feeds

High conversion cat. cycle
stocks from paraffinic feeds

Typical cat. cycle stocks
Light-oil coil thermal feeds
Cat. cycle stocks from 11.7
C.F. feeds

Gaso. from eat. reforming
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Tablb 4-2 Chabactbrization Factobs or a Fmw Htdrocabbons,
.Petroleums, and Ttpical Stocks. (Continued)

85

Character-

ization

Factor

11.2

11.1

11.0

10.9

10.8

10.0

10.*

10.4

10.3

10.1

10.0

9.8-9.9

Hydrocarbon* Typical crude oils

Cyclopentane Kern River (Calif.)

. Greta or Placedo (Tex.)
1.2,3.4 tetraethyl benzene Signal Hill (Calif.)

Cycloheptanes and dicydor Lowest C.F. crude oils
hexyl

Thermal Products

*phenyl-4-n>etnylhexene-2r
|

Butylbensene
| Residuum by severe viscos-

ity breaking
Propylbensene or 1,2,3,5 I 25 API light (pure) recycle
tetramethylbeniene

I 0. 5 API residuum
2-phenylhexadiene-1.3 17.5 API flash distillate
* from M.C. residuum
Ethylbensene or m-xylene 8.8 API vapor phase resid-

uum

Miscellaneous products

Phenylcyclohexane

Toluene

Benzene or 2-isopropyl

naphthalene

Diphenylmethane

I
8.5 API flash distillate*

5. 5 API flash distillate*

Lowest C.F. cycle stocks

Lowest C.F. pitches (-4
API)

(Residuum from cat. cycle
stocks

Thermal gas oil from naph-
thene feeds

Naphthenic gas oil and lubes
8.8 API viscosity breaking
residuum

Lowest C.F. naphthenic
products

Cat. cycle stocks (high con-
ersion) from 11.7 C.F. feeds
Thermal heavy coil feeds
Gas oil in fluid coking of
11.9 C.F. feeds

Cat. cycle stocks from naph-
thenic feeds

Lowest C.F. cat. cycle stocks

Thermal recycle stocks

Extracts from cracked dieeel
fuels

Extracts from cracked diesel

fuels

Gas cracking residues

wRHtaS
1? Jhi

v
nd

,

e\is a series of numbers ran^ fro™ ° *>
100 which indicate the rate of change of viscosity with temperature • A
^scouf at W ,

1W
*
ndicatea an oil tha* does not tend to become

TwSi
loW

ffi

teI"Peratu/
e
.

s °r *W» at ebvated temperature*
Typ.cally paraffin-base lubricating oils exhibit a Viscosity Index of nearly
100 whereas naphthene-base oils on the market show about 40 ViscosityKT"^T^3 have » Viscosity Index of sero or lower
Paraffin wax has a V.I. of about 200, and hence its removal reduces the
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ISO

30 40 SO CO 70 SO ©O IOO IIO I20 130 I40 I ISO IOO ITO

UNIV. SAYBOLT VISCOSITY AT 2IO°F-SEC.

Fig. 4-1. Relation of Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100°F to viscosity at 210°F.

V.I. of raw.lube stocks (see Table 4-1). By solvent extraction processes,

lubricating oils of Viscosity Index higher than 100 can be produced.

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 indicate the relationship between Viscosity Index

and Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100 and 210°F. The Viscosity Index

tabulations of the ASTM (D567) 6 must be employed (rather than Fig.

4-2) for accuracy.

•Petroleum Products and Lubricants, ASTM, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.,

yearly.
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Example 4-1. Viscosity Index (Fig. 4-2). An oil has a viscosity of 1,600 sec at
100°F and 80 at 210°F. Reading from 1,600 on the left, to the slanting line marked
80 at the right, the Viscosity Index on
the bottom scale will

about 3.

be seen to be

Z£00

Viscosity GravityConstant. This

constant7 involves gravity as well

as viscosity,

VGr = IPO - 1.0752 log (V- 38)

10 - log (V - 38)

(4-2)

where G is specific gravity at 60°F
and V is viscosity at 100°F. It is

used mainly for lubricating oils, and
the general relationship of VGC to

Characterization Factor is indicated

in Table 4-1.

Correlation Index. The Corre-
lation Index, 8 like the Character-

ization Factor, relates boiling point

and gravity:

CI. = 48,640/°K

+ 473.70- 456.8 (4-3)

in which K is absolute boiling point degrees Kelvin (°C + 273), and g is

the specific gravity G%0 . It is especially useful in appraising the 3,000
or more Hempel assays9 which have been conducted by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines (over 200 foreign oils were tested).

Numerous other constants are more limited in usefulness (see Table
4-1) as (1) aniline point (D611), 6

(2) Parachor, 10 which involves surface
tension and gravity, (3) carbon-hydrogen ratio, 11

(4) characterization
gravity, 12 which is used in judging stocks for thermal cracking, (5) Diesel

'Kurtz, S. S., Jr., et al., Relationship between Carbon-type Composition, Vis-
cosity-Gravity . . . , Anal. Chem., 28, 1928 (1956).

•Smith, H. M., U.S. Bur. Mines Tech. Paper, 610, 1940.
Hughes and Blade, U.S. Bur. Mines Inform. Circ. 7470, June, 1948
» Heinze and Marder, Brennstoff-Chem., 16, 286 (1935).
» Cauley and Delgass, C-H ratio of Catalytically Cracked Distillate Fuel Oils.

03 Gas J., July 27, 1946, p. 166.

" Mithoff, MacPherson, and Sipos, Oil Gas J Nov. 6, 1941, p.- 81.

10 20 50 .40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Viscosity Index

Fig. 4-2. Viscosity Index. {Dean and
Davis, Chem. Met. Eng.)
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Index (Table 3^20),

aniline point (°F) X gravity (API)

100
(4-4)

and (6) boiling-point gravity constant, 13 which in terms of B, a constant,

G, the API gravity, and T, the boiling point (°C), is designated as:

G = B + (68 - 0.703J?) log T

TYPICAL CRUDE OILS

Crude petroleums vary widely in composition from almost gaslike

materials of 65 API gravity to semisolid asphaltic material having an API
gravity of 10 (see Table 4-3 for average gravities). The percentage of

Table 4-3. Gravity Distribution or the Crude Oils Produced in

Various Areas—Cumulative Percentages (1951)

Below

these API
gravities

U.S.-

U.S.

east of

Calif.-

Imports

U.S.-
California

West
Texas*

. Vene-

zuela*

Saudi

Arabia*

10 '1.0* 1.0
15 1.0 • • • 6:0 9.5* 8.76° • i • • • 94
20 4.0 1.3 17.0 20. 4* 24.7-

-

41.3

25 11.3 4.5 24.0 45. 3* 47.4- 47.7
30 23.4 15.6 27.7 63. 5* 64.7* 10.5 .

65.8 1.5
35 52. 0* • • • i • • • • 83.6* 38. 0* 85.7 32.5
40 83.

0

d
*. • • 97.0* 65. 0<* 97.1 99.8

45 96. Q*
•

....
-

.... 81.0*

Avg API 34.7 36.3 29.6 • • . . , 26.2- • • 4 4 • 25.3 35.8

Rept. of Committee on Bunker C Fuel Oil of the Natl. Pet. Council, Dec. 9, 1952.
* Nelson, Thery, and Sahagun, "Venezuelan and Other World Crude Oils," Mini-

sterio de Minas e Hidrocarburos, Caracas, Venezuela, 1952.
e Aramco Report. .

•

* Estimated.

sulfur ranges from 0.03 in high gravity oils from Venezuela, Bolivia, and
Argentina to as high as 7.31 in 14.4 API Qaiyarah oil from Iraq. When
compared on a gravity basis as when being marketed, the amounts of

sulfur in various crude oils compared with the amount in United States
and Venezuelan oils (basis is 1.0) are as shown in Table 4-4."

" Jackson, E. A., Oil Gas J., Mar. 21, 1935, p. 16.
14 Nelson, Thery, and Cordero, Relationship between Sulfur Content of Crude Oils

and the Sulfur Content of Conventional Refinery Products, Proc. Fourth World Pet.

% sec. V/A, Rome, June, 1955.
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J3s£tfzssi unique crude
°iis (of the°—

*
*»*)

Table 4-4. Average Gravities and Sulfur Contents of Cbude Oils*

Crude oil

Typical Gulf Coast (U.S.).

.

Far East (India, Pakistan, Burma)'."
'.

East Texas field

U.S.S.R. & Eastern Europe''
California

Average U.S.

Venezuela '..

Western Europe 4
'

Mississippi

West Texas
Eastern Texas (low gravity)
M
^?l

e
(?an

'
®audi Acabi

» i«waiti
Egypt)

Ratio of % sulfur to

% sulfur in U.S. oils*

Average

gravity

Average

% sulfur

0.15 22.0* 0.19
• • • Under 0.2
0.67 38.0 0.26
• • • Under 0.4
n tk 26.2 1.05

1.00 34.7 0:75

1.00 25.3 1.36
• a Under 1.0

1.50 26.0* 1.60*
1.75 36.fr 1,38
2.00

3.00 35.0 1.60

and the SuW Sn^t7p ^a«onsn,P between Sulfur Content of Crude Oils

" Comparing oils of the same gravity.
"Estimated.

^nlZ^mr"" PelroIeum Technology'" ACS ****^ "ff c™de oi,s contain hydrogen sulfide," but many tech-nology carelessly refer to "high sulfur" oils as "sour" oils Crude

oslf KnT, "*T PCT 100 **" beCause "* °*> dangerous y

e7ds t<fZ,r r 1

w
galr be PreSeDt >*•*.

^

ere«™"
produce "sot" oi. T' and the ^ddle East

™hm • T 0llS
-

1118 kgh-sulfur oils of California, Venezuela

Ser^tuDr
0
"
COntain^**** ** «*y ^uld ne^t

Witfi the exception of highly naphthenic oils and the very few oils thatare lughly paraffinic> the distil]ationm rf^
May 4, 195S, p. 14S '

P
-
14S

'
(paalty fOT

> Jm - ^ «>63. P- «B; (feto)

» Esse Standard Oil Co., "Safety Instructions ...» Set J.
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consistent with one another. Figure 4-3 represents the average of over

350 distillation curves," and if the curve of a particular oil deviates

from the average curves of Fig. 4-3, it may be considered to be abnormal

(or one should examine the laboratory data for their accuracy). Paraffinic

1200 \ 1 r—I
1 1 1

—

~~\
1 1

1

0. 20 80 10040 60
Percentoge distilled

Fig. 4-3. Average true-boiling-point distillation curves of crude oils.

crude oils are usually deficient in low-boiling materials, and highly

naphthenic oils usually have much flatter distillation curves, often being

deficient in both low- and high-boiling fractions. Examples of distilla-

tion and property curves of three different bases of crude oils are shown

in Figs. 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6. The percentage distilled at 1100°F is approxi-

mately equal to 100 minus 3 times the percentage of carbon residue.

"Private files and see Nelson, Thery, Medina, et al., "Venezuelan Crude Oils"

(1951) and Nelson, Tnery, and Sahagun, "Venezuelan and Other World Crude Oils"

(1952) , Ministerio de Minas e Hidrocarburos, Caracas, Venezuela.
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1,100

±:lfl00
to

1 i r

_ I, True boiling-point curve
2, Gravity midper cent
3 viscosity midper cent at 100 deg. k~
A-iWscosifymidpercent at210 deg. F.

r
5
> ViscosityyieldatBIOdeg. F.

900 r^6. Flash-vaporization curve

91

V W 30 AO 50 60. 70 50 90 100
Percentage Distilled

base c^de
I

^
e"b0iling"POillt GValuati0a curves of a 373 API intermediate-paraffin-

50 >>

10 Z0 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 4-6. True-boiling-point evaluation curves of a 42.2 API paraffin-base crude oil.
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1,200

30 40 50 60 70
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 4-6. True-boiling-point evaluation curves of a 20.2 API asphaltic-naphthene-base
crude oil.

The change of viscosity with temperature for more than 80 crude oils

has been reported. 18 For most Oklahoma crude oils and for most Middle
East crude oils, the viscosity curves are a consistent function of API
gravity, but no such consistency is evident among the oils from other

regions.

The amount of gaseous hydrocarbons dissolved in crude oil is almost

totally a function of the degree of weathering that the oil has undergone
or the pressure at which it is collected (see Table 4-5). The percentage

involved when the dissolved gases are lost cannot be stated with accuracy

but it is about:

Liquid vol. % loss = -^—t-
V
j?'

If the gases have a molecular weight of 40, the gas amounts to about
16.1 cu ft for each I per cent loss of liquid.

Salt carried into the plant in the brine associated with crude oil is a
major cause of the plugging of exchangers and the coking of pipestill

tubes. The Universal Oil Products Company Method A-22-40 for

determining salt may be used. 19 Theoretically, the amount of salt that

» Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Jan. 5, 1946, p. 70; Jan. 12, 1946, p. 87; and Nov. 15,

1954, p. 269.
19 Laboratory Test Methods, 310 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
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can be deposited from 10,000 bbl of crucle oil is approximately as follows:

Lb salt

per 1,000 bbl

1,000

100

20

Possible deposit,

cu ft per day

29.0

3.0

0.6

Refiners endeavor to reduce the salt content of their crude to one-tenth of

that originally present. Even 20 lb of salt per 1,000 bbl requires frequent

shutdowns to "wash out" exchangers and pipestills.

Little has been published on the amount of salt contained in crude

oils, and little consistency is evident because the brine which contains

the salt tends to settle from the crude oil during handling. Thus, the

salt content of oil at the field is higher than the salt content at the pipe-

line or at the refinery. Neither crude oil gravity nor-bottom sediment

and water content appear to be related to salt content except when study-

ing a particular field or region. Oils from various regions contain

approximately the amounts of salt shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6

Region

Lb salt per 1,000 bbl
No. of

samples
Average" Range

Pennsylvania 1 6

5 1-13 8

Middle East 8 1-1,085 9

11 0-63 124

28 9-44 5

35 2-70 11

Pipelines (U.S.) '. 65 22-200 12

78 7-305 15

200 10-8,250 14

261* 4-2,580 173

» Very high samples omitted from average.
6 Most samples taken at field.

The nitrogen compounds in petroleum are not of major importance,

but they do tend to cause a reduction in the activity of the catalysts used

in catalytic cracking and they may assist in the formation of so-called

"gum" in distillate or diesel fuel oils. California oils contain20 the largest

amount of nitrogen and, from scant data, the Mississippi oils appear to

contain the least nitrogen. Other crude oils from West Texas, Wyoming,

Middle East, Venezuela, etc., contain an intermediate amount of nitrogen.

20 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 14, 1955, p. 139.
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_ fractions of a crude oil contain most of the nitrogen
and this has led some investigators to feel that there is a relationship
between nitrogen and such properties as percentage of sulfur, gravity
asphaltenes, or Conradson carbon residue.

EQUIPMENT

In the operation of a replica plant, only one set of yields, j.«ruperues
and conditions can be obtained during a single "run" or test; and hence
many of these expensive runs must be made in order to judge the economy
of the proposed operation. Most designers therefore rely upon a more
general type of analysis which involves a true-boiling-point distillation
and a series of curves of the significant properties of the fractions collected
during the distillation.

True-boiling-point Apparatus. This equipment is used to obtain a
so-called "true-boiling-point distillation curve" (see Figs. 4-3 and 4-9)
Any, equipment that accomplishes a good degree of fractionation is
termed "true-boiling-point" equipment.

Technical men trained for handling 2-component mixtures are often
disturbed by the fact that the number of plates or the amounts of reflux
used- in much T.B.P. equipment are not large or even specified. In
actuality, when dealing with gross mixtures which may contain several
components boiling within less than 2 degrees of each other (or even a
fraction of a degree), the use of 60 plates rather than 5 or the use of infinite
reflux rather than a ratio of 5 to 1 causes no significant change in the
shape and position of the distillation curve or in the properties of the
products. The best known types of equipment are those of the Peters
type?1 for crude oil, gasoline, or heavier oils, and the Podbielniak" frac-

' ' distillation equipment used mainly for gaseous or low-boiling
^ mixtures, but numerous designs of equipment have been

23.2412,23.24

of the Peters type built during 1934 is shown in Fig. 4-7
The fractionating column differs from most laboratory columns because
it is completely insulated from the surroundings. The outer jacket A,
through which heated air flows, is kept at substantially the same tempera-

n Peters and Baker, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 18, 69 (1926).
"Apparatus and Methods for Precise Fractional Distillation Analysis, Ind. Eng

imm^ '

Bl 177 (1931); als° for heavier oils
'
Ind- Eng

-
Chem -> Anal

-
Ed

>
6'

2, 2^1l930)
ger Child

'

B°iIing CrUdG Analysis
> Ind' ** Chem

-
Anal

Oct. 2of19^
FatteD

'

ADaly8eS
°
f Cr°de°^ B^"MA Commission of Texas

>
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ture as the temperature of the vapor within the column, so that no heat
passes into or out of the fractionating column. The disturbing influence

of changing room conditions is particularly important in the operation of
laboratory equipment, because the heat losses, even though the equip-
ment has been carefully insulated, are often larger than the useful heat
input.

Fig. 4-7. Diagram of a true-boiling-point apparatus.

The true-boiling-point still consists of a flask D (Figs. 4-7, 4-8) ranging
in capacity from 1,000 to 5,000 cc. The larger still is advisable for the
evaluation of heavy stocks, because fractions of 100 cc are required for the

determination of gravity, viscosity, flash point, etc. However, obtaining

very low pressures is difficult in the larger still unless a large vacuum
pump is available. A vacuum pump having a displacement of 2 to 3 cu
ft of air per minute is large enough for the 1,000-cc still, but the larger

still requires a pump having a displacement of at least 6 cu ft per minute.

Heat is supplied throughout the entire apparatus by electrical resistance

coils. At the top of the column the vapor is cooled by the reflux air jacket

C so that most of it condenses and is returned to the column as reflux.

The purified vapor passes the thermocouple E in the column head and is

condensed in the water- Or air-cooled condenser F.

The temporary receiver G is for operation at reduced pressure. During
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Fig 4-8. True-boiling-point still. Left: encased still with jacketed column: center:
control board with condenser across top; right: sample collection. (Socony-Mobil Oil
Company.)

vacuum distillation the product normally drips through the receiver G
into the graduate H. When the graduate is full, the stopcock h and the
cock g are closed, and the graduate is removed by venting to the atmos-
phere through cock i. After an empty graduate is in position, the cock j
is slowly opened so that the vacuum on the main system is not violently
disturbed. An auxiliary vacuum pump may also be used to evacuate
the graduate. After the graduate has been evacuated, cock ; is closed
and the cocks $ and % may be opened again. Throughout the entire
operation of changing the graduate/the pressure-regulation valve K need
not be touched. Fine regulation of the pressure is obtained by means
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of the valve K, but for large adjustments of the pressure, i.e., at pressures
above 50 mm, the valve L located near the pump may be used. A small
amount of noncondensable vapor is always present during distillation
and this vapor passes through valve K causing the throttling action

1,000

-400
10

-J—I I I

.

I 1 I

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 4-9. True-boiling-point distillation curves,

that is necessary for regulation of the pressure. Manometers are used
to measure the pressure in the equipment and in the graduate while it is
being evacuated. When the equipment is operated at atmospheric
pressure, the first product may be volatile, and, if so, the graduate should
be immersed in the removable ice bath /. Many materials have been
used for sealing the corks c, etc., but LePage's glue, although it must be
frequency applied, appears to be most satisfactory. Ground-glass joints
are excellent up to temperatures of about 450°F.
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The distillation may be conducted in two ways, viz., at a constant or at

a variable rate of distillation. The more common method of operation is'

to collect the distillate at a constant rate. The curve obtained by this

manner of operation is smooth, with the exception of slight irregularities,

and is more convenient for design purposes than one that shows flat steps

for each component. The method does not accomplish such good frac-

tionation as the second method of operation in which the rate of distilla-

tion is governed by the amount of material that boils at each temperature.

The curves in Fig. 4-9 by the Podbielniak equipment were obtained by
the second method of operation. At present, our knowledge of the theo-

retical behavior of complex mixtures and of the individual components
that constitute complex oils is so meager that the more exact curve,

obtained by the variable rate of distillation, is almost useless except in the

preparation of pure compounds.

When the column is operated by the constant-rate method, the rate of

heating should be such that distillate is collected at the rate of 1 per cent

in 2 min for atmospheric distillations and 1 per cent in 3 to 5 min for

vacuum distillations. The temperature of the air that enters the bottom
of the column jacket should be about 5°F below the flask temperature, and
the temperature of the air leaving the jacket should be about 5°F higher

than the vapor temperature in the column head. If the air loses heat too

of cooling material or reflux that is used should always be

the maximum amount that the capacity of the column will permit. At
all times the packing in the column should be wet with liquid. How-
ever, if too much reflux is used, the column will "flood" or "prime,"

and reflux will accumulate in it to such an extent that vapor cannot pass

upward without carrying the liquid with it.

Fractional Analysis. Equipments for obtaining true-boiling-point

analyses of somewhat simple mixtures are shown in Figs. 4-1025 and 4-11. 22

Exceedingly low temperatures are maintained in the gas-analysis equip-

ment (Fig. 4-10) by means of liquid ethylene, ethane, air, nitrogen, etc., in

the dewar flask at the base of the column. In theory, pure hydrocarbons

are separated one by one, but in practice great difficulty is encountered in

deciding when a compound has been completely separated, particularly in

splitting iso and normal compounds. Gas samples of 2,000 cc are

advisable, although samples of only 100 cc have been successfully ana-

lyzed by the use of a microfractionating tube. Liquid samples (Fig. 4-1 1

)

of 50 cc are desirable. The high-temperature equipment may be obtained

with flasks having capacities from 250 to 2,000 cc.

"NGAA Publication 1146, . . . Analysis of Saturated Hydrocarbon Gases by
Low Temperature Fractional Distillation, NGAA, Tulsa, Okla., 1946.
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Distillate delivery-
tube heater ***

Rheostat
.
Thermocouple

Mineral R>
tYOOl) str&j^

Graduate Rheos+crt

Jransife screen

^Distilling flask

fl Electric
Hester

Fig. 4-11. Podbielniak high-temperature precision fractionaWistUlation apparatus.
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In analyzing gases (Fig. 4-10) the sample is introduced into the chilled

distilling bulb, and all gas except the air, hydrogen, and methane is con-

densed. These permanent gases are collected in an evacuated receiver,

and the pressure in the receiver is recorded. The condensed hydrocar-

bons are then allowed to warm, and the components are fractionated and

collected one by one in evacuated receivers. Heat may be required to

vaporize the highest boiling part of the liquid. When a plateau occurs

in the distillation curve or, in other words, material is collected at a

constant temperature, the reflux is decreased by allowing the component

to escape from the column more rapidly. As the temperature tends to

rise, the reflux is increased by using a slower rate of distillation until

finally little or no more material collects. At the same time the pressure

in the equipment tends to drop, indicating that the component has been

removed. The pressure in the equipment is held at 760 mm in removing

methane through isobutane, but pressures of 300 and 200 mm are main-

tained in separating butane and the pentanes. Components may be

collected in different evacuated receivers, but more often the gases are

collected as a mixture. The volume of each component is measured in

mole or volume percentage by noting the change in pressure in the gas

receiver. The temperature and volume of the receiver remain constant,

and hence the pressure is a direct measure of the moles of gas in the

receiver.

High-boiling Materials. Even though a pressure of 0.5 mm of mercury

is maintained in a true-boiling-point column, the highest-boiling oils, such

as bright stock and asphalt, cannot be completely vaporized. The high-

est vapor temperature that can be obtained in the true-boiling-point

apparatus is approximately 1000°F (when corrected from vacuum to

atmospheric pressure by Fig. 5-27); and, since lubricating oils boil to

even higher temperatures, recourse must be had to an equilibrium or

"flash" type of vaporization. The laboratory operations required to

vaporize heavy lubricating oils are

1. Remove gasoline from crude oil in a batch still so that gasoline will not enter the

vacuum still next described.

2. Distill the gasoline-free residue in a continuous vacuum flash equipment, leaving a

residue of asphalt and collecting all the useful lubricating oils as distillates.

3. Distill the lubricating-oil distillate in a true-boiling-point equipment so that indi-

vidual fractions of oil are available for tests.

Such a procedure has the advantage of eliminating asphaltic materials

that cannot easily be removed from the lubricating oils by laboratory

treating operations.

As an example, we may wish to evaluate the lubricants in a Mid Conti-

nent reduced or topped crude oil of 26 API gravity. By a steam-atmos-

pheric distillation in a small shell still a 23 API reduced crude-oil and a
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may be produced. The 23 API reduced crude32 API gas-oil

oil is

as a residue a 9 API tar and obtaining as a distillate a
lubricating-oil stock which is suitable for evaluation in the true-boiling-

point column. The percentage "breakup" would be approximately as
follows:

Material
•

Per cent API

20

73

7

32

25

. 9

Lube stock (heart-cut)

Reduced crude (charge stock) 100 26

Such an operation is also indicated in Fig. 4-27.

As an alternate to the above procedure, residuums or asphaltic .

stocks can be distilled up to vapor temperatures of about 1100°F (cor-

rected to atmospheric pressure) by
the use of very low pressure. The
equipment of Mithoff et al." (Fig.

4-12) is suited for such distillations.

Continuous Vacuum-flash Vapor-
izer. The vaporizer shown in Fig.

4-13 is a continuous-flow equipment
in which the heating is done by a

coil embedded in an aluminum cast-

ing (electrical heating elements) and

1

Potentiometer

ing mercury vapor. Other vapor-

izers may employ a gas-fired furnace

for the heating coil, and molten

lead 26 or salts may be used for

heating.

The purpose of the flash vaporizer

is to prepare a lubricating stock for

evaluation purposes, and hence the

residue of tar should be as small as

possible and should contain no lubricants that can be removed from the
asphalt in a commercial vacuum plant. For this reason the apparatus is

always operated at the maximum allowable temperature Of about 700°F
and at as low a pressure as possible. With an almost leak-free apparatus

86 Scheumann and Stewart, Laboratory Apparatus for Evaluating Crude, Oil Gas J,
May 16, 1935, p. 74.

Fig. 4-12. Compact equipment for high-
temperature, high-vacuum distillation:

(1) flask, (2) electric heater, (3) short
packed column, and (4) main vacuum
connection. (Oil Gas J.)
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and with a vacuum pump having a capacity of approximately 9 cu ft per
minute the apparatus can be operated at a pressure of 7 mm. Super-
heated steam may also be used to assist the vacuum in causing vaporiza-
tion, but this necessitates the use of a water-cooled jet (contact) condenser
for the steam. The capacity of the equipment ranges between 1 and
4 gal per hr depending upon the character of the charging stock. The aim
is to vaporize as large a percentage of oil as possible, even though the

Stovepipe flue

\Pyod

Aluminum ca,

heater elec
heeding elements

Water out

Pyods in \ ThermocoupU
casting'?^ well\

Pressure
Gage

Screen
filter

Steam

Feed tank

^ ^Cold-water

Gearpump

Mercury'return

Gas burne,

To manometens-

Oifbath -^t ]

Burner^

Vent

Bottoms

Fio. 4-13. Diagram of a continuous vacuum-flash equipment.

fractionation is imperfect, and hence no more reflux is used than the
small amount that is required to prevent entrainment. of tar into the
distillate.

Equilibrium-flash Vaporizer. When a mixture is heated without allow-
ing the vapor to separate from the remaining liquid, the vapor assists in
causing the high-boiling parts of the mixture to vaporize. Thus continu-
ous-flash vaporization is used in almost all plant operations. Figure 4-14
indicates one such apparatus. 27 Small-capacity equipments are desirable,
but they cannot be easily controlled.

hx determining a flash-vaporization curve, a series of runs at different
"Leslie and Good, The Vaporization of Petroleum, Ind. Eng. Chem,, 19, 453 (1927).
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temperatures are conducted, and each run constitutes one point (of tern-perature and percentage vaporized) on the flash curve

var! 7KCUrV6S
- ^ Physical Pities of an od are found to

* SSf thr°Ugh0Ut ^ raDg6 °f C°~ds constitute th^

ity, and viscosity arfS to ^^£2*°*T
material distiUed. The rate at whichth^^Ta

Fig. 4-14. Equilibrium-flash vaporizer. (E. H. Leslie.)

TinZ^Z ^
Pl0Ued " ^ °ent™> -™ 2, 3, and

cosity of a fraction is an average oftTPro^r Z7^ ™
I"-

Mid per cent curves are never exactly straight lines CFicr 4 i « Jr7/u
are substantially straight through an^^^5^2^
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short range of percentage the average property is equal to the property

at the mid-point of the fraction. The arithmetical average of the proper-

ties of these small fractions is the property of the total or large fraction,

or even the entire sample. The mechanism of using the foregoing

principles can be best illustrated by an example:

Example 4-2. Use of Gravity Mid Per Cent Curve. Compute the specific gravity

of a 41.4 API (0.8183 sp gr) mixed-base crude oil from the specific-gravity mid

per cent curve. Figure 4-15 is the gravity mid per cent curve as determined in the

laboratory.

LO

0.9

I
10 0.8
o

o

0.7

0.6

Oast>line
-——

>

Keros ine «6 ss oit> <Redocedcrvde~>

n

T
4f-

t 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage Distilled

Fia. 4-15. Gravity mid per cent curve (see Example 4-2).

Assume that the curve is broken up into 19 fractions as indicated in Fig. 4-15. The
gravities of the 19 materials are indicated by the 19 short horizontal lines. The curve

is substantially straight through fractions 5 to 18, inclusive, and the horizontal lines

pass through the centers of these fractions. The horizontal lines (average gravities)

for the other fractions (1 to 4 and 19) do not pass through the mid-point but are so

arranged that the triangular areas above and below the curve are equal. The gravi-

ties of the 19 fractions are tabulated in Table 4-7.

The gravity of the crude oil is equal to five times that of each of the fractions 1 to 18

inclusive plus ten times the gravity of fraction 19, all divided by 100. The computed

gravity is 0.8171, and the actual gravity of the crude oil was 0.8183. This is a reason-

able check and is sufficiently accurate for most engineering design work.

This crude oil contains 40 per cent gasoline, 15 per cent kerosene, 15 per cent gas oil,

ar»d 30 per cent reduced crude oil. The gravity of the gasoline equals five times the

gravity of fractions 1 to 8 inclusive divided by 40 and numerically is 0.7399 (59.8 API).
In a similar manner the gravity of the kerosene is equal to five times the gravity of

fractions 9, 10, and 11 divided by 15 and is 0.8172 (41.6 API). Likewise the gravities
oHhe gaa oil and reduced crude oil are respectively 0.8496 (35 API) and 0.9037 (25.1
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In this example the actual fractions that were produced in the laboratory were used

In the usual case only the curve is available, and it is arbitrarily broken up into suitable
fractions.

Table 4-7. Tabulation of the Fractions op Fig. 4-15

x raction itange or

percentage
Sp gr

Fraction

No:

Range of

percentage
Spgr

1 0-5 0.6506 11 50-55 0.8280
2 5-10 0.6936 12 55-60 0.8388
3 10-15 0.7227 13 60-65 0.8498
4 15-20 0.7420 14 65-70 0.8602
5 20-25 0.7583 15 70-75 0.8713
6 25-30 0.7720 16 75-80 0.8827
7

8

30-35 0.7844 17 80-85 0.8939
35-40 0.7958 18 85-90 0.9065

9 40-45 0.8067 19 90-100 0.9340
10 45-50 0.8170

By inspecting the specific gravities computed in Example 4-2, it will be
noted that the gravities of the kerosene and gas oil are the same as the
gravities at the mid boiling points of these fractions, namely 47.5 per cent
and 62.5 per cent. Such might have been expected because the curve
is nearly a straight line throughout these materials. Following this
reasoning we may state that, if the property curve is nearly a straight line
between the limits of the fraction, the average property of the fraction is
equal to the value of the property at the mid per cent point of the frac-
tion, and the laborious method of integral-averaging by graphical meth-
ods, as in Example 4-2, need not be used except throughout sharply
curving sections of the curve.

Integral-averaging by adding together the properties of a series of short
fractions and dividing by the number of fractions cannot be used on
properties that are not additive. Specific gravity (not API gravity) is
an example of an additive property, e.g., 10 volumes of an oil of specific
gravity 0.8 when mixed with an equal volume of 0.9 specific gravity oil
yields a mixture that has a specific gravity 0.85. Among the properties
that are not additive are

1. Viscosity (Fig. 4-44).

2. API gravity.

3. Color.

4. Flash point.

Boiling points taken from a true-boiling-point distillation are additive,
and vapor pressures when based on molal percentages are additive
(Raoult's law). Common additive properties are specific gravity, aniline
point, per cent sulfur, hydrogen-carbon ratio, etc. However, since any
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property can be plotted in a mid per cent manner, i.e., at the mid-points

of narrow fractions, it behooves the designer or user of such curves not to

obtain average properties of wide-range fractions from them unless the

property is known to be an additive one.

Although viscosity is not an additive property, it is a fortunate coinci-

dence that the viscosity of a wide fraction from a crude oil is almost

exactly the same as the viscosity at the mid-point of the fraction. Appar-

ently the curvature exhibited by viscosity mid per cent curves is just

right to compensate for the lowering of viscosity by blending, so that the

mid-point can be used.

Mid per cent curves are sometimes described by the following descrip-

tive names: (1) differential curves, (2) stream curves, or (3) instantaneous

curves. These curves are drawn by plotting the property of each narrow-

boiling fraction at the mid percentage point of the fraction. If the frac-

tions are so large that the final curve exhibits sharp curvature, the prop-

erties should be plotted not at the mid-point but as horizontal lines

throughout the percentage limits of the fractions as indicated in Fig. 4-15.

As an example, note fraction No. 19 of Fig. 4-15 which is plotted not at

95 per cent but at about 96 per cent or in such a way that the two triangle

areas above and below the curve are of the same area.

Yield Curves. If a property is not additive, the properties of various

ranges or fractions of material can be determined experimentally by
blending fractions together and plotting the property value so obtained

as a function of the yield or amount of blended material. Curves 5 (vis-

cosity yield) and 6 (flash vaporization) of Fig. 4-4 are examples of yield

curves. The viscosity yield curve is a plot of the viscosity of the bottom

or residue product vs. the percentage of residue, and the flash yield curve

is a plot of temperature vs. percentage distilled. Since the viscosity yield

curve (Fig. 4-4) describes residue products that terminate at 100 per cent

distilled it is called a "residue yield curve"; and similarly, since the flash

yield curve (Fig. 4-4) describes products that start at zero per cent dis-

tilled, it is. classed as a " distillate yield curve." Obviously, a yield curve

can be used to describe blends that start (or end) at any desired percent-

age distilled, such as the viscosity yield curve of Fig. 4-29, which describes

oils that terminate at 91.8 per cent on the crude oil, but such "inter-

mediate yield curves" must be carefully labeled to designate the terminal

of the blends.

Data for yield curves can be obtained by making a large number of runs
e**cb for a different percentage of residue (or distillate or intermediate)
pi-^uct, but this is so expensive that the common method is to blend
suable fractions together to represent various yields of product. In
or^r to have enough oil for several blends, aliquot portions of the frac-
tions are Used rather than the whole fraction.
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>
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The viscosity of each blend is determined, and the four blends, along with fraction

19, constitute five points on the viscosity yield curve; also refer to Table 4-10.

Contour Charts. If enough data are available, the most suitable

method of showing yield data (both mid per cent, and yield) is by means
of a contour chart. The bottom scale of such a chart shows the per-

centage distilled at the start or beginning of the fraction, and the vertical

scale shows the percentage at the end of the fraction. Figure 4-16 shows
such a chart28 for the octane number and vapor pressure of the gasolines

contained in a "rough-cut" naphtha. The lines across the chart are

lines of constant octane number. Thus points along the 45-deg line

are mid per cent points (of differentially small fractions), and points

along the vertical axis are distillate yield curve points. Turner and
Canant29 first utilized contour charts, and now several such analyses

appear in the literature. l2 '
28 -80 Any kind of data may be plotted in this

manner.

Example 4-4. Use of Contour Chart (Fig. 4-16). The droplet of material that

starts and ends at 26 per cent has an octane number of 60, and its vapor pressure is

just under 2.0. Likewise a fraction extending from 23.5 to 35 per cent (a yield of

11.5 per cent) also has an octane number of 60 but a vapor pressure of about 2.1.

Note that there are two lines of 60 octane number. On the other line, yields are

as follows:

Range, Yield, Vapor
per cent per cent pressure

42-42 One drop 1.5
40-45 5 1.6

30-45 15 1.8
15-47 32 . 2.7
8-60 52 3.3

Finally, the yields of gasolines starting at zero per cent (or utilizing all the light con-

stituents) are

Octane Yield, Range, Vapor
number per cent per cent pressure

70 15 0-15 15

67 26 0-26 10

64 46 0-46 6.6

62 58 0-58 5

28 Nelson, W. L., Evaluating Aviation-gasoline Content of Crude Oil, Oil Gas J.,

ay 13, 1943, p. 52,

29 Correlating and Showing Crude Assay Data, Oil Gas J., Mar. 25, 1937, p. 86.
» Nelson, W. L., Evaluation Curves, Oil Gas J., Jan. 13, 1945, p. 91.
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Distillation Curves. In addition to T.B.P. or good fractionation dis-
tillations, there are at least three other major types of distillation curves
or ways of. relating vapor temperature and percentage vaporized: (a)
equilibrium or flash vaporization, (b) ASTM or nohfractionating dis-
tillations, and (c) Hempel or semifractionating distillations.

Flash Vaporization. The feed material is heated as it flows continu-
ously through a heating coil. As vapor is formed it travels along in the

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percentage vaporized

distillation eurves of a 35 API crude
Fig. 4-17. T
oil.

tube with the remaining liquid until separation is permitted in a vapor
separator or vaporizer. By conducting the operation at a series of
outlet temperatures, a curve of percentage vaporized vs. temperature may
be plotted.

Nonfractionating. ASTM designation D-86 applied to gasoline, naph-
tha, kerosene, etc., 6

is the best known nonfractionating distillation and it

is frequently called simply an "ASTM" and sometimes an "Engler"
because a similar Engler distillation was once widely used. Likewise, the
older Saybolt distillation for crude oil has now been standardized 6
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as ASTM D-158. It involves distilling 200 ml of oil at a rate of 8 to

10 ml per min. In distilling the highest boiling materials6 a vacuum is

employed, as in ASTM D-116 or various modifications such as the equip-
ment12 of Fig. 4-12. .

In these distillations there is no deliberate attempt to fractionate, and
accordingly the vapor temperature does not represent the true or actual
boiling point of the material situated at that percentage in the crude oil.

Semifractionaling. In these distillations a mild degree of fractionation

is attained by the use of a section of packed column between the flask

3 * 5 e 7 a » io

SlOPE-TRD'E-BklNG-POIMT CURVE.
0
f/pER'CENT

Fig. 4-18. Relationships between the slopes (degrees/per cent) of various distillation or
vaporization curves. {Oil Gas J.)

and the condenser. The best known method is the Hempel distillation

of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, 2 and ASTM D-285 for crude petroleum6

is a similar method. The crude oil curves obtained by these methods
are nearly the same as from T.B.P. distillations because of the tiny differ-

ences in. boiling point between successive hydrocarbons in the mixture.
Figure 4-17 is a comparison of distillation curves by these various

methods. Although the curves cannot be computed with accuracy from
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Fig. 4-19. Relationship between distillation temperatures at 50 per cent vaporized and
the flash (E.F.V.) temperature at 50 per cent. (Oil Gas J.)

one another, they can be approximated from the relationship of Figs. 4-18
to 4-21 and Table 4-8."

Example 4-5. Estimate of Flash Vaporization Curve. The T.B.P. curve of Fig.
4-17 has a slope (degrees/per cent) between the 10 and 70 per cent points of

775 - 210

60
= 9.4 deg/per cent

According to Fig. 4-18, the slope of the flash vaporization curve will be 6.5 deg/per
cent, and the 50 per cent temperature of the flash curve (Fig. 4-19) will be about 64°F
below the 50 per cent temperature of the T.B.P. curve:

576 - 64 = 512°F

A straight line flash curve can be drawn through 512°F with a slope of 6.5. Thus, at
zero per cent the temperature is 512 minus 325 or 187°F and at 100 per cent, 837°F.

Figure 4-18 may be used to relate the slopes of any of the distillation
curves, and Table 4-8 or Fig. 4-19 relates the 50 per cent temperatures.

"Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J. (Hempel), Sept. 1, 1952, p. 117; (Saybolt), Dec. 29,
1952, p. 101; and Mar. 16, 1953, p. 149.
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These may be used to estimate the central portion of the various distilla-

tion curves or those central ranges of percentage which are substantially

straight lines. Figures 4-20 (Hempel) and. 4-21 (Saybolt) indicate

another method of correlating distillation curves.

750

900 1,000

MIDBOIUNG POINT OF TB.P. CURVE - • F.

Fig. 4-20. Correlation of Hempel and true-boiling-point distillation curves (based
mainly on crude oils). (Oil Gas J.)

Note that Fig. 4-18 can be used to relate the slopes of any pair of dis-

tillation curves. Thus, an ASTM distillation curve with a slope of 6.32

(reading from left scale) will have the following slopes when distilled by
other methods (reading on vertical line)

:

T-B.P 7.0 (bottom scale)

Flash 4.5 (left scale)
Vac. Engler 6.65 (left scale)
HemPel 6.8 (left scale)
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-
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UNDER 500_ M ,p g p or T.B.P. CURVE

a 9 to

T.B.P. SLOPE, 400°-700°F.
Fig. 4-21. A correlation of true-boiling-point and Saybolt distillation curves (based
mainly on crude oils). (Oil Gas J.)

Table 4-8. Relation op 50 Per Cent Boiling Points (°F).

Other Distillation Curves
T.B.P. VERSUS

T.B.P.

50%
boiling

point, °F

T.B.P. 50% boiling point minus ASTM°
50% boiling point '

i

1 T> "O
x.ti.tr.

50% minus
Hempel 50%
(all slopes)*

T.B.P.

• slope

of 1

T.B.P.

slope

of 3

T.B.P.

slope

of 5

T.B.P.

slope

of 7

T.B.P.

slope

of 9

T.B.P.

slope

of 11

100 -5 -17e

200 -2 - 6 -12 -39e

300 -1 - 3 - 6 -24-= -40*
400 +1 + 2 -2 -16 -30 -42« -11
500 +2 + 4 + 2 - 7 -18 -30 - 6
600 + 9 + 6 - 1 -10 -21 - 1
700 .... +14« +15 +10 + 1 -10 2
800 .... »«>«•• +21« +20 + 16 +10 7
900 .... a • • • +37' +44 +50' 12

-j —j vwvf ««. w ""'•t.'j xv jijui ueui t
6 Slope is also a factor but not to a significant degree.
e Doubtful, but useful in interpolations.
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Finally, somewhat more detail is useful in correlating the ASTM and
T.B.P. curves of narrow-boiling-range products such as gasoline and
kerosene. From scant data, 32 the 80, 90 and 99 per cent points of the
two curves are related somewhat as follows:

T.B.P.,
Add these number of degrees to- obtain ASTM, °F

°F
at 80% at 90 and 95%

250 10
350 - 11
450 1* 14
500 1* 16
600 2*

.

* From vacuum Engler distillations.

No entirely adequate method of correlating the low-boiling ends of such
curves has been developed, although approximate results can be obtained
by a method suggested by Hansburg. 32 A complete study of this rela-
tionship has been published by Geddes33 and still another by Edmister"
but none of these attempts is entirely successful.

The various curves may be corrected for pressure or vacuum by means
of vapor pressures (Figs. 5-25, 5-26, 5-27) applied at the 50 per cent
point or at the crossing point of the curves with the T.B.P. curve. How-
ever, the flash vaporization curve tends to become horizontal at the
critical point or range (Fig. 15-13) and accordingly, Edmister35 suggests
an approximate correction based on Fig. 4-22. The method is termed
approximate because the "focal point" pressures of the phase diagrams
of petroleum mixtures are not known with accuracy. The estimation
of focal points and phase diagrams is discussed on pages 456 to 460.
Curvature of Flash-vaporization Curves. The foregoing correlation

method (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19) results in a straight-line flash curve. If the
distillation curve of the material is substantially a straight line, then the
flash curve is also nearly straight. If curvature exists, then the flash

curve also exhibits a curvature but to a lesser degree. The approximate
deviation from the 10-70 per cent slope that any particular section of-

the distillation curve may exhibit is directly proportional to the deviation

" Hansburg, M., Master's thesis, University of Tulsa, 1939, or Nelson and Hans-
burg, Oil Gas J., Aug. 3, 1939, p. 45; and Schwarzenbek et al., Third World Pet. Conor..
The Hague, sec. IV, p. 166, 1951.
M Geddes, R. L., Ind. Eng. Ckem., 33, 795 (1941).
" Edmister and Pollock, Chem: Eng.,Prog., 44, 905 (1948).

Pet. Eng., August, 1947, p. 49.
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of the actual flash curve from the straight-line flash curve. Thus
Slope of dist. curve, 10-70%
Slope of flash curve, 10-70%

= slope of dist. curve through short range
slope of flash curve through short range

A somewhat similar method has been described by J. W. Packie. 38

In applying curvature corrections by the use of Eq.'(4-5), difficulty
is encountered in selecting a 50 per cent point. The proper 50 per cent

0.1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 4-22.

rium-flash

0.2 0,3 0.4

Reduced Pressure, PR/ Computed with Focal Point Pressure
Correction for the effect of superatmospheric pressure on the slope of equilib-
i-vaponzation (E.F.V.) curves. (Edmister, Pet. Eng.)

temperature is intermediate

curve and the temperature on a
cent points, and
The flash curves of extreme materials su<(h as bright stock solution

(Fig. 4-23) or rich absorption oils cannot be determined by these methods
nor have any methods been suggested.

temperature on the distillation

connecting the 10 and 70 per

38
' Distillation Equipment in the Oil Refining Industry, p. 60, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 37,

ol (1941), ' '
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Example 4-6. Curvature of Flash-vaporization Curve. The experimental flash-
vaporization curve and the ASTM distillation of a pressure distillate are shown in
Fig. 4-24. The computed straight-line curve is shown dotted, the triangular points
are computed points, and the circular points are experimental ones.

Slope of ASTM, 10-70 per cent
430 ~ 170 = 4 34

M 60
Slope of flash, 10-70 per cent (Fig. 4-18) = 2.8

The 50 per cent point on a straight line connecting 430 and 170 on the ASTM curve is:

(170 + 4.34 X 40) or (430 - 4.34 X 20) = 343°F

whereas it is about 365 on the ASTM curve. A compromise temperature halfway
between, i.e., 354°F, is selected

50% on the flash curve (Fig. 4-19) 354 - 37 = 317°F
100% on the flash curve 317 + 50 X 2.8 = 456°F
0 % on the flash curve 317 - 50 X 2.8 = 176°F

Computing curvature,

Ratio of 10-70 slopes
2.8

4.34
0.645

Starting at the 10 per cent point and computing the 5 per cent point as an illustra-
tion,

10% on flash curve: 317 - 40 X 2.8 = 205°F

Slope of ASTM curve between 5 and 10%:
170 -125

9.0

Slope of flash curve between 5 and 10%: 9 X 0.645 = 58
Temperature at 5% on flash curve: 205 - 5.8 X 5 = 176°F

Other points are computed in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9

Range,

%
Slope of

ASTM curve

Computed slope

of flash curve
Temperature

increment
Points on
flash curve

5-10 9.00 5.80 29 176 and 205
10-30 5.64 3.64 73 205 and 278
30-50 3.95 2.55 51 278 and 329
50-70 3.30 2.13 43 329 and 372
70-90 3.60 2.32 46 372 and 418

In this instance the predicted curve is slightly high, owing mainly to inaccuracy in
determining the 50 per cent temperature. In other instances the predicted curve will
be low.

ASTM End Point of Distillates. End point is an important specifica-
tion or way of describing gasolines, naphthas, or middle distillates. The
approximate relationship between the end point of a fraction and its
T.B.P. (and other) cut point37 is indicated in Fig. 4-25. The triangle

37 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Oct. 18, 1954, p. 127.
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it the average relationships for hundreds of 300, 400, 450,
cut-point products17 from T.B.P. distillations, and the mean-

ings of the other curves are:

A—ASTM end point vs. T.B.P. cut temperature for gasoline fractions starting at
T.B.P. temperatures of 200°F or lower.

5—ASTM end point vs. T.B.P. cut temperature for solvent or naphtha fractions
at T.B.P. temperatures of about 300°F.

C—ASTM end point vs. T.B.P. cut temperature for naphtha or kerosene fractions
starting at T.B.P. temperatures of 400 to 450°F.

D ASTM end point vs. T.B.P. cut temperature for gas-oil fractions starting at
T.B.P. temperatures of about 500°F.

E, J?—ASTM end point vs. T.B.P. cut temperatures for 300-ml standard column
distillations arid for a 5-ft packed column. 38

G—ASTM 90 per cent temperature vs. temperature at 90 per cent of T.B.P. cut
for all types of products.

H ASTM end point vs. Hempel cut temperature of the standard* 45°F Hempel
fractions.

/—ASTM initial boiling point vs. Hempel2 starting temperatures of 45°F Hempel
fractions.

It must be noted that the relationships are only approximate because
each type of laboratory equipment exhibits a different relationship
between cut point and ASTM end point.

The end point of a blend is much higher than one would expect from
the end points of the two components that are blended 39 and occasionally
is even higher than the end point of either component. In
butanes (0-15 per cent), 1 per cent

point of about 0.25°F, and

Example 4-7. ASTM End Point and T.B.P. Cut Point. It is desired to determine
the cut point on a true-boiling-point analysis curve that will give a product having an
ASTM end point of 437°F. At an end point of 437 (curve A, Fig. 4-25) the true-boil-
ing-point cut point is 21 °F higher than the ASTM end point. The cut point is 437
plus 21, or 458°F

.
The following tabulation indicates approximate end points as well

as cut points for other distillates:

the end
0.28°F for each per cent added.

Material

Initial

boiling point,

°F

1 V
End point,

°F
Correction

True boiling

cut point,

°F
Curve

Less than 200 437 21 458

408
.4

Gasoline Less than 200 390 18 A
Naphtha 300 460 21 481 B

450 530 26 556 C
Distillate ... 500 590 16 606 D

38 Data of Good and Connell and of Garton et al., used in the Oil Gas J., Dec. 30,
1944, p. 277.

19 Stanley and Pingrey, Ind. Eng. Chan., 46, 2182 (1954).
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True-boiling-point Analysis of Crude Oil. The property curves that
have been discussed heretofore are of general usefulness. In the following
pages the necessary laboratory procedure, the construction of the curves
and the evaluations of several stocks will be discussed.
The evaluation of a paraffin-base crude oil is particularly simple because

the oil contains no asphalt. Only a true-boiling-point distillation, con-

250 300 350 400
T. B. P. CUT POINT - *F.

700450 500 550 600 650
-

,
•- COR HEMPEL CUT POINT)

i io
.

4-25. Approximate ASTM distillation characteristics of products in relation to thecut temperatures of crude-oil distillations. (Oil Gas J)
6

ducted at, first at atmospheric pressure and later at a low pressure, is neces-
sary. Of course, the fractions from the distillation must be examined bv
routine tests. Table 4-10 is a log sheet of the data obtained in the analysis
of a typical paraffin-base crude oil, and Fig. 4-26 is a graphical presenta-
tion of these data. The vapor-temperature or tme-boiling-point curvewas plotted directly from the data. The gravity curve was drawn by
plotting the specific gravity of each fraction as a horizontal line through-
out the limits of the fraction and then drawing the curve by balancing
tne triangular areas against one another. The highest gravity, extend-
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ing through 90 to 100 per cent, is the gravity of the residue. The
viscosity mid per cent curves were drawn by plotting the viscosity of each
of the fractions at the mid per cent points of the fractions. The highest
viscosity on the 210°F curve is the viscosity of the final residue. The vis-

cosity yield curve was plotted directly from the blend data given in Table
4-10 with the final bottom from the distillation as the 10 per cent bottom
product.

Example 4-8. Evaluation of Paraffin-base Crade Oil. The following sets of yields
of raw stocks can be computed from the property curves of Fig. 4-26:

Kaw stocks
Per

cent
Spgr API Notes

Breakup 1:

(1) 409 E.P. gasoline 38.3 0.753 56.4 430°F cut point

23.4 0.815 42 Mid-point 50 per

(3) 85 viscosity at 100 wax distillate*.

.

cent

26.0 0.859 33.2 Mid-point 74.7

(4) 150 viscosity at 210 cyl. stock 12.3 0.892 27.1 Viscosity yield

curve
Breakup 2:

36.0 0.751 56.9 410°F cut point
(2) 450 E.P. naphtha 5.8 0.795 46.3 458°F cut point

42.2 0.837 37.4 Mid-point 62.9

(4) 120 viscosity at 210 cyl. stock

per cent .

16.0 0.89 27.5 Viscosity yield

curve

* Will not be a pressable stock unless some of the heavy material is removed.

In obtaining breakup 1 the percentage of 409°F end-point gasoline was obtained by
referring to Fig. 4-25, which indicates that the true-boiling-point cut point is 21 °F
higher than the ASTM end point. The 42 API kerosene was evaluated by noting
that the mid per cent point of 0.815 (or 42 API) gravity occurs at 50 per cent on the
distillation curve. Since the kerosene starts at 38.3 per cent, the end point must be at
61.7 and the total yield is 23.4 per cent. The cylinder stock of 12.3 per cent was
obtained directly from the viscosity yield curve. Twenty-six per cent of material
remains, and this material is the wax distillate. The gravities of the gasoline and
cylinder stock were obtained by integral-averaging, but the other gravities were
obtained by noting the gravity at the mid per cent points of the cut or at 50 per cent
and at 74.7 per cent respectively. The mid per cent viscosity at 74.7 per cent is

85 sec at 100°F.

Abbreviated T.B.P. analyses of more than 150 crude oils are tabulated
in Appendix B. Distillation curves may be plotted from the percentages
given in the tabulation for temperatures of 80, 300, 400, 450, 550, 700, and
900°F. Gravity mid per cent curves can also be plotted by using the
Characterization Factors with the instantaneous temperatures just
enumerated.
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Evaluation of Dark-colored Stocks for Lubricants. The evaluation of
stocks that contain asphalt demands a more elaborate laboratory proce-
dure. Such a stock must be subjected to preliminary distillations. The
stock is first reduced by a steam distillation at atmospheric pressure to
approximately 26 API (Fig. 4-27). The removal of gasoline and kerosene
is necessary because these materials cannot be condensed in the subse-
quent vacuum-flash distillation that is necessary for the removal of tar.

1,200

40 50 60 70
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 4-26. Evaluation curves from Table 4-10.

The reduced crude is then flashed under vacuum, distilling a clear lubricate
ing oil stock and leaving solid tar. The lubricating oil stock can then be.

evaluated in the true-boiling apparatus. A true-boiling-point analysis
of the crude oil is also necessary if the light stocks are to be evaluated.
The curves for such a laboratory procedure are given in Figs. 4-28 and

4-29. The viscosity yield curve is plotted separately (Fig. 4-29) because
it was obtained for the heart-cut lubricating, oil stock which does not
-contain the 8.2 per cent of tar. This viscosity yield curve (Fig. 4-29) is
not generally useful because the plant must operate making exactly
8.2 per cent of tar bottoms or the yields will be inaccurate.

Dependability of Evaluation. As an indication of the dependability of
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Sample.

From
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Table 4-10. True-boiling-point Analysis

— Job No_

Sample No..

Quantity of Charge—3,000 cc at 60°F, API-43

Time

v apor
tempera- Cumu- Per cent Sp gr

60/60

Viscosity

ture at
7f>0 mm lative lion in Notesper cent ISO. fraction

"F inn 91

A

1 ft.AC , ...
la y;Uo A.M. 170 1 AtmnR.z, 9:15 210 3.33

... • . . . .

3. 9:22 227 5 1 5 0.706
4. 9:30 238 6.67
5. 9:38 248 8.33
6. 9:46
7. 9:53

256
262

10
11.67

2 5 0.728

8. 10:00 270 13.33
9. 10:07 279 15 3 5 0.739

10. 10:13 288 16.67
11. 10:19 297 18.33
12. 10:26
13. 10:33

306
315

20
21.67

4 5 0.751

14. 10:39 327 23.33
15. 10:45
16. 10:51

338
348

25
26.67

5 5 0.763

17. 10:57 359 28.33
18. 11:03 370 30 6 5 0.775
19. 11:09 380 31.67
20. 11:15 393 33.33
21. 11:21
22. 11:28

405
416

35
36.67

7 5 0.784

23. 11:36 430 38.33
24. 11:43
25. 11:51
26. 12:01 p.m.

444
455
465

40
41.67
43.33

8 5 0.793
.....

Rate slow
Ra.tp ultra

27. 12:10 485 45 9 5 0.801
28. 12:17 496 46.67
29. 12:24 510 48.83
30. 12:30
31. 2:01

523
536

50
51.67

10 5 0.809 35
•

32. 2:1

1

33. 2:19
550
562

53.33
55

11 3.33 0.815 • . . ..... 0 mm pressure
'34. 2-26

35. 2:32
575
590

56.67
58.33

12 . 3.33 0.820
Oil a nn
36. 2:38
37. 2:44

604
619

60
61.67

13 3.33 . 0.825 42

38. 2:50
39. 2:56

633
649

63 33
65

'

1

A

I* d.Od 0.829

40. 3:02
41. 3:08

664
682

66.67
68.33

15 3.33 0.835 50 33

42. 3:14
43. 3:21

698
714

.

70
71.67

16 3.33 0.840 59

44. 3:28
45. 3:37

732
750

73.33
75

17 3.33 0.846 72 36.5

46. 3:44
47. 3:51

768
784

76.67
78.33

18 3.33 0.851 87
48. 3:57
49. 4:03

812
836

80
81.67

19 3.33 0.857 107 42

50. 4:07
51. 4:12

870
903

83.33
85

20 3.33 0.865 132 46 1 mm pressure

52. 4:20
53. 4:29

925
970

86.67
88.33

*2i 3.33 6.875 230
*54"" Fast rate

54. 4:39 1025 90 22 3.33 0.884 • 70 Rate slow

Blend Data

23 10 0.895 178 Residue56. (36 ce, No. 23: 12 cc. each No. 22.
21. and 20} 24 20 100 Blend57. (21 cc, No. 23: 7 cc. each No. 22-
17. incU 25 30 62 Blend58. (15 oc, No. 23: 5 ce, each No. 22-
11. incM. 26 50 42 Blend •
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T?he preceding method of .evaluation is conducted with a minimum of

decomposition^ arid hence the yields are the, maximum that may be

:^^m^it%i^^^i^^^^^ such yields in a commercial

plant, the plant must be properly designed and operated. Many poorly

$M- , "'W'j-^ft tl: ™!^ design^: or carelessly operated

plants fail to give the maximum

150

3.

5100

k

5

^\ <j$
-

-.<•

tag g

s
...

v. -

R
-

-

even larger yields than indicated by

the evaluation.

Treating and Dewaxing. „ These

operations are always troublesome.

Most refiner^ 'laboratories have

conducted; huiiofreds of laboratory

b)&.usu^ly^hg^sults Jar
not check planti operations. The

cm

.fS. 3&j5S

Fig.
,>1gS

. Viscosity yield curve for heart- tiijpf^stillate^ and kero-

c%ttiube stocks:^j^^ll^Sii^^?]!;^ .sene, is.m$st successful^ but even
pr| c|nt of the chargerstpck shown fiS^j^gfe & color: seWom checks

IPWr
1 #1 '

H '
•

4
:wi^ ^c^or Of the pla|t product

and the losses in the laboratory are large. Howeyer,_by
;

conducting a

large number of treats^ over a period of years, it is possible to say

Whether or: not !a stock; can be successfully treated in the plant, even

thoiigh the la^oratQfy.ahd plant results do not check.

} Light Oils, such as gasoline and; pres|ure distillate, are usually treated in

ihe laboratory or jug ktid agitating it

Svith sulfuric acid^for 10^tO„2a mim |-^sMlg4 is allowed t| settle for

several hours and is Separated by dec4ntation?6r by means of a separatory

funnel. The settling time i$^ sometimes shorteneil by ceritrifuging the

•"acid" oil for 2 i>r 3;mih at a speed of 1,500 rpm. The oil is then neutral-

ized with caustic soda, and washed with water. Treated pressure distillate

must be distilled with steani or in a yacuuni. The temperature is not

allowed to exceed about 5J2.5°F during thedistillation. If many treats are

conducted, special glass or iron stills may be built. These are usually of

thevbatch type.. An equipment for redistillation is discussed byJQailey,

Meier, and Shaffer, 40 and a comparison of laboratory and plant results is

givem ; A contihuous^treatihg apparatus for- light distillates is described

%2ublin«

* The author has seen a modern vacuum plant produce 18 per cent of 200 viscosity

at';210°F bright stock, whereas only 10 per cent was previously manufactured by

residual methods. Tins yield was 0.5. per cent more than indicated by the analysis.

" Correlate Plant and Laboratory Procedures for Distilling Acid Treated Cracked

Naphtha, Oil Gas J., May 3, 1934, p! 11.

« Continuous Treating of Oils in the Laboratory, OH Gas J., November, 1932.
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The laboratory treatment ofclubricating oil- stocks cannot au
ptemahzed\ ^oweverP^ein .

Houghton, and Majewski* have devefc
oped a standard method of treating lubricating! oil stocks. The oiLis
measured directly into *10p-cc centrifuge tube, and

:acid is added froina
small graduated pipette. The tube is stoppered and shaken either by

^
nd
J

>r^ » mechanicaj shaking device; ThexsMker can be placed in a
a ed cabinet^ther treating i* tobe ^pij^iil^^^^^i^^^,^

ine tunc for snaW. -from 1ft mitt for^ulted samples to 4a, or
P

xfclthe sludge^and "pepper^ sludge are
centnfuging th^tube for. about 1 hr at 1-500 rpmv The sour

oilmen tieutralized^^^1^^^ or^ntact dayf
Most lab%atorie^nnisli their Iubricatirig oilsijiy contact treatment with

^bncatmg oil stocks are frequently; diluted to allow more, intimatemmn& to facihtates^bf the sludge; and ^hasten fixationX
conned oil, ^e m^eHa1

;
^ually napttHa,, that is used as a diluent

must be removed by distiUation: te^„m ilJ

Buchnerfunriet provided;^

to use an ice-cream freezer. Filter leaves are al& widely us^V .Sesl^ constructedrofvery fine-mesh mpheWetaF^ejvand connected to a
receiver and^Vacu^m; pump; • Laboratory- methodsv of dewa^ are
troublesome because filtration occurs so slowly, because a lowifimpera- ,
ture is hard to maintain, and because a rlo>g pour,poiut is dimcult to

wax distillate in the laboratory to determine its pressing characteristics!
ition

1 ''<"'.
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determinatioii of the viscosity at 100?F[ andean examination of the crystal

^^lS0^S^0^p0m^^ ?<Th^K^p»>inaicate that material boiling

uj> to about 650°F afe40 mm pressure) dan> Be successfully: incorporated

m^ar#ax5it0cki -?Thfc corresponds; tdstfitemperature o^about 885?!; at

760 mm* pressul'eY ias* Jskfi^^s, s! 'M%?&:*f#F ^hz* <%i * M^fr^^/^f"
* Corrqsiyity; 1}Sttlfu* compounds and\ salt ok brine: are the majOr sources

off cdr^siWiri^

m&&$Ktf^ ; Total . sulfur*is (of

SS^e significance bu'^ severe ebrrMofthas been encountered44 with;crude

i contato'dnly aid! toJO^pesfce^
sulfide) 18

:
'

(Oil to O^per cent|mm"
some

I

fc£t&ft*& m*Sk
crudfe oH at a
measure the

evOlutibWot ' hytocfeen^ suffideiifa^\ift^drbchldric;;
i

aeftH?- at high

^^elj^eratuie^' ^-M^^f?^- <M*>--'^-f ^ '^i#t# rMi 7

1

I

' The laboratory: protfucl&6F#e^ interest are!the same: ones as those
• ^a^irVSr* fWTO^rfe* ^rl ^rtli V»ViiiKfA^ «KA*tl,fcK* r&wfcftlrtmr with fcT>«

a,.

'1

I

I"operation orsimple design before large laboratory expenses are

^smim^mm ^A^^^fy^') . i
* IE addition, very many basic properties can be determined from the

C&aracterization Factors and boiling points of the products (see Fig. 5-9

aM- Table>4-1). mm>$'< :--W d&-mmS?& srk& M 4h* /
C

- Sulftff iii" in straight-run

;

: products is related to the amount of sulfur in the parent crude oil as indi-

cated48 in Figs. 4-30 to 4-34 for crude, oils of the United States, California,

i ii -tj« a _i u j TTi_-„t.iJi. /i 1 r. t..i„ or* meo — iaa

1 Davis, Jones, and Neilson, OH^ J:, May 26, 1938:' Also Samuejson, G. J., Pet.

Etifir., December, 1954, pi 0-31i jjjgp' .

"•

;
" Nelson, Thery, and Gordero, Prbc. Fourth World Pet. Congr*, sec. V, Rome, June,

• 19551 ;'> •"
•

•'• • .v-;:
. ,r .r •

'o-- - ••-
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West Texas, Venezuela and the Middle East. 47
I

Kansas, Oklahoma^ ?Texas
7

Illinois, Colorado, Kentucky, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania ! are shown in Fig. 4-30 whereas the high-sulfur United

:

t

1

"V

PTO rPMT <;i i. in id iki r^oi inr
:rm 'VF,'?,^

"'*"""

PER CENT SULFUR IN GRUD| OIL, ; mmm ,

Fig. 4-30. Percentage of sulfur in straight-rim U.S. productsi shp^ira as. a-Junction of

the percentage of sulfur in low-sulfur U.S. crude oils (excluding oils, from West Texas,

Mj^ippi, 0**^. Miehi^,^ ^"fa^^
. •

. . ;
.

. m^mm^m
States oils are shown in Figs. 4-31 arid 4-32.

:

Variations in the original

data are large,, but the sulfur content usually agrees with the average

values found from the figures. • v-;U " ^ >
\ K ? ^ b?

Likewise, the average sulfur content4* of cracked-pr^
estimated from Figs. 4-35 to 4-38. ^^jt^B^^^
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2>£>

Ac
WEST TEXAS ,

Miscellaneous eSfe^^SBl^ilC^^E^ fi!$3
West Texas and Pahhandle>Tex&.

.

.% . ;% , . & . . t. 25-1 .

5

'.••••<"

— — » —^ w—- ^ v v V V » V » u w » » w w v v ™ —• ~~

.. Middle East: ...

.

'.H ... ... . .• •

. . ; v. . ; . 1 . . .';V; ..... 1.33*

Venezuela. .
:.

'.\ . . ^ ... 1.5

;
v Wyoming: . ....... - . . .7.^.*- .... .1.8 w-
Probably should be 1.6 or higher because most data were foV exceedingly mild

cracking conditions.

excr <*

The data underlying Figs. 4-35 to 4-38 were adequate except the data on
Mexican cracked gasoline (Fig. 4#5) which applies mainly to Panuco
arid Poza Bica crude oils. Much of the original: work on

was

Pet. Refiner, November, 1947, p. 87.
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- -
V;.i

.;• ••; :-'^U.,-K mm %k^m *

.

i' .

" P"|R
:
CEhfl^~ &J*LFXJR IN CRUDE OIL

Fio. 4-33. Percentage of ^fe Wstraigh1?-run Venezuelan products as a function of
the percentage of sulfui in the'parent crude.;<&., (Proe, Fourth World Pet. Cortgr.,
Rome.) V

. , ^ %
*;

s

The amount of sulfur in petroleum cokes can be judged from Table 4-1 1,

Flash Point; The approximate relationship between flash point and
O to 10 per cent boiling range (°F). is:

49
, \., \:

'

3 For distilled fractions = OMT - 100 ; (4^6a)
:

• For crude oils = 0.577 - 110 ' feft (4^66)

More precise but much more compn^ated relationships have been
devised. 50-" Wi<tth

J
of foiling range has also some effect on the flash

"Nelson, W. Lv <M6^, Mar^ 1944, p. 72, and Nov. 17, 19^M '

60 Van Winkle, M., Pet. Refiner, November, 1954, p. 171. .

Xr^
tleT

*> ^T^^^M^MM^^^0^^ Middle Pistmates,- Cincinnati
Apr. 4-7,

h1955, ,.
•

f V.4- -.-'j j-»
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tT.-y - -~? '

% .. -* . i—; 1—:

—

3b
'sol

•MIDDLE
- U- |:-

-4

fcf&i^l '<. p'ti-'' "
.<:; $1 •

-

: \
"

• " P^C^ SL«_FVJR IN CRUC«> ©IL; ; ^U'^l & l
Fig:"4-34- Percentage of sulfur in straight-run Middle East products as a function of

R^)
CGnt&ge SUlfUr

^ Parent CrUde ^ F°"r^ TF°rW ®m®'

point (see Fig. 4-49). The flash point of blends is not a linear function
of the flash points of the two agents but is related" as indicated in Fig.
4-39. The line in Fig. 4-39 for materials whose flash points are 300°F
apart is the experimental result of Haidar Ali Ahmed, 53 and the other
lines check well with experimental data as well as the work of Daigle and
^tripling54 on lubricating oils. At the flash, or iiflaminabiUty tempera-
ture the vapor pressure of the material is about M follows:

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas June 14, 1951, p. 108.
51 Correlation of the Flash Point

1

: . . , Master** thesis, University of Tulsa, 1949.
* Evaluating Coastal Type Crudes . . . , Pet. Processing, March, 1949, p. 286.
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1

I

• 20 mm
Gasolines; : ; ... : . . . i $. . . : js ....... M mm -

Kerosenes, distillates, and residual fuels 5 mm .... .

Lubricating oils ;. 1 mm

of sulfur

mvario^f^tocks;ai(^
> .

Vapor Pressure* " Na- sh^brl^cuf^ ^ieUiod' of pfedictin^ vfijibr^ pres-

sures has Been devised except in coimectibn- with
;

gasoline^ The Reid
vapor pressure of gasolinesTin the-ranga,;o^^tt''iLV.P.*''iS'i about the

same as (or a Uttle higher than) the percentage of"butaties* in the gaso-

Ime; ^fhusV an^ound g^olniercoHams abound per lefit butanes,

" Ormandy and CWeh,
?/. /n^&tV (1922). ;



Table 4-11. Sulfur Content or a Few Petboleum Cokes

. ? : v r
?e^ material u

Elk Basin, Wyo.—pilch ... ... . . . .

.

Hawkins, Tex.—pitch '.

Kuwaiti-pitch. ...

Various—pitches
Athabasca (Canada) tar sand oil ...

.

West Tfexas—asphalt ..... ...

West Texas—cracked fuel.

Boscan (VeneL)^crude. ...... .....

Boacan (Vene.)—asphalt. . j.V..'
;

: ,;. .

.

n: (VeneO—cracked fuel. ....

.

East Texais—ifeduced crude. : . . .

.

East T^xas—asphalt
South Louisiana mixture . v. .

j>. .

.

i .

.

Texas Panhandle—Vacuum bottoms

a Approximate.
! ' I '

APT
V •

:••

;

•

1 ——

-

Coke,

S% m Feed

2.5
- . " -

3,5 6.5- 1.83
4.5 4.5

'

7.0 1.55
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and 12 to 14 pound gasolines about 14 per cent butanes. A study67 of

y j

. was

#
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i.o ' 'i.5-
;::;

'-

: f^Strtw^ ..

* £f - - PER CENT SULFUR IN FEED STOCK—
:

Fig. 4-37. Percentage of sulfur in catalytic cracked gasolines and cycle stocks vs. per-

centage of sulfur in various feedstocks. (Proc. Fourth World Pet: Congr., Rome.)

The vapor pressure of mixtures can be computed accurately by surtt-

ming th&gfroduct Of the mole fraction times the true vapor pressure, for

each component in the blend. However, 4nie ^^Ir^tl^S^jS^py&pQ*
~3ures must )>e employed, and the accuracy of -c^^ktibii^bietween

pressures is not gc For
crude oils, the relationship is even more^ erratic, the true vapor pressure

"Trimble and Richardson, Ref. Nat. Gaso.Mfr.j December, 1935; p. 5|62.vr ;

^Nelson, W, L.
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crude oil or product analysis, and hence no short-cut methods of estima-
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Evaporation Loss of Petroleum from Storage Tanks,"

tipn are needed. However, if only the Characterization Factor or general
type of material is known, the specific (or API) gravity can be computed
from Eg^ (4-1).

-

In mixing oils heavier than the lowest-boiling naphthas, no significant

change in the total arithmetic volume of the two components occurs, and
the specific gravity of the mixtures is exactly what would be expected
from the proportions used in the mixtures. However, the API gravity
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of mixtures does not behave as an additive function because API gravity
is not a linear function of specific gravity [see Eq. (3-1)]. When adding
very light liquid hydrocarbons such as butane to heavier oils, a shrink-
age 59,6o m voiume occurs as indicated in Fig. 4-40. Light liquids are

j FREEZING POINT OR POUR POINT-*F. (At applicable )

often transported in pipelines along with crude oil,
60 and the decrease in

volume is significant.

Pour and Freezing Points. Congealing temperatures cannot be esti-

mated with accuracy because none of the common methods of classifying

materials such as Characterization Factor, Correlation Index, aniline

69 Reeves, E. J., Pet. Processing, April, 1954, p. 478; and Pet. Refiner, June, 1954,
p. 137.

60 Childress and Grove, Oil Gas J., Nov. 21, 1955, p. 178.
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point, etc., disclose whether or not the material consists of the symmetrical
types (ring or straight chain) 61 of hydrocarbons that cause high freezing

points. Nevertheless, Fig. 4-41 is an approximation which is usually

accurate within the following limits:

Average deviation,

jet fuels. 20°F
Diesel or distillate fuels :. . .\ 10°F
Lube oils (800°F mid bp) 2S°F

Pour points are usually lower than freezing points, 52 but exceptions

have been encountered. In the jet fuel range, based mainly on the
work of Frank Tsai, 68

2 samples out of 107 deviated by more than 60°F
(one high and one low), and 10 samples deviated by more than 40°F.
In the diesel fuel range, the accuracy is better with only 15 in more than
300 samples62 deviating by more than 15°F. Likewise, in the lube-oil

range, about 13 of 165 samples deviated by more than 40°F.

The pour point of blends is normally higher than would be expected
from the amounts and pour points of.the materials that are mixed. How-
ever, trace amounts of asphaltenes or natural inhibitive agents found
in cracked residues or highly naphthenic crude oil residues sometimes
cause the pour point of such mixtures to act in the reverse manner. 680

Note that pour points are lower than 1

stocks in several of the following Menus:.

.......

Percentage of

thermal-cracked
' residuum* ;

_— .... . -

.V' : ..

0

15

25

50

60

80

100

Viscosity,

Universal,

at 100°F

38

49

76

3,500

a The other blending stock was thermal cracked distillate.

Normal stocks behave as indicated by Fig. 4-42, suggested by Reid and
Allen. 64 In their method a so-called "Blending Index" is employed
(see Example 4-9).

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 11, 1953, p. 141.

« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Jan. 31, 1955, p. 269.

" Freezing Point Correlation of Jet Fuels, Master's thesis, University of Tulsa, 1953.
"* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Nov. 24, 1949, p. 146.
M Estimating Pour Points of Petroleum Distillate Blends, Pet. Refiner, May, 1951,

p. 93.
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Example 4-9. Find the Pour Point of a Blend of the Stocks Shown in Table 4-13.
The indices of the three stocks are read from Fig. 4-42. After determining the volu-
metric average index and boiling point (see Table 4-13) of the blend, namely, 6.8 and
530°F, the pour point is found on Fig. 4-42 to be about plus 2°F.

Table 4-13. Illustration" of Example 4-9

Stock % in blend Pour point ASTM 50% temp, °F

A 25 +30 610
B 40 o 550
C 35 -60 450

The index of the blend is found as follows:

St°ck Percent Index Fractional index

A 25 S 17 4.25
B . 40 • 5.6 2.24
C 35 . 0 87 Q 31

Index of blend
.

* 6.80

The 50% temperature of the blend is:

Stock Per cent 50% temp, °F
j
Fractional 50% temp, °F

A 25 610 152
B 40 550 220
C 35 450 lj%

50% blend temperature 530
.

"Reid and Allen, Estimating Pour Points . . , PeL Refiner, May, 1951, p. 93.

Viscosity. The general range of yisc^y'rof^i^leU^ifroducts is

indicated in Fig. 4-43, and the properties of the oils of Fig:.4-43 are shown
in Table 4-14. The figure must be usedwM caufabn^because tne slope of
the lines is a function of the Viscosity Index of the oil, and thus several
lines can occur for oils that have the same viscosity at some reference
temperature such as 100°F or 210°F:

Viscosity is not an additive property. When mixing one volume of
500-viscosity oil with one volume of 100-viscosity (at the same tempera-
ture) oil, the resultant blend does not have a viscosity of 300, but about
200 (imagine a line connecting 500 on the left scale of Fig. 4-44 with
100 on the right scale and read at 50 per cent). The commonly accepted
method of predicting viscosities is that of the ASTM 65 and the use of the
method is almost self-evident in Fig. 4-44 which shows a line of the
viscosities of mixtures of a 200,000-viscosity pitch and a 34-viscosity
cutter or dilution stock. The viscosities of the two blending stocks

M Petroleum Products and Lubricants, D341, ASTM, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Four large charts, low and high range, for Universal and for Kinematic viscosity
may be purchased. The 0-100°F part of the temperature scale is used as 0-100
per cent of blending agent.
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-60 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

POUR-POINT TEMPERATURE ,°F
Fig. 4-42. Pour-point blending chart for distillate materials. (Pet. Refiner.)
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Table 4-14. Oils Used in Preparing Fig. 4-43

143

No.

2

3

*
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Kind or type of oil

Natural gasoline

Gasoline.

^V&tcr - ••••«.;«....••......
I£oro n6 ••>•••• .

Distillate.

Average light crude oil*

Average crude oil"

Average crude oil"

Average heavy crude oil"

Salt Creek, Wyo., crude oil6 .

ASTM Fuel 3 (max viscosity)

ASTM Fuel 5 (min viscosity): . . .

:

SAE 10W iube. . .... .i ...... . ;

.

SAB 20W lube

Thin SAE 10 lube (100 V.I.) .....

Thin SAE 10 lube (0. V.I.). . . .
.'.

.

Thin SAE 30 lube (100 V.I.) . . ...

Thin SAE 30 lube (0 V.I.)

ASTM Fuel 5 (max viscosity) or

Fuel 6 (min viscosity)

Average SAE 50 lube (100 V.I.). .

.

Average SAE 50 lube (0. V.I.). . .

.

Thick SAE 70 lube (100 V.I.)

Thick SAE 70 lube (0 V.I.).

ASTM Fuel 6:

Bunker C (max)... . . .

M.C; residuum

Asphalt. . . . ; ... . . ; lJ. . .

.

Saybolt viscosity

-

.......

37 at 1

33 at 100°F

40 at 100°F

50 at 100°F
60 at 100°F

40 at 100°F

45 at 100°F

50atl00°F
10,000 at 0°F
40,000 at 0°F

90 at 130°F

90atl30°F
255 at 130°F

255atl30°F

40atl22°F*
90 at 210°F

90 at 210°F

150 at 210°F

150at210°F

.300 at 122°F«

300at210°F
50 penetration

200 ac

320 at

160 at

180 at

70 at

58 at

800 at

986 at

2,115 at

100°F

100°F

100°F

100°F

210°F

210°F

100°F

100°F

100°F

API

76.5

57.0

10.0

42.0

35.0

48.0

40.0

35.6

32.6

36.4

26.0

15.0

31.0

29.0

30.0

27.0

26.0

21.0

11.0

25.0

19.0

23.0

8.0

19.8

• Mid Continent, Illinois, California, and most other crude oils.
6 Example of several Wyoming and Texas crude oils which have m,

in viscosity.
c Furol viscosity—all others are Universal.

must be at the same temperature. However, the ASTM method is

accurate only when blending oils that have similar Viscosity Indexes.
M. Rahmes, 66 after having blended 30 widely varying sets of components
in several proportions, and after having examined 12 prediction methods,
concluded that the Wright method 67 was the most dependable.
The Wright method, as illustrated in Fig. 4-45, utilizes the standard

ASTM viscosity chart66 but in a way different from the method recom-
65 Rahmes and Nelson, Anal.Chem., 20, 912 (1948); also Master's thesis, University

of Tulsa, 1947.
67 Prediction of Oil Viscosity . . . , Pet. Division, ACS Meeting, Atlantic City,

Apr. 8-12, 1946, p. 71.
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•

L NATURAL GASOLINE
2 GASOLINE
3. WATER
4 KEROSENE
5. DISTILLATE
8. 48 GRAVITY CRUDE

. 7 40 GRAVITY CRUDE
8. 358 GRAVITY CRUDE

( 9. 326 GRAVITY CRUDE
ia SALT CREEK CRUDE
11. FUEL 3 (MAX.)
12. FUEL 5 WIN]
13. SAE I0W LUBE
\4. SAE 20W LUBE
15. SAE 10 LUBE OOO V.I)

16. SAE tO LUBE G> Vl)
17. SAE 30 LUBE (100 V.L)

18. SAE 30 LUBE (0 V.I)

19. FUEL S (MAX) OR
FUEL 8 (M1N.)

20 SAE. 50 LUBE OOO VL)
21. SAE 50 LUBE Q} VI.)

22. SAE 70 LUBE flOO VI)
23. SAE 70 LUBE (O VI.)

34. BUNKER C FUEL (MAX)
.
AND MX. RESIDUUM

25. ASPHALT

y •

10.000

8/300

BpOO

4000

3000

2000

LOOO

800

800

400

300

200

100

80

60

40

30

20

10

8

4

3

1.0

08

06

04

03

02

OJ
1000800600 400300 200 10080 60 40 30 20

_ TEMPERATURE E
Fig. 4-43. Approximate relation between viscosity and temperature for the typical
products of Table 4-14. (Oil Gas J.)
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Percentage oflow viscosity component

Fig. 4-44. ASTM-type viscosity-blending chart showing one set of experimental blends.

mended by the ASTM. The viscosity curves of the two oils are plotted
on the standard chart by experimental data on the oils at two tempera-
tures or by noting the general Viscosity Index properties of the oils. Dis-
tances along the horizontal line of the same viscosity as that of the desired
blend are measured and used in the following manner to obtain the per-
centage of each oil that should be used in the blend. Refer to Fig. 4-45.

Per cent of oil B = 100
MO
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Also, the viscosity-temperature line of the blend will lie between the lines

for the two blending stocks in such a way that

MO PR
MN ~~ PQ

= etc.

Example 4-10. Blending Lubricating Oils. A high-viscosity oil (B) of 100 sec at
210°F. Saybolt Universal viscosity is to be blended with a 200 sec at 100°F oil (A)
to produce a blend having a viscosity of 400 sec at 100°F. The curves for oils A and B
can be drawn by knowledge of their Viscosity Indexes (Fig. 4-2). The percentage of
Oil B to use in the blends is found by measuring distances along the 400-viscosity line

100
MO 100 X 0.64

MN 1.54
41.5 per cent

The limited usefulness of the ASTM method is clearly evident from this example.
Note that when the oils of this example are blended by the use of Fig. 4-44 (ASTM
method), the amounts of low-viscosity component required, rather than being 58.5 per
cent, are

Blending at 100°F 50%
Blending at 210°F 55%

The viscosity of an oil at various temperatures can be determined by
plotting a line on ASTM viscosity paper. 65 Experimental determinations

at two temperatures serve to define the straight line, or if the Viscosity

Index is known, the viscosjty at one temperature suffices. Figure 4-45

shows two such viscosity-temperature lines."

Viscosity Index is not an additive property, and the Index of mixtures
can be estimated by plotting the temperature lines of the two components
as in Fig. 4-45 and drawing the line for the blend. In Example 4-10, the
Viscosity Index of Oil A is 73.3, Oil B is 113, and the 41.5 per cent blend
has an Index of 97 rather than the 89.8 that is obtained by assuming that
Viscosity Index is an additive property.

Gasolines or Naphthas. The approximate ASTM end points of T.B.P.
cuts or fractions of gasolines can be estimated from Fig. 4-25, percentage
of sulfur can be estimated from Figs. 4-30 to 4-38, and vapor pressures

may be computed using Table 4-12.

The octane number (Motor method) of straight-run gasolines is related

to Characterization Factor68 somewhat as indicated in Table 4-15, but
note particularly the wide variation in octane number. Boiling range
and particularly the cut point also affect the octane number (see Tables
4-16 and 4-17). Each gasoline differs in its behavior, but the general

68 Nelson, Thery, and Sahagun, "Venezuelan and Other World Crude Oils," Min-
Caracas, Venezuela, 1952.
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Fig. 4-45. Viscosity of oil blends and the effect of temperature on viscosity (Wright"
method);

relationship 6*-™ is indicated in Table 4-16 for gasolines from the same
parent crude oil. The same relationship applies when cuts or frac-
tions of gasolines70 are considered as in Table 4-17, or in the following
tabulation:71

otor octane number

for 360-400T
cuts of gasoline

40

45

50

55

60

65

Change in octane number
per 100°F change

in the 90% point

12.0

11.3

10.6

10.0

8.0

4.7

The average relationship between the Research and Motor method
octane numbers is indicated in Table 3-3, and the lead susceptibilities of

various types of gasolines are shown in Tables 3-11 and 3-12.

69 Moxey, J. G., Pet. Processing, February, 1947, p. 92.
70 Holaday and Heath, SAE Quart. Trans., July, 1951, p.
71 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Nov. 8, 1951, p. 332.
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Table 4-15. Approximate Relationship between Characterization Factor
and the Motor Method" Octane Number of 400°F Cut Point

Straight-run Gasolines

Characterization

•

Range of octane
Factor of gasoline

/if ir i %(M.M. clear) numbers

11.4 67 65-68

11.5 66 63-68
11.6 64.5 54-67

11.7 62.5 60-65

11.8 60 57-67
11.9 55 47-57
12.0 49 42-52
12.1 41.5 . 33-48

12.2 35.5 Low-43
12.3 31 Low-41

Slightly lower than Research method numbers (see Table 3-3).

Table 4-16. Motor Method Octane Numbers as a Function op
Mid Boiling Point

Representative mid per cent curves

Octane number, Motor method

Mid bp,

Straight Thermally Catalytically

run cracked cracked

75 81

100 77 82 82

150 69 78 80
200 60 74 78.5
250 52 70.5 77
300 44 66.5 76
350 35 63 . 76
400 • • • • 75

When two materials are mixed, the high-octane material usually

behaves as if it had a higher octane number than obtained by laboratory
tests of the material. The higher octane number is referred to as the
"blending octane number." Blending octane numbers are apparently a
function of the difference in olefinic content of the two stocks, 72 but since

the olefinic content is not ordinarily available, a possibly less accurate
xnethod7 * is illustrated herein.

71 Schoen and Mrstik, Ind. Eng. Chem., 47, 1740 (1955).
73 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Sept. 19, 1955, p. 135.
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Table 4-17. Effect of 90 Per Cent Point on Research Octane Number

ASTM Octane number, Research method

90% point,

°F
Straight

run

Thermally

cracked

Thermally

reformed
Catalytically

reformed
Catalytically

cracked

240 77
280

320

360

400

440

71

64

57

49

• •

83

81

77

73

70

83

82

79

77

87

88

89

90

• *

90

90

90

90

89

The blending octane number of the high-octane component or blending
agent is.defined as CNa (clear or leaded) in which C is a factor (Fig. 4-46)
for each particular pair of components, and Na is the octane number
(Motor or Research) of the high-octane blending agent. The blending
octane number is then used in a regular additive-type equation

»r _ Pa(CNa) + Pb(Nb)

100 (4-7)

in whichN is the octane number of the blend, Pa and Pb are the respective
volumetric percentages of the agent and base stock, and Na and Nb are
the respective octane numbers of the blending agent and the base stock.
Variations in the value of C are large because of the inherent differences
in gasolines, and in addition the factors are larger or smaller under the
following conditions

:

•
•'•

••"
•

. •

•. <

1. Slightly larger for Research octane numbers and slightly lower for Motor method
numbers. .

2. Larger when blending clear or lead-free components and smaller when the com-
ponents are highly leaded (2 to 3 cc TEL).

Isomate gasoline when
factor of about 1.09

Example 4-11. Two Component Blends. Forty per cent of thermally cracked
gasoline of 77 octane number (Research) is to be blended with 60 per cent of 57 octane
straight-run gasoline. o

According to Fig. 4-46, the blending factor for thermally cracked gasoline at a con-
centration of 40 per cent is 1.033.

0.4 X 1.033 X 77 = 31.8
0.6 X 57 = 34.2

with catalytic reformate has a blending
method).

Research octane blend 66.0

The octane number of the blend might be slightly lower (65.8) because the Research
method of test was used.
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In making up two plant blends from several components, two general

rules are followed which tend to result in higher octane numbers or the

use of smaller amounts of tetraethyllead

:

1. Most of the lead should be used in the blend that contains the low-octane gasoline

so that the good lead susceptibility of such materials can be fully utilized.

2. Part of the highest-blending-value stock such as (mainly) polymer should be used

in each blend because of the high-blending value of such stocks when used in small

amounts.

Difficulty is encountered in the use of the method for three or more com-

ponents because it is necessary to estimate the blending factors of pairs

of components not shown in Fig. 4-46. This can be best illustrated by an

example.

Example 4-12. Octane Number of Entire Plant Gasoline. The gasolines avail-

able in one refinery are indicated in Table 4-18. The computation of the octane

number of the entire plant gasoline is shown in Table 4-19. The factors for straight-

run gasoline and the butanes is 1.0. Considering the thermal gasoline (15 per cent)

Table 4-18. Properties op Typical Refinery Blending Stocks"

Per cent

of total

gasoline

Clear octane

number
3cc TEL octane

number

Motor Research Motor Research

8.0 95, 97 105 105

30.0 55 57 75 75

15.0 69 77 80 87

Catalytic cracked 38.0. 80 91 85 . 97

Poly (catalytic) 9.0 82 96 85.5 100

- Oil Gas J., Sept. 19, 1955, p. 135.

Table 4-19. Computation op Clear Octane Number (Research) op

Entire Plant Gasoline0

Volumetric

per cent

Clear (Res.)

octane

number
Blending factor

Partial

octane

number

8 97 1.0 7.76

30 57 1.0 17.10

15 77 1.06 12.25

38 91 1.055 (1.05 and 1.066) 36.40
Poly 9 96 1 .055 9.12

Plant gasoline . . . • • • 82.63

• Oil Gas J., Sept. 19, 1955, p. 135.
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.0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
PERCENTAGE OF BLENDING AGENT

*By research method, and base stock becomes
blending agent when using motor method.

Fig. 4-46. Approximation for obtaining the blending octane numbers of high-octane
components.

with respect to the butanes and straight-run (53 per cent total), the factor for thermal
gasoline at 15/53 or 28.3 per cent is about 1.06. Likewise, considering 47 per cent of

catalytic and poly gasoline together in the entire plant gasoline (100 per cent), a fac-

tor of 1.055 is selected (between curves 9 and 10 of Fig. 4-46).

By the use of a lead-susceptibility chart (Fig. 3-4) it is possible to assemble the
gasoline stocks in various proportions to produce Regular and Premium Grades of

gasoline. 73 Some blending proportions result in lead consumptions that are less than
half the amounts required by other blending proportions. 73

Platinum-catalyst-reformed gasoline exhibits a strange behavior. If

the Research method of test is used, it behaves as a base stock as shown
in curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 4-46, but if the Motor method is used, the
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j KAURI BUTANOL NUMBER

4502S0 300 ' -, 350 400
MIDBOILING POINT - <>F.

Pig. 4-47. Kauri butanol number (approximate) as a function of the mid
and Characterization Factor. (OH Gas j&f

behavior of the reformate is nearly the opposite, i.e., it becomes the
blending agent.

le single most important property of a solvent is

to dissolve various resins, gum-like materials, oils, nitro-

and accordingly there are numerous solvency
tests74 of which the aniline point and kauri butanol number are the best
known. The kauri butanol number76 consists of ascertaining the volume
of sample that will cause a standard solution of kauri gum in butyl alcohol
to become so opaque that 10-point type is illegible when viewed through
the solution. Similar tests74 employ nitrocellulose and butyl or ethyl
acetate solvents.

Although more than 200 sets of data were used in establishing the
relationships76 shown in Figs. 4-47 and 4-48 between kauri butanol
number or aniline point (Fig. 4-48), Characterization Factor, and mid

74 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 30, 1945, p. 117.
" Baldeschwieler et al., Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed., 7, 373 (1937).
78 Nelson, W. L., OH Gas J., May 24, 1954, p. 271.
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"ANILINE POINT - *F.
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250 300 350 400 4 50
MIDBOILING POINT - T.

Fig. 4-48. Aniline point (approximate) of petroleum naphthas as related to the mid
boiling point and type of oil. (Oil Gas J.)

boiling point, the relationships are not entirely satisfactory. The follow-

ing equations suggested by Harvey and Mills" may be more
For K.B.N, below 50:

K.B.N. = 99.6 - 0.806(? - 0.177A + 0.0755(340 - B) (4-8a)

For K.B.N. above 50:

K.B.N. = 117.7 - 1.06(7 - 0.2494 + 0.10(340 - B) (4-86)

In these, G refers to API gravity, A to aniline point (°F), and B to mid
boiling point (°F).

The kauri butanol numbers of straight-run solvents seldom exceed 50,

and a number above 40 is considered as good. However, even a number
of 50 is not usually high enough to command a special price, and accord-

ingly one must look to highly aromatic solvents for kauri butanol num-
bers approaching 100. Superior straight-run solvents (K.B.N, of 40)
are nevertheless useful because when treated by solvent extraction they

" Anal Chem., 20, 207 (1948).
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yield larger amounts of the aromatic extracts that are suitable for high-
solvency naphthas.

Jet Fuels. None of the current specifications of jet or turbine fuels
are troublesome except the freezing point of minus 76°F. Inasmuch as
the freezing points of hydrocarbons or mixtures thereof vary greatly
depending on the symmetry of the molecules, a simple method of pre-
dicting the freezing point of jet or other distillate fuels may never be
available. As an illustration, the ranges of freezing points of some of the
hydrocarbons78 found in jet fuels are shown in Table 4-20. Undoubtedly
when more hydrocarbons are investigated, the range of freezing point
will be even larger.

Table 4-20

Average, °F
Carbon atoms Range of

Boiling point Freezing point
freezing point

5 90 -135 2 to -271
7 190 -115 -12 to -217
9 296 - 65 +68 to -198

11 384 - 61 -14 to -109
13 463 - 18 21 to - 58
15 528 + 15 50 to - 19

Freezing points may be estimated from Fig, 4-41 within an average
accuracy of plus or minus 20°F, although variations as great as 60°F
were encountered in 2 of the 107 samples examined. 63 Although low
Characterization Factor jet fuels have low freezing points, they are so
viscous at low temperatures that they are not satisfactory as fuels. This
is cared for, however, by the following gravity limitations of jet fuels:

Grade JP-1

JP-2

JP-3

JP-4

JP-5

35 API (minimum)
45-63 API
40-58 API
35-40 API
40-58 API

Thus, the jet fuel yield from a crude oil can be estimated by checking
point on Fig. 4-41, checking the API gravity against current

3, and starting the fuel at 130 to 150°F so that its vapor
is adequate. Sulfur is normally well below the 0.5 per cent

specification limit, and the percentage of ai omatics, bromine number, and
smoke point are satisfactory unless cracked material is incorporated in
the jet fuel. Somewhat more accurate predictions of freezing point may

W. L.,OilG78
f.
t May 11, 1953, p. 141.
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be made if jet fuels boiling to 500, 550, 600, and 650°F are prepared by a

Hempel distillation, 79 but if such complete information is obtained there

is little need of short-cut evaluation methods.

Smoke Volatility Index80
is thought to be significant but it has not

been completely investigated. 81 The relationship between smoke point

and Characterization Factor appears to be much the same (slightly lower

smoke points) as that shown for kerosene in Table 4-21, but the variations

are larger. Scant information on the weight of carbon deposits in one

type of reactor indicates the following: 81

IP smoke point, Approx. deposit,

mm grams

10 8.0+
15 4.5

20 2.1

30 0.5

40 0.2

Kerosene and Illuminatirig Oils. The general characteristics of such

oils may be estimated from Table 4-1, the ASTM boiling range by means

of Fig. 4-25, and. the percentage of sulfur from Figs. 4-30 to 4-34. Flash

point is of major importance, and hence Fig. 4-49 is offered as an approxi-

mation and as an indication of the general effect of boiling range on flash

point. 82 Here it is noted that the flash point of kerosenes taken after a

362°F end point gasoline ranges from about 146°F for a 10 per cent cut

to even 180°F for a 30 per cent gas-oil cut. The kerosenes of Fig. 4-49

are more completely stripped than most commercial kerosenes or dis-

tillates, and the yields are therefore slightly high. Furthermore, it is

advisable purposely to leave some low-boiling material in kerosene so

that the wick- of the lamp can be easily lighted.

Smoke point is an important property, and it may be estimated 83 from

such properties as Characterization Factor, gravity, or even viscosity by

means of Tables 4-21 and 4-22 or from hydrocarbon structure. 84 Viscos-

ity assumes importance mainly because it is used in determining the

so-called " Ring Number "

:

Ring No . =
thermoviscosity _ m(46 _ Apj gravity) (4-9)

" F. Tsai, Master's thesis, University of Tulsa, 1953, or Nelson, W. L., Oil GasJ.r

Feb. 22, 1954, p. 197. Four sets of jet fuels from each of 17 crude oils were prepared

and examined.
80 S.V.I. = smoke point plus 0.42 times volume per cent boiling under 400°F.

81 Kuhbach et at, SAE Journal, August, 1955, p. 64.

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Sept. 8, 1945, p. 119.

83 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 14, 1954, p. 151.

8« Russell, A. H., Ind. Eng. Chem., 45, 602 (1953).
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Catalytically desulfurized distillates or kerosene from West Texas raw
stocks86 have smoke points that are a direct function of per cent hydrogen
(smoke point = 25.5H - 317), and severe treatment results in a smoke
point of 48. .

Table 4-21. Approximate Smoke Points as a Function of
Other Common Tests or Properties for Kerosene

Stocks Having a Mid ©oiling Point of 437°Fa

Char. API Ring
Smoke point

Factor gravity Number
IPT Factor*

11.2 32 8
• • • • 14.1 17

11.25 33 5 » • • • 14.4 18
11 3* X tf • • 14.7 18
11 35 3*» n «... 15.1 19
11 4X X TC 3*1 7

• .

.

15.6 20
11 45 3fi 4 16.0 20
11 5XX (J 37 9Of .A AC

16.5 21
11 55XX Uv 37 Q —oi 17.0 22
11.6 38.7 -24 17.5 23
11 .DO 39.4 -14 18.1 24
11.7 40.2 - 3 18.8 25
11 .75 41.0 7 19.5 26
11.8 41.8 17 20.4 28
11.85 42.5 27 21.4 30
11.9 43.3 37 22.6 33
11.95 44.1 •••

47 24.0 36
•

12.0 44.8 57 . 25.7 39
•

: 12.05 45.6 66 27.6 43
-

'
12.1 46.4

i
75 30.0 48 .

•

12.15 47.2 81 32.5 54
12.2 47.9 • • 35.5 61
12.25 48.7 • • * 38.5 68
12.3 49.0 • • • > 42.5 81

• Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 14, 1954, p. 151.
6 Smoke points by the Factor lamp are nearly the same as by the Indiana lamp.

Distillate and Diesel Fuels. Boiling range (Fig. 4-25), percentage of
sulfur (Figs. 4-30 to 4-34), and flash point (Eq. 4-6a) may be estimated
by conventional methods. Although distillates and diesel fuels (as well
as cracking stocks) have much the same boiling range (400 up to even
700°F), aromatic and naphthenic hydrocarbons are tolerated in most
distillate duels but are a detriment in diesel fuels. However, the paraf-
finic hydrocarbons of high Diesel Index (or cetane number) also have

1Q«
Zim
?5SChied ^ ^

"
Improvin« Distillates by Hydxofining, Pet. Refiner, May,

lvoDf p. 153.
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Table 4-22. Relationship between Saybolt Thermoviscosity,
Saybolt Univebsal Viscosity, and Kinematic Viscosity,

All at 60°Fa

Saybolt Kinematic Savbolt Universal

thermoviscosity viscosity viscositv

ion 0 57

1 ^0

1 9*
1 RO
1 .Do

300 1.93 32.3
350 2.26 33.5
400 2.59 34.7
450 2.92 35.7
500 3.27 36.8
550 3.60 37.8
600 3.93 38.8
650 4.27 39.9
700 4.60 41.0

Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., June 14, 1954, p. 151.

140 150 160
Flash Point (Tag.)Deg.Fv

Fig. 4-49. Relation of Tag flash point of kerosenes to T.B.P. cut point of gasolines and
the yield of kerosene. (OilQasJ.)
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high pour points, and accordingly, pour point usually becomes the factor
that limits yield. Pour point may be judged from Fig. 4-41, but the
relationships of Figs. 4-50 and 4-51 for commercial diesel fuels are more
dependable. 88 Width of boiling range about a fixed. mid boiling point
has little effect on the pour point and no appreciable effect86 on the Diesel
Index, but lower-boiling fuels have lower pour points (Fig. 4-50) and
higher Diesel Indexes (Fig. 4-51).

f POUR POINT - «R*.
20i 1 , , —

.

-BC

600420 440 460 480 500 520 540 560 580
VOLUMETRIC AVERAGE BOILING POINT - °F.

Fig. 4-50. Approximate relationship between mid boiling point, pour point, and Char-
acterization Factor of commercial diesel fuels. (Oil Gas J.)

Somewhat the same information is summarized in Tables 4-23 and
4-24 for world-competitive crude oils and for comparison with thermal
and catalytic distillates. 87 Cracked stocks are mixed with straight-run
stocks in as large proportions as possible without causing an unsatis-
factory Diesel Index. The pour points of cracked distillates will be
even lower than those of Tables 4-23 and 4-24 if they have been severely
cracked. Additional information on the properties of catalytic cycle
stocks is given in Tables 21-7 and 21-8.

81 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 28, p. 132, and July 12, p. 118, 1954.
W Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Jan. 18, 1954, p. 117.



11.2 IIJ3 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.7 ll.fl IU> 120 12.1 UL2

CHARACTERIZAT fON FACTOR
Fig. 4-51. Effect of volumetric average boiling point on the Diesel Index of diesel or

distillate fuels. {Oil Gas J.)

Table 4-23. Pour Points, °F, of Distillate (ob Diesel) Fuel Oils of

550 Mid Boiling Point (40O-700°F)»

Character-

ization

Factor of

feed stock

or crude oil

Straight-run fuels Catalyt-

ically

cracked

cycle

stock

Ther-

mally

cracked

dis-

tillates

Misc.

U.S.

Coast-

al

Cali-

fornia

West
Texas

Miss. Vene.
Middle

East

11.0 -80
11.2 -57 -60 -35 -50
11.4 -10 -40 0 -30 -9
11.6 ,3 • 17 2 31 -1 5 -16
11.8 10 7 42 7 10 11 4

12.0 16 11 18 15 17

12.2 24 • • • • • • • • • 25 21

» Oil Gar J., Jan. 18. 1954, p. 117.
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Table 4-24. Appkoximate Effect of Boiling Range on the Pour Point of
Distillate or Diesel Fuels*

Mid
boiling

point

(°F)

Degrees

above or

below pour

point at

550° F
mid-

point 6

Straight-run
Catalytically

cracked
Ther-

m ally
Vene-

zuelan

Missis-

sippiXT IT

(heavy

oils;

Misc. U.S.

11.6

C.F.

12.0.

C.F.

11.4

C.F.

of feed

11.8

C.F.

of feed

12.2

C.F.

of feed

450 • » -60 -45 i • > • • -30
500 -25 -26 -23 -6 -34 -14 -4 -10
550 0 -1 36 3 16 -9 11 21 4
600 21 20 57 18 36 12 32 42 16
650 40 39 76 35 52 31 51 61

700 55 54 91 54 70 46 66 76
750 67 103 85 58 78 88

« Oil Gas J., Jan. 18, 1954, p. 117.
6 This approximate relationship appeared independently from studies of both

straight-run and catalytically cracked stocks, but the pour point of thermally cracked
stocks appears to be less affected by boiling range.

Methods of judging the burning quality of distillate fuel oils have
not been standardized, but the performance88 of one type of pot burner

indicates the following general effect of the Characterization Factor

(Worrall 88 did not state this relationship) :
.

Side deposits, Side deposits,

C.F. g/2.5 gal C.F. g/2.5 gal

11.1 100 11.8 10

11.3 60 11.9 7

11.5 36 12.0 4
11.6 25 12.1 2
11.7 16

The relationship is based on all types of stocks (straight-run and catalytic-

and one of 11.85 as good. Catalytically desulfurized West Texas^is-
tillate (No. 1) produces86 side deposits of only 6 to 9 grams, which is

superior to most Mid Continent kerosenes or acid-treated West Texas
distillates.

In making blends, Diesel Index is an additive property, and the pour
point may be estimated by the use of Fig. 4-42. Cracking stocks and the

yields from them are discussed in connection with Fig. 19-1 and Table 19-7

8» Worrall, G. I., Tnd. Eng. Chem., 46: 2180 (1954).
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(thermal cracking and coking) and Figs. 21-3 to 21-6 (catalytic cracking
and reforming).

Oils and Waxes. When produced by the conventional
and centrifuge methods, the cut point between wax distillate

and cylinder stock should preferably 43 be 835°F but pressible distillate
can usually be produced up to cut points of 870 to 875°F if the viscosity
of the most viscous material does not exceed 600 sec. 89

Pour point cannot be predicted with accuracy nor can the reduction
in pour point that may be expected with commercial depressants be pre-
dicted except within the following wide ranges:

Per cent

depressant

Average
lowering,

°F

Range of

lowering,

°F

0.1 11 1-18

0.2 18 3-34

0.4 25 8-42

0.7 34 20-47
1.0 38 24-53
2.0 43 28-

A method of evaluation of lubricating-oil stocks involving precipitation
of asphaltenes with petroleum ether, a fuller's earth petroleum ether
fractionation to isolate resins, dewaxing with methyl ethyl ketone and
benzene to separate wax, and an adsorption fractionation to provide
cuts for determining the Viscosity Index-yield relationship has been
developed by N. W. Furby. 90 The results of such a study have been
successfully correlated with plant performance.
A highly satisfactory propane deasphalting bomb for laboratory evalu-

ations is described by Ditman and Mertens. 91

Although the Viscosity Index of raw lubricating-oil stocks may be
estimated from Table 4-1, various amounts of wax are associated with the
oil. Wax has a Viscosity Index of about 200 (125 to 288) and a Charac-
terization Factor of about 12.88 (12 to 13.65), 92 values derived from a
study by F. Tull 93 of the lube stocks (700 to 900°F) contained in 13 Vene-
zuelan crude oils. Removal of wax greatly reduces92 the Viscosity Index

89 Beiswenger and Child, True Boiling Crude Analysis, Pet. Division, ACS, Atlanta
Meeting (not for publication).

"Anal. Chem., 22, 876 (1950); also Gester, G. C, "Progress in Petroleum Tech-
nology," p. 177, ACS Meeting, New York, September, 1951.

91 Pet. Processing, November, 1952, p. 1628.
" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 29, 1954, p. 131.

1953"
A StUdy °f High ViS0Osity Index 0ils'" master's thesis, University of Tulsa,
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and the Characterization Factor of the raw lube stock as indicated in
Fig. 4-52. In Fig. 4-52, zero per cent wax means the removal of enough
wax to reduce the pour point to zero °F. The dashed line is data of
J. B. Maxwell, 94 and the circle points are data taken from the literature.

160

•Vf

-80
•I H.2 11.4 n.6 11.0 12 |2.2 I2A 12.0 12.0

CHARACTERIZATION FACTOR OF NARROW WAXY STOCK
Fig. 4-52. Approximate Viscosity Indexes of dewaxed lube oils (700-900°F boiling
range) as a function of the wax content of the raw (waxy) lube stock and its Character-
ization Factor. (Oil Gas J.)

Maxwell's line is probably a good average because the results published
in the literature often pertain to oils of unusually high wax content.

Boiling point and melting point are not directly related except for
the normal paraffin hydrocarbons. However, viscosity appears to be
reasonably consistent95 for all petroleum waxes. The approximate rela-

" "Data Book of Hydrocarbons," Esso Research and Engineering Co., D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1950.

96 Tiedje, J. L., A Laboratory Study of Wax Processing Methods, Proc. Fourth World
Pet. Congr., sec. VI, Rome, 1955.
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tionship between these properties is shown in Table 4-25 (see also Table
12-1).

Table 4-25

Mid boiling

point, °F

Viscosity,"

SSU at 210°F

n-Paraffins Misc. waxes*

Melting

point, °P

Refract Index

at 80°C

TVTplt.lTlfr

noint °Fr 7
of R0°fl

700 . .

.

119 1 AOO1 .'tZ£

750 LA1* 1 /IOC

800 . 37 135 1.427

850 40 147 1.430 139 1 .433
900 43 157 1.432
920 43 143 1.436
950 47 166 1.435 145 1.439
980 50 a . ..... 145 1.442
1000 53 175 1.437 143 1.444
1025 58 » 143 1.446
1050 63

1075 66 • • • # 146 1.449
1100 74 • • • • • • 148 1.451
1130+ 80 • • • 151 1.453

a Tiedje, J. L., A Laboratory Study of Wax Processing Methods, Proc. Fourth World
Pet. Congr., see. VI, Rome, 1955.

The amount of wax contained in crude oils varies widely. 96 N. W.
Furby 97 finds that the dry wax (called D.W., wt %) of residua is related

to distillable wax (called H.W., wt %) by the Holde method, about as
follows

D.W. = 2 + 1.35 H.W. (4-10)

Likewise, the asphalt (A., wt %) in a residue may be estimated 97 from
the Conradson carbon (C, wt %), within plus or minus 10 per cent, from

A. = 5 + 3.1C. (4-11)

The yield of finished lubricating oil is then estimated by subtracting the
amounts of wax and asphalt.

The amount of wax contained in a raw distilled lube stock (700 to

900°F) may be estimated with fair accuracy from the Characterization

Factors of the materials that boil at 550 and at 750°F (or 800) in the

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Feb. 7, p. 127, and Feb. 14, p. 129, 1955. Tabulations
of dozens of crude oils.

"A Survey of Petroleum Residua as Sources of Lubricating Oil, Div. Pet. Chem.,
ACS Meeting, Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 29, 1954.
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crude oil. The presence of wax in a lube stock is associated with a rise

in Characterization Factor throughout the 550°F and 800°F boiling range.

Rise in C.F.

0.05

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40
0.50

Weight % wax in

70O-90O°F cut

10.5

18.2

28.0

34.4

39.4

43.7

Rise in C.F.

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.90

1.00

Weight % wax in

700-900°^ cut

47.7

51.6

55.2

58.5
61.5

The relationship cannot be used when the Characterization Factor at

750°F is lower than 11.6 because such materials are not solids or waxes.

Finally, the pour point and Characterization Factor of 700 to 900°F lube

stocks seem to be related to weight per cent wax, somewhat as shown in

Table 4-26.

Table 4-26

Pour
Percentage" of wax in stocks

point, °F
11.6 C.F. 11.8 C.F. 12.0 C.F. 12.2 C.F. 12.4 C.F.

20 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

40 5.0 5.5 6.0 8.0 10.0

60 7.5 8.5 10.0 12.0 16.0

80 10.0 12.0 14.5 18.0 24.0

100 13.5
;

18.0 23.0 30.0 40.0

120 17.0 23.0 30.0 40.0 54.0

• Above percentage in zero pour point material.

Most United States oils contain very little wax, even those from Penn-

sylvania or other paraffinic crude oils, but certain intermediate or inter-

mediate paraffin-base oils of Venezuela and Burma contain even 20 per

cent of paraffin wax 96 as well as additional wax in residual lube stocks.

There is no entirely satisfactory way of predicting whether a crude

oil will contain low-cold-test lubricating oil (0 to 10 pour point, V.I.

above 40), such as those in Tia Juana 102 Venezuelan oil or Raccoon

Bend, Thompsons/ or Sugarland Texas (Gulf Coast) crude oils. If the

fraction in a crude oil that boils at 550°F has a very low Characterization

Factor (under 11.15) and at the same time the 750°F fraction has a

Factor of 11.4 to 11.5, the chance of encountering a low-cold-test lube

stock is good, but there are exceptions. Numerous crude oil analyses

are tabulated in Appendix B.

The cast or bloom of paraffin base lubricants is yellow, that of mixed

base is greenish-yellow, and of naphthene base, blue.
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Asphalts.
^
The amount of asphalt (100 penetration) contained in crude

'to the boiling range98 somewhat as indicated in Table 4-27.
the bulk of very hard material in high-boiling crude oils

the incorporation of additional low-boiling material in the
normally are naphthenicIn addition, i
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Fig. 4-53. Relationship between softening point and penetration of vacuum-refined
asphalts.

or asphalt base. It has also been suggested by Stanfield and Hubbard"
that the approximate percentage of 100 penetration asphalt is equal to
4.9 times the percentage of carbon residue of the crude oil. Note also
that the approximate percentage distilled at 1100°F is equal to 100 minus

88 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Feb. 1, 1951, p. 76.

noloV
PhaltS fr°m R°Cky Mountail1 O*1*' UJS. Bur. Mines Tech. Paper 717
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Table 4-27. Approximate Amount of Vacuum Asphaltic Material' as a

Function op Boiling Range

Primary relationship

Per cent 100

penetration

asphalt

Asphalt fraction

starts to boil at

59

48

40

30

24

17

10

5

850°F

890

910

940

950

965

975

Secondary relationships*

API gravity

of crude oil

13

17

20

24

27

30

36

41

Characterization

Factor of 750°F

bp:

11.22

11.32

11.40

11.56

11.63

11.78

11.90

• Hard material but not necessarily suitable for use as asphalt.

«• Approximate, and the two functions are related to the "primary

not to each other.

Gas J.)
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3 times the carbon residue.

The relationship 100 between the two major properties of asphalts,

namely, "ring and ball softening point" and "penetration" at 77°F, is

indicated in Fig. 4-53. Natural asphalts (Trinidad, Bermudez, and

Albanian^ usually haw^veiy j^^m^o^^^^imA^^^^i^^^f,
tions. Various indexes100,101 have been devised for classifying asphalts.

When blending two asphalts from the same crude oil, or asphalts of

similar type (vacuum with vacuum, blown with blown, etc.), the result-

ing blend has a lower; penetration than would be expected 102 (see Fig.

£-54). Dissimilar asphalts produce blends that bear no clear relations

flhip to the properties of the two components of the blend.

^° l^sdn^wl ti^fm Ga8' J.i &j>r. 26, 1951, jtikl, a^d Jaru 17, It I 11

<

;kX;:.^C«:;C- ti£ftg^j$$& ',,4*
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Chapters 2, 3, and 4 indicated that petroleum and petroleum products
are complex materials. At present the chemical and physical laws that
govern the behavior of mixtures, of hydrocarbons are not adequate -for

3 compu-most calcul.

tations
-

' a material is defined as the quantity
of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit weight of material
through a temperature difference of one degree. Universally the oil

industry uses the English system in which the specific heat is defined as
the number of British thermal units (Btu) required to raise the tempera-
ture of 1 lb of oil 1°F and is expressed as Btu per pound per degree
Fahrenheit.

The specific heat of petroleum fractions is a nearly linear function of
temperature. It is also dependent on the specific gravity.
.Figure 5-1as a chart of the specific heats of Mid Continent petroleum

oils. 1 - 2 The curves for 70 and 10 API material; are not so exact as the
Other curves because not many oils of these gravities were studied. The
critical line indicated in Fig. 5-1 is not exact becausethe critical tempera-

* is governed more by the boiling range than by the gravity, but it is

uded in the fimire & a wArnW that liquids cannot exist above the

Example 5-1. Heat Required to Raise the Temperature of Oil. How much heat is
required to raise the temperature of 1,000 lb of a 40 API mixed-base oil from 100 to
600°F?

Specific heat at 100 m 0.48
Specific heat at 600 - 0.775

r 1.255

Average specific hea^ from 100 to 600 - 1^2. _ q.627

Also note the specific heat at 350 = 0.627
1,000(600 - 100)0.627 - 313,500 Btu

1 Specific Heats of Oils, Ind. Eng. Chem., 18, 795 (1926).
1 Heat Content of Petroleum Oil Fractions at Elevated Temperatures. Ind Ena

Chem., 24, 210 (1932).
m'

168
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of gases by Holcomb and Brown3 are shown in Fig. 5-2,

which is said to be accurate to ±0.02 Btu per lb per °F. Dotted lines

are used above 700°F as a warning that thermal decomposition occurs at

such temperatures.

800 IOOO400 600
Temperature, "F

Fig. 5-1.' Specific heats of Mid Continent liquid oila with a correction factor for other
bases of oils.

The Characterization Factor4 found to be so useful in cataloguing crude

4-1) is of even greater value in accounting for the degree of

K
s

where K = U.O.P. Characterization Factor

TB = average boiling point, °R = (°F -f- 460)

s = specific gravity at 60°F

The factor has been useful in correlating many properties, among which
are hydrogen content, aniline point, thermal expansion, and Viscosity

Index, as well as the relationships employed in this chapter.

Total Heat Content and the Effect of Pressure. The heat content or

enthalpy of petroleum liquids and gases can be obtained most conven-
3 Thermodynamic Properties of Light Hydrocarbons, Ind. Eng. Chem., 34, 590

(1942).

* Egloff et al., The Modern Cracking Process, Oil Gas J., July 2, 1936, p. 34.
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iently from Fig. 5-3, which was compiled by the Shell Development
Company6 and is based on data by Watson et aLw Note that the basic

temperature is 0°F and that the main lines of the chart are based on a If

(Characterization) Factor of 12 rather than 11.8, which is used elsewhere

-200 0 200 400 ' 600 800
Temperafure °F.

Fig. 5-2. Specific heats of Mid Continent oil vapors with a correction factor for other
bases of oils. (Holcomb and Brown, Ind. Eng. Chem.)

in this book. The upper left corner contains a supplemental chart that
permits correction for the effect of pressure. The heat input between
any two conditions is obtained by subtraction.

6 A folded supplement to, Pet. Refiner, 24(4), April, 1945.
• Watson and Nelson, Ind. Eng. Chem., 25, 880 (1933).
» Watson and Smith, Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 1408 (1937).
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Total heats at atmospheric pressure can be computed by determin-

ing the heat required to heat a pound of liquid to its atmospheric boiling

point, vaporizing the liquid at that boiling point, and heating the vapor to

the final high temperature using the specific heats of vapors, but such a

method cannot be used (except as an approximation) for sub- or super-

atmospheric pressure. Total heats at high pressure may easily be com-

puted from Fig. 5-3, and it may also be used to compute the specific heats

of vapors at superatmospheric pressure (see Example 5-2). The specific

heat of liquids is scarcely altered by pressure.

Example 6-2. Total Heat at Elevated Pressure. A very low-boiling 56 API
Coastal gasoline at 60°F is to be heated, vaporized, and superheated to 500°F at an

absolute pressure of 200 psi. Its Characterization Factor is 11.4.-

According to Fig. 5-3, the heat content at 60°F of a pound of gasoline with a Charac-

terization Factor of 12 is about 28 Btu. Correction for a C.F. of 11.4 results in a
liquid heat content of

28 X 0.968 = 27 Btu/lb

The heat content of a pound of 12 C.F. vapor at 500°F is about 397 Btu. The CF.
correction is almost negligible (perhaps —4 Btu) making a heat content of about

393 Btu per lb.

The pressure correction (upper left corner of Fig. 5-3) is only about 8 Btu per lb,

making the total heat

393 - 8 - 385 Btu/lb

The heat input is the difference between the heat of the vapor and the heat of the

liquid, or

385 - 27 - 358 Btu/lb

The specific heat of the vapor at 200 psia may be estimated as follows. Such a

gasoline has' a volumetric mid boiling point of about 190°F (see Fig. 5-9), and at a

pressure of 200 psia the mid boiling point,becpmes (Fig. 5-27) about 400°F. The heat

content of vapors at 400°F and 200 psia (Fig. 5-3) is (the C.F. correction is zero):

338 - 0 - 12 - 326 Btu/lb

Heat content at 500°F and 200 psia = 385 Btu/lb

Heat content at 400°F and 200 psia = 326 Btu/lb

Change in heat content 59

Specific heat of vapors at 200 psia (between 400 and 500°F) =
(50q^ 400)

= 0 59

A. similar computation, but leaving out the pressure correction, indicates a specific heat

at atmospheric pressure of only 0.55, and this checks reasonably well with Fig. 5-2

which*shows about 0.553.

Molal Average Boiling Point. Ordinarily the distillation data obtained

from the laboratory are on a liquid-volume-percentage basis, meaning that

vapor temperature is plotted against percentage of liquid distilled. The
molal average boiling point of the material is sometimes more satisfactory

for purposes of correlation than the volumetric percentage. The relation-*

"w!> between these two bases of percentage (as well as other bases) is
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Slope of En&ler Distillation Curve I0%~90%; °F/%
Fig. 5-4. Relationship between molal, volumetric, and other average boiling points as a
function of ASTM slope. (Ind. Eng. Chem.)

shown in Fig. 5-4 from Watson and Nelson8 as a function of the slope of

the ASTM distillation curve. However, the use of this figure is usually

not necessary because the slopes encountered in commercial products are

somewhat fixed. Thus commercial products usually exhibit slopes and

corrections (between volumetric and molal percentages) • as shown in

Table 5-1. Throughout this book, the approximate corrections shown in

this table have been used (as auxiliary scales) on such charts (Figs. 5-5,

5-9, and 5-12) as require the molal average boiling point.

Table 5-1. Approximate Slopes, Boiling Ranges, and Corrections (°F)

to Convert Volumetric to Molal Average Boiling Point

Material (general)

ASTM
slope,

deg/per cent

ASTM mid
boiling points,

°F

Correction,"

°F

1 150-400 8-11

Aviation gasoline and kerosene 2 150-450 17-23

Gasoline and diesel fuel 3 200-700 25-36

4 250-900 35-52
Gas oil and reduced crude 5 300-800 53-72

6 350-700 78-102

7 400-700 104-128

• To be subtracted from the volumetric average boiling point.
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Latent Heat. The heat of vaporization, commonly referred to as the
latent heat, is usually defined in terms of Btu required to vaporize 1 lb of a
liquid at its atmospheric boiling point. If vaporization takes place at
another pressure (or temperature), the latent heat should be specified as
such. The latent heat varies with the temperature (or pressure) at which
vaporization occurs and with the type of hydrocarbon.

Latent heats8 at atmospheric pressure for petroleum fractions are given
in Fig. 5-5 as a function of boiling point and molecular weight or API

180

Molal Average Boiling Point Deg.F.

1i ,Crude oils

Y\ Reduced'crude
i*. Gas-off& lubes

_j-Lrghf lubes

^"Goso. 5gas oil

'^Disffflafes

900\/fv/a//b/7 gasorkero.

^Solvents

X 200 300 400 500 600

<| Volumetric Average Boiling Point, Deg.F.

Fig. 5-5. Atmospheric latent heat of vaporization as a function of molecular weight
(preferred) or API gravity. (Courtesy of Hougen and Watson, "Chem. Process Princi-
ples," vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.)

gravity. The dotted lines of Fig. 5-5 show that a 30 API gas oil (or
material of slope 4.5) that has an average boiling point of 525°F will have
a latent heat of 114 at atmospheric pressure. It also shows that such a
material has a molecular weight of 179 and a molal average boiling point
of about 473°F.

At other pressures (and temperatures) than atmospheric pressure, the
data on latent heat are not extensive, and hence a general method such as

8 Hougen and Watson, "Chemical Process Principles," John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1947.
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that outlined by Watson9 must be employed. The latent heat at any

lescribed in terms of the latent heat at the normal boiling

b, as follows:

T= jLb
~T~b

(5-1)

1.2

1.0

where L = heat of vaporization at absolute temperature T
Lb = heat of vaporization at absolute normal boiling point TB
7 = a factor obtained from Fig. 5-6.

The reduced temperature term used in Fig. 5-6 is explained on page 182.

Latent heat decreases with tem-

perature until it has a value of

zero at the critical temperature

(Figs. 5-7 and 5-8). Furthermore,

the critical temperatures of high

API materials are lower than for

low API materials, and hence their

latent-heat curves, when plotted as

functions of gravity and tempera-

ture, cross one another at some

point, as can be seen in Figs. 5-7

and 5-8.

I

0.8

0.6

a. 0.4

<3

0.2

mi

?

a* as ae 0.7 • Q8 Q9 L0

Reduced Temperature TR-^_
Example 6-3. Latent Heat. A mixed-

base, narrow-boiling-range fraction has

Fig. 5-6. Temperature correction to heat a gravity of 35 API. The latent heat

of vaporization. of this fraction at atmospheric pressure

and also at 500°F is desired.

A mixed-base stock will have a Characterization Factor of about 11.9. The follow-

ing properties were read from Fig. 5-9:

Atmospheric boiling point 580°F (1040°R)

Molecular weight 250

Critical temperature 900°F (1360°R)

From these data, the latent heat at atmospheric pressure is found to be about 92 by
reference to Fig. 5-5.

In order to estimate the latent heat at 500°F, additional factors must be set down:

1040

1360
0.765

_ T _ 500 + 460 __
1K Tc 1360

y from Fig. 5-6 = about 1.16

The latent heat at 500°F from Eq. (5-1) is

L = 1.16 X 92 X 95%040 - 98

9 The Prediction of Critical Temperatures and Heats of Vaporization, Ind. Eng.

Chem., 23, 360 (1931).
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300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

7EMPERATURE-"F.
Fig. 5-7. Latent heats (Mid Continent and cracked stocks) as a function of temperature
(or pressure). {Oil Gas J.)

Note that the latent heat read from Fig. 5-7 is also about 98 Btu per lb, and at
atmospheric pressure (580°F) about 92.

Finally, the total heat chart (Fig. 5-3) may also be used to obtain latent heats.
The heat contents of 35 API material at 500°F are

Heat of vapor = 378 - 1 = 377 Btu/lb
Heat of liquid = 282 X 0.995 - 280 Btu/lb

Latent heat = 97

However, Fig. 5-3 should not be used in this way except when the vaporization takes
place at temperatures somewhat close to the atmospheric boiling point.

The estimation of latent heats by Eq. (5-1) and Fig. 5-6 or even by
Fig. 5-3 is laborious, and therefore Figs. 5-7 and 5-8 are suggested 10 for

10 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 26, 1945, p. 163.
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3 20

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Fig 5-8 Latent hea
TEMPERATURE-*F.

pressure). *
(Oil tfi/jp*

18™ °' naphthenic stock«) " * function of temperature (or

with^^^^^^f^ *** ***Z check

Fig, 5-7 and 5 8 are
CWcterizatlon factors used in preparing

Paraffin base.

Mid Continent or intermediate base.
Naphthene base

12.1

11.8

11.4Cracked (thermal)—60 API ,,

Cracked (thermal)—50 API. . i ,

'*

Cracked (thermal)—40 API.
Cracked (thermal)—30 API
Cracked (thermal)—20 API

"'

Cracked (thermal)—15 API

11.5

11.2

11.0

10.5

10.5
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The heavy line at the top of each figure shows the latent heat at atmos-
pheric pressure (or normal boiling point), such as the latent heats obtained
from Fig. 5-5. The curving lines show latent heat at other pressures

than atmospheric pressure, or stated another way, at various boiling

points.

The average boiling point of mixtures is defined with difficulty. An
arithmetic average, from the distillation curve, does not completely
describe the vaporization properties because vapor pressure is not directly

proportional to temperature. A logical average boiling point is the
100 per cent point of the flash-vaporization curve because the material

distillation the arithmetic average temperature should be used for com-
puting the latent heat, but for continuous distillation, as in a pipestill, the
100 per cent point on the flash-vaporization curve is most frequently used.

The temperature at the 100 per cent point on the flash-vaporization curve
is approximately the same as the temperature at the 70 per cent point of

the material on the true-boiling-point curve. For some other purposes,

such as estimating the molecular weight, gravity, or viscosity, the 50 per
cent boiling point should be used.

Critical Point and Other Properties. Figures 5-9, 8 5-10, 8 5-11, and
5-124 indicate the relationship among boiling point or range, gravity,

molecular weight, Characterization Factor, viscosity, critical tempera-
ture, and critical pressure.

Example 5^4. Use of Figs. 5-9 and 5-10. A distillate material of 31.5 API has a
volumetric average boiling point of 533°F. According to Fig. 5-9 (see dotted line),

such a material will have a molal average boiling point of about 500°F and a Charac-
terization Factor of 1 1 .35. Other properties are

Molecular weight , '. 195 (Fig. 5-9)

Critical temperature 845°F (Fig. 5-9)

Viscosity at 122°F, centistokes 2.1 (Fig. 5-10)

Note that, if any two properties are knowii> all the other properties can be estimated.

When a pure compound is heated at atmospheric pressure, it eventually

reaches its boiling point and is completely vaporized at a constant tem-
perature unless the pressure is increased. If the pressure is increased, the

compound is completely condensed and cannot be vaporized again unless

the temperature is also increased- This mechanism, alternately increas-

ing the pressure and temperature, functions until at some high tempera-
ture and pressure it is found that the material cannot be condensed
regardless of the amount of pressure applied. This point is called the
" critical point," and the temperature and pressure at the critical point

are called the "critical temperature" and "critical pressure," respec-

tively. The liquid phase and vapor phase merge at the critical point
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Molal Average Boiling Point, °F.

100

>— Crude oils

Reduced crudes

Gas oil and lubes

- Light lubes

-Gaso. and gas oil

^Distillates
"\Aviation gaso.-kero.

Solvents

200 300 400 500 600

Volumetric Average Boiling Point, °F.

Fig. 5-9. Molecular weights, pseudo critical temperatures, ^SS^^&^^S
and gravities of petroleum fractions. {Courtesy of Hougen and Watson, Chem. Process

Principles,'* vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.)
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so that one phase cannot be distinguished from the other. No volume

change occurs when a liquid is vaporized at the critical point, and no

heat is required for vaporization, but the coefficient of expansion has

become large (Fig. 5-14).

The critical temperatures and pressures of some pure compounds are

given in Tables 5-2 and 5-3. In addition, Figs. 5-9 and 5-12 may be used

•SO 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

DEGREES, API

Fia. 5-10. Relation of viscosity at 122°F to Characterization Factor.

to estimate the pseudo critical temperatures and pressures of higher boil-

ing hydrocarbons or wide boiling range fractions.

Insufficient information concerning the behavior of mixtures requires

that the pseudo critical temperature and pseudo critical pressure be used

for most oil mixtures. The pseudo critical point as developed by W. B.

Kay 11 may be defined as the molal average critical temperature and pres-

sure of the several materials that constitute a mixture. It may be used as

the critical point of a mixture in computing reduced temperatures, pres-

11 Density of Hydrocarbon Gases and Vapors, Ind. Eng. Chem., 28, 1014 (1936).
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Example 6-6. Critical Pressure. A gas oil (or material of slope 4.3) has a volu-
metric average boiling point of 520°F and a pseudo critical temperature of 830°F.
According to Fig. 5-12, its molal boiling point is 465°F and it will have a pseudo critical
pressure of about 340 psia.

I
500 600 700 800
rage Boiling Point Decj. F.

900 1000

Crude oils

y/Reducedcrudes
J^Gas oil'<£ lubes

Gaso.ti> Distillates

Solvents200 300 400 500 600 700

Volumetric Average Boiling Point, Deg. F.

Fig. 5-12. Pseudo critical pressures of hydrocarbons and petroleum fractions. (OH
Gas J.)

Example 5-7. Viscosity (Fig. 5-11). A 5,5 API material has a Characterization
Factor of 10.32. What is its viscosity at 210°F and at 900°F?
Located on Fig. 5-11 by a dot is the 5.5 API, 10.32 C.F. material. Incidentally,

it has an average boiling point of about 750°F. The value indicated by the point is

transferred across the chart in the center of the figure to the index line for 10.32 C.F.
This point can be connected to any temperature on the left scale and the corresponding
viscosity may be read from the scale on the right:

at210°F 5.68centistokes

or 44.9 Saybolt Universal
Viscosity at 900°F 0.2 centistokes
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In the correlation of many properties, reduced properties are usefulReduced properties are denned as the ratio of the actual value of heproperty to its critical value. Thus for volume, temperature, or pressure

Vx = reduced volume = volume at specified condition _ V
volume at critical point V\

TR = reduced temperature = absolute temperature T
absolute critical temperature ~ Wc

Pr = reduced temperature = absolute pressure _ p
absolute critical pressure Fc

,n^fi
CifiC

,

V°1Ume
;

V°'Ume °CCUpied bv 1 lb of wpor is called the

gases the volume vanes inversely as the pressure (Boyle's law) andd.rectly as the absolute temperature (Gay-Lussac's or Charles' law) «
PV _ P'V
T - T, - R (the gas-law constant) (5.2)

where P and P' = psia (14.7 + gauge pressure)
V and V = volume, cu ft

T and T' = absolute temperature or (°F + 460)

... , . ,

R " 10 7 when considering 1 lb-mole of gasAt standard conditions of 32°F and a pressure of 1 atm or 760 mm the

the volume is 379.4 cu ft (379 is commonly used)

J^JaW*
°f °l

' PerfeCt gaS
' ™ <

359 « ft
-
is *• fcctor

snffi •

the ™1Ume
°f a gaS t0 itS Wei«ht-

The Agoing laws aresufficently exact for engineering calculations involving such gases as aTr

Volume at 20Q°F Iff y 37Q v Zg° (460 + 200)
m

30
x ^79 x 7io

x
lieoTeoJ

= J '648 cu ft

What is the volume of 100 lb at 1000°F and 10 prig?

Volume at 1000T = — y *7Q v 14-7 (46° + 1.000) n .

30
X 679 X

24J (460 + 60) " 2
>
110 cu ft

alS0 Volume = 12? X *° 7 X MAO _ 2 nft30 * 24.7 ^110

Pressure-Volume-Temperature Relations of Vapors Petroleumvapors do not obey the perfect gas law, In^L-^Z-
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weight vapors such as natural gasoline and gasoline vapors may be handled

as perfect gases up to gauge pressures of about 35 psi without introducing

great errors. For heavier vapors the laws are not exact, but they are

widely used because no other convenient laws are available. Figure 5-13

was prepared 8 for all gases, and the present state of knowledge concerning

the compressibility of gases does not warrant closer discrimination.

The theorem of corresponding states affords a method of correlating

the scattered data. This theorem postulates that all similar substances

have corresponding volumes at corresponding temperatures and pressures,

if the reference point of correspondence is the critical point.

Tables 5-2 and 5-3 give critical data by which reduced conditions can be

computed'. Many of the data were taken from "Physical Constants

of the Principal Hydrocarbons" by the technical staff of The Texas

Company.

Perfect gases behave as follows:

PV = nRT (ideal)

where R = gas constant = 10.7 for the following units: 1 mole of gas,

volume, cu ft; pressure, psia; and temperature, °F abs

n = number of moles of gas

Other gases deviate from the foregoing by the factor Z:

PV = ZnRT

Values of Z may be obtained from Fig. 5-13.

Example 5-9. Pressure-Volume-Temperature Relations of Gases That Are Not

Ideal, a. One pound-mole of C3H 8 (44 lb) is held in a container having a capacity of

31.2 cu ft. The temperature is 280°F. What is the pressure? (See Table 5-2.)

Tc = 665°F abs
Pc - 616 psi

Vc = 3.12 cu ft

DUO

A trial-and-error solution is necessary because the compressibility factor Z is a

function of the unknown pressure. Assume Z = 0.9.

P X 31.2 = 0.9 X 1.0 X 10.7 X (460 + 280)

P = 228 psia

This indicates a reduced pressure of 228 4- 616 — 0.37, and according to Fig. 5-13,

the value of Z should be about 0.915 rather than 0.9. Thus, the pressure is 232 rather

than 228 psia.

By the perfect gas laws, the computed pressure would be:

f = lX 10.7 X 740 _ 254psia
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6. One thousand cubic feet of methane is to be compressed from fin°ir anA

'

*

Moles CH<==w = 2 -64

At final conditions,

Prom Fig. 5*13,

T* "^ - Mi
p _ 500 + 14.7
* 673 0.765

Z = 0.94
PV = ZnRT
V = 0-94 X 2.64 X 10.7 X 51 n

514.7 26.35

JS?de
i

nt °f Expansi0n
' Gov^nmenfc bulletins and other agencies"present volume-correction tables for (1) four-carbon-atomM&L

Z :° 150
ff*>» (4)

asPhalt and fluxes (0 to 15 API), (5) mixtures ofga^ohne and benzol (0 to 50 per cent), and (6) crJe/J^^l
4oo4rf;r

e

rrsi

T ** different 1 £*5* are approximately as follows:

Gravity range

0- 14.9

15- 34.9

35- 50.9
51- 63.9-

64- 78.9
79- 88.9

89- 93.9

94-100

Mean coefficient

of expansion

0.00035

0.00040

0.00050

0.00060

0.00070

0.00080

0.00085

0.00090

The coefficient of expansion may be defined as the fraction of unit volumethat a umt of material will expand if it is heated through one degree
Example 6-10. Coefficient of,

>s to be heated from 60 to 400°F.
Fig. 5-14. One barrel of a 19 API oil

volume will it occupy?

-sion = 0.0004 approximately
Increase in volume = 1(400 - 60)0.0004 - 0.136 bbl
Total volume = 1.136 bbl

Using Fig. 5-14,

Sp gr at 60°F (19 API) = 0.9042

"ASTM-IP Petroleum Measurement Tables „ mi iow. «„j n
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Follow 0.94 line to 400°F

Sp gr at 400°F - 0.83

0.94Volume at 400°F *= 1 X
0.83

1.13 bbl

The volume by Fig. 5-14 is probably the more accurate.

Density and Specific Gravity. The approximate density of petroleum
products at elevated temperatures13 can be obtained from Fig 5-14 (see
Example 5-10). The figure relates the specific gravity at 60°F with the

LOi

1,000Temperature,
Fig. 5-14. Approximate change of specific gravity of intermediate-base oils with tem-
perature. {Oil Gas J.)

specific gravity at other temperatures. The number accompanying each
line indicates the gravity of the material at 60°F.

Density is defined as weight per unit of volume. In the petroleum
industry, density is usually expressed as pounds per gallon. Since 1 gal
of water at 60°F weighs 8.328 lb, the density is

Density, lb per gal = sp gr X 8.328

The relation" among API gravity, specific gravity, and density is given

» Nelson, W. L., Determining Densities ... at High Temperatures, Oil Gas J
Jan. 27, 1938, p. 184.

* * ,
™*

14 ASTM-IP Petroleum Measurement Tables, 1952.
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in tables in Appendix A. The density of gases can be computed by the
mole volume relationship of Eq. 5-2.

Example 6-11. Density and Specific Gravity. What is the density of a 29.3 API
material at 60 and at 600°F?
At 60°F

Sp gr = 0.88; density 7.328

Refer to Fig. 5-14, and follow 0.88 line to 600°F.

Sp gr at 600°F = 0.678 " "

Density at 600°F - 0.678 X 8.328 - 5.65 lb per gal

What is the density at 60°F, in pounds per cubic feet, of pure methane, and of a
flue gas having a molecular weight of 30?

Molecular weight of CH 4 = 16

Density of CH 4 = l%79 = 0.0422 lb per cu ft

Density of flue gas = 3% 79 = 0.0792 lb per cu ft

Since 1 cu ft of water at 60°F weighs 62.37 lb,

Sp gr of flue gas referred to water at 60°F = = 0.001271

Since molecular weight of air = about 28.8,

Sp gr of flue gas at 60°F referred to air = = 1.04
28.8

Figures such as 5-14 can only be approximations because hydrocarbons
of the same density at 60°F may have different critical temperatures
and thus must trace different curves. In addition, pressure greatly
affects density at high temperatures. Watson and Gamson 16 provide
Fig. 5-15 by which the density of any material at any temperature or
pressure can be estimated if one experimental measurement of density
is available.

P __ Pl 97. ,- = — = — = etc.

in which p is the density in grams per cubic centimeter and « is a so-called
"expansion factor. " Subscript 1 (2, etc.) refers to any defined condition
of temperature and pressure. The known density Pl is divided by a value
of ai obtained from Fig. 5-15 for the particular conditions of temperature
and pressure which apply to Pl . When the value of the ratio p,/Wl is
determined, values of p at any other conditions of temperature and pres-
sure can be computed

COl

Values of pi/wi for a few hydrocarbons are shown in Table 5-2.

18 Thermodynamics of the Liquid State, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 35, 398 (1943); and Vapor
Pressures, and Critical Properties of Organic Compounds, Natl. Pet. News Tech Sprt
May 3, 1944. '

'
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Example 5-12. Liquid Density at Any Pressure or Temperature. A wide-boilin*range distillate material has an average boiling point of 500*F and a gTavUy o 30

ftLs:
g t0^ " 5~12

'

SUCh a mat6rial haS Critical "«s a!

Tc = 810°F or 1270°R
Pe — 315 psia

At 60°F and 14.7 psia the density and the reduced conditions are

pi =

r 60 + 460

1270
u'41

P* - Hf - 0.0467

According to Fig. &15 the value of W1 is 0.14.
Other densities can then be computed from

. _ ai 0.876
P ~^ W= 0l4

u = 6 -25w

Thus, at such conditions as 650°F and 1,500 psia,

Ps = 150% 475
, " - 0-106 (Fig. 5-15)

80(1
p = 6.25 X 0.106 = 0.662

which is quite different from the 0.64 value read from Fig. 5-14.

Change of Viscosity with Temperature and Pressure. The engineei
frequently must estimate the viscosity of an oil at other than the cus-
tomary testing temperatures. This may be done by Fig. 4-43 but
g
r
a
!

e
ie

a
,

CCUraCy is Possible by use of ASTM viscosity-temperature
charts (see Fig. 4-45). However, in order to use these charts it is
necessary to know the viscosity at two temperatures, or to know one
viscosity and the Viscosity Index. Kinematic viscosity (or centipoises)
can be obtained.by the use of Eqs. (3-2), (3-3), and (3-4) on page 25.

SavtnH XT'

6"13
\

VisCOSity
f

at Different Temperatures. Oil A of Fig. 4-45, has abaybolt Universal viscosity of 200 sec at 100°F and 45 sec at 21 (\°V A tsL '
i-

X?i?es°
n AS™ ***** ™~ «~ *^£ *e vfeooriti:T„Zg

At Sec

0*F 20,000
70°F 520
130°F 102
160°F 66
300°F 34.7

" Four charts, low and high range, for Universal and for kinematic viscosity areavailable from the ASTM. 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
VmQBlty
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If the oil has a specific gravity of 0.85 at 100°F the viscosity in centipoises at 100°F,

according to Eq. (3-4), will be

>0.219<-^

^ = 0.219 X 200-^
Z m 43.05 X 0.85 - 36.6

As a comparison fline 13 of Fig. 4-43), the centipoise viscosity at 100°F is about 32.0.

0.14

06 07 0.8

Reduced Temperature

Fig. 5-15. Compressibility of liquids at high pressures and near the critical temperature.

(Courtesy of Hougen and Watson, " Chem. Process Principles," vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons,

Inc.)

It has now become common practice to measure the rate at which

viscosity changes with, temperature by means of the Viscosity Index.

This relation is discussed on page 85 (see also Figs. 4-1, 4-2).

The effect of pressure upon the viscosity of liquids is not great at normal

operating pressures, but at a pressure of 1,000 psi and upward its effect is

astoundingly great. 17 As a general indication of the effect of pressure, the

» Dow, Fenske, and Morgan, Effect of Pressure on Viscosity of Oils and Chlori-

nated Diphenyls, Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 1078 0937).
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mono Ih^ ^ 15 Per Cent at im lb
' three" t0 ei^tfold at

10 000 lb and upon exceedingly 55,000 psi most oils begin to solidify
Viscosity of Hydrocarbons. Although Fig. 5-16, taken from Uyeharaand Watson * is based primarily upon light hydrocarbons and o^gan"compounds it is probably the best method available for estimating theviscosities of heavy refinery vapors. Critical viscosities of such vaporscan be estimated 18 from P

"e==7'7
~lf^ (5-3)

where » is the critical viscosity in micropoises, M is molecular weight,

atmospheres

1 temperature in % an<* P. « the critical pressure in

pobtT^F JisC
?
S^ otJ**™' A 60 API gasoline has an average boilingpomt of 250 F. According to Figs. 5-9 and 5-12, it has the following properties:

I average bp 215°F
Molecular weight 102
Critical temperature 540°F
Critical pressure 460psia

The critical temperature (°C) is

(540 + 40) + 1.8 - 40 - 282°C = 555°K
and the critical pressure in atmospheres

tt - ^ „ «v
460 + 14.7=31.25

Using Eq. (5-3),

= 7 7 V102 X 31.25° •«
* ' 555°^"

= 7.7 X 10.1 X 9.95

2.87

= 270

asfolW
°SHy * gaS°hne

** 5° PSia and 450°F Can * ^imated from Fig. 5-16

Tn , 450 + 46Q
* 540 + 460 " °"91

P* = 5%eo = 0.109

and Ma = 0 430
(FiK- 5"16)

or " - 0.430 X 270 = 116
= 0.0116 centipoises

rpd^
he PreSSUr6

J
been

J
1,380 P8ia

'
the gasolme wouId h^e been a liquid, and thereduced pressure, reduced viscosity, and viscosity would have been

^« = 138%eo = 3.0

ma = 4.0

m = 4 X 270 m 1,080
0r = 0.108 centipoises

» A Universal Viscosity Correlation, Natl. Pet. News, Tech. Sect., Oct. 4, 1944.
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0.4- 05 0.6 0.7 0.80.91.0 1.5 2.0 25 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Reduced Temperature Tr=T/Tc
Fig. 5-16. Generalized reduced viscosities of hydrocarbons. {Courtesy of Hougen and
Watson, 'Chem. Process Principles," vol. 1, John Wiley. & Sons, Inc., New York.)
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I

3

1—

4

ioo\ 20ty
_ 500

J

-500-

1

1

400

—

h

J00--
|

gc/c/

RICH
molea

GAS
j/or we36 ight

"0^

Pressure, PSIA

Fig. 5-17. Viscosities of rich gas hydrocarbon mixtures (36 mol. wt.) {Oil Gas J.)

240

Fig. 5-18. Viscosities of regular-gasoline vapors (100-400°F, 55 API, 11.8 Character-
ization Factor). {Oil Gas J.)

The use of Fig. 5-16 is so cumbersome that viscosity values have been
computed 19 for common refinery vapors (see Figs. 6-17 to 5-20 and
Table 5-4). At very high pressures the vapors begin to partake of the
properties of liquids (see especially the high pressure range of Fig. 5-19).

"5®^ W'
L

> Viscosity of Vapors, Oil Gas J., Feb. 12, p. 109, and Feb. 26,
p. 147, 1948.
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O 50 400 500100 150 200 300
Pressure, PSIA

Fig. 5-19. Viscosities of kerosene vapors (350-500°F, 42.5 API, 11.8 Characterization
Factor). (Oil Gas J.)

200

O 50 100 150 200 300
Pressure, PSIA

Fig. 5-20. Viscosities of gas oil vapors (450-650°F, 35.0
Factor). (Oil Gas J.)

400

, 11.8 I

500

The designer usually knows little about the boiling points or molecular

weight of lubricating oils, but viscosity data are usually available. Thus,

molecular weights can be obtained from viscosity by means20 of Fig. 5-21.

Heat of Combustion. The heat of combustion of petroleum oils in-

creases with API gravity (or hydrogen content) as indicated in Fig. 5-22. 8

The figure is highly accurate if the percentage of water, ash, and sulfur is

accounted for. Tables 14-3 and 14-4 give analyses and heating values

20 Mills et al., Ind. Eng. Chem., 38, 442 (1946).
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Table 5-4. Viscosity of a Few Petroleum Vapors" (see also Figs. 5-17 to

5-20), Micropores6

Temn
Pressure, psia

op
14.7 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 1000

Lean gas (18 moL wt)

0 92 92 93 94 95 97 99 102 105 123
100 110 111 111 112 113 114 116 118 120 134
200 128 129 129 130 132 133 135 137 139 149
300 142 142 143 144 145 147 149 151 153 162
400 158 158 159 160 162 163 165 167 168 174

Light gasoline (100-340°F, 61 API)

300 94 98 109

400 106 109 114 140

ouu 120 122 125 133 147 180

600 130 131 131 134 144 164 194 233 280
700 141 142 142 145 150 159 176 202 238
800° 152 154 156 158 164 170 178 189 202
900° 163 165 167 169 173 178 185 195 213

1,000* 174 176 177 180 182 187 193 202 218
1,200" 196 197 198 200 208 216 224 230 234 •244

Naphtha (300-450°F, 46 API)

400 90 100

500 99 104 119

600 109 113 122 161

700 118 120 125 146 201

800" 129 130 131 139 170 210 258
900° 140 141 143 147 155 172 194 221 257

1,000° 161 162 165 170 177 187 200 215 234
1,300" 180 181 182 186 190 197 206 216 228

° Note that cracking or decomposition will change the composition at temperatures

above about 700°F unless the time is very short.
b One-millionth of a poise or 1/10,000 centipoise.

of various refinery fuels. The hydrogen content of petroleum fuels may
be estimated from Fig. 5-23.

Net heating value may be computed from the gross heating value

and the percentage of hydrogen, by subtracting the latent heat of con-

densation (at calorimeter-bomb temperature) of the water produced dur-

ing combustion of the hydrogen.

Explosive Limits. The behavior of some materials is indicated in

Table 5-5. Pressure has little effect on the lower limit but it tends to
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0.93 0.95 0.97 0.99

Speciffc Grovrty 60/60
0
F

Fig. 5-21. Saybolt Universal viscosity at 210°F, specific gravity, and molecular weight
of lubricating oils. (Mills el al., Ind. Eng. Chem.)

increase the upper limit as indicated here for one gas mixture. 21 The
explosive limits of mixtures of explosive gases cannot be estimated from
the composition of the mixture except by a laborious method. 22

Pressure,
Inflammability limits, vol. %

psia
Lower Upper Range

1* 4.5 8. Of 3.5
3* 4.15 13.4 9,25

10* 4.3 13.8 9.5

14.7 4.65 14.0 9.35

100 4.9 17.5 12.6

200 4.9 22.6 17.7

350 4.1 37.5 33.4

* Read from a graph.

scattered points.

Heat of Fusion. The heat of fusion of paraffin wax, as reported by
various investigators, ranges from 63 to 78.5 Btu per lb, an average

value of about 72.5. The data of A. Bondi23 on the heat of solidification

and of mixing of wax and oil are shown in Table 5-6. The paraffin wax
completely solidified, but the oils were cooled only through the ranges at

which the wax solidified.

11 Jones and Kennedy, U.S. Bur. Mines Rept. Invest., 3798, February, 1945; also

Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 3, 1949, p. 92.

" Handbook and Catalogue No. P-7 of Vapor Recovery Systems Company (Varco);

also Nelson, W. L., Oil Oas J., Jan. 13, 1949, p. 66.

» Physical Chemistry of Lubricating Oils, VI, Phase Equilibria, Pet. Refiner, June,

1947, p. 116.
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- 19,600

E
g " 19,400

u

D_

3- 19,200

to

c
~- 19,000

I
£-18,800

«- 18,600

8
o

o - 18,400
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- 18,000

- 17,800

-17,600
-10 20 30 40

A.P.I. Gravity
Fig. 5-22. Gross heats of combustion of liquid petroleum hydrocarbons. (Courtesy of
Hougen and Watson, "Chem. Process Principles," vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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Table 5-5. Autoignition Temperatures and Explosive Limits

Explosive limits,
Autoignition

Material
% by volume in air

temperature,

Lower Higher
°F

12.5 74.2 1204
TJ 1

4.1 74.2 1076

2.5 80.0 635
TT J 1CJHydrogen sulnde 4.3 45.5 500

5.3 13.9 999
1 1. . 1 _ ..

3.02 34.0 1009

3.12 15.0 950
T\ 1

2.0 11.1 9*/
/"!_ 1 2.41 10.3

2^37 9.5 871
it i

4.8 13.5

2.0 11.5 842

ra-Butylene 1.7 9.0

1.8 8.4

1.6 8.5 806
1\ * i 1 1 if IV *k

1.81 11.5 760
H r , i 1 l ill i

Methyl n-butyl ketone 1.22 8.0
T-j ,

1.4 8.0 588
t% l

1.4 8.0 1076
/-t , .

1.31 G.o5
TT

1.25 6.9 477

Toluene 1.27 7.0 1026
Pi A

1.1 6.1 914

firHeptane 1.0 6.0 452
i

1 0 924

0.84 3.2 450

0.74 2.9

0.67 2.6 Above 500

1.4 5.9 475

Stoddard's solvent 1.1 6.0 450-500

1.3 6.0 495

1.16 6.0 490

Lubricating oil, spindle . > • • . . 478

Lubricating oil, cylinder ..... • 783

Solubility of Oxygen and of Water in Oils. The approximate solubil-

ity of water24 in hydrocarbons and oils is indicated in Fig. 5-24. Pressure

ordinarily has little effect on the solubility, but at higher temperatures

the solubility increases except in the range of the critical temperature

"Nelson, W. L., OH Gas J., Apr. 2, 1956, p. 140. Also see Dougherty, R. P.,

Oil Gas J., Sept. 1, 1952, p. 94.
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10.0 10.5 11.0

Characterization Factor K

Fig. 5-23. Hydrogen content of hydrocarbons. (Courtesy of Hougen and Watson,

"Ckem. Process Principles," vol. 1, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)

Table 5-6. R*.at o? Solidification of Wax and Oils

Material

Range of

solidifi-

cation,

°F

Pour

point,

Heat of

solidifi-

cation of

mixture,

Btu/lb

Heat of

fusion

of wax
portion,

Btu/lb

Heat of

mixing,

Btu/lb

124-118 122 75.6

10 per cent No. 1 in 500 pale oil. . .

.

95-61 82 8.1 7.5<* 0.6°

10 per cent No. 1 in 300 white oil 104-59 90 9.0 7.5- 1.5-

59-36 28 2.9

45-18 23 3.6

46-19 23 3.1

No. 6 plus 0.5 per cent Paraflow. . .

.

46-14 3 3.1

Waxy 300 pale oil 59-36 36 4.3

No. 8 plus 0.5 per cent Paraflow 55-32 -17 4.1

• These are based on the entire wax-oil mixture.
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where the solubility decreases. No simple relationship is available for

the solubility of oils in water, but at the boiling point of water, the

solubility of lubricating oil is about 10"5 to 10"4 mole per cent oil, depend-

ing on the molecular weight of the oil.

0.005
300100 150

Tempero/Ore, "C

Fig. 5-24. Approximate solubilities of water in oil at the total pressure of the system.

(Oil Gas J.)

5-7. 26

of oxygen (and perhaps air) in oils is indicated in Table

Surface Tension of Hydrocarbons. Table 5-8 indicates the effect of

temperature on the surface tension of hydrocarbons, 28 and the general

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 11, 1942, p. 48.

28 Katz and Saltman, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 31, 91 (1939).
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Table 5-7. Solubility of Oxygen in Oils

Partial 1_

Solubility of oxygen, cc per liter

pressure,

mm Gas oil Transformer Paraffin oil Kerosene PpTl t.fl Tl f>

at 77°P oil at 77 if at 65 F at 65 F at 77°F

inn 20.5 15 20.9 76
400 81 82 60 83.7 304
760 154 156 114 159 576

1,560 380 312 228 318 1,152
3,800 770 780 570 795 2,880
7,600 1,540 • • • 5,760
53,200 10,780

Table 5-8. Surface Tension of Hydrocarbons
Dynes per centimeter

Surface tension at these teniperatu res, °F

-150 -100 -50 0 100 200 300 400

Methane 2.8

19.2

24.6

14.2 9.7 5.5

12.4

15.1

20.3 16.2

18.9

5.2 0.2

2.8Isobutane 27 23 8.4
Butane 24.7 20.8 17.2 10.5 4.5 0.1
Pentane • • > • 23.8 20.5 14.0 8.0 3.0

• • > * 25.8 22.6 16.5 10.9 5.6 1.6

3.6

5.3

Heptane 27.4 24.4 18.6

20.2

22.5

13.1

14.9

8.0

9.9Octane 25.7

27.6140 mol. wt . . . . .... 17.4 12.6

160 mol. wt - • . . . . • > . 28.7 23.7 18.9 14.3

180 mol. wt • « • • » a • • • • 29.6 24.8 20.0 15.6

200 mol. wt..-. . . . . .... * • 30.4 25.8 21.2 .16.9

220 mol. wt . . . . 31.0 26.6 22.1 17.9

240 mol. wt • • • • . . . 31.7 27.3 22.9 18.7

effect of temperature may be computed from this equation.

V* = V1[(Te - T2) (Te - Ti)] 1 - 2

in which T is the absolute temperature (°R), Tc is the absolute critical

temperature, and V is the tension in dynes per centimeter.

Vapor Pressure and Boiling Point Corrections. The vapor pressure or

tendency of a liquid to vaporize is involved in condensation, vaporiza-

tion, fractionation, etc., computations as well as the correction of boiling

points from one pressure to another. Figs. 5-25 and 5-26 are the result
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of an exhaustive study of all available information27 including Fig. 5-27
also shown here. They (Figs. 5-25 and 5-26) should be used when great
accuracy is required and for the correction of the boiling points recorded
in vacuum distillations. The Esso Engineering and Research Company
has published a series of standard tabulations28 based on these figures
by which recorded distillation temperatures may be converted to their
n

°thod ^f

6° mm\ boiling points
-
A

,

more convenient but less accurate

used for most engineering computations.
7

Charts of the vapor pressures of paraffin, olefin, and naphthene hydro-
carbons exhibit a consistent pattern, but the lines for low-boiling aromatic
hydrocarbons are quite erratic even showing curvature. Nevertheless,

i the effect of the kind of hydrocarbon series or Characterization Factor

I

is very small, and need not be considered except when the range of vapor

!

pressure is very great (tenfold or more). Maximum corrections for
Characterization Factor are only about plus or minus 10°F when cor-
recting conventional materials from 0.1 mm up to atmospheric pressure.
Figs. 5-25 and 5-26 are based on a Characterizat/ion Factor of 12.0, and
corrections may be computed 27 from:

;
U - r^S(K - 12) X Iogw(iyP,) (5-4)

Here At refers to the correction in degrees Fahrenheit, K refers to Char-
acterization Factor, and P2 and P1 to the upper and lower limits of vapor
pressure (mm).

Example 5-16. Use of Vapor Pressure Charts.
A. What is the vapor pressure of n-butane at 77°F (25°C)?
By means of a thread or rule, align on Fig. 5-27 the temperature of 77°F on the

right-hand scale with the point for n-butane (30+°F) on the center scale and read
1,800 mm or 34.7 psia on the left scale.

B. What is the boiling point of n-butane at 1,000 mm?
Align 1,000 mm on the left scale of Fig. 5-27 with the n-butane point on the center

scale and read 44 or 45°F on the right scale.

C. An oil is boiling at 300°F in a vacuum still at 9 mm pressure. What is the
atmospheric boiling point?

On Fig. 5-25 read upward from 300°F to 9 mm. This indicates an atmospheric
boiling point of 556°F. Likewise, Fig. 5-27 shows an atmospheric boiling point of
-about 557°F.

D. If the oil of part C has a Characterization Factor of 11.3 rather than 12 (the
basis of Figs. 5-25 and 5-26), the atmospheric boiling point is 559.4°F rather than
556°F. This was obtained by using Eq. (5-4)

:

At = -2.5(11.3 - 12) X log10 76%
= -2.5(-0.7) X 1.927

= 3.37°F

Thus, 556 plus 3.37 = 559.4°F

" Maxwell and Bonnell, Derivation and Precision of a New Vapor Pressure Correla-
tion . . . , Ind. Eng. Chem., 49, 1187 (1957).

18 Vapor Pressure Charts for Petroleum Hydrocarbons, April, 1955.
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VAPOR PRESSURE OF
HYDROCARBONS
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ESSO RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMPANY 1953
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Fig. 5-25. Vapor pressure of hydrocarbon oils (low range). (Esso Research and Eng.
Co.)
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Width of boiling range as in a petroleum fraction appears to have
little effect on the change of boiling point with pressure. 29 Inherently,
the true-boiling-point type of distillation curve should correlate most
exactly because it consists of the boiling points of nearly pure materials as
they distill one by one. The equilibrium flash vaporization curves
illustrate the other extreme type of distillation curve, and corrections of
this curve from one pressure to another should not be exactly the same
as the correction for fractionating distillations. Nevertheless, a large
difference does not seem to exist between these two extremes of boiling-
point corrections, nor does the slope of the distillation curve seem to alter
the vapor-pressure or boiling-point corrections to a great extent.
Piromoov and Beiswenger 30 find that the slopes of flash-vaporization

curves are practically independent of pressure, so that the correction of
the boiling point or flash-vaporization point is a constant number of
degrees throughout the entire curve. They suggest that the correction
should be determined by correcting the intersection point between the
true-boiling-point curve and the flash-vaporization curve by the vapor-
pressure data of the paraffin hydrocarbons. The intersection point is

used because the true-boiling-point curve and the flash-vaporization
curve intersect at approximately the same percentage point regardless of
pressure.

Edmister, Reidel, and Mervin 31 have determined flash-vaporization
curves on three oils up to pressures of 200 psia. They find that the higher
the pressure the flatter the vaporization curve, and hence the curves at
high pressures should not be drawn parallel to the atmospheric-pressure
curve. Obviously, the flash curve should be horizontal at the critical

pressure, and hence the slope of the flash curve will be flatter and flatter
as the pressure is increased. They find that the 50 per cent atmospheric
boiling point should be corrected to the new pressure by using the vapor-
pressure relationship of the paraffin hydrocarbons (Fig. 5-27). In prac-
tical design computations it is common practice to convert to the new
pressure by using any convenient point on the atmospheric flash-vaporiza-
tion curve. Refer also to Figs. 4-22 and 15-13.

Compression or Expansion. When gases or vapors are expanded or
compressed under adiabatic conditions, the amount of work done and the
amount of heat required are dependent upon the ratio of the specific heat
at constant pressure to the specific heat at constant volume. The expan-
sion of a gas can always be expressed by an equation of the form

29 Nelson and Haltenberger, Oil Gas J., June 11, p. 38, and June 18, p. 40, 1942.
30 Equilibrium Vaporization of Oils and the Carrying Effects of Light Ends, API

Bull. 10, no. 2, sec. II, p. 52, 1929.

" Equilibrium Flash Vaporization of Three Petroleum Fractions, Trans. A.I.Ch.E.,
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PiY* = P2F; = a constant

At adiabatic conditions the exponent n is referred to as gamma (7) and is

equal to the ratio of the specific heats as-mentioned above. Scheibel and
Othmer32 developed Fig. 5-28, which may be used to estimate the ratio of

specific heats of petroleum fractions by using the molecular-weight scale

on the right. The scales of critical temperature and pressure also shown
at the right are provided only for convenience in estimating these con-

stants. The chart (and molecular-weight scale) was developed for the
normal paraffin hydrocarbons, and hence the position of the olefin, etc.,

hydrocarbons on the right scale is empirical and does not correspond to

their molecular weights.

Example 5-16. Ratio of Specific Heats (Fig. 5-28). A 100-molecular-weight gaso-
line is maintained at 500°F and at 60 psia. In determining Cp/Cy from Fig. 5-28,

the critical conditions and reduced conditions are

Pe = 395 psia

Te = 970°R
Pb = 6%95 = 0.152

T _ 500 + 460 _
Te 970— -

A line is drawn across the reduced condition scales on the left to locate a point on the
reference line (8.5). This reference point is connected with 100 on the molecular-
weight scale, and Cp/Cy is found to be 1.05.

In solving for the temperature change during adiabatic expansion or

contraction, the following relationship is convenient:

T - (
p*\

y-_l

1 (5-5)

where T represents temperature, P represents pressure, and 7 is the

ratio Cp/Cy.

The ratio CP/Cy is small for heavy vapors such as gasoline and kero-

sene, and it is also lower at high temperatures. Thus little change in

temperature occurs when such vapors are expanded or compressed.

Detonation Characteristics. The octane numbers of many hydro-
carbons are shown in Table 5-9. Many of the data were taken from the

excellent "Physical Constants of the Principle Hydrocarbons," compiled

by the Technical and Research Division of The Texas Company (1942).

In parentheses are shown blending octane numbers, and in general, the

blending octane numbers by the Research method are higher than by the
Motor method of test.

The effect of various arrangements or attachments to the molecule

« Hydrocarbon Gases . . . Specific Heats and Power Requirements for
sum, Ind. Eng. Chem., 36, 580 (1944).
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Table 5-9. Octane Numbers" of Some Hydrocarbons*

Paraffin hydrocarbons:

Ethane.

Propane

Butane.

2-Methylpropane. . .

.

Pentane

2,2-Dimethylbutane

Hexane
2-Methylpentane
3-Methylpentane

2.2-Dimethylbutane. . .

2.3-Dimethylbutane
Heptane (Octane No. standard)
2-Methylhexane
3-Methylhexane. . . .

2.2-Dimethylpentane. .

.

2.3-Dimethylpentane. .

.

2.4-Dimethylpentane. .

.

3,3-Dimethylpentane. .

.

2,2,3-Trimethylbutane.

.

3-Ethylpentane

Octane

2-Methylheptane ...

3-Methylheptane

........

* • •

• •4-Methylheptane

3-Ethylhexane '.

2.2-Dimethylhexane
2.3-Dimethylhexane
2.4-Dimethylhexane

2.5-Dimethylhexane

3.3-Dimethylhexane

3.4-Dimethylhexane
2-Methyl, 3-ethylpentane

3-Methyl, 3-ethylpentane

2.2.3-Trimethylpentarie

2.2.4-Trimethylpentane (Oct. No. standard).
2.3.3-Trimethylpentane

2.3.4-Trimethylpentane

2,2,3,3-Tetramethylbutane

Nonane
2-Methyloctane

3-Methyloctane

Decane

2-Methylnonane

2,2,6-Trimethylheptane.

.

Motor

+6
97

90.1

99

61.9

90.3

83

26

73

75

93.4

94.3

0

45

89

82

84

+0.7

-17
23.8

35

39

52.4

77.4

78.9

69.9

55.7

83.4

81.7

88.1

88.7

99.9

100.0

99.4

95.9

103.0
-45
-4
12

•16

78.7

Research

+6
+1.9
93.6

>100
61.9 (61. 5r)

92.3 (99. 5r)

— (116r)

24.8 (29r)

73.4 (69r)

74.5 (85. 5r)

91.8 (97r)

101.7 (96r)

0 (0)

— (55r)

65 (65r)

— (80r)

88.5 (94r)

— (80r)

— (98r)

+1.83(112.5)
62 (68r)

-19 (-19r)
21.7

26.8

26.7 (30. 5r)

33.5

72.5 (67r)

71.3 (70. 5r)

65.2 (64. 5r)

55.5 (69r)

75.5 (72. 5r)

76.3 (80m)

87.3 (76r)

80.8 (88.5m)

+1.18 (111.5m)

100.0 (100.0)

+0.61
+0.22

-34 (-34r)

-53 (.-32r)
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Olefin hydrocarbons:

Propene

Butene-1. .

Butene-2

2-Methylpropene
Pentene-1

mi .........

Hexene-1

Hexene-2.

Heptene-1

Heptene-2

2-Methylhexene-1

2-Methylhexene-2

Octene-1

Octene-2

Octene-3

Octene-4

2,4,4-Trimethylpentene-l

2,4,4-Trimethylpentene-2

3,4,4-Trimethylpentene-2

Nonene-1
2-Methyloctene-l

3-Methyloctene-l

3-Methyloctene-2.

2,6,6-Trimethylheptene-2. . . . :

Diisoamylene

Triisoamylene ."

Hexadiene-1,3

Cyclopentene

Cyclohexene

1,3-Cyclopentadiene

Naphthene hydrocarbons:

Cyclopentane

Methylcyclopentane

Cyclohexane

Ethylcyclopentane

1,3-Dimethylcyclopentane

Methylcyclohexane

Propylcyclopentane
;

.-.

Isopropylcyclopentane

Ethylcyclohexane

1,2-Dimethylcyclohexane

Propylcyclohexane

Isopropylcyclohexane

1,1,3-Trimethylcyclohexane

Research

>100 (85. 5r)

92 (98. 5r)

98 (125r)

80 (85r)

89 (lOOr)

54 (55r)

70 (71r)

28.7 (25r)

56.3 (74. 5r)

72.5

.73.3

>100 (150r)

— (133m)
— (72.5m)

20 (15r)

— (69.8m)
— (72.2m)

— (70in)

84 (79r)

>100 (140r)

63 83.9 (137r)

86.1 +0.29 (21 7r)

85 100 (141r)

80 91.3 (107r)

78.6 83 (109. 5r)

62 (59r)

72 (51r)

73 74.8 (104r)

28.1 31.2 (16r)

76.2 81.1 (83r)

40.8 45.6 (43r)

78.7 80.9 (85r)

14 17.8 (20r)

61.1 62.8 (62r)

82.6 81.3 (92m)
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Table 5-9. Octane Numbers" of Some Hydrocarbons* (Continued)

Motor Research

Aromatic hydrocarbons*

Benzene . +2.75
i
n 97

^ inn

inn^ 1UU

97.9

>100 (98. 5r)

>100 (123*. 5r)

>100 (120r)

MOO (144. 5r)

>100 (145. 5r)

+0.8 (124r)

>100 (\(\\r\

+1.52 (127r)

+2.08 (132r)

>100 (136r)

>100 (145r)

>100 (158r)

>100 (115r)

1 oi i lf^np

•»m_ jfTxrl a"•^•**,Jr *^AAC

n-Xvlcne

Ethvlbenzene

98.7

99.3

1»3-Diethylbenzene

• Blending octane numbers in parentheses.
6 A plus sign (+) indicates number of cc of TEL added to isooctane.

has been studied extensively, 34 and some of the relationships are evi-

dent in Table 5-9. In general, the octane number is lowest for the
straight-chain hydrocarbons and highest for the aromatic hydrocarbons,
with the olefins and naphthenes in an intermediate position. However,
the blending octane number of the olefin hydrocarbons is very high; being
almost the equal of the aromatic hydrocarbons. This is offset to some
extent by the poor susceptibility of olefin hydrocarbons to tetraethyl-

lead. For the paraffin hydrocarbons the tendency to knock is decreased
by

1. Shortening the main chain.

2. Introducing side-chain groups such as methyl groups.

3. Centralizing the molecule by adding methyl groups about the center of the main
chain.

The tendency of the olefin hydrocarbons to knock is decreased by

1. The same three factors as for the paraffin hydrocarbons.
2. Moving the double bond toward the center of the chain.

The tendency of the naphthenes to knock is decreased by

1. Decreasing the size of the ring.

2. Decreasing the length of the longest unbranched side chain.

3. Distributing the carbon atoms in the side chains into many short chains rather than
one long chain.

4. Centralization of the side chains.

M Lovell, Campbell and Boyd, Ind. Eng. Chem., 23, 26 (1931); olefins, 23, 555 (1931);
and naphthenes, 26, 1107 (1933).

»« Kettering, C. F., Ind. Eng. Chem., 36, 1079 (1944).



CHAPTER 6

INTRODUCTION TO PROCESSING

Because of the wide differences in crude oils (see Chap. 4), we find that
processing methods differ. We may safely say that no two plants are
employing exactly the same processing scheme. What may be a perfect
method of handling one oil may be inadequate for another. The refining
of an oil is, of course, an economic problem. (1) What are the value and
the accessibility of the raw stock; (2) what are the value of the products
and the possibilities of marketing them; (3) what yields of products are
to be expected; and (4) what will it cost to process the stock? These

• factors promote the use of many different processing plans.

Refinery Products. * A listing of the more important products of refin-

ing will help to show why so many different processing methods are used.

1. Natural and refinery gas—household and industrial fuel.

2. Gasoline—fuel for internal-combustion engines.

3. Naphtha and benzene—cleaner's solvents, paint thinners, chemical solvents, and
stocks for the blending of motor fuels.

4. Jet fuel—fuel for jet or gas turbine engines,-and for rockets.
5. Kerosene—burning oil for household lamps.

6. Distillates, diesel fuel, and gas oil (distilled products)—fuels for industrial and
household furnaces, enriching agents in gas manufacture, absorbents for hydro-
carbon gases, and fuels for diesel engines.

7. Neutral oils—light or low-voscosity lubricating-oil stocks for the compounding of
motor oils and light machine oils.

8. Bright stock—heavy or high-viscosity lubricating-oil stocks for the compounding
of motor oils.

9. Cylinder oils—unfinished heavy-oil stocks used directly as lubricants for steam-
engine cylinders or for the manufacture of bright stock. Usually filtered but not
dewaxed.

10. Paraffin wax—used for the manufacture of wax paper, insulating material, package
sealing, etc.

11. Petrolatum (microcrystalline wax)—base material in the compounding of greases,
salves, ointments, and package sealing.

12. Fuel oil (residual product)—industrial fuel.

13. Tar and asphalt—asphalt, road oil, roofing materials, and protective coatings.
14. Petroleum coke—solid industrial fuel.

* See Chap. 3 for details.

215
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General Processing. The most important method of separating

petroleum products is distillation, and hence the products should be com-
pared with one another in the order of their boiling ranges. A mixed-base
oil might yield products as indicated in Fig. 6-1. Figure 6-2 likewise

indicates the relation among the raw materials, the intermediate refinery
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Fig. 64. Boiling range of refinery products (31.7 API Texas mixed-base crude oil).

stocks, and the finished market products. The dotted lines indicate

products obtained by cracking. The products obtained by distillation

are called "raw products," and most of them cannot be sold until they
have been further refined.

Raw gasoline and raw naphtha are often treated with chemical agents
such as Caustic soda, copper chloride, or doctor solution. Much
naphtha is now catalytically reformed into high octane gasoline. Kero-
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sene usually requires only a sweetening treatment; but for fine colors
acid treatment or filtration is used. Diesel fuels, distillate fuels, gas oil'
and residual fuel oil are usually sold without treatment. Pressure
distillate or cracked gasoline, obtained by cracking or thermal decomposi-
tion (Fig. 6-2), is sweetened, and an inhibitor of gum formation is added.
Natural gasoline, obtained from natural gas, usually requires only a
sweetening treatment for the removal of hydrogen sulfide and mercaptan
compounds.

Wax distillate, the raw stock for the manufacture of the light lubri-
cating oils or neutral oil-blending stocks, contains crystalline wax. The
wax is removed by chilling the distillate and filtering the wax from the oil
in filter presses. Two unfinished stocks, slack wax and pressed distillate,
are obtained in the pressing operation. Neutral oils* are produced from
the pressed distillate by distillation and subsequent filtration through
fuller's earth. Crude scale is produced from slack wax by "sweating"
or, in other words, by slowly warming the chilled slack wax so that the oil
and low-melting materials, which together are called foots oil, melt and
dram from the slack wax. Crude scale is slightly yellow in color, and this
coloration may be removed by treatment with acid or caustic or by
filtering the melted wax through clay. Cylinder stock is another wax-
bearing product, but the wax is such that it cannot be filtered from the oil
in wax presses. This so-called "amorphous wax" or petrolatum stock
may be removed by dissolving the oil in naphtha, filtering the solution
to a proper color through fuller's earth, and centrifuging the chilled solu-
tion in high-speed centrifuges. The products from this separation are
solutions of bright stock and petrolatum. The' naphtha is removed from
the solutions by distillation, leaving finished bright stock and petrolatum.

Since 1935, the dewaxing processes described above are being replaced
by the use of solvents such as methyl ethyl ketone for dewaxing both wax
distillate and cylinder stock. Likewise, lubricating oils (light or heavy)
are being treated with furfural, phenol, etc., for the removal of the low
Viscosity Index portions. Figure 11-1 shows the relation of solvent refin-
ing to the general processing outlined in this chapter.

Cracking. Materials such as cracking-still gas, pressure distillate
cracked gas oil, and pressure-still tar are products of cracking. By crack-
ing we refer to the decomposition of heavy or high-boiling oils by exposure
to extreme temperature. At temperatures exceeding about 680°F mate-
rials such as gas oil, fuel oil, and tars are decomposed into (1) gas, (2)

• The neutral oils are often referred to as pale or red oils. In the past it was thought
that part of the wax distillate had to be cracked to produce a pressable material, and
the neutrals from the cracked distillate, being a deep-red color, were called "red oils

"
Ihe terms have now lost their original significance, and the term "red oil" is usually
reserved for any neutral oil that is darker than 3NPA.
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volatile materials (pressure distillate) having the same boiling range as

gasoline, and (3) a residue of heavy material (cracked fuel oil) or coke.

Pressure distillate receives its name by reason of the high

are usually maintained in the cracking equipment. Cracked
from pressure distillate is valuable as an ingredient of the superior anti-

knock motor fuels. Likewise the cracked residue, if cracking is not con-

ducted to the ultimate formation of coke, is called "pressure-still tar."

Stroight-rvn
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Fig. 6-3. Basic refinery operations of topping, vacuum distillation, thermal cracking,
catalytic reforming, and catalytic cracking.

Recycle stock or cracked gas oil, an intermediate between the two fore-

going products, is also produced. Recycle stock has about the same boil-

ing range and somewhat the same physical characteristics as gas oil. This
material is normally recycled through the cracking system until it is com-
pletely converted to gasoline, but a part is sometimes sold as distillate or

gas oil.

Catalytic cracking, as well as thermal cracking, has been widely used
since 1941. It differs from thermal cracking mainly in the introduction
of an adsorbent-type catalyst which holds the asphaltic or tarlike products
of cracking on the surface of the catalyst in the form of coke. Only dis-

tilled charging stocks are employed. Figure 6-3 indicates the relation-

ship of catalytic cracking to the operations described here.
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Summary. In general the refining of petroleum is conducted as out-
lined in this chapter. However, crude oils vary widely in their properties,
and some may not yield all the foregoing products or may contain such
small amounts of certain of the products that their manufacture is not
profitable.

In general, paraffin-base raw products are the most easily treated, and
the others follow in the order mixed-base and naphthene-base. This
applies to the light distillates such as gasoline, as well as to the heavy
lubricating oils. Many naphthene-base oils contain more sulfur than
mixed-base oils, and paraffin-base oils may contain scarcely any sulfur.

Paraffin- and mixed-base crude oils contain troublesome wax. The fact
that a true naphthene-base oil contains no wax simplifies the manufacture
of lubricants.

These characteristics govern the methods of processing that are used for
the different bases of oils and the products that are manufactured. Par-
affin-base oils are particularly suited for the manufacture of lubricating
oils. However, the gasoline knocks badly in modern automotive engines.
Lubricating oils are also produced from mixed-base oils, but acid or sol-

vent treatment is usually necessary, and hence the expense of manufacture
is greater. Vacuum distillation, or precipitation of asphalt by liquid
propane, is particularly adapted to the processing of mixed- and naph-
thene-base oils because,, most of the asphalt or tarry material may be
left behind as a residue, and the cleaned lubricating-oil stocks can be
treated more cheaply than asphalt-bearing stocks. Naphthene-base oils

produce good asphalt and usually in quantities large enough to justify

its manufacture. The gasoline from naphthene crude oils is usually
highly antiknock and may.often be sold directly as premium-grade motor
fuel. Some residual fuel oil and gas oil of mixed- and naphthene-base
origin is sold directly, but most of the residue that remains after
skimming the gasoline and kerosene is cracked. By cracking, the
total yield of gasoline may be increased from about 30 per cent by simple
topping to as much as 70 per cent by topping and cracking.

The following general types of processing are fairly well defined:

Skimming or Topping Processing. By simple atmospheric-pressure
distillation the crude oil is separated into gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, or
reduced crude oil, and sometimes reformer charge stock, jet fuel, or gas
oil. Topping in some form must be practiced on all types of crude oils

(Fig. 6-4a).

Cracking Processing. This type usually refers to a combined operation
of topping and thermal cracking, and in most refineries the gas oil is

catalytically cracked. No lubricating oils are produced in this type of
operation. Catalytic cracking (not shown in Fig. 6-46) results in smaller
yields of residual fuel oil. Refer to Fig. 6-5. More detail on gas recovery
is indicated in Fig. 7-14.
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Processing. Topping with the manufacture of lubri-
from the residue of the crude oil is implied by this classification

Paraffin-base crude oils are always processed for lubricants. . Mixed-base
oils are often processed thus (Fig. 6-4c) or by solvent extraction, but
naphthene oils are processed for lubricants only under the most favorable
conditions. The operations of Fig. 6-4c are now becoming obsolete, but
it is included here as a means of introducing the numerous terms used in
refinery processing. Refer to Chaps. 10, 11, and 12 for modern details
and especially Figs. 11-1 and 12-7.

Complete Processing. Most large refiners practice topping, viscosity
breaking (thermal cracking), catalytic cracking, catalytic reforming, and
lubricant manufacture simultaneously, and this enormously complicated
complete processing cannot be shown on a single diagram. The manu

Table 6-1. Types of Refinery Operations during 1956

Per,

oil capacity

^PP^g 99.6
Catalytic reforming jo.5
Thermal cracking '. 24 .

0°

Thermal reforming '

.

'
4*9

Catalytic cracking 39.4
Polymerization of gases l .6»

Alkylation of gases 2.8*
Lube manufacture 3 5
Treating 50 0

0 Not including gas or hydrocarbon cracking.
b Based on product rather than feed.

Table 6-2. Estimate of Capacities of Various United States Cracking
Facilities during 1956

of crude capacity)

Reforming 14.3
Crude cracked 1.2

» 5.5

10.0

Cracking:

Heavy oil coil* 39.0
Gas oil coil 30.0

Catalytic reforming, %
(10.5% of crude capacity)

Platforming 51.9
Hydroforming" 11.5
Ultraforming 10.2
Houdriforming 6.2
Sovafowning 5.1
Catforming 4.7
Thermofor 4.2
Others 6.2

Catalytic cracking, %
of crude capacity)

Fluid 70.9
T.C.C 19.2
Houdry 3.7

Houdriflow 5.8

Cycloversion 0.4

0 Both fixed-bed and fluid.
b Separate coil.

e
-
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facture of chemicals is not ordinarily included, but the relationship of
petrochemicals to the entire processing is evident in Fig. 20-3.
The materials and methods outlined in this chapter constitute the most

important ones. Many of the products found on the market are made by
blending these stocks together to meet particular industrial requirementsAs an example, the various grades of motor oil and machine oil are pre-pared by compounding different amounts and grades of the neutral oilsand bright stock. Very heavy aero oils, etc., consist mainly of bright
stock but sewing-machine oil consists mainly of nonviscous neutral oil
Details of processing operations and processing equipment will be
enlarged upon in Chaps. 8 to 12 and 19 to 22.

extent to which the various operations are conducted can be
from plant capacities. During 1956, the crude oil capacity

Table 6-3. Estimated Composition op United States Gasoline Pool

Light straight-run naphtha
Heavy straight-run naphtha
Catalytic cracked

Thermal cracked
Catalytic reformate ."

.'

[

*

"

Thermal reformate ..."

Polymer
Natural gasoline

Butanes

Pool R.o.n., clear

Pool, R.o.n., +3 ml TEL

1951
. 1953

End of

1954

25.7 24.8 24.5
8.9 7.1 0.7

25.6 28.5 34.3
15.2 13.8 7.1
0.4 3.4 14.9
9.3 8.5 6.3
i.2 1.2 1.3
8.7 7.7 6.2
5.0 5:0 4.7

76 78 81
88.5 90.5 93.5

Table 6-4. Shutdown Time and Inspections

Units

Crude and vacuum
Thermal cracking

Cat. polymerization and re-

forming

Catalytic cracking

Alkylation

Solvent extraction

Months of operation

Range

9.7

4.3

9.4

11.6

13.3

12.9

8.2-13.8
3.3- 5.3

7.8-14.0

9.4-13.6

9.3-16.3

10.3-15.6

Average

stream-time

Average

man-hours per

turnaround,

per 1,000 bpd

96 400
92 800

95 1,000
94 1,800

3,60095

94 1,500
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exceeded 8,300,000 bpd and the average relative amounts processed by-

cracking, etc., were about as shown in Table 6-1. Thus, an average
refinery would have a pumping capacity for all of its various units at
least twice as large as its crude oil capacity. Even more, by recycling or
rerunning, treating, etc., the total amount of oil handled would be three-
fold or more compared with the crude oil capacity. The various kinds of

cracking and reforming operations can be judged from Table 6-2 and by
the United States gasoline pool estimate 1 for early 1955 (Table 6-3).

The length of runs, cycle-time efficiency, and man-hours of labor

required for inspecting and repairing various units are indicated2 in

Table 6-4.

1 Weber, George, Oil Gas J., Aug. .9, 1954, p. 62.

* Shannon, R., Pet. Refiner, March, 1955, p. 131.



CHAPTER 7

REFINERY AND DISTILLATION PROCESSES

All petroleum distillation processes are fundamentally the same. The
process engineer can make no headway in initiating new processes or in
truly understanding the flow diagrams of processes until this fact is clearly
understood. In the main, all distillation processes require the following
essential units of equipment: (1) pipestills or other heaters, (2) fractionat-
ing towers, (3) steam-stripping columns, (4) heat exchangers, (5) con-
densers and coolers, (6) pumps and connecting lines, (7) storage and
accumulator tanks, and (8) instrumentation. However, in adapting
these units of equipment to the processing of a particular stock, many
factors must be considered. Among the most important of these are

1. The boiling range of the stock.

2; The stability of the stock with respect to heat.
3. The specifications of the products to be produced.

Phases of processing other than heavy-oil distillation processes are
discussed in many chapters, particularly under treating (Chaps. 10-1 1)dewaxmg (Chap. 12), thermal cracking (Chap, 19), chemical manufacture
(Chap. 20), catalytic cracking and reforming (Chap. 21), and natural
gasoline (Chap. 22).

Boiling Range of Stock. Some stocks boil at such a high temperature
that they cannot be vaporized at atmospheric pressure without decom-
posing them, and other stocks must be kept under pressure or they will
vaporize at room temperature. Raw natural gasoline contains relatively
large amounts of gaseous hydrocarbons and is an example of a stock that
must be distilled under pressure. Although gaseous hydrocarbons are the
overhead product from the column, a liquid reflux of propane and butane
must be condensed, and this requires a pressure of 125 to 300 psia. Of
course, the top of the column could be kept at a low temperature by
refrigeration, but such methods have not proved practical. The temper-
ature in the reflux condensers is governed by the temperature of the
cooling water. The pressure that is used is dependent on the vapor
pressure of the reflux material at the temperature that exists in the
condenser.
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With high-boiling stocks the opposite difficulty arises. Vigorous
decomposition starts to take place at temperatures exceeding about 710°F,

and for this reason many stocks such as reduced or topped crude oil, tars,

and heavy crude oils cannot be distilled at atmospheric pressure. These
stocks have such high boiling ranges that they must be distilled in a

vacuum or by the use of large amounts of steam. Some cannot be dis-

tilled unless both steam and vacuum are employed.

1,100
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5

900

D O ArtoOO
if)

g
700

£
600<

@ 500
4-

400

c 300

-o
200

100

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 7-1. Distillation ranges of typical Mid Continent stocks.

Between these two extremes are stock

late, pressed distillate, bright stock solution, and special naphtha stocks,

which can be distilled at atmospheric pressure but which may require the

use of some steam. Figure 7-1 indicates the relative boiling ranges of

typical Mid Continent stocks. In distilling jrude oil for gasoline, kero-

sene, and a part of the gas oil, a pipestill-outlet temperature of about

740°F may be required. Thus a small amount of steam is normally

required to keep the temperature down to 710°F. This results in a

vaporizer temperature in the tower of about 660°F. For other stocks,

commonly used vaporizer and outlet temperatures are-given in Table 7-1.
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Sensitive Stocks. Although the boiling range of a stock is an impor-

tant factor, the sensitiveness of the stock to high temperatures must also

be considered. All stocks start to decompose at about 680°F, yielding

lower boiling products, but even lower temperatures may cause discolora-

tion. In distilling crude oil a slight discoloration of the products (except

kerosene) is not important because most of the products receive chemical

treatment before they are sold. Likewise, discoloration is not important

in the distillation of a reduced crude oil for the production of a gas-oil

cracking stock or for the production of asphalt. However, in distilling

treated pressure distillate, pressed distillate, or bright stock solution, a

discoloration during distillation cannot be allowed because such products

ai„ substantially ready for marketing. If treatment follows these

distillations, then the cost of the treatment will be increased by the

discoloration.

High temperatures also result in a loss of heavy lubricating-oil stock.

The yield of lubricating oils is often decreased by 10 to 15 per cent by the

use of too high temperatures. A i

light lubricating oil and gas oil are produced from the

Table 7-1. Vaporizer Temperatures

Stock Products

Temperature,

Pressure,

psi or mm Steam

Vapor-

izer

Heater

outlet

1. Natural gasoline.

.

Gas 210 230 120-200 No
2. Pressure distillate

.

Gasoline 275 325 Atmospheric Yes

Light oils 660 710 Atmospheric Some
4. Pressed distillate.

.

Neutral oils 670 710 Atmospheric Yea

5. Bright stock solu-

tion Naphtha and neutral 670 710 Atmospheric Yes

6. Reduced crude. . .

.

Lube oils 690 730 30-80 mm Yes

7. Fuel oil or tar Asphalt residue 730 770 30-80 mm Yes

8. Fuel oil or tar Distilled cracking 775 850 Atmospheric Yes

stock

Treated pressure distillate is particularly sensitive to high temperatures.

Redistillation should not be conducted at temperatures exceeding 375°F,

and many refiners find that a maximum temperature of 275°F is economi-

cal because of the reduction in treating costs.

In the manufacture of asphalt most refiners limit the temperature to

770°F. Nevertheless, the temperature that may be used without ruining
the ductility of the product is greatly dependent upon the characteristics
of the stock and upon the manner of heating. One refiner has successfully
used a temperature of 835°F at the pipestill outlet, but others have
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found that 770°F was too high. If the stock is held at 835°F for more
than a few minutes, extensive cracking will occur, and the operation will

become a cracking process. Thus the temperature that can be attained
without serious decomposition is dependent to some extent upon the time.
Although a lubricating-oil stock can be heated to 710 or even 740°F in a
low-absorption-rate pipestill heater, this same temperature, if maintained
in a shellstill, will cause serious losses in yield and a discoloration, the
removal of which may necessitate a costly chemical treatment.
Arrangement of Towers. In separating a series of products from a

charge stock, three main tower arrangements are employed. Heavy-oil
stocks, such as crude oil, are usually separated in a single tower, as indi-

cated in Fig. 7-7. In such a system the feed enters somewhat low in the
column, the lowest-boiling product issues from the top as a vapor, and
the heavier distilled products are withdrawn from the side of the column.
The small towerlike equipment shown in the center of Fig. 7-7 is not a
fractionating tower. It is a series of three steam strippers set one above
another. The system of Fig. 7-7 is unsatisfactory for producing highly
pure products such as pure hydrocarbons because the lighter products
pass the withdrawal trays of the heavier products as they proceed from
the feed plate to the top. For precise separations a series of towers
(one tower less than the number of products) as shown in Fig. 7-2a or b
is often employed. In Fig. 7-2a the lowest boiling product is vaporized
in tower No. 1 by reboiler heat at the bottom of tower No. 1, and suc-

cessively higher and higher boiling materials are removed in the remaining
six towers. The feed is pumped from tower to tower, each tower is cooled

by refluxing a part of the overhead product into the top of the tower, and
the bottom of each tower is heated by steam or a hot circulating oil by
means of reboilers. Successive fractional condensation is practiced in

Fig. 7-26. Here an almost completely vaporized stock is cooled in tower
No. 1 to condense the highest-boiling product, and successively lower-boil-

ing products are condensed in the remaining six towers. The novel but
little used Brugma 1 arrangement of towers shown in Fig. 7-2c employs
only three towers, but the total length of the three towers is about
the same as the length of the seven towers in Fig. 7-2a and b. Obviously,
many combinations of these tower arrangements are possible, as in

Fig. 7-8.

More material can be vaporized (at a given temperature) by a single

flash vaporization than by several flashes, and hence the use of a single

multidraw tower (Fig. 7-7) is better in this respect than the series arrange-

ments of Fig. 7-2a and b. Refer to Chap. 15 for a mathematical dis-

cussion of methods of vaporization.

Steam Stripping. Steam is used to raise the flash point of most of the
heavy-oil products withdrawn from the side of multidraw towers and for

1 Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., September, 1941, p. 86.
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tower tower or towers tower

(c) The Brugma fractionation process
Fig. 7-2. Basic arrangements of fractionating towers, (a) Separation by successive
flash fractionation; (6) separation by successive fractional condensation; and (c) the
Brugma fractionation process.
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the bottoms product of heavy-oil towers. The hot oil is contacted with
the steam in a so-called "stripping tower" which may be a packed tower
(up to 20 in. diameter) but usually consists of bubble trays or side-to-side

pans. The use of four bubble trays (about seven side-to-side pans) is

common, but in the extreme ten plates have been used. If as much as

6 to 10 per cent of low-boiling material must be removed by stripping, it is

usually more economical to adjust the composition of the product in the
fractionating tower than to steam-strip.

The approximate relation between flash point and (0 to 10 per cent)

With this relationship it is possible

to estimate the amount of material

that should be removed by strip-

ping in order to obtain a satisfactory

flash point. Figures 7-3 and 7-4

indicate the approximate amounts
of steam required in stripping

naphtha, kerosene, distillate, gas

oil, topped crude oil, and similar

products. 2 Figure 4-49 indicates

the wide range of kerosenes (or

similar products) that can be pro-

duced by adjustment of the frac-

tionating tower and degree of

stripping. The dotted lines (Fig. 2 3 4 5 6
LB. STEAM PER GAL.i-u. J I tr\nn rcrv v»«i_.

7-4) are examples of the effect of Fig. 7-3. Approximate steam required to

infinite plates on gas oil and on st"P wnen using only a bath of liquid,

topped crude oil. Stocks such as ** only one theoretical Plate-

topped crude oil (which are wide-boiling or have been disengaged from
a wide-boiling material (such as crude oil) require large amounts of

stripping steam.

Example 7-1. Amount of Stripping Steam. An unstripped kerosene has an initial

boiling point of 200°F, a 5 per cent point of 310°F, and a 10 per cent point of 355°F,
which is an average temperature of about 288°F. Its flash point is about 90°F.

According to Eq. (4-6a), a 0 to 10 per cent front boiling range of 344°F will be
required to obtain a flash point of 120°F. Six or seven per cent of the material
must be removed to produce a 344°F front end; and, according to Figs. 7-3 and 7-4,

No. of plates

1 (Fig. 7-3)

4 (Fig. 7-4)

10 (Reference 2)

Lb steam per gal

1.0

0.45

0.40

1 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Mar. 2, 1944, p. 72; July 21, 1945, p. 128; and May 12,

1945, p. 51.
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of subsequent distillations, as shown in Fig. 7-5. 4 The solvent must be
higher boiling than the highest boiling product, but it should not be so
high-boiling that immiscibility (as in solvent extraction) occurs at the
temperatures existing in the main fractionating tower. In association
with the solvent, the vapor-pressure characteristics (or activities) of the
hydrocarbons are altered so that their boiling points are spread apart. In
general, the paraffinic hydrocarbons distill overhead to a greater degree
than their regular boiling points indicate, and the naphthenes and par-
ticularly the aromatics tend to associate themselves with the solvent.

Morrow boiling feed
Paraffin
fsoparoffin
Naphthene . .

Aromatic I I

Paraffins and isoparaffins

"I
_ ^Solvent

Feed Solvent recovery Paraffin

tower
Solvent Products

Solvent makeup

Naphthene - aromatic
tower

Fig. 7-5. Simplified flow diagram of the Distex or extractive distillation process.

The separation of butylene from butane by extractive distillation in
the presence of acetone or acetonitrile is illustrated in the central part of
Fig. 20-16.

Azeotropic distillation 5
is a somewhat similar process. It involves the

formation of an azeotropic or constant-boiling mixture with one or part of
the components of a mixture. The azeotropic mixture can then be sep-
arated by distillation, but it must subsequently be resolved by solvent
extraction or other processes for recovery of the solvent.

drying. The drying of hydrocarbon liquids and vapors is important in
the use of anhydrous catalysts. Although the drying of gases can be

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 22, 1946, p. 127.
5 Hartley, F. L., Synthesis of Toluene by Hydroforming and Recovery by Azeo-

tropic Distillation, Pet. Eng., December, 1945, p. 156.
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accomplished by compression, cooling, and refrigeration; by contacting

with hygroscopic chemicals; or by absorption of moisture into diethylene

glycol—the common method for both gases and liquids is adsorption of

the moisture by activated alumina, silica gel, or fuller's earth: In the

drying of liquids (Fig. 7-6), the wet liquid is passed through one chamber

while another is being dried and a third chamber may be nearly spent or

may be in process of draining. The feed is usually passed upward

through the chambers so that slugs of water- or chemical- (caustic) laden

liquid may settle before it contacts the adsorbent. The spent adsorbent

'Slugs"ofwafer Wafer
or caustic

Feed Separator Adsorption chambers Cooler Separator Product
liquid and heater

Fig. 7-6. Drying of liquids with solid adsorbents.

is regenerated by draining the liquid, or steaming it from the adsorbent

if it is particularly valuable, and passing hot flue gas or superheated

steam at 300 to 400°F through the adsorbent. Water vapor in the hot

gas may be removed by cooling the gas in a water cooler. The rate of

liquid flow is 14 to 16 gal per hr for each pound of clay. The clay is sup-

ported at several points to prevent channeling and to allow settling of

impurities. Gasoline and kerosene, etc., can easily be dehydrated to

less than 30 ppm; and, if frequent regeneration is practiced, the following

low values can be obtained: naphtha, 2-4 ppm; toluene, 10 ppm; and
benzene, 4 ppm.

Fractionation is also widely used for drying liquids that are substan-
tially immiscible with water, as propane or the hydrocarbon oils. The
low-boiling product of such a system is a constant-boiling mixture of
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water and the hydrocarbon (in proportion to their vapor pressures) which
upon condensation separates into a hydrocarbon layer and a water layer.
The hydrocarbon layer, along with fresh feed, constitutes the feed to the
fractionator. The solubility of water in various hydrocarbons is indi-
cated in Fig. 5-24.

The general effect of mesh size on the drying capacity 6 of bauxite is:

Mesh size Relative capacity, %
10-20; 20-35. 100
6-14 94
6-10 90
4—8 80

Likewise the effects of air velocity 8 and relative humidity8 of air on
bauxite drying are:

cuft/hr/lb capacity, % Rel. humidity (80°2?), % Rel. capacity, %
10 100 97 100

"

97 75 85
20 85 50 68
25 69 io 39

The drying of gases is similar to the drying of liquids. Plants are
designed for moisture contents in the clay of 4 to 7 per cent, but new clay
will hold 12 to 25 per cent. Hydrogen sulfide in the presence of oxygen
causes the deposition of free sulfur, particularly if the clay contains iron
compounds. Caustic soda, alkaline materials, and cracked gases cause
rapid plugging of the clay or alumina. With regular sweet natural gas
hydrocarbons the adsorbent lasts for many years. Two chambers are
usually adequate. While one of these is being used, a portion (10 to
15 per cent) of the feed gas is bypassed through a heater (300 to 400°F)
and through the spent chamber as a drying agent. The hot moist gas is

cooled to condense the moisture from it, and it may be cycled back
through the system so that all the outgoing gas is dry. 7 Capell and
Amero8 provide an "onstream" cycle of 12 to 24 hr and employ a gas
velocity based on an empty tower of 0.33 to 1.0 ft per sec.

Senatoroff has published9 a complete discussion of the principles and
plant design details of the diethylene glycol dehydration process.

6 Heinemann and Heinemann, Adsorbents and Catalysts, Pet. Refiner, June, 1954,
p. 159.

7 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 30, 1946, p. 273.
s Dehydrating Liquids and Gases with Granular Adsorbents, Oil Gas J., June 18,

1942, p. 37.

» Application of Diethylene Glycol-water Solution for Dehydration of Natural Gas
Oil Gas J., Dec. 15, 1945, p. 98.
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FLOW DIAGRAMS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS

The remaining pages of the chapter are devoted to the common process-
ing systems. The systems thafcare presented are not necessarily the best
for all conditions. In fact, in some cases they are presented merely
because they are novel or because they illustrate principles that would
otherwise be neglected.

The operating conditions are likewise of a general nature, although in
most cases they are conditions that have been recorded in plant operation.
The evaluation curves that are shown with the processes are discussed in
Chap. 4. .

A survey of the processing methods used in refineries appears to show
that there are as many methods as there are refineries. Nevertheless,
upon close inspection these many methods are found to be essentially the
same, and the major differences are in the arrangement and shape of the
equipments rather than in the manner of operation. In most refineries

the processing methods are the result of years of development; and
although the processing methods may be modern, the equipment that is

used may appear to be obsolete. This is often the result of the use of

existing shellstills, towers, chambers, coolers, etc., from antiquated
equipment. They appear obsolete j but if they are properly utilized, they
may perform as satisfactorily as new equipment.
Topping or Skimming Crude Oil. In many ways the initial breakup of

crude oil into raw products is the most simple distillation process. Cer-
tainly it is the most widely known operation.

In the topping unit shown in Fig. 7-7, oil is pumped continuously •

through the heat-exchange system at a pump pressure of 125 to 200 psi,

through the tubestill, and into the vaporizer section of the multiple-draw
fractionating tower. At this point the temperature must be sufficiently

high to cause vaporization of all the products that are collected at points

above the vaporizer, and the temperature may be a little higher, so that
about 20 per cent of the bottoms stock is also vaporized. The purpose of

the additional vaporization is to provide better fractionation on the plates

that are situated just above the vaporizer. Without excess vaporization,
very little reflux will exist at these plates and no reflux will flow from the
plate above the vaporizer into the vaporizer section. Reflux is circulated

through the top of the column. The hot reflux material is drawn from
the tower, cooled by a heat exchanger and a water cooler, and returned to
the tower. It serves to cool and condense the vapors that arise from the
vaporizer. The recirculating type of reflux shown in Fig. 7-7 is not the
most common method of removing reflux heat, but it is an excellent
method for certain conditions. Various means of removing reflux heat
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are shown in Fig. 16-3. The plates above the vaporizer or feed plate
act as rectifying plates, but the plates below the feed are steam-stripping
plates. Steam is admitted below or on the bottom tray, and the low-
boiling materials in the vaporizer residue are removed so that a high-flash-

point bottoms product is produced. The steam ascends the tower, and
at the vaporizer it is effective in lowering the vaporizer temperature.
The system as shown in Fig. 7-7 is not limited to the production of four

overhead products. As many as eight products have been withdrawn
from a single tower. Furthermore, by the use of a large amount of steam,
such, heavy stocks as wax distillate and even cylinder stock may be vapor-
ized from crude oil. However, the vaporizer temperature must be high

Cooler

From vacuum-plant

Steam-*

To vacuum still--*

exchangers

Exchanger
>-5urge tank

1

37%

1561

Kervsene 19.8%

Gas oil 10.6%

Fig. 7-7. Continuous pipestill topping plant.

(800 to 870°F), 10 and such temperatures result in

by decomposition. The difficulties with dewaxing are also troublesome.
Plants operating at atmospheric pressure for the manufacture of distilled

cylinder stocks have never been entirely successful, but many refiners

distill Vfox distillate at atmospheric pressure.

In existing refineries, nearly every possible combination of flow or of
towers may be found. Figure 7-8 illustrates 11 two of these (also see
Fig. 7-7 again), and nearly all refiners employ a crude preflash tower to

10 One plant operated at 870°F, distilling a 160 viscosity at 210 cylinder stock, but
the color was so poor and the loss of heavy stock was so great that the operation was
discontinued.

11 Nelson, W. L., Topping Plant Flow, Oil Gas J., Nov. 25, 1944, p. 103.
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stabilize 12 the crude oil or to produce a high-octane or aviation gasoline. 1*

The aim in Fig. 7-8 is to show tower arrangements, and hence condensers,

coolers, exchangers, etc., are not shown.

Topper crude oil must always be stripped with steam to improve its

flash point or to recover the last portions of gas oil. The composition of

the topped crude oil is primarily a function of the flash or vaporizer tem-

perature, and hence Fig. 7-9 is a good approximation of topped crude oils

LIGHT

gasolin!

Q. GASOLINE

CRUDE

X

TOPPED CRUDE GAS OIL

(b)

KEROSENE OR
DISTILLATE OR
DIESEL

Fig. 7-8. Arrangements of topping towers.

JLIGHT GASOLINE

O. GASOLINE
*

KEROSENE OR
NAPHTHA

from all normal-boiling-range crude oils.
14 The distillation curves are

entirely adequate for computing the amount of stripping steam required.

Heat-exchange and Combination Plants. The number of heat

exchangers that may be wisely utilized depends upon the quantities and

temperatures of the several products. Heat exchangers are often

M Nelson, W. L., Combination Topping Plants, Oil Gas J., Dec. 23, 1944, p. 101.

"Nelson, W. L., Straightrun Aviation Gasoline Manufacture, Oil Gas J., Jan. 6,
1945, p. 81.

" Nelson, W. L, Oil Gas J., July 21, 1945, p. 128, and July 20, 1946, p. 123.
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expected to pay for themselves in 2 years but the general situation is pre-
sented m Fig. 23-5. In complete plants, which conduct vacuum and
cracking operations as well as the topping of crude oil, the crude oil may
be advantageously heated by products from these other units because
they are at a relatively high temperature. For example (Fig 7-10) the
crude oil may be pumped through the condenser exchangers of the topping
plant, through the condenser exchangers and side-product exchangers of a
vacuum plant, through the bottoms exchangers of a cracking plant, and
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finally back to the topping tower. In some plants a crude-oil tempera^-
ture of 600 to 650°F is attained by heat exchange alone. Figure 7-10"
is an attempt to indicate the main sources of heat in an exchanger system.

T *
<
t
?
PPmg Plants

'
exchan&™ are also used on the side-draw

products of the topping plant. In general, it is usually economical to
bring the crude oil to within 40°F of the temperature of the hottest heat-
exchange stock that is available. In deciding which stocks to employ

15 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Dec. 23, 1944, p. 101.
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for heat exchange the product of the percentage of material based on
crude oil times its temperature 16 may be computed; and, if this index is

larger than about 5,000, the exchanger is economical. In applying this

method the quantity of stocks that condense should be multiplied by
about 2; and, if the stock is associated with reflux, it should be multiplied

again by 2 (or more).

Although such an extensive use of heat exchange appears to be advan-
tageous, such systems are not without disadvantages. The dependency
of several units upon one another is a serious complication. Thus if one
unit must be shut down, the other unit or units must be shut down or oper-

ated in a crippled condition. Sometimes these plants are constructed

with extra heating equipment so that any one of the plants can be operated
independently, but the extra heaters cost almost as much as if they had
been originally provided instead of exchangers. Exchangers may also

CASES OR
WILD AVIATION

GASOLINE

CRUDE STABILIZATION

OR PRE-FLASH TOWER

21t feed

1-GAS OH.

Off 2 -CAS OIL OR WAX DISTILLATE
OR 3-PRESSURE DISTILLATE

I - REDUCING TOWER
OR 2 - VACUUM TOWER

TOPPING

1 * '

n
pvw-

i

i

. OR POSSIBLY

'
DISTILLATE

I- REDUCING TOWER
OR 2-VACUUM TOWER
OR 3 -CRACKING FRACnoNATOR

I-REDUCING TOWER
OR 2 -VACUUM TOWER
OR 3 -CRACKING FLASH TOWER

1 -HEAVYa GAS OIL^R
2-HEAVY
LUBE OIL

HOT TOPPED CRUDE
•TO SOME OPERATION

- REDUCED CRUDE
OR 2-ASPHALT

OR 3 -CRACKED RESIDUUM

Fig. 7-10. Sources of heat for heat exchange. (Oil Gas J.)

be a source of great expense unless they are wisely chosen and the stocks

are clean and noncorrosive.

In the extreme, exchangers could be utilized on every tray of a fraction-

ating tower as well as on each of the products and perhaps succeed in

attaining a thermal efficiency of 60 to 80 per cent. One such system 17

succeeded in operating without condensers. The real merit of such a
system, however, depends upon the cost of installing and maintaining the

heat exchangers, and it is doubtful if such a'sykem is economically

feasible in view of the low cost of heat in most refineries/ Extra trays

would also be required in a fractionating tower employing such a large

amount of heat exchange because the tower would operate with very
little reflux.

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Nov. 24, 1945, p. 147.

" Ziegenhain, W. T., No Condensers Used in Topping Unit, Oil Gas J., Dec. 18,

1930, p. 30.
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Even after a complete use of heat exchange some products will go to thewater coolersat 250 to 400°F. These stocks along with the

from a pipestill or other heater may be used to generate steam in what is

ST? n
a te"heat Such an installation- is generalized in

if «
Water that haS already been Preheated with exhauststeam in an economizer" is heated further by any suitable hot oil stockmm is on the way to storage (or water coolers) and is introduced into asteam drum. Meanwhile, hot water is circulated from the drum through

tubes that are heated by flue gases. High-temperature gases from acracking still, thermal polymerization still, catalyst burn-off still, gas
reversion still, etc., are suitable. Waste-heat boilers would appear to be

HOT OR HOTTEST
PRODUCT

FROM PROCESS

PLANT FEEDSTOCK
ALREADY HEATED
ar EXCHANGERS

FEEDSTOCK
TO -

PIPE STILL

SATURATED-*
STEAM TO
SUPERHEAT-
ER OR PLANT
SYSTEM.

GASES TO STACK
t t

0 O O 0™0 o a oOOOOOOOO
OOO OOOOO
O O pug Q Oqq

HEAVY STOCK
TO WATER
COOLERS

./GASES FRO
^STILL.CATALYS

BURNERS. ETC:tc U rFEEDWATER
FROM EXHAUST
STEAM HEATER

PRODUCTS
ctcawtPidcc

CIRCPUMP STEAM EXCHANGERS FEED

tt 711 o
STE

^
MTUBES °RUM OR HEATERS

xiQ. 7-11. General arrangement of waste-heat boilers. (Oil Gas J.)

a source of free steam. Actually they require two or three times as much

feasible

aS a FegUlar b°iler
'

henCe they Ere SeMom economically

Pressure-still Distillate. In thermally cracking stocks from high-
sulfur crude oils the cracked distillate contains large amounts of sulfurand no means of significantly reducing the sulfur content except acid
treating has been devised (but catalytic hydrogenation may soon be

Tl i f? f
Cld treatmenfc

>
the distillate is still a bright-yellow-colored

material. Although part of the coloring material is high boiling and may
&e separated by distillation, some of it decomposes if a high temperature
s used and causes discoloration of the distillate. Gumlike materials are

cZSl It f
high temPeratures- These difficulties are apparently

caused by the decomposition and hydrolysis of alkyl sulfates which are
1 ft XT-1 _"Nelson, W. L., Oil' 26, 1946, p. 129.
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produced during acid treatment. The exact temperature below which

discoloration and the formation of gum occur depends upon the chemical

nature of the distillate, the manner in which the chemical treatment was

conducted, and the way in which heat is applied. With one particular

distillate,
19 the effect of increasing the steam20 which is used to reduce the

temperature, other conditions and operations being the same, was as

follows:

Per cent steam

in overhead

J 0
5

20

Refiners usually limit the temperature of redistillation in continuous

pipestill and fractionator plants to 325°F by the use of steam, although

some plants have been operated at 375°F. The tendency has been to

decrease the temperature because the treating operation is much simpli-

fied if the temperature is low. Several companies have installed vacuum

systems21 in which the temperature is limited to 275°F. The vacuum

redistillation systems are usually of the two-stage type, in which part

of the distillates distilled at atmospheric pressure and the heavier part is

vaporized in I "second fractionator which operates at a reduced pressure.

Table 7-2. Analyses of Unstabilized Pressure Distillates0

Volume percentage analyses of pressure distillates

collected at pressures of psi

14.7 30 40 165

API 52.6 58.2 55.3 61.3

Methane 0.02 0.Q6 0.47

0.33 0.24 0.69 2.22

3.4 1.63 3.22 5.67

8.43 9.39 9.33 10.31

10.93 13.11 12.05 11.26

76.91 75.61 74.65 70.07

• The distillates were not from the same charging stock.

Stabilization. Cracked gasoline, crude oil, wild natural gasoline, and

similar stocks contain dissolved gaseous hydrocarbons that tend to escape

during storage. Analysis of crude oils were shown in Table 4-6, and

» Trusty, A. W., Acid Treatment of Cracked Distillates . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr.,

August, 1932, p. 455.
20 The sulfur content of the distillate was lower when more steam was used.

» Noll, H. D., Oil Gas J., Mar. 31, 1932, p. 66.

Color

18

22

25
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Table 7-2 by Burket22 indicates the composition of cracked distillates.

The equipments used for the removal of gaseous or very low-boiling mate-

rials are all fundamentally similar to the natural-gasoline stabilizer23

shown in Fig. 7-12. Heat is supplied at the bottom of the tower by means
of a steam-heated reboiler; and, if the feed is heated by heat exchange with

213°

Stable Gasoline

22

2£

2L

14

7

t*C, 0.04

190.3° C3 332

iC4 18.1

204° c4 m
iC

5 Z74

209.7°

211.2°

212.7°

215°
,C5

Reflux or Specially
Product

C, -

C, 3.09

£ 39.46-

IC4 3Z62

C4 23.8

iC6 L03

0.14

216

79.24

18.46

217
e

225°

SteamS01

274°

C4 3Z6
I Cfi

67.2 C, 0.08
5 » 1.51

12.12

8.76

C4 29.33

tCj 48.2

Fia. 7-12. Natural-gasoline stabilizer.

Raw- Gasolin©
Feed

(Burdick, Oil Gas J.)

the stabilized gasoline, the feed need not be otherwise heated. An effec-

tive separation of propane requires the use of a large number of fractionat-

ing plates (Fig. 7-12 shows more plates than necessary) and a somewhat
high reflux ratio.

The fractionation of pressure distillate is conducted in a manner similar

" P.D. Stabilization . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., March, 1931, p. 75.

" Burdick, G., Oil Gas J., Apr. 9, 1931, p. 26.
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in all respects to the stabilization of raw natural gasoline (Fig. 7-12).

However, pressure distillate contains less propane and butane than raw
natural gasoline, and hence the feed must be heated to a higher tempera-

ture. Pressure distillate is often "deep-stabilized" for the removal of

substantially all the four-carbon-atom and lighter hydrocarbons so that

the stabilizer overhead will contain all the olefins that are suitable for

polymerization. The propane rejected from the polymerization unit may
be collected as bottle gas, and the butanes are collected and returned to

the plant gasoline for increasing its vapor pressure.

Recent developments of polymerization, dehydrogenation, alkylation,

etc., processes, which are now practiced primarily on gaseous hydrocar-

bons, all require high-pressure fractionators similar to stabilizers. In

Poly plant feed

iB.RO.
1 Butanes,

0.967oLC4 [ ?SOOB.Rt>.

^Reflux
ratio* 12.8

45troys

Depropanizer

Isopentane

14%C*Jr°TD- 5500o%c5 \ mix
"-Reflux
rotio=2.6

Casihghead
feedstock
I6J00B.RD.

0%Cs

40 trays

Debutanizer Isopen

07oC4
Butane-free
gasoline •

6000B.P.D.

*-Reflux

ratio=l5.5

50 troys

one tower

2400B.RD.

5500B.P.D.

i~0.7% C4
Isobufane I300BRU

"-Reflux
ratio =10.

3

45 trays

Butane tower

0.2% iCs
Vlormalpentane
andheavier
1600 B.RD.

„ * Natural'gasoline -

3600B.RD.- 9200B.RD.

0.3%iC4
0.4% Cs

Normal butane
4000 B.RD.

Fig. 7-13. Fractionation system for separating pure hydrocarbons (see Table 7-3).

{Turner and Rubey.)

most of the conversion processes it is necessary to produce pure hydrocar-

bons, and hence such elaborate systems as that shown in Fig. 7-13 are

widely used. 24 This plant was used primarily for making an isobutane-

butane feed for polymerization units, but during World War II all the

products became useful.. In the separation of pure hydrocarbons the

stabilizers or fractionators are referred to as deethanizers, debutanizers,

deisobutanizers, etc., depending upon the hydrocarbon that is being

removed.

The gas recovery and stabilization operations of a refinery may be cen-

tralized 25 into a single system, as indicated in Fig. 7-14. The stabilization

of cracked gasoline is not shown because cracked and straight-run gaso-

lines are not usually mixed during processing.

Reboilers. In fractionating two-component feed stocks a part or some-

times all of the heat input is supplied at the bottom of the fractionator.

24 Turner and Rubey, Light Hydrocarbons . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., September,

1938, p. 423.

** Nelson, W. L., CHI Gas J., Aug. 5, 1944, p. 75.
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Table 7-3. Data Concerning the Four Columns of Fig. 7-13

Col. 4,

butanes

Impurities, in overhead, percent.

Impurities, in bottoms, per cent.

.

Number of trays

Height, ft

Diameter, ft

Safe working pressure, psi.

.

Reflux ratio (design figure).

{

Col 1

depro-

panizer

debu-

*

tanizer

Col. 3,

iso-

Dentane

10,450 in ifinIVj X \J\J

0.0nC 5
0.96C, 3.5C5

O.OCa 0.0C 4

0.0C 3 0.0C< 0.2iCs

45 40 50
111 103 120
8.0 10.5 7.0

275 100 50
12.8 2.6 15.5

2,900

0.7nC<

0.0C3

0.3iC<

0.4C6

45

8.5

120

10.3

., as

but

le part of the column below the feed, viz., the exhausting
section, effects some separation. The lower part of most petroleum oil
columns does not function as a. fractionator but as a simple steam-strip-
ping section In practicing reboiling on heavy-oil towers, oil is circulated
from the bottom of the tower, through a few tubes in the pipestill or other
heating equipment, and back into one of the lower plates of
in Fig. 7-15. Reboilers do increase the efficiency of fraction Ltl .

a satisfactory degree of separation can usually be obtained more
by the use of a stripping section. The use of two coils in a piu* n ,

difficult because the exact heat input in each coil cannot be accurately
determined except by experiments with the pipestill during operation

:

Occasionally the temperature attained by heat exchange is not high
enough to vaporize the desired amount in a crude preflash tower, and
hence hot topped crude oil is cycled from the topping still to increase the
preflash vaporizer temperature. This practice is generally not good 2*

because the high-boiling topped crude oil suppresses vaporization (see
rig. 15-16).

Reboilers heated by steam are used in stabilizer towers for natural gaso-
me, pressure distillate, butane-propane mixtures, and some solvents. In
these cases the bottoms product must be well fractionated, whereas in
most of the processes that have been discussed heretofore the fractionation
of the overhead product was most important. Fractionators for the
production of special cuts, such as solvents, are frequently operated with
reboilers or with fired shells at the bottom of the towers

*

Naphthas and Specialty Products. The manufacture of solvents is an
exacting operation not only because of the short boiling range but because

28 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Aug. 3, 1946, p. 96.
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the color must be excellent and stable with respect to light. Only
straight-run or highly treated stocks can be used for the manufacture of

solvents.

In small refineries in which the shipments of solvents may not exceed a
tank car per month, a common method of processing is to withdraw a
small quantity of roughly cut material from the main distillation process
and rerun this cut in a shellstill and tower, using a large quantity of reflux

and conducting the distillation very slowly.

REMNANT *RETUBN

X GA50LINE

13.

TOPPING TOWER
SOLVENT TOWER

SOLVENT
CHARGE

TOPPED CRUDE

NANTS

I SPECIAL,

I
SOLVENT

hiDJ CRUDE fgOM
EXCHANGERS

REMNANT RETURN
HEAVY'- REMNANTS

Fig. 7-15. A universal flow diagram for the production of solvents. (Oil Gas J.)

A product that is withdrawn from the side of a multiple-draw column
can never be well fractionated. It will always contain some low-boiling

material because the vapor that passes the draw plate always contains the
lighter products of the process. The end point can be regulated to some
extent by the use of many plates and large amounts of reflux, but a satis-

factory initial boiling point cannot be obtained by these methods. Regu-
lation of the initial boiling point is usually accomplished by the use of a
steam stripper. However, these common methods are ordinarily not
satisfactory for the manufacture of solvents, and it is usually necessary to
withdraw a partly fractionated material from the main tower and redistill

this material under controlled conditions. Figure 7-15 indicates some of
the principles involved in the manufacture of specialty products. 27 The
« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 10, 1945, p. 83.
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solvent tower is an exhausting system for rejecting parts of the stock that

are too low- or too high-boiling. It may be fed with any suitable charge

stock. Reboiler heat is supplied by circulating some of the bottoms

product through a pipestill coil so that bottom temperatures higher than

those possible with steam or oil-heated reboilers can be attained.

Pressed Distillate and Bright Stock Solution. The redistillation of

pressed distillate in the manufacture of neutral oils must be conducted

under vacuum or with the use of large amounts of steam. In other

respects the equipment and method of operation are similar to those used

in topping crude oil. Discoloration will result in a high treating cost, and

hence the pipestill must be built with a large amount of radiant surface

and for high oil velocities. Figure 7-16 shows a typical steam-atmospheric

pressure-distillate rerun plant, and Fig. 7-17 the evaluation curves of the

stock.

The same equipment may be used to redistill bright stock solution, but,

of course, a different quantity of material will be processed. The unit is

operated for several weeks on one of the stocks while the other stock is

being accumulated in storage tanks. One small Pennsylvania refiner

stored bright stock solution for about 3 weeks out of a month and proc-

essed it during the fourth week in the topping plant. It was reported that

only 1 hr was required to switch from the crude oil charging stock to bright

stock solution as the charging stock.

Bright stock solution, like pressed distillate, must be distilled with as

little discoloration as possible. Several two-flash systems have been

built. In the first flash, the naphtha is removed. The residue is then

further heated in a part of the pipestill, and gas oil and a neutral oil are

vaporized in the second flash. The tw6-flash system holds no important

advantages over the single-flash system, but as an illustration the two-

flash method of operation is shown in Fig. 7-18. Evaluation curves are

shown in Fig. 7-1$. The steam required in a pipestill rerun system is

often less than one-fifth the amount required by shellstill redistillation.

Modern practice is tending toward single- rather than two-flash systems.

Reducing Operations. Reducing is a term used to describe those dis-

tillation operations by which a topped crude oil is further distilled to leave

behind a very high-boiling residue or to produce additional distilled

products.

Steam reduction involves heating to 550 to 660°F in the presence of

large amounts of steam. In early refinery practice cylinder stock was

exposed to steam in shellstills for many hours. Modern practice simply

involves the use of steam in large amounts in a continuous distillation

system. The effect of steam in reducing the boiling point is discussed in

connection with Eq. (15-8) and Example 15-2.

Destructive distillation involves heating to 650 to 750°F with or without
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Pressures
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]
Temperatures
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9.2%
S5ASL
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32 API. .

I40vfsc@!00
410.

Fig. 7-16. Diagram of a steam-atmospheric pressed-distillate rerun plant. (A stripper
is usually employed for the side-draw product.) (Smith Engineering Co.)
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Fig. 7-18. Diagram of a two-flash solution-rerun unit.
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Fig. 7-19. Evaluation curves of a bright-stock solution.

steam, and it should not be employed if cracking, discoloration, or

viscosity breaking are detrimental.

Coking is an extreme case of destructive distillation which produces
large amounts of thermal or catalytic cracking stock. 28

» Armistead, G., Jr., The Coking of Hydrocarbon Oils, Oil Gas J., Mar. 16, 1946,
p. 103.
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Fresh feed

Products
1

Feed Pfpestill Tower Exchangers

Fig. 7-20. The Carrier distillation process.

Products

Vacuum distillation for the production of lubricants or asphalt will be

discussed later in this chapter.

Carrier distillation involves the recycling of the overhead product so

that its " carrying" 29 or partial-pressure effect can reduce the vaporization

by the Lummus Com-
le process, and Fig. 7-21 indicates

the reduction in boiling point that may occur. According to Fig. 7-21,

the amounts of material vaporized at 700°F are

Operation Based on

pipestill

charge

Based on

feed stock

25 25

45 45

70.5 56

With 100 per cent recirculation 84.0 68

94.0 83.0

Percentage vaporized

"Piromo6v and Beiswenger, Equilibrium Vaporization of Oils and the Carrying
Effect of Light Ends, API Bull. 10, no. 2, sec II, p. 52, 1929.

30 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 29, 1946, p. 103.
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Although the extra vaporization permitted by the carrier process is attrac-
tive, the pumping, heating, fractionating, and condensing of large
amounts of recirculated material are expensive, and the plant equipments
must be large.

An outstanding application of the Carrier principle is the reduction
system used in Thermofor or Houdriflow catalytic cracking. In these

or\n

10 70 80 90 10020 30 40 50 60
Per Cent Vaporized

Sm^f£
C&rTkr

J8™ 11
?.
11 P"™* of a crude °a - Dotted ^rve shows the vaporemperatures m a T.B.P delation .of the feedstock; curve 1, liquid temperatures

i?nn I
distillation; 2

,
flash-vaporization curve of the feedstock; 3, flash-vaporiza-

Sh« uK* ?
P

?
ceat/eciT^on; 4, flash-vaporization curve of feed

cent Sedation
recU"Culatl0n; and 5

'
^-vaporization curve of feed plus 200 per

processes (Fig. 21-7) topped crude oil is heated along with cycle stock to
790 to 860°F and released in a vaporizer or tar separator. The somewhat
low-boilmg cycle stock, when used in ratios larger than 1 : 1, is so effectivem removing gas oil from the topped crude oil that further reduction by
means of vacuum distillation is often unnecessary. The vaporized
catalytic feed and cycle stock is then fed directly to the catalytic plant
reactor as a vapor.

Vacuum Producing Systems. The common method in the petroleum
industry of maintaining a vacuum is the use of a barometric condenser
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for condensing process steam followed by
as shown in Fig. 7-22. If pressures lower than 20 to 25 mm are
** the vaporizer, a booster ejector and two or three stages of steam-jet
ejectors, as indicated in Figs. 7-23 and 7-25, are usually required. The
booster ejector of Fig. 7-23 is simply a large steam jet that is used to
compress both the process steam and noncondensable gases into the
barometric condenser, whereas the customary smaller steam ejectors are
used to remove only noncondensable gases from the barometric condenser.

Condenser
water

Incoming
^

noncondensobles
and process

steam

Barometric
leg

Jet
steam

To atmosphere
dr to a

condenser for
jet steam

Fig. 7-22. Two stages of ejectors with a barometric condenser.

is accomplished by reducing the partial pressure of the
oil vapors at the vaporizer, first by the use of vacuum but also by the use
of process steam. At some pressure the sum of the jet steam and process
steam is a minimum. Table 7-4 and Fig. 7-24 illustrate how the total
steam consumption is a function of vaporizer temperature, cooling water
temperature, and absolute pressure. They are based on the processing
of 1,000 bpd of a conventional Mid Continent topped crude oil for the
vaporization of material distilling up to about 950

6
F.

Barring leaks, the amount of noncondensable gases that must be
removed per 1,000 bpd of charge stock ranges from 15 to 50 pounds. 31

It consists primarily of the (1) tail of lower-boiling material almost
necessarily associated with any feedstock (0.2 per cent represents about
25 lb of gas), (2) gases produced by cracking or overheating of the feed-

» Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., April 5, 1951, p. 100.
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Jet steom Condenser water

Fig. 7-23. Booster ejector, barometric condenser, and two or more ejector stages for

low-vacuum systems.

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE (MM) IN VAPOR LINE

Fig. 7-24. Examples of most economical pressure for vacuum-tower operation
Table 7-4). (Oil Gas J.).
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stock (2 per cent decomposition results in about 10 lb of gaseous tail),

and (3) air dissolved in the charge stock and in the water used in generat-

ing steam (usually under 2 to 3 lb).
31 The noncondensable gases are con-

tacted with water in the barometric condenser, and hence the total

pressure must be well above (5 to 15 mm) the vapor pressure of the hottest

water in the barometric system. The vapor pressure of water is indi-

cated in Table 7-5.

Table 7-4. Total Steam Required (Approx.) in Vacuum Distillation

for 1,000 barrels per day topped crude

Pressure (mm Hg) produced
760 200 100 60 50 40 35 30 25

by the vacuum' system" .

.

Temp at vaporizer, if no

process steam is used, °F. 950 830 780 750 735 725 715 708 700

Process steam," lb, for:

Vaporizer at 720°F 10,300 2,490 1,070 460 325 190 122 54

Vaporizer at 680°F 24,000 6,220 3,020 1,800 1,340 1,040 885 733 580

Jet steam, lb, for:

150 232 378 492 830 1,600

146 222 312 368 480 600 857 2,010

Total steam required, lb:

1^832680°F—80°F water 24,000 6,370 3,252 2,178 1,870 2,485

680°F—70°F water 24,000 6,366 3,342 2,112
/

1,708 1,520 1,485 1,590 2,590

720°F—80° water 10,300 2,640 1,302 838 817 1,020 1,722

720°F—70°F water 10,300 2,636 1,292 772 693 670 722 911 2,010

« In addition, a pressure drop of about 10 mm to the vaporizer for the lower pres-

sures, and a larger pressure drop at higher pressures.

Table 7-5. Vapob Pressures of Water

°F mm of mm
55 11 80 26.1

60 13 85 30.8

65 15.7 90 36

70 18.8 95 49

75 22.2 100 56.7

The total pounds of noncondensables plus water vapor for saturation

must be ejected from the system by means of the steam jets, and the

approximate amount of steam required to operate the jets is indicated in

Table 7-6. The steam required to operate the booster ejector is included

in the values shown in Table 7-6 in the pressure range of 4 to 20 mm. The

wide range evident in Table 7-6 is due primarily to the various cooling

water temperatures encountered, and the average values of the table
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Table 7-6. Approximate Steam Consumption of Condensing Steam Jet
Ejectors Operating with 100 psig Steam

.Pressure,

mm System
Lb steam per lb

of total mixture*

200 2-stage

1

4.3(2.5-11)
100 2-stage 6.0(3-17)
70 2-stage 7.0(4-23)
50 2-stage 8.2 (4.5-27)

40 2-stage 9.0(5-30)
30 2-stage 10.2(6-35)
20 3-stage 12.3 (7-40)

10 3-stage 16.8 (10-50)

7 3-stage 20.0 (12-58)

5 23.0(14-64)
4 25.5 (16-70)

* Noncondensables and water vapor.

are very low ones that can be attained only under the most favorable
conditions.

Example 7-2. Water Vapor Associated with Noncondensable Gases. A vacuum
system with outgoing cooling water at 82°F is to remove 30 pounds per hour of non-
condensables at a pressure of 45 mm.
Some of the water is at 85°F before it becomes fully mixed with the rest of the water

(a 5°F difference rather than 3°F is sometimes allowed) and this water exerts a vapor
pressure of 30.8 mm (Table 7-5). Accordingly, the partial pressure of the water
vapor in the gas phase is 30.8 mm and the rest of the pressure, i.e., 45 - 30.8 or 14.2
mm, represents the oil vapor. The pounds of water vapor associated with the non-
condensables (use 60 molecular weight as illustration) is:

Hixifx30 = 19.61b

Thus, the total gases to be handled by the ejectors will be 30 + 19.6 = 49.6 lb.
At a pressure of 32 rather than 45 mm, the total gases rises to 261 lb and at 30.8mm

or lower, an infinite amount of water vapor must be handled, and a booster ejector
must be employed to raise the pressure to higher than 30.8 mm.

A booster ejector is necessary if the pressure of the system must be
below the vapor pressure of the water that is available. A
ejector enormously increases the amount of jet steam
the booster must handle process steam as well as nonco,*
A large amount of water must be used in the barometric condenser

because the highest water temperature (plus 3 to 5°F for inadequate
mixing) determines the amount of water vapor that will saturate the
noncondensable gases and have to be removed by the jets.
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Vacuum Distillation. Vacuum distillation may be employed for the
redistillation of pressure distillate, pressed distillate, or bright stock
solution. It may be used for distilling topped crude oils for the produc-
tion of wax distillate and cylinder stock, or it may be used to reduce a
residual stock to asphalt or pitch. Vacuum systems are widely used to
produce catalytic cracking plant feed stocks of low carbon content.

The advantages of vacuum distillation for producing lubricants from
topped crude oils are obvious, because the asphalt in;

cost of acid treatment almost prohibitive. In the

oils the advantages are not so obvious. The advantage with such oils

lies in the larger recovery of the valuable heavy stocks, which in the
case of residual steam operation are partly decomposed into lower-

boiling, less viscous oils.

Although the wax distillate and the cylinder stocks from vacuum units
are usually dewaxed without difficulty, some refiners have found that an
intermediate heavy wax distillate cut must be produced to the amount of

3 to 6 per cent if the wax distillate and the cylinder stock are to have good
dewaxing characteristics. The use of solvent dewaxing processes has
eliminated most of these difficulties.

Because of the high boiling points of lubricating-oil stocks the use of

vacuum alone is seldom sufficient. Process steam must also be used and
sometimes in such quantities as 1 lb of steam for each gal of reduced
crude oil that is processed. Of course, the exact amount of steam to be
used is dependent upon the boiling range of the stock and the quantity
vaporized. Many plants have operated with process steam not exceeding
0.3 lb per gal. The dry process of vacuum distillation, which utilizes

no steam, has many theoretical advantages. Most important among
these are the much smaller ,tower and condensing equipment required.

Nevertheless, the absolute pressure that is required for the dry processing
of most petroleum oils amounts to less than 10 mm, and such a vacuum
cannot be produced at a reasonable cost in most large-scale vacuum
equipment.

The pressure drop that occurs between the barometric condenser and
the vaporizer section of the tower (Fig. 7-25) is of great importance. The
purpose of vacuum operation is to produce a low effective pressure at the
vaporizer, and hence the vacuum must not be lost by excessive friction

loss through the vapor line, condensers, and tower plates. The avoid-
ance of a few millimeters of pressure drop, from the barometric to the
vaporizer, is worth many pounds of process steam (see Table 7-4). The
saving in the quantity of steam is important, but the reduction in tower
diameter and quantity of cooling water are also significant. From Fig.

7-24 it might be assumed that economical pressures range from 30 to 60
mm, but such is not the case. Although it is seldom feasible to operate
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Fig. 7-25. Vacuum distillation plant using a booster ejector. (Smith Engineering Co.)
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Fig. 7-26. Evaluation curves of the reduced crude oil charged to the plant shown in
Fig. 7-25.

below about 25 mm, many systems operate most economically at 100 to
140 mm.
In an effort to obtain a minimum pressure drop, many novel arrange-

ments and designs of vacuum towers and condensing equipment have been
developed. The plates are designed for as low a liquid head above the
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slots of the caps as possible, and sometimes the customary bubble caps
are discarded entirely for baffle or splash types of plates. In some instal-
lations the vapor line has been eliminated by doing the condensing in the
top of the tower. In this arrangement the barometric and jet equipment
is situated along the side of the vacuum tower (Fig. 7-27). The process-
ing of a reduced crude oil in a vacuum unit for the production of distilled

cylinder stock is illustrated in Figs. 7-25 and 7-26. In this plant a reflux
condenser is placed in the top of the tower arid the partial condensers for
gas oil and wax distillate are outside the tower but not at a great distance.
One of the difficulties with the arrangement shown in Fig. 7-25 is the
weight of the large condensers. They are so heavy for a large installation
that they cannot be supported by the tower. This necessitates inde-
pendent structural supports and an elaborate expansion joint between the
tower and condensers. Vacuum steam strippers are sometimes used on
vacuum systems.

Although fractionation is more effective at low temperatures or in a
vacuum than at high temperatures (Table 7-7), this behavior is not usually

Table 7-7. Relative Volatilities at High and at Low Pressure

Vapor pressures, mm, at

-50°F +50°F 600°F 700°F 860°F
•

(

630

12

4,395

350

110

22

5.0

425

115

3.7

1,450

465

3.12

1 entail e

Lube fraction—bp of 750°F
Lube fraction—bp of 850°F

12.5

an adequate reason for operation at low pressures. It does account in
part, however, for the relatively small number of plates used in vacuum
towers.

A practical way to increase the efficiency of fractionation or the quality
of products is to employ wire-mesh mist extractors below the points
at which products are withdrawn. In the production of an asphalt
bottom product and at the same time a gas-oil catalytic feedstock that is

free from entrained asphalt or metal contaminants that tend to poison the
catalyst, wire-mesh has resulted 32 in phenomenal increases in capacity
or in large reductions in contaminants.

I" Symposium (Case Histories) ... Use of Wire-Mesh Sections . . . , Oil Gas J.,
Nov. 2, p. 82; Nov. 23, p. 94; and Dec. 28, p. 70, 1953.
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The distillation of tarry .dues in a vacuum for the production
of either catalytic cracking plant feedstock or asphalt differs little
in principle from the operations already described except that the
vacuum tower can be much simplified (Fig. 7-27) because of the follow-
ing considerations.

Feed-20API
topped crude oil

Noncondcnsables-*.

25mm \
Barometric-

Cold circuit to
condense last traces

Light gasoil

3%

Cotalytic

charge stock
75%

Cooler

lOOpene.
asphalt
22%

.
Fig. 7-27. Vacuum distillation for catalytic feedstock or for asphalt.

1. Elaborate fractionation is not necessary. In the case of lubricating-oil distillation,
entrapment may discolor the products and increase treating costs, and poorly frac-
tionated wax distillate or cylinder stock may result in trouble with dewaxing.
Some asphalt or feed preparation towers employ only one or two bubble plates in
addition to a mist separator (Fig. 7-27). More detail on vacuum-tower construc-
tion is presented in Chap. 16.

2. Higher vaporizer temperatures can be maintained. Whereas vaporizer tempera-
tures in lube towers are usually limited to a maximum of about 710°F, the vapor-
izer temperature in asphalt towers sometimes exceeds 780°F. However, vacuum
decomposition, which causes violent foaming, begins to occur at about 800°F, and
at such a temperature the material in the bottom of the tower must be removed
quickly. Means of rapid cooling by recirculation have been employed.

3. Only one product need be taken overhead. This eliminates the extra plates that
are required for a side-draw cut or the partial condensers for two overhead cuts
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(Fig. 7-27). If two overhead cuts are taken, the separation is not difficult because
both cuts are gas oils and they need not be well fractionated.

4. Tar stocks are usually available at a high temperature. A small heater is usually
required, but in some cases a sufficient amount of vaporization occurs by simply
reducing the pressure without the addition of heat.

-

Air-blown Asphalt. Most asphalt used for paving is produced by
vacuum or steam distillation. Such asphalt has a relatively high ductil-
ity. Shingle saturants or coatings, roofing saturants, and laminating
asphalts require a material of lower penetration and higher softening

WATER

BLOWING
TOWER

AIR

BLOWER
OR

COMPRESSOR
H

BLANKET STEAM.

FLUX
STORAGE

KNOCKOUT

PIPE STILL

'CONTACT
CONDENSER

SEWER

ASPHALT TO
CARS, DRUMS,

OR
STQRACS ^

Fig. 7-28. Vertical-tower batch asphalt oxidizing system.

point (see Fig. 4-53), and these are obtained by air blowing. Even higher
ratios of penetration to softening point are obtained by the use of catalysts
such as ferric chloride or phosphorus pentoxide. 33 Batch systems (Fig.

7-28) are most widely employed. Heavy topped crude oil or vacuum-
reduced residue is heated to within 50°F of its flash point and blown with
30 to 50 cu ft per minute of air for each ton of asphalt. 34 One and one-

; on the amount of mechan-

to cause
can be burned or they can be scrubbed with water to remove
gases or odors and to recover small amounts of oil.

»» Shearon and Hoiberg, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 46, 2122 (1953).
u Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Aug. 23, 1954, p. 156.
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Table 7-8. Spacing of Refinery Units0

From one item or unit—to another item or unit Distance, ft
h

Cracking unit (low pressure)'—cracking unit (setting to setting). . . . 25-50

Cracking unit (high pressure)''—cracking unit (battery to battery). . 75-150
Cracking unit (either)—pipestill unit Separate block
Cracking unit (either)—any other process unit. Separate block
Pipestill unit—pipestill unit (setting to setting) 25-50
Pipestill unit—any other process unit 100

Shellstill unit—shellstill unit (battery to battery) 25-50
Steam still battery (shell type)—any other process unit 100

Condenser box—shellstill unit 15-20

Receiving house—running-tank fire wall. 20

Treating unit (agitator)—treating-plant pump house 50-100

Boiler and power house—any process unit 100-200

Oil-transfer pump house—any process unit 50-100

Foam pump house—any process unit 100-200

Main water pump house—any process unit 100-200

Warehouse (oil storage)*—any process unit 50-100

Treating plant—any process unit 100-200

Gas plants'—any process unit 150-200

Gas holders—any process unit. ... 150-200

Main separator (covered)—any process unit . . . ; 50-100

Main separator (uncovered)—any process unit 100-150

• "Fire Protection in Refineries," 3d ed., API, 1941.
h In case there is a conflict between spacings as shown below, the greater of the two

distances applies.

6 Units operating at 350 psi or less.

d Units operating at over 350 psi..

• This is meant to cover fireproof structures used for storing low-flash products,

and includes sample storage and can-filling buildings. -

'This is intended to include such plants as gasoline-recovery, debutanization,

stabilization, and absorption plants, when they are not an integral part of any process

unit.

Spacing of Refinery Units. Units having the same general function

are usually kept together in one general area. Within the area, the

separate units are spaced apart36- 36 as indicated in Table 7-8. Likewise,

the entire block is separated and protected from other similar areas.

» "Fire Protection in Refineries," 3d ed., API, 1941.
36 Attaway, Don, Natural Gasoline Plants, Pet. Eng., January, 1956, p. C-16.



CHAPTER 8

AUXILIARY PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS

Many auxiliary operations were neglected in Chap. 7, and space is.

available here for discussions of only instrument control, crude oil desalt-
ing, waste-water disposal, water cooling, storage tanks and blowdown
systems. Refinery practice in the operation of boiler plants, generators,
water treating, and pumping does not differ greatly from other standard
practice.

Instrument Control. The full usefulness of refinery equipment can be
attained only by the use of automatic control instruments, and the use of
instruments has contributed much to the productivity of refinery work-
men (see Table 23-1). The handling of 10,000 bpd of capacity required
262 men during 1925 and 158 men in 1956. An attempt to discuss the
merits of each individual instrument or type of instrument would be
unsatisfactory because there are several different types of satisfactory
instruments for each purpose and because significant improvements are
being made each year.

Figure 8-1 indicates the location of the various control instruments
that may be used in a topping plant. Among the most important are
(1) top temperature controller; (2) recording pyrometer at vaporizer
and at inlet and outlet of pipestill; (3) pressure at inlet and outlet of
pipestill, at charge pump, and in tower; (4) rate of flow of crude oil; and
(5) level controls at bottom of tower and the side-draw plates. Control
instruments are extensively used in natural gasoline plants (Fig 8-2)
Finally, Figs. 12-6 and 12-7 on dewaxing, and Fig. 20-11 on alkylation,
show instrumentation.

In the control of a continuously operating system, certain variables
must be fixed or the control of others is almost impossible. Of prime
importance are (1) the rate of feed, (2) the temperature of feed, and (3)
the top temperatures of the towers. With these variables fixed, the con-
trol of the others is well within the capability of a competent operator.
Even an expert operator is almost helpless if these three variables are not
fixed. A plant can be operated with these controls alone, but the opera-
tion will be much more efficient if other controls are utilized. The rate
of feed may be controlled by manual operation with the help of stroke

263
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J D L

Stack

Steam—Fuel oil-'
'•

1 1 J K
[

Products

Wafer J
'

Fig. 8-1. Instruments that may be used in a topping plant. The letters refer to the
following instruments: A, temperature-recorder controller; B, recording pyrometer-
C, recording pressure gauge; D, indicating pressure gauge; E, rate-of-flow controller';
F, pressure regulator; G, draft gauge; H, hand-control valve; /, safety valve- M
hquid-level control.

'

Optional instruments: J, industrial thermometers or thermocouple wells; K flow
meter; L, stroke regulator and counter; N, indicating thermocouples or connections
for them; O, bypass adjustment valves or proportional draw-off devices.

I Q*'Pressure recordercontrol Temperature
recoraer
control i

Raw
9as Drip

tank

Ratio
control-'

Pressure
recorder
control

'Stable

gasoline

Fig. 8-2. An extensive control system for a natural-gasoline plant.
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regulators and stroke counters, but flow regulators or indicators are now
widely used. The effect of a variable feed rate can be minimized by the
use of proportional draw-off weirs. » The temperature of the feed
normally gives little trouble, and several types of satisfactory top temper-
ature controllers for towers are available.

The principle of trend analyzing has been one of the notable improve-
ments m instrument design. A trend-analyzing instrument will begin
to stop the actuating mechanism before the condition (temperature
pressure, or rate of flow) has been brought back to the desired condition!
In this way the tendency to overcontrol, or "hunt," has been corrected,
buch instruments apply a large correction if the condition is far from the
control point and a small correction (or none at all) if the condition is
nearly at the control point.

A central: control room has become an integral part of all modern
petroleum units. The grouping of recording and controlling instruments
facilitates the work of the operator and concentrates responsibility for
the operation of the plant. Although the first cost is high, it reduces thenumber of operators required to man the plant and provides an appreci-
able saving ,n operating cost. In dealing with emergency shutdowns
such as those arising from explosions and fires, the facility afforded bv
centralized control is vital.

y

On the other hand, control instruments and the lines between the con-
trol room and the equipment are costly. For this reason the less impor-
tant measurements should be taken at the equipment, and indicating
instruments should be given preference over recording instruments •

except where a record of the operating conditions is of definite serviceA large number of instruments divides the attention of the operator, and
hence careful thought should be given to the selection of truly useful
operating data. Figure 8-3 shows the instrument room and boards of a
catalytic cracking unit.

wit^r^f
m

'

ThQ Sma" am°Unt 0f brine that is """dated
with crude oil is far more important than its quantity would indicate. In
addition to the mechanical accumulation of debris in the processing
equipment, the chloride salts (particularly magnesium chloride) liberate
hydrochloric acid that causes corrosion during processing. This causes
a decrease m heat-transfer rates by fouling and promotes the formation
of coke in the pipestill tubes. The removal of the brine often results in
increasing the length of the operating cycle tenfold or more. Even a few
parts per billion of arsenic will quickly poison platinum catalysts.

Brine is associated with crude oil both as a fine suspension of dropletsand as more permanent emulsions. The demarcation line between thesetwo types is not always clear; but the less stable mixtures can be separated
1 Chillaa and Weir, Ind. Eng. Chem., 22, 206 (1930).
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by simple settling methods, and the more permanent mixtures must be

handled by chemical or electrical methods of separation. Long standing

in storage tanks results in some settling—in one instance the salt content

was decreased from 25 to 18.5 g per gal by standing for 4 days. A high

temperature is also useful, and the most common settling system con-

sists simply of a horizontal tank operating at 200 to 300°F (an oil viscosity

of 2 centipoises) and at sufficient pressure to suppress violent vaporization

(50 to 250 psi). The coalescence of particles is hastened also by the use

apolis-Honeywell.)

of towers packed with sand (or gravel) or excelsior,
2 either before or after 3

the settling vessel. The time of settling may be cut in half by the use of a

packed column of excelsior.2 The use-of Fiberglas has been thoroughly

studied by Burtis and Kirkbride, 4 and reduction of salt content to 5 lb per

1,000 bbl appears possible. Packings greatly assist settling, but they

become plugged with debris and must be replaced. Water is usually

1 Hawthorne and Bedell, The Removal of Inorganic Salts from Crude Petroleum,

API, 8th Midyear Meeting, Wichita, Kans., May 24, 1938.

3 Blair, C. M., Jr., Removal of Inorganic Salts from Petroleum, Oil Gas J .,
Apr. 4,

1940, p. 52.

« Desalting of Petroleum with Fiberglas Packing, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., MM, 41d
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mixed with the incoming crude oil to produce a brine containing 2 to 5 lb
of salt per bbl. Union of the water with brine droplets is reported to be
75 per cent or more complete, 6 and hence the brine droplets that remainm the crude oil after settling contain little salt. The pressure drop
through the water mixers ranges from 12 to 40 psi.

Settling times of 1 hr are common, but 2 hr is sometimes employed
Caustic soda is often added6 in amounts large enough to produce a pH of
8 to 9 in the brine. The oil is passed upward through a 10- to 25-ft bath

CHEMICAL AGENT~?

TOPPING PLANT"
EXCHANGERS

DESALTED
CRUDE OIL

15-20 FT.

i

v

10-25 FT.

SETTLER
SYSTEM

i
BRINE TO

SEWER

0£ ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM

EXHAUST STEAM
HEATER OR COILS

DESALTED

CRUDE OIL

> -Ml If til

BRINE TO

SEWER
Fig. 8-4. Salt-settling systems. (Oil Gas J.)

of brine and then through 15 to 20 ft of oil. Accumulations of debris a.
the interface should be drained at frequent intervals. The genera
arrangement is indicated in Fig. 8-4, and it also shows the now wideh
used electrical process. 7

In handling more stable mixtures, the aforementioned simple heat- anc
water-diluent system may be assisted by the use of chemicals or a high

.
Nels°n

'
Maxutov, and Wirth, III, Crude Oil Desalting, AIME Meetmg, Oklahoma City, Oct. 8, 1937.

• Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Feb. 17, 1945, p. 121.

Prnfpt^
1

/^^nson
'

^traction of Salts from Refinery Stocks by the Electric*
.
Process, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., October, 1937.
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potential electric field (16,500 to 33,000 volts) across the settling vessel to
cause more rapid coalescence of droplets. By these methods the salt con-
tent can usually be reduced by 90 per cent or more, and the time of
settling may be reduced in some instances to only 20 min. Among the
ingredients 8 of treating compounds are the following:

Per cent

Modified fatty acids partly or wholly saponified with ammonia. ..... 35-48
Oil-soluble sodium petroleum sulfonate

. 13-31
Water-soluble solvents, dilute alcohol (10-14 per cent), etc. ......\\ . 10-20
Oil-soluble solvents, kerosene, crude oil, naphthas, cresol, etc. 4-25
Inorganic sulfates, sodium sulfate, sodium sulfite

. i_2

Few directions can be given for the selection of treating agents, but in
general, for alkaline brines of high pH value the neutral soaps of oleic
acid, solid fatty acids, liquid-saturated fatty acids, linoleic acid, etc.
should be used; for alkaline brines of lower pH ordinary turkey-red oil,'

with the sulfonate group esterified and loosely linked, may be successful;
and finally, for more acid brines "one should consider the soaps of naph-
thenic acids, preferably having a low sulfate content, and the more stable
fatty acid, alcoholic, or aromatic sulfonates, having a higher sulfate con-
tent, provided these are adapted to the pH of the water, and do not con-
tain antagonistic constituents" (ones that cause precipitation). 9 The
use of small amounts of very dilute caustic soda (3 per cent of a 0.3 per
cent solution) or phenol-saturated spent caustic solution is found to be
beneficial in some instances. ,

• » i ;

Waste-water Disposal. The pollution of streams arid harbors by waste
water from refineries is a problem that must be met by all refiners. 10- 11

Simple gravity-type settlers are widely used. These function according
to the basic law of Stokes which for spherical particles is

9D2
(p,

-
18/x

in which v is the maximum velocity of settling, D is the diameter of the
spherical particles, ps and Pl are the densities of the soiid and liquid, and
n is the viscosity, all in cgs units. Commercial settlers deviate from the
theoretical behavior, but Eq. (8-1) constitutes a guide by which com-

8 Bennett, H., "The Chemical Formulary," vol. 2, p. 179 (Tretolites), D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1935.

8 Van Dedem, G. W., Chemical Methods for Separating Petroleum Emulsions, Oil
Gas J., Aug. 12, 1937, p. 65.

10 Hart, W. B., Elements of Waste-water Separator Design, API, 8th Midyear
Meeting, Wichita, Kans., May 24, 1938.

11 API, Disposal of Refinery Wastes, sec. I, 5th ed., 1953.

v = " - r"
(8-1)
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mercial relationships can be correlated. A complete review of settling

has been made by A. C. Ingersoll. 12

Somewhat the same layout of settler as that developed by API studies 11

is shown in Fig. 8-5. The flight scraper serves to move sediment out
of the box in a continuous manner. A filter11 that utilizes cloth as the
filter medium may be used after the settler for removing the last traces

of iridescent oil film. Settlers are usually constructed of concrete ,and
have a depth of 6 to 8 ft. Other dimensions are not of great significance,

provided that the retention time is adequately long and provided that
the incoming waste water is evenly distributed across the settler. Many
settlers are producing waste water that contains only 5 ppm of oil. A
film of oil ranging from 0.000006 to 0.000012 in. thick on the surface of

Manifold inlet

'Oilcollecfer (adjustable height)

V Oilretainer baffle—^

I

f Pafh of fluid flow

fLiquid level

t

±
"

i ^Flight scraper for

\
cleaning(moves counter

i clockwise)

Outlet—*
"* Slurry collecting chamber

Second stage*Inlets pointeddown

First stage

Fig. 8-5. Vertical section of a waste-water separator.

Avater will produce an iridescent coloration. W. B. Hart13 has published
numerous articles on nearly every feature of refinery waste disposal.

Separators cannot be expected to handle waters more highly acid than
a pH of 4.5 or more alkaline than a pH of 10 or to handle true emulsions of
oil in water such as so-called "white water." In such an emulsion the oil

is dispersed through a continuous water phase and is carried through the
separator. Later the emulsion may be destroyed by dilution or other
effects that will liberate the oil. Emulsions of water-in-oil which may
contain asphalt, clay, dirt, alkaline earth soaps, lead sulfide, or coke as the
emulsifying agent are not usually troublesome. Occasionally, however,

11 Fundamentals and Performance of Gravity Separation, Pet. Refiner, June, 1951,
p. 106.

" Disposal of Refinery Wastes, a series of 20 articles, Natl. Pet. News, Tech. Sec,
Jan. 2, 1946; Feb. 6, 1946; Mar. 6, 1946; Apr. 3, 1946; May 1, 1946; June 5, 1946; July
3, 1946; Aug. 7

t 1946; and continued in monthly issues of Pet. Processing throughout
beptember -December, 1946, and January-September, 1947.
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one of these emulsions will have a specific gravity that is the same as that
of water, and it will not settle. All these special cases should be met by
corrections in the general processing scheme of the refinery rather than in
the waste separator. Burroughs 14 recommends methods of disposing of
emulsions from traps, separators, yard tanks, and treating plants, and
the disposal of tank bottoms, spent caustic solutions, and obnoxious gases.
Water is becoming so valuable that it, too, is being recovered for reuse."

Furnaces

|
(

Fire steam
175ft

Blowdown

Towe rs

Relief valves
Atm.

Liquid filled

vessels

Fire water

Blowdown
stack- Sewer

fa
§5 Air motor operated, valves

Exchangers Pump out

Fia. 8-6. Emergency disposal of hot oil. (Pet. Refiner.)

Emergency Drains and Vents. This important and complicated topic
can only be mentioned. In case of fire or similar emergency three meth-
ods of blowdown are employed: (1) hot oils of low vapor pressure are
released into a blowdown stack as in Fig. 8-6. 16 where they are quenched
with water, the liquid is released to the sewer, and the vapor is vented to
the atmosphere; (2) gases and cold oils of high vapor pressure are released
into a drum which is vented to a flare stack where the gases burn at the
top of the stack, and the liquid in the drum is pumped to storage tanks;
and (3) cold oils of low vapor pressure are pumped directly to storage
tanks. Figure 8-6 is typical of most hot-oil disposal systems. All air-

u Disposal of Refinery Wastes, Pet. Refiner, July, 1946, p. 81.
" Pursell and Ferguson, Oil Gas J., Aug. 16, 1944, p. 114.
18 Johnson, J. H., Fundamental Requirements for Safe Arrangement of Drains and

Vents, Pet. Refiner, June, 1947, p. 91.
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motor-operated valves are operated from a central control station located
to. give maximum safety and accessibility. Several other blowdown dia.grams are given by Johnson. 16

Storage. The types of storage required for volatile and other types of
liquids are indicated in Fig. 8-7 as a function of vapor pressure and tem-
perature (also see Fig. 8-8). Thus, spherical shapes may be used to store
gasolines and low-vapor-pressure natural gasoline, and if the temperature
never exceeds about 80°F, as in some arctic climes, even
pressure natural gasoline may be kept in such storage. Of course, if
sufficiently refrigerated any material can be stored at atmospheric
pressure in simple insulated tanks connected to a compressor which isused to iquefy and return to the tank the small amount of material that
evaporates. Liquefied methane (natural gas) has been transported in
this way m specially insulated barges and tankers. 17 A common method
of gauging sealed storage tanks involves the difference in pressure in thevapor space and in the, bottom of a gas-filled tube Which extends nearlv
.to the bottom of the tank. In calibrating1* or "strapping" horizontal
cylindrical tanks, tables of the segments of circles appearing in hand-books are useful but special consideration must be given to the volumes
contained m various types of heads. 19

Evaporation losses are a function of so many variables such as .(1)hquid or surface temperature, (2) variation in atmospheric temperature
(3 true vapor pressure of liquid, .(4) volume of vapor space (how full)

fi T
°r/e^c

]
1VeneSS

°f SUrfaCe
'
(6) fre^uenc^ ofm»Z> (7) construc-

IZ?L '
&) gT °f Sa

;

turation attained in gas space, etc., that onlythe gross approximation indicated in Table 8-1 for a 10 R.v.p. gasoline
Table 8-1. Indication of Evapokation Losses for 10-lb. R.v.p. Gasoline

in Small (5,000 bbl) Cone Roof Tanks
Aluminum paint, half full

'

Temperature,

°F
Standing loss,

% per year

Working loss,

% per filling

20 1.65 0.09
2.5 0.14

60 5.0 0.20
70 6.8 0.25

9.6 0.30

0.35
90 14.5

100 25.0 0.41

^^^^it^ GaS
^°
M
?
Ve by Barge

' m Ga8 *« •Mar
- 22, 1954.

ard k
M

+

eaSU"ng
> ?

an?Phng and Testing Petroleum Shipments, Stand-ard Inspection Laboratory, Standard Oil Development Co New York» Nelson, W. L., Oil Qas J., Sept. 23, 1944, p 203
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can be given* The effectiveness of various colors of paints in reflecting
light, based on white as 90 and black as zero, is

21
-
22 about as follows:

Reflection of ATinrny ml a(Ina

heat breathing loss

0 1.25
10 1.25

1.0059
Aluminum, new 67 0.80
White 90 0.75

Losses are also smaller in large tanks2 * being about 80 per cent as largem a 60,000-bbl tank as in a 5,000-bbl tank, and only 50 per cent in a

5£ f"
8

- |
phericaI storage tanks-2,500 and 1,500 bbl. (Photographer E. M. Payne,Houston, Texas, and Chicago Bridge and Iron Company.)

'

120 000-bbl tank. Finally, vapor pressure is vitally effective in changing
the losses 23

(see Table 8-2). All of these data are most general (Tables
8-1, 8-2, etc.) and accordingly, computations22 - 2 *. 2* are necessary for each
situation. The losses from floating roof types of tanks (or their use by

Z St
011

' Z' b °il GaS J
'
Feb

' mi
t P- 202

> ««* Mar. 1, 1951, p. 78.

Loaa^vF PWr 7"
L''^ Gas J Nov. 2, 1953, p. 130; also Symposium, Evaporation

Loss of Petroleum, Oil Gas J., Nov. 17, 1952, pp. 266-298.
" API Evaporation Loss of Petroleum from Storage Tanks, Symposium 32d Ann.

Meeting, Chicago, 111., Nov. 10, 1952; or Oil Gas J., Nov. 17, 1952, pp. 266-298.S3 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Apr. 26, 1954, p. 254.
»« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., June 23, 1952, p. 111.
» Prater, N. H., Pet. Processing, April, 1954, p. 537.
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Table 8-2. Approximate Effect of Vapor Pressure on Evaporation Losses

Light gasoline. . . .

Gasoline (the baits)

Heavy gasoline

Crude oil

Crude oil

Crude oil

200-300° solvent

300-400° solvent

120° flash, kerosene
150° flash, distillate

Vapor pressure, psia

Reid at 100°F

12

10

8

6

4

2

Loss relative to

True at 60°F
loss of 10 R-V'P-

6.0

4.8

3.6

4.7

3.2

1.6

0.9
0.6°

1.5 mm"
0.5 mm1

125

100

76

98

67

33

19

12

0.6

0.2

• Based on vapor pressure required to cause the flash point.

manifolding several tanks to one floating roof tank) are much smaller

r 17?^ °f a blank6t °f tiny Plastic balloons is s&id t0 decr*ase losses
by 40 to 90 per cent."

0.50 r-

76 78 80
Outlet water temperature, °F

W w;iP
o
Pr°^ma! •

rCla
,

tive caP.acities of induced-draft and atmospheric water-cool-ing towers as a function of operating conditions.
«-w*h

Water Cooling. Water is becoming so scarce that cooling by means
of ponds, spray ponds, or cooling towers must be practiced in nearly all
refineries. Heat dissipation from ponds is affected by the air temperature
and its humidity, by the amount of sunshine, and by the wind velocity,

i955^.
emke and Veatch

' 08 J
'
Nov' 16

'
1953

' p-m
'
m <*» J >

0ct-
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but it usually ranges from 2 Btu per sq ft per hr per deg difference in air
and water temperatures in winter, to about 4 Btu during the summer. 27

More detail is given by Langhaar. 28
If the warm water is sprayed

through nozzles at a pressure of 7 to 10 pounds, a much smaller area of
pond may be used. Each square foot of surface can handle 150 to 250
pounds of water per hr. The temperature attained in the pond when the
hot water is at 110°F is usually within 10 to 20°F of the wet-bulb tem-
perature. Even better control of losses and contamination is possible
with atmospheric or induced-draft cooling towers. The approximate
relative capacities of induced-draft or atmospheric towers are indicatedm Fig. 8-9, and the reciprocals of the same factors may be considered as
the relative costs of such towers. Thus, a tower operating at a 6°F
approach to a wet-bulb temperature of 65°F (cooling to 7l°F) will han-
dle only 57 per cent as much as when it operates for 75.6°F water (an
approach of 10.6°F). Note also that the capacity is about 33 per cent
more if an outgoing water temperature of 79°F is adequate.

Figure 8-9 can only be an approximation because it neglects the sensible
heat introduced by the dry-bulb temperature and by the inlet water
temperature. However, it (Fig. 8-9) was based on a water-cooling range
of about 20°F, and the effect of a cooling range of 30°F is to increase the
capacity by about 17 per cent whereas a cooling range of only 15°F
decreases the capacity by about 15 per cent.

The amount of evaporation loss ranges from 0.85 to 1.25 per cent of the
circulation over the tower for each 10°F of temperature drop through the
tower. Windage loss for induced-draft towers usually ranges from 0.1 to
0.3 per cent of the circulation but may be 0.8 to 1.3 per cent for atmos-
pheric-type towers. The make-up water continually brings salts or-

solids into the system, and although the windage loss removes salt, an
equilibrium in salt concentration is established which eventually requires
that water be discarded from the system.

17 Hicks, T. G., Pet. Refiner, April, 1952, p. 164.
"Langhaar, J. W., Chem. Eng., August, 1953, p. 194.



CHAPTER 9

REFINERY CORROSION AND METALS

Corrosion cost refiners about $560,000,000 during 1956 (Table 9-1
),

1

and if the cost of corrosion in the production, transportation, and market-

ing divisions is added to this, the levy exceeds 2 cents per gal of gasoline.

Those refiners who escape sulfide and acid corrosion by processing selected

Oils still must contend with soil corrosion, atmospheric oxidation, naph
thenic acids, and high temperature oxidation. Chemical analyses of the

oil are useful, but it is also necessary to determine corrosiveness by plant

tests and by special laboratory\ests (refer to Chap. 2, pp. 17-18, and Chap.

4, pp. 89 and 128). The cost of corrosion due to high sulfur and sourness

shown in Table 9-1 is an average, and accordingly, the cost varies with the

amount of sulfur and degree of sourness from as low as 2 cents per bbl for

a crude oil that contains only 0.5 per cent sulfur (plus 2.7 cents if it is

sour) to as high as 28 cents for an unstable type of oil that contains

5 per -cent of sulfur (plus 8 cents if it is sour). 2 Extensive tabulations3

of the high-temperature strengths, applications, and analyses Of the

alloys and steels used for refinery services have been published.

Sulfide Corrosion. Hydrogen sulfide is often found in natural gas or

dissolved in crude oil, and in addition it may be formed by the decomposi-

tion of organic sulfur compounds at high temperatures. It rapidly

attacks steel parts that are exposed to the gas. Equipment that suffers

by this corrosion comprises storage tanks and gas lines, and at tempera-

tures exceeding 400°F, pipestill tubes, evaporators, and fractionators.

Liberation of hydrogen sulfide is very rapid at 650 to 700°F, but at

temperatures higher than 900°F the rate of liberation appears to

decrease. The presence of moisture facilitates the action of hydrogen

1 Nelson, W. L., Cost of Refining High Sulfur Crudes, Oil Gas J., Aug. 16, 1954,

p. 150.

2 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Aug. 1, 1955, p. 117.

» Nelson, W; L., Oil Gas J., Creep Strengths of Stainless Steels, Mar. 30, 1953, p.

195, and Apr. 27, 1953, p. 291; Applications of Stainless Steel, Aug. 17, 1953, p. 156;

Metals for Low Temperatures, Apr. 12, 1954, p. 163; Where to Use Aluminum Alloys,

Aug. 30, 1954, p. 103; Application of Metals and Alloys . . . , Sept. 27, 1954, through
Apr. 18, 1955; and Alphabetical List of Alloys . . . , Sept. 14, 1953, through Jan. 4,

1954.
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Table 9-1. Estimates op Cost of Corrosion to the Refining Industry, 1956°
(Cents per barrel)

High
sulfur

alone

High
sulfur

with

sourness

1. Maintenance (about 70% of total maintenance)
2. Lost production (5 days per year)

3. Depreciation more rapid

Total stated by F. N. Speller (1927)" *

4. Material and labor for corrosion repair

Total of items 1, 3, and 4 stated6 in 1953°
5. Built-in resistance (13% of plant cost).

6. Inspection cost of tools,

Total by API, items 1, 2, 5, and 6 (1954)£

7. Neutralizing chemicals (incl. half of desalting cost).

8. Cathodic protection of lines '

9. Unscheduled shutdown time

10. Product loss by leaks or contamination
11. Fires, accidents, and insurance

12. Over-design of equipment
13. Waste disposal

Total of all"

• All costs converted to 1956 by Nelson Refinery Construction Cost Index, Oil
Gas J., July 27, 1952, p. 105. The Index is published in the first issue each month of
the Oil and Gas Journal.

b What Does Corrosion Cost You, Pel. Processing, November, 1953, p. 1625.
• Guthrie, V. B., Pet. Processing, May, 1954, p. 708. Estimate of total was 19.4

cents per bbl.

in the gaseous mixture is of great
sulfide, and the concentration

importance. 4

In handling 5 high-sulfur crude oils, chromium steels are
(Table 9-2). The cost of expensive equipment is due mainly to labor
costs and the intricacy of design, and hence higher chromium contents
are justified for vessel linings, bubble caps and trays, centrifugal pumps,
pump liners, wear rings, pump rods, connections to vessels, pipestill
bends, etc. The relative prices, strengths, and protection afforded by
chromium steels show that their use is usually justified (see Table 9-3).
The corrosiveness of sulfur-bearing oils is not directly proportional to

the sulfur content. Crude oils that contain 2 per cent sulfur and that

* Devine et al., Oxygen Effect on Hydrogen Sulfide Gas Corrosion, Oil Gas J., Apr
7, 1932, p. 16.

6 Nelson. W. L., Applications of Stainless Steel, Oil Gas J., Aug. 17, 1953, p. 156.
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Table 9-2

Max temp, °F

Per cent chromium

"PitipqHII tuViAQ
Vessels or tanks

jiixpensive

or hangers equipment

450- 550 None 1-3 5
450- 800 1 2-9 7-12
700- 950 5-13 linings 7-12 12-16°
900-1,000 13-18° linings 5e-8e 12-27°

1,000-1,300 18°-27° linings 18°-27« 25a-27°
1,300-1,600 • •>.......,. . 18°-27°

1,750 20. 5*

Usually with about half as much nickel.
6 Inconel. About 32 % Ni and 44% Fe.
< Applies only to tubes. Sulfide corrosion is less active at this temperature.

Table 9-3. Extra Cost versus Extra Performance (Approximate) for
Alloy Steels Used in Refinery Pipestills

Applies primarily to chromium and chrome-nickel steels, some with molybdenum

Number
of

times

greater

cost

Number of tinles better
]jerformance ( than for carbon steel)

Strength

alone0
Oxidation

alone*

Sulfide

corrosion

alone*

Using twice thickness required by
strength of carbon steel

Oxidation Sulfide Oxid. and sulfide

1.3 1.5 1.3? 1.38 1.62 1.5
1.5 1.5" 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.87 1.69
2.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.87 2.5 2.19
3.0 1.6 2.7 2.8 3.7 3.8 3.8
4.0 1.8 4.9 3.2 7.05 4.6 5.8
6.0 2.0 9.4 4.4 14.1 6.6 10.3
8.0 2.6 13.7 5.8 22.0 9.3 15.6
10.0 3.2 18.1 7.4 30.6 12.5 22.2
12.0 4.5 22.7 9.5 40.5 16.9 28.6
14.0 6.8 48.0 11.8 High 22.0 55.5
16.0 9.7 74.0 14.3 27.2 High
18.0 13.4 100.0 16.8 32.2
20.0 17.2 High 19.4 High
24.0 23.0 23.0

° At customary temperatures, 900-1200°F.
6 No credit for strength.

* Bold face indicates that the extra cost of alloy steel is not justified by the per-
formance.
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cause little trouble by sulfide corrosion have been reported, but others

containing less than 0.7 per cent have destroyed distillation equipment in

less than 6 months. As a further example, the sulfur content of gasoline

marketed in the United States has been limited to less than 0.1 per cent,

but at one time fuels were marketed in Germany that contained as much
as 1.5 per cent sulfur and no serious engine corrosion has been reported.

Chromium steel is the standard material, for withstanding sulfide corro-

sion. Resistance becomes noticeable at about 1 per cent chromium, but
in most instances the use of more than 13 per cent is not justified. The
high-chromium (13 per cent up) steels tend to lose ductility, particularly

if used at high temperatures, and hence nickel is employed with the

chromium to assist in avoiding loss of ductility.

The additional cost of high-temperature or resistant alloy steels as

compared with carbon steel must be justified by such factors as (1) oxida-

tion resistance, (2) strength at elevated temperatures, (3) sulfide resist-

ance, (4) great cost of replacing complicated equipment, (5) maintenance
labor and warehouse inventory, and (6) avoidance of shutdowns. The
approximate relationship between some of these variables is indicated in

Table 9-3 for the tubes and tube hangers used in refinery pipestills, 8 and
the general relationship is undoubtedly valid for many other applications.

It is clearly evident that the extra cost of alloy steels cannot be justified

by 'consideration of strength alone or sulfide resistance alone. The
increase in cost is nearly always greater than the increase in strength

or the increase in sulfide resistance. Oxidation helps to justify the use of

alloy steels, and strength indirectly alters the situation because more
metal thickness becomes available for destruction by corrosion if the

alloy steel has a high strength. Thus, a 1-in. thick carbon-steel tube,

which must be only % m - thick for strength, provides only a ^£-in. thick-

ness for corrosion whereas a 1-in. thick 2 per cent chromium steel of

50 per cent greater strength provides M in. of material which can be
destroyed by corrosion before the tube must be retired from service.

Neutralizing chemicals, particularly lime, are widely used to combat
sulfide corrosion. The effect of ammonia is not entirely known, 7 but
caustic soda causes troublesome scaling or clogging of tubes and evap-

orator surfaces.

Processing Sour Crudes. Points of corrosive attack are marked on the

flow diagram 8 of Fig. 9-1 by letters, and the letters are used as paragraph

headings in the following discussion.

A. Poison Hazard. Hydrogen sulfide is one of the most poisonous

gases. Percentages of 0.1 per cent in air are fatal in less than 30 min, and

8 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 25, 1953, p. 267.
7 Puckett, R. E., Preventing Corrosion, Oil Gas J., Sept. 23, 1937, p. 44.
8 Nelson, W. L., Hazards and Corrosion with Sour Crudes, Oil Gas J., Pec. 16, 1944,

p. 107.
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lower percentages are also dangerous. Warning signs should be posted
at dangerous spots such as sewer openings and tank hatches. It is a
heavy gas and therefore tends to collect on the ground at low points.

B. Fire Hazard. Fresh sulfide corrosion scale may burst into flame
spontaneously upon exposure to air. 9 Most difficulty is encountered with
exchanger-tube bundles and with the scale in naphtha-rundown tanks
Upon shutdown,. the lines and vessels should be flushed with water and
left full until the equipment is opened. Tube bundles should be sprayed
with water while being withdrawn, and all scaled surfaces should be kept
moist. The scrapings are kept moist until they are buried.

C. Elimination of Sulfide Gas. Dangers can be minimized by early
elimination of the hydrogen sulfide by burning it under boilers, by stabili-
zation of the incoming crude oil, and by washing straight-run products
w>fi« caustic soda. Sulfur is recovered from hydrogen sulfide in many

„' important because a combination of
and hydrochloric acid corrosion is exceedingly troublesome.

Reduction of the salt content to 5 to 10 lb per 1,000 bbl crude oil greatly
reduces the sulfide corrosion. Ganister linings may be used in the settler
vessels. Injection of caustic ahead of settlers to a pH of 8 to 9 helps
corrosion and aids settling.

E. Ammonia and lime are used in the naphtha-rundown and cracking
systems, respectively. Ammonia, used in amounts (often 0.01 to 0.03 lb
per bbl) to give a pH in the condensed water of 7, is introduced into the
top tray or vapor line of naphtha towers along with enough steam to
wash ammonium chloride out of the condenser system. Unsuccessful
desalting may require the use of Monel metal in the naphtha condenser
system. At temperatures past 700°F, lime in amounts of 0.3 to 1.0 lb
per bbl is said to decrease corrosion by 75 to 85 per cent.

F. Field lines may be cement-lined if corrosion is severe.
G. Tank corrosion is usually not serious except for crude oil (6 to

8 years), and naphtha-rundown tanks (4 to 7 years) if the naphtha is not
caustic-washed. Steam may be injected in the vapor space, or the roof
rafters and the bottom may be covered with gunite.
H. Topping piping. Corrosion is not severe except at points where the

temperature exceeds 500°F as in transfer lines (use 5 per cent chromium).
Occasionally Monel metal is required in naphtha-rundown lines if desalt-
ing and ammonia are not successful.

I. Cracking piping requirements range from plain steel for feed, pres-
sure distillate vapor, and coke transfer lines; 5 to 9 per cent chromium for
flash or coke chamber vapor lines, still transfer lines, recycle, and resid-

9 Anon., Ferro Sulfide Source of Unexplained Tank Fires, Oil Gas J., Feb. 4, 1943,
p. 33. ' *
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uum lines; to 9 to 18 per cent chromium for the line from the reaction

chamber to the flash chamber.

/. Still-tubes and transfer-line materials are indicated in Table 9-2.

K. Crude towers suffer little loss except below the feed tray when the
feed is at 600 to 700°F (use 12 per cent chromium lining), and on the top
tray if ammonia and desalting are unsuccessful (use Monel-metal liner).

L. Cracking towers and chambers are lost in 6 to 12 months unless lined

with 12 per cent chromium (also trays and caps), but one .refiner finds

5 to 12 per cent liners on inlet nozzles or openings is all that is required.

Gunite is used successfully for some soakers, reaction chambers, and flash

chambers.

M. Pumps for topping may require no special materials, although
12 per cent chromium and 18-8 chromium-nickel liners, rods, valves, and
seats are sometimes used. Centrifugal pumps may require 12 per cent
impeller wear rings and shaft sleeves. Naphtha reflux pumps may
require Monel metal.

N. Pumps for cracking must utilize 5 per cent chromium blocks, and
liners ranging from 12 per cent chromium to 25-12 chromium nickel as

well as 12 per cent chromium rods, valves, and seats. Centrifugal pumps

shaft sleeves.

0. Exchanger tubes are usually steel for oil-to-oil or admiralty for oil-to-

water, but 5 to 7 per cent chromium tubes are used for cracked residuum.

P. Condensers may require Monel-metal shells or lining, but admiralty

metal is usually satisfactory for tubes.

Acid Corrosion. Hydrochloric acid is not present in crude oil, but it

may be produced during distillation by the. hydrolysis of chloride salts,

particularly magnesium chloride, that are present in the brine found in

crude oils. Sulfuric acid is probably produced by the oxidation of hydro-

gen sulfide in the presence of moisture, but only small amounts of sulfuric

acid have been detected. These acids constitute the "acid" corrosion

occurs in vapor lines, condensers, coolers, and rundown lines and
at points in which water accumulates, such as in valves in

horizontal lines.

The corrosive action of dilute hydrochloric acid at the temperatures

encountered in distillation equipment cannot be satisfactorily withstood

by any common materials. However, the copper-base alloys have been

widely used for hydrochloric acid and brine corrosion. Although condi-

tions are not the same in all plants, the use of copper-base alloy tubes for

condensers and water-cooled exchangers appears to be increasing. One
refiner 10 has been using the following kinds of tubes:

" Wilten, H. M., Mining Met., March, 1937, p. 143.



Percentage of tubes
in service Approx.

relative

1930 1933 1936

Steel

Stainless steel (18-8)...
4 1 .

V '
Admiralty metal or other copper-base alloys

.

18.0

60.3

21.7

16.3

14.9

68.8

12.0

5.6

82.4

1.0

4.8

1.2

becausetm^^^X^Z TyS are used
>

sion. The other neutajJ^Z^^l^J^^^ «™>
corrosion halts after^1 ^Jf^8 filma »
admiralty-metal tubes must be"Laned f~«vT *
occurs mainly beneath breaks or poro^o^ tte'

Jbecause common
*.brass is dissolved and is replaL *s^ c^ ^— *

Corrosion dii« t.n nmVl o„,4 j.. ,
— FVC1,

required their use but that failure occurred maink L L<£
Corrosion

*J* -s such as,„,, ; icmiieraiures sucii as

rapidly ~Th7oZr
"w"cia *™ fum***, oxidation or scaling occurs very

at elevated temperatures For2 T Strength and toughness

for boiler and"e pa^ts ttatlre JTT.^ Suited

furnace gases
eXP°Sed *° "** temperatures and to

beeause in a furnace the metal stttesfrt^^ZZ^
Screenre2h n/c

g
1

Carb°n Steel is shown in F*- »*»
sq^e nch)Xt a maS3 1 T^,^ 88 the loadM pers^S^S^^lZr^ at a high temperature withoutS given rate of stretch. Creep strengths are frequently given

"^^^t^^S^^f-i is, m. p. 112.

Tram. ASMS, 1946. ^ °f °>Pper% Condenser Tubes,

» Strauss, Jerome, Tram. Am. Sec. SUd Treating, 16, 191 (1929).
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as the pounds per square inch that will not cause an elongation of more
than 1 per cent in 10,000 hr. A creep of 1 per cent in 100,000 hr has also
been used m many tests. Table 9-5 shows pertinent properties
common tube steels. The economic usefulness of various tube
was indicated in Table 9-3.

High temperature (above about 1200°F) steel castings are usually
classified with respect to their resistance to (1) oxidizing atmospheres, (2)
oxidizing atmospheres in the presence of sulfur, and (3) reducing atmos-
pheres. Most refinery or power plant furnaces operate in an oxidizing
atmosphere, or sulfidizing if the sulfur content of the fuel is abnormally
high. Gases that contain more than 100 grains of sulfur dioxide per

7o.ooa

Fia. 9-2. Rate of flow of cast carbon steel at elevated temperatures.

100 cu ft are a source of sulfide corrosion. Natural gas and manufac-
tured gases can be easily desulfurized to below 5 to 10 grains sulfur, but
many crude oils and coals produce sulfidizing furnace atmospheres (see
Table 14-7). Oxidizing atmospheres are best handled by chromium-
nickel steels (18-8 to -25-20), reducing atmosphere by nickel-chrome
steels (65-15, 35-15, and 25-20), and sulfidizing atmospheres may be
handled with straight-chromium steels because of their cheapness. These
relationships are indicated in Table 9-6.

End supports for tubes in pipestills are usually protected from the hot
gases by insulation so. that plain cast iron or very low alloy irons (1 per
cent chromium) may be used. In the hotter regions of convection sec-
tions or economizer sections of steam plants, higher alloy irons are useful.
At 1500°F gray iron oxidizes about 16 times mors rapidly than the
Ni-resist iron of Table 9-6.

Low-temperature Services. With the advent of solvent dewaxing
processes and ethylene manufacture, the lack of impact or shock resistance
of metals became an important consideration. Three general types of
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Table 9-5. Properties of Tube Steels

Kind of steel

Killed carbon

Carbon molybdenum
Silicon molybdenum
1 chromium, silicon, molybde-
num

1.25 chromium, silicon,- molyb-
denum

2 chromium, molybdenum
2 chromium, silicon, molybde-
num

2.5 chromium, silicon, molyb-
denum ;

3 chromium, silicon, molybde-
num

3 chromium, molybdenum ....

5 chromium, molybdenum. . .

.

5 chromium, silicon, molybde-
num

5 chromium, silicon, alumi-
num,6 molybdenum

9 chromium molybdenum ....

18-8 chromium nickel.

Approximate

composition Design"

strength,

psi

Relative

penetra-

tion by
scaling

Rela-

tive

cost"%
Cr

%Si %
Mo

nV n oV .A 0 6,500 1.0 1.0
0 0.3 0.5 12.000 l . 1 o 1 .60
n 1 K1 .

0

n kU.o 9,500 0.73 1.55

1.0 1.25 .0.5 12,000 0.84 1.9

1 9*5X . £iO ft IKU . to U.O 18,000 0.77 1.87
2.0 0.5 max 0.5 10,000 0.70 2.1

2.0 1.25 0.5 7 500 n 9qU . Z'J 6.Z

2.5 0.75 0.5 ft UKu.oo 1 -35

3.0 1.25 0.5 9,000 .... 2.5
3.0 0 . 5 max 1.0 11,000 0.46 2.6
5.0 0.2 0.5 9 000 u .^*o 1 OK

5.0 1.5 0.5 9,000 0.06 3.5

5.0 0.75 0.5 7,600 0.03 3.6
9.0 ....... 1.5 11,000 0.06 6.0
18.0 (8Ni) 0 17.500 0.01 11.2

id on creep strength at 1000°F alloWing 1 per cent creep in 10,000 hr.
b About 0.7 per cent aluminum.
e Based on 1955 prices, but ratios have not changed much since 1940.

materials are suitable: (1) solid-solution alloys such as Monel -metal,
Inconel, and the austenitic stainless steels, along with low-alloy steels?
that are low in carbon and contain an alloy element soluble in iron, (2)
certain elements such as copper, nickel, and lead, and (3) alloy cast irons.
The low-alloy steels, particularly the nickel steels, are cheaper and are
widely used down to temperatures of minus 100°F. Figure 9-3 indicates"
the impact strengths of various materials relative to their impact strengths
at higher (often room) temperatures, and Table 9-7 indicates the kinds
of materials shown in Fig. 9-3. Note that curves 1, 2, and 3 for chromium
and plain carbon steels show almost a complete loss of impact strength
at minus 50°F.

Apr ^2
S

1954

W
p

L
i63

LOW Temperature Oil Gits J., Aug. 7, 1941, p. 43; and
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Table 9-7. Materials Shown in Fig. 9-3

Curve

num-
ber

Material (steel unless designated)

-

Per

cent

C
Per cent others

1 0.17 5Cr
2 0.04
3 0.15
4 0.15 0.46 Va
5 Manganese vanadium (castings) .

.

0.32 1.11 Mn average
6 0.15 0.89 Si, 1.12 Mn
7 0.19 0.6 Cu, 1.09 Mn
8 0.16 0.66 Zr
9 Copper chromium 0.15 0.85 Cu, 0.51 Cr
10 Nickel 0.2 2 . 1 Ni average
11 (Average of many kinds")
12 Au steni tic steels, monel metal, and

the elements lead, copper, and

13 3-30 Ni, 0.5-5 Cr
J

Notes

After high-temperature service
Nearly pure iron

Regular carbon steel

Normalized and tempered

Normalized
About 300 Brinell

Solutions or pure metals

• SAE 4130, 4615, 4140, 4815, 4340, and

-100 -50 0
Temperature, Deg.F.

Fig. 9-3. Relative impact strengths of metallic materials at various
Table 9-7 shows the kinds of materials.

100
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Metals for Refinery Chemicals. The universal materials for handling
sulfuric acid are steel and lead. Ordinary mild steel withstands concen-
trated acid, but chemical lead must be used for dilute acid. Lead is such
a ductile material that it presents many structural difficulties. For this
reason, lead-lined rather than solid lead equipments, such as pipelines
agitators, and pumps, are gaining in favor. Recently some success has
been attained in spraying steel with lead. A number of other materials,
including tin, zinc, aluminum, copper, brass, nickel silver, Monel metal'
and stainless steel, are also being sprayed. The coating 15

is applied by
roughening the surface by a sandblast and spraying the surfacing metal
from an oxyacetylene gun. Several coats must be applied. Metallizing
is also used to build up worn pump rods, to hard-face cylinder liners, etc.

Certain alloy cast irons such as Duriron (14.5 silicon) and the high-silica
irons are useful for lines, valves, pumps, etc., for handling sulfuric acid
and acid sludge. In fact, ordinary cast iron is used for many corrosive
conditions because of its cheapness. Wilkinson" presents an excellent
summary of the resistance of alloys to sulfuric acid used in treating,
alkylation, reclamation, and concentration processes.

Plain steel and cast iron are the common metals for handling caustic
soda or sodium hydroxide, although under certain conditions nickel or
Monel metal is superior. Likewise plain steel is the common material
for handling anhydrous hydrofluoric acid.

Hydrochloric acid and even brines are so troublesome that scarcely any
entirely satisfactory materials are available. Among the best materials
are metallic silver or tantalum and glass or ceramics ware. For dilute
acid or brines, the standard materials are the copper-base alloys or
nickel alloys (see Table 9-4).

Table 9-8 indicates some of the services3 that have not been discussed
in this chapter. Note especially that slight differences in the service
may cause an alloy to be unsatisfactory and accordingly Table 9-8 is
only an indication of the types of resistant materials that should be
explored.

Nonsparking Metals. Certain low-melting metals such as aluminum,
copper, tin, and lead are completely nonsparking. Copper-base alloys
such as beryllium copper and aluminum bronze are classed as nonspark-
ing, and Monel metal produces such low-temperature sparks that gun-
powder, gasoline, or explosive gas mixtures are not easily ignited.

„
Ne^aIi2ing Chemicals. Few materials are satisfactory resistors to
acid" corrosion, and hence neutralizing chemicals such as ammonia,

sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, and lime are widely used. In gen-

!IS
Ce
u
H

"
B
" Metal SprayinS ' • * i R*f. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., April, 1933, p. 148.

Mechanical and Metallurgical Control of Sulfuric Acid Corrosion in Petroleum
Processes. Tram. ASME, 1946.
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Table 9-8. Indication of Allot Materials Used in Petroleum Refining*

Numbers in parentheses indicate materials listed on opposite page

Service or Equipment

Acid sludge—lines and pumps (1, 3, 5)

Acid sludge—pumps (8, 11, 14, 16, 17)

Alkylation—hydrofluoric acid (8, 39)

Antimony chloride & hydrochloric acid

(10)

Bolts or bolting—low temperature (20)

Bolts or bolting—submerged condensers

(32)

Carbon black paste (13, 23, 24, 33, 34)

Catalytic cracking—elevator bushings (4)

Catalytic cracking—linings or cladding

(23, 24, 27)

Condensers—topping (8, 13, 28, 33)

Condensers—vacuum (25, 28, 29)

Copper chloride—solutions (16, 17, 38)

Ethylene-reaction tubes (11, 23)

Fans—blades (24, 25)

Filter cloth (8, 10, 11, 24, 25)

Furfural—condensers or exchangers (28,

29)

Furfural—regenerator tower (3, 8, 10, 26)

Hydrochloric acid—hot (2, 7, 35, 36)

Hydrochloric acid—cold dilute (1, 10, 14,

17, 36)

Hydrochloric acid—very dilute and

brines (3, 8, 12, 13, 33)

Hydrofluoric acid—boiling 48% (7, 9)

Hydrofluoric acid—60% at 185°F (7, 9,

13)

Hydrofluoric acid—100% cold (39)

Instrument parts—low coef expansion

(19)

Isomerization—dilute HC1 or with SbCU
(10, 16)

Isomerization—200°F trichloride satura-

tor, HC1 reboiler, etc. (8)

Isomerization—I94°F. catalyst contactor

(10)

Isomerization—pump parts & hot acid

(3, 16, 17, 18)

Mercaptans (28)

Monoethylene amines—coolers, ex-

changers, etc. (7, 28, 29)

Naphthenic acids—550°F (11, 22, 24)

Phosphoric acid—liq blowback in poly

plant (8)

Phosphoric acid—low cone, high temp

(22, 24)

Phosphoric acid—high cone, high temp

(7, 16, 17)

Phosphoric acid—storage, 75-85% at

150°F (8)

Phenol, wet vapor (10, 15, 16, 17)

Propane chillers (28)

Stack—flare tip (11)

Sodium hypochlorite (7, 30)

Soihum hydroxide—10% at 131°F; 67%
at 257°F; or 80% at 275°F (7)

Sodium hydroxide—30-50% at 179°F (8,

10, 12, 39)

Sodium hydroxide—cone boiling with

H2S (9, 11)

Solutizer solutions, reboilers, etc. (8, 10,

21)

Sulfur, molten or vapor (8, 28)

Sulfuric acid—25% boiling (5, 6, 7)

Sulfuric acid—75% at 275°F, 96% at

176°F (7, 15, 16, 18)

Sulfuric acid—over 96% cold (7, 39)

Sulfuric acid—over 96% cold, pumps &
valves (23, 24)

Sulfuric acid—all cone & temp (1, 7, 16)

Sulfuric acid—fuming (17)

Water—corrosive (13, 29, 30, 33, 34)

Water—salt, centrifugal pumps (3)

Water—salt, bolts (8, 31)

Water—salt, tubing (30)
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Table 9-8. Indication of Allot Matehials Used in Petroleum Refining"
(Continued)

Materials

1 High silica irons—Duriron, Tantiron, 20 Nickel steel, 3M"8 Ni
Corrosiron, etc. 21 Nickel steel, SAE 2512

2 Silicon molybdenum irons—Duri- 22 Stainless steel, 3% Mo
chlor, etc. 23 Stainless steel, Type 304

3 Ni-resist iron 24 Stainless steel, Type 316 or 317
4 Ni-bard iron 25 Stainless steel, Type 405 or 410
5 Chemical lead or linings 26 Stainless steel, Type 502
6 Chemical tile 27 11-13 chromium steel

7 Carbon (Karbate) 28 Aluminum alloys

8 Monel 29 Alclad steel

9 Monel H or S 30 Aluminum bronze
10 Nickel or linings or cladding 31 Everdur brass

11 Inconel 32 Copper silicon manganese alloys
12 Nickel silver 33 Admiralty (or antimonial) brass
13 Cupro nickel 34 Red brass
14 Worthite 35 Silver metal
15 Hasteiloy A 36 Tantalum metal
16 HasteUoy B 37 11-14 manganese steel

17 Hasteiloy C 38 Haveg
18 Hasteiloy D 39 Carbon steel or east iron
19 Nickel iron, 36-50 Ni

• Inasmuch as only slight differences in the service may cause an alloy to be unsatis-
factory, this list is only an indication of the types of materials that should be explored.

eral, these chemicals are introduced into the vapor lines of distillation

units. Ammonia is introduced as a gas, and the other materials as dilute

solutions, although lime is preferably added as a slurry. Lime is often
used in cracking plants by injecting it with the charge to the pipestill,

and it serves partly to reduce acid corrosion as well as sulfide corrosion.
Brandt 17 explains the use and application of ammonia. Polyaromatic
amines having large oxyethylated side chains are widely used as inhib-
itors to "acid" corrosion, and similar inhibitors are put into the hydro-
chloric acid used in cleaning refinery equipment.
The solutions are usually injected into the system by direct-acting

pumps. A fine dispersion of the chemical in the oil is essential, and hence
the solutions are often mixed with a part of the oil by means of mixing
columns before they are injected into the system. These columns consist
of a pipe containing baffle plates. From 0.15 to 0.3 per cent by volume of

caustic soda solution (about 10°Be) or 0.3 to 1.0 lb of lime per bbl of

" Brandt, L. H., Ammonia for Corrosion Control, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mir., August,
1937, p. 382.
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charging stock is usually sufficient, although the exact amount must be
determined by plant experiments. Obviously, an excess of the neutralizer

creates alkaline corrosion, which may be more severe than the original

acid corrosion, and hence the chemicals are not added in large enough
quantities to neutralize the acid or sulfide materials completely. The
corrosion can often be reduced to half by adding much less chemical
than the amount required for complete neutralization.

Ammonia rapidly attacks admiralty metal, and hence ammonia should
not be used in a system having brass condenser tubes or parts. In some
instances ammonia has been successfully used with admiralty-metal con-
densers but under careful supervision so that no large excess was ever

down water is held between 7 and 7.7, but if copper-base alloys are pres-

ent the pH is held between 5.8 and 7.2. One refiner reports a decrease in

the iron content of the rundown water from 456 to only 45 parts per
million when the pH was increased from 4.8 to 6.6. Ammonium chloride

gradually accumulates in the lines and condensers, and it must be
flushed out" with water or steam during cleaning periods. Caustic soda

also causes deposits, and these deposits are so difficult to remove that the
use of caustic has been gradually abandoned. Caustic deposits are par-

ticularly troublesome within fractionating towers so that, if acid corrosion

occurs within a tower, ammonia has usually been adopted as the neutraliz-

ing agent. Caustic soda also causes caustic embrittlement of the steel

shells of evaporators, towers, etc., and is said to promote coking in furnace
tubes. Two and one-half to twenty pounds of anhydrous ammonia is

used for 1,000 bbl of crude oil, depending upon the amount of acid that is

produced. Some refiners have reported a decrease of 97 per cent in the
extent of acid corrosion by the use of ammonia.



CHAPTER 10

CHEMICAL TREATMENTS

Impurities that are present in crude oils and those produced uuoag
refinery distillation and cracking operations must be removed from nearly
all commercial products. Improvements in color, stability to light, odor
sulfur content, amount of gumlike or asphaltic substances, corrosiveness'
and composition are accomplished by treating. Sulfuric' acid was once
widely used because it partly removes sulfur, precipitates asphaltic or
gumlike materials, improves color and stability, and to some extent
improves the odor. Sweetening of "sour" distillates is always necessary
but the long dominant "doctor process" is being supplanted by mer-
captan-removal sweetening processes. Acid and adsorbent clays are
still used to improve the color of lubricating oils, but the solvent-extrac-
tion processes of Chap. 11 are now standard lubricating-oil practice.
Desulfumation processes whereby sulfur is eliminated in the form of
hydrogen sulfide are becoming significant.

-

SULFURIC ACID TREATMENT

Paraffin and naphthene hydrocarbons are only slightly attacked by
93 per cent (66° Be) acid at room temperature. Higher temperatures
and concentrations cause attack, particularly upon isomers having several
?ide chains Benzene is only slightly attacked by 93 per cent acid, but
toluene 1 and xylene are more readily attacked. Thus 66° Be" and stronger
acid (and also sulfur dioxide) is used to remove the aromatics that cause asmoky flame in kerosenes.

Olefins, diolefins, and acetylenes are attacked by even 75 per cent acid.
High temperatures and acid concentrations favor polymerization of ole-
fins and low temperatures and acid concentrations favor'the formation
of alkyl acid sulfates, neutral esters, and sec. and tert. alcohols. Higher
alcohols, dipolymers, and to some extent acid alkyl sulfates dissolve in
cracked distillate; and upon redistillation the acid alkyl sulfates decom-
pose, yielding alcohols, sulfur dioxide, and colored materials. These sul-

(1947)^'^^ WadSW°rth
' * ' '

T°luene ^tt* Ind
- Chem., 39, 1010
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fates are dissolved by caustic soda, but the neutral esters are not; and at

temperatures over about 285°F they decompose, causing discoloration

and tar or gumlike materials in the distillate. 2

Sulfuric acid also removes or dissolves resinous or asphaltic substances

that may be present because of poor fractionation, entrainment, or crack-

ing. These materials tend to inhibit the crystallization of wax, and hence

acid treatment often raises the pour point. Oxygen compounds, such as

naphthenic acids and ketones, and substances such as alcohols and alde-

hydes that are formed by high-temperature oxidation are dissolved by
sulfuric acid, but when diluted with oil their removal is never complete.

Nitrogen bases similar to quinoline or pyridine, which are produced in

small quantities during distillation, are easily dissolved in dilute acid.

Strong acid (93 per cent or stronger) is necessary to remove mercap-

tans, but such large quantities are required that "sweetening" is seldom

practiced in this manner. Alkyl sulfides, disulfides and sulfates, and

most sulfur compounds are removed by 93 per cent or stronger acid, but

the acid alkyl sulfates dissolve to some extent in the oil.

The rate of3 action of sulfuric acid on the various impurities appears to

be somewhat as follows: (1) nitrogen compounds such as amines, amides,

and amino acids; (2) asphaltic substances; (3) olefins; (4) aromatics; and

(5) naphthenic acids.

The loss in octane number of cracked gasoline is not large for normal

quantities of acid. 4- 6

Concentration of Acid. Sixty-six Baum6 2 or 93 per cent acid finds

most general use. However, for treating light distillates to color

more dilute acid may be advantageous. 6 For most other

as removing combined sulfur, improving the burning qi

and removing tar from lubricating oils, a 93 per cent or stronger acid

should be used. For lubricating oil, 98 per cent acid is also widely used.

The weakest suitable acid is employed because sludge losses are higher

with strong acid. In treating pressure distillate Potthoff7 finds that

sludge and polymerization losses are almost twice as large when using

strong acid. Total losses ranged from 1.6 per cent when using 5 lb acid

per bbl, up to 11.3 per cent for 20 lb acid per bbl. Weir, Houghton, and

Majewski8 find somewhat the same for a 289 viscosity at 100°F lubricat-

1 Brooks and Humphrey, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 40, 822 (1918).

9 Pyhala, E., Petroleum, 9, 1506 (1928).

« Born and Wilson, Nail. Pet. News, Apr. 5, 1933, p. 23.

» Wirth, Kanhofer, and Murphy, Control of Color . . . Treating, Ref. Natl. Gaso.

Mfr., December, 1930, p. 89.

•Kalichevsky and Stagner, "Chemical Refining of Petroleum," p. 51, Chemical

Catalog Company, Inc., New York, 1933.

'Purification of Pressure Distillate, Oil Gas J., Mar. 5, 1931, p. 141.

« Control of Color . . . Treating, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., December, 1930, p. 89.
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ing oil. In the concentration range of 75 to 98 per cent acid, the sludge
loss increased 0.002 to 0.0125 per cent for each increase of 1 per cent of
acid concentration. Losses ranged up to 4.15 per cent for 31.3 lb acid per
bbl when using 98 per cent acid.

Strong acid (93 to 103 per cent) used at low temperatures (25 to 50°F)
removes sulfur from gasolines, and aromatic hydrocarbons from burning
oils or transformer oils, but the color is generally poorer when using fum-
ing acid. Cooke and Hayford, 9 in treating pressure distillate by the
Stratford centrifuge process, found that 80 per cent acid produced a
0.2 per cent sulfur distillate whereas 104 per cent acid reduced the sulfur
content to 0.07 per cent.

For improvement of color, an acid of 93 per cent strength is recom-
mended; but if the combined sulfur is low, an acid of only 85 per cent
strength may be advantageous. Weak acid is also useful in removing
nitrogen bases and for improving the color without removing unsaturated

A large amount of spent alkylation acid is becoming available to the
industry and it has a strength of 90 to 93 per cent because of inactive
hydrocarbons and certain oxidation products contained in it It has
been found satisfactory10 for the treating of naphthas, furnace oils, and
lubricating oils (if a subsequent rerunning operation is conducted).
Results with wax and other special uses have not been consistent, but
ways of utilizing the acid have been devised by most refiners.

Quantity of Acid. Too much acid may result in a poorer color and
a loss of aromatic and unsaturated hydrocarbons. If acid is applied to
lubricating oils in too large doses, the oil may be discolored by "burning."
The remedy is to use the acid in small charges and keep the oil cool. The
treatment of spray oils, medicinal oils, and sometimes wax is accomplished
by adding fuming acid in 25 or 30 lb per bbl charges and using as muchm some cases, as 200 lb of acid per bbl.

The quantity of acid that is commonly used is about as follows:
Natural gasoline—usually none but occasionally 2 lb per bbl.
Straight-run gasoUne—MsuaWy none but may require 5 lb per bbl for

sulfur removal.

Pressure distillate-usually none but for high-sulfur oils and oils from
naphthene-base crude oils even 8 lb per bbl may be required.
Solvents—O to 5 lb per bbl if high-sulfur stocks must be processed.
Kerosene—

1 to 15 lb but as much as 75 lb per bbl for the kerosene
from some naphthene-base crude oils. Sulfur dioxide extraction is more
feasible for such kerosenes.

Lubricating oils—Q to 60 lb per bbl. Pennsylvanian oils usually require
• Distillate Treating, Part II, Ref. Nat. Oaso. Mfr., April, 1934, p. 130.
Bland, W. F., How to Conserve Sulfuric Acid, Pet. Processing, August, 1951, p. 865.
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no acid treatment; mixed-base oils more; and asphalt-base oils the

higher figure. Vacuum-distilled or solvent extracted stocks require much
less acid.

Cooke and Hayford 9 find that the desulfurization is directly pro-

portional to the amount of acid that is used.

Temperature of Treatment. Polymerization losses are greater at

higher temperatures, so that unless polymerization is desired, as in rare

cases when the sludge is to be utilized, lower temperatures are desirable.

High temperatures favor the removal of aromatic and unsaturated hydro-

carbons and of resinous asphaltic materials. Thus naphthenic kerosenes

and solvents are usually refined at a relatively high temperature unless

the removal of sulfur is also necessary.

Lower temperatures produce a better color in the product and are favor-

able for the removal of sulfur compounds. In treating lubricating oils at

low temperatures the viscosity of the oil may be so great that settling is

slow and the separation imperfect. This results in too long a contact time

and a loss in color, and hence lubricating oils are usually treated at rela-

tively high temperatures. The Union Oil Company of California has

studied the effect of temperature, acid concentration, and amount of acid

on the removal of sulfur from cracked distillates. 11

The temperatures that are commonly used for various treating opera-

tions are as follows:

Straight-run gasoline—70 to 90°F. If large quantities of acid are

required, it may be practical to go to lower temperatures.

Cracked gasoline—60 to 90°F. If heavy treats are required, tempera-

tures of 25 to 30°F are recommended, although temperatures of 40 to

50° may be more economical.

Kerosene—90 to 130°F. If the oil is to be redistilled, a higher tempera-

ture may be economical. Robinson 12 finds that low temperatures are

better.

Lubricating-oil stocks—Customary temperatures13 (110-180°F) for

various stocks are indicated in earlier editions of this book.

Cylinder stock—ISO to 170°F13 and 150 to 180°F if treating is conducted

before dewaxing.

The cold-treating methods have many advantages from a treating

standpoint, but the refrigeration requirements are enormous.

Contact Time. Two factors are involved in considering the contact

time. Prolonged contact of acid sludge and oil results in a poorer color

and less stability, but too short a time may prevent complete utilization

"Table 93, 2d ed. this book; also Kalichevsky and Stagner, "Chemical Refining

of Petroleum," p. 51, Chemical Catalog Company, Inc., New York, 1933.

11 Robinson, C. L., U.S. Pat. 910,584 (Jan. 26, 1909).

"Kauffman, H. L., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., May, 1927, p. 59.
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of the acid. Furthermore, the time of contact is intimately associated
with the fineness of dispersion of the acid throughout the oil and the time
required to separate the sludge.

Straight-run and cracked gasolines are contacted with acid for less than
a minute in continuous-treating systems. A short contact time is particu-
larly advantageous for cracked gasolines to minimize polymerization and
sulfation of the oil. The time of contact is sometimes held to only a few
seconds by mechanical contactors, 14 and the settling time is eliminated
almost altogether by centrifugal means. Continuous processes for treat-
ing lubricating oils have been investigated, 16' 16-" and a short time of
contact (10 min) is found to be advantageous.

In conventional batch agitation, the time of contact is much longer.
For light distillates the time of air agitation ranges from 15 to 40 min.
Kerosene normally requires 30 or 40 min, and for lubricating oils the time
may be 90 min. The time required to settle the sludge in an agitator

't

n

IT
fr°m

* ^W minUtGS f°r gasoline t0 as lonS as 15 1" 1

for very viscous

Inhibitors of Gum. During cracking, unsaturated hydrocarbons are
produced that upon exposure to air during storage produce so-called
"gum" in the gasoline. Gum may be removed by treatment with sul-
furic acid or by vapor-phase treatment with fuller's earth (Gray process),
but the use of antioxidants or inhibitors has become standard practice!
Inhibitors delay the formation of gum; but if sufficient time elapses, they
do not prevent its formation. Exposure to sunlight, elevated storage
temperatures, or a high percentage of sulfur contributes 18 to more rapid
gum formation. The stability of gasoline 19

is approximately proportional
to the induction period in oxidation bomb tests for gum.
Among inhibitor agents- are such synthetic materials as dibenzyl-

para-aminophenol, monobenzyl-para-aminophenol, para-hydroxyphenyl-
morpholine, tributylamine, alpha-naphthol, and catechol; in coal-tar
distillates, cresols and xylenols; and in wood-tar distillates, creosote,
catechol, ethyl guaiacol, mono ethers of pyrogallol, and the xylenols. 20

" Stratford, C. "W., Nad. Pet. News, Mar. 12, 1930, p. .

"Jones, L. D., Use of Centrifuge in Acid Treating Petroleum Stocks, Ref. Nat.
Gaso. Mfr., June, 1934, p. 224.

"Walker, R. C, Continuous . . . Centrifugal Separation . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso.
Mfr., June, 1934, p. 228.

" Trescott, L. C, Sludge, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., May, 1934, p. 172.
"McNamara, T. L.,.

. . . Gum Stabilities of Gasoline, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr.,
October, 1934, p. 381.

83 a940)

and Walter$
'

FOnnati°n ™ CraCked Gasoline8
'
Ind

-
E*V. Chem.,

,ino^°
gerS Voorhees

'
Gum formation in Gasoline II, Ind. Eng. Chem., 25, 520
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The amount of each inhibitor required varies widely, but to some extent
this is counteracted by a cost that is inversely proportional to effective-

ness. Minute amounts of heavy metals such as copper or vanadium act

as catalysts in producing gum, and certain compounds have been devel-

oped for counteracting21 this effect.

SWEETENING TREATMENTS

Mercaptans, hydrogen sulfide, and elementary sulfur are removed (or

converted) from light distillates by the so-called "sweetening processes."

Mercaptans impart a foul odor, and they seriously decrease the octane

number by reducing the susceptibility to tetraethyllead. Elementary
sulfur (in the presence of mercaptans) causes corrosion.

There are three major ways of attaining sweetening: (1) processes that

oxidize mercaptans to disulfides, (2) processes that remove the mercap-
tans, and (3) processes that destroy and remove other sulfur compounds
along with mercaptans, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur. The last of these

methods is usually considered as a "desulfurization" process. Walker
and Kenney22 present a comprehensive discussion of the various treating

processes.

Oxidation Processes. These processes convert mercaptans into less

odoriferous disulfides by such processes as the doctor, 2
' copper chloride, 24

hypochlorite, 26 and lead sulfide , processes. 26 Since disulfides harm the

lead susceptibility of gasoline and since the need of reduction of mer-
captans to "doctor sweet" (0.0004 per cent) is being questioned, 27 these

processes are being gradually abandoned. However, catalysts or inhib-

itors28 of the p-phenylenediamine type, which in the presence of air cause

mercaptans in some caustic-washed gasolines to be converted during a
few days into disulfides (so-called inhibitor sweetening), continue to be
used because of the cheapness of such a process. Small amounts of

11 Downing, Clarkson, and Pedersen, . . . Metal Catalysts in Gaso. Gum Forma-
tion, Oil Gas J., July 27, 1939, p. 97.

» Removing and Converting Mercaptans, Pet. Processing, April, 1956, pp. 58-66.

"Lowry, C. D., Jr., The Plumbite Sweetening of Gasoline, Universal Oil Products
Co. (Chicago), Booklet 242, May, 1940.
u Conn, M. W., Perco Copper Sweetening, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., March, 1941, p. 53;

and Schieman, C. T., Jr., Linde Copper Sweetening Process, Pet. Engr., May, 1947,

p. 184.

.£» » Anon., Treating Natural Gasoline . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., July, 1933, p. 278.

" Happel and Robertson, Lead Sulfide . . . Dry Sweetening Agent, Oil Gas. J.,

Mar. 31, 1938, p. 125.

" Happel and Cauley, Significance of the Doctor Test for Gasoline, Proc. API,
21M (3), 96 (1940).

" Moriarity and Johnson, Recent Developments in Petroleum Treating Procedures,
presented before Nat. Pet. Assoc., Charleston, W.Va., May 5, 1949; also Jones,
M. C. K., Sodafining, Oil Gas J., Apr. 12, 1951, p. 88.
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metals (lead, bismuth, thallium, etc.) in the caustic used in inhibitor

sweetening hasten the sweetening reaction and help in reducing peroxide

or gum formation.

Mercaptan Dissolving Processes. These processes, such as caustic

washing, 29 Shell Solutizer, 30 Atlantic Unisol, 31 Pure Oil Mercapsol, 32 and
Tannin Solutizer, 33 are still in very common use. All of these except
caustic washing employ solubility promoters such as salts of isobutyric

acid, 30 alkyl phenols, 30 methanol, 31
cresols, 32 and naphthenic acids, 82 along

with caustic soda. Natural promoters are also present in most naph-
thas, 34 and these will accumulate in the caustic during washing and
regeneration. The solutions are regenerated by heating and steam
stripping, except in the Tannin Solutizer process in which air blowing is

employed.

More recently 34
it has been learned that the use of more concentrated

solutions of caustic and solutizer, which causes two phases of treating

solution to appear, may result in much more complete mercaptan removal.
The oxidation processes are being abandoned mainly because of the

reduction in octane number that occurs. The many processes have been
compared by Happel, Cauley, and Kelley, 36 and although the improve-
ment36 by various processes is dependent upon the particular situation,

the general improvement is as indicated in Table 10-1. The catalytic

processes give the best octane number, but they are more expensive; and
when applied to cracked gasolines the cost mounts rapidly because the
catalyst must be regenerated frequently.

The distribution36 of mercaptan sulfur compounds in gasolines is indi-

cated in Table 10-2. The removal Of mercaptans by the solution

processes is governed by the following equation, 36 which is. applied to each
mercaptan present in the gasoline.

RSH left (per cent)
. (1 - S){E* - E)V + (E - 1)(S - &)K.

,1A1 ,

100 (1 - S)(E° - E)V + (E° - 1)0S - WK, {10~l)

"Henderson, Ross, and Ridgway, The TEL Susceptibilities of Gasoline . . .

Caustic Washing, Ind. Eng. Chem., 31, 27 (1939).
M Yabroff and Border, The Solutizer Process for the Extraction of Mercaptanfc

Proc. API, 20M (3), 95 (1939).

" Field, H. W., The Caustic-methanol Mercaptan Extraction Process, Oil Gas J.,

Sept. 25, 1941, p. 40.

" MacKusick and Alves, Mercapsol Process for Gasoline Treating, Oil Gas J., Apr.
13, 1944, p. 126.

" O'Donnell, J. P., Tannin Solutizer Process Practically Automatic . . . , Oil Gas
J., July 1, 1944, p. 45.

11 Duval and Kalichevsky, Dualayer Process, Oil Gas Apr. 12, 1954, p. 122.
" Critical Analysis of Sweetening Processes and Mercaptan Removal, Oil Gas J.,

Nov. 12, 1942, p. 136.
M Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar. 2, 1946, p. 85; also Oct. 3, p. 137, and Dec. 22,

p. 75, 1945.
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WKt ,
stripping factor; where W - volume ratio, steam to

caustic (steam volume equals condensate volume), K, = strip-

ping coefficient (Fig. 10-1)

KB — ~y, extraction factor; where Kg
= extraction coefficient (Fig.

10-2), V = volume ratio, gasoline to caustic, a = number of
theoretical extraction stages plus one, b =* number of theo-
retical regeneration stages plus one

The K-2 solution of Figs. 10-1 and 10-2 is 6iV potassium hydroxide ancUJV
potassium isobutyrate, and the 20 per cent of "organic acids" are natural
ones dissolved from Mid Continent cracked and straight-run gasolines.
Basic or average susceptibilities of various gasolines to tetraethyllead
are shown in Table 3-11, which is based" on the behavior of about
327 samples. The color stability of some gasolines is also closely related
to sulfur content, to the methods of conducting sweetening, and to
certain methods of mechanical separation."

Caustic washing methods, which involve bringing the gasoline in contact
with sodium, 39 calcium, 40 or magnesium (brucite) hydroxides for the

Table 10-1. Octane Numbeb Improvement bt Desulfttbization*

Octane number
of stock

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Octane number of
: with 3 cc TEL

Catalytic on only

straight-run gasoline*

65.4-73.4

68.6-76.6

71.5-79.5
74.6-82.6

77.7-85.7

80.9-88.9

84.3-92.3

87.5

Chemical processes0

Straight-run and
low-sulfur gasolines

60.4-70.4

63.9-73.9

65.4-75.4

71.1-81.1

74 .9—84 .

9

78.8-88.8

82.6

86.3

Cracked gasolines

73.0-79.0

75.5-81.5

77.3-83.3

• Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Mar.. 2, 1946, p. 85; also Oct. 3, p. 137, and Dee. 22,
p. 75, 1945.

6 Solutizer, Unisol, and Mercapsol.

Bauxite or fuller's earth.

" Nelson, W. L., Lead Response, Oil Gas J., Oct. 6, p. 106, and Oct. 13, p. 137, 1945
" Berger, C. W., Practical Aspects of Sun Stability, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., 15, 411

« Ridgway, C. M., Improving Gasoline by Caustic Washing, OH Gas J., Mar. 31,
1938, p. 83.

"Anon.. Lime Wash . . . Sulfide Removal, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., April, 1940, p. 81.
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removal of hydrogen sulfide and mercaptans, are feasible for some gaso-
lines because of the improvement in lead susceptibility and the saving in

chemicals in subsequent treatments. Caustic solutions ranging from
5 to 15 per cent are employed. Caustic washing is becoming important
again as a means of removing dissolved hydrogen sulfide from the prod-
ucts of catalytic desulfurization processes. A recent modification41

involves regeneration of the caustic along with oxygen in electrolytic cells.
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Number of Carbon Atoms
in Normal Mercaptan

Fio. 10-1. Stripping coefficient vs. number of carbon atoms (in the normal mercaptan)
for some treating solutions.

to disulfides which can be with-in the alkali are

D...L. Yabroff et al." developed the Solutizer process, which permits
more complete removal of mercaptans by a caustic solution. An organic
agent is used to. increase the solubility of mercaptans in the caustic

solution. The low-molecular-weight mercaptans are dissolved by caustic

alone, but solutizers must be added in order to remove the mercaptans
having three or more carbon atoms to the molecule. The Unisol or

41 Duff, Dahl M., Mercaptan Removal Ups Octane, Oil Gas J., July 19, 1954, p. 115;
and Mortlock, D. H., Pet. Refiner, November, 1954, p. 205.
« The Solutizer Process, May, 1939, p. 171; The Regeneration Step . . . , Novem-

ber, 1939, p. 131; and ... Octane Number and Lead Susceptibility, March, 1940,

p. 55; all in Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr.
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caustic methanol process employs methanol at the center of a packed

treating column and caustic soda throughout the entire length of the

column. Small amounts of methanol are lost with the gasoline, and the

methanol must be distilled after it (and the mercaptans) has been stripped

from the caustic. The particular cresols and naphthenic acids employed

in the Mercapsol process can be repeatedly regenerated, and the process

operates at a low treating ratio. Tannin can be used with the Solutizer
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Fig. 10-2. Extraction coefficient vs. number of carbon atoms (in the normal mercaptan)

for some treating solutions.

process and perhaps other solution-promoter processes. It is unique

because the solutizer solution can be regenerated by air blowing rather

than steam stripping. This keeps temperatures low and reduces utility

Although catalytic desulfurization differs vitally from what have been

termed "sweetening processes," it serves the same purpose and in addition

is able to remove more stable sulfur compounds than those involved in

plain sweetening. The gum content of cracked gasoline is also reduced by

the process. When operated at 1000°F rather than the customary 750°F
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the process is similar to the Cycloversion catalytic cracking process except
that the charge stock is naphtha rather than gas oil.

The doctor treatment consists of contacting the oil with a little sulfur and
with alkaline sodium plumbite solution.

2RSH + Na2PbO, = (RS) 2Pb + 2NaOH
(RS) 2Pb + S = USi + PbS

Elementary sulfur in the gasoline is removed by these reactions; but if an
excess (about 20 per cent more than required for the reaction) of sulfur
remains in the oil, the oil will be corrosive. Gasolines that contain much
free sulfur sometimes require the addition of mercaptans or sour distillates

before the doctor treatment, because mercaptans are necessary in complet-
ing the reactions with sulfur. Stability of color is greatly improved by
thorough separation of chemicals during settling and washing.
The concentration of the sodium hydroxide solution should be 12 to

30°Be" (8 to 24 per cent). The solubility of lead oxide in caustic soda
increases with the gravity of the solution, being about 1 per cent in a
12°B6 solution and about 3 per cent in a 30°Be* solution. Rhombic or
lump sulfur should be used because flowers of sulfur is not sufficiently

soluble in oil. Continuous-treating equipments are generally used, but

lead sulfide and decreasing the amount of sulfur that is required.

Spent doctor solution is often recovered or used over again by adding
more litharge to the solution and carrying the sulfide in suspension.
Many refiners oxidize the lead sulfide as a caustic slurry by heating to
150 to 175°F and blowing with air, which converts the sulfide to plumbite.
Lead sulfide itself may be used as a. sweetening agent. The over-all

reaction is the same as those given for doctor sweetening, but the lead
sulfide may act catalytically to cause the two doctor reactions to take
place simultaneously as

2RSH + S + 2NaOH R& + Na2S + 2H,0

The reaction may be conducted by contacting the sour gasoline, sulfur,

and oxygen (air) with a solid bed of lead sulfide catalyst" or by recycling
the lead sulfide suspended in a strong caustic solution44 with the introduc-
tion of air and current revivification of part of the lead sulfide solution by
washing with hot water.

Sodium or calcium hypochlorite sweetening has found extensive use in the

« Happel and Robertson, Lead Sulfide . . . Dry Sweetening Agent, Oil Gas J.,
Mar. 31, 1938, p. 125.

** Altshuler and Graves, Refinements in Sweetening Technique, Ref. Nat. Gaso.
Af/r., June, 1937, p. 272.
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treating of natural gasoline and straight-run gasoline but it is „= a
for eracked products or high-boiling oils.

'
°m USed

process involves the oxidation of mercaDtans indisulfides and the reduction of cupric chloride to the cuprous stat^
4RSH + 4CuCl 2 2R!SS + 4CuCl + 4HC1

The cuprous chloride is then oxidized with air or oxygen:

4CuCl + 4HC1 + 02- 4CuCl2 + 2H,0

ore^T Pr
,°
C

.

eSS^ reaCti0nS teke P]ace «aneously in the

ruTfideIrfV " °f CUPriC ChlQride and fute'
8 Hydregensulfide and lower mercaptans are removed in a prelinunary caustic waT

DESULFUMZATION

hZT T!?'
met?°ds °f reducing the amo™t of sulfur have beendeveloped those which involve solvent extraction of th^ul^r «T

ESSE: t

b
T23rs of the sutf" £5

otttoZtt ,r
^ mt° hydr°gen 3u]fide and hydrocarbon remnants

not as Zo orlff
f ThB S°1Vent 6Xtraction Passes5

™°lf™ k
P

?v
°tlVe aS the catalytic Processes in the removal of

SSZZSfiTTZ entife -leculerd It the

Thus w*!
hydr^bons

'
Particularly those with aromatic rings

Hydrogen fluoride is effective, but its effectiveness decreases with

Table 10-3

Solvent Solvent

vol., %
Raffinate

sulfur, %
Sulfur

removed, %
Extract,

wt, %
Sulfur dioxide (at 68°Fi

100

100

20

0.30

0.47
73

56
Furfural. .

.

TT ,

Hydrogen fluoride. .

.

35

25

Hydrogen fluoride...
50

100

0.34

0.20

0.13

69 14

Hydrogen fluoride 82

85
16

17

« Lasdo, T. S., How to Desulfurfce Dtarf Fuel, Pet. Refiner, January, 1955, p. 1 15.
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increasing molecular weight of the sulfur compound. 46 The solvent
processes tend to raise the pour point and moderately improve the Diesel
Index, but the catalytic processes of desulfurization do not materially
affect either of these properties. Yields by the catalytic processes may
exceed 100 per cent especially if outside hydrogen is supplied. The
sulfur dioxide and furfural extraction processes are described in Chap. 11.

Catalytic desulfurization of straight-run naphthas47 with bauxite or
fuller's earth was once widely used, and the comparison of octane numbers
of Table 10-1 is based on such processes. Vaporized gasoline was passed
through the catalyst at about 750°F, and the hydrogen sulfide produced
from the decomposition of mercaptans, sulfide, and disulfides was frac-
tionated or washed from the product.
More recently, the use of cobalt and molybdenum catalysts supported

on bauxite or fuller's earth has proven to be very effective. When used
with hydrogen circulation"-" and at a high pressure, catalyst activity
can be maintained even when desulfurizing kerosene and straight-run
light distillates. Finally, by the addition of hydrogen from outside
sources,""w." more vigorous decomposition and hydrogenation can. be
undertaken, and in the extreme, whole crude oils and residues54 can
be desulfurized. The Shell Hydrodesulfurization process50 employs a
tungsten-nickel-sulfide type of catalyst.

Desulfurization is actually a mild selective hydrogenation, so mild
that aromatics are not usually hydrogenated to naphthenes. Sulfur is
removed as hydrogen sulfide and the remaining hydrocarbon part of the
molecule is hydrogenated. Sulfides and mercaptans are attacked by
even plain bauxite, and disulfides and thiophenic compounds are more

87ra952r
d EVeriDg

'

Hydr°gen FIU°ride Extraction CW, 44,

rll ?T\
C

\?d^ ReCent Adva»ce3 in Perco Catalytic Desulfurization, Oil

nl ' '
P -

96j ak0 Martin and Carlson, Catalytic Desulfurization by

S* ?Lft! Z
Proc'53

' m Gas J
> Mar

-
26

> 1942
>
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;
and Ame™ a°d wood,

i qTT
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o?

nZatl°n °f Cracked and Straight™ Gasolines, Oil Gas J., May 24,
p. 82.
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«
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i ?^tiC Desulfurizati<>" • • • , Cobalt Molybdate Process, Trans.
A.i.CA./4., 43, 1 (1947).

» Hyde and Porter, The Autofining Process sec. Ill, Proc. Fourth World Pet.
tongr., Rome, 1955.
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Hydrofining's Use in Product Improvement, Oil Gas J.,

<->ct. 18, 1954, p. 92.

» Odasz and Sheffield (Diesulformer), Oil Gas J., Jan. 23, 1956, p. 64.
"McAfee et ai, Gulf HDS Process Upgrades Crudes, Pet. Refiner, May, 1955,

p» loo.
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easily attacked than polycyclic sulfur compounds. Mild decomposition
results in an evolution of hydrogen which can be recycled for hydrogena
tion reactions but if higher boiling or refractory stocks are being treated
extra hydrogen must be introduced from outside sources to maintain a
higher concentration of hydrogen during the reaction. The decomposi-
tion leads to products of slightly lower boiling range than that of theparent material and slightly higher API gravities. The same techniques
have been applied to lubricating oil

66
treating.

offi*^ !
f 400

*?
8°°°F Ere kerned, a temperature

of 600 F causes little reaction and if temperatures exceeding 750°F are
employed, the deposition of carbon on the catalyst becomes rapid
(requiring frequent regeneration) and the losses, to light gases or low-
boilmg materials become larger. In the extreme, the process tends tobecome similar to catalytic cracking, or with sufficient hydrogen it

™ tT
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Pr°CeSS °f W™^™-" Assure ranges from

300 to 500 psi for the most easily desulfurized low-boiling straight-run
feed, to 700 to 1 000 psi when more vigorous hydrogenation is necessary"
in handling high-boiling or cracked feeds. The amount of hydrogen

10 onn
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? a
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e VeI°CHieS °f 8 -°' but the more vi™treatments required for catalytic cycle stocks and residues employ space
velocities ranging from 3 down to even 0.5. Zahnstecher and Petrarca"
conclude that a low space velocity is related to greater desulfurization.At mild operating conditions the catalyst can be used for a year or longer
without regeneration; ordinary operations require regeneration at inter-
nals of 4 to 12 months; and when handling residue materials where coke
deposition may represent 2 to 6 per cent by weight of the feedstock
regeneration may be required at 6 to 24 hour intervals. The catalyst
does not seem to be harmed by repeated regeneration with mixtures
oi air and steam.

Yields are close to 100 liquid volume per cent even with residue feed-
stocks, and m some operations the yield exceeds 101 per dent. Efficiency
of desulfumation depends upon the charge stock and the severity of
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are discussed on page 332 of this chapter.
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REFINING BY ADSORPTION

. utilized by the industry mainly in the
decolonization of liquids, is also being applied to the recovery of gases, 58

the removal of moisture from liquids and gases (see Fig. 7-6), the separa-
tion of aromatic hydrocarbons59 - 60 (by silica gel), and numerous applica-
tions in the so-called catalytic processes many of which employ adsorbents
for support of the catalyst. The physical properties of some adsorbents61

and catalysts are indicated in Tables 10-4 to 10-6.

Various mineral clays, earths, and artificial mineral adsorbents are used
to improve the color of oils and remove asphaltic or resinous material. In
general, three methods are followed: (1) percolation through a long column
of coarse clay, (2) contact at a high temperature with finely powdered
clay, and' (3) contact in the vapor phase with loosely packed clay, but a
continuous process by which clay moves through a percolation bed and
is then continuously turned62 has recently been applied (see Fig. 10-6).

Percolation is the oldest method and in many ways it is not so satis-

factory as contact treatment, but in other ways, particularly its flexibility,

it is a desirable method. The application of vapor-phase treating is

limited to the treatment of the lighter distillates, particularly cracked
gasoline, because higher boiling oils cannot be easily kept in the vapor
state. The Contact process is now used for neutral oils, gasoline, and
diluted cylinder stocks.

The removal of coloring matter from oils by clay appears to be governed
by the adsorption isotherm of Freundlich. 63 This may.be stated as

or in logarithmic form

X 1
log^ = log a + -log C

M Berg and Bradley, Hypersorption—New Fractionation Process, Pet. Engr., May,
1947, p. 115; C. Berg, ... for Gas Fractionation, sec. Ill, Proc. Third World Pet.

Congr., The Hague, 1951; and Hypersorption Process Produces Four . . . Streams,
Pet. Refiner, September, 1950, p. 216; also Kehde et al., Ethylene Recovery . . .

,

Chem. Eng. Progr., 44, 576 (1948).
69 Schuman and Brace, Separating Aromatics by the Arosorb Process, Oil Gas J.,

Apr. 6, 1953, p. 109.
80 Cyclic Adsorption Refining, Pet. Refiner, September, 1954, p. 267.
" Heinemann, Felix, and Heinz, Adsorbents and Catalysts, Pet. Refiner, June, 1954,

p. 159.

u Evans et al., Thermofor Continuous Percolation, Oil Gas J., June 8, 1953, p. 116.
M Walker, Lewis, McAdams, and Gilliland, "Principles of Chemical Engineering,"

3d ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1937.
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Table 10-5. Bulk Weight and Thermal Data of Some Adsorbents

•

Adsorbent

-

Bulk weight,

lb/cu ft

Thermal

conductivity,

Btu/sq ft/hr/

°F/in.

Specific

heat,

Btu/lb/0F

Heat of

wetting

of water,

cal/g at

about

70°F

38-40 1 0.22 29.1

Silica-alumina cracking catalyst. 48-52

Activated alumina Grade F-l . .

.

50 1.5 0.25 14. l a

Activated bauxite (700 F) 61 • > . 0.25 19-21

34 0.4 0.25 23.7

Acid leached bentonite 45 0.25

38-42 0.1 0.24 15.9

25 . . • • • 9.5

» Grade xF-21.

Table 10-6. Heat of Wetting of Adsorbents

cal/g

•

Adsorbent

Activated

(700°F)

bauxite,

(Ark.)

Activated

(550°F)

fuller's

earth

Activated

carbon

Silica

gel

Activated

A120 3

(xF-21)

Water 21.8 23.2 9.5 29.1 18.0

16.2 20.6 25.7 34.9

12.8 17.1 27.0 31.7

12.6 15.0 26.5 29.2

12.3 13,4 27.0 28.5

11.0 12.1 23.0 25.5

9.1 6.5 20.2 21.9

10.1 17.9

36.5 22.1

5.4 4.3

7.4
.

9.3

11.9 9.7

11.0

7i-Heptane 3.0 .... • . • • • • • • 2.7

Triptane - • • » . • • • • • 2.6

Methylcyclohexane » • • • • • * • 4.7

4.5 • • •

.

* • • • • • • • 4.1
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1

where X = units of impurity removed
M = quantity of adsorbent used
C = concentration of the impurities in the oil or vapor, in equi-

librium with the solid adsorbent
a and n = constants that depend upon the characteristics of the adsorb-

ent, oil or vapor, and solvent if one is used
Thus decolorizing data yield straight lines if X/M is plotted against C

on logarithmic graph paper. The equation may be used to compare sev-
eral clays, but this is about the limit of its usefulness, because the value of
the constants is usually unknown. L. L. Davis64 presents a study of five
clays (Table 10-7) in the treatment of a lubricating oil. He found the
reciprocal of the Tag Robinson color was a satisfactory measure of the
impurities or the true color of the oil. For comparing the efficiency of
two clays on a particular oil, the foregoing equation may be arranged in a
more convenient form by dividing one equation by the other, thus

M a' Jl~l)
a

or bC \n' n/

In the selection 66 of a clay, examinations of the clays that are available in
the vicinity should be made in the laboratory. As an indication of the
difference in clays note Table 10-8 by Dunstan. 66 He examined the
decolorizing power of the adsorbents using a 0.25 per cent solution of
crude asphaltic oil in benzene.

Table 10-7. Comparison of Clays

Tag
Robinson

color

Efficiencies as per cent of Riverside earth

Riverside,

Tex,
fuller's earth

Natural,

Utah

Treated

German clay,

dry form

Treated

Tex. clay,

pulp form

Treated

Calif, clay,

pulp form

H
l

m
2

100

100

100

100

120

130

140

150

120

133

140

150

170

235

240

245

285

400

465

500

The more important groups of petroleum adsorbents are (1) fuller's
earth, (2) bentonite, (3) various natural and treated clays, (4) bog iron
ore, (5) bauxite and alumina, and (6) activated carbon. These are often
M Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., March, 1928, p. 90.

Snlftfi
V

-
R '^ibli°^aplir

f *** Adsorbents 1900-1942," United States Cane
Sugar Refinera and Bone Char Manufacturers, and the U.S. National Bureau of Stand-
ards, 1944.

» Morrell and Egloff, reference, Oil Gas J., Jan. 28. 1932, p. 22.
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Table 10-8. Comparison of Decolorizing Materials

\jC oi coioreo.

Material
•

solution

u€COiorizeo oy

Approximate

ddi per ion

A 1 *

60 342

Fuller's earth I 30 171
T> k TT

30 171

25 142

20 114
T '

i 1 1

15 85
-f-\ 1 <

14 80

12 68

Fuller's earth II... 10 57

Ferric oxide 10 57

8 45

8.5 47

Fuller's earth IV 4 23

China clay 2 11.5

2 11.5

sold under trade names such as "Palex," "Filtrol," "Floridin," and
"Kontak." The chief sources of bleaching clays in the United States are

"Georgia, Florida, southern Illinois, Texas, Colorado, Utah, Nevada,

Arizona, and southern California, although suitable clays are found in

many other states. 67 Some are used in the natural state, except for

drying and crushing, but others are burned and washed with water,

steam, or hydrochloric or sulfuric acid. Th3 treated clays usually have a

greater decolorizing power, but the treatment is expensive. Most clays

can be reactivated by burning, and some by washing with solvents.

Synthetic adsorbents such as silica,
59 chromia, md alumina gels68 are

expensive, but various other metals can be intnxluced for improving

the catalytic, adsorptive, or regenerative properties of the gels or catalysts.

Likewise, various chemicals can be added 68 to the natural adsorbents for

enhancing their efficiency.

In general, the hydrocarbons are adsorbed in the following order:

unsaturates, aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins. In each series the

high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons are adsorbed more readily, and this

doubtless accounts for most of the decolorizing action. Thus the specific

gravity, viscosity, and color of the stream of oil from a percolation filter

increase as more and more oil flows through the filter, and the first oil

" Nutting, P. G., Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed., 4, 139 (1932).

w Kalichevsky and Kobe, Refining with Adsorbents, Pet. Refiner, June, 1953, p. 95.
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Table 10-9. Effect of Percolation through Fuller's Earth on the
Properties of a Lubricating Oil°

erial

Unfiltered stock

Stream after oil yield

of:

Gravity,

API

10 bbl

25 bbl

75 bbl

150 bbl

300 bbl

500 bbl

600 bbl

41.6

48.3

46.2

43.2

42.4

41.9

41.8

41.5

Sulfur content,

% by wt

_

0.134

0.02

0.05

0.08

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

Carbon residue,

% by wt

2.25

0.115

0.546

0.932

1.49

1.61

1.79

Viscosity, SUS
at 210°F

156

87

95

125

135

140

140

140

• Kauffman, H. L., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr.,

will be of a much lower gravity and viscosity6' than the parent stock
(Table 10-9). Resinous and asphaltic substances are actively adsorbed
Little of the sulfur is adsorbed, and hence clay-treating methods are
seldom used for desulfurization. 70

TREATING EQUIPMENT

The mechanical operations involved in treating aru ...

mixing or contacting and settling or separating. In'thel^ltopte
arrangement, a batch system, which employs a so-called agitator, may be
used. The system consists of a conical-bottom agitator vessel equipped
with a steam coil and having connections for agitation with air or for cir-
culation by means of pumps. Klaerner" believes that, the explosive
temperature of the air-vapor mixture produced in agitators is within 1°F
of the Pensky-Martens flash point and that in large commercial agitators
it is not affected by rate of blowing. Dangerous voltages (over 300 volts)
are generated in petroleum product pipelines, and during air agitation.A single agitator may be used for many operations such as contact with
sulfuric acid or alkalies, washing with water, or neutralization with
ammonia or clay. A lead lining weighing 8 to 10 lb per sq ft is usually
provided. Lead is a ductile material, and hence it should be supported at
intervals of about 8 in. by reinforcing bars. The support bars are bolted
through the lead to the steel shell, and a strip of lead is burned over each

69 Kauffman, H. L., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., April, 1928, p. 74.
T0 Wood, Sheely, and Trusty, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 18, 169 (1926)

ilm!££mm3m a"""

°

n A^s Petrolenm Produots with ***
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bar and its bolts, so that no steel is exposed. Hard lead (94 Pb-6Sb) and
tellurium lead are gaining in favor because of their greater strength

Continuous treaters involve many arrangements of mixers and settlers
but in principle they are much alike/ The most simple arrangement is a
metering and mixing system such as would be employed in adding tetra-
ethyl fluid or inhibitors to gasoline or demulsifying agents to crude oil
Although injection can be controlled by hand, the best methods employ
proportioning pumps actuated by the main transfer pump, proportioning
orifice flow controllers, or similar automatic proportioning methods »

h are illustrated in Fig. 10-3 for introducing an inhibitor into

Vent
Inhibitor
feed,

Three alternates'
C BA

Raw gasoline
m

Three alternate

Proportioning pumps

B
Or- ratio flow
controller

Or- hand control

Inhibited gasoline

Fig. 10-3. Three methods of adding inhibitor to gasobne.

gasoline If extremely small amounts of agent are added, as in the case
of ethyl fluid or dyes, or if the hand-control method of Fig. 10-3 is used
a more uniform mixture may be attained by recirculating it in and out
of the final storage tank.

Eductors are used"" more widely than indicated in the diagrams in
this chapter, but an eductor is shown in the copper chloride diagram of
Fig. 10-9. In the most simple arrangement, a batch of dye or treating

a/
,^UL

'' 3? Meth0dS °f IniGCfcing Petroleum Inhibitor Pet. Processing,

"
Jleck L. It

,
Mi^g Leaded Gasoline, Pet. Refiner, July, 1949, p. 139; and Hoyt,

H. R„, Automatic TEL Blending . . . Products Pipeline, OH Gas J., Oct. 13, 195^

™T£°7tS*^ ******* Systems, a weekly series in Oil Gas J., start-
ing Sept. 6, 1954, p. 125, and extending through Jan. 10, 1955, p. 105.
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agent is introduced during a short period by simply allowing the agent
to be sucked into the system while an attendant stands by. After the
agent is introduced the entire tank of material may be circulated or
" turned over" until mixing is complete, or propeller mixers76 may be used
A somewhat different system is necessary for contacting a fluid with a

solid treating agent, as in passing gasoline and air through a copper chlo-
ride solid treating agent or in adding sulfur to gasoline in the doctor sweet-
ening process (see Figs. 10-8 and 10-11). When contacting a liquid
reagent with the stock, it is necessary to have some method of recirculation
and perhaps of mixing the two fluids, and an additional vessel for settling
traces of the treating agent or for washing with water. Such systems are
illustrated by the caustic-wash system of Fig. 10-4.

Wafer

Row U
gasoline — Nm
Fresh __r-i

caustic gin

Gasoline
out

Recirculation

To Drainer
<*-+ Recovery

Fig. 10-4. Caustic washing with recirculation of caustic.

Many modifications and elaborations on these systems are possible,
such as the use of motor-driven contactors for mixing the stocks, centri-
fuges for separating the stocks, filters for removing traces of solids, and
various sequences of contacting, settling, washing, etc., as illustrated in
the pressure-distillate treater of Fig. 10-8.

Contacting Methods. The design of mixing columns is normally based
on the pressure drop that is available for mixing. A total pressure drop
of 30 psi is sufficient to give effective mixing, and many refiners find that
mixing is effective at much lower pressure drops. The particular type of
mixer is not important, but intimate contacting must be attained. At
the same time, many refiners report that too intimate a mixing gives diffi-

culty in the settling and suggest only a pump and several sharp-angle
turns for mixing. Among the types of mixers that are used are square-
angle bends, orifice-plate columns, baffle-plate columns, perforated buck-
ets, various mechanical mixers operated by motors, jet or nozzle mixers,

« Rushton, J. H., Design and Operation of Mixers for Large Tank Blendine. Pet.
August, 1954, p. 101.

*'
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and pumps. Irwin76 describes a multiple-cone type of mixer and the
computation of the pressure drop through the mixer. Bell77 indicates
the utilization and power requirements of propeller-type mixers used for
stirring batches of aviation gasoline, distillates, and lubricating oils
Pumps give fair mixing, particularly centrifugal and rotary pumps but
additional mixers and baffle columns for prolonging the time are usually
used. An ingenious use of a centrifugal pump for mixing is mentioned by
Morrell and Bergman. 7' The impeller of the pump is cut down to about
half diameter, and the impeller is reversed in the case.
The orifice column" is widely used for mixing. With an average orifice

discharge coefficient of 0.65, the permanent loss is about 95 per cent of the
pressure differential. Using these figures and when expressing velocity as
barrels per hour, the following formula results:

Bbl per hr = 17.8D2 V^h (io_2)

where D = diameter of orifice hole, in.

Ah = pressure drop across one plate, expressed as head of liquid ft
The accuracy of this equation is influenced by the arrangement of the

orifice hole or holes and by the ratio of the area of orifice holes to the area
of the pipe, but great accuracy in the design of a mixing column is not
justified. In general, the ratio of pipe area to the total orifice area may
range from 3 to 10 and still be satisfactory. Inasmuch as the equation is
to be used for only approximate results, Table 10-10 will prove to be a use-
ful simplification. The figures within the block are the pressure drops
normally employed. The feet of liquid may be converted to pounds per
square inch by the following relation:

Psi = (ft of fluid) X (sp gr) X0.433

or p • ft of fluid

2.148 + 0.01623 (API) (10"3)

The mixing column may be assembled by welding, by cutting slots at
1 ft intervals and on opposite sides of the pipe. The plates are cut with
a recess on one side (as thick as the pipe) so that one side of the plate fits
against the inside of the pipe and the other side extends through the slot
so that it can be welded. Another way to assemble the column is to use
flanged spools with a plate between each spool. The plates may also be
strung on rods, spot-welded, and slipped into the column from the end.

76 Oil Gas J., July 19, 1934, p. 10.

*Z1S£^m^" 3d - 18
'
24- D

-
v*°*—«

n Three articles, Chem. Met. Eng., 35, 210, 291, 350 (1928).
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If a longer time of contact is desirable, so-called contact columns or time

columns may be used. These are attached after the mixing columns as

shown in Fig. 10-8. Time columns may consist of large pipe with half-

moon baffles or orifice plates having large holes. In arranging mixing

equipment, no low points in which the chemical may collect should exist,

because the liquid tends to surge in slugs into the settling equipment.

If the chemical is injected by gravity feed or from a pressure feed tank,

the rate of feed can be controlled with a valve and no metering device is

necessary. If blow cases or eductors are used, the chemical must be

measured as it is added. The most common method of metering is by
orifice meters. Morrell and Bergman*8 present orifice meter charts.

The treater often estimates the material handled by a blow case by noting

the time and the pressure during the admission of chemical.

Table 10-10. Pressure Drop through Orifice Mixers

h orifice plate, expressed as ft of

Bbl

per hr

liquid for the following areas of orifice (total), sq in.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 3.0 6.0 10.0

10 1.2 0.54

20 4.7 2.15 1.11 0.52

40 18.8 8.6 4.45 2.08 0.35 •

60 42.2 19.3 10.0 4.67 0.8.

100 • 53.7 27.7 13,0 2.22 0.57

150 • • • . . . • . 62.5 29.2 5.0 1.29 0.45

200 • • • • 52.0 8.9 2.3
|

0.79

300 • • • • • • • • - 20.0 5.2 1.78

500 14.2 | 4.95

Erample 10-1. * Design of Orifice Mixer. Acid is to be mixed with 8,000 bbl per

day of 53 API pressure distillate. A pressure drop of 25 psi is permissible.

iji I . 8,000 ...
Bbl per hr = = 334

Use about 7 sq in. of orifice holes or openings.

Use a pressure drop, feet of fluid (Table 10-10), of about 5.5 ft.

Pressure drop, psi per plate =
2. 148 + ao^SS) ' 183

25
Number of plates = = about 14
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h^avytm
h

p^h°
Ut

t

fiVe timeS^ °rifice area
'
°r 30 8« *** Use or extraneavy b-in. pipe with a transverse area of 28.9 sq in.

Approximate layout of plates:
Sqin

' Sqin'

£J!*t Sf5£ » * M* - about 7.37m . 7X . , , " <*. i-tti = about 7.37
,

Twelve holes 12 X 0.601 = about 7
«

irin. clearance around one side of plate

«

0 42
Total opening, sq in. —

—

8
'
4 - 7.79 or 7.64

f^1^ Wi
"* 6W " diameter ™*h - -ess around ha,f of the cireum-

plates are spaced 1 ft apart, the total length of the mixing column will be about

In rare instances the time of contact must hp ™-„ „ j r
situations mechanical mixers fi tnT^TlftS^mg systems" may be employed. Continuons contacting w» acid htabo been accomphshed" by means of a horizontal mixer in which"shaft, equipped with blades, rotates at 900 rpm

JSH^ Sep
f
rat°rS

- Alth0Ugh A
- C- Ingersoll" completely pre-sents the theory of settling, the exact settling time that is required „Ctbe determined for each treating operation. In general, caustic and wTrT^^TZTf^T^^"^" TenorfiC

rTuiredtZ^ f°r
l

ca
J
ust"= °' doctor settlers, but an hour may be

Td ™llTn f The S6ttlerS are usua"y ab0«t 40 ft high

21ZSTJtSZiTtLdVt
0 a gen"e"" laK«sP'ace and tends to spoil the separation. Thespravsforwater-wash tanks are usually of welded pipe in the form of a croL or asix-legged star with holes drilled on the same side of each p^eln tiestar. These sprays, all pointed in the same direction, give a gentle rotat-ing motion to the oil in the tank. They are placed several feet 1brfow I

h

sl'ttwl' th

H°riZOntal settli"g •» more effective than verticalsettlers of the same capacity. This is due to the lower vertical velocitym the homontal settler. The velocity of the fluid in the settler 2uW
TmeT ST*

3
1
Pf

minUte
-
A WgherMy **»mtmZS*time for settling. Stokes's law [Eq. (8-1)] governs the rate of settling.

Caustic or doctor settler:

Allow 30 min of time, and use a vertical tank 40 ft high.

» Trivals, H Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., May, 1932, p. 312.

Oct uZ* 5" t^*1™0™ Acid T^ting Heavy Lubricating Oil, Oil Gas JOct 14, 1948, p. 87; or Petroleo Interamericano, December, 1949, p 42
'

P.

13 ** P^rmance of Gravity Separation,&^ June
, 1951 ,
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Volume of oil per hr = IMS X
f§

» 2,800 cu ft

One-half of this = £§99 = 1,400 cum be handled in 30 min

Cross-sectional area of settler = M99 _ 35 8q ft

Diameter = about 6 ft 10 in.

Add -dX^tlerf
C°nVenient

' thCn tW° 2(Mt tanks connected * «&* be used.

Allow 1 hr and use a 40-ft tank.

Cross-sectional area =• 35 X 2 = 70.0 sq ft

Diameter ~ about 9 ft 6 in.

The use of so-called coalescer chambers containing pads of plastic
material," finely woven wire-mesh, coalescing membranes, metal wool
etc., is now common practice in handling either liquid or vapor streams
from many settling or separating operations, but little appears in the

r
t6^»l ab0Ut SUCh aPPlications- Cyclone separators for handling

liquids83 84 as well as vapors have been developed.
Mechanical filters packed with sand, gravel and rock, or with rock

salt are also effective in coagulating particles of water or solution. The
salt filters used in copper chloride sweetening have the added advantage
ol drying the stream by the hygroscopic action of the salt. Finally
electrical precipitation 8' can be used in removing traces of treating agents
from streams as well as the desalting of crude oil (see Fig. 8-4)

Concentrated sulfuric acid, acid sludge, and caustic solutions do not
attack steel rapidly, but dilute acid reacts violently so that water-wash
tanks after acid-settling tanks must be lead-lined. The caustic settlers
and caustic water-wash tanks are also frequently lined with lead although
lead linings are not really necessary. Self-lubricated cocks, such as the
Merco-Nordstrom or MacGregor, should be used on the chemical lines
bteel pipe is used for all connections except the drain lines from acid-
water-wash tanks. These lines should be lead-lined or constructed of
alloy cast iron. The drains should have air or steam connections into
them so that they can be "blown out" in case they become plugged with
sludge or scale.

tm^m D " R
' Plasticmm Scrubbing Problem8

' PeL Processing
'

^ptember
'

Jun^^ wT**
C0ntl°mng m ^quid-Solid Cyclones, Chem. Eng.,

C/L
N
Z,

Jte

n
'"^

^t"68 UsCd M a BfttteiT Sends from Filtrate »Lhem. Eng., Decemoer, 1953, p. 218. •

tZ
R

"
E,ectrical Precipitation ... in Treating Distillates, Oil Go* J.,xjec. o, itfoo, p. 116. '
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In acid treating, some refiners86 have found that neutralization and
coagulation with clay are more satisfactory than settling and neutraliza-
tion with caustic. The use of a Hardinge clarifier is reported. 86 The
sludge is collected on a bed of sand, and revolving paddles continually
scrape the sticky sludge from the top of the filter. The thickness of the
bed is finally so decreased that new sand must be added. Still other
refiners87 utilize vessels packed with rock or sand.

Filter Presses. Solids are usually in a finely divided condition, and
hence filter presses rather than gravity settlers are often necessary. The

only major use of filters is in removing finely divided clay from treated
cylinder stock in the clay-contact process and in dewaxing. The Sweet-
land press, a picture of which is shown in Fig. 10-5, is widely used, and
more recently the Oliver precoat continuous rotary filter has been adopted
by many refiners. In addition the Kelly pressure filter88 is used for
removing carbon, lime, and other solids from cracking-still residuum,-
or to remove a large bulk of solid ahead of other filters. Pressure filters

are also used to remove clay from pressure distillate. 79

86 Willson, C. O., Oil Gas J., Dec. 18, 1930, p. 38.
87 Vesper, H. G., Oil Gas J., Mar. 30, 1933, p. 44.
88 Badger and McCabe, "Elements of Chemical Engineering," 2d ed., McGraw-

Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1936.
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The Sweetland press** consists of a cylindrical horizontal shell having ahinged bottom which can be dropped down for removal of the filter clay

Urcular filter leaves are arranged crosswise in the shell, each being sus-pended by a separate connection at the top to an oil-discharge manifold
1 he oil-clay slurry is pumped into the shell through a manifold along thebottom. The oil passes through the sides of the leaves by application of apressure of 40 to 50 psi until a suitable cake thickness is attained. The

removed by opening the bottom of the press, which allows the cake to

tZv fiu
CTey°r °r diSChargG Chute

- Diffic«lties and methods ofhandling filter clay or cake are discussed by Trescott.?9

Table 10-11. Capacity of Sweetland Fii/ter Presses
Oliver United Filters, Inc. .

Filter numbers
Inside diameter, in
Inside length, in

2-in. filter leaf spacing:
Number of leaves

,

Filter area, sq ft:

Smooth rim
Grooved rim

Max cake capacity, cu ft, with
MriB. cake

3-in. filter leaf spacing:
Number, of leaves
Filter area, sq ft:

Smooth rim
Grooved rim

Max cake capacity, cu ft, with
1-in. cake

4-in. filter leaf spacing:
Number of leaves
Filter area, sq ft:

Smooth rim
Grooved rim

Max cake capacity, cu ft, with
lK-in. cake

Total weight of filter filled with
water, lb

Shipping weight, lb:

1

10

mi
9

8

7.5

0.3

6

5.7

0.5

2A
16

19

9

23

21

Export.

5

4.6

4

0.6

550

500

600

1,500

1,300

1,400

2

16

36M

18

46

42

12

31

28

2.5

21

2,300

2,100

2,200

3

25

37

18

111

105

4.8

12

74

70

6.4

55

53

7.2

5

25

61

30

5,500

4.800

5,400

185

175

8

20

123

117

10

u

92
88

12

7,300

6,200

7,600

7

25

82

41

252

239

11

27

166

158

14

20

123

117

15

9,350

7,900

9,300

10

31

109

54

523

500

22

36

349

333

28

27

262

250

33

16,500

13,500

16,500

12

37
145

72

1,004

965

42

48

670

642

56

36

502

63

29,600

24,000

29,000

The
.
Oliver precoatfilter is a modification of the regular Oliver filter ** It

consists of a horizontal cylindrical drum, the outside of which is made up

rvl/nT
Segn

J

ents
.
0r comPart™nts. The entire outside of the

cylinder is covered with a filtering medium such as fine mesh wire or cloth.

SS
:

rS?TTXct

i
t0 a discharge line

> under vacuum
>
*y a sP<*ial

whiL the dr f>
m SUCh a Way that SUCti0n is maintainedwhile the drum rotates. A deposit (or precoat) of diatomaceous earth or

Ref. Nat. Qaso. Mfr., February, 1934, p. 54.
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similar porous medium is deposited on the drum by rotating the drum for

about 30 min in a vat containing a slurry of the precoat filtering medium^

The vat is then filled with the oil-clay mixture; and as oil passes tnrougn

the filter surface, a thin film of clay is deposited on the surface of the pre-

coat. The thin layer of clay is continuously shaved from the surface by

means of a knife-edge until the precoat is consumed. The precoat lasts

from several hours to as long as several days, depending upon conditions

of clay may be washed with naphtha and dried with air or

Several v h >,x »« ,,. „ne performance of rotary filters have been pre-

sents If the effect of the depth of submergence and the resistance

of the filter cloth and connecting fines is neglected, rotary filter perform-

ance is described by Holland and Woodham9" as:

F = (10-4)

where ft,=M^^**
a = speed of rotation, revolutions per unit of time

D = average diameter of drum or cake

F = volumetric delivery rate of filtrate

h = length of drum ,

= constant which depends on physical properties of cake and

filtrate (see page 217 of "Unit Operations" by Brown and

associates, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1950)

AP„ = pressure drop across cake exclusive of hydrostatic head, of

slurry across the cake

p and p, = density of nitrate and of solid particles m cake

v = 3.1416 radians

r = ratio of mass of dry cake to mass of filtrate

QT = angle of submergence in radians (the part of the entire drum

circle that is submerged) .

'

,

X - porosity of cake (volume of void space in cake divided by the

total volume of the cake)

The equation is especially useful in comparing the effect ot

conditions (see Example 10-3). 90

Example 10-3. Rotary Filter Performance, A vacuumf^J^^^
deliver 50 gal of filtrate per min. The depth of submergence > one-fifth the diameter

*i Holland and Woodham, Exact Calculation Methods .... Pet. Refiner, Febru-

"5K'kJ., Wash Solvent Requirements . . . , Pet. Processing, August, 1949,

*»5Lmen and Gud*, Blower Requirements .... Chem. Eng., September, 1949,

p. 112.
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the 5peed of rotation
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If the depth of submergence is doubled the values of QT1 and e« are:

cos

COS

Therefore,

*i _ /, 2d\

- a - m = h
^ = 53.133°

en = (106.266°)^ =m

Or, = (2 X 78.467°) = 2.74 radians

M^f£Ca^rgenCe
'
8PCed °f °r*™ HWe the

—0
= 50 V2 = 70.7 gpm

Clay Burners. Coarse mesh (15 to 901 borroWinn i
j .

regenerated Prior to ,930 most burned w^ofS5o£recently mult,jJe-hearth» furnace, were installed, and at JSLTSThermofor k,ln» is attracting attention. The multiple-heartWWedge

r^ractrv h«5ff^ °f a^ oi th™ *52Srelractory hearths housed in a refractory shell A larse mtefftj

StaSer

f

moves
r

bble arms around ea

"

h C23
shaft an^ar™ °* tte b°tt0m 0r throuSh opening, in the

Wh a^w I if* Pr°pel the ciay inward tophearth and outward on the next, etc. The furnaces are fired near the

W1 H I"^
at the SeC°nd 01 third hearth from the top, andhence the adsorptive power of the clay is slowly destroyed by anterinVAfter four or five regenerations the efficiency of the clay

T

3 65 to 75 pfr

"Snnpson and Payne, Thermofor Kiln and
Utl Gas Nov. 17, 1939, p. 147.
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Flue-gas U
stack

-
Elevators

Feeder legs

Salt outlet-

Salt tubes

Air inlet-*t

Salt inlet

-

Water outlet-

Cooling coils

Water inlet-A

Clay make-up

Fig. 10-6. Diagram of Thermofor
continuous clay-burning kiln.

I Co.)

perature control that is

90 per cent of its original decol

to heat that it may be reburned even 350 times.

cent, at fifteen burns 55 to 60, and in a
few instances a clay efficiency of 50 per

cent can be maintained without reject-

ing any clay except that which is lost

by attrition.

The Thermofor kiln (Fig. 10-6) is

probably more efficient and cheaper96

than other types. It consists of a sta-

tionary chamber containing vertical heat-

transfer tubes through which molten

metal or salt at 850 to 1500°F flows.

The heat-transfer medium is pumped
through the tubes to control the temper-

ature, and the clay flows downward
around the tubes. Short pieces of per-

forated angle iron with the edges point-

ing upward are laid between the tubes

so that the clay is directed against the

hot tubes. Air is admitted at the bot-

tom in amounts large enough to burn
the carbonaceous material on the clay,

but much of the heating of the clay is

accomplished by the heat-transfer me-
dium. If the adsorbent efficiency of the

Thermofor clay is kept at the same
value as would be expected with multi-

ple-hearth operations, the amount of

clay purchased is only one-third to one-

eighth as much as for multiple hearths. 96

The Thermofor equipment occupies little

area. Owing to the exact tem-

can be kept at about

power. Bauxite is so resistant

PRACTICE OF TREATING

The foregoing discussion of the chemistry, fundamentals, and equip-

ment of treating was so involved that the manner of conducting these

processes could not be discussed. Many arrangements of equipment

•* Myers and Owen, Economic Survey of Thermofor Installations . . . , Oil Gas J?,

Aug. 4, 1945, p. 93.
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K2Et?* used M wen M the particular operations or dia-

Hatural Gasoline. Even though gas desulfurkation as by the use ofmonoethanolamine or other agents (see Table 22-4 and Fig. 20-18) ispracticed for the removal and/or recovery of hydrogen sulfide from thegas, it is st.ll necessary to sweeten the liquid products and to dry thepropane With especially sour products, the system indicated by M HRahmes" (see Fig. 10-7) is extensively used." If the mercaptan content
Mercaptan removal

*ic fCaustic
contactor

Mercaptons
to vent

%

Settler

n
T r

=

Filter

To
debutonizej^

Caustic wash for propone

~X.Fi/terD Settler
Propone „

: „^ CH D

Debutonizer bottoms

Propane to storage

Copper chloride treoters

3
Dehydrators

Air^Q

Gasoline
to storage

Fig. 10-7. Product treating in a natural-gasoline plant. {Pet. Refiner.)
is high, it is usually necessary to pretreat the raw gasoline in a ewiw

SK* fit
Cent S°lution) wash plant before the debu"

tanizer (Fig. 10-7) and then sweeten the final gasoline after debutanka-
tion The solid or fixed-bed method of conducting copper chloridesweetening M widely used. Sweetening of the butane ifnot always

ChloHde'unftrP TJ3F* A

°perating MEA
> Dehydration, Caustic and Copperuuoride Units, Pet. Refiner, August, 1950, p. 118

tart ^pT pf' ^ B&tV6L EnginCer
'
July

'
1949

' P- A-41; et al. (Slaugh-ter), Pet. Refiner, June, 1949, p. 154; Hillsman and Kilgren (South FuuSteSHK

«t;: £5 p
'

123; and GIendeiming and Sande-
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necessary, but a

(see Fig. 10-4). Inv

ing propane may

PETROLEUM REFINERY ENGINEERING
*

caustic wash suffices for either butane or propane

y large plants the distillation method of dehydrat-

ed (see pages 234 and 235).

UiIWUU, 1 ...,,., r,
1 ,. run gasolines normally require only a caustic wash

or a simple sweetening treatment. In caustic washing (Fig. 10-4) the

settler tank can be charged daily (or less often) with fresh caustic and

circulated until it is spent. More often the caustic is regenerated by

removing mercaptans by steaming until finally the caustic is destroyed

by reaction with hydrogen sulfide. Cracked gasolines are always sweet-

ened although simple inhibitor sweetening may be all that is required for

catalytic cracked gasolines. If the sulfur content must be further reduced

Wafer Water

± 1 - JL

distillate

Acid-^

L

Mixer

Sludge

1

>
Sulphur
chamber

IRI

T
\Sludge
"filter

I T
-8—*- Plumbite

Seiner Wash Contact column

Fio. 10-8. Continuous acid treating and doctor sweetening of raw cracked gasoline.

or if it is feasible to desulfurize in order to improve the susceptibility of

the gasoline to tetraethyllead, the gasoline may be treated with sulfuric

acid (Fig. 10-8) or by the modern catalytic desulfurization processes.

Filtration through coarse fuller's earth is useful in stabilizing certain

gasolines that are unstable with respect to light, and a filter ensures

removal of the last traces of treating agents.

Doctor sweetening is conducted in equipment similar to that shown in

the last part of Fig. 10-8. The sludge filter shown in this diagram is not

widely used, and some treaters believe that doctor sweetening is more

successful if the sulfur is added after the doctor solution (see also

page 304). , ,

Copper sweetening" holds some advantages over the caustic washing

and doctor processes because of its simplicity. The dry process98 is suit-

" Anon., Perco Solid Copper Sweetening Process, Ref. Nat. Gaso.

p. 73.
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able in most instances for handling natural or straight-run gasoline but
the wet process" is shown here (Fig. 10-9) because it can be applied to all
stocks including even cracked distillates. Free sulfur and hydrogen
sulfide are sometimes removed by a caustic wash, and the outgoing gaso-
line is sometimes contacted with the spent caustic-wash liquid (sodium
sulfide) for the removal of traces of copper, which tend to promote the
formation of gum in the finished gasoline. The salt filters of Fig 10-9
are now standard practice 100 in the removal of traces of moisture Dro
lets are coagulated as in a gravel or sand filter but in addition the rock
salt has a hygroscopic action. The last traces of liquid water'are elim
mated by heating the dry gasoline to 15 to 25°F above the salt-bed
temperature. The capacity of the reactor is about 75 per cent of the
hourly throughput. Copper slurry has the following composition:""

Attapulgus clay, 200 mesh 100 lb
Cupric chloride crystals 14 lb
Water 1.75 gal

One refiner uses this amount 100 for each 1,000 bbl of capacity. The slurry
is prepared in a mix pot or blow case near the reactor. The clay is poured
directly from kraft paper bags into a blow case, followed by the cupric
chloride and then water. The volume of air required 100 by the process is
about 0.5 cu ft per bbl of raw distillate for each 0.01 weight per cent of
mercaptan sulfur. The process is suitable for most straight-run and
cracked gasolines up to a mercaptan content of 0.04 per cent
The Solutizer process™-** (page 302) has the advantage of removing

sulfur and hence may result in a product having a higher octane number
an increased susceptibility to the effect of tetraethyllead, and more color*
stability. The steps in the process (Fig. 10-10a) are caustic washing,
so utizer washing to dissolve mercaptans, and stripping of the solutizer
solution by means of steam. Contacting is effected by means of a
countercurrent tower packed with carbon I^aschig rings, and the process
is completely continuous. It may be applied for the sweetening of any
type of distillate including cracked, reformed, or poly distillates. The
ratio of solution to gasoline in commercial plants ranges from 0.1 to 0 2
The equivalent of three theoretical plates is ' used in the extraction
column and ten theoretical plates in the regenerator. Steam consump-
tion ranges from 10 to 30 lb per bbl of gasoline [see Eq. (10-1)].
The Tannin-Solutizer process33

is almost identical with the Solu-
tizer process except that air regeneration as indicated in Fig. 10-106 is
employed. The fat solution is heated to 110 to 150°F and blown with

iQ^
SChU

i«
6 Bue"' Contro1 °f °0pper Sweetenil>g • • • , Oil Gas J., Nov. 25,

100 Anon., Oil Gas J., Dec. 14, 1950, p. 107.
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air (3 cu ft per min for 1,000 bbl per day gasoline) which has been scrubbec
with caustic soda. The disulfides produced by the oxidation of the mer-
captans in the regenerator are separated by passage through steel wool
and by settling. The mercaptan content of the solution must not be
reduced to lower than 0.2 per cent because the tannin must be protected
from oxidation. The cost of tannin solutizer treatment is less than half
the cost of doctor treating, and the main saving is in chemical costs and
steam.

The Mercapsol*™* and EMmPM* processes are so similar to the
Solutizer process that flow diagrams are not shown (see also page 299)
These processes are especially useful in handling materials of excessively
high mercaptan content but they seldom reduce the mercaptan content
to less than 0.0007 to 0.001 per cent. Accordingly, a sweetening after-
treatment is required to attain 0.0004 per cent (doctor sweet). Dualayer
operations*4 (page 299) may result in doctor sweet products by the

Inhibitor sweetening of catalytically cracked gasoline is successful and
economical for mercaptan contents up to 0.02 to 0.03 per cent. 28 About
5 lb of inhibitor is required per thousand bbl. The final mercaptan
content is usually below 0.0015 weight per cent.

In the removal of gum from cracked gasolines, sulfuric acid treatment
and vapor phase clay treatment were once widely used, but gum inhib-
itors are now usedf almost exclusively. Only when acid is useful in several
ways, asm desul/uriaction plus gum removal plus the gaining of stability
is acid-treatmg useful. Vapor phase and acid processes have been almost
totally replaced by catalytic desulfurization.

Gasolines, kerosenes, etc., are sometimes contacted with clay par-
ticularly after acid-treatmg" for removal of the last traces of treating
agents, to dry the material, or to neutralize the acid (see Fig. 10-11)
The clay is removed in pressure leaf-type filters. About 1 to 5 lb of
200-mesh clay per bbl is required to neutralize the acid.
Kerosene. The quantity of kerosene manufactured in most refineries

is relatively small, and hence batch agitators are still used by small
refiners.

The batch treatment of kerosene varies greatly depending upon the
characteristics of the raw stock. Many kerosenes need only be sweet-
ened; but some require 3 to 6 lb acid per bbl, and kerosenes that are rich in
aromatics may require 30 lb per bbl, part of which may be fuming acid.
A typical batch acid treatment for kerosene follows:

1. Agitate with acid 30 min. Often the acid is split into a small dose of "water acid "
and after this is drained, the main acid is admitted.

'

1n^
Lyl

?oa
H R•, " " *

New Design Unisol stripping tower . . . , Oil Gas J., Mar. 7,
1900, p. 126.
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DRUM

Fig.

Gas J.)

SPENT CLAY TO
{BURNING PITS

. Continuous kerosene treating with doctor solution, acid, and clay. (Oil

2. Settle \$ to \% hr.

3. Spray with water for two 15-min periods, and drain.
4. Spray with soda and wash with water, 15 to 30 min.
5. Wash with water 15 min at about 100°F.
6. Settle 45 min to 2 hr.

In the manufacture of prime kerosene from naphthene-base crude oils
the following procedure may need to be used:

1. Agitate with water acid (1 lb), 15 min.
2. Settle. Drain.

3. Three treats of 8 lb each of fuming H 2SO<; settle and drain after each
4. 3 lb treat with 66°Be acid. Drain.
5. Three washes with water, agitating during wash, 15 min each.
6. Neutralize with 6 lb of 12°Be caustic.
7. Settle and drain.

8. Two washes with water, 15 min each.
9. If color is- not satisfactory, filter through fuller's earth or agitate with about 0.4 lb

oi earth.

Methods of improving the color are (1) redistillation with steam as
with pressure distillate and (2) filtration

. through fuller's earth. Con-
tinuous methods of sweetening and acid treating kerosene are employed 102

(Fig 10-11) in most refineries. For the removal of aromatics, the
Edeleanu solvent extraction process (Chap. 11) is widely used, but

102 Sierra, A. V., Better Caustic Utilization, Oil Gas J., June 22, 1953, p. 252.
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catalytic desulfurization followed by a caustic wash promises to replace
the current methods of treatment.

Caustic Utilization. Sodium hydroxide represents such a large part
of the cost of treatment that every effort is made to conserve reuse
recover, and regenerate it. Such efforts are illustrated in Fig. 10-12
for a plant"* which conducts Unisol mercaptan extraction of straight-run
gasoline; doctor sweetening of kerosene (Fig. 10-11)

; neutralization of
some acid treated No. 2 Distillate (so-called Blend Oil Unit); neutraliza-
tion of the products of sulfuric acid alkylation; regenerative caustic
washing for all cracked gasolines and for butane and propane; prewaih

. serai

. I

Fresh caustic
tank cars

Fresh
caustic—
SO'Be Unisol

unit

47'Be unisot

Blend
oilunit

xDiscord
^ reject

Prewash
system
20"Be

Sulfide-
coustic

I 1
Furnofje oil Kerosene

lO'Be
unit

20°Be

Regenerative
caustic unit
20'B4

Sulfide-

caustic

Discard

/\*-Tank cor
. (-T sales

Fig. 10-12. Utilization of caustic by one refiner. {Oil Gas J.)

of all gasoline streams to the Unisol and regenerative caustic units for
removal of hydrogen sulfide; caustic washing cf furnace oil; and a clean-up
treatment at the gas treating unit (Girbotol). Fresh caustic (Fig. 10-12)
is used at the Unisol, furnace oil, and kerosene units, but all of the other
needs for caustic are met by the reuse of partially spent caustics.

Catalytic Desulfurization. The development of these processes is
occurring so rapidly that only a general discussion of the three major
modifications discussed on pages 305 to 307 can be mentioned.

• S* !n !o?
_
f
0 }^T0&n recycle or mal«^P (Perco" and Gray" processes),

n
S
u u I g6n recyclin« but no make-up of hydrogen, illustrated by the

Cobalt Molybdate48 and Autofining49 processes.
3

'

o?;,
1^1

?
6-

1

!

ydr0gen recycling with hydrogen from outside sources, as in the
Shell HydrosulfunzaW".™ TJnifining « Hydrofining,".".""."* Diesulformin* »
and Gulf HDS" processes.
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The Gulf HDS process employs such high temperatures and low space
velocities that it may be more a cracking or hydrogenation" process
than the others, and thus fractionation recovery equipment should be
added to Fig. 10-136 when practicing Gulf HDS.

Heoter
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Gas to fuel—>v or
sulfide recovery

Gas
separator

(a)
Product^ to caustic

wash a stabiltzotion

1

Hydrogen
make-up

Recycle

hydrogen gas 2*
Compressor

r -M

^ UAir for
regeneration

i Waste goses
i

Gas to fuel
or

sulfide recovery

Cooler

Gas
separator

Ptoducnp caustic

(b)
wash Q fractionation

,««
6t aL

'
SheU UP8fades Stock by Hydrodesulfurization, Oil Gas J.. July 18,

1955, p. 92.

* Morbeck, R. C, Hydrofining of Middle Distillates, Oil Gas J., Jan. 3, 1955, p. 94.

oi tJ? Siegmund
'
Hydrofining Is ft Natural for Naphthas, Oil Gas J., Feb.

TV*' oo fn!!^'
a'S° ^immerschied et al., Improving Distillate Fuels . . . , Oil Gas J.,May 23, 1955, p. 113.
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Platinum catalyst reforming processes provide a source of cheap
by-product hydrogen. The general practice of desulfurization, at this
early date, is summarized in Table 10-12, and it is clear that combination
processes of desulfurization, hydrogenation, reforming, and even cracking
will be the final development rather than simple desulfurization. Like-
wise, it appears that wide-boiling-range feeds106 or entire crude oils"

Table 10-12. Summary of the Practice of Desulfurization

Material treated

S.R. naphtha or solvents

Visbroken, cracked, or
coker naphthas

Catalytic naphthas.;

Kerosene or No. 1 Distil-

late

S.R. distillates and gas
>ils

Cycle oils and cracked dis-

tillates

Crude oils'*

Reduced crude oils'* (8-11

Zero

1-4

• • - • .

0.3-1.4(0.8)

0-3.5 (2.2)

0.6-6.0(3.3)

9-11

14-27

Per cent

sulfur

reduction6

90-99 (94)

57-99 (85)

60-99 (77)

60-98 (87)

46-93 (80)

25-96 (79)

82-85 (83)

68-92 (80)

Notes

R.O.N. of product with

3 cc TEL, less O.N. of

feedstock, 20-29 units

R.O.N. increase (as above),

6-13 units

R.O.N. increase (as above),

4-7 units

Smoke point scarcely in-

creased"

Cetane increase 0-4 (2.3);

pour point remains same
Carbon residue reduction,

0-80%
Bottoms (670°F plus) re-

duction, 59-61 %
Bottoms reduction, 53-96

(80)%

• A general indication of severity or degree of decomposition or hydrogenation.
Function not only of ease of desulfurization of the feed but also, of the severity

deemed feasible.

' For exceptions see Weber, George, Better Sulfur Removal, Oil Gas J., Mar. 17,
1952, p. 169; Zimmerschied et al., Improving Distillates by Hydrofming, Pet. Refiner,
May, 1955, p. 153.

d Only 2 samples.

will be desulfurized or treated in a single operation, followed by fractiona-
tion into suitable fractions. Desulfurization is so relatively expensive
that it must rely upon additional product improvements as well as
desulfurization, except of course, in upgrading very high sulfur otherwise
unsalable oils. In the case of certain gasolines, lead susceptibility and
octane number can be the main advantage (Table 10-1). With kerosene
and distillate fuels, the advantage may be the reduction in sulfur plus

104 Weber, George, Better Sulfur Removal (Autofining of 212-662°F fraction). Oil
Gas J., Mar. 17, 1952, p. 169.
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decrease in carbon residue and improvement in stability; with diesel fuels
the reduction of sulfur plus greater stability; and with cycle stocks the
possibility of increased yields during subsequent cracking, or the con-
version of cycle stocks into suitable heating oils.

Lubricating Oils. There is such a wide variety of heavy-oil stocks and
there are so many methods of treatment that only a few general operations
can be discussed here. Especially note that solvent treating or extrac-
tion is now widely used (Chap. 11). Figure 11-1 indicates the gen-
eral sequence of. operations now conducted in lubricant manufacture.
Although solvent treating eliminates most of the dark colored materials
it is usually necessary to conduct some of the older conventional treat^
ments, especially clay percolation or contacting as described next
Pennsylvania!! stocks can be finished by clay contacting or percolation
alone, most other lube stocks from superior lube crude oils require both
acid treatment and clay treatment, whereas many lube stocks must be
treated with solvents, with clay, and often by acid treatment. Catalytic
desulfunzation and hydrogenation are also suggested" as a means of
preparing superior raw lubricating oil stocks.
The manufacture of low-cold-test lubricating oils™' is accomplished

by vacuum distillation in the presence of a small amount of caustic soda or
soda ash, acid treatment and soda ash neutralization of each of the several
lube fractions, and percolation clay treatment. The most viscous oils
must be diluted with naphtha, or the lightest lube fraction, 1" before
treating. Acid ranges from 10 lb per bbl for the lightest oils to 40 lb for
the heaviest (150 to 200 viscosity at 210°F), and the soda ash for neutrali-
zation ranges from 1 to 3 lb per bbl.'

The acid treatment of lube stocks is usually conducted in batch agi-
tators. Inasmuch as the characteristics of oils vary greatly and the
details of treating various oils are so different, the operations can be best
illustrated by the operations of several refiners as shown in Table 10-13
Neutralization with soda ash or caustic is accomplished by agitating
gently with 3 to 15°Be caustic until neutral, spraying with hot water or
steaming, and settling for 4 to 15 hr. Several washings and settlings are

onnoHl
neC6SSary

-
The 0il may then be brightened by heating to 120 to

4». J? by steam coils in an open pan; heating and blowing with air; or by
agitating with dry Sil-O-Cel, etc., and filtering. Fabian"* reports that
steam coils in the roofs of lubricating-oil storage tanks prevent condensa-
tion, which in turn prevents haziness due to moisture in the oil.

Neutralization with caustic or soda is a troublesome operation because
"' Jacobi and McMakin, Chemical Treatment of . . . Naphthenic-Base Crude, Oil

Gas J., Apr. 1, 1948, p. 169.
lM Steam Rouf CoiIs Elim*ate "Cloud"

. . . , Pet. Refiner, March, 1947, p. 119.
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Table 10-13

Refiner

Pounds water acid, 66°Be,
agitate )£bx

Hours of settle and draw
Pounds acting acid, 66°Be,

agitate K~l hr
Hours of settle and draw
Water wash

Neutralized by.

Distilled

cylinder

stock

4

6

8

5

Clay

contact
-

Residual

cylinder

stock

• • • • .

iy

contact

225

neutral

PoloX IMC

oils

Average

oils

I II III

1 4 2-12
2 4 2-31

4 10-18- 20-60
12-20 2-8

(150 gal per 1,000 Yes
bbl)

Clay Caustic Caustic
contact

emulsions are of

•98 per cent acid.

of the frequent formation of emulsions. , . . u C111UBIUI1S rJ
such stability that only a repeated acid tr^tmenTor aTappftati^ of
Strong caustic will cause a separation. For this reason, neutralization is
being more and more frequently accomplished by the use of ammonia ormore frequently by the clay contact process.
The use of centrifuges or horizontal mixers80

is also being promoted for
the treating of lubricating oifa;*M«.«o. In general the oil is heated and
mixed with acid for about 10 min by a mechanical mixer and/or reaction
tank. It is then "soused" with water to prepare the sludge, and dis-
charged through the centrifuges. The sludge accumulates in a hopper
and is continuously pumped to fuel oil mixing tanks or to an acid recovery
system The. acid is sometimes added in two portions, one portion as
outlined above and a second dose at the centrifuge itself. The latter dose
of acid aids m producing a fluid sludge. In one plant the sludge was
removed from the bowl of the centrifuge by means of hot fuel oil. The
properties of lubricating-oil sludge vary so widely" that each continuous
lubncating-oil treater is a new problem. Cylinder stock has been
treated in some of these plants without dilution.
The success of continuous treatment of lubricating oils always depends

upon a method for removing the sludge. Cone settlers have been used to
some extent. 17 The sludge accumulates continuously in the bottom of
the cone, and the oil overflows continuously from the entire periphery
of the top of the cone. Thus the oil is skimmed from the top of the settler
without causing the currents in the fluid that a connection in the side of
the cone would produce.
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Contact Filtration. The most common method of neutralizing with
clay is the contact process, but the process also effectively decolorizes the
oil. Contacting is usually practiced on oil that is in the "acid stage" or,
in other words, oil that has been treated with acid but not neutralized.

'

The process is practiced at 220 to 650°F, but most refiners contact
diluted cylinder stocks at 475°F and neutral oils at 220 to 320°F. Occa-
sionally lower temperatures are used, but such an operation should be
classed as neutralization. The acid-stage oil is mixed with 200 or 200 to
300 mesh clay, and the mixture is heated in a pipestill to the aforemen-
tioned temperatures. The hot oil is then allowed to settle for a short
time, and the "fines" (clay dust) are filtered from the oil in Sweetland or
similar presses. Sometimes a short percolation filter is used to aid in the
removal of the fine clay. R. C. Davidson 110 has made a complete sum-
mary of the methods of applying contact treating. The clay is usually
not recovered, but Chenault and Miller1" report the commercial use at
90 to 100°F of a 20 per cent acetone (naphtha) solution for extracting
impurities from contact clay. A low contact temperature is employed
so that the adsorbed materials will not be too tightly attached to the clay.
The reactivated clay has an efficiency of 80 to 85 per cent. Spent clay
1SXe

filt

With

'th

Vent

h h

tere

Th
n 3 Cl°Sed r°taiy_type filter

'

and washed

the naphtha and from water constitutes a major part of the process.
Figure 10-14 illustrates the general process of contact filtration, and

Fig. 10-15 shows the use of a rotary-type filter. In Fig. 10-14 the naphtha
is introduced after contacting, but some refiners add naphtha before the
acid treatment.

More viscous oils, such as cylinder stock, are usually acid treated and
contacted in solution. ' The solution contains between 50 and 75 per cent
of a high-initial-boiling-point naphtha. The naphtha usually has a boil-
ing range of 160 to 400°F. Dilution is necessary for the subsequent oper-
ation of centrifuge dewaxing, and it also simplifies the handling of the
stock during the acid treating and contacting operations. In addition,
Trescott 17 .reports that the amount of dilution vitally affects the losses
during acid treatment. In treating a Mid Continent residuum (U.S. 130
at 210) with 30 lb of acid per bbl, the losses were as follows:

Per cent naphtha

in solution

None
25

50

75

Per cent

treating loss

31

23

14

14

110 Contact Filtration, Oil Gas J., Mar. 25, 1943, p. 116.
111 New Lubricating-oil-decolorizing and Clay-reactivating Process, Ref. Nat. Gaso.

Mfr., November, 1941, p. 93.
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Agitator
Acid S+°r^e

Sludge
to fuel
system

Vent Contact Still

Naphtha

Sweet Iand Filtered
Press Solution

V
spent Clay

Fig. 10-14. Simple diagram of clay-contact decolorization.

OIL FROM
HEATER

PRECOAT SLURRY FEED

CLAY OIL
STORAGE

Fig. 10-15. Arrangement of equipment for the Oliver precoat method of contact
filtration. (Oliver United Filters, Inc.)
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The decrease in loss is doubtless due to the fact that less oil is contained in
the sludge if the stock is diluted. Neutral oils are usually contacted with-
out diluting them, but they must be heated to a sufficiently high tempera-
ture to cause them to be fluid.

The pipestill and vent chamber (Fig. 10-14) of the contact process are
increasingly110- 111 . 112 being replaced by a vacuum rerun distillation so that
light lubricating oils leave the contact process as distilled clay-free stocks
and only the heaviest stock contains clay. Such operations are particu-
larly suited to the rerunning of solvent-treated oils which are so free from
asphaltic material that they need not be acid treated but must be further
decolorized. The use of vacuum during the contacting step is helpful. 112

Two manufacturers of microcrystalline waxes from tank bottoms
treated the bottoms with acid, contacted the acid-stage wax with clay by
heating to 700°F, and distilled the oil portions of the stock by vacuum.
The residue after removal of the clay by filtration is a light-colored wax,
but it is not oil-free. Percolation through clay is also used to improve the
color of microcrystalline waxes. The solvent dewaxing (or deoiling) proc-
esses of Chap. 12 are necessary in producing high-quality oil-free micro-
crystalline waxes.

Although the contact process yields excellent products, it may be more
expensive113 than percolation, particularly if an efficient clay-burning sys-
tem is available. However, the cost of installing a complete percolation
system is great, and contacting is probably the cheaper method for a new
installation. In the contact process, the amount of clay that is required
ranges from 5 to 25 per cent of the weight of the oil or 15 to 80 lb per bbl.
At least one refiner114 uses spent contact clay as catalyst for catalytic

Percolation. Percolation was the original method of decolorizing
lubricating oils, and until about 1927 no other method of using clay was
widely employed (see also pages 308 to 313). Gurwitsch115 says,

The advantage of filtration consists in the better utilization and smaller expen-
diture of the adsorbent to produce a given degree of decolorization ... the oil
comes successively into contact with a great number of very thin layers of the
adsorbent, the filtration is equivalent to an extremely fractionated mixing, and so
its effect on the reversibly adsorbed substances must be greater than that of
mixing, even when carried out in several operations with equal quantities of
adsorbent.

Barton, P. D., Modern Lubricating Oil Plant . . . , Pet. Engr., October, 1944,
p. 206; also King, E. P., Lubricating Oil Manufacture, 0*7 Go* J., Mar. 16, 1953, p 122

113 Davis, L. L., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., March, 1928, p. 90.
114 Weber, George, Double-duty Catalyst, Oil Gas J., Oct. 19, 1950, p. 78.
118 "Scientific Principles of Petroleum Technology," 2d ed., D. Van Nostrand Com-

pany, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1924.
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Regarding the percolation method, Funsten 116 says,

Thus, percolation permits the manufacture of a wide variety of oils at one time.
White oils or petrolatums of varying degrees of refinement can be processed with
it equally as well as cylinder oils. . . . Specialties can be made at little, if any,
extra cost by selection of proper cuts from the filter stream. Waxes, gasoline,'
kerosene and furnace oil can be clarified with revivified percolation clay at
extremely low cost, since yields are very large in this type of work.

In general, for gravity flow, the longer the packed column the greater
the bleaching action, the coarser the earth the less the bleaching, and the
higher the temperature the less the bleaching (other conditions being com-
parable) . Activated bauxite generally has a better decolorizing power117

on a weight basis, and bauxite has good mechanical properties. The effi-

ciency as a function of particle size is somewhat as follows:

Per cent

Mesh efficiency

60-90 100
30-60 87
16-30 72

However, a 30-60 mesh material is most commonly used because it can be
more easily handled. Although the temperature should not be so high
that the oil drains through the clay with only a short time of contact,
nevertheless viscous lubricating-oil stocks must be heated or the rate of
percolation may be hopelessly low. Operating conditions116 for a
1,000-cu ft filter are given in Table 10-14. References must be consulted
for details of construction and design, 118 - 119 and for operating 119

-.
120

' 121 - 123

know-how. A continuous clay treating system involving burning,
countercurrent percolation, washing with naphtha, and clay drying, has
been developed (see Fig. 10-6). 62

116 Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1934, p. 201.
117 Attapulgas Clay Company, table entitled, Effect of Mesh and Filter Rate on

Efficiency of Fuller's Earth and Bauxite, Oil Gas J., Mar. 30, 1946, p. B-99; also John-
son, W. A., Decolorization of Petroleum Waxes by Adsorbent Percolation, Pet. Process-
ing, September, 1947, p. 673.

118 Bell, H. S., "American Petroleum Refining," 3ded., pp. 393-405, D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1945.

"» Weber, George, Flexibility and Efficiency Feature . . . Filter Plant, Oil Gas J.,
Sept. 8, 1949, p. 67.

120 Reeves and Turkleson, Cycle Washing of Percolation Filters, Pet. Refiner, March,
1949, p. 135.

C23
RCCVeS

'
R J

''
Fa0tOrS Affccting Percolation Yields, Pet. Engr., July, 1953, p.

»» Oil Gas J., Nov. 18, 1938, p. 154; or Annual Meeting, API,
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Table 10-14. Opehation of Filters

341

Stock Saybolt

viscosity

Light spindles

Heavy spindles

Overhead or residual

cylinder stock

Naphtha solutions of
cylinder stock

Petrolatums

Waxes

Up to 200 at 100°

200-500 at 100°

100-160 at 210°

Temp of

filtration,

100-160 mp»
100-160 mp*

80-100

100-140

160-200

100-130
25° above mp»
25° above mp»

Rate of

filtration,

bbl per hr
for a 1,000-

cu ft filter

5-25

5-15

2-10

30-50

5-20

5-20

Pressure

filtration,0

psi

0-25

0-25

>M^pif higher range™ re,uired where 6m°

5-15

0-15

0-15

are used.

The stock may be acid treated before percolation but it i« , „
neutralized before it enters the niters. The I

U
f?
a%

insulated to promote a constant rate ofX^^S^^ £
56 API, or lighter, naphtha to remove the oilfaT^^g if
ISiSt6am

fl'^^^^ bG rem°Ved * allowLgTto JowWthe bottom of the percolator. An important consideration i, th
of oil from spent filters by washing withn^S^^
- JM(throughput of percolators cannot be specifically statpH h«„

mess*rerences

f
clays

'P *ss2tion that .s practiced. In a general way, 8 to 21 bbl of fini«h«lTimotor 0,1a can be filtered per ton of clay. For lighter
capacity ranges from 4 to 8 bbl per ton, and for darker finished? kas dark-red oils and cylinder stocks, as mnch as 25^£5^!°?
filtered. Funsten"' reports that rates of40 to 50 bbl k

7 6

obtained. As high as 32 bbl per ton of cylinder sStTf^**^
a 50 per cent solution of 600" stock has bee'n
Johnson- shows the following decolori2

.

ng powm on a£ newday.

Process of manufacture #M pgr^
MEK dewaxing

7 37
Pressing and sweating 32-147
Propane-MEK dewaxing ZZ .*

.'

'.

105.331
Naphtha centrifuge process 1.1-2.4

In general the refiner uses new clay for light-colored low-viscositvlubncatmg o,ls, and the heavy oils with a darker allowable colore
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decolorized by this same clay after it becomes unfit for decolorizing light

oils. Thus the various used clays progress through the plant in a counter-
current manner so that the new earth meets light-colored stocks and the
nearly spent earth meets dark-colored stocks.

Grease Manufacture. In the past, greases were compounded by batch
operations involving mixing and saponifying measured quantities of fat,

alkali, water, and some oil in an open kettle at about 300°F. The neutral-
ity was adjusted, and the main oil was added to cut back to the proper
consistency. Now continuous processes123 - 124 such as that shown in
Fig. 10-16 are being employed. 123 About 1,300 lb of fat is charged to
scale tank 1 and pumped to retort 3. About 600 lb of lime slurry con-
taining some lubricating oil, catalyst, and the exact amount of water
desired in the final grease is mixed in tank 4 by recycling through an
orifice mixer. The slurry is also charged to retort 3 and the whole mix-
ture is saponified for 30 to 45 min by recycling through pump 7 and
exchanger 8 while being kept at 300 to 325°F. Meanwhile retort 9 is

being charged and retort 10 is being used as a charging tank for grease
blending through the Lancaster mixer 12. After saponification is

completed in retort 3 (30 or 45 min), soap concentrate is pumped con-
tinuously from it and mixed continuously with a measured quantity of
lubricating oil from tank 13 by means of pump 14. The mixture is

blended in the Lancaster dispenser or mixer 12, which operates at a speed
of 3,600 rpm, and passes continuously to packaging through a filter.

Obviously, other operating conditions are employed for other greases;
e.g., sodium soap saponification is conducted at 500°F. In manufactur-
ing aluminum greases, 124 gel tanks are provided for the blended grease.

Adsorption Processes. At least two of these have attained commercial
significance: (1) ethylene or olefin recovery 12S- 126 from cracked gases, and
(2) aromatics recovery by silica gel. 127 - 128 The use of fluidized adsorbent
charcoal has also been mentioned. 129 It is to be used as a downward
moving bed in which adsorption of the desired olefins occurs in the top
of the column, demethanization of the char occurs as the char moves

1,1 Houlton, Calkins, and Beerbower, Continuous Process for Lubricating Greases
Chem. Eng. Prog., 43, 399 (1947).m Houlton, Sutton, and Bevarly, Continuous Process for Aluminum Greases Oil
Gas J., Oct. 19, 1946, p. 127.

»« Berg and Bradley, Hypersorption-New Fractionating Process, Pel Engr., May,
1947, p. 115; Berg, C, Pet. Refiner, September, 1951, p. 241. .

"•Kehde et al., Ethylene Recovery . . . , Chem. Eng. Progr., 44, 575 (1948); also
Berg, C, Pet. Refiner, September, 1951, p. 241.

1M Davis et al., The Arosorb Process . . . New Refining Tool, Oil Gas J., May 19
1952, p. 112.
"8 Anon., Cyclic Adsorption, Pet. Processing, August, 1955, p. 1202.
**» Anon., Gas Separation Turns to Fluidization, Chem. Eng., March, 1955, p. 120.
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in the next lower section, followed by deethanization and
n « i _ _

desorption of any remaining

SOLIDS FLOW
DISTRIBUTION-

LIFT GAS
RETURN

CYCLONES

LIFT LINE

•TOP PRODUCT

STRIPPING
STEAM

STRIPPER
!!!«!!!!

RECTIFIED
SIDECUT

^-BOTTOM
PRODUCT

RECIPROCATING
FEED TRAY

SOLIDS FLOW
CONTROL VALVE

Fig. 10-17. Rectified side-cut Hypersorp-
tion unit. (Pet. Refiner.)

etc., with steam, and then finally

by drying and cooling of the char.

The selective adsorptive action

of activated carbon, etc., by
which large molecules are ad-
sorbed more completely than
small molecules has been well

known since World War I, but
the batch or semicontinuous

equipments employed in the past
have not been effective. Hyper-
sorption 126

is a continuous process

(Fig. 10-17) whereby not only the
gas passes continuously through
the process but the adsorbent
moves downward through the
equipment, and is continuously

stripped or regenerated. This
process makes adsorption eco-

nomically feasible for the separa-

tion of hydrogen from methane
and heavier gases, ethane from
propane and heavier gases, re-

covery of ethylene from cracking-

still gases, and recovery of C3 and
C4 hydrocarbons from lean gases.

Adsorbent carbon is cooled (Fig.

10-17) as it moves downward into

the equipment. 126 It then flows

into an adsorbing section which
the last traces of the

well as

small amounts of lighter hydro-
carbons. Waste or lean gas is

discharged out of the top of this

section. The carbon then passes

the feed point and flows into a
rectifying section where a stream

of heavy hydrocarbons liberated in the lower sections displaces any small
amounts of light hydrocarbons that may have been adsorbed in the
adsorber section. The carbon then passes to a steaming section where a
stream of warm hydrocarbon gases from the stripper (even lower)
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Table 10-15. Recovery of Ethylene from a Refinery Gas by Hypersorption

Composition

Hydrogen
Methane.

Ethylene.

Ethane. .

.

Propylene

Propane.

.

c4 +....

Ref. gas,

mole %

2.23

51.55

3.92

22.58

61.8

11.94

1.60

Hyper,

feed,

mole %

11.91

35.46

13.24

25.18

4.42

8.32

1.47

Overhead

product,

mole %

25.40

73.92

0.35

0.33

Bottoms

product,

mole %

1.79

3.44

29.35

54.30

11.12

Hyper,

side cut,

mole %

0.54

39.32

59.84

0.16

Q.14

Ethylene

fractionator

mole %

1.35

97.11

1.54

COOLER
SECTION

RECTIFYING
SECTION

STEAMING
SECTION

STRIPPING
SECTION

i

\
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' 1
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COMPOSITION, MOL %
Fio. 10-18. Composition distribution in Hypereorber while separating natural-eas
hydrocarbons. (Pel. Refiner.)
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a side-cut material. Still lower in the column, the carbon is

of remaining adsorbed gases by means of a steam stripper pro-
ducing what is termed the "make-gas." The desorbed carbon is then
lifted by a gas stream to the top of the equipment. All products (gases)
pass from the equipment through cyclone separators. Meanwhile, a
small amount of the carbon drops through a separate high-temperature
steam stripper for the removal of small amounts of very heavy hydro-
carbons that may accumulate on the carbon. Only 10 to 15 lb of steam
is required per 1,000 lb of carbon recirculated.

Figure 10-18 indicates the gas composition 126 throughout the equip-
ment when separating propane and heavier hydrocarbons from natural
gas, and Table 10-15 indicates the several products when processing a
refinery gas for ethylene. 126 Ethylene is effectively recovered (see side
cut of Table 10-15) but it is necessary to fractionate the ethylene from
ethane (see last column of Table 10-15) in a separate operation.
The Arosorb process127 may be used to recover aromatics by silica gel

adsorption from the mixture of hydrocarbons produced by catalytic
reforming. The equipment consists primarily of fixed-bed silica gel
cases and at least three fractionating towers. The feedstock is first

dried with activated alumina which also removes trace amounts of
nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen compounds, and reduces the amount of
organic polar compounds or polymerizable olefins. The reformate is

then passed through one of several gel cases for about 30 min and then is

diverted through a second gel case. Saturated hydrocarbons are dis-
placed from the first case by a crude xylene stream (about 65 per cent)
called the desorbent or pusher, and after these are removed the xylene
stream displaces the adsorbed aromatics. The first material pushed
from the case contains only saturated hydrocarbons and desorbent
(xylene), but this is followed by a mixture which must be cycled back
to the feedstock, and finally, the last of the displaced material consists
of aromatics and desorbent (xylene). Thus, desorbent must be recov-
ered for reuse from the saturated and aromatic streams in two fractionat-
ing towers. The final separation of benzene and toluene is accomplished
in a third or aromatics splitter column.

Finishing of benzene or toluene into ASTM nitration-grade materials
consists of sulfuric acid treatment, caustic neutralization, and redistilla-

tion. Aromatics derived from straight-run feedstocks require little if

any treatment, but if derived from cracked stocks, treats up to 20 to 30 lb
of acid per lb of aromatic hydrocarbon may be required.

The Cyclic adsorption process 128 of aromatic recovery employs the
same principles as the Arosorb process. However, kerosene or a pentane
fraction is used as the desorbent (stripper) when treating reformate, or a
light straight-run gasoline when treating kerosene.



CHAPTER 11

SOLVENT TREATING OR EXTRACTION PROCESSES

Prior to 1933 effective methods of recovering solvents had not been

developed. The flashing, distilling, and stripping of solvents from the

treated oils and the purification of the solvent are still the major parts of

a solvent treating system. The general purpose of the solvent processes

is to separate a general group of offensive materials or hydrocarbons from

the oil and to save the cost of other treatments. As examples, propane

deasphalting removes dark-colored resinous materials; liquid sulfur diox-

ide extracts unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons from kerosene; the

Solutizer process removes mercaptans from gasoline; furfural, etc., treat-

ing produces lubricating oils of high Viscosity Index; and cuprous salt

solutions dissolve butadiene from other unsaturated hydrocarbons. The
last named may be a chemical as well as a physical process. The material

rejected from extraction processes is a salable product, whereas the. acid

sludge by sulfuric acid treating is a nuisance.

Just as vacuum distillation permits the processing of black crude oils for

lubricants, so the solvent processes tend to erase the old crude oil market-

ing system by which only a few crude oils were considered satisfactory for

lubricant manufacture. By solvent methods, the original properties of

the oil can be changed so that a uniform grade of oil can be manufactured

from a wide variety of crude oils. Of the many 1 processes that have been

proposed it now appears that the Furfural,2 Duo-Sol, 3 Phenol, 4 Edeleanu, 5

and Propane 6 processes have established their usefulness. Table 11-1

indicates the extent of solvent operations. However, if improvement of

1 Chlorex—Bahlke, Brown, and Diwoky,. Oil Gas J., Oct. 26, 1933, p. 60; nitro-

benzene—Meyers, W. A., Oil Gas J., Mar. 19, 1936, p. 81; crotondldehyde and acrolein

—Poole and Wadsworth, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., November, 1933, p. 412; aniline—
Chappell and Ziser, U.S. Pat. 1,741,555, Dec. 31, 1929; others—Kalichevsky, V. A.,

"Modern Lubricating Oils," Reinhold,Publishing. Corporation, New York, 1938.
1 Bryant, Manley, and McCarty, Oil Gas J., May 16, 1935, p. 50.

« Tuttle, M. H., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1935, p. 289.

* Stines, D. E., Oil Gas J., Mar. 19, 1936, p. 75.
s Cottrell, 0. P., Oil Gas J., Nov. 30, 1933, p. 64.

• McCluer, Dickinson, and Forrest, Oil Gas J., Oct. 27, 1938, p. 174; and Nov.

18, 1938, p. 209; also Bahlke, Thiele, Adams, and Ginsberg, Oil Gas J., July 22, 1937,

p. 44.

347
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Table 11-1. Lubricating-oil Manufacture in the United States
during 1955°

Processes

Finished lubricating oil:

Conventional treating

Solvent treating.

Propane deasphalting

Solvent extraction processes:

Phenol

Furfural

Duo-Sol

Sulfur dioxide

Others []]

Dewaxing processes:

Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
Propane

Older conventional operations

100

9.5

90.5

100.0

36.9

27.7

21.3

5.8

8.3

100.0

61.5

24.7

13.

8

4

175,785°

16,600

159,185

60,400-*

199,200

•

158,000*

Number of plants6

(approx.)

23

45e

17

14

13

9

3

6

19

11

41«

• Only 2.18% of the total crude oil processed.
h Probably many more units than plants.
e Many of the solvent plants retain some conventional operations.
• Also 63,000 bpd in 1954 of propane decarbonizing plants.
• If 90% of all finished oil must be dewaxed.

the Viscosity Index is unimportant, as with certain paraffinic crudes, acid
treatment and percolation may still be the preferred method of lubricat-
mg-oil manufacture. 7 Of the 59 operating refineries of Table 11-1,
nearly all retain some conventional processing, especially the clay finish-
ing operations.

Although solvent processes have been applied primarily to lubricating
oils, the increasing usefulness of these processes in separating hydro-
carbons8 from one another (Fig. 20-16), particularly in connection with
fractionation, 9 should not be overlooked, nor the application of solvent
extraction to the purification of gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, solvents,
butadiene (Fig. 20-16), etc. 10'" Originally refiners sought to learn how

* Foster, A. L., Vacuum Distillation, Chemical Treatment Make Quality Lubricat-
ing Oils, Oil Gas J., Sept. 28, 1946, p. 78.

A 'ioSs^S 473 (l946

fi

)

Cati°n ^ Butadie°e with CuProus SaIfc Solutions, Trans.

9 Happel et al., Extractive Distillation—Separation of C 4 Hydrocarbons Using
Furfural, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 42, 189 (1946).

10 Saegebarth et al., High Octane Number Blending Stocks . . . Solvent Extrac-
tion, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1937, p. 256.

« Jones, J. P. (Extraction of German Brown Coal Tar with S02), Natl. Pet. News
Mar. 6, 1946, p. R-181.
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bad solvent extracts were 12 - 13 as catalytic crackin
now they have turned to methods of upgrading
especially cycle stocks, by propane deasphalting or
sulfur dioxide extraction, 16 and furfural 16 extraction. Solvent extraction
with sulfur dioxide, 17 aqueous diethylene glycol, 18 and phenol 19

is being
used to produce benzene, toluene, and xylene. Butene is separated from
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Fig. 11-1. Schematic diagram of a refinery for producing lubricating oils.

butylene with aqueous acetone solution, and butadiene is purified by
extraction with aqueous cuprous ammonium acetate (Fig. 20-16) or
furfural.

" Reynolds, P. M., Factors Affecting Throughout . . . , Oil Gas J., July 19, 1951,
p. 115.

« Oden and Perry, What Makes a Good Cat Cracker Feed, OH Gas J., Mar. 22,
1954, p. 164.

14 Johnson et al., Recovery of Catalytic Stock . . . , Ind. Eng. Chem., 47, 1578
(1955).

15 Anon. (Phillips Pet. Co.), S0 2 Extraction of Gas Oils, Oil Gas J., Mar, 22, 1954,
p. 137.

18 Carter, R. C, Furfural Refining Scores . . . , Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1954, p. 157.
17 Rathff and Strobel, . . . Benzene and Toluene by the Sulfur Dioxide Process,

Oil Gas J., May 31, 1954, p. 87.
18 Thorton, D. P., First Complex Udex "B-T-X" Plant . . . , Pet. Processing,

March, 1953, p. 384.
19 Anon., Better-than-nitration-grade Benzene, Oil Gas J., July 13, 1953, p. 105.
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General Processing. The position20 21 of
. with rela-

tion to the entire refining operation may be seen by comparing Fig. 11-1 22

with Figs. 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5. Note that rerunning for the separation of
neutral oils, etc., may be eliminated by producing lubricating-oil stocks
of the proper viscosity in the primary vacuum distillation. To some
extent propane deasphalting is being used as an adjunct to vacuum dis-
tillation because of the very low pressure required in a vacuum system
to vaporize high-boiling cylinder stock. Yields of 85 to 95 per cent are
common in deasphalting; yields of 95 Viscosity Index oil by single sol-
vent extraction processes are 70 to 80 per cent for Mid Continent stocks,
55 to 70 per cent for East Texas stocks, and even higher for Pennsylvania
stocks. The increase in Viscosity Index of the desired oil for the pro-
duction of 1 per cent of reject oil is much the same23 for all commercial
solvents except propane. The increase in Viscosity Index for a 1 per
cent rejection ranges from about 0.4 for high Viscosity Index charge
stocks to about 1.8 for stocks of zero Viscosity Index. The Duo-Sol
process may be considered as a combination of propane deasphalting and
solvent extraction, and hence this process may be applied directly to
reduced crude oil.

The extraction operation proper consists of a series of countercurrent
contacts between oil and solvent as in Figs. 11-8 and 11-9; however, ver-
tical packed towers are more widely used than settling tanks.
The physical properties of the solvent govern to a large extent the gen-

eral type of processing that must be employed. Thus, low temperatures
and high pressures are advisable in handling such solvents as liquid pro-
pane and liquid sulfur dioxide; the partial solubility and the formation of
a constant-boiling mixture in the furfural-water system require an intri-
cate distillation system; and the high boiling points of nitrobenzene, fur-
fural, and cresylic acid necessitate the use of a vacuum in the distillation
of these materials from oil. Properties of the principal solvents are given
in Table 11-2.

Only a minor part of the total equipment in a solvent treating plant is

devoted to the extraction operation. Elaborate equipment is required to
distill the solvent (or oil) from the extract and raffinate solutions, to sep-
arate the last traces of solvent from the finished oils, and finally to recover

80 Armistead, G., Jr., Better Technology Equals Better Lube Oils, Oil Gas J., May 4,
1946, p. 115.

» Smoley and Fulton, Modern Manufacture of Lubricating Oils, Pet. Processina
August, 1947, p. 594.

28 Buthod and Nelson, Encyclopedia of Chem. Technology, vol. 10, p.. 109, Inter-
science Encyclopedia, Inc., New York, 1953.

»« Nelson, W. L., Comparison of Solvent Treating Processes, Oil Gas J., Feb. 10,
1945, p. 113.
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Table 11-2. Pkopehties op Extraction Solvents

351

Boiling

point,

°F

Furfural (furfural-

dehyde)

Cresylic acid (Duo-
Sol process)

Phenol

Sulfur dioxide

Chlorex (0/3' di-

chloroethyl

ether)

Nitrobenzene

Propane

Benzene

323

365-400

361

14

352

411.5

-44

Melting

point,

-34

106

-105
-61

Spe-

cific

grav-

ity.

Specific

heat,

175

42.5
-310

42

1.162

1.045

1.072

1.45

1.222

1.207

0.51

0.844

0.416

0.53

0.56

0.32

0.37

Heat
of va-

pori-

zation,

Btu
per lb

Solubility in

water,

per cent at

0.34

0.6

0.47 vap.

0.41

193.5

180

206

167

115

77°F 100°F

142

183

170

8.5 9.0

(4.0 water in

fur.)

2.5 | 3.1
9(oo at 151 °F)

(19 at 32°F) 5

1.1 (1.7 at

194°F)

0.2 0.25

Slight

0.07

the solvent from many sources and purify it. Thus, the design of solvent
treating equipment resolves itself to a large extent into the design of
equipment for the common operations of fractionation, absorption, strip-

ping, etc., by methods that will be discussed in other chapters. Several

1. Drying or deaeration of the charge stock. Water hinders the action
of phenol, and air is troublesome with gaseous solvents such as sulfur
dioxide.

2. Extraction with solvent. The countercurrent method of contacting is

used universally except for such special cases as the single contact some-
times used in propane deasphalting.

3. Separation of bulk of solvent from oil. This is accomplished by heat-
ing and fractionating or evaporating. This is usually a simple operation
because the oil. and solvent have greatly different boiling points, but the
separation of gasoline and sulfur dioxide is an exception. 4. vacuum is

used for the highest-boiling solvents, but a simple atmospheric flash suf-

fices for propane.

4. Purification of oil. The oil is freed from last traces of the solvent
by steam stripping or, if water is troublesome, by vacuum flashing.

5. Purification of solvent. This may involve the removal of water as in
the case of furfural, the separation of solvents from one another in case
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or the separation of tars, etc., as in the Duo-Sol
several solvents are us

process.

A discussion of solvent processes is not complete or of
out illustrations of the properties of the oils that are produced. Never-
theless, space does not permit such a discussion in this book, and hence
the reader must resort to the current literature and the references given
here.

The maintenance of a higher temperature at the raffinate outlet than
at the extract outlet of an extraction column is useful in propane deas-
phalting and phenol treating, but the situation with respect to other sol-
vents is not clear. However, in furfural extraction little benefit occurs24

(the raffinate has a higher Viscosity Index, but the yield is smaller).
Edeleanu Process. This pioneer (1907) solvent process is the only one

that has been applied widely to light distillates such as heavy naphtha,
kerosene, and diesel fuel. 26 At the boiling point of sulfur dioxide (14°F)'
aromatic and unsaturated hydrocarbons are completely miscible with
liquid sulfur dioxide but the paraffin and naphthene hydrocarbons are
not. The process is used as a means of treating light distillates, but it
cannot be utilized directly for high-boiling oils because their solubility in
sulfur dioxide is too low. Lubricating oils can be treated, however, by
using a mixed solvent of benzene and sulfur dioxide. Sulfur dioxide also
extracts cyclic sulfur compounds and nitrogen compounds, a behavior
that makes the process useful in handling certain high-sulfur kerosenes.
The process has been applied to kerosene to improve the smoke point

and for desulfurization. 26 It is applied to selected naphthas for the recov-
ery of high-octane-number blending stocks and for the recovery of lacquer
diluents (aromatic hydrocarbons). 11 Diesel fuels of high Diesel Index
and ignition quality can be made from selected gas oils.

In treating kerosene the stock is first deaerated by exposure to a
vacuum. The kerosene and liquid sulfur dioxide are then cooled by
exchangers and coolers to 5 to 20°F and contacted by countercurrent
flow through a tower packed with rings. The cold raffinate and the cold
extract are each passed through their respective exchanger and multiple-
effect evaporator systems for the recovery of gaseous sulfur dioxide. The
first stage of the evaporators operates at about 200 psi and at 230 to
270°F, but the last stage is maintained at about 190 mm pressure. The
gaseous sulfur dioxide is compressed and condensed to a liquid.

The amount of solvent used depends upon the stock being handled, but
in general it is about equal to or a little larger than the charge stock.

» Reeves and Hardin, Temperature Gradient in Solvent Extraction . . . , Pet.
Refiner, January, 1950, p. 89.

» Dunstan et al., "Science of Petroleum," vol. Ill, Oxford University Press, New
York, 1938.
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for 50 Cetane Diesel Fuel

Property

Volume per cent based on charge.

Cetane number
Color—Union
Viscosity—SUS 100°F
Pour point, °F
Sulfur, per cent

Gonradson carbon on 10% bottoms
Aromatics and unsaturates
Aniline point, °F
Gravity, API '.'

.'

] ] \ \ \ \ \

'

'

"
"

Distillation:

Initial

10 per cent

50 per cent

90 per cent

End point

Charge Extract Raffinate

100.0 25.0 75.0

40.0 50.0
3 6 1

35 35 35
-30 -15

0.34 1.25 0.09
0.04 0.22 0.02

24 78 3
139.6 13.9° 169.5
32.8 20.7 38.2

390 396 394
446 444 446
489 491 493
566 564 567
616 628 614

• Calculated.
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he USe °f furfUral f0r '"oricating-oil manufacturenas been gaining in comparison with most other solvents. The yield ofhigh Viscosity Index raffinate varies with the stocks being treated but isabout 70 per cent for intermediate-base stocks and 95 per cent for par-

p. <Z ^ ** Ar0mat'°8 by m **«*". ** *V.m Annual, 1953,

" Anon., OH Gas J., Dec. 29, 1938, p. 131.
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affin-base stocks. Yields from naphthene-base stocks are lower (65 per
cent), and the Viscosity Index is necessarily low. 2 -26 The general equi-
fibnum relation between furfural and oil is indicated in Fig. 1 1-10. Tem-
peratures of 150 to 250°F are employed, but most plants are operating
at about 200°F. The amount of solvent employed also varies, but two
parts of solvent per part of oil have been used in many operations.
In Fig. 11-3 contacting is effected in a countercurrent-flow tower, which

may be packed with wood slats. A higher temperature is more usually
maintained at the top than at the bottom of the tower, but only a slight
enhancement of solvent fractionation is attained thereby. 84 The refined
oil mix (raffinate solution) contains so little solvent that it can often be
purified by heat exchange and steam stripping, but the extract solution
requires a pipestill and atmospheric flashing as well as steam stripping.
The furfural-water equilibrium system involves partial insolubility and
the formation of a constant-composition constant-boiling-point mixture
at 97.9°C. The mixture contains 34 per cent furfural by weight. At
room temperature this mixture separates into a furfural-rich solution con-
taining 96 per cent furfural and a water-rich solution containing 8 per
cent furfural. Thus, the constant-boiling mixture automatically sepa-
rates into two solutions at the top of the furfural fractionator of Fig.
11-3—and the furfural-rich solution is freed from water in a separate
stnpper that receives heat from the hot furfural vapor produced in the
extract distillation.

The use of rotating-disk contactors29 in commercial operations has been
highly successful not only because of superior contacting and larger capac-
ities but because very quick change-overs of feedstock are possible.

Furfural extraction has also been used 16 - 30 for the refining of straight-
run gas oil and light and heavy catalytic cycle oils in the plant shown in
Fig. 11-4, and it was used extensively during World War II in the separa-
tion of butadiene. 31 Solvent treating of cycle oils greatly reduces the
percentage of sulfur and metal contaminants, and produces a high yield
of treated oil which when catalytically cracked gives yields comparable
with those obtained from virgin stocks of the same gravity. The prop-
erties of raffinates from various high-sulfur or naphthenic oils are indi-
cated in Table 11-4. The extracts have gravities in the range of 4 to
13 API, slightly higher boiling ranges than the raffinates, and they con-
tain very much more sulfur.

Extraction is accomplished by the use of about an equal volume of fur-

" Reman and Van de Vusse, Applying RDC to Lube Extraction, Pet. Refiner,
September, 1955, p. 129.

30 Shelley and Rackley, Better Yields from Cat Cracking, Pet. Processing, Decem-
ber, 1952, p. 1772.
n Seymour, H., Furfural in Refining and Purification, Petroleum, May, 1948, p. 104.
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fural and at a temperature of 90 to 125°F. A small amount of water is
purposely left in the furfural which makes it more selective in improv-
ing cetane number and yield, but a slightly larger dosage of solvent
is required. Stripping of the solvent from the two phases is accom-
plished at atmospheric pressure by the injection of live steam into each
stripper, and the bottom temperature is maintained by hot-oil reboilers.
Decanters operating at about 100°F serve to separate any oil that may

Propane vapor

To waferseparator

fypane
evaporator

9)

Se/ecto
evaporator Se/ecto Propane

evaporator evaporator

' STGravity
settting
tank;

I
CrVc/e chqYge

I
Extractor

flf Jeteab storage

Parctffinic solvent

* «>
1

'

I

'
*

*Paraff/'hic T s *

4 /ayer
c£%?4 Propane cond

Propane storage

Duo-Sol Solvent
Extraction Process

(propane) ^-Naptifhknic so/vent

Fig. 1 1-5. Duo-Sol solvent treating for lubricants. (Max B. Miller and Co.)

distill with the furfural. The oil-rich phase (Fig. 1 1-4) contains approxi-
mately 5 per cent furfural. The water-rich and furfural-rich phases are
separated into furfural and water somewhat as indicated in the discus-
sion of lubricating-oil treating (Fig. 11-3).

Duo-Sol Process. This is the only double-solvent process that has
been used extensively. One solvent (propane) dissolves paraffinic hydro-
carbons, and the other (cresylic acid or "Selecto") dissolves naphthenic
hydrocarbons. The two solvents are used in a countercurrent system of
flow, and the feed is introduced at an intermediate point in the flow sys-
tem (see Fig. 11-5). In one end of the extraction system the outgoing
cresylic acid solutibn is stripped of paraffinic material by pure propane,
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and in the other end the outgoing propane solution is stripped of naph-
thenic material by pure cresylic acid. Thus, a true countercurrent strip-
ping operation is maintained, although the extraction is conducted as a
series of countercurrent batch contacting and settling operations The
extractor is not shown in detail. It consists of nine settlers or compart-
ments. The heavy cresylic acid solution is pumped from one compart-
ment to the next, and the propane solution is also pumped but in a
countercurrent manner. The feed is introduced in compartment 3 near-
est the end at which propane is introduced.
From 125 to 400 per cent "Select (based on charge stock) is em-

ployed depending upon the stock, and 150 to 400 per cent propane In
general, the naphthenic stocks require more propane, and the paraffinic
stocks require more "Seiecto"" Contacting is accomplished at about

Phenol Extraction. Interest appears to be returning to this process 32 - 3'

because of the low loss of solvent that occurs and because of certain
improvements in the processing. The newest32 plants employ counter-
current extraction towers, and much of the troublesome constant-boiling
water-phenol mixture is eliminated by contacting the phenolic steam
stnppmgs with the incoming charge stock. Thus, in Fig. 11-6 extract
stripper steam and some other vapors (enough to eliminate currently all
water from the system) are sent through an absorber held at 225 to 245b

Ii
, '

wherein the incoming charge absorbs phenol from the stripping steam
Total losses of phenol are said to be under 0.04 per cent of the phenol
circulated. The amount of phenol circulated ranges from about 1 part of
phenol per 1 part stock, up to a ratio of 2.5 for naphthenic stocks An
increase of 1 in the Viscosity Index requires the production of about 1 per
cent of extract material. At the extremes, a 2 per cent loss to extract for
an increase of 1 in the Viscosity Index of the finished oil occurs when han-

7
lscoslty Index charge stocks, 1.5 to 1.6 for Arabian stocks,

about 1.0 for waxy California or Mid Continent stocks, and only 0 5
per cent for naphthenic stocks. Steps in the operations (Fig. 11-6)

:

'

1. Heated lubricating-oil stock absorbs phenol from steam, etc. (mainly extract and
raltmate stripping steam) at about 235°F.

2. Stock is cooled and contacted with phenol in a countercurrent extraction towerThe bottom of the tower is cooled to about 110°F with phenolic water for distillate

^olnoVf
°F f

°l
re
f
idual St0cks

'
and the t0P is warm

<150°F for distillate
and 230°F for residual stocks) by hot phenol.

3. The valuable raffinate (about 20 per cent phenol) is heated to about 550°F and
flashed at atmospheric pressure, and it then flows downward into a vacuum fraction-

" Kenny and McCluer, Refining Pennsylvania Lube Oils by Phenol Extraction,
Utt has J., Jan. 16, 1941, p. 48.

" Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Feb. 10, p. 113, and Mar. 10, p. 78, 1945.
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Phenol has been used extensively in treating low-cold-test naphthenic
lube stocks as from Colombia or California,'* and the process may be
modified* to employ controlled amounts of water (up to 12 per cent) in
the top of the extraction tower, especially if phase separation at 100 to
175°F is necessary.

The Propane Processes. Propane assumes significance as a solvent
because it is useful in so many ways. '< It extracts paraffinic hydrocarbons
from oil, or inversely it precipitates asphaltic or resinous materials -

it is
used as one of the solvents in the Duo-Sol process; it is used for de'wax-
mg; and it greatly facilitates treatment with sulfuric acid. By utilizing
a series of these processes, as deasphalting followed by acid treating and
by dewaxing, it is possible to avoid a number of the costly solvent-
removal operations that would be necessary if several different solvents
were employed. The low boiling point of propane facilitates its separa-
tion from high-boiling oils, and refrigeration for dewaxing can be obtained
by evaporation of the propane. It is exceedingly fluid, and hence the
separation of liquids and wax is simplified. FinaUy, it is a cheap mate-
rial, and most of the plant losses can be recovered in the regular gas
recovery system.

6 s

A system combining deasphalting and acid treating in propane solu-
tionis shown m Fig. 11-7. This plant was used to process a very heavy
mixed-base residuum (18 API) for the manufacture of a 32.5 API green-
cast cylinder stock. The advantages in acid saving, yield, etc., are evi-
dent in a comparison of regular acid treating and the new procedure
(Table 11-5). Recent deasphalting plants86'" use a countercurrent ver-
tical baffle-plate tower rather than the mixer and settler of Fig. 11-7. In
addition the top of the tower is heated with steam to near the critical
temperature of propane so that the last traces of asphalt are precipitated
from the oil-propane solution. This improvement is said to reduce the
cost of operation greatly and particularly because asphalt content be it
5 or 60 per cent, no longer" greatly alters the cost.

« Gester, G. C, Solvent Extraction in the Pet. Industry, "Progress in Petroleum
Technology," p. 177, ACS Meeting, New York, September, 1951.

mroleum

GqT/'M^SO^m^^SS
1151

'
101111

* ImPM>Ved by ^P*™ Deasphalting, Oil

»« Anon., Propane Decarbonizing, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1954, p. 134.
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Table 11-5. Utilities, Chemicals, and By-products of Propane Acid Treating
Per 100 gal of unpercolated wax-bearing green-cast stock

Old

procedure

New
procedure

Fuel oil, gal 20

2,845

395

12

420

1.5

None
1,040

365

None
40

Steam (live), lb
d i t 1 * mm *

Steam (exhaust), lb

Electric power, kw-hr

4.2

21
Acid sludge, gal 111

0

1

20

0
7.5 o

Deasphalting is applied primarily for the separation of small amounts of
dark-colored asphaltic materials^and thus may or may not result in an
oil product that is a superior lubricating oil, depending upon the charac-
teristics of the raw stock. The amount of propane used amounts to three
to ten times as much as the charge stock. The process consists simply in
mixing the oil and propane and allowing the asphalt to settle. By a series
of settlings at increasing temperatures it is possible to precipitate asphalt
followed by lighter and lighter petroleum resins,

More oil is being processed for the recovery of catalytic charge stock
(propane decarbonizing) than for lubricant manufacture (propane deas-
phalting). A temperature of 160 to 190°F is maintained at. the top
(propane end) of the extraction tower, and a pressure of 400 to 600 psi
is maintained. Butane or isobutane is a somewhat superior3*" solvent
for handling very heavy highly contaminated residua. The main advan-
tage of decarbonizing is the elimination of 96 to 99 per cent of the metal-
lic catalyst deactivators that are always encountered in some degree in
residua (Table 11-6). The properties of vacuum and propane treated
residua are compared by Johnson et al." They find that solvents are
more effective than distillation in the elimination of metallic contaminants
and traces of carbon-forming materials. Vacuum distilled gas oils pro-
duced almost twice as much carbon deposition during catalytic cracking
as gas oils produced by solvent treating.

Recovery of Aromatics. Large amounts of benzene, toluene, and
xylenes are contained in catalytic reformates and these may be recovered
by (1) adsorption (Arosorb Process), (2) extractive or azeotropic distil-

47^rSf
°atalytiC °raCkin8 St°Ck by S°hrent Fractionation

> Ind-
Ohem.,
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Table 11-6. Typical Propane Decarbonizing Results

Reduced crude:

Volume per cent crude
Gravity, API
Conradson carbon, wt %
SUS at 210°F
SFS at 210°F
SiOr-free ash, ppm.
Metals, ppm
Vanadium
Nickel

Iron

Copper

Decarbonized oil:

11.1

11.3

15.0

2,193

489

23.1

14.2

18.2

Volume per cent charge 62.9
Gravity, API 19.0
Conradson carbon, wt % 4.2

294

9.2
Metals, ppm

1.23
Nickel 1.10

0.49

Asphalt:

Volume per cent charge 37.1

1.076
B & R soft, point, °F 188
Per cent of metals rejected to

97.1

iviiauie xLas' i California

on o
32.3 20.0

5.3 10.1 6.3
21.5 16.0 22.2

772 162 990
650 237 848

OA 184.1 61.6 136.0
27.6 19.9 139.C
13.2 6.7 93.0
3.7 0.8 0.04

Of*35.0 47.0 52.8
19.3 20.3 18.3
4.3 2.6 5.3

193 251
8.8 7.6 25.5

1.88 0.73 2.3
0.92 0.38 8.1
0.96 1.70 3.5
0.03 0.04 0.03

65.0 53.0 47.2
1.087 1.059 1.119

142 132 246

99.1 98.6 98.2

lation, and (3) solvent extraction with sulfur dioxide or diethylene glycol
(Udex Process). The extractive process 19- 38 most widely used today
employs phenol. A substantia%>olefm-free concentrate of benzene (or
toluene), obtained by acid treating and fractionation, is distilled in an
extractive distillation column in the presence of downflowing phenol.
Saturated hydrocarbons are distilled, and the aromatic hydrocarbon
remains with the phenol. The aromatic hydrocarbon is easily distilled
from phenol but a solvent cleanup still must be used to eliminate phenol-
diolefin reaction products. Each aromatic hydrocarbon must be
extracted one at a time. Mixed cresylic acids rather than phenol are
used for the recovery of xylenes.

38 Anon.,

1955, p. 1199.

Distillation (Shell Development Co.), Pet. Processing, August,
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TT^f
16116 &yco[*olut}™ (8 to 12 per cent water) is used in the

Udex"* process. Matenals present in the feed will be absorbed in the
following order: alkenylbenzenes, benzenoid aromatics, cyclic dienes open
chain dienes and cyclic olefins, open chain olefins and cycloparaffins and
finally paraffins.'0 Thus, feeds that are rich in alkenylbenzenes' and
diolefins must be selectively hydrogenated before or after the extraction
operation. Both benzene and toluene (and the xylenes) can be removedm a single extraction operation, but slightly higher solvent ratios are
needed for the high-molecular-weight aromatics. The equipment con-
sists essentially of extractor and stripper columns for continuous recycling
of the solvent. Depentanized feed enters near the top of the extraction
column where it is split into a paraffinic overhead stream which is washed
with water to recover traces of diethylene glycol and into an aromatic-
rich bottom solution which is sent to a stripper for the recovery of aro-
matics. The wash water joins the solvent stream at the top of the
extraction tower. Dissolved aromatics and excess water are distilled in
the solvent stripper, and the aromatics require only an acid and clay con-
tact treatment (and fractionation) to produce nitration grade materials.

EXTRACTION THEORY

Although theoretical considerations based on pure components are rea-
sonably successful, the application of such generalizations to complex
mixtures is primarily empirical. Extraction involves two main opera-
tions viz., the obtainment of equilibrium and a separation of the con-
tacted matenals. Separation is somewhat simple in the countercurrent
vapor-liquid operations of stripping, absorption, and fractionation: but
in extraction both phases are liquids and the difference in liquid densi-
ties is relatively small.

The general situation is governed by the distribution law, which states
that the ratio of the concentrations of a component distributed between
two mutually insoluble phases is a constant.

m mK (ii-D

where (7, = concentration of solute in first liquid phase, per cent by
weight

C2 = concentration of solute in second liquid phase, per cent by
weight

K = a constant that depends only on temperature

^Brie*, E. B., First Eastern Aromatics Plant ... , Pet. Engr., May, 1954, p.

* Bloch and Wackher, Pure Aromatics from Cracked Naphthas, Pet Refinererimary, 1955, p . 145
r w aymmr,
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If the solute is a mixture, the law holds for each material in the mixture.
Modifications of Eq. (11-1) to care for dissociation or association will be
found in textbooks on physical chemistry.

Countercurrent liquid-liquid diagrams are shown in Figs. 11-8 and 11-9.
The operation is somewhat analogous to countercurrent vapor-liquid sys-
tems. Refluxing with extract and raffinate solution, as shown in Fig.
11-9, is not directly practiced in many commercial processes, but the same
effect is accomplished by adjustment of temperatures at the top or bot-
tom of the tower in furfural and phenol extraction, and in propane deas-
phalting. Changes in temperature precipitate reflux agents which are
countercurrently washed as they proceed to the other end of the tower!
Tower extraction systems have the advantage of utilizing gravity to
transfer the materials from one stage to the next. The solvent-rich

Extracted
„ oil
** out

Solvent
extract-*. J

out- yt

\U.J **9ofivrjt
Mixer y, /„

contactor
Solvent

Fig. 11-8. Three-stage countercurrent extraction with mixers and settlers.

solution is called the "extract" solution, and the- oil or componerit-rrch
solution is the "raffinate" solution. In Fig. 11-9 the raffinate or oil-

rich layer is shown as the bottom or heavy solution. In all common
petroleum-extraction systems the solvent is heavier than the oil and the
solvent-rich extract solution settles to the bottom.

If W represents the pounds of stock to be treated, S the pounds of pure
solvent, x the pounds of component to be extracted per pound of stock,
and y the pounds of component per pound of solvent (Fig. 11-8),

and

~ x2) = S(y x - yt)

K= gj Z g?
S v

xi - xt
(11-2)

The subscript 1 refers to the incoming liquids, and 2 to the outgoing
liquids.

With materials and conditions for which Eq. (11-1) is valid, the equi-
librium relation in terms of x and y may be formulated as follows:
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l+x
y

and n _ y

l + y
K = x

1 +x

y = X

K + xK-x (H-3)

.

' vs" x
>
E& (1 1-3) is an equilibrium curve and Eq. (1 1-2)

is an operating line. The number of theoretical contacts can be deter-mined by a stepwise method such as that used for absorption and strip-
ping processes (Figs. 22-9 and 22-10). However, the minimum amouS

Solvent
removal-*.

Solvent recycle

Extract—

>

reflux.

removal
I

Extract

product

t t Solvent recycle.

Roffinate product-
Fig. 11-9. Countereurrent extraction tower using extract and raflmate refluxes.

rf f£ZZ T b
,

US6d Wi" be g°Vemed by the maximum solubilityof the solute in the solvent, as well as the material balance of the system
concentration must always be *«S2

Stokes's law for the rate of settling of particles through fluids may be
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design of settlers, etc. ; but inasmuch as the particle size can-
not be estimated without empirical tests, the theoretical relationship is
of little value. Horizontal settlers are more effective than vertical settlers
because the velocity is lower.

Extraction of Oils. In most practical extraction systems the several
components are mutually soluble, and hence recourse must be had to tri-
angular coordinate diagrams such as Fig. 11-10 to show the relation
between phases. Such a diagram has three percentage scales, each of
which reads from 0 per cent on one side of the diagram to 100 per cent
at the apex which is directly opposite. Thus, any point on the diagram
represents the percentages of each of the three components of the system

1 he phase relationship that is most common for petroleum-oil systems
is also indicated in Fig. 11-10. When furfural (or other common solvent)
is added to a heavy lubricating-oil stock, two liquid phases (or layers)

oTw? T ;,

one which
u

(

f
xtract) contains a relative1^ am°™t

of furfural with some asphaltic material dissolved in it, and one which is
lean in furfural (raffinate) but rich in high Viscosity Index oil. In Fig
11-10 mixtures of oil and furfural whose compositions fall within the
two-phase region bounded by abc will separate into two layers whose
compositions are shown by the ends of the tie lines labeled 1 2 3 and
4; but for all other mixtures the three components are mutually soluble
and no separation occurs. The four tie lines represent experimental data,'
but additional tie lines can be estimated as necessary.
In all complex mixtures, such as petroleum, it is difficult to define what

is meant by pure raffinate (R) and pure extract (E), and hence the BE
scale is not read directly in percentages of R and E but by some signifi-
cant property such as specific gravity or Viscosity Index. Experimental
data are necessary m order to draw the diagrams.
The diagrams are useful in studying single-contact or concurrent multi-

ple-contact operations (Example 11-1) but are not well suited to the study
oi countercurrent multiple-contact extractions.

inv^lv^i
1
!"
1

;

EXtraCti°n Diagram
- °' Addition or removaI «* ^entmvolves travel along a hne connecting the pure solvent point S and a solvent-free oiltuated on the base hne. Thus, by adding 49 parts of solvent to 51 parts of feed-stock two layers will separate (see Fig. 11-10) which contain solvent-free oils having

specific gravities of 1.047 (extract) and 0.931 (raffinate).
b. Quantities may be computed by material balances involving either the percentage

£^7? °r
*
*?.

P
T,
pe

[
tieS °f the solv*nt'-free stained* the mixtures or maybe estimated graphically by the distances along a line connecting the three material,under consideration. Thus, the amounts of the two solutions produced in the separa

Pom eTtZ J! ? ab°Ut 6qUal beCEUSe P°int e nearfy bisect* Kiie def.Point e falls somewhat closer to point/, and hence the raffinate solution designated by

Ti

am°Unting by Careful ™-«rements or computations
to 48 per cent of the total. Likewise, the amounts of solvent-free raffinate and extract
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s

R
Q90 Q92 Q94 Q96 Q9B l0 L02 W4 T06

Specific Gravity at 60 Deg. F.

1.08 LIO
1

• 0931 09S45
Raffinate Feed

Fig. 11-10. Three-component
fural. (API.)

Extracts

1.047

Extract

at 200°P for a mixed-base oil and fur-

llt^ $m the base line. By inspection it appears that the
raffinate will amount to about 80 per cent of the feed, or more exactly

100 X 0.9545 = 0.931A + 1.047(100 - R)

K =
Qjjg = 79.7 per cent

Countercurrent multiple-stage extractions41 can also be studied by tri-
angular coordinate diagrams (Fig. 11-11), but apparently an empirical
correction42 is necessary when applying the method to oils. In Fig. 1 1-1

1

which shows the same oil as Fig. 11-10, F indicates the feed composition
in terms of various raffinates and extracts. Adding solvent to the feed
traces the line FJS, and the point J represents 56 per cent solvent. If
the raffinate solution Rz is desired, a line connecting R3 and J shows that
the composition of the extract solution must be Ex . Lines connecting
the raffinate solution that enters any stage with the extract solution leav-

Ju l
en
?'J-

H
-
(ed>)

'

" Chemical Engineers' Handbook," 2d ed., p. 1236, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1941.
« Skogan and Rogers, Stage Estimation in Lubricating Distillate Extraction Oil

Gas J., Aug. 2, 1947, p. 70.
'
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at point 0?
as follows: Extract Jl h T j ?

Stages re<
>uired be estimated

^nate ^X^^^^^t
43 xx

h extract lies on a tie line with 7?43 Hunter and Nash A &». m T ,

Uil
"ash, /. S»c. Ckem. Ind. (London), 53, 95T (1934).
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raffinate 22, lies on a line OE2, and Ex lies on a tie line with Rx. Three
stages or contacts are required to produce the desired raffinate B9. How-
ever, the stages would not have come out to be exactly three if the posi-
tion of 4, had not been judged and adjusted. Usually the number of
stages is not a whole number, which means that point 0 has not been
located at exactly the right point. This means that a trial-and-error
operation must be employed. The method is useful for illustrating the
principles of extraction, but Skogan and Rogers" find that point 0should be at some point indicated generaUy by 0'. The correct point

ZJSZ ? ^ be l0CatGd °nly hy conduc^g laboratory
countercurrent extractions.

"Science of Petroleum," Vol. Ill,- presents fundamental theory and
summarizes experimental data for a number of systems such as thosewhich utilize ch orex, sulfur dioxide, nitrobenzene, cresol, phenol, fur-
fural, benzol-sulfur dioxide blends, and propane. Triangular coordinate
diagrams are also useful in studying solvent dewaxing. 44

Little information is available on the size of tower or number of stages
required In various laboratory towers the height equivalent of a theo-
retical stage (HETS) ranges46 from about 1 to 5 ft and in a few inste
even more. In large-diameter sieve plate columns, Hunter and N
found HETS's exceeding 23 ft. Bryant, Manley, and McCarty' wu n
respect to furfural extraction utilize a packed section consisting of 20 ft
of Raschig rings, with redistribution means at each 4 ft of packed-tower
space. Charge rates should average about 35 gal of charge oil plr hour
per square foot of over-all tower cross-sectional area, although rates as
high as 70 gal have been used without excessive entrainment of solvent
into the refined oil. Ebner and Mertens" report a furfural tower which
contains eight nests of Raschig rings each 5 ft in depth, with redistribu-
tion plates above each nest. Finally, Elgin4 * reports that 3-ft-diameter
towers 30 ft long are used in refining kerosene with liquid sulfur dioxide
In a laboratory study of furfural extraction4 * a 12-ft tower was found to
be equivalent to 3 to 6 theoretical contacts, and the tower could handle
400 to 1 700 gal of oil per hr per sq ft of cross-sectional area. In con-
tacting 250 bbl per hr of oil with 40 bbl caustic soda, 4* a 4-ft-diameter
60-ft long tower, with packing arranged in 4-ft sections with 2-ft disen-
gaging space between, was used.

In the solutizer or gasoline-treating processes, bubble plates have been

"Dunstan, Nash, Brooks, and Tizard, Oxford University Press New YnrV iqss« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Oct. 11, 1947, p. 201.
' '

1938 "

"Proc. World Power Conf., Chem. Eng. Congress, 1936.
« Solvents New Lubricating Oil Plant, Oil Gas J., Apr. 13, 1944, p. 173.
Design and Application of liquid-liquid Extraction, Cheni. Met. Eng., May, 1942,
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used for contacting. Fuqua" reports that the Kaskade tray has a con-tactmg efficency about 35 per cent greater than a bubble tray, and is theequivalent of about 4 ft of carbon-ring packing. At the same tune hecapacity is more than 60 per cent greater. Naphtha velocities of 2.5 ft

JSZ alioSET feasible
-

Somewhat the— rates of ch—



CHAPTER 12

DEWAXING

by Dr. Paul Zurcher, retired

School of Petroleum Sciences, University of Tulsa

The waxy materials present in the high-boiling fractions of mineral
oils are now considered to be crystalline throughout but under certain
conditions may behave like a colloid. A solution of petrolatum, bright
stock, and naphtha, when agitated over long periods at the crystallizing
temperature, will form a completely transparent jelly; but the same solu-
tion, when chilled more rapidly and with moderate agitation, will precipi-
tate a wax that can be centrifuged but not filtered because the wax plugs
the pores of filter cloth. If the oil is dissolved in such solvents as propane
or acetone, the petrolatum forms aggregates upon chilling which are easily
separated by filtration.

Straight-chain hydrocarbons (waxes)

temperature with urea in the form of needles. The
be removed by filtration leaving an oil almost totally free of wax.
Composition of Paraffin Wax. The waxes extend throughout the entire

boiling range of the lubricating-oil stocks. Attempts to separate wax
from oil by fractionation have met with no success. Clark and Smith1

claim that waxes consist of a high percentage of n-paraffin hydrocarbons
and a smaller percentage of isoparaffins. Ferris and Cowles2 show that
petroleum waxes are mixtures of hydrocarbons of the various homologous
series. The members of each series crystallize similarly as either plates,
mal crystals, or needles. If but one type is present (plate, mal, or
needle), the crystal form remains the same regardless of such factors as
amount or kind of solvent. If the types are mixed, and if the solubility
relations are such that more than one type can crystallize simultaneously,
either the needle or the mal crystal can impress its form on the plates!
If, however, sufficient solvent is present to maintain needles and mals in
solution until plates are well established, mals and needles can then
deposit upon and thus take the form of plates.

1 Ind. Eng. Chem., 23, 697 (1931).
*Ind. Eng. Chem., 37, 1054 (1945).

374
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There is evidence that the distillation range of the material and the
degree of fractionation of the stock influence the type of wax crystals
developed upon chilling. Davis and Campbell8 have studied the crystal-
line structure of 13 fractions of wax oil. The fractions were obtained by
a true-boiling-point distillation of a Mid Continent wax distillate. The
properties of the fractions are given in Table 12-1. The clean-cut crys-
tals appearing in fraction 13 were probably due to decomposition during
the distillation of the last fraction.

Table 12-1. Fbactions of Wax Oil

Frac-

tion

num-
ber

Per

cent of

crude at

end of

fraction

Uni-

versal

vis-

cosity

at 100

Temperature,

°F, at cut

point, approx.

At 3

mm
At 760

mm

1 58.2 40 358 680
2 60.4 51 377 700
3 62.6 66 402 727
4 64.8 75 420 752
5 67.0 89 442 773
6 69.2 115 460 789
7 71.4 152 478 813
8 73.6 200 499 832
9 75.8 258 520 862
10 78.0 330 541 886
11 80.2 400 567 915
12 82.4 480 598 950
13 84.6 470 625 978

Pour

point,

°F

Per

cent

wax by
weight

Melt-

ing

point

of

wax,

°F

Orvst.fl 11 in f>

structure

3 0 None
35 7.2 96 Few plates
53 9.1 106 Plates

58 9.3 112 Plates
66 7.4 124 Plates

76 10.8 128 Plates
85 10.1 132 Partly malform
89 9.7 137 Partly malform
95 9.2 142 Malform
98 8.7 145 Malform
102 9.5 145 Malform
105 6.8 145 Malform
108 5.2 149 Plates

The fractions were blended together as follows: 1 to 6 inclusive, 1 to 7,
1 to 8, etc., including all the cuts. The size of the crystals was progres-
sively smaller and smaller as cuts were added, but with the exception of
blends 1 to 12 and 1 to 13 the crystalline size and form were satisfactory.
The approximate end points, at atmospheric pressure, of the blends were
as follows: 780, 798, 819, 830, 851, 872°F; and for the two unsatisfactory
blends (1 to 12 and 1 to 13), 893 and 921°F. Thus it appears that wax
oils having end points exceeding about 860°F are not satisfactory for con-
ventional pressing and sweating, and many refiners have found it advis-
able to limit the end point to 835°F. Nevertheless, other factors, such
as the characteristics of the oil, the degree of fractionation, the viscosity,
and the amount of cracking, alter the allowable end point for a pressible
stock (see page 79).

' Oil Gas J., May 25, 1933, p. 49.
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More recent studies4 - 6 relate crystal structure to such properties as ten-
sile strength, 4 hardness, 4 gloss, 4 and blocking temperature. 5 Plate crys-
tals have low tensile strengths and needle crystals high, and the strength
of plate wax can be increased by the addition of small amounts of micro-
crystalline wax or even plate wax of much higher melting point. 4

Naturally occurring impurities such as asphaltic matter, as well as
synthetic compounds (Paraflow, etc.), influence the crystal form of the
wax. Some refiners have used additives in order to control the pressibil-
ity and sweatability of waxes. Plate crystals are desirable for the press-
ing operation, but the needle form is best for sweating.

Wax distillate

Pressed distillate-^

\ Double-pipeexchange^

\ No. I chiller

^
P

No.2 chiller

P5 vZT.
1

I
:

,

*»

—

H Pefrigeration\
'1

Filter

Crudescale

Paraffin wax

Fig. 12-1. Old conventional operations of pressing (or double pressing) and sweating.

and Sweating. Although losing in importance, the old press-
ing and sweating process for the separation of the wax from wax distillate
is still in use. The wax is crystallized by chilling of the oil and is removed
in presses as slack wax. The latter is melted, chilled into large cakes, and
heated slowly. In this operation, called "sweating," the oil that adheres
to the wax drains from the cake (see Fig. 12-1).

The double-pipe chiller has been adopted almost exclusively for chilling
wax distillate. This machine is similar to a double-pipe cooler, except
that it is provided with a revolving screw or ribbon-type conveyor in the

4 Lund, H. A., Meeting Product Quality in Wax Crystallization, Pet. Processina,
March, 1952, p. 326.

'

•
'Hedje, J. L., A Laboratory Study of Wax Processing Methods, Proc. Fourth World

Pet. Congr., see. VI, Rome, 1955.
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inner pipe. T. E. Schley' describes a spring-loaded scraper. The pur-
pose of a conveyor is to scrape the wax crystals from the walls and move
them forward. The common size of chiller has 6-in.-diameter inside pipe
and 8-in. outside pipe. It consists of a series of heavily insulated hori-
zontal double pipes, assembled into stacks through which the oil flows in
series. The conveyors rotate by a chain drive from one motor. Twentv-
four sections of chiUers up to 40 ft long can be arranged in four stacks,
six sections high, with two chain drives.

Chilling is usually accomplished by exchange with the cold dewaxed
oil, followed by direct expansion of ammonia. Ammonia expansion is
cheaper and permits lower temperatures than the previously used chilled
brine. The rate of cooling depends much on the effectiveness of the
scrapers If they fit poorly, the rate of heat transfer drops to the low
value of 2 or 3 Btu per sq ft per deg Fahrenheit per hr. With closely
fatting scrapers that remove the wax effectively from the chilled surface
rates of 16 Btu have been obtained (Table 12-2).

TiBHS 12-2. Transfer Rates in Chillers

Type conveyor Cooling conditions
Transfer rate,

Btu/(°F, diff.)

(sq ft) (hr)

Brine circulation

Direct expansion

Direct expansion, nonturbulent flow
Direct expansion, turbulent flow, and recirculation

4-5

7-10Ribbon

Ribbon 8-12

15

Thus a section of chiller having a surface of 55 sq ft will cool 12 to 18
bbi of wax oil per day through the customary range in temperature. The
higher capacity is for chilling the oil to 10 to 15°F when some heat
exchange is used, and the lower capacity is for cooling to 15°F without
exchangers or to 0°F with exchangers.

Conventional oil filter presses consist of as many as 500 canvas-covered
plates, generally 48 in. in diameter. Space for a 34-in. cake of slack wax
is provided either by recesses in the plates or by spacer rings between
plates. Details of plate construction are shown in earlier editions of this
book Chilled oil-wax slurry is pumped through a central hole extend-
ing throughout the entire length of the press, and it fills the spaces
between the canvas blankets. Pressure forces the oil through the can-
vas, then through openings in perforated side plates behind the blankets
and then outward to the edge of the plates where it leaks to the outside

• Develop New Spring-loaded Pipe Scraper for Removing Wax in Lube Oil Plant,
Naif-. Pet. News, June 5, 1946, p. R-416.
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of the press. The wax remains in the space between the blankets, caus-
ing an increase in pump pressure until finally a maximum pressure of
about 350 pa is attained. The press is then opened, and the wax cakes
are pushed off of each plate dropping into a conveyor under the press.
Ine chunks of slack wax then move to a melting tank and are pumpedW liquid form to the sweat pans. A typical press cycle including charg-
ing, emptying, and reassembling the press requires approximately 44 hr
For a normal stock that contains 5 to 8 per cent wax and for single-press^mg operation, one or two 48-in. plates are required for each barrel of
Pennsylvania oil that is pressed per day and 2 or 3 plates for a Mid Con-
tinent oil. The amount of slack wax that is obtained from the presses
is far greater than the 5 to 8 per cent finished wax and may in some cases
amount to 30 per cent of the wax distillate. Oils of two different pour
points are made by double pressing, which consists of cooling to 35 to
40 F and filtering for a high-pour-point oil, and then chilling part of the

t l-u a 1° * f
f

fAf
J°

L
w
f
r-P°ur-P0int oil. In general, the stock should

be chilled to 5 to 10°F below the desired pour point for a single-pressing
operation, but for a double-pressing operation the stock need not be
chilled to such a low temperature.
The operation of sweating consists of cooling the slack wax to a con-

gealed mass and slowly heating it to temperatures of 100 to 140°F
Practice is totally empirical, but a theoretical analysis has been made '

The wax is heated in long shallow pans, 10 ft or more wide, 40 or 50 ft
long, and sufficiently deep to hold a 5- to 7-in. cake of wax. A flat per-
forated metal sheet or a 50-mesh screen lies across the bottom of the pan
and a pipe coil for cooling and heating lies just above the screen The
pans are arranged, one above another, in stacks of about eight and housed
in a building or oven. The oven has steam coils and water sprays along
the walls to aid in maintaining uniform temperature conditions

In conducting a sweating operation, cold water is turned into the pans
up to the screen and circulated through the coils above it, and slack wax
is pumped into the pan. After the wax solidifies into a cake, the water
under the screen is withdrawn and the temperature of the wax cake is
raised at the rate of 2 to 3°F an hour by increasing the water tempera-
ture If the wax is in the proper condition, it gathers into well-defined
needle crystals, and the oil sweats or drips from the wax cake The oil
that collects up to about 100°F is called "foots oil," and it may be
resweated along with fresh slack wax. The intermediate wax oil that is
collected at higher temperatures may contain 50 per cent of slack wax
and it is often resweated for waxes of intermediate melting point- or it
too may be recycled with the fresh charge. The melting point of the

'

J, e wax is about the same as the maximum temperature attained
- and Burk, Sweating of Paraffin Wax, Ind. Eng. Chem. 41, 2008 (1949).
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in the sweating operation. Very low-melting-point waxes are usually
made by resweating the foots oil.

The rate of heating is greatly dependent on the uniformity of tempera-
ture within the cake. With circulating water as the main heating
medium, the total time for the sweating cycle is about 30 or 40 hr. The
exact time depends upon the melting point of the wax that is being pro-
duced, the crystalline characteristics, and the uniformity of temperature
throughout the cake. For 110 to 112°F melting-point wax, only 24 to
36 hr are required, but for 120°F wax the time is 35 to 45 hr. Auto-
matic temperature control is advantageous.

In a study of wax recovery, L. D. Wyant8 outlined the basic funda-
mentals of wax sweating but could hot completely explain the range of
23 to 85 per cent efficiency of recovery that was being obtained by Mid
Continent refiners. J. P. O'Donnell9 describes in detail the construction
and operation of modern sweaters. Donnell and Burch 10 find that slack
waxes containing more than 50 per cent oil yield little crude scale whereas
at 20 per cent oil the yield of scale is 52 per cent.

The crude scale has a slightly yellow color, which may be eliminated
by treating the molten wax with acid or sometimes dilute caustic solu-

tion. Filtration through fuller's earth is all that is normally required.
Possibility of Wax Stocks. The rate at which distillates can be

pressed as well as the yield during sweating depend on such physical
properties as viscosity, fractionation, wax content, distillation range, and
crystalline structure.

Viscosity. The pressing qualities of wax-bearing oils from the same
crude oil depend to some extent on the viscosity. The rate of pressing is

inversely proportional to the viscosity. Oils of 55 to 75 sec Saybolt
Universal at 100°F can be pressed without dilution with naphtha. The
use of naphtha permits single pressing for stocks that might otherwise
require double pressing.

The viscosity at the pressing temperature is of more interest than the
at 100°F. Davis and Campbell8 report viscosities at the press-

of 1,200 to 2,100 sec (Table 12-3). The pressing quali-

a distillate are also dependent on other factors than the viscosity,

so that the several factors must be considered collectively.

Fractionation. Degree of fractionation plays an important part in the
pressing qualities of an oil.

11 The quantity of material boiling above
800°F, and particularly a "tail" of poorly fractionated material, affects

8 Separation of Wax from Distillate, OH Gas J., Oct. 2, 1924, p. 224.
9 New Sweater Improves Yields, Lowers Cost, Oil Gas J., July 22, 1943, p. 28.
10 Experimental Control . . . Sweating, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., November, 1938, p.

603.
11 Dunmire, H. J., Nail. Pet. News, Apr. 23, 1930, p. 38.
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the pressing rate greatly. A poorly fractionated stock may press more
slowly than a well-fractionated product that has a much higher end point
because of the presence of minute quantities of very high-boiling mate-
rial. Fractionation also affects the centrifuging properties of cylinder
stock. For this reason refiners have sometimes found it necessary to
take a slop " wax cut between the wax distillate and the cylinder stock.

Table 12-3. Pressing Tests

Phasing stock number

Gravity, API
Flash point,

CF
Viscosity of distillate at

100
6P

Cold test, °F

Distillation range at 40 mm,
°F:

Initial boiling point

10 per cent

34.2

90

63

30.

40.

90

End point

End point, 760 mm ap-

prox

Wax content, per cent. .

.

Melting point of wax, °F. . .

.

Per cent raw 200 vis. neutral.

Pressing characteristics:

Pressing temp

Viscosity at 100°F:

Distillate

Pressing stock

Dewaxed oil

Viscosity at pressing temp.

approx

Pressing rate, bbl per plate

Pa day

Fractionation

Crystal formation

344

466

494

511

527

544

564

588

622

648

862

8.75

118

50

-18

63

55

57

1.400

0.43

Good

32

170

70

68

256

312

350

473

498

518

539

561

585

611

844

6.75

123

48

-8

70

70

76

2,100

0.43

Good

3 EO 6 7

31 31.4 31.7 31 6
360 280 320 315

94 66 68 75 100
1A/4 42 50 80

450 256 312 306
476 395 394 416
493 416 426 445

436 453 469
o25 461 479 491
Oil Ann490 503 513
557 524 523 533
573 567 543 554
593 590 562 580
615 625 . 590 616
637 643 625 852

'

849 859 835 870
7.66 1.58 5.77 4.8

123 119 124 123
50 51 33 39

-10 -5 -6 +8 -5 15

94 68 68 75 75 100
58 66 68 75 66 100
63 68 74 82 69 114

1,350 1,380 1,800 1.200 1,400 1,800

0.41 0.4 0.37 0.35 0.3 0.45
Poor Poor

Good Fair Poorly Very small

formed

r»™~?!t
i0n RT96'

A common method of determining the boilingrange is by the Bureau of Mines vacuum distillation operated at 40 mm
p essure. $nd points at 40 mm pressure of 610 to 640°F (84o to 870°Fat atmospheric pressure) are possible without spoiling the possibility of
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the stock. In addition, the viscosity of the highest-boiling fraction

should not exceed about 580 sec at 100°F.

Wax Content. An abnormally high wax content usually lowers the
pressing rate because the presses must be dumped oftener. The average

Fig. 12-2. Photomicrographs of wax: (a) very good, (6) typical, (c) high end point,
(d) crude oil leaked mto distillate in exchanger. Magnification X 350. (Courted
L. L. Davis, Continental Oil r.™™™, \

wax content of distillates is about 6 per cent; but some stocks contain as
little as 1 per cent wax, and others contain as much as 25 per cent.

Crystal Structure. This is probably the most important factor, but it is
related and dependent on the several other factors that are discussed. A
stock3 having very good pressing properties is shown in Fig. \2-2a; a
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typical stock in 6; a stock with too high an end point in c; and one indk
eating that a small amount of crude oil had leaked into the stock during
heat exchange, in d.

In the control of plant pressing operations, the wax oil should be
examined for at least the following characteristics: (1) viscosity, (2) boil-
ing range at 40 mm pressure, and (3) crystal structure.

Centrifuging. Although the centrifuge process (Fig. 12-3) was the
exclusive means of dewaxing bright stock for many years, it is rapidly
being displaced by solvent processes. Percolated or acid-treated and

Solution

Warm Brine or \
fosiona3*

warm solution

from treating plant

-v,
\ Filtered cylinder-
stock solution

p — — ————

~l Booster} „ (i

—

I puflp j Ph --35'

LiquidAmmonia

Carrieri
liquid

Petrolatum wax solution Wax-fr^e~s~olution
Fig. 12-3. Centrifuge process for dewaxing cylinder stock.

contacted cylinder stock, diluted with 65 to 80 per cent naphtha, is con-
tinuously chilled in large insulated vertical tanks provided with' cooling
coils. Wax-free oil solution is used for initial heat exchange, followed by
either brine or direct-expansion ammonia chilling. Doubts have been
expressed regarding the established idea that very slow chilling is neces-
sary for successful dewaxing, and at least one refiner has disregarded such
precautions with the result that throughputs are greatly increased. Agi-
tation of the oil solution during the precipitation of the petrolatum should
be very moderate, since the churning of the solution tends to gelatinize
the petrolatum. This tendency is evidenced by an increased pour test
for slightly excessive or prolonged agitation, and by complete jelling by
very long or very vigorous stirring.
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For a pour point of 20 to 30°F the oil is chilled to about - 10°F by
means of brine solution. In order to obtain a zero pour-test oil, chilling
to -40°F is required, and for some stocks even lower temperatures are
necessary. The cold oil solution is continuously charged to Sharpies
supercentrifuges through a constant-head feed device. The centrifugal
force separates the wax from the oil. The latter rises in the center of

• tlMJ "bowl" (a 4^-in. rotating tube) and leaves the machine through a
discharge opening at the top; while the petrolatum, flowing upward along
the wall, emerges from another opening. A stream of hot water (150 to
180°F) is directed at the wax-discharge port in order to prevent accumu-
lation of frozen petrolatum at the outlet.

The capacity of the Sharpies machine is from 25 to 55 bbl per day
based on cylinder stock, each machine handling from 70 to 240 bbl of
solution depending on the pour point desired,* the properties of the stock,
and the amount of dilution. The centrifuge operates at from 15,000 to
17,000 rpm and requires approximately 1 kw of power. The refrigera-
tion requirement per machine per day is 5 to 10 tons.

Uniform operating conditions in the entire plant are the most essential
requisite for successful operation of a centrifuge plant. Most important
of all is careful fractionation of the stock in the vacuum distillation to
avoid the presence of paraffin wax which clogs the centrifuges. High-
boiling dark-colored or asphaltic materials inhibit the growth of crystals,
and a light-colored stock of less than 1% Tag Robinson will probably give
trouble. Some operators have even added colloidal matter to a distilled
cylinder stock in order to inhibit the growth of paraffin wax crystals. The
chilling surfaces must be kept free from wax, and the equipment should
be designed so that masses of wax cannot accumulate on cooling surfaces,
tank bottoms, or lines. Deposits not only prevent chilling but cause
uneven flow of the charge to the centrifuges. A sufficient amount of
naphtha must be used to obtain a nonviscous solution at the centrifug-
ing temperature. A solution containing about 70 to 80 per cent naph-
tha of gravity 44 to 48 is usually satisfactory for producing zero pour-
point oil. For lower pour points, more naphtha may be required. By
careful operation it has been possible to lower the viscosity of stocks that
can be centrifuged from 110 to 75 sec Saybolt Universal viscositv at
210°F.

y

Many schemes have been applied to improve centrifuging properties.
In processing very waxy stocks and some overhead stocks, it is necessary
to recirculate some of the dewaxed oil. Other stocks can be successfully
centrifuged by recirculating some of the petrolatum, and in rare cases it

has been necessary to add-dark-colored material to the stock. In one
plant, evaporation losses are minimized by the use of hexane instead of
naphtha and by the use of a completely enclosed circulating system.
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NEW DEWAXING METHODS

The use of two dewaxing methods, i.e., pressing and centrifuging, has
been a source of great expense to refiners. Almost all new plants employ
solvents (Table 11-1). The Weir filter-aid process 12 (patented in 1924)
was the first commercial solvent dewaxing process. It involved the fil-
tration of chilled naphtha-oil solution mixed with about 15 per cent of
filter aid (fuller's or diatomaceous earth). Modern solvent processes
employ special solvents, such as acetone-benzene, 13

trichlorethylene 14

ethylene dichloride-benzol (Bariaol) » and particularly propane1 ' and
methyl ethyl ketone-benzol. 17

Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), the most widely used solvent, is used as
a mixture with up to 70 per cent toluene to improve the rate of filtration
and to raise the temperature required in dewaxing. Two solvents (or
three if benzol is also used) are troublesome, and hence the use of larger-
molecule ketones is being developed. 1 ' Methyl n-propyl ketone appears
to be superior to toluene-MEK solutions, but several other ketones are
also being investigated.

Most recently 18
" urea has been employed in room-temperature dewax-

ing operations. Straight-chain hydrocarbons react completely with urea
forming a large-volume crystal complex which after separation by filtra-
tion can be easily decomposed by heating or by the addition of water.
Wax is so completely removed that pour points of minus 70°F can be
attained from ordinary lubricating oil stocks. In the plant of Deutsche
Erdoel A.G., equal volumes of oil, aqueous urea (saturated at 160°F),
and methylene chloride (for temperature control) are vigorously agitated'
Heat of crystallization boils the methylene chloride which is condensed
and returned to the reactor to maintain a temperature of 95 to 115°F
The mixture is filtered and the urea-paraffin complex is decomposed at
about 170°F by agitation with live steam yielding aqueous urea and
molten wax. Methylene chloride is recovered from both the oil and the
wax by distillation, and the urea is concentrated for reuse. The Stand-
ard Oil Co. of Indiana installed a 700-bpd plant in 1956 for the produc-
tion of transformer oils, refrigerator oils, and special oils for arctic services.

12 Gee, W. P., Ref. Nat. Goto. Mfr., June, 1933, p. 238.
" Gover and Bryant, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1933, p. 222
14 Pester, C. F., Oil Gas J., May 25, 1933, p. 52.
16 Albright, J. C, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., August, 1936, p. 287.
Wilson, Keith, and Haylett, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 28, 1065 (1936).
Porkorny and Stratford, Oil Gas J., Mar. 31, 1938, p. 96.

" ^edje and MacLeod, Higher Ketones as Dewaxing Solvents, Pet. Refiner, Febru-
ary, 1955, p. 150.
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Rotary-type enclosed continuous filters are used almost exclusively in
solvent dewaxing because the solvents are valuable and because they
usually,form explosive mixtures with air. The principle of operation is
the same as that outlined on page 321 with regard to the Oliver precoat
filter. However, a precoat is not employed in wax filtering, and the
rotating drum is enclosed in a shell so that pressure can be applied (Fig.
12-4). Some plants employ vacuum rather than pressure. The wax
cake is sprayed or washed with solvent while it is still on the drum.
Closed filtering systems are required because the solvents must be

Solvent
wash

filtrate

Waxy
oil

solvent,

mix

Oil-rich

filtrate

Flue gas
blow

Wax
discharge

Fig. 12-4. Diagram of a Conkey solvent-dewaxing drum filter. (Oil Gas J.)

recovered or the operation will be an economic failure. In fact, the
recovery of the solvent has been a great hindrance to the adoption of
new dewaxing methods, and no such process can be highly successful
unless the solvent can be effectively recovered and is relatively cheap.
The use of a single dewaxing process for both the high- and low-viscos-

ity wax stocks has many advantages. The cuts that must be produced
m a vacuum tower are reduced to gas oil, a lubricating-oil stock, and tar;
only one type of dewaxing equipment is required; only one rerunning
operation is necessary; and the production of several blending stocks is

unnecessary. However, many combinations of processing operations are
found in commercial plants.

Crystal Structure. The general statement that all types of waxes can
be effectively extracted by solvent treatment needs some explanation. In
propane dewaxing, light wax distillates produce very fluffy cakes which
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crack easily and are difficult to wash. Wilson, Keith, and Haylett 16 over-
come this defect by the addition of 0.3 per cent petrolatum which changes
the structure of the cake so that it can be effectively washed. The petro-
latum, if undesirable, can be separated from the paraffin wax in a subse-
quent distillation. Anderson and Talley 19 show that in propane dewaxing

10 to 5 gallons 5 to 0 gallons
Fig. 12-5. Effect of wax structure on filtering rate in propane dewaxine (X120)
Rates are gallons per square foot per hour. (Shell Oil Co.)

the most easily filtered wax consists of clusters of small grains cemented
together by naturally occurring aromatic resins. With this structure
(Fig. 12-5), filtering rates exceeding 5 gal per sq ft per hr can be attained.
The laboratory rates shown in Fig. 12-5 are about five times as large as
plant rates. Very fine crystals, forming clouds, may reduce the filtering
rate to zero. Needles, free or interlaced, are undesirable. The form of
the crystals depends on precipitating conditions, mixing temperature,
» Wax Precipitation from Propane Solution, Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 432 (1937).
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solvent-oil ratio, chilling conditions, and crystallizing agents such as

asphaltic compounds. Good filtering rates are obtained by complete
solution of the wax oil in the solvent, by avoiding flash-chilling (almost

instantaneous by evaporation of propane) during any part of the cooling,

and by a judicious amount of agitation. Chilling may be very rapid

without affecting the filterability of the wax. Experimental runs were

made at an average chilling rate of 14°F per min. The solvent ratio is

of little importance as long as it is not below about 1.6 to 1.0.

The cementing material, consisting mainly of aromatic hydrocarbons,

is probably present in asphaltic matter and acts somewhat as a filter aid.

Asphalt-free stocks have lower filtering rates than asphalt-bearing stocks.

Without a dewaxing aid (i.e., asphalt), the wax crystallizes as flat plates

or a honeycomb structure, 20 whereas when a small amount of asphalt is

present the wax crystallizes into spherelike particles which with further

chilling develop a shell of radiating needles. V. N. Jenkins21 also stresses

the importance of the wax crystal structure in MEK solutions. He
states that too rapid^chilling results in poorly crystallized, bulky wax
cakes which crack badly during filtering and wash unevenly.

Propane Self-refrigeration Process. Propane dewaxing is usually

combined with deasphalting16 because an improvement in color can be
attained at little extra cost. The propane dewaxing process is unique

because part of the solvent is allowed to evaporate and the entire mate-

rial is chilled by the refrigeration effect of the evaporation. This also

eliminates loss of heat through the walls of exchangers, piping, and some
vessels. The advantages of the process are

1. Self-refrigeration.

2. Rapid rates of chilling. The entire operation of filling, evaporating, and emptying
the chilling vessel requires only about 90 min.

3. Ability to handle all kinds of wax-bearing stocks.

4. High rates of filtration even for viscous oils.

5. A cheap solvent which may be recovered in the regular gas recovery system of the

refinery. The make-up solvent requires only a wash with caustic to sweeten it.

According to the Kellogg Company, 22 propane dewaxing is practiced

(Fig. 12-6) as follows:

In propane dewaxing of lubricant fractions, such as cylinder stocks, a typical

operation blends three volumes of propane under pressure at 180°F with one vol-

ume of stock; this solution is cooled to 70°Fand sent to chillers where the pressure

is reduced to evaporate propane until the temperature of the remaining propane

solution has dropped to, say, minus 40°F. Wax crystallizes out of this solution

10 Chamberlin et al., Wax Crystallization from Propane Solution, Ind. Eng. Chem.,

41, 566 (1949).

» Refining of High Melting-point Waxes, Oil Gas J., Mar. 25, 1943, p. 98.

" M. W. Kellogg Company, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1947, p. 176.
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which is passed to and held in filter feed tanks. The filters are of the rotating-drum type, in which suction is maintained inside the drum while it dips below the
level of the wax-solution slurry in the filter case.
As the drum rotates slowly the cake forming thereon is washed with cold pro-

pane in a stream of jets. The surface of the wax cake is cut continuously from
the blanket by a knife as the drum rotates, the crude wax being conveyed to thewax tank. Filter pressures range from 3 to 10 psig. If stock is to be deresined

tni^o^J tonol*
1011 " d

A
luted

7
ith one t0 five volumes of wa™ propane, heated

to 140 to 180°F, and the resins settled. They are washed with one or two
volumes of propane, and the solution is depropanized at an elevated condenser
pressure and later at atmospheric pressure. A typical dewaxing-deresining loss isabout 14 per cent of the charge.

Product improvement is shown for one Bradford residuum in which carbon
residue was decreased from 2.33 to 2J9; color determined by optical density
measurements- dropped from an O.D. of 3,250 to 2,093; most of this color losswas concentrated m the wax, which showed an O.D. of 11,970. By deresining

SmwS r
a
i^

duced 10 7m> carbon residue 110 L73
> and viscosifcy {™ 165 ssu

at ziu a to 148.

Over-all solvent loss is reported to range from 0.2 to 1 per cent of that used inthe process which, at the low cost of the solvent, makes this expense nominal
Control methods are relatively simple and include liquid levels, proportioning"
equipment, and pressure and temperature controls.

pwwming

The wax contains from 6 to 8 per cent oil and is converted into a mar-
ketable product by sweating, yielding from 50 to 60 per cent scale wax
depending on the melting point. In most recent practice, the slack wax
is repulped at the filtering temperature with cold propane and filtered a
second time, yielding a wax of the desired low oil content.
Ketone Dewaxing. This process is a development of the benzene-ace-

tone process" by the use of various mixed solvents consisting of benzene
toluene, methyl ethyl ketone, methyl w-propyl ketone, methyl n-butyl
ketone or mixtures of these ketones." The advantages of the lower
molecular-weight ketones are high filter rates and low solubility of wax
but they have higher vapor pressures and are somewhat soluble in water!
Ketones have very low solvent power for wax but will not hold oils in

solution. For this reason benzol and toluol, which are very good sol-
vents for oils, are added in amounts of up to 70 per cent of the total sol-
vent. For each oil a special blend which possesses a low solvent power
for wax and a high solvent power for oil must be found. A typical mix-
ture for low-viscosity oils is 55 per cent MEK, 35 per cent benzol, and
10 per cent toluol. The heavier the stock the more benzol and toluol
are required. Wax-bearing oils from all sources can be treated.

ThInS"'^°
Ught
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^ajewski, W- Nat. Goto. Mfr., December, 1930, p. 89.The O.D. color scale is directly proportional to depth of color. For undiluted stocks,NPA color equals 1.08(O.D.)°«<. '
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Typical operations24 employing methyl ra-butyl and methyl n-propyl
ketones give results as shown in Table 12-4. In one operation wax distil-

late is diluted with 2.5 parts of solvent and chilled to the desired pour
point (or even 10°F higher). Chilling is first rapid, but final chilling is

conducted at a rate of 1 to 2°F per minute. The chilled mixture is fil-

tered in a continuous rotary filter under a blanket of flue gas. As the
cold filtrate leaves the process it is utilized (in series with cycle wash sol-

vent) in the exchanger system for "controlled" chilling. It is then

Table 12-4. Operating Conditions and Products op a Mixed Ketone
Dewaxing Plant

Paraffin

distillate

Light

motor oil

Inter-

mediate

motor oil

Heavy
motor oil

150 at 100

1.9:1

20

6.0

250 at 100

1.7:1

12

6.3

77 at 210

2.2:1

16

4.2

205 at 210

3.2:1

25

2.8

Filtering:

Temperature, °F
Gal dewaxed oil per sq ft per hr. . .

Dewaxed oil:

89

170 at 100

20

0.001

90

305 at 100

5

91

86 at 210

0

92

230 at 210

25
0.003 0.003

Wax:
0,002

•

U
7

10

5
9

8
8
12

Ketone, per cent 0 0 0.001 0.001

' Tne s<>lid point was 5°F lower than the pour point in each of these operations.

stripped of solvent in a two-stage atmospheric, vacuum, and steam-sol-
vent recovery system. As the filter rotates, the cake is washed with
fresh solvent. The slack wax is stripped of solvent and is then acid
treated, sweated, and clay contacted.

Methyl ethyl ketone is now used almost to the exclusion of other
ketone solvents. Special claims are (1) filtering rate of 6 gal of dewaxed
oil per sq ft per hr; (2) pour point as much as 16°F below the chilling
temperature; (3) the filter cake contains only 6 to 8 per cent oil; (4) sol-
vent loss averages only 0.1 per cent of oil charged; (5) except for con-
trolled chilling range from 90 to 30°F, shock chilling is applied through,
out; and (6) use of atmospheric and vacuum steam in solvent recovery
system reduces fuel requirements.

u Mueller, A. J., Oil Gas J., Apr. 18, 1940, p. 54.
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According to Ebner and Mertens, 25 the essential equipment for anMEK dewaxing plant consists of seven major sections:

1. Direct-expansion ammonia chillers.

2. Double-pipe scraped surface exchangers for both solvent dewaxing and wax recrys-
tallizing process sections.

3. Continuous dewaxing filters.

4. Tubular exchangers to chill wash solvent.

5. Flue gas generation, circulation, and chilling.

6. Products recovery system for

a. Dewaxed oil.

b. Slack wax.

c. Slop wax filtrate.

d. Product wax.

7. Solvent-water separating and recovery systems.

A diagram of the MEK process26
is indicated in Fig. 12-7. The wax-

bearing oil and the solvent streams are mixed under control of a ratio

f

55

Oil separation

N

Solvent separation

_L

8 9 101 2 3 4 5 6 7
Dilution rotio (solv.: oil)

Fig. 12-8. Borderline rniscibility curves in dewaxing.

flow controller. The oil-solvent stream flows through exchangers and
chillers, from which it emerges at a controlled temperature which is
maintained by regulating the pressure on the refrigerant side of the
charge mix chiller. The liquid phase of the charge to the filters is
adjusted to the proper filtration viscosity by the addition of chilled sol-
vent to the chilled oil-solvent mixture.

Recovery of solvent from the wax cake is accomplished in a manner
similar to that from the filtrate, except that any water inadvertently
entering the oil or solvent side of the dewaxing system quickly finds its
way as ice into the wax cake. To remove this water, the wax cake is

28 Heat Engineering (Foster Wheeler Corporation), March-April, 1944
"Texaco Development Corporation, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1947, p. 174.
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heated before evaporation of solvent to a controlled temperature of about
130 F at which the water readily forms a separate layer.
Several stocks are usually dewaxed in a single plant using a single sol-

vent mixture, and accordingly the proper amount of solvent for each
stock must be determined. The basic 1937 paper of B. Y. McCarty2'

is still28 useful. A borderline miscibility curve is prepared for each stock
(Fig. 12-8), and the basic MEK content of the solvent is based on the
heaviest or residual stock. The critical point of Fig. 12-8 ranges from
a solvent ratio as low as 1:1 to as high as 7 or 8:1. In approaching
borderline miscibility in plant operations, one of the first indications28 of
oil separation, other misoperation being absent, is failure of the oil to
increase in viscosity during the dewaxing.
Wax Finishing. Slack wax from solvent dewaxing processes contains

only about 8 per cent oil. Upon sweating, a scale wax containing less
than 1 per cent oil is obtained.

Sweating is now being replaced by solvent deoiling. In this operation
the slack wax is redissolved in solvent, chilled to the temperature required
to make wax of the desired melting point, and filtered on a rotary filter
Jenkins21 describes the production of high-melting-point paraffinlike
waxes from any type of slack wax by MEK deoiling. The molten charge
is chilled while being stirred. If it is too stiff, oil may be added. MEK
is added before filtering, and the temperature is adjusted to 55 to 70°F'
in producing waxes of 130 to 160°F melting point. The wax is then
repulped with MEK and filtered again, yielding waxes containing only
0.24 to 0.48 per cent oil. Ebner and Mertens26 describe a similar deoil-
ing operation conducted at 25 to 50°F. King28 reports that the oil con-
tent of the wax is often only the oil that is contained in the wash solvent
Petrolatum cannot be sweated but it can be deoiled using MEK or it
can^be diluted with naphtha and centrifuged.

bauxite obtaining 5 tons wax per ton of bauxite fo/dark Lud^waxes
(-2 color), to 60 tons for light-color (20 color) waxes.
Wax has long been molded into cakes (8 to 12 lb) by means of a modi-

fied plate and frame press having plates through which cold water flows.
This involves much manual labor, and accordingly continuous methods
of molding are being developed. 2 *- 8* One method2' involves automati-

July H
U

1937 p^!^'
Miscibmty Relations in Solent Dewaxing, Natl. Pet. News,

» King, E P Lubricating Oil Manufacture, Oil Gas J., Mar. 16, 1953, p. 122.
Keyes, B., Continuous Molding of Petroleum Waxes, Oil Gas J., Apr. 14, 1952,
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" NeW Meth°d °f Slabbi°g Wax, Pet. Processing, September,

Uol, p. 963.
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cally measuring molten wax into pans which pass through a cooling
chamber on a conveyor belt to a demolding operation. The other
method** which can be applied to petrolatum as well as paraffin wax,
involves a combination crystallization and extruding machine. The wax
ribbon {V/2 in. X 12 in.) is brought to just the right temperature for
shearing it into slabs.



CHAPTER 13

FLUID MECHANICS

The processing of petroleum consists primarily of three operations-
heating, distillation, and fluid transfer—and the handling of fluids is most
frequently encountered. The engineer must not rely too completely on
hydraulic data, because oils differ from water by exhibiting a wide range
of viscosity, by boiling through a wide range of temperature, and by
being sensitive to heat.

Mechanism of Fluid Flow. Flow within a tube or pipe occurs by two
types of motion, streamline flow and turbulent flow. At low velocities

streamline flow occurs as a series of cylinders slipping past one another
with the material at the center of the pipe traveling rapidly and the
cylindrical film at the wall being almost stagnant. The surface of the
pipe is relatively rough compared with the thickness of the film/and flow
is retarded by entrapment of liquid in irregularities of the surface. In
small tubes or at streamline conditions the roughness of the surface vitally

affects friction losses, but at diameters of 6 to 12 in. the surface roughness
is less important. At higher velocities the drag of the bounding surface
causes a rolling or mixing which is known as " turbulent flow," and the
effect of surface roughness is not so great as with streamline flow.

Friction Loss. Flow, turbulent or streamline, may be represented by
a single mathematical formula, except that a different friction factor is

used for each region (streamline or turbulent) of flow. Fanning's equa-
tion (originally derived for turbulent flow) for flow in a circular conduit is

• _ 2fG>L 0.323/sk2L 1.488Q2

- mssi ~—t— - ttjom f9L (13-1)

where APf = pressure loss, psi

P - density, lb per cu ft; and s - sp gr referred to water at

u = average velocity, ft per sec (cu ft per sec cross section

of pipe, sq ft)

L = equivalent length of pipe and fittings, ft

g = 32.2 (lb)(ft)/(lb force) (sec) 2

D = diameter of pipe, ft; and d = diameter, in.

395
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Q = discharge, gal per hr

/ = friction factor, a function of— or
7,738 duS

(Fig. 13-2)

G = up = mass velocity, lb/ (sec) (sq ft)

n = viscosity, English units, lb/(ft)(sec)

z = viscosity, centipoises

Throughout years of industrial development this equation has been found
to be valid for the flow of ail kinds of fluids in circular conduits For sec-
tions other than circular, the friction loss is usually computed by using
the hydraulic radius m which is denned as the cross-sectional area divided
by the wetted perimeter:

AP, 0.08075/sw2L
m

Table 13-1. Equivalent Lengths (Approximate) op Pipe Fittings and
Restrictions fob Nominal Pipe Sizes % In. (Largest Equivalent

Lengths) to 12 In.

Mainly from Crane Company

Equipment

Gate valve:

K closed..

or unions.

Diameters

of straight

K closed

K closed

Open
Globe valve, open
Angle valve, open
Return bends:

Close

Medium radius

Pipestill—square
Pipestill—streamline

Tee, standard:

Side outlet

Straight through. . .
*

\i reduced

Y\ reduced

Entrance connection ....

800-1,100

190-290

39-56

7-10

330-480

165-220

73-104

39-56

120

60

66-94

20-29

31-44

27-39

18-26

neg.

Equipment

•

Elbows:

Standard

Medium sweep.

Long sweep

45 deg

Square

Enlargement, sudden:"
d/D U
d/D M
d/D %

Contraction, sudden:"
d/D H
d/D M
d/D %

Welded 90 deg bends:"
R/D 0.5

R/D 1.0

R/D 1.5 or 5.0

R/D 2.0 ot 4.0

R/D 3.0

Diameters

of straight

pipe

31-44

27-39

20-29

15-21

66-94

31-44

22-21

7-10

15-21

12-17

7-10

38-54

17-24

12-17

10-14

9-13

be^ 'atinlZ ^JM?' P *l^^ diameter
'
and R * radi™ <*

noro'n a
W

'
e(luivalent le^th » based on d,
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FLUID MECHANICS

The equivalent length L is equal to the total length of straight pipe
plus the lengths of pipe that are equivalent to the restrictions caused by
elbows, valves, bends, etc. Approximate equivalent lengths expressed
as diameters of straight pipe are shown, for turbulent flow, in Table 13-1.
Key to Nomographic Gauge Points

Gouge point Description of fitting

1 Long radius flanged return bend

2 Regular flanged return bend

3 Regular screwed return bend

4 Couplings and unions

5 Long radius flanged 45° ell

6 Long radius flanged 90* ell

7 Regular screwed 45° ell

8 Regular flanged 90° ell

9 Long radius screwed 90° ell

10 Regular screwed 90° ell

10 Square-edged inlet

1 1 Inward projecting pips

12 Basket strainer

13 Flanged tee, branched flow

14 Flanged tee, line flow

15 Screwed tee, branched flow

16 Screwed tee, line flow

17 Screwed angle valve

18 Flanged swing check valve

19 Foot valve

20 Flanged gate valve

21 Screwed gate valve

Id
t-
111

s
<
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o

•4 C

6
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111
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©
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15 / :0© /
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y
/
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13
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ik
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Oo
111

o

I
CO
Id
a

I8( fc-2

III fc—

16 P
1.0

19

o
1.0-

1 *
/ o
I

z

0©
20

9

6

I

0 0
2

10

8

f 0.8

— 0.6

— 0.4

0.8-
s

4

14

21

©
7

0.6

0.4-

0.3-

©
5

3
8

P^J^ri,f
mmm resi8tance eoefficients of pipe fittings [see Eq. (13-26)].

— 0.2

•—0.1

(Chem.

VanDeventeri states that for flanged fittings the equivalent lengths
should be decreased by factors of 0.75 to 0.96. Equivalent lengths for
viscous or streamline flow are so small that they are usually neglected. 2

1 Catalogue 89 of Walworth Company.
» Wilson, McAdams, and Seltzer, Ind. Eng. Chem. 14, 105 (1922).
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is not valid for the flow of gases if the pressure drop
is more than 10 per cent of the downstream pressure.
Another means of determining the friction loss through fittings is indi-

cated 3 in Fig. 13-1.

h m K
64.4

(13-26)

in which h is the pressure drop in feet of fluid and K is a resistance coeffi-
cient (Fig. 13-1) which depends upon the kind of fitting and its diameter.
The relationship between friction factor and the Reynolds number

DG/ix for isothermal systems is shown in Fig. 13-2, and Keevil and

ii i i i 1 1
1 i r~n

.
Af}=Pressure loss, psi"
p=Oensity, lb per cu fl

S=Sp gr referred to water
u=Velocity, ft per sec
G=Mass velocity, lb per sq ft sec
L=Equivolenl length, ft

0=Diameter, ft

d=Diameter, in.

Q=Dischorge, go/ per hr
-Viscosity, english 'units

Reynolds number: =ZZ^ = 52.770s

Fig. 13-2. Reynolds friction factor for isothermal conditions.

McAdams4 have determined the effect of heating or cooling on th
tion factor. The relationship has been repeatedly checked using a wide
variety of materials, including water, air, natural gas, steam, oils, and
solutions, and even the many empirical formulas of flow, yielding friction
factors that are in close agreement with those of Fig. 13-2. The value
of DG/n when pumping natural gas in commercial lines is so high5 that
the friction factor (0.0033-O.0045) cannot be read from Fig. 13-2.

Condition of Pipe Surface. The friction factors shown in Fig. 13-2 are
for commercially clean new pipe and are smaller than those usually

Coefficients of The Hydraulic Institute, Pipe Friction Manual, New York, 1954;
and Nomograph by D. S. Davis, Chem. Processing, November, 1955, p. 226.

* Chem. Met. Eng., 36, 484 (1929).
6 Berwald and Johnson, Factors Influencing Flow of Natural Gas .... U.S. Bur

Mines Rept. Invest 3153, 1931.
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obtained in practice. The smaller the pipe the greater is the effect of
the surface in increasing the friction loss. For very large pipe the con-
dition of the surface may be neglected entirely. The friction loss in old
or corroded small pipes may be twice as great as for new clean pipe.

The factors shown in the following tabulation were published by F. L.

Snyder.6

Correction factor for
Condition or kind of pipe surface condition of surface

Brass, copper, or lead (smooth) 0.9
Steel, cast iron, or corrosion-resistant metal (new) 1 .0
Wood pipe or concrete lined (smooth) 1.2
Riveted steel or old cast iron 1.4
Vitrified or old steel pipe 1.6
Old riveted steel pipe 2.0
Badly tuberculated pipe 2.5

Fig. 13-3. Correlation of turbulent two-phase isothermal pressure drop in horizontal
pipe. (Pet. Refiner.)

Two-phase Flow. The handling of mixtures of liquids and vapors is

encountered in many refinery operations. The pressure drop under such
conditions can be computed with fair accuracy (average deviation 19 per

cent) from the correlation of Chenoweth and Martin7 (Fig. 13-3) for tur-

« Heating, Piping, Air Conditioning, January, 1935.
7 Turbulent Two-phase Flow, Pet. Refiner, October, 1955, p. 151,
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bulent flow. The left scale of Fig. 13-3 designated as APTp/APl> is the
ratio of the pressure drop for two-phase flow to the pressure drop that
would occur if only a liquid were being handled. However, the "all-
liquid" pressure drop is hypothetical because it is based on the total mass
flow (liquid and gas) rather than that of the liquid portion, but on a fric-
tion factor based on the physical properties of the liquid alone.

Table 13-2. Dimensions of Welded and Seamless Steel Pipe, Inches

Nominal
pipe size

X.
X.
%.
H.
H.

I...

W.
IK.
2....

2K.

Outside

diam.

**••*•

m.
4...

6

8,

10

12, •••»,.....

14 o.d

16 o.d

16 o.d

20 o.d

24 o.d

30 o.d

0.405

0.540

0.675

0.840

1.050

1.315

1.660

1.900

2.375

2.875

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.563

6.625

8.625

10.75

12.75

14.0

16.0

18.0

20.0

24.0

30.0

Nominal wall thicknesses for schedule numbers

Sched.

10

Sched.

20

Sched.

30

Sched.

40

0.250
0.250

0.250

0.250

0.250

0.312

0.250

0.250
0.250

0.312

0.312
0.312

0.375
0.375

0.500

0.277

0.307

0.330

0.375

0.375

0.437

0.600

0.562

0.625

0.068

0.038

0.091

0.109

0.113

0.133

0.140

0.14S
0.154

0.203

0.216
0.226

0.237

0.2S8
0.280

0.322

0.365

0.406

0.437

0.500

0.562

0.593

0.687

Sched.

60
Sched. Sched

80 100

0.406

0.500

0.562

0.593

0.656

0.718

0.812

0.937

0.095

0.119

0.126

0.147
0.154

0.179

0.191

0.200
0.218

0.276
0.300

0.318

0.337

0.375

0.432

0.500

0.593

0.687

0.750

0.843

0.937

1.031

1.218

0.593

0.718

0.843

0.937

1.031

1.156

1.250

1.500

Sched.

120

Sched

140

0.437

0.500
0.562

0.718

0.843

1.000

1.062

1.218

1.343

1.500

1.750

0.812
1.000

1.125

1.250

1.437

1.562

1.750

2.062

Sched.

160

0.187

0.218
0.250

0.250
0.281

0.343
0.375
0.437

0.531

0.625
0.718

0.906
1.125

1.312

1.406

1.562

1.750

1.937

2.312

Thicknesses shown in boldface type in Schedules 30 and 40 are identical with thicknesses for Standard
Pipe in former lists: those in Schedules 60 and 80 are identical with thicknesses for Extra Strong pipe in
former lists.

The decimal thicknesses listed for the respective pipe sizes represent their nominal or average wall
dimensions. For tolerances on wall thicknesses, see appropriate material specification.

The effect of the amount of vapor and the effect of the physical prop-
erties of the vapor (and liquid) are introduced by means of the parameter
Pl&g'/pgVl' in which pL and pG are the densities of the liquid and vapor,
and VG* and are friction factor functions described by:

= h*L/D + Stf and ¥c. = fG.L/D + XK
to length (ft), D to diameter (ft), and K to the frictional
r

the Hydraulic Institute3 (see Fig. 13-1). Aster-
resistance
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isks are used on the friction factors fL and fG to indicate that they are
based on the total mass (liquid and vapor) flow but on the physical prop-
erties of the liquid (or of the gas). Moody friction factors are used, and
these are four times larger than the factors of Fig. 13-2. Note especially
that Fig. 13-3 applies only to isothermal systems, and it therefore does
not apply directly to a system, such as a pipestill heater, in which a change
of phase occurs.

Table 13-3. Standard Condbnseb Tube Data

O.d. of

tube, in.

No.
gauge,

Bwg

IK

14

16

18

20

14

16

18

12

14

16

18

10

12

14

16

18

10

12

14

Weight
per

linear

ft, lb

Thick,

ii ess,

in.

0.520

0.421

0.326

0.238

0.64

01514

0.396

1.12

0.88

0.700

0.540

1.73

1.44

1.12

0.890

0.680

2.110

1.75

1.36

0.083

0.065

0.049

0.035

0.083

0.065

0.049

0.109

0.083

0.065

0.049

0.134

0.109

0.083

0.065

0.049

0.134

0.109

0.083

I.d.,

in.

0.459

0.495

0.527

0.555

0.584

0.620
0.652

0.782

0.834

0.870

0.902

0.982

1.032

1.084

1.120

1.152

1.232

1.282

1.334

Surface outside,

sqft

Per

linft

0.16362

0.16362

0.16362

0.16362

0.19635

0.19635

0.19635

0.26180

0.26180

0.26180

0.26180

0.32708

0.32708

0.32708

0.32708

0.32708

0.3925

0.3925

0.3925

Per

lin in.

0.01364

0.01364

0.01364

0.01364

0.01637

0.01637

0.01637

0.02179

0.02179

0.02179

0.02179

0.02725

0.02725

0.02725

0.02725

0.02725

0.03275

0.03275

0.03275

Surface

inside

per

linear ft,

sqft

0. 1205

0.1299

0.1382
0.1455

0.1530

0. 1627

0. 1706

0.205

0.2183

0.2279

0.2360

0.258
0.271

0.284

0.2935

0.3020

0.8237

0.3382
0.3500

Inside

sectional

area

per tube,

8q in.

Velocity

fpr 1

gal per

min, ft

per sec

0.165

0.193.

0.218
0.242

0.268
0.302

0.334

0.479

0.5463

0.595

0.638

0.757

0.838
0.923

0.985

1.045

1.195

1.292

1.400

1.98

1.633

1.472

1.328

1.20

1.069

0.9617

0.67

0.586

0.540

0.503

0.424

0.385

0.347

0.3262

0.3075

0.2688

0.2488

0.2298

Although many flow patterns are possible, 8 including flows described
as (1) bubble, (2) plug, (3) stratified, (4) wavy, (5) slug, (6) annular, and
(7) spray or dispersed, 9

it is felt7 that these merge smoothly into one
another so that the single relationship of Fig. 13-3 can be used.
Standard Pipe and Tubing. A new standard (ASA B36J0) was

adopted in 1939 by the American Standards Association, ASTM, and
API, replacing the grades of Standard, Extra Strong, and Double Extra

8 Alves, G. R, Co-current Liquid Gas Flow . . . , A.I.Ch.E. Meeting, San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 14, 1953.

9 Baker, O. (regions for each type of flow are indicated), Oil Gas J., July 26, 1954,
p. 185.
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Strong pipe which have long been used. Ten schedules or weights are
available (Table 13-2); the boldface numbers indicate the old Standard
pipe (Schedules 30 and 40) and the old Extra Strong (Schedules 60 and
80). Double Extra Strong classification has been dropped completely.
The schedule numbers are approximately equal to 1,000 times the internal

pressure (pounds per square inch gauge) divided by the aUowable fiber

stress (pounds per square inch). An enormous number of sizes of pipe,
tubing, casing, line pipe, etc., as well as Standard pipe are available!
Some of the more common tubing sizes are shown in Table 13-3.

Example 13-1. Friction Loss in an Oil Line. One thousand six hundred gaUons
per hour of a 15 API (« - 0.966) fuel oil at a temperature of 200°F is to be pumped
through a distance of 1,700 ft in a 3-in. (Schedule 40) well-insulated pipeline. Two
open gate valves and six elbows are in the line, and the oil enters a tank through a
sharp-edge entry flush with the side of the tank. The Saybolt viscosity of the oil is

300 at 210°F. What is the total friction loss in the line? Assume no change in
temperature.

The viscosity of the oil at 200°F (Fig. 4-43) is approximately 80 centipoises. The
specific gravity at 200°F (Fig. 5-14) is 0.916. The 1,600 gal is the volume at 60°F.

, Volume at 200°F = 1,600 X^ = 1,688 gal per hr

1,688 X 231

Vel0city -
(3.07

3

;»

6Q

X°3.14
X 1.21 ft per sec

L, the equivalent length (Table 13-1):

6X40 X 3.07 ^ UA
2 X 9 X 3.07

24 X 3.07

=* 1,772.1 ft = total equivalent length

Using Faiming's equation (13-1),

7,7B8dus _ 7,738 X 3.07 X 1.21 X 0.916 0„
Z 80 ™ 329

Ths friction factor (Fig. 13-2) is 0.048

_ 0.323 X 0.048 X 0.916(1.21)' X 1,772.1 .^1
£jyj
— 12.0 psi for clean new pipe

Checking with the engineering unit equation,

AP _ 1.488Q* MAP/
100,000D<

/5L

AP, - 1-488 X (1,688)' X 0.048 X 0.916 X 1.772.1 _
' 100,000 X 273

12,06
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Example 13-2. Friction Loss in Vapor Line. Four thousand pounds per hour of a

55 API naphtha vapor at a temperature of 300°F passes through a 4-in. (Schedule
40) vapor hue that 18 130 ft long. The molecular weight is 110, and the pressure is
5 psig. What is the pressure drop?
Volume of vapor

^ThT X 379 X WO Xm - 15>000 cu f* Per hr

If the critical properties of this gasoline are

Critical temperature (Fig. 5-9) 575°F
Critical pressure (Fig. 5-12) 415 psia
Critical viscosity (Eq. 5-3) 276 micropores

Then Reduced temperature -
f||±|g

= 0.735

Reduced pressure - 20/415 - 0.048 approx.
Reduced viscosity (Fig. 5-16) = 0.34 approx.

Viscosity - 0.34 X 276 m 93.5 micropoises or 0.00935 centipoises

Specific gravity m , „ ^fl
000 = n 00427 = *

15,000 X 62.4
uuu*z ' - s

„ _ 15,000 v 144

"37600
X

1273 " 47 ft per sec

IWMv _ 7,738 X 4.03 X 47 X 0.00427 aAnMnZ 0.00935
- 640

»000

/ = 0.0044 (Fig. 13-2)

AP, =, 0-323 X 0.0044 X 0.00427 X (47)' X 130 n AO .

Other Pressure Losses. Losses due to increasing or decreasing the
cross-sectional area of a conduit suddenly are sometimes relatively large.
The loss due to a sudden enlargement of the cross section may be expressed
approximately as follows:

*
=

2~g or ^ = 0-00673s(w2 - Wl)
2

(13-3)

where Ah, = pressure drop expressed as ft of fluid

AP, = pressure drop, psi

u2 = velocity, ft per sec at smaller section

Mi = velocity, ft per sec at larger section
The loss due to a sudden contraction in the cross section is approximately

APe = 0.00673&swf (13-4)

where Pe = pressure drop, psi

k = a constant (Fig. 13-4).

u2 = velocity, ft per sec at the smaller section
Finally, a moving stream of fluid has momentum or kinetic energy of
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motion. The energy at any velocity expressed as head h (feet of fluid) is

h =
Yg

01 P = 0.00673** (13-5)

and the pressure required to impart velocity to a fluid can be obtained by

0)

3

i
—

i
— k

\

1 m -J

_Ag_Smq|ler Ansa
Ai Larger Area

Fio. 13-4. Constant for contraction losses [see Eq. (13-4)].

subtracting the energy of the low-velocity stream from that of the stream
at a higher velocity; and, if the specific gravity does not change,

AP = 0.00673s(M; - ul)

Example 13-3. Contraction and Enlargement Losses, o Sixteen hundred gallonsper hour of a 15 API oil at a temperature of 60°F is pumped through a 3-in pipe-

APe = 0.00673*™*

1,600

_ 3,600 X 7.48U
* 6.86/144

= 995 ft Per sec (downstream)

Ratio of ||. £g = 0.116

k from Fig. 13-4 = 0.465
0.00673 X 0.465 X 0.966 X (9.95)» = 0.299 psi

6. The oil then flows back to a 3-in. pipe from the 1-in.
pressure?

"

, «2 - 9.95 (upstream)
mi = 0.116 X 9.95 - 1.15 ft per sec (downstream)

• = 0.00673(9.95 - 1.15)* X 0.966 = 0.503 psi

APe
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Weirs. In refinery design the two most important weirs are the rec-

tangular or suppressed weir and the V-notch weir. Both are used in the
design of the overflow dams in bubble towers. The formula for flow overa rectangular weir is

q = mm* (1M)
where Q = quantity of liquid, gal per min

L = perimeter of weir, in.

h = effective head above weir, in.

Francis (1851) Hamilton Smith (1886), and Bazin (1888) suggest con-
stants between 3.33 and 3.7 for water, but the value of 3 seems to repre-

Zt TT^J^ behaVi°r °f Petroleum oil«- The constant holdso^ly up to heads of 5 or 6 in. and perimeters of 24 in. The formula for
the triangular weir having an angle of 90 deg is

Q = 2.3L(A)» = U55L(*)»
(13_7)

Triangular weirs are useful if the capacity of a rectangular weir must be
increased without increasing the head or the perimeter

Bernoulli's Theorem. Bernoulli's theorem is used in the solution ofmost hydraulics problems. This theorem is a special case of the first law
of thermodynamics (conservation of energy) in which changes in the

SSL?22
of

,

a fluid 8ystr are balanced against one

«S !l r n
°SSeS a? 6Vldent aS heat

'
the theorem * concerned

PreSSUre ChangeS
'
and heat is con^ered lost

Xa (static head)

)

+PoVb

+F (friction) i

(13-8)

Mr
+ ^ (velocity head)

+P»Va (pressure head)

+W (mechanical work)

Each item in Eq. (13-8) must be expressed in the same units, i.e.. feet ofhead or pounds per square inch, etc. The relationship among pressure
feet of head and specific gravity (or API) is given in Eq. (10-3). The
hydraulics of withdrawing side-draw products from fractionating towers
is discussed by Nelson. 10

H
t

y^^ **""* A tenk water at W» (specific

E£2fiZ5%r? ""I*** dischar^ «»»* * 2-in pipesystem at the rate of 120 gal per mm by its own hydrostatic head. Figure 13-5 mdj-

head (X TO'
y energy

,.

,nPut to s^»> ""the difference in the static

taX. Z T87 '
S d™'P»ted M fri«tioa losses in the pipe and fittings,

)ram the'end^pe' **"^ "* * * Ld * »*™
" Tower Hydraulics, Otf Go* Sept. 15, 1945, p. 119.
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' /WW
s= 0.?85
1-0.433

-K

\Globe valve

1

i

Fig. 13-5. Simple hydraulic system for Example 13-4.

Basis: 1 sec, isothermal at 150°F

120 X 144
Velocity =

7.48(1.035)' X 60 X 3.1416 = 115 ft per 8eC

Velocity head = £ = (11

'f^
- 2.05 ft of fluid

2g> 2 X 32.2

Friction losses (see Fig. 13-4)

:

Aim?
Contraction loss at connection to tank - —- = 0.5 X 2.05 = 1.025 ft of fluid

Loss in pipe and fittings (see Table 13-1)

:

Equivalent length of pipe = 60 + 15 +^ X 350 + 5 x 2 0

J
x 34 = i64.7 ft

AP 0.323/w»L 7 t
738dw _ 7,738 X 2.07 X 11.5 X 0.985 . 1Qnnftarr " D Z ~ 0.433 " *AV,,UUU

Friction factor for new, clean pipe - 0.0046 (see Fig. 13-2):

AP 0.323 X 0.0046 X 0.985(11.5)'164.7 1K „ .

AP/ = m 15'3 PS1

15.3 X 144
36.1 ft of fluid

62.4 X 0.985

Difference in head required = Xa - Xb = 2.05 + 1.025 + 36.1 - 39.2 ft

High-vapor-pressure liquids such as liquefied gases appear to behave

strangely because they automatically create their own vapor pressure in

the storage tank. Thus, if the temperature is high the pressure is high

and vice versa. If two interconnected tanks, as on a butane truck, are

at the same level but the heat of the sun warms one of the tanks, that

tank will dump itself into the low-temperature tank until the other one is

completely full. 11 Vapor will condense in the low-temperature tank, and
vaporization will occur in the high-temperature tank.

" Nelson, W. L., Hydraulics of Pressure Storage Systems, Oil Gas J., Oct. 4, 1947,

p. 94.
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407

Little experimental work is available on the pressure drops that occur
through vapor lines, condensers, coolers, pipestills, exchangers, etc. Inas-much as approximate information is better than none at all, a number
of cases are presented here which are based primarily on Fanning equa-
tion [kq. (13-1)] and on logical values of the specific gravity, viscosity

„ i0 „ „ VELOCITY -FT. PER. SECOND
1000

Based on

etc., of the fluid. The pressure drops through exchangers and pipestills
are so specialized that they will be discussed in Chaps. 17 and 18.
Vapor Lines. Approximate pressure drops through topping plant gas-

oline vapor lines are given in Fig. 13-6, and the same data have been pub-
lished 12 as a function of the number of pounds flowing. They may be

W" L
" ^ G<M J '' Mar " 30,m v

'

9°
; Nov ' 4

'
1944' p - 73; and Dec- 1>
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applied to other vapors by multiplying the pressure drops from Fig. 13-6
by the following factor: 12

MP
Multiplier = 0.4 (13-9)

The general formula 12 for all kinds of vapors at any temperature or pres-
sure is

m =
WMFd* (13-10)

where M = molecular weight

P = pressure, psia

T = temperature, °F abs

W = lb per hr; product, reflux and steam
d = inside diameter, in.

L = equivalent length, ft

R. G. Lovell 18 suggests a formula which apparently is based on the low
velocities of 20 to 30 ft per sec. In practice, velocities of 40 to 75 ft per
sec are used for atmospheric pressure and up to 200 ft per sec at 50-mm
pressure.

The pressure drop through condenser box headers 14
is small.

Example 13-6. Pressure Drop in Vapor Line. In Example 13-2, 4,000 lb per hr of
gasoline vapor (15,000 cu ft) is flowing through 130 ft of 4-in. pipe. The velocity is

Veloci* - tm >< (Wx 0.785 " «»P—
According to Fig. 13-6 the pressure drop per 100 ft is 0.295 psi

AP - 0.295 X "%oo - 0.383 psi

It might also be computed from Eq. (13-10)

= 58^5 TW* _ 58.5 X (300 + 460) X 4,000* X 130
rt nnn .

10" MPd* ~ 10" X 110 X (5 + 14.7) X 4.03*
= °-396 P81

These values check reasonably well with the 0.43 psi of Example 13-2.

Condensers. Space does not permit theoretical development, 15 but
most approximately the pressure drop through a condenser coil in which
complete condensation occurs will range from one-third to one-half of the
pressure drop through the coil if no condensation took place. Thus, Fig.
13-6 or Eq. (13-10) may be employed, and the value obtained is reduced
to half or a third. For Example 13-5, the pressure drop would range
from 0.14 to 0.2 psi. Most condenser boxes are built with a header and

* Refinery Piping-design of Stock Lines from Tower, Pet. Engr., Midyear, 1941.
M Nelson, W. L., Pressure Drop in Condenser Box Headers, Oil Gas J., Apr. 27,

"

1944, p. 54.

» Nelson, W. L., Pressure Drop in Box Condensers, Oil Gas J., May 18, 1944, p. 93.
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a number of branches from the main vapor line. The fluid splits itself

into the several branches, and the pressure drop for the entire box is the

same as through any one of the branches.

Line Sizes. Refinery steam lines are relatively small and flow rates are

not uniform, and hence lower steam velocities (larger pipe) are used than

in power plants. It is poor practice to use velocities in excess of 800 to

1,000 ft per min for each inch of diameter, 16 although for short lines

(under 300 ft) values of 1,000 to 1,200 may be used. Velocities in refinery

steam lines are shown in Table 13-4.

Table 13-4. Velocity in Refinery Steam Lines, Ft per Min»

Nominal Very Regular or

pipe size long lines short lines

m 1,500 1,800

2 1,900 2,300

2M 2,200 2,700

3 2,800 3,400

4 3,600 4,400

• For reciprocating equipment reduce velocity by 35 per cent.

In sizing water lines the head loss is usually limited to 2.5 ft of head per

100 ft of pipe, 16 which means velocities of about 1.5 ft per sec in 1-in.

pipe, 4 ft per sec in 5-in. tubing, and 5 ft per sec in 14-in. pipe. There

is also a tendency to limit the velocity in larger lines (4 in. and up) to 4

or 5 ft per sec.

Table 13-5. Approximate Sizes of Oil Lines (Liquid)

Gal per min

Saybolt Universal Centistokes lHm. 2 in. 2H in. 3 in. 4 in.

30 2 10-30 20-50 40-80 60-140 140-260

50 8 15-40 30-60 50-120 100-240

100 20 • • • • • 5-35 20-55 40-100 80-200

300 65 To 25 15-40 35-80 70-180

500 108 10-30 30-70 60-160

1,000 216 To 4 40-120

1,500 324 • p • • To 80

Table 13-5 indicates common refinery line sizes based on heads of 1 to

4 ft per 100 ft of equivalent line length (0.025 to 0.12 psi per 100 ft).

Obviously, this table does not apply to long lines such as crude or prod-

Nelson, W. L., Sizing Steam and Water Lines, Oil Gas J., Nov. 22, 1947.
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uct pipelines," not does it apply to pump-suction lines" or to main proc-
ess kne* Customary velocities in pipestill tubes are shown in fable
18-5, and velocities through exchangers are discussed in connection with
.bigs. 17-11 and 17-12.

Very viscous or low gravity crude oils cannot be economically handledby pressure alone, they must be heated and sometimes diluted » The

tureZ abtut
ViSC0SHieS f°r handling viscous oils at ro°™ tempera-

Line size SUS at 100°F

4 in.

6 in.

10 in.

20 in.

400

1,000

2,000

5,000

The temperatures required to reduce the viscosity of average crude oils
to feasible ranges are indicated in Table 13-6.

Table 13-6.

API
gravity

Temperatures Required in Handling Average Crude Oils-

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Conventional pipelines, etc.

100 SUS6

300°F
285

270

255

240

225

214

202

190

176

500 SUS6

Handling at terminals

With ease

2,000 SUS6

For normal loading rate

3,300 SUS6

215°F
200

185

173

160

146

135

125

112

168°F

155

140

128

115

104

155°F

141

127

115

103

'Nelson W. L., Pumping of Cold Viscous Crude . . . , Oil Gas J. t June 6 low
p. 143, and Nov. 15, 1954, p. 269. ' '

1955
'

* Viscosity at 100°F reduced to these heading values.

Pump Selection. Space does not permit a discussion of pumps or evena complete discussion of their service characteristics. *> Asphalts or 'semi-

» Nelson, W. L., Sizing of Refinery Oil Lines, Oil Gas J., Oct. 18, 1947

Netn' W T
" 2? *? Atf^ P

"
93

'

and *• 30
' « * *«

p. iffiS^SRit*
Vl8C0U8 Crude— %m

» Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J.: (selection) July 26, 1947, p. 287; (suction lift) Aug. 2,
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solids are handled with reciprocating steam pumps because they can, up
to their limit, develop full pressure and can sometimes dislodge even solid

material from the line. In handling large amounts of mediums

for boiler feed because of the smooth flow, ease of automatic regulation,

simplicity, and small space required. "Blowing" or "puffing" of burners

is avoided by the use of rotary pumps for circulating fuel oil. Cargo load-

ing of nonviscous fluids is handled largely by centrifugal pumps because

of their inherent high-capacity low-head characteristics, but more viscous

materials may be handled with rotaries. Circulation systems such as those

used in blending of ethyl fluid into gasoline or certain treating plant oper-

ations are powered with centrifugal pumps, although asphalt requires

rotary or reciprocating circulation pumps. Rotary and very small

plunger pumps are used for chemical feeds. Spray pond water, cooling-

box water, cold-oil charge stocks, and reflux are examples of cold general-

service operations that are usually handled with centrifugal pumps.

Centrifugals are safer than positive-displacement pumps because the dis-

charge line can be closed withWt bursting valve boxes, blowing gaskets,

etc.; they can be repacked while operating (on cold materials); and their

capacity or speed can be regulated by the use of steam turbine drives.

Multistage centrifugal pumps are widely used for hot-oil high-pressure

low-capacity services such as charging cracking plant pipestills, because

of their relatively low cost, low space requirement, light foundations, and

a nonpulsating flow that simplifies the maintenance of instruments,

valves, lines, and fittings. Two centrifugals, one for acid and the other

for soda, driven by a common prime mover, are now used almost exclu-

sively for foamite fire smothering. Centrifugals fill the lines quickly, and

they can be built cheaply of cast iron and can easily be flushed with water

to remove the chemicals. Fuller's earth, clay, etc., slurries are handled

by centrifugal pumps by feeding wash oil to the stuffing boxes, but

reciprocating pumps or very cheap rotary pumps are employed for the

worst combinations of temperature and abrasion so that worn parts can

be replaced at little cost. Volatile fluids are handled by submerged-type

centrifugals, but largest suction lifts are obtained with close-clearance

reciprocating pumps. The reciprocating, or plunger pump is standard

for extreme high pressure, although small rotary pumps can provide 2,500

psi in some services, and multistage centrifugal pumps are occasionally

used at 1,000 psi. Centrifugal pumps are widely used on loading racks,

in bulk stations, and in small blending operations because the discharge

line can be closed while it is being transferred from one container to

another. Remote push-button control can be employed. "In-line"

1947, p. 93; (priming) Aug. 9, 1947, p. Ill; (services) Aug. 23, 1947, p. 133; (vacuum)

Aug. 30, 1947, p. 103; and (viscosity) Oct. 25, 1947.
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centrifugal pumps are available which can be set directly in the lineavoiding loops, bends, and pipe vibration.
Suction Lift of Pumps. Figure 13-7 serves to illustrate pump suction

conditions. The maximum lift that a pump can produce is equal to baro-
metric pressure less the vapor pressure of the liquid. The customarv Reid

dSTT

,

,Sn0t
)

USU
(

alIy becaus«^ small amount of air
or gas dissolved in mis often causes the true vapor pressure to be 3 to 60per cent higher (Table 4-12) than the Reid vapor pressure. In addition
the pump must lift the suction valve against its spring, which seldom

Discharge

Suction valve
and its spring

Maximum lift equals
atmospheric pressure
minus vaporpressure

Fig. 13-7. Diagram of a vapor-bound hot-oil plunger-type pump. (Oil Gas J.)

requires a pressure in excess of 0.5 psi (weight divided by sectional area) ,
plus the spring tension." In extreme situations the spring may be
removed. Finally, friction losses through the suction line and suction
ports must be subtracted. These losses plus the loss due to the valveand its spring are about

Psi

Self-priming pumps j 7_3 7
Rotary or reciprocating pumps 3 .7-4 !

3

Centrifugal pumps .3.7-7.4

In iiandlin* volatile liquids, or liquids that are boiling, the following low
piston speeds are recommended:81

p. "(fc

elS01i
'

W
*
L

"' VaCUUmm °l0Se Clearance P«mps, OH Gob J., Aug. 30, 1947,
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Stroke, in. Speed, ft per min

6 25-40

10 32-57

12 35-63
18-24 45-80

The net suction lift possible with a pump amounts to the barometric
pressure less the following items: (1) true vapor pressure of liquid at the
pumping temperature, (2) pressure caused by weight and spring of suc-
tion valve, and (3) entry friction losses. Should this computation come
out to be negative it means that a net positive suction head is necessary,
that the pump can produce no lift. Centrifugal pumps should always be
provided with a "flooded suction" (positive head), because there is no
convenient way to prime or fill them with liquid and they cannot oper-
ate without liquid in the case.

Example 13-6. Suction Lift A rotary pump is handling a 0.8 specific gravity
liquid which has a bubble point of 9.3 psia at the pumping temperature. The
maximum possible lift will be

14.7 - 9.3 = 5.4 psia

From this must be subtracted the entry and valve losses shown above.

5.4 - about 4 = 1.4 psia

This corresponds to a lift in feet of

14 34

If this liquid is heated to its boiling point, whereat its vapor pressure is 14.7 psia and
its specific gravity is 0.62, a suction head (not lift) of about 15 ft is required.

Steam for Pumping. The amount of steam required by steam-actu-
ated pumps can be approximated from Eq. (13-11).

8 = (0.058C + l.Q)(P - p) (13-11)

Where S = steam, lb per hr

(P - <p) = discharge minus suction pressure, psi

It applies to regular duplex or power duplex pumps, operating on 125-lb

saturated steam on common refinery liquids. If greater accuracy is justi-

fied, the following multipliers can be applied:

Kind oj steam

Reciprocating simplex 0.9 100°F superheat 0.90
Duplex (basis) 1.0 40°F superheat 0.96
Power plunger 1.02 100 psi saturated 0.99
In poor repair 1.05 125 psi saturated 1.00
Pressure over 1,000 psi 1 . 14 200 psi saturated 1 . 02
Thick liquids 1.1-1.2 300 psi saturated 1.04

98% quality 1.10



CHAPTER 14

COMBUSTION

The amount of heat liberated when a unit quantity of a fuel is burned
is called the "heating value" or "heat of combustion." The heat libera-
tion, when 1 lb of a fuel at 60°F is burned and the products of combustion
are cooled to 60°F, is called the "net heating value." If the products are
cooled to 60°F and in addition the water vapor in the flue gas is con-
densed, the "gross" or "high heating value" is obtained. In most indus-
trial processes the water vapor contained in the stack or flue gases is not
condensed, and hence the most logical basis for judging the thermal effi-

ciency of equipment is the net heating value.

The heat that is evolved when 1 lb of water is condensed at 60°F is

1058.2 Btu or for 1 cu ft of water vapor (measured at 60°F) 50.3 Btu.
The net heating value can be computed from the gross heating value by
subtracting the quantity of heat that is required to condense the water
vapor in the flue gas.

Example 14-1. Calculation of Net Heating Value, o. What is the net heating
value of methane expressed as Btu per cu ft?

CH4 + 20, - CO, + 2H,0

One cubic foot of methane burns and produces 2 cu ft of water vapor. The gross
heating value of methane = 1010 (Table 14-4).

Net heating value - 1010 - 2 X 50.3 = 909.4 Btu per cu ft

b. Compute the net heating value of fuel oil 5 in Table 14-3

Ha + HO, = H,0

The molecular weight of hydrogen is 2 and of water 18. Two pounds of hydrogen
burns, yielding 18 lb of water.

Water produced per lb of fuel = 0.12 X = 1.08 lb

Gross heating value from Table 14-3 is 19,376 Btu per lb

Net heating value = 19,376 - 1.08 X 1058.2 - 18,234 Btu per lb

Refinery Fuels. The heating value of petroleum-oil fractions increases
with gravity as shown in Fig. 5-22. Table 14-3 indicates the charac-
teristics of the solid and liquid fuels that are used in the refinery. In this

414
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Table 14-1

API
gravity

tvi im ui lUci C TP

rer

cent
0 ,.ir,,_sunur

Btu
per lb°

Btu

per bbl°

5
IT* 1 1 _ _ | J 111 i /Highly cracked naphthene base (as 10.2 4.8 17,500 6.33 X 10s

Calif.)

7 Cracked mixed base (as medium 10.4 2.7 17,950 6.4 X 10«

Venezuelan)

9 Cracked mixed base (as 111., M.C., 10.6 0.85 18,350 6.45 X 10«

etc.)

12 Mildly viscosity broken (as Carib- 10.8 2.95 18,200 6.26 X 10s

bean)

14 Straight-run (as Caribbean) 11.45 2.2 18,900 6.43 X 10»

* Corrected for sulfur and for minor amounts of oxygen and nitrogen, and 1.5% of

B.S.W.

Table 14-2. Factors for Computing Value or Gaseous Fuels

Material produced or extracted

Propane

Propene (propylene).

Isobutane

Butene (butylene) .

.

Isobutene.

Pentane

Isopentane

14-lb natural gasoline

26-lb natural gasoline

Poly gasoline from propene

Poly gasoline from butenes

Codimer from isobutane

Alkylate from B-B cut

Cumene from propene and benzene

Disappearance of Decrease in heating

gas, cu ft per value of gas, Btu
gal product per gal product

36.5 92,000

45.7 107,000

31.6 103,500

30.8 100,500

35.2 109,000
35.3 108,500

27.5 110,500
27.2 108^500

26.0 112,000
27.5 110,500

53.2 119,000
40.0 122,000

40.6 122,000

38.5 119,000
22.6° 52,600*.

0 Only the propene comes from refinery gas.

table the heating value, pounds air per pound fuel, and the percentage of

carbon dioxide (Orsat analysis) were computed on the "as fired" basis.

Typical residual fuel oils 1 have about the properties and gross heating

values shown in Table 14-1.

1 Nelson, W. L., Maximum Variations in Heating Value . . . , Oil Gas J.> Sept. 20,

1954, p.
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Natural gas and cracked gas are the major refinery fuels. Gas is more
easily fired than solid or liquid fuels, but it has the minor disadvantage
of producing a long flame and a flame that is often deficient in its ability
to radiate heat. Some of the characteristics and combustion constants
for gaseous fuels are given in Table 14-4. Note that inert gases in

Table 14-3. Combustion Characteristics op Liquid Fuels

Fuel

1. Commercial butane. . .

2. Stove gasoline

3. Furnace distillate

4. Topped crude, Calif

5. Mid Continent topped crude4 . .

.

8. Mid Continent topped crude

7. Mid Continent residuum

8. Residual fuel oil, Calif

9. Mid Continent residuum

10. Mexican chide

». Cracked fuel oil, Calif

12. Mid Continent cracked residuum.

13. Mid Continent cracked residuum

14. Mid Continent residuum

15. Cracked residuum, Calif

16. Residual fuel oil, Calif

17. Kuwait pitch

18. Cracked residuum, Ky
19. Bituminous coal. Pa

20. Bituminous coal, Mo
21. Petroleum coke (fluid)

22. Petroleum coke (fluid)

23. Petroleum coke

24. Acid sludge

25. Acid sludge :

28. Acid sludge

API

0.581*

66.0

138.0

26.2

27.1

25.1

22.0

18.5

14.3

13.6

11.3

9.2

8.6

8.1

8.0

7.6

5.0

3.3

0.89

0.33

0.05

0.05

0.05

1.85

0.3

0.4

0.25

0.05

0.10

Ultimate analysis, per cent

H,

83.0

86.0

87.0

85.8

86.1

86.2

87.4

87.5

87.6

83.7

86.5

88.4

88.9

88.5

88.3

87.5

83.9

90.6

77.8

72.6

88.6

89.1

96.0

(20% weak acid)

(40% weak acid)

17.3l63.5j 8.1

2.5

2.6

2.0

3.8

1.2

17.0

14.0

13.0

12.09

12.0

12.39

11.1

10.17

10.27

10.2

10.04

9.95

9.8

9.07

9.5

9.38

10.4

8.49

4:8

4.6

1.8

2.1

2.1

1.19

0.35

0.39

0.42

1.14

0.7

4.15

1.49

0.68

0.56!

0.67

1.2

1.37

5.4

0.41

1.2

1.8

6.4

6.1

0.41

3.2

•On "as fired" basis.

* Specific gravity at 60"F.

• Also contains 1.1 per cent oxygen and nitrogen.

"Drybasfa.

Unde-

termined

and ash

Heating value,

Btu per lb liquid

Gross

0.04

0.45

0.69

1.03

1.14

1.38

0.10

1.67

0.81

0.74

1.51

0.95

1.65

0.3

0.50

13.7

17.4

0.29

7.7

21,850

20,400

19.650

19,053

19.376

19,256

18,778

18.319

18,454

18,710

18,088

18,274

18,277

18,077

18,084

17.970

17,500

17.837

13.997

13,533

14,000

14,000

15,241

10,200"

7,400«

14,341'*

Net

20,240

19,000

18,450

18.001

18.241

18.076

17.723

17,351

17,479

17,767

17,128

17,324

17,345

17,212

17,179

17,075

16,600

17.030

13.543

13.098

13.932

13,969

15.040

9,700"

7.000"

Lb air per

lb fuel at

xero per

cent ex

cess air

15.42

14.76

14.47

14.12

14.17

14.1

14.6

13.7

13.7

13.4

13.5

13.7

13.7

13.4

13.5

13.4

13.4

10.4

9.7

11.9

Percent

COtat

xero

per cent

excess

air-

12.0

13.1

13.5

15.6

15.7

15.6

16.0

16.4

16.4

16.2

16.4

16.6

16.6

16.9

16.7

16.8

17.1

18.6

18.6

18.9

amounts of 1 to 10 per cent will reduce the heating values by 11 to about
206 Btu. The flames produced by wet gases, particularly cracked gases
are almost as luminous as oil flames and are good radiators.
Wet gases are particularly valuable because of the liquids that can be

extracted or manufactured from them. 2 Such liquids may be worth
more than the gases (or heating value of them) from which they are

* Nelson, W. L., Value of Refinery Gases, Oil Gas J., Nov. 23, 1946, p. 105.
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made. Table 14-2 shows the cubic feet of gas consumed and the decreasem gross heating value for each gallon of liquid produced. The table
may be used in studying the economy of such processes as gasoline
recovery, polymerization, Codimer manufacture, alkylation, or bottle-gas
production.

i 14-2. Value of Refinery Gas for Liquid Extraction. Gas 14 of Table 14-4
is thought to have a value of 30 cents per thousand cubic feet because of its heating
value compared with the market price of fuel oil. If the gas is processed for poly
gasoline the amount produced will be (see Table 14-2)

/10.6 1,000

V53.2
r

40.0,/ 1002oo"
" 3-46 gal per thousand cu ft

At 11 cents per gal the poly gasoline is worth 38 cents, and the value of a thousand
eubic feet of the gas has become

30 + 3.46 (ll -
^ygg^^QQ X 30) = 47.2 cents per thousand cu ft

The 120,000 is the average per gallon heating value of the liquid product, and the 1 786
is the heatmg value of gas No. 14. Of course, money must be spent to build and oper-
ate the plant out of the extra 17.2 cents per thousand cu ft.

Combustion Reactions. The fundamental reactions involved in com-
bustion are shown in Table 14-5. If the ultimate analysis of the fuel is

Table 14-5. Combustion Reactions

Reaction Fuel name Mol.

wt

Heating

value,

Btu
per lb

Hydrogen
Carbon
Carbon

Carbon monoxide
Sulfur

Methane
Ethylene

Ethane

2

12

12

28

32

16

28

30

61,400

14,600

4,440
4,050

10,160

23,920

21,650

22,350

2. C + O, = C02

3. C + M02 = CO
4. CO + MQ>2 = C02

6. CH 4 + 202 = C02 + 2II20
7. C2H 4 + 302 = 2C02 + 2H20
8. C2H« + Z}402 = 2C02 + 3H20. .

.

Lb air

per lb

fuel, no
excess

34.8

11.6

5.8

2.48

4.35

17.28

14.81

16.13

available, these equations are all that are required to solve many com-
bustion calculations.

An examination of these chemical equations yields information con-
cerning (1) the weights of materials that react and (2) the volumes of
gases that react. For example, reaction 1 indicates that 1 cu ft of hydro-
gen reacts with one-half of 1 cu ft of oxygen to produce 1 cu ft of water
vapor. Likewise reaction 6 shows that one volume of methane requires
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two volumes of oxygen for combustion. One volume of carbon dioxide

is produced, and two volumes of water vapor. Volumes are directly pro-

portional to moles, and hence the number of moles that react are directly

proportional to the number of volumes that react. The molecular weight

of methane is 16 and of oxygen 32. With reference to reaction 6, 16 lb

of methane reacts with 2 X 32 lb of oxygen to produce 44 lb of carbon

dioxide and 2 X 18 lb of water. A knowledge of these elemental com-
bustion reactions, along with data on specific heats of the gaseous prod-

ucts, constitutes the basis for almost all combustion calculations. Mekler
and Fredersdorff8 present simple algebraic formulas by which most com-
bustion constants of gaseous fuels can be computed from data such as

the specific gravity or molecular weight. In terms of the gas specific

gravity g (molecular weight divided by 28.9), the heat of combustion

(Btu per cubic foot) and theoretical air required (cubic foot per cubic

foot fuel) are

In catalytic cracking plants, the amount of blower air required for

regeneration of the catalyst is enormous, and accordingly the combustion

of carbon is guided toward the production of carbon monoxide rather than

carbon dioxide because only half as much air is required (reaction 4,

Table 14-5). Regenerator gases contain useful sensible heat (1000°F),

but in addition the monoxide-rich gas may be burned with supplemen-

tary fuel to maintain the combustion temperature in otherwise conven-

tional boilers, or it may be oxidized (burned) by contacting it with a bed

of platinum catalyst.4 The catalyst is arranged as a false floor in the

boiler so that the gases plus any air needed pass upward through it, and
a temperature of 1250 to 1600°F is attained by the combustion. During

start-up the boilers are fired with conventional fuels^nd the catalyst bed

is therefore protected with a screen of finned water tubes situated just

above the catalyst bed.

Excess Air. The reactions of Table 14-5 do not take place completely

to' the formation of the products indicated unless an excess of oxygen or

air is present. The extent to which the reaction will be completed can

be computed by applying the law of mass action, but such computations

are of little value in commercial work. In firing a commercial furnace

the use of too little excess air is evident at once by carbon monoxide or

even smoke in the stack gas. Carbon monoxide is seldom found in the

3 Refinery Gas Fuels, Pet. Refiner, February, 1947, p. 81.
4 Durham and Leland, Design and Application of CO Boilers, Western Pet. Ref

.

Assoc., Toledo Meeting, May 24, 1956.

Gross heating value = 215 + 1,500^

Net heating value = 155 + 1,425^

Cu ft air = 1.15 + I5g

(14-1)

(14-2)

(14-3)
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flue gas from oil stills because at least 30 per cent excess air is normally
used in order to keep a low furnace temperature, and no carbon monoxide
is produced under these conditions if effective burners are used.
The amount of excess air employed ranges from 10 to 75 per cent, the

low value for large installations completely automatically controlled and
operating on low-heating-value gaseous fuels. Oil requires more excess
air, as indicated in Table 14-6. In comparison with coal, oil can be
fired at higher

. thermal efficiencies of 2 to 35 per cent, 6 but in modern
large power plants the superiority of oil probably does not exceed 3 per
cent.

Table 14-6. Usual Amounts of Excess Air, Peb Cent

Pipestills Boilers

Minimum Usual Large Small

15-20 35 10-15 15-25
Oil fuels 20-25 50 15 25-35

The amount of flue gas can be computed by adding 1 to the pounds of
air (per pound of fuel), and for gaseous fuel the cubic feet of flue gas per
cubic foot of fuel gas can be approximately obtained by adding 1 to the
cubic feet of air (per cubic foot of fuel gas). The molecular weight of
flue gas including water vapor (as in stack) is about 30. (See Example
14-6.)

Example 14-3. Weight and Volume of Flue Gas. Fuel 4 of Table 14-3 is to be
burned with 40 per cent excess air. According to Table 14-3 the pounds of air required
at zero per cent excess air is 14.12, and the amount of flue gas is 1 lb greater, or 15 12
lb. At 40 per cent excess air

Lb flue gas = 14.12 + 0.4 X 14.12 + 1.0 - 20.8

If the stack temperature is 600°F, the volume of flue gas per pound of fuel will be

600 + 4602^ x 379 X -
30 * d 'y X

60 + 460
535 cu ft

Specific Heats of Combustion Products. Figure 14-1 is a chart of the
•sensible heat content of the several gases that are found in flue gas. The
sensible heat content may be defined as the amount of heat required to
change the temperature of a quantity of material from one temperature to
another by simple heating. No changes of state, such as vaporization or
fusion, are involved.

Sensible heat content = W(T2 - Ti)Cp
5 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Jan. 12, 1953, p. 131.
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where W lb material (lb-moles in Fig. 14-1)

final temperature, °F

initial temperature, °F
average sp ht at constant pressure, Btu per lb through the
temperature range of T2 and T1

Temperature, Degrees Fahrenheit
30 40 60 80 100 200 300 400

Sensible Heat Content

600 8001000
100000

ofGases
l=N2,02,C0,NO,Atr
2-CH4 . 3^H2OandH2S
4=C02,S02

80000

60000

50000

40000

30000

20000

_

o

1

75
C

10000 J
'808 a>

7000 a
6000 =>

5000 £
4000

ZOO 300 400 600 8001000 2000 30004000
Temperature, Degrees Fahrenheit

Fig. 14t1. Sensible heat of common gases (basis 32^).

figure 14-1 is plotted on a mole basis because the diatomic gases-*-
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, air, etc.—can be represented by a
single curve. The same applies to other groups of gases. The figure
gives the number of Btu required to raise the temperature of 1 lb-mole
of gas from 32°F to the desired temperature. The upper and left scales
are for temperatures up to about 150°F, and the lower and right scales
are for higher temperatures.

Example 14-4. Use of Sensible Heat Chart for Oases (Fig. 14-1), Qne thousand
cubic feet of a flue gas is copied from 1000 to 100°F. Analysis of gas: CO2, 10 per
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cent; H20 vapor, 12 per cent; 0„ 3.7 per cent; and N* 74.3 per cent. How much
heat must be removed? (Note that 1 lb mole of gas occupies 379 cu ft at 60°F and
14.7 psia.)

1000 X 0.10 nnttj= 0.264Moles C02

Moles H 20

379

1000 X 0.12

379
= 0.316

Moles diatomics = 1000
j* 0 '743 + 1000 X 0.087 _ fc

Sensible Heat, Btu per Mole

057

Material At 1000°F At 100°F

C02 9850 580
H20 8650 610

7000 478

Heat removed from C02 - 0.264(9,850 - 580) = 2,445 Btu
Heat removed from H20 = 0.316(8,650 - 610) - 2,540
Heat removed from diatomics = 2.057(7,000 - 478) - 13,400

Total heat removed = 18,385 Btu

must sometimes be computed as in Example
14-2 and 14-3 are more convenient and are sufficiently exact

rotations. These charts are based on the net heating value
because the net heating value is a more honest basis for efficiency calcula-
tions than the gross heating value. Although these charts were computed
for specific fuels, they can be used for other similar fuels without great
inaccuracy. They should not be used for computations with fuels that
are abnormal. Note that the usefulness of Figs. 14-2 and 14-3 is not
limited to computations of stack temperatures. They may be used for
temperatures (or heat contents) at any point in a still.

Example 14-5. Use of Combustion Charts (Figs. 14-2, 14-3). A 20 API fuel oil is
burned, and the gases are cooled to 300°F. The heating value of the fuel is 17,900
Btu per lb net; carbon dioxide, 13 per cent. How much heat is lost to the stack, 'and
how many pounds of flue gas are produced? Basis: 1 lb of fuel and 60°F (Fig. 14-2).
At 13 per cent C02 the percentage of excess air is approximately 23. Reading close

to the 25 per cent excess air curve, the heat lost to the stack at 300°F is about 6.3 per
cent. This amounts to 0.063 X 17,900 or 1130 Btu per lb of fuel. Also, 16 lb of
flue gas or 15 lb of air is required to burn 1 lb of the fuel if no excess air is used (Fig.
14-2). At 23 per cent excess air the pounds of flue gas are

15.0 X 1.23 + 1 = 19.45 lb per lb of fuel

The lower the stack temperature, the lower the heat loss to the stack
(or atmosphere), but the most economical stack temperature for pipestill
heaters is about 300°F higher than the temperature of the incoming pipe-
still feed (see Fig. 23-6). Even closer approaches are economical in
boilers, but at very low stack temperatures severe corrosion and fouling
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occur in the air heaters and economizers of boilers due mainly to the

sulfur dioxide .(or trioxide) in the flue gases. Table 14-7 indicates the
sulfur content of typical fuels and the furnace atmospheres produced by
themr

6 as well as minimum metal temperatures (related to dew points)

for air heaters or economizers. Significant amounts of sodium sulfate

and vanadium in the fuel require even lower "end" temperatures, but

Table 14-7. Effect of Sulfur on Stack Temperature of Power
Plant Boilers

Per

cent

sulfur

Type of fuel
•

Grains S0 2

per 100 cu ft

Minimum metal temp" in tubu-
lar air heaters or economizers

Coal Oil Oil6

Co

Chain grate

alfc

Pulverized

1.0 Lowest of fuel oils 62 49 180* 1806 160*

1.22 East Coast oil 76 60 180° 180* 160*
2.0 124 98 180' 205 160'

2.4 Avg East Coast bunkering 148 . 118 200 220 160*

fuel

3.0 186 147 222 239 176e

4.0 Middle West coal or Middle 248 196 244 259 193 e

East fuel oil

5.0 310 235 258 276 206'
6.0 Highest sulfur fuel oils 371 287 270 290 217
8.0 Lowest grade Western coal 496 r

* Really feedwater inlet temp to economizer.
6 W. H. Rowand, Bull. 3-407 of Babcock & Wilcox Co.
e Minimum of 212°F on all economizers.

difficulties with such fuels are being cured by the use of additive^ In
burning acid sludge or hydrogen sulfide, the minimum metal temperature
at the air preheater may be limited to 300 to 400°F, 7 and a coating of

milk of lime is sometimes applied to the preheater tubes after their usual
washing.

Metal temperatures in the economizer section can be raised by recircu-

lation of hot air or by heating of the inlet air with steam heaters, but
both of these remedies result in higher costs or constitute a penalty
against high sulfur fuels.

The Burning of Oil Fuels. Although steam-atomizing burners are

• Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Dec. 22, 1952, p. 353; Mar. 9, 1953, p. 126; and Sept. 13,

1954, p. 138.

'Robinson and Gurney, Steam and Power Economy . . . , ASME Meeting,
Sept. 25-28, 1950; or see Pet. Processing, June, 1952, p. 806. Also Andrea, K. S., Oil
Gas /., Jan. 4, 1954, p. 66.
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expensive to operate (see Table 14-8 8
) they are used widely in refineries

because they can handle almost any fuel and because steam is universally
available. Burners are of two main designs:

1. Outside-mix burners by which the oil is released into a high-velocity
sheet of steam. Oil and steam issue from the burner through separate
openings. Much of the energy in the steam is wasted, and the steam con-
sumption is relatively high.

Table 14-8. Approximate Direct Operating Cost of Burning 100 Gal of
Fuel Oil

Cents

Oil-pressure atomizing 5.0
Low-pressure air-atomizing 7.5
Intermediate-pressure air-atomizing 10-25
Steam-atomizing 20-30
High-pressure air-atomizing 60

2. Inside-mix burners are most widely used. In these the steam and
oil are mixed in a chamber within the burner, and they issue together from
the burner as a single stream. Foam formed in the mixing Chamber is

directed by the shape and direction of the burner tip so that the flame is

of proper shape and size for the furnace box. As foam issues from the
tip, it bursts into a fine mist of oil particles.

Residual fuels have better atomizing or foaming properties. Gas oils or
distillate fuels do not atomize easily unless they are mixed with residual
fuels, but naphthas can be burned satisfactorily if a suitable burner tip
is employed. Air-atomizing burners using low-pressure compressed air
are sometimes used for asphaltic residues, acid sludge mixtures, or dirty
residues. Acid sludge tends to cause corrosion in steam-atomizing burne^s,

and hence high-pressure spray nozzles are sometimes employed. Exces-
sive mineral matter causes deposits of glazed solids on heating surfaces.

Viscous fuels should be heated to such a temperature that the Saybolt
Universal viscosity is 130 to 250. Table 3-29 shows preheating tempera-
ture vs. Furol viscosity. The higher the temperature the better the per-
formance unless vaporization occurs or unless the water content of the
fuel is high. At temperatures past the flash point, operation may be
erratic and the flame may splutter. Highly superheated steam may
cause excessive coking within the burner tip if the oil temperature is

high. About 0.1 sq ft of heating surface (steam coils) is required for
each barrel of insulated fuel-oil storage. Heating coils for uninsulated
tanks are discussed in connection with Fig. 17-9 and Example 17-7.

Rotary pumps are preferable because of the steady pressure they pro-
duce. The pulsation in oil pressure and the. "breathing" Qf burners,
caused by reciprocating pumps

>
can be eliminated by an air surge cham-

•Griswold, J., "Fuels, Combustion, and Furnaces," p. 285, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New Yorif, 19.46.
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ber at the pump, but air must be added to the chamber with each work
shift. Although the fuel may be fed by gravity at a head of only 10 to
15 ft, a pressure of 40 to 60 psig is often employed. To obtain satisfac-
tory atomization of light gas oil a pressure of 125 psig may be required.
The amount of atomizing steam for inside burners ranges from 0.2 to
0.5 lb per pound oil (1.6 to 4 lb steam per gallon) and may reach 10 lb
per gallon for outside-mix burners. In general the higher the pressure
and temperature of the oil, the lower the steam consumption. Moisture
in the steam causes spluttering or sparks in the flame and if excessive
may put out the flame. Steam may be superheated at the burner by a
short length of steam line leading into and out of the furnace.
Robert Reed9 analyzes oil-burner troubles somewhat as follows:
Spluttery or Sparky Flame. This in general may be caused by (1) wet

steam, (2) suspended solids in the oil, (3) improper design of burner tips
for the oil and the duty handled, or (4) foreign matter inside the burner
or in the tip.

Long Smoky Flame. The cause may be (1) improper design of burner
tip, (2) insufficient air for combustion, or (3) insufficient atomizing steam.

Failure of Ignition. This may be caused by (1) too much steam for
atomization, (2) fuel pressure low, (3) fuel valve plugged, (4) improper
design of tip or too small an included angle on the flame, or (5) wet steam
or slugs of water from the steam line.

A dazzling white flame indicates too much excess air. A properly
operated oil burner produces a perfectly stable yellow-white flame. A
fluttery flame indicates that too much atomizing steam is being used.
Puffing in the furnace may be caused by poor tip design, insufficient
excess air, or partial stoppage of burner tip.

Mechanical-atomizing burners have not been generally used in the oil
industry. However, a mechanical burner or a combination steam- and
mechanical-atomizing burner is useful when firing inferior fuels, such as
cracked residues that contain suspended carbon or acid sludges from lub-
ricating-oil treating. These inferior fuels are supplied to the burner at
200 to 300°F and at a pressure of 100 to 200 psi. Acid sludge, without
any treatment, can be burned in some mechanical burners, but more often
the sludge is hydrolized with water and allowed to settle. Sludge may
also be mixed with fuel oil and burned. The mixing is facilitated by
heating to a temperature not exceeding 155°F. Gentle rolling with com-
pressed air and recirculation by means of a pump (through filter screens)
are the methods usually employed. Heating is usually done with steam
jets because carbonaceous deposits tend to accumulate on heating sur-
faces. Sludges or sludge mixtures must be completely mixed at all times,
and one refiner has found 10 that a homogenizing mill in the fuel circuit'

9 Cm Gixs J., ftfer. 11, 1943, p. 39.

D. P., Burn Acid Sludge .... Pet. Processing, October, 1948, p. 981.
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for grinding particles of gritty sludge, is highly useful. The use of sludge
as a fuel is not very profitable but other means of disposal are also

expensive.

Extremely high-melting-point residues or fuels tend to congeal into
particles (black smoke) which cannot be completely burned when the fuel

meets large amounts of cold air at the burner. Such behavior can be
alleviated by the use of short-flame combustion, substantial amounts 0/
refractory at the mouth of the burner, preheating of the combustion air-

to the melting point of the fuel, or preheating of the fuel to 500 to 600°F."
In large power installations, oil can be fired more cheaply than coal

[see Eqs. (3-5a) and (3-56)]. This is due to the greater thermal efiiciency

(2 to 35 per cent) 6 when firing oil, to the lower cost of operation, and to
the smaller investment in storage and firing facilities. 12 During 1951 , the
advantage of firing oil rather than a ton of coal was about 16.5 cents, and
this does not include a charge for the large cost of stoker equipment for

coal because most large plants are already equipped to fire either coal

or oil. v

Firing Systems. The liquid fuels that are burned in refineries are often

hardly more than waste products. Tars that are almost solid are com-
mon. Such fuels must be heated, and they must be circulated contin-

uously past the burner to prevent solidification in the line (Fig. 14-4).

The amount of circulation is 1.5 to 2.0 times as much as the oil burned.
In large plants the circuit may be so long that a system of parallel flow
must be used. The lines should be insulated, and a pair of strainers

must be used with residual fuels. Pressure gauges on each side of the
strainers will indicate plugging, and one strainer can filter the oil while

the other is being cleaned.

Individual circulation systems are often maintained for each pipestill.

With such an arrangement the rate of firing may be controlled by regulat-

ing the pressure in the fuel line without visiting the burner. The pres-

sure may be conveniently regulated at a central control board. . Such a
system is not satisfactory unless clean, fluid fuels are available and unless

minor adjustments of the firing rate are all that are necessary.

A method' of maintaining a constant-pressure fuel gas of uniform cal-

orific value is indicated in Fig. i4-5. Liquid propane or butane may be
fed into the system (sometimes actuated by an automatic calorimeter) to

maintain the heating value, and natural gas is aomitted to carry the main
heating load if process gases are insufficient. When sufficient process gas

is produced to maintain well over 30 lb pressure in the balance tank, all

» Palchik, E. H., How to Use Resid as Furnace Fuel, Pet. Refiner, November, 1955,

p. 161.

» Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., July 12, 1951, p. 106; July 19, 1951, p. 114; Sept. 20,

1951, p. 329; Dec. 22, 1952, p. 353; May 25, 1953, p. 265; June 1, 1953, p. 118; June 8,

1953, p. 141; and Sept. 13, 1954, p. 138.
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Pipestills

* pressure Rotary orgearpump

Fuel-oil storage

Fig.. 14-4. Circulation system for firing fuel oil.

Natural gas^

Liquid C5 orC+—:—>H
35psi

-28psi

Torch

First
priority "*

units

Refinery gases
from units

-JOpst

—iSpsi

Second
priority

units

7";W
priority <
units

iW/JS/

*—25psi

Pig. 14-5. Arrangement of a refinery gaseous-fuel system. (Pe*. Refiner.)

three priorities of service receive gas. However, as the "make" of proc-
ess gas decreases and the balance tank pressure falls below 25 lb oil
burners must be lighted on the third-priority units and finally on' the
second-priority units. The system should be so balanced that the first-
priority units always receive gas.

Example 14-6. Analysis of Flue Gas from Fuel Analysis. Fuel 5 in Table 14-3 is
burned with 60 per cent excess air. Compute the Orsat analysis of the flue gas and
the analysis of the flue gas including water vapor.



Basis: lib of FuelS.

COMBUSTION

0.861
-j2~ " 0.0717

Moles H» - 0.12
~2~ 0,0600

Mole^ S = M^5
- _ Q 00ftl

Moles Nj and Oa =- ^1 . q.0004 (assume half and half)

Oxygen required (see Table 14-5):

Mole
For carbon: 0.0717 XI = 0.0717
For hydrogen: 0:06 X 0:5 = 0.0300
For sulfur: 0.0001 X 1 - 0.0001

oxygen in fuel: 0.0004

Oxygen required (no excess)

2

0.1018

-0.0002

0.1016
0.0508i X

at 50 per cent excess = 0.1524

of air by volume is N3 79.1 and 03 20.9 per cent.

Mole

Nitrogen with

Nitrogen in fuel:

Nitrogen in flue gas

XS 3 0.577

0.0004

2
- 0.0002

= 0.5772

429

Material Number of moles Per cent by volume

C02 (and S08)

N,

Total

0.0717 and 0.0001

0.0508

0.5772

10.25

7.26

82.49

100.00

Actual Analysis in FubnACE

Material Number of moles Per cent by volume

CO* and (S02)

Nj
H,0*

0.0718

0.0508

0.5772

0.0600

9.4

6.7

76.0

7.9
Total

100.0

* Table 14-5.
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Example 14-7. Heat Balance of a Furnace. Fuel 9 (Table 14-3) is fired at 200°F
using 0.4 lb (280°F) of steam per pound of fuel. The flue gas has an Orsat analysis of
13.0 per cent CO* 4.25 per cent 0,, and 82.75 per cent N,. The heat gainfully used
to heat oil amounts to 1,367,000 Btu. The stack temperature is 800°F. The air is

at 80°F and has a relative humidity of 50 per cent. The vapor pressure of water at
80°F is 26.6 mm. The still is operating in a continuous manner.

Basis: 100 lb of oil 9, 60°F temperature datum.
The ultimate constituents in the fuel undergo the following chemical reactions:

C + O, = CO,
H, + H02 = H,0
S + 0, - SO,
H,0 (liquid) - H,0 (vapor)

Moles of combustion products:

Carbon = 7.3

0 7
SuWur o5- - 0.02 (reported as CO, by Orsat)

Hydrogen
™f-

= 5.14

Water °^Pi = 0.003 (neglect)

1 38Undetermined - 0.05 (considered as O, and N,, equal parts)

Material balance of carbon:

Moles of dry flue gas from 100 lb of fuel. Mole per cent m volume per cent (gases).
All the carbon is found in the carbon dioxide (13 per cent).

Moles CO, (and SO,) = 7.32

Moles N, - 7.32 X~ =46.50

Moles O, = 7.32 X^ = 2.39

Total moles of dry flue gas - 56.21 moles

Material balance of oxygen:

Air required:

Moles N, from air - 46.5 - = 46.475

Moles O, used = 46.475 X f^
9
- + .025 = 12.28

Moles air = 46.475 X^ - 58.7

Percentage of excess air:

O, required for C and S = 7.32 moles

O, for hydrogen - = 2.57

O, required = 9^89 moles

Percentage of excess O, or air - 1228 ~ 9 89
X 100 - 24.2
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Material balance of water vapor:

Water in

Atomizing steam = 100 X ?j£

Moles

- 2.22

From H, in fuel (same number moles as H2) = 5.14

From air
13 3_ 58.7 = 1.04

- 0.00

- 13.3)

Free moisture in fuel (negligible)

Total - 8.40

The water vapor leaving the system in the flue gas must equal the water coming into
the system, or 8.4 moles.

Heat balance:

Heat Entering System Btu
Net heating value of fuel 17,479 X 100 = 1,747,900
Heat m a* (note Fig. 14-1) 58.7(336 - 196) = 8,210
Heat in steam (see Fig. 14-1 or steam tables) 0.4 X 100(2,200 - 260) + 18

Sensible heat content of fuel oil 100(200 — 60)0.442 = 6*190

1,766,610

All this heat will be recovered from the system if the flue gas is cooled to 60°F.

Btu
Sensible heat content (see Fig. 14-1) at 800°F.

SI
0* 7.32(7,600 - 245) - 53,900

Water vapor.
8.4(6,800 - 260) = 54,900

Diatomic gases (N, and excess O,) ;. .48.89(5,500 - 200) = 259,000

367,800
Summary of heat balance:

Heat Btu Per cent

I,76&ol0

1,367,000

367,800

31,810

H00\0

77*5
20.85

1.8

Out of system:

Useful heat (given)

1,766,610 100.0

Approximate stack loss using Fig. 14-2:

Stack loss at 800°F and with 13 per cent C0 2 in the flue gas (25 per cent excess air)
= 19.8 per cent (in foregoing, 20.85 per cent)

Stack Draft. The draft 13 that stacks or chimneys will produce is dis-
cussed in all boiler and combustion textbooks. A draft of 0.5 to 0.7 in.
water is adequate for nearly all refinery stills. The draft at the burner
"Nelson, W. L., OH Gas J., Mar. 15, 1947, p. 101; Mar. 29, 1947, p. 177; Apr. 12,

1947, p. 103; and Apr. 19, 1947, p. 135.
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Should be 0.1 to 0.2 in. water, 14 and according to Reed9 the draft at the
bridge wall or highest point at which gases are turned down in the still

should not be less than 0.02 in. The draft at various elevations in the
still can be computed from the following tabulation:9

Gas tempera-
op

400

800

1200

1800

2000

Draft per ft,

in. water

0.0057

0.0085

0.0100

0.0112

0.0122

If the draft (or pressure) at any point in the still ranges much from atmos-
pheric pressure, air will leak in causing large losses of heat up the stack,

or flue gas will leak out (pressure in still) heating the walls and weakening
the structure.

Steel stacks are used extensively in the petroleum industry. In these,

the loss in gas temperature, particularly during a rainstorm, greatly

reduces the stack draft, 16 and hence special tabulations of stack draft

and stack capacity corrected for various weather conditions and fric-

tion losses due to the velocity of the stack gases have been published."
According to the Universal Oil Products Company, 16 the effective tem-
perature in unlined steel stacks and the draft produced by them is indi-

cated by Fi^. 14^6 for an atmospheric temperature of 80°F. At lower

atmospheric temperatures and during rainstorms, very much greater

decreases in temperature are encountered. 13' 16 Altitude affects the

height and diameter of a stack by the following factors:18

Elevation, ft Height Diameter

2,000 1.16 1.03

4,000 1.36 1.06

6,000 1.58 1.10

8,000 1.84 1.13

At a mass velocity of about 0.6 lb per sq ft per sec (cold velocity 60°F of

7.5 ft per sec) friction losses are almost negligible but at 0.8 to 1.2 (the

common design range) friction loss consumes 20 to 30 per cent of the

static draft. 16

11 Rickerman, J. H., Heater Designs for the Petroleum Industry, Trans. ASME, 67

531 (1945).

» Nelson, W. L., Loss in Temperature of Stack Gases, OU Gas J., Sept. 30, 1943,

p. 56.

" Mekler, L. A., Pet. Engr., June, 1956, p. C-26.
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400 500 600 700 600 900 IOOO IIOO
Temp, at base of stack, °F

Pig. 14-6. Relationship between temperature at inlet, effective temperature, and
draft of unlined steel stacks when the atmospheric temperature is 80°F. (Universal
Oil Products Co.)

Example 14-8. Effect of Heat Losses on Stack Draft. Figure 14-6 is used as
follows:

A 120-ft unlined steel stack receives gases at 800°F. The atmospheric tempera-
ture is 80°F. Follow the vertical 800°F line to intersection with the 120-ft line. The
effective or average stack temperature can be read by following the slanting straight

lines downward to read 680°F on the temperature scale, and the draft is found by-

following the sloping lines to the right (0.95 in. draft).



CHAPTER 15

VAPORIZATION AND CONDENSATION
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The physical laws governing the distribution of a component between
the liquid and the vapor above the liquid form the basis of many refinery
operations. Among these processing operations are shell- or pipestill
vaporization, fractionation, and condensation. In addition, the vapor-
pressure laws may be applied to the estimation of fractionating-tower
temperatures, partial condenser temperatures, and friction losses in tubu-
lar heaters and pipestills, and in computing the quantity of steam that is
required for distillation and steam stripping.

Vaporization and Condensation. Vaporization may be defined as the
change from the liquid to the vapor state. This change absorbs energy.

When heat is applied to a mixture
of hydrocarbons (a solution) under
constant pressure, part of the energy
is absorbed by the change of state
and part is expended in raising the
temperature of the remaining liquid.

This rise in temperature increases
the vapor pressure or the tendency
of all components of the mixture to
leave the liquid and enter the vapor

~ - . . , w , lv .j
Phase - Therefore, the vapor from a

~ ^.?"t0f 6utane ^uid contains some of each of the

<&£££SS*5femS3i Tponent
l

present in the liquid -

law). However, the vapor is always richer
'.

. ... .
,

'

,

in lower boihng components than the
original liquid, unless the mixture is heated to a temperature at which
it is completely vaporized, in which case the vapor will have the same
composition as the original liquid. The equilibrium diagram shown in
Fig. 15- il ustrates these principles. Below the liquid line the mixture
is entirely hqmd above the vapor line a pure vapor phase exists, and
between the two lines a mixture of liquid and vapor is present. Raoult's
law was assumed to be valid in computing Fig. 15-1.
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These generalizations are equally valid whether the vapor is removed
continuously or remains in contact with the liquid. Nevertheless, the

manner of separation of the vapor has a quantitative effect on the com-
position of the distillate and of the remaining liquid.

Condensation is essentially the inverse of vaporization. It follows,

therefore, that the condensate will be richer in higher-boiling and poorer

in lower-boiling components than the original vapor and that the remain-

ing vapor will be richer in lower-boiling components than the condensate.

Mechanism of Vaporization. The most common method of vapor for-

mation is batch vaporization as conducted in the ASTM distillation or as

practiced in early shellstill distillation or in small scale chemical plant

operations. The mechanism is differential because, as the temperature

is raised a small amount, a corresponding evolution of vapor takes place.

As this vapor is removed and the temperature is again raised, another

evolution of vapor occurs. In distilling a liquid mixture each component
in the liquid exerts a partial vapor pressure or a part of the total vapor

pressure, and every component tends to leave the mixture in proportion

to its partial vapor pressure at that temperature. The lower boiling

components, those with high vapor pressures, compose the most of the

first vapors, but some remain in the liquid and are distilled later with

other components whose boiling points are much higher. This behavior

may be most easily pictured by conceiving that the high-velocity low-

boiling molecules bump into slower moving molecules and lose the energy

content that would normally cause them to leave the liquid and enter the

vapor. Some of the slower moving molecules may receive enough energy

by these impacts to leave the liquid, and this occurs because we find that

high-boiling components are present in the first vapor even though the

temperature is much lower than their boiling points.

Differential or batch vaporization may be mathematically formulated as follows.

If L represents the liquid, x the percentage of a component in the liquid, and y the

percentage of the component in the vapor, a material balance with respect to the com-
ponent is

xL = (x - dx)(L -dL) +y dL

xL - xL - xdL - Ldx + dxdL + ydL

The second order differential dx dL may be neglected: •

(x — y) dL — —L dx

dL = dx

L y - x

The quantity that must be distilled in order to cause a particular change in composi-
tion may be determined by integrating between Lo, the initial quantity of liquid, and
Li the final quantity:

, Lo f x<> dx
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The value of the function dx/(y - x) may be obtained by graphically integrating
between the limits x l and x0. The various values of x are plotted against the corre-
sponding values of 1/(2/ - x), and the area under the curve is the integral of the func-
tion. The relation between x and y may be obtained by Henry's law or Raoult's
law. Data on two-component systems are all that are usually available.

Equilibrium or Flash Vaporization. The mechanism of this type of
vaporization differs from differential vaporization in that the vapor is not
removed as it is formed but is kept in intimate physical contact with the
remaining liquid until the heating is completed. In the refinery such a
method is practiced in the pipestill. Any vapor formed in the pipestill

tubes is kept in contact with the remaining liquid until the mixture flows
from the outlet cf the still. Mechanical contacting is effected by the high
velocity that results as soon as even a small quantity of vapor is produced.
The term "Sash" vaporization is unfortunate because it is not necessary
to have a reduction in pressure or any very violent phenomenon of

The equilibrium-flash-vaporization (E.F.V.) curve is drawn just as the
batch-vaporization curve, i.e., by plotting temperature against the per-
centage vaporized. Refer to Fig. 4-17 throughout the following discus-
sion. As vaporization starts, i.e., at zero per cent vaporized, the E.F.V.
curve lies above all other vapor-temperature curves. This situation
arises because the molecules that normally would be vaporized at a low
temperature are unable to separate themselves from the liquid, because
they lose much of their energy content to the surrounding high-boiling
molecules. However, after having vaporized a considerable percentage
of liquid the bombardment of the many high-velocity vapor molecules
succeeds in vaporizing enough of the material to cause the E.F.V. curve
to cross other vapor-temperature curves. Note, however, that equilib-

rium flash vaporization is advantageous in all regions (0 to 100 per cent
vaporized) with respect to the liquid temperature that must be attained.
At all percentages vaporized, the already vaporized high-velocity vapor
molecules deliver energy to the remaining liquid molecules causing some
of them to be vaporized at temperatures below their normal boiling points.
Thus, at 700°F, hydrocarbons boiling up to 890°F can, by flash vaporiza-
tion, be distilled.

The saving in heat is not the only advantage. Thermal decomposition
halts all distillations at liquid temperatures of approximately 700°F and
flash vaporization permits the vaporization of materials that boil (when
pure) above this temperature. Of course, steam or a low pressure may
be used to distill high-boiling oils, but these modifications can be applied
to any method of vapor formation.

Commercial Vaporization. In practice, the foregoing methods are often
used in combination. Successive flash vaporization involves the use of
two or more pipestills in series. As an example, crude oil is often heated
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in an exchanger system and flashed into a fractionating tower, and then
the remaining liquid is heated in a pipestill and flashed in a second tower.
Two-flash atmospheric and vacuum systems are also important. In such
a system the crude oil is heated and flashed at atmospheric conditions
and the residue of reduced crude oil (already at a high temperature) is
flashed under vacuum to recover gas oil and light lubricating oils. A
two-flash system is sometimes used in rerunning bright-stock solution.
The naphtha in such a solution is flashed in one operation, and the
remaining bright stock is further heated and flashed in the presence of
steam. Other examples are the atmospheric-vacuum redistillation of
pressure distillate and the production of well-fractionated solvents by
the use of several heaters and fractionating towers.

The continuous shellstill battery is an operation involving flash vaporiza-
tion but not flash vaporization alone. In pure flash vaporization the
vapor is physically mixed with the remaining liquid, but in a shellstill
battery the flash in each still occurs in the presence of an abnormally large
quantity of residue liquid. Thus the concentration of slow-moving mol-
ecules is high, and these molecules tend to absorb the energy content of
the lower boiling molecules. However, some molecules have energy con-
tents bordering between liquid and vapor, and they vaporize. The equi-
librium that is established is indeed complicated. In a sense, the labo-
ratory batch distillation, with no fractionation, is equivalent to a shellstill

battery having an infinite number of stills.

Distillation Curves. As a summary, a comparison of distillation curves
by various vaporization methods is useful. Figure 4-17 shows vaporiza-
tion temperatures plotted against percentage distilled for (1) flash, (2)
ASTM, (3) Hempel, and (4) true-boiling-point distillations of a 35 API
crude oil. The same relations hold true for other stocks but to a greater
degree for narrow-boiling-range materials.

Although vapor-temperature curves are most widely used, the engineer
should be more interested in the liquid temperatures required for a given
vaporization than in the vapor temperatures. Hence the same four
curves are compared in Fig. 4-17 by plotting liquid temperature against
the percentage distilled.

CONDENSATION

In many ways condensation is just the reverse of vaporization, although
some of the vaporization mechanisms cannot be mechanically duplicated
in condensing equipment. Differential condensation, in which the con-
densate is removed as soon as it is formed, is not practiced commercially.

Equilibrium Condensation. Equilibrium condensation occurs in most
commercial condensers. The condensed liquid is kept in contact with the
remaining uncondensed vapor until condensation is complete. Theflash-
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vaporization and the equilibrium-condensation curves are identical if inti-

mate physical contacting is maintained during both operations.

In large condensers of the tubular type the condenser usually consists

of several separate condensing units and liquid is withdrawn from each.

Each of these units is referred to as a partial condenser. However, par-

tial condensation does not give an effective separation between products,

and hence it is not generally used as a method of fractionation. The par-

tial condensers that are used in a modern vacuum plant for the separation

of gas oil and wax distillate may be an exception. This separation need

not be exact, and hence partial condensers are satisfactory (Fig. 7-25).

In the past, dephlegmators* or partial-condensation towers, cooled either

In certain plant equipment the vapor is suddenly cooled under equilib-

rium conditions, and such a process may be called quench condensation.

Jet condensers embody this method, but they are not widely used. How-
ever, barometric condensers, in which steam is condensed with water, are

common. Of more importance is the condensation of vapor on each plate

of a fractionating tower by reflux. In this case, the condensation may
take place in the presence of other vapor that does not condense. As an

example, kerosene is condensed on a "side-draw" plate of a bubble tower.

Gasoline vapor is also present at the plate, but it does not condense.

The details of the application of this phase of condensation will be dis-

cussed in Chap. 16.

In order to use any of the aforementioned operations, the equilibrium

relations between liquids and vapors must be ascertained. In other

words, the distribution of a component in the two phases after no fur-

ther interchange takes place must be known. Although Dalton's law

of partial pressures, Henry's law of gas solubility, and Raoult's law of

vapor-liquid equilibrium are not exact, they are used extensively because

complete data are not available.

Figure 15-1 shows the equilibrium relationships between liquid and

vapor compositions for butane-pentane mixtures at 100 psia. Upon heat-

ing a liquid that contains 70 per cent butane and 30 per cent pentane, no

vapor will be formed until the liquid equilibrium line is reached at 163°F.

At this point an infinitesimal quantity of vapor will be formed having

cent of butane. If heating is continued, the composition of the liquid

EQUILIBRIUM

* The term "dephlegmator" is uraally reserved for partial-condenser towers, but
certain cracking processes have retained this name for their fractionating towers.

They have changed the process of separation but have retained the older name.
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must necessarily change along the liquid curve with the production of
increasing quantities of vapor, the composition of which follows the vapor
CU^e

i,

The
A f™* in li(luid and vapor compositions will continue thus

until the total vapor has the composition of the original liquid and the
hquid is completely vaporized. Further heating will merely superheat
the vapor without changing its composition.

Partial Pressures of Vapor Components. In a mixture of gases, each
gas exerts a pressure equal to the pressure that it would exert if it Occupied
the entire volume by itself

, and the total pressure of the mixture is equal
to the sum of the partial pressures of the component gases (Dalton's law)
The pressure exerted by each component is called the "partial pressure*
of the component" and is dependent on the total pressure and the volume
or number of molecules of that component in the gas.

In the gas phase if v is the total pressure and y is the volume or mole
fraction of an individual component in the mixture, the law of partial
pressures may be expressed as

V = partial pressure in vapor = wy or \ = V

For example, in a vapor mixture composed of 70 per cent butane and
30 per cent pentane at 100 psia pressure, the partial pressures are

Partial pressure butane •=» 100 X 0.7 = 70 psi
Partial pressure pentane = 100 X 0.3 = 30 psi

Partial Vapor Pressures of Liquid Components. Just as each compo-
nent of a vapor exerts a partial pressure, each component of a liquid
exerts a partial vapor pressure. This is dependent upon the concentra-
tion of the component in the liquid and the vapor pressure of the pure
component. The escaping tendency of a component appears to depend
upon the percentage of the surface area (mole fraction) covered by the
component and the mdeculaFenergy (vapor pressure) of the component.
If P is the vapor pressure of the pure component at a given temperature
and x is the mole fraction of the same component in the liquid,

p - partial vapor pressure in' liquid = Px

Expressed as a fraction of the total pressure,

x

At equilibrium the partial pressure of a component in the gas is equal to
the partial vapor pressure of the component in the Uquid. Inasmuch as

The term "partial pressure" is also used to denote fraction of the total pressure".
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p/ir is equal to yy
the mole fraction of the component in the gas is

v P
y = £ = _ x (Raoult's law) (15-1)

Considering two components,

*"2/i = PiXi

Try2 = P&z
*(yi -f* 2/2) = Pixx + P&2

x2 = 1 - zx and 2/1 + 2/2=1

*i = 0lk and
1^=55 (15-2)

2/1 - — Bi and 2/2 = — z2

Example 16-1. Raoult's Law. A liquid consists of 42.5 per cent butane by volume
and 57.5 per cent pentane by volume at 60°F (see Fig. 15-1). If the liquid is heated
to its boiling point of 180°F at 100 psia, what will be the composition of the vapor that
is produced? (See Example 5-15, or Fig. 5-25 or 5-27.)

Vapor pressure of C4H10 at 180°F = 152 psi

Vapor pressure of C6H 12 at 180°F = 66 psi

Sp gr at 60°F of C«H 10 » 0.585, and CfiH„ = 0.631

Basis: 100 gal of the mixture. Assume Raoult's law is valid.

Moles of C.H,„ = X 0.585) _
Do

Moies of chu -mmmm = iM

Total moles = 7.77

Xx = mole fraction C4H 1(> in liquid = = 0.46

4 20
xt - mole fraction C6H12 in liquid = ~~ = 0.54 or (1 - 0.46)

See Eq. (15-1):

yi - mole fraction of C<Hio in vapor m lsH<to 0.46 = 0.70

yt - mole fraction of C6H12 in vapor = 5fKoo 0.54 =« 0.30

Thus a liquid containing 46 per cent butane and 54 per cent pentane (mole per cent)
at 180°F and 100 psi is in equilibrium with vapor containing 70 per cent butane and
30 per cent pentane (see Example 15-3 and also Fig. 15-1).

General Vapor-Liquid Relationship. When applied to complex mix-
tures the general relationship for a system that contains no inert com-
ponents (those which do not occur in significant amounts in one of the

phases) and in which all components form an ideal solution in the liquid

phase is

and

adding

but

1
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Pressure = wyi + iry% + *y% + etc.

(partial pressures, gaseous phase)

= P1X1 + P2Z2 + P3X3 + etc. = vapor pressure

(partial vapor pressures, liquid phase)

The symbols are the same as those used on the preceding pages. In addi-

tion to this general relationship the partial pressure of each component is

independently equal to its partial vapor pressure in the liquid, as indi-

cated in Eq. (15-1) or Eq. (15-4).

Unfortunately, the ratio of vapor pressure P to the total pressure ir

used in Eqs. (15-1) and (15-3) is not a constant. It is altered by the total

the mixture, particularly those far removed in boiling point. For this

reason, the ratio y/x must be determined experimentally.

K = \ m - approx.
X IT

(16-4)

Equation (15-3) expressed in terms of equilibrium ratios or constants

(K'a or P/Vs) becomes

1.0 = yi + y2 + 2/3 + etc. m KiXj. + K&2 + Kzx9 + etc. = 1.0 (15-5)

Finally, an inert gas may be present, designated as yx in Eq. (15-6);

or an immiscible liquid may be present, designated as material 1 in Eq.
(15-7). Of course K's may be used as well as P's in these two equations.

x = vyi + *0/2 + Vs + etc.) = vyi + (P&i + P&i + etc.)

= vyi + vapor pressure of solution (15-6)

In this equation (15-6) the vapor pressure of the liquid is less than the

total pressure to the extent of the partial pressure of the inert gas.

* = ryi + Tr(y2 + y* + etc.) = Px + (P&l + P^J + etc.)

- Pi -I- vapor pressure of solution (15-7)

Likewise the vapor pressure of the hydrocarbon solution in Eq. (15-7) is

less than the total pressure by the amount of the vapor pressure of the

immiscible component. Prime marks are used on the x's of Eqs. (15-6)

and (15-7) to indicate that they add up to 1.0 without regard to the

amount of inert gas or of immiscible liquid that is associated with the

liquid solution.

Effect of Steam. In many petroleum distillations, steam is admitted
to the space in which vaporization occurs. The steam reduces the par-

tial pressure in the vapor by Dalton's law. The boiling point of a mate-
rial may be reduced in only two ways. The pressure may be reduced, or

some inert gas such as steam may be introduced. In both cases, if the
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boiling point is reduced the same number of degrees, the concentration
of oil molecules in a unit volume of vapor is the same. Mathematically
this is the situation represented by Eq. (15-6). Them term represents
the steam, and there is no corresponding liquid term for the right-hand
side of the equation. Thus, the effect of steam (or a truly inert gas) is
to cause the system to act as if the pressure were lower.

If 0 denotes the moles of oil vapor, S the moles of steam, p0 the partial
pressure of the oil vapor, pt the partial pressure of the steam, and w the
total pressure,

0
0 + S

_ P•o

and | _ Pf
0 + S ~ T

Dividing, * ft or S==0 P10 Po p0

but Pt +Po = 7T

and £ =0^ = o£ (15-8)Po Po

The steam need not be bubbled through the oil, although more effec-
tive mixing results by so doing. The derivation of Eq. (15-1) shows that
if the partial pressure in the gas phase is reduced, the partial vapor pres-
sure in the liquid must decrease. Thus the use of steam causes vaporiza-
tion to proceed until the partial vapor pressure in the liquid is equal to
the partial pressure in the gas phase. Gurwitsch and Moore 1 have
reported that steam is more effective in reducing the boiling point than
Dalton s law indicates. Nevertheless, the error that is introduced by
the use of Dalton's law in design work is probably not important.
The foregoing discussion applies primarily to the gaseous phase. The

situationm the liquid phase is different from any situation discussed here-
tofore, because oil and water are not soluble in each other. In the liquid
phase the water exerts its full vapor pressure, but each of the mutually
soluble constituents exerts only its partial vapor pressure as shown in
Eq. (15-7). If the temperature is high, the vapor pressure of water is so
great that no liquid water exists, but at low temperatures or high pressures
an insoluble water-oil system must be handled. In most instances, trial-
and-error computations are necessary.

Example 15-2. Steam Required for Distillation. A temperature of 370°F is
required to vaporize 66.5 per cent of the pressure distillate (Fig. 4-24) by flash vapori-
zation. It is desired to reduce the temperature to 340°F by means of steam. Vapori-
zation takes place at atmospheric pressure.

JSU^% b aDd H
'
M°0re

'

"
Scientific Principles of Petroleum Technology »

2d ed., D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1932.
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Basis: 100 moles of oil vapor.

In order to reduce the boiling point from 370 to 340°F, the vaporization must be

conducted at 490 mm pressure (Fig. 5-27). Enough steam to reduce the partial

pressure in the gas phase to 490 mm will be used [see Eq. (15-8)]. •

JS_ (760 - 490)

100 490

S = 55 moles
or = 55 X 18 - 990 lb

If the pressure in the tower were 10 psig,

^ 760 + 760 - 1,277 mm

S -
(1,277

49̂

490)
100 = 1585 moles or 2

>
860 lb

Equilibrium Data. The so-called "equilibrium constant" designated

as K is not a constant in the ordinary sense because it is a function oi the

kind of material and the amounts and kinds of other materials that are

present, of the temperature, and of the pressure. 2 It is merely the ratio

of y to x. However, there are particular situations in which the ratios

can be estimated with some accuracy. In general, Raoult's law [Eqs.

(15-1^ and (15-2)] may be employed for the normal paraffin hydrocarbons

if the pressure is below 60 psi. 3 As the pressure approaches the critical

pressure of the system, the deviation becomes great. This is indicated

in Fig. 15-2 for the high-boiling hydrocarbons or petroleum fractions4 con-

tained in mixtures of 82.9 API butane-free naphtha (only pentanes,

hexanes, and heptanes) and a 40.6 API furnace distillate having an ini-

tial boiling point of 181°F but a 10 per cent point of 366°F. The dotted

lines indicate the K values of each of the cuts when no other cuts are

present. Note that Fig. 15-2 is only for a temperature of 660°F. The
point of convergency shown on such a diagram applies only to the par-

ticular set of components (or fractions) studied in plotting the diagram.

If only two (or a particular range) of the fractions (or hydrocarbons) are

involved, they will form their own point of convergency, which is depend-

ent on their particular critical point or critical behavior. The point of

convergency is reasonably well defined in the case of complex high-boiling

mixtures such as these studied in Fig. 15-2, but for natural-gas-crude-oil

mixtures the situation is vitally dependent on the composition because

the properties of such gases as methane, ethane, and propane differ greatly

* Sage, Hicks, and Xacey, Tentative Equilibrium Constants for Light Hydrocar-

bons, API Meeting, Wichita, Kans., June, 1938; also Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., July, 1938,

p. 350.
3 Brown and Souders, Oil Gas J., May 26, 1932, p. 41.

* White and Brown, Phase Equilibria at High Temperatures, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 34,

1162 (1942).
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o Mixture A
• Mixture B

— A Vapor pressure
a Butane at 300° F.

Estimated ideal K's

Pressure. Ib./sq. in. abs.

two It^^f^ C°n
t
aT (°r r

,
ati°s) at 660°F for the components contained in

mWrn p as

a

tion of pressure
-

{W™e and *SS*S
from one another. If the point of convergence (Fig. 15-2) can be deter-
mined for a particular mixture, then the pattern of the equilibrium ratio
diagram can be approximated with fair accuracy. The convergence pres-
suremim known point and the equilibrium ratios at low pressure where
Kaoult s Law is applicable constitute a series of lines. Accordingly
attention is centering on methods of determining or estimating the con-
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Table 15-2. Equilibrium Constants fob Ethane

Pressure,

psia

14.7

20.0

40.0

60.0

100.0

150.0

200.0

300.0

400.0

500.0

750.0

1.000.0

At 100'F for less-

volatile constituents

of these molecular

weightB0

100

37.1

27.3

13.8

9.2

5.6

3.84

2.93

2.05

1.61

1.35

1.04

200

38.7

28.5

14.4

9.7

5.9

8.99

3.08

2.13

1.66

1.38

1.04

0.93

0.74

300

41.2

30.3

15.3

10.3

6.3

4.26

3.28

2.27

1.79

1.50

1.16

1.06

0.93

At 160°F for less-

volatile constituents

of these molecular

weights"

100

56.5

41.5

20.9

14.0

8.5

5.73

4.35

2.96

2.30

1.90

1.35

1.09

200

55.7

42.5

21.4

14.3

8.7

5.90

4.49

3.09

2.41

2.00

1.46

1.22

0.83

300

56.9

41.9

21.1

14.2

8.7

5.90

4.52

3.15

2.46

2.07

1.56

1.33

0.97

At 220"F for less-

volatile constituents

of these molecular

100

75.6

55.6

27.8

18.6

11.2

7.56

5.72

3.89

2.96

2.42

1.70

1.35

200

77.2

58.9

28.6

19.2

11.7

7.88

6.04

4.13

3.22

2.68

1.93

1.59

0.94

300

For a 200-molecular-weight solvent

less volatile constituent at these

temperatures*

73.7

54.2

27.3

18.4

11.2

7.67

5.90

4.13

3.23

2.71

2.02

1.69

1.06

280°F 340°F 400'F 460°F

92.0 103.0 113.0 122.0

67.6 78.0 83.0 90.0

34.0 38.2 42.0 46.0

22.9 26.0 28.8 31.0

14.0 16.0 17.9 19.3

9.50 10.9 12.2 13.4

7.25 8.40 9.40 10.3

5.05 5.90 6.60 7.2

3.95 4.60 5.20 5.75

3.30 3.80 4.30 4.80

2.36 2.80 3.15 3.50

1.91 2.24 2.53 2.77

• The less-volatile constituent has a viscosity-gravity constant of 0.82. Data from Sage, Hicks, and Lacey, Tentative
Equilibrium Constants for Light Hydrocarbons, API Meeting, Wichita, Kans.. June, 1938.

» For temperatures above 220°F, G. G. Brown, Pel. Engr., April, 1943,.

1.0

%

I

Source Symbol
Kay o

Sage, Hicks, Lacey A
Webber

Mixture

Ethane and Butane
Methane and Butane

Noturol gas, Butane and Absorption

O.I
IOO 1,000

Pressure, PSIA
10,000

Fig. 15-3. Equilibrium ratios of n-butane at 100°F in mixtures with ethane, methane
and with natural gas in absorption oil. (Pet. Refiner.)

'
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vergence pressure, 6-6 by correlation of the dozens of systems that have
been studied experimentally.

The general effect of the kind of mixture on the equilibrium constants
of methane and ethane is indicated in Tables 15-1 and 15-2, wherein less

volatile constituents ranging from 60 to 300 molecular weight are con-
sidered. Examination of Fig. 15-2 also shows clearly that theequilibrium
constants of the low-volatility components of a mixture are also affected
by the kind of more volatile materials associated with them. Likewise,
Fig. 15-3 shows the effect of methane, ethane, and the normal compo-
nents of natural gas on the equilibrium ratios of normal butane. 6 The
dashed line indicates the ratios obtained from Raoult's law.

Inasmuch as experimental values of equilibrium ratios for all systems
will not be complete for many years, a folded nomographic7 chart (Fig.

15-4) is offered as an approximation. Tables 15-1 and 15-2 are more
accurate than Fig. 15-4 for methane and ethane, and in general the K
values of Fig. 15-4 are not accurate at pressures approaching the conver-
gency pressure of the system, especially if the component is far removed
in boiling point from the main boiling range of the mixture. Finally,

Fig. 15-5 is an indication* of the effect of Characterization Factor on the
equilibrium ratios of high-boiling hydrocarbons. Thus, in the lowest
temperature ranges, ratios based on the vapor pressures of Figs. 5-25 to
5-27 may be used, but at pressures approaching the convergence pressure,
ratios similar to those of Fig. 15-5 are necessary.

For precise equilibrium ratios it is necessary to resort to elaborate sets

of curves or tabulations. Ratios for the lighter hydrocarbons are avail-

able in the NGAA Equilibrium Data Book, 9 or the Equilibrium Constant
and Fugacity Charts of the M. W. Kellogg Co. !0 Information on higher-
bOiling oils is scant.

Example 16-3. Equilibrium Relations at High Pressures. Example 15-1 will be
repeated using the actual equilibrium constants rather than assuming that Raoult's
law is valid.

The composition of a butane-pentane mixture that boils at 180°F will not be 46 per
cent butane (which was used in Example 15-1) because this composition and Fig. 15-1

"Lenoir et al., Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium Ratios (2 parts), Pet. Refiner, October,
p. 121, and December, p. 115, 1953.

• Winn, F. W., Equilibrium K's by Nomograph, Pet. Refiner, June, 1954, p. 131.
7 Miller and Barley, Correlation of Vapor-Liquid Equilibria . . . , Ind. Eng.

Chem., 38, 1018 (1944).

• Poettmann and Mayland, Equilibrium Constants for . . . Fractions of Varying
Characterization Factor, Pet. Refiner^ July, 1949, p. 101.

• Natural Gasoline Association of America, Kennedy Bidg., Tulsa, Okla., 1955.
Basic equations of the vapor-liquid ratios have been computed, and punch cards -for

use with computation machines are available.

« Technical Data Book, over 320 charts. New York, 1950.
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were based on the assumption that Raoult's law was valid. The composition of the

mixture that boils at 180°F can be found from the following expression, which is the

same as Eq. (15-2) but stated in terms of K'b:

Equilibrium constants can be obtained from Fig. 15-4 by connecting temperature

(180°F) on the left with the compound point to locate a reference point at the right.

The reference point is then connected with the pressure (100 psig), which is also on the

left scale or line, and X's are read on the center Bcale. Accordingly,

Ki for butane = 1.43

Ks for pentane - 0.56

^ = O3^0X6 = °-505
' -d *****

yi = Km = 1.43 X 0.505 - 0.723

y, - K&t = 0.56 X 0.495 - 0.277

Note that neither the liquid nor the vapor composition is the same as in Example 15-1.

Equilibrium Relations for Complex Mixtures. The relationships of

Eqs. (15-3) and (15-5) may be applied in the same manner as in Exam-

ple 15-1 or 15-3 to the solution of problems that involve complex mix-

tures, except that trial-and-error methods must be used. The percentage

vaporized at a given temperature can be computed, and the composition

of the residue liquid and vapor can also be determined.

Consider 100 moles of a feedstock called F consisting of Ft, F2 ,
F9,

etc.,

moles of the different components designated by the subscripts 1, 2, 3,

etc. By equilibrium vaporization of this mixture, by heating to a given

temperature at a fixed pressure, 7 moles of gas is produced which con-

tains Tit 7s, V* etc -> moles of the several components. A liquid residue,

L moles, is left behind, and it also consists of Lh L2> L3 ,
etc., moles of

the several components that constitute the feed.

By a material balance:

Feedstock F - Ft + F* + F3 + • •
-

Vapor F-7i + r« + 7.+ •
'

Residue liquid L = Lx + L2 + £, + '

•

The mole fraction of each component may be expressed as

3Ft F2 72 L
T F V L-r->

etc.

Furthermore, for the total material or for any component, material bal-

ance equations of this nature may be written

F = L + 7 F1 = Li + 7i and Fn = Ln + Vn
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Henry's law applied to any component is

£ = and

Substituting p - 7) for L, for each component,

Vx = Jli^x — F,) ~} etc.

Solving for F, and simplifying

V, — jjjjjj .

' (t/V) + 1?
et0-

Since the sum of volumes or moles is the total moles of vapor,

(VF) + (L/P) +K, + (L/V) + g, • • • > etc = V (15-9)

tZT'
MSUmiDg Ra°Ult'

S IaW bUt Stated fOT the »** ?*

•» + Pi(K/L) + t + p,(y/L)
+
t + P,(V/L) L (15-10)

In this equation * refers to the total pressure, and P, P, etc- tnvapor pressure of each component. The feed F may£ faffa vapor, or a mixture of liquid and vapor.
7 9

'

Jf. these equations it is necessary to assume a value ofL (or PVand by substituting this value, a value ofL can be computed. Ifthe com

solvW tl, t J
^Pfen checks the computed value By

Nation ffipTT!
0
!
^'temperatures, an equilibrium-flash-vapor-

P 6 may be drawn
'
but such cu™* are usually not soaccurate as the emp.rical curves described on pages 112 to 119 un eSpr c.se equmbnum ratios for the system are available. The partitionbetween hqmd and vapor will occur at or near the component who^evapo pressure as equal to the pressure of the system (or /= To)

tJiEES^fj-*'*^ trial"^-error solution are use-ful if numerous computations must be made, but they are of little assist-ance m occasional computations.
str

*:HZ w ?Z% T St " tCmperatare °f ™™. What fa the corned-

June,
^ **"» I951

> * 132
i «*» ™«. C. L, flj
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tion of the residue gasoline and of the gas that is vaporized? Basis: 100 moles (or

100 volumes) of gas.

Since Eq. (15-10), which assumes Raoult's law, is the more complicated, this equa-

tion will be used. Note, however, that Raoult's law is not valid at these conditions

and that more exact results would be obtained by using Eq. (15-9).

Inasmuch as the vapor pressures of C|H8 and C2H fl are 194 and 750 psi, respectively,

and the vaporization pressure is 232, the split will occur between these components, or

the amount of vapor will be something larger than 25 per cent. Assume L = 70 (see

Table 15-3, column 5).

For L m 70,

V 100 - 70 n ,9Q
27

=
70

0,429

Solving for L8, as an example [Eq. (15-10)],

P, - vapor pressure of C3H8 - 194 psi

*V . 30 X232 _ ggf>=
t "1" Pi(V/L) ~ 232 + 194 X 0.429

The values of Lh L», L4,
etc., are computed in a tabulated form in Table 15-3.

Table 15-3

(1)

Material

(2)

Value

of F'a,

moles

(3)

'

Value

of P's,

psi

(4)

Fsx

(5) (6)

(5) +r

(7)

(4) 4- (6)

L's, moles

(8)

(2) - (7)

V's, moles

CH4. 15 4,100 3,480 1,755.0 1,987.0 1.75 13.25

10 750 2,320 321.0 553.0 4.2 5.8

C,H 8 30 194 6,950 83.1 315.1 22.0 8.0

5 78 1,160 33.4 265.4 4.38 0.62

C«Hi 0 10 56 2,320 24.0 256.0 9.06 0.94

15 19 3,480 8.1 240.1 14.5 0.50

C,HU+ 15 4 3,480 1.7 233.7 14.9 0.10

Total • •••••• 70.79 29.21 .

Table 15-3 shows that the assumption of 30 moles vaporized was not exactly correct

but the check was close (29.21). About 29 per cent will be vaporized at 100°F.

The mole composition of the equilibrium vapor and liquid may be computed by

dividing the moles of each component by the total moles:

Component Residue liquid Vapor

2.47 45.37

5.93 19.85

OsHg 31.08 27.39

6.18 2.12

12.80 3.22

20.49 1.71

CeHu -!" 21.05 0.34

Total 100.0 100.0
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J^T
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Extremely high-pressure gas wells deposit a maximum amount of con-

densate when the pressure is reduced to about 1,000 psi.

It must also be pointed out that the envelope of Fig. 15-6 applies to

only one mixture of the two components A and B. Thus, in Fig. 15-7,

Temperature >
Fia. 15-6. Liquid-vapor phase relationships at extreme temperatures and pressures.

which is the work of W. B. Kay 12 on ethane-?i-butane, each combination

of ethane and butane has its own envelope, and the whole series of

envelopes traces what is called the loci of critical states of this system.

12 Liquid-vapor Equilibrium . . . Ethane-n-Butane System, Ind. Eng. Chem., 32,

353 (1940).
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Ro. 16-7. Pressure-temperature phase diagrams at constant composition for mixtures
of ethane and n-butane. (Kay, Ind. Eng. Chem.)
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Fig. 15-8. Convergence pressures of binary
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Figure 15-86 shows the loci of critical states of some of the many systems
that have been studied.

Although the pseudo critical temperatures and pressures introduced in

Figs. 5-9 and 5-12 are thought to be best for the computation of the com-
pressibility behavior of gases and vapors, they do not represent the true
critical point which is necessary in studying phase behavior. The true
critical pressure 13 and the true critical temperature13 can be estimated

CRITICAL TEMPERATURES OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS

240
100 600 700 800 900

ASTM. VOLUMETRIC AVERAGE BOILING POINT *F
Fig. 15-10. True critical temperatures of petroleum fractions. (Edmisler and Pollock
Chem. Eng. Progr.)

from Figs. 15-9 and 15-10 as a function of ASTM boiling range and API
gravity. Edmister and Pollock13 have also devised a method of esti-

mating the phase diagram of heavy oil mixtures by location of the focal
point (see Fig. 15-13) of such a diagram. In plotting such a diagram, the
pressure scale is logarithmic but the temperature scale is a Cox-type 14

scale which is usually proportional to 1/(382 + t) where t is degrees
Fahrenheit. The focal pressure (Fig. 15-11) and focal temperature (Fig.
15-12 are determined 13 as a function of the true critical pressure and tem-

13 Edmister and Pollock, Phase Relations of Pet. Fractions, Chem. Eng. Progr.,
44, 905 (1948).

•

W Cox, E. R., Ind. Eng. Chem., 16, 592 (1923).
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perature and the ASTM distillation properties. True-boiling-point,

rather than ASTM distillations are often available, and these can be

converted one to another by means of the methods introduced in Chap. 4.

Although similar phase diagrams, but for vacuum conditions (down to

10 mm), have been determined, 16 they indicate much higher focal tem-

peratures (31 to 67 per cent) than Edmister18 (the focal pressure is appar-

ently the same). In addition, the true critical points (by Figs. 16-9 and

PHASE DIAGRAM
FOCAL PRESSURE OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS

ASTM VOLUMETRIC AVERAGE BOILING POINT °F

Fig. 15-11. Phase diagram focal pressure of petroleum fractions. (Edmister and
Pollock, Chem. Eng. Progr.)

15-10) lie much to the left and outside of the phase envelope. 16 Thus,

either (1) our methods of estimating the critical and focal points are in

error, or (2) the lines of the phase envelope are not straight but tend to

be more horizontal at low pressures or steeper at high pressures, or (3)

some mechanical difference exists between the behavior of equilibrium

equipment operating at a pressure and under vacuum. Little experi-

mental data are available, and the construction of phase diagrams is now

18 Okamoto and Van Winkle, Equil. Flash Vaporization . . . Reduced Pressures,

Ind. Eng. Chem., 46, 429 (1953).
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PHASE DIAGRAM
FOCAL TEMPERATURE OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS

700 600 900
ASTM VOLUMETRIC AVERAGE BOILING POINT *F

^mitci c^Ji^zjr1 temperature of fracw (Edmist-

only an approximation. Flash temperatures under vacuum can prob-
ably be computed most accurately 16 by the methods outlined in Chap. 4.

Example 15-5. Construction of Phase Diagram (Fig. 15-13). A 28 API catalytic
cycle stock has the following distillation curve:

* Corrected for loss.

Per cent T.B.P. ASTM

5 428 468*
10 447 488
30 494 515
50 549 548
70 590 573
90 672 635

The phase diagram will be computed as if only the T.B.P. distillation were available
because this is most often the situation. The (10-90) T.B.P. slope is (672 - 447) ^-

f^ZZ^SE* 1

AcC0rding
u
t0 FiS-^ the ASTM slope should be about

1.97 (the actual ASTM slope, see above, was 1.84). The average volumetric true
boihng point is 550°F and according to Table 4-8, the ASTM average volumetric
M Filak et aL

>
Heayy Fraction Vacuum Flashing, Pet. Processing, May, 1955, p. 651.
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boiling point will usually be about 5°F lower (actually 2°F higher, for this sample) or
545°F. In examining Figs., 15-9 to 15-12, it is obvious that the errors found here in
converting from T.B.P. to ASTM curves are not significant.

The flash-vaporization curve at atmospheric pressure will he across the phase dia-
gram on a constant-pressure line at 14.7 psia. The slope of the straight-line flash-

vaporization curve (Fig. 4-18) will be about 1.03, and its 50 per cent temperature

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 900 IQOO
Temperature, °F

Fig. 15-13. Phase diagram computed in Example 15-5.

• cent temperature(Fig. 4-19) will be about 5 degrees lower or

and the slope, the flash-vaporization curve is:

% °F

0 494

20 514

50 545

80 .576

100 596

The critical pressure is read from Fig. 15-9 starting at the bottom at 545°F, reading
up to 28 API, then to the left to a slope line of 1.97, and finally at the top we read
315 psia. Likewise, the critical temperature from Fig. 15-10 is found to be 365°F
above the average boiling point, or 910°F.
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The focal point determined from Figs. 15-11 and 15-12 is found to be:

Pressure, psia Temp, "F

910315

JO
395

_48

958

It will be noted that the pseudo critical point is different from the actual critical point
or the focal point. The pseudo critical temperature (Fig. 5-9) is about 890°F, and
the pseudo critical pressure (Fig. 5-12) is about 290 psia. If all of the correlation
methods had been perfect, the pseudo critical point would have fallen within the
phase envelope.

Separation Obtained in Flash Vaporization. Equilibrium flash vapor-
ization produces the poorest separation between the components of the
feed, and in theory some of each component should appear in both the

600

500

400

i

300

200

100

80 90 10030 40 50 60 70
Volume per cent distilled

Fig. 15-14. Typical true-boiling-point distillation curves of vapor and liquid products
from three equilibrium flash vaporizations of a petroleum fraction. (Pet. Refiner.)
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vapor and the liquid. Correlation methods (ASTM 17,18 and TBP18- 19
)

have not been entirely successful, and probably the best method of
obtaining the distillation curves of flash products is to apply Eq. (15-9).

This is done by considering the feed as a series of narrow boiling fractions.

Percentages are converted to mole fraction, and then equilibrium ratios

(or constants) are selected from the best available data (vapor pressures
or possiblyK values) . If the percentage vaporized by equilibrium vapor-
ization is not close to the value obtained from an empirical E.F.V. curve
then several computations using Eq. (15-9) should be made in and about
the percentage indicated by the empirical E.F.V. curve. The general
relationship is indicated 17 in Fig. 15-14.

Successive Flash Vaporization. The effect of light vapors in aiding to
vaporize heavier materials has been aptly referred to by Piromoov and
Beiswenger20 as the "carrying effect of light ends." In the case of suc-
cessive flash vaporization the carrying effect of the lighter materials is

forcefully evident. A part of the vapor is removed in the first flash, and
hence the carrying effect of this quantity of vapor is no longer available.

Owing to the removal of the light vapor, the remaining liquid^ must be
heated for several degrees before additional vaporization occurs. This
effect is illustrated in Fig. 15-15 for the same oil as that shown in Fig. 4-14.

Example 16-6. Successive Flash Vaporization.

First flash (0 to 30 per cent) (see Example 4-6)..

Second flash (30 to 60 per cent). To avoid confusion, the 70 per cent that remains
should be redrawn as 100 per cent. Note the triangular 10 and 70 per cent points.

10-70 slope of dist. = 457 ~ 315 - 2.37

10-70 slope of flash curve* =1.3 (Fig. 4-18)
50 per cent bp of dist. curve = 415°F
50 per cent point of flash curve (Fig. 4-19) = 415 - 11 - 404°F*
100 per cent.point = 404 + 50 X 1.3 = 469°F

* The use of the remaining part of the curve as an ASTM is not exact.

The third flash (material from 60 to 100 per cent) curve is computed in a similar
manner. Note the circle points for the 10 and 70 per cent points.

The disadvantage of successive flashing is apparent. For example, to vaporize 80
per cent requires temperatures of approximately 405, 435, and 455°F respectively by
single, double, and triple flash.

17 Edmister, W. C, Application of Thermodynamics . . . , Pel. Refiner, Decem-
ber, 1949, p. 140.

18 Obryadchikov, S. N., Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 1155 (1932); and Katz & Brown, Ind.
Eng. Chem., 25, 1373 (1943).

19 Vaswani, N. R., Oil Gas J., Oct. 3, p. 149; Oct. 17, p. 141; Oct. 31, p. 132; Dec. 5,

p. 143; and Dec. 12, 1955, p. 117. Or see master's thesis, Effect of Pressure on
Separation by Flash Vaporization, University of Tulsa, 1955.

20 Equilibrium Vaporization of Oils and Carrying Effect of Light Ends, API Bull.
10, No. 2, sec. II, p. 52, 1929.
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Carrying Effect and Reboiling. The Carrier distillation process

involves recirculation of the lightest product back through the pipe-

still and vaporizer section of the tower, as shown in Fig. 7-20, so that the
light ends can exert a greater carrying effect as shown in Fig. 7-21. The
recirculated light material lowers the whole distillation curve and par-
ticularly the flash-vaporization curve.

Reboiling is the term usually employed to describe the heating of the
bottom of a fractionating tower by steam (or hot oil) by means of a shell-

and-tube-type exchanger bundle, or by circulating some of the bottoms

u:

t

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage

Fig. 15-15. Successive flash vaporization (see Example 15-6).

product through an externally fired heating coil and back to the bottom
of the tower. Such recirculation scarcely alters the vaporization condi-
tions at the bottom of the tower, but if the bottom material is cycled
back to the vaporizer section of the tower or is used to raise the tempera-
ture of some lower boiling material it tends to suppress vaporization of

the low-boiling material. Recirculation back through the feed plate

decreases the proportion of low-boiling material present at the feed plate.

The suppression of vaporization that occurs with one crude oil is indi-

cated in Fig. 15-1631

21 Nelson, W. L., Reboiling by Circulating a Residue, OH Gas J., Aug. 3, 1946, p. 96.
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Azeotropic Mixtures. Certain hydrocarbons, particularly the aromatic

hydrocarbons, have an affinity for some other hydrocarbons and tend to
form constant-boiling mixtures with them. Thus, neither of the hydro-
carbons in such a mixture behaves according to the general solution laws

Lj, I,' (15"4)
'
(15"10)

'
etc "] outlined here

- Some situations can be
handled by considering the constant-boiling mixture as one component

700

30 40 SO 60

PER CENT VAPORIZED

SL;Sf
Tei?peratures required to vaporize 25 per cent of a 42 API crude oil when^^^^m^t °n (7s * cent

°
f the«

and the pure substance that is present in excess as the other component.
In such equations as (15-2), (15-3), (15-5), etc., the components would
not act according to their vapor pressures but at volatilities that are
relative only to one another. Constant-boiling or very close-boiling mix-
tures can also be separated by the addition of a new substance that will
alter the relative volatilities of the components of the mixture. In azeo-
tropic distillation the entraining agent forms a new constant-boiling mix-
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ture (of far-removed boiling point) with one of the substances of the

original mixture, whereas in Distex distillation 22 the extractive agent

alters only the relative volatility of the components. Griswold defines

relative volatility in terms of x mole fraction in the liquid and y mole

fraction in the vapor as

and presents volatilities of a few hydrocarbons when in the presence of

such agents as aniline, furfural, and phenol. The practice of extractive

distillation is indicated in the discussion of Fig. 7-5.

Application of Flash Vaporization. With the possible exception of

heat-transfer and fluid-flow computations, no design fundamental is more

widely useful than equilibrium vaporization. These many applications

will be discussed at appropriate times in succeeding chapters.

1. Pipestill outlet temperature, pages 616 to 618.

2. Tower vaporizer temperatures, pages 111 to 119.

3. Compositions of materials from separators, pages 858 to 860.

4. Amount of vaporization in pipestill tubes or exchangers, pages 614 to 622.

5. Pressure drop in pipestills (caused by vaporization), page 618.

6. Tower top, bottom, and plate temperatures, pages 470 to 471.



CHAPTER 16

FRACTIONATION AND TOWERS

In the practical design of petroleum fractionating towers, the principles
outlined for two-component systems are of only general value. These
principles operate just as surely in the complex-mixture column as in two-
component columns, but means of rigorously applying these principles
have not been devised. To complicate their application further, petro-
leum columns are usually operated as multiple-draw columns; i.e., sev-
eral products may be withdrawn from the plates intermediate between
the top plate and the feed plate. Needless to say, fractionation is not
effective at these plates because a part of the vapor that passes them is

the overhead or lightest column product, and hence the products that
are withdrawn from the intermediate plates must contain some of this
low-boiling material. Such products are stripped with steam, in auxiliary
stripping columns or stripping sections.

Heat and Material Balances. Inasmuch as satisfactory equilibrium
methods of determining the reflux are not available, the reflux is univer-
sally computed by means of a heat.balance. The vapor-liquid feed enters
the tower at a high temperature, and the products are withdrawn at
lower temperatures. Hence heat must be removed, and it is referred to
as "reflux heat."

The most satisfactory temperature datum is the vaporizer temperature
because this temperature can be accurately estimated and is the tempera-
ture about which the entire design of tower and pipestill hinges. By
using this datum plane, the heat balance consists simply of the sensible
heat that is required to (1) cool each product from the vaporizer tem-
perature to its withdrawal temperature and (2) condense the products
that are withdrawn as liquids. The reflux that is computed by such a
heat balance is about the minimum amount by which the process can
function. Upon casual inspection it appears to provide no flow of liquid
into the feed plate from higher plates in the column, but since the decrease
in temperature of the bottoms product is not caused primarily by reflux,

the heat balance mentioned above actually provides a small flow of liquid
into the feed plate. At each side-draw plate the internal reflux is depleted
by the amount of side-draw product that is withdrawn, as shown in Fig.

465
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I

Feed

Cold
reflux

Napfha

Side reflux S

^4 <°

Kerosene ^

/InternaIft
/ reflux:-'

J ^--pSideW reflux

r&oftoms
% product

\ Bottoms Quantity of Reflux, Gallons

towe/
6"1

' amount of reflux or overflow liquid at each tray of a fractionating

16-1. The dotted lines refer to the removal of heat at some plate on the
side of the column.

Example 16-1. Heat Balance of a Fractionating Tower. A heat balance of the
simple tower system shown in Fig. 16-2 will be computed to determine the amount of

!* iTnnlw
that

j
nus* b

i

e^emoved to keep the tower in thermal balance. The capacity

nil
' Z ri&ftf*

(
' ,°° ** Per h°Ur) °f am to 12 -2 Characterization Factor crude

OIL At 576 F the gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, and gas oil are vapors and the reduced
crude oil is a liquid. A sufficient quantity of heat must be removed from the vapors

Tabus 16-1. Properties op Feed and Products op Example 16-1

Gasoline

Naphtha
Kerosene

Gas oil

Reduced crude....

Loss

Crude

Vol-

ume,
.

per cent

26.8

5.63

19.8

10.6

36.97

0.2

100.00

API

62.8

52.8

45.6

39.4

31.2

Lb
per

gal

43.0

6.06

6.39

6.65

6.89

7.24

• • a -

6.75

Gal

per

hr

563

118

416

222

776

2,100

• Fig. 5-8 indicates slightly different values.

Lb
-per

hr

3,415

754

2,765

1,530

5,610

96

,170

50 per

cent

bp

260

370

460

585

Mol.

wt

110

155

185

240

Latent

heat"

120

113

100

90
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Fig. 16-2. Simple tower system (Examples 16-1, 16-3, and 16-4).

to cool them as vapors to the temperatures at which they are withdrawn from the
tower and to condense the naphtha, kerosene, and gas oil at their withdrawal temper-
atures. Specific heats were taken from Figs. 5-1 and 5-2.

Btu
Sensible heat:

Gasoline 3,415(576 - 286)0.56 X 1.06 = 589,000
Naphtha 754(576 - 335)0.55 X 1.06 - 106,000
Kerosene 2,765(576 - 420)0.57 X .1.06 = 261,000
Gas oil 1,530(576 - 510)0.59 X 1.06 = 63,000
Reduced crude

.5,610(576

- 510)0.72 X 1.03 - 276,000

1,295,000
Steam • 567(535 - 286)0.5 = 70,600

1,365,600
Latent heat:

Naphtha
, 754 X 113 =• 85,100

Kerosene 2,765 X 100 - 276,500
Gas oil 1,530 X 90 - 138,000

Total heat to be removed =- 1 ,865,200

Kinds of Reflux. Ways of removing reflux heat are indicated in Fig.

16-3. With any of these types, regardless of the amount of liquid reflux,

the same quantity of reflux heat is removed, except for slight changes in

the top temperature. Cold reflux is defined as reflux that is supplied at
some temperature below the temperature at the top of the tower. Each
pound Of this reflux removes a quantity of heat equal to the sum of its
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latent heat and the sensible heat required to raise its temperature from
the storage tank temperature to the temperature at the top of the tower.
A constant quantity of reflux is recirculated from the product storage
tank into the top of the tower. It is vaporized and condensed and returnsm like quantity to the product storage tank.
Hot reflux is reflux that is admitted to the tower at the same tempera-

ture as that maintained at the top of the tower. Obviously, the reflux or
overflow from plate to plate in the tower is essentially hot reflux because
it is always substantially at its boiling point. For convenience, the over-
flow reflux or reflux in the tower is referred to as internal reflux. Both
hot and internal reflux are capable of removing only the latent heat,
because no difference in temperature is involved.

PfTrZI Charge ~ stock " "|

v

Cold reflux
'a

Hot reflux Circulating ref/ux

Fig. 16-3. Methods of removing reflux heat.

fers from the foregoing because it is not vaporized.
It is able to remove only the sensible heat quantity that is represented by
its change in temperature as it circulates. This reflux is withdrawn from
the tower as a liquid at a high temperature and is returned to the tower
after having been cooled. This type of reflux may be conveniently used
to remove heat at points below the top of the tower {side reflux). If used
in this manner, it tends to decrease the volume of vapor that the tower
must handle. This is illustrated in Fig. 16-1 by the dotted lines. Other
means or combinations 1 are occasionally employed, and each manner of
withdrawing side-reflux heat requires a different tower diameter.

Reflux ratio is defined as the amount of internal reflux divided by the
amount of top product. Since internal or hot reflux can be determined
only by computation, plant operators usually obtain the reflux ratio by
dividing actual reflux by top product. This is satisfactory, of course,
but it should be properly labeled.

t

1 N
7
SSJV" L

;'
lQCreasing Tower Capacity by Sacrificing Fractionation, Oil Gas J.,June 7, 1947, p. 92.
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Obviously, hot reflux is subject to fluctuations in the quantity and
properties of the feed to the plant or to the quantity of cooling agent
used, so that it is not entirely satisfactory. In certain cases, such as in
vacuum-tower systems, the major part of the reflux heat may be removed
by hot reflux, and cold reflux may be used to remove the rest of the reflux
heat. Cold reflux has the advantage of affording an absolute control by
means of the reflux pump. Circulating reflux can be controlled in the
same manner, but the cost of pumping large quantities of liquid is exces-
sive, and larger heat exchangers are necessary. Regarding the heat that
can be saved by heat exchange, the three systems are comparable,
although higher transfer rates can usually be obtained in condensers thanm uquid-to-liquid exchangers.

The fact that the quantity of internal reflux flowing from the top plate
of the tower is always the same, regardless of the type of external reflux
used, is confusing. Vapor arises from the plate below the top and is con-
densed by the reflux on the top plate. If cold reflux is used, it will take
about 2 lb of vapor to heat and vaporize 1 lb of cold reflux. Thus about
2 lb of internal reflux flow from the top plate for each pound of cold reflux
that is admitted to the top of the tower. Similarly, 1 lb of vapor may
deliver enough heat, as it condenses, to heat more than 2 lb of circulating
reflux. In this case, the amount of internal reflux is less than the amount
of circulating reflux. When hot reflux is used, the amount of reflux is
about the same as the amount of internal reflux.

9 n™ ^n
1^6'2

" iPT*?
0f
L
Reflux

- A tower fractionating system is such that
2,000,000 Btu per hr of reflux heat must be removed. Example 16-1 illustrates themethod of determining the reflux heat. How many pounds and gallons of (1) hot,
14} cold, and (3) circulating reflux are required?

Basis: 1 hr.

The overhead product is assumed to be a 58 API gasoline (6.22 lb per gal) The
temperature at the top of the tower is 300°F.

1. Hot Reflux. The latent heat of the gasoline is about 123.

Lb of hot reflux »? m 16>250 lb^ hr

Gal hot reflux ^ =2,615 gal per hr

2. Cold Reflux. Assume storage tank at 100°F.

Lb cold reflux 2,000,000 _8400
123 + (300 - 100)0.575

~ 8'400

Gal cold reflux *g§ - 1,350

3. Circulating Reflux. Assume the reflux is cooled from 300 to 200°F.

Lb circulating reflux /nn
^'°00'000 = 33 100

(300 - 200)0.605
66'1W

Gal circulating reflux 3|100 _ 5>310
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TOWER TEMPERATURES

The top or side temperatures at which products are withdrawn from a

tower that operates at nearly atmospheric pressure can be estimated from
Fig. 16-4. 2 Methods of computing such temperatures are given in the

next paragraphs, and in most instances it is wise to compute the tem-

peratures because they vary widely, particularly if pressure, vacuum, or

>0
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/
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I
a.

Fig. 16-4. Rang,
pressure) tower.

50% A.S.T.M. BOILING POINT, *F

of top and side-draw temperatures in a topping (or

(OH Gas J.)

large amounts of steam are employed. With respect to the range of top

temperatures shown in Fig. 16-4, the extreme high temperatures shown
are for

1. A high tower pressure (15 psig).

2. Minimum amount of steam or gas product.

3. Wide-boiling-range top products.

The highest side temperatures shown are for

1. High tower pressures (15 psig).

2. Minimum amounts of steam or gas.

* Nelson, W. L., Tower Temperatures, Oil Gas J., June 30, 1945, p. 129.
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3. Narrow-boiling-range products.

4. Small amounts of reflux.

Although the following method of computing3 tower temperatures is
open to many criticisms, it does take into account the several variables
mentioned above and yields results that are in close agreement with plant
data. In general, computed top temperatures are high by about 3 per
cent, but computed side temperatures are about right. Substantially the
same methods are presented by J. W. Packie. 6

Top Temperature. The temperature at the top of the tower must be
just high enough to allow complete vaporization of the overhead productA lower temperature will condense a part of the desired overhead product
and incorporate it in the first side-draw product, and a higher temperature
will cause the inclusion of high-boiling materials which are not desired in
the overhead product. If the top of the tower is at atmospheric pressure
and no steam is used, the 100 per cent point of the equilibrium vaporiza-
tion curve of the overhead product is the top temperature. Such a simple
case is seldom encountered, and hence the top temperature at 760 mm
must be corrected for the tower pressure and for the partial-pressure effect
of steam or gas.

Example 16^3. Calculation of Top Temperature. See Fig. 16-2 and Example 16-1The top temperatures for hot, cold, and circulating reflux will be computed This
system was actually operated with hot reflux and with circulating reflux, and hence acomparison with the actual temperatures is possible. Tower pressure 780 mm at the

These computations are based on the assumption that the top temperature is meas-ured in the vapor above the top plate. If the temperature was taken in the liquid on
the top tray (or one tray down), the temperature would be the same for all types of
reflux. Temperatures taken in the vapor line are very erratic because the vapor that
leaves the tower is superheated.

v

a. Hot Reflux. See the quantities, etc., of Example 16-1.

Moles reflux:

Reflux heat = 1,865,200 Btu (Example 16-1)
L.H. at 286 = about 120

Lb reflux = l-^00 = 15>500

Moles reflux = ''f
5

'
200 = 141

120 X 110
141

Moles gasoline = ^? = 31

Moles vapor = 172
Moles steam = 56

Jf 8 = 31.5
Total moles at top of tower = 203.5

i QL
NelS

°o

n
K
'
W

"

L
" The Estimation of Tower Temperatures, Natl Pel. News, Dec. 14,

l Jo£, p. Za.

* Nelson, W. L., Table 69> p. 468, of Sbe Second Edition of this book

(194

1

l)

St,1Iat1011 Equipm6nt in the 0il Refinin8 Industry, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 37, 51
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According to Dalton's law, the partial pressure in the gas phase is

2^ X 780 = 660 mm

The initial condensation temperature for the gasoline (100 per cent point on equi-

librium vaporization curve) is 296°F (Fig. 16-5).

The temperature of 296 corrected to 660 mm is 287°F (Fig. 5-27).

The actual top temperature when using hot reflux was 286°F.

Perce nfcfge

Fig. 16-5. ASTM distillation and .flash-vaporization curves of the products used in

Examples 16-3 and 16-4.

b. Circulating Reflux. When circulating reflux was used, the top temperature was
244°F. The reflux circulated between 264 and 166°F. The circulating reflux does not
vaporize, and hence only the gasoline vapor and the steam need be considered.

Although the reflux heat is increased by the lower top temperature of 244°F, it does
not affect the computations because no reflux passes overhead.

Moles gasoline 31

Moles steam 31 .5

Total moles 62.5

Partial pressure = X 780 m 387 mm

Correcting 296 to 387 mm pressure gives 253°F.

The actual top temperature was 244°F, but note that the liquid temperature was

c. Cold Reflux. With a lower top temperature (approximately 280°F) more reflux

heat will be required. The heat balance given in Example 16-1 is correct except that

the sensible heat of the gasoline and of the steam will be different.
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Corrections to heat balance given in Example 16-1 for a top temperature of 280°F.

Btu
Gasoline 3,415(286 - 280)0.485 X 1.06 = 10,500
Steam .567(286 - 280)0.5 = 1,700

Correction = 12,200

Reflux heat = 1,865,200 + 12,200 - 1,877,400 Btu

If the cold reflux is available at 80°F,

Lb C°ld refluX = 120 +^0
7,

- 80)0.58 - 7'950

Moles cold reflux - - 72.3

Moles gasoline 31

Moles vapor. . . .• 103.3

Moles steam 31.5

Total moles 134.8

in? 9
Partial pressure - X 780 = 600 mm

The equilibrium temperature of 296° corrected to 600 mm gives 277°F.

Side-draw Temperature. The method of calculating side-draw tem-
peratures is much the same as the calculation of the top temperature
except .that complications arise because of the presence of the low-boiling

materials that pass the draw plate. Furthermore, the equilibrium con-

densation curve, and particularly the point on this curve that denotes
complete condensation, is the basis for computing these temperatures.

At the zero per cent point on the flash curve the side-draw product can
be completely condensed at 760 mm pressure if no lighter-products or

steam are present at the plate.

In practice, steam and vapor of lighter products are usually present,

and hence the effect of these vapors on the final condensation temperature
must be estimated. The lighter vapors extend from materials boiling at

almost the same temperature as the side-draw product to materials that

are substantially fixed gases. Those vapor materials which are far above
their boiling point behave as fixed gases and lower the condensation point

by Dalton's law of partial pressures just as steam does, but those vapor
materials which are at or near their boiling point are not effective in

reducing the partial pressure. Arbitrarily, the vapors of materials that

will be condensed at the second or higher draw plate above the plate

under consideration may bj considered to act as fixed gases. Also, the

vapors constituting the material that is withdrawn from the draw plate

above the one under consideration are assumed to have no effect at all

on the partial pressure. Thus in a tower producing gasoline, kerosene,

and gas oil, at the gas oil draw plate the gasoline vapor would be con-

sidered as a fixed gas, whereas kerosene vapor would be assumed to have
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no effect on the condensation point. This arbitrary classification of

asss^zr uniess the—
-

°L °f

Example 16-4. Calculation of Side TemoerntiirM t-k;d „ i
•

of Examples 16-1 and 16-3. ThetSZTSm^^^ " * «?**™**
computed (Envelope II, Fig 16-2)

^ 6 ker°Sene plate *

Heat balance to kerosene plate (Example 16-1)

:

S3ESSEX
- ••••• %"s

s«
-
«f» xm - WW

.2,765(576 - 420)0.57 X 1.06 - 260,000
' ° 510)0.58 X 1.06 = 62,000

510)0.72 X 1.03 = 276,000

Cool steam amfMm 996,000

Condense gas oil. .

567(535 Z 420>0-5 " 44,000

condense kerosene.:::::::::;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;- iff *,2* 3???
plate.

Mw]l .
" 2,765 X 100 = 276,500Reflux heat at kerosene plate. . .

: —
1,454,500

Moles internal reflux. 1,454,500
__

185 X 100 ~ 78,5

The internal reflux contains the kerosene, and hence the kerosene need not l-«MAas a material whose partial pressure must be reduced.
ded

Moles of materials that act as fixed gases:

Steam '

Gasoline
....'.'.'.'.'I'. 3}

Naphtha (no effect one way or other) .".'. '.
'.

. . . [ ....

62 5
Total moles of vapor 78.6 + 62.5 = 141.1

Assume a tower pressure of 950 mm at the kerosene plate.

Partial pressure at kerosene plate = X 950 = 530 mm

td ZfJZ °
(Tg meth°d *° the design of a donating tower,the lowest draw-plate temperature should be computed first. TL tern!ZT™,™ lowest plate is assumed; and after the heat balance iscomputed, the assumption can be checked. If it is not correct then asecond assumption must be made. Each draw-plate tempo

gressmg upward in the tower, is computed by such a triage™
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method until all the plate temperatures and the top temperature have
been computed.

Bottom and Stripper Temperatures. In those few towers which are

heated at the bottom by. means of a reboiler, the bottom temperature is

the bubble point of the bottoms product, and except for corrections for

tower pressure and for process steam, the bottom temperature may be
read directly at the zero per cent point of the flash curve of the bottoms
product.

With few exceptions, all other bottom temperatures are the result of

hot material being stripped by steam and are dependent on such factors

as (1) inlet temperature to stripper, or feed-plate temperature of a frac-

tionating tower, (2) cooling by self-evaporation, (3) heat losses through
insulation, and (4) cooling or heating by steam. The inlet temperature
presents little difficulty because it is either the vaporizer temperature or

side-draw inlet temperature. Equations (16-1) and (16-2) summarize6

PL
,

HA(T- Ta)
, 0.6&S ,m m .

.'

A/=
lOT + Bh <+X<p -«) CWJJ

= approx. 1.2P + 35 ~ (T—Ta) + 0.65 | (T - Ts) (16-2)

x where At = feed less bottom temperature, °F

P = per cent removed by stripping

L = latent of oil vaporized, Btu per lb

h — specific heat of oil

H = transfer rate through insulated wall, Btu/(sq ft)(hr)(°F

temp diff.)

A = area of walls, sq ft

B = lb oil per hr

S = lb steam per hr

T = temperature of oil, °F
Ta = temperature of air, °F
D = tower diameter, ft

Ts — temperature of incoming steam
Theoretically, the cooling of the bottoms product is not accomplished by
reflux [see the three items of Eq. (16-1)], and hence, in making a heat bal-

ance, the vaporizer temperature should be used as the temperature of the
bottoms product and of any steam introduced at the bottom. However,
the inclusion of the actual bottom temperature in the heat balance of a
tower is such universal practice that it will be continued in this book. To
include it, as is done in Examples 16-1 and 16-4, only results in supplying

6 Nelson, W. L., Stripper and Bottom Temperatures, Oil Gas J., July 21, 1945, p.
147.
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a little extra reflux and indirectly allowing a small amount of excess vapor-
ization to occur Bottom temperatures by Eq. (16-1) are generally higherthan those found m plant operations. Apparently, the liquid leaves the
vaporizer at a temperature lower than that of the vapor or of the mixturem the vaporizer.

To use Eq. (16-1) or similar methods* the amount of stripping or proc-
essing steam and the percentage stripped must be known. The amount
of steam can be estimated from Figs. 7-3 and 7-4.

iS^t^J'T**0* °f B0tt0? TemPer*«re. The tower of Examples16-1 and 16-4 is 4 ft in diameter, the space below the bottom tray is 10 ft the astern

f,
pe
7ent

°
f the original reduced crude -

, 0.65 X 567 fmo nn
= 9.1 + ,2.7 + 19. - mi +-sBnr-»»-«»

or by Eq. (16-2)

" = ^X8 + 36^ (500> +0J*^ (576 - 286)

= 9.6 + 12.5 -|- 19. = 41.1°P

The computed bottom temperature is 576 - 41 = 535°F

.
TOWER OPERATION

In the operation of multidraw towers there are four main fundamentals-'
hm*£XM^ a tmm* of the composition of the -
2

- gastaas.^^^range
°
f them -

—

3
- ^iiii^r producta

*
iow and must be c°rrected * *—

4
-w^)^;ri:s regu,ated mainiy by™ - *****

mcmwe ^ 2?.p. without altering the I.B.P., open the side-drawva ve (or increase the speed of the withdrawal pump) and close the draw
valve of the next lower product by a corresponding amount
To increase the I.B.P. without altering the E.P., close the side-draw

valve and open the draw valve of the hext higher product by a similaramount. The I.B.P. is finally regulated by steam stripping
For narrow-boiling cuts use more steam for stripping and employ asmany plates as possible above and below the fraction.
' Nelson, W. L., Regulation of I.B.P. and E.P., Oil Gas J., Aug. 25, 1945, p. 143.
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Dirty topping-plant streams8 may be caused by water carry-over from

the salt settlers, excessive charge rate, erratic control of the tower, insuffi-

cient reflux to keep the lower trays wet, and too high transfer-line tem-

peratures. Bringing a tower onstream 9 involves maintaining a vaporizer

temperature slightly higher than that necessary to distill all overhead

products, adjusting the top temperature for the E.P. desired for the top

product, and then proceeding down the tower adjusting the withdrawal

valve and steam stripping of each side product. To gain maximum
capacity 10 from a multidraw tower the top product should be as small as

possible, the low side-draw products should be as large as possible, the

pressure should be high, and side reflux should be used. Obviously, these

conditions are also governed by factors other than a desire for larger

tower capacity.

COLUMN DESIGN

Fractionating towers and related equipment are mechanical devices

for repeatedly establishing equilibrium between ascending vapor and
descending liquid, and repeated separation of the two phases. Violence

or time of contact is of little significance, but means of attaining a large

interface for contact and effecting a complete separation of the two

phases must be incorporated in any successful design. The simplicity

of the basic concept is highlighted by the fact that several towers have
worked satisfactorily 11 in simple operations such as topping, even though

several bubble plates and their caps had been up-ended by an internal

explosion. Even such a random arrangement provides some degree of

interfacial contact.

Types of Fractionators. Some operations such as the separation of

distilled catalytic feedstock from a reduced crude oil can be accomplished

by substantially a single flash vaporization (see Fig. 7-27). Entrainment

is removed from the vapor by a wire-mesh blanket, means of washing

any accumulation of (asphaltic) entrainment from the mesh is provided,

and the top of the tower contains only a means of withdrawing the

overhead product. Most heavy-oil towers also function in some degree

as condensers; note that all overhead product except noncondensable

gases is condensed in the top of the tower shown in Fig. 7-27.

Towers filled with packing materials to provide more interfacial area

can be used up to diameters of about 20 in. and to even larger diameters

• Nelson, W. L., Dirty Topping Plant Streams, Oil Gas J., Sept. 1, 1945, p. 87.

• Nelson, W. L., Bringing a Tower on Stream, Oil Gas J., Sept. 22, 1945, p. 325.
10 Nelson, W. L., Conditions for Maximum . . . Capacity, Oil Gas J., Nov. 17,

1945, p. 293.
11 Nelson, W. L., Tower Works with Upset Trays, Oil Gas J., Mar. 29, 1954, p. 132.
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if means are provided for redistribution of the liquid at frequent inter-
vals (it tends to channel to the sides of the tower). Packing materials
are usually so expensive and so heavy that packed towers are employed
only for very small columns such as the smallest steam strippers. One
of the most successful applications of packing involves the use 12

of multi-
layer expanded metal lath in the form of a corrugated sheet so that the
ridges of one sheet and the valleys of the next higher sheet are in con-
tact. Pressure drops are very low, the HETP (height equivalent of a
theoretical perfect plate) is half or less than half the tray spacing of con-
ventional bubble towers, and capacities are high.
Many early towers consisted of only baffle plates for directing the

liquid back and forth across the tower, and so-called side-to-side pans
are still widely used for such services as:

1. Fractionating very high-temperature vapor which tends to deposit coke
2. Contacting hot vapor and cold oil for the purpose of pure heat exchange, or when

the effectiveness of the separation or fractionation is not important, and for steam

ofjSate «
l0WCr PartS °f m°St Cracking plant ^ctionators employ this type

3. For certain vacuum fractionation systems in which only an extremely small pres-
sure drop is permissible.

«"«pres-

4. Fractionating materials that contain suspended solid matter, such as lime or coke.

Holes are sometimes drilled in side-to-side baffle trays, and the extremem such a trend results in perforated trays," sieve plates, 14 Turbogrid
f 01 1

s " trays."- In these, both the down-flowing liquid and
the same openings,

are the familiar bubble-plate (Fig. 16-6)

irays (vapor slots -and vapor troughs
trays, float-valve bubble trays, per-

forated trays with downcomers for the liquid, and Kaskade-type (Benturi
and Flexitray) trays.

Bubble Plates. In the conventional bubble-cap type of tray, the vapor
travels up the column by bubbling through a bath of reflux liquid that
is contained on each plate (Fig. 16-6). If plate steel is employed, the
plates are welded to the shell of the tower, but cast-iron trays must be
sealed into the tower shell by means of packing. Cast iron is more resist-
ant to corrosion, or at least is thicker than steel; but the major corrosive
action takes place at the liquid-vapor contact line, and hence the superior

11 Scofield, R. (X, Industrial Fractionating Tower Packing, Chem. Eng. Progr 46
405 (1950); also see similar British development, Chem. Eng., August, 1955, p. 234

* Houghland et al., Performance Checked, Baffle Loading Improved, Oil Gas J
July 26, 1954, p. 198. * *

pp"l
S

52

m
i94

iUm Fractionating~AbsorPtion Tray Design, OH Gas J., Apr. 26, 1954,

14» Anon., Ripple Trays Boost Capacity, Oil Gas J., Dec. 17, 1956, p. 91.

the rising vapor

More
and such

extend across the plate) and
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resistance of the cast-iron plate is of little value. Cast-iron bubble caps
are still widely used, but pressed alloy steel caps are gaining in favor
especially for vacuum towers. Steel caps can be more closely spaced,

thus allowing a larger area for the vapor as it passes through the caps.

Many caps are of the removable type; i.e., the vapor uptake and cap
proper can be assembled on the plate, 16 but such an arrangement is not
entirely satisfactory because the bolt rusts and cast-iron caps are often

broken. Hold-down bars may be used as in Fig. 16-6, or a heavy cap
may rest by its own weight over the uptake. -Removable caps and a
manhole above each plate are considered as best practice.

DOWNSPOUT OR
DOWNCOMER FROM
TRAY ABOVE

OVERFLOW
WEIR TO
DISTRIBUTE
LIQUID

t-i

TOWER
SHELL-

BUBBLE CAP

IUIO
LEVEL

I- OB MORE SO THAT
LIQUID CANNOT FLOW

VAPOR UPTAKE

LIQUID LEVEL

A OR MORE
^LIQUID SEAL

NO POCKET HERE OR ">•" AMPLE CLEARANCE
ELSEWHERE SO THAT SO THAT DEBRIS

VAPOR UPTAKE
OR RISER

SEVERAL \- \
WEEP HOLES"
SO THAT OIL CAN
DRAIN FROM TRAY

DOWNSPOUT TOwJ
TRAY BELOW ^

Fig. 16-6. Fundamental features of a bubble-type tray or plate. (Oil Gas J.)

The exact shape of the bubble cap is probably of little importance
except from the standpoint of cost. Small caps are best for large liquid

loads (see Fig. 16-12), and large caps for large vapor loads. However,
some designers utilize small caps for small towers and large caps (6 in.

or larger) for towers of 10 to 20 ft in diameter. The shape of the slots

appears to have little or no effect. 16 The same shape of bubble is pro-

duced regardless of the shape of the slot. At low velocities 16 flat disk-

shaped bubbles are produced; and at high velocities a channeling appears
to occur, and a continuous elongated bubble space extends through the

liquid. Exceedingly small caps (1-in. diameter) and tray spacings of

only 4 in. have been installed 17 for very low temperature operations in

which the area for heat loss must be kept to the minimum.
The bubbles extend out from the slots by not much more than 1 in., 18

» Nelson, W. L., Tray Details—Bubble Caps, Oil Gas J Aug. 11, 1945, p. 125; also

see Bolles, Wm. L., Pet. Processing, March, 1956, p. 82.
w Kallam, F. L., Notes on Absorber Design No. 1, Pet. Engr., April, 1934, p. 33.

" Anon., Tray Design Saves Space, Chem. Eng., March, 1956, p. 132.

" Kirschbaum, E., Distillation and Fractionation Technology, Edwards Bros.,

Ann Arbor, Mich., 1948.
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Table 16-2. Features op Bubble Caps

Outside

diameter, in.

3

3

4

4 hexagonal. .

.

4

4

4

4M
5

6

3 X 10 rec-

tangular. . .

.

Uniraney or vapor Slot area, Uptake area
uptake area, sq ft sq ft per over

per cap cap column area

0.0085 0.0156 0.048
0.0232 0.0165 0.257
0.0142 0.0167 0.130
0.0204 0.0372 0.079
0.034 n in
0.0208 0.0396 0.078
0.031 0 04 f) ft 1 "iK

0.029 0.045 0.148
0.0204 0.0348 0.066
0.031 0.0356 0.100
0.0745 0.055 0.148
0.042 0.0496 0.123

0.1001
J

0.0921 0.175

Slot area

over

column area

0.183

0.144

0.150

Mate-
rial

0.112

0.115

0.145

0.161

C.i.

Steel

Steel

C.i.

C.i.

C.i.

C.i.

Steel

C.i.

C.i.

C.i.

C.i.

C.i.

and the caps are spaced 1 to 3 in. apart. In clean service the clearance
between the cap skirt and the plate can be only y2 in., but when mate-
rial may be deposited on the tray, a clearance of \y2 in. is helpful. The
liquid actually moves across the tray as a foam or froth, and hence the
concept of a static slot seal is only hypothetical and the actual dynamic
seal cannot be computed with accuracy. Nevertheless, some method of
comparison must be used, and the following have been suggested:

Pressure of operation
Static

seal"

Dynamic
seal"

Vacuum (30-200 mm Hg abs)

Atmospheric

50-100 psig •.

200-500 psig

zero

1 in.

IK in.

M~m in.

1-2 in.

1K-3 in.

2-4 in.

In addition to round or bell-shaped bubble caps, so-called tunnel-type
trays and caps have been used since at least 1936. These consist of
liquid troughs several feet in length, or even across the entire tray, and
vapor uptakes of the same length. A curved elongated cap or tunnel
lies over the uptake, causing the vapors to bubble through the trough of
liquid. The trays function satisfactorily, although spouting of the liquid

19 Davies, J. A., Bubble Trays . . . , Part II, Pet. Refiner, September, 1950, p. 121.
Geddes, R. L., Local Efficiencies of Bubble Plate Fractionators, Trans. A.I.Ch.E.,

42, 79 (1946).
*'
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has been reported. Uniflux trays21 are a recent tunnel-type develop-

ment which involves a single S-shape member (set on its side) which,

when interlocked with a second such member, constitutes both the liquid

trough and the vapor tunnel. It is a highly practical construction

because of its simplicity.

The downpipes or downspouts (Table 16-3) for conducting liquid (or

froth) down the tower must be large enough to allow disengagement of

vapor from the liquid. The froth is about half liquid. A residence time

3 to 5 19 sec (velocity of 0.2 to 0.33 ft per sec) is recommended, which
means that the froth travels at about 0.4 to 0.67 ft per sec. Although

downcomers are frequently the bottleneck in a tower, some authorities22 -23

Table 16-3. Performance op Downspouts

Plate

num-
ber

Arrangement0
Downspout
area, sq in.

Downspout
periphery,

in.

Approximate5

effective down-
spout periphery,

in.

Allowable

vapor

velocity,

ft per min

1 1.48 4.32 3.0 31.5

2 7.35 6.5 6.5 38.5

3 1.33 6.5 5.0 34.0

4 7.85 13.8 6.5 37.5

5 5.31 13.8 5.5 34.0

6 Estimated.

report actual liquid velocities (no froth) of 0.56 to even 1.7 ft

per sec. Kallam16 has studied the performance of several downspout

arrangements installed in a single tower. At an oil-to-gas ratio of 30 gal

oil per 1,000 cu ft gas, the plates performed as shown in Table 16-3.

This indicates that both area and perimeter are involved in the perform-

ance of a downspout. A study of the fall distance and the interference

of several streams flowing into the same downspout is also discussed.

C. G. Kirkbride24 suggests that vapor disengaging space should be pro-

vided between the last row of caps and the overflow weir (Fig. 16-6)—

a

time of 1 sec for each foot of froth depth on the tray.

W Bowles, V. O., Socony Uniflux, Oil Gas J., Apr. 26, 1954, p. 176; and Here's How
Uniflux . . . Behaving, Oil Gas J., June 20, 1955, p. 100.

,! Atkins, G. T., Chem. Eng. Progr., 50, 116 (1954).
23 Kelley et al., How to Test Fractionators, Pet. Refiner, February, 1955, p. 159.

84 Pel. Refiner, 23, 32 (1944).
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of Th'
Prm*™ 0f Table 16-3 are »<* equally effective because part

of the weir. length lies too close to the tower wall. Only plate 2 has a
totally effective weir, and even it is somewhat impeded at the ends. The
weir formulas [Eqs (13-6) and (13-7)] of Chap. 13 or other similar for!mulas" can be used for computing the height or crest of liquid over the
weir. Methods of correction for the constricting effect of the column
wall on wedge-type or chord-type weirs have been presented The
overflow weir or dam is usuaUy designed to hold a liquid level'(no froth)
of 0.5 to 1.5 m. above the top of the slots of the caps 19 but an adjustable
(1

i^i9
2
27

in
i^.

eir
.?

aS bGen suSSested -
27 The downcomer should be

sealed"'27 with liquid at its outlet by a (static) depth of 0.5 in. (4-ft diam-
eter towers) to 1.5 in. (12-ft and larger diameters), and although a veloc-
ity of 0.7 ft per sec can be tolerated" under the downpipe, more space if
available should be allowed so that an accumulation of debris does nothamper the flow Peavy and Baker" found that the height of the over-
flow weir had little effect on the liquid level in their equipment^-the level
being lower than the weir owing to surging and splashing of liquid at the
last row of caps In general, the plate efficiency was greater at deep
liquid seals, but the efficiency was lower (for deep seals) at high vapor
velocities The liquid may tend to short-cut across the plate and causesome of the caps to be ineffective. This tendency can be corrected tosome extent by means of another weir or dam which is used to distribute
the liquid as it flows from the downspout into the tray (Fig. 16-6) For
large plates, over 5-ft diameter, special baffles (Fig. 16-7) must be used
to direct the flow of the liquid so that all the caps are effective. Double-
pass trays (not shown) are ones in which one tray has two chord-type
downspouts and the next tray has a downspout across the diameter of
the tower so that the liquid travels back and forth from the center to
the side of the tower. The parts of the plate that the liquid tends to
bypass are shown (Fig. 16-7) as shaded areas. The passage for the liquid
must not be greatly constricted at any point, or the liquid level on part
of the plate may become so great that vapor will fail to bub.ble through
some of the caps see Figs. 16-8 and 16-9). The caps that are marked on

*11 (

!
lg

'

1Q
-J\

m&y act as dam* to the flow of liquid. In experiments
with the type of plate shown as 6, the liquid level was 1 in. higher on the
upstream side when the air velocity was 0.5 ft per sec and the water

* White, R. R., Bubble Plate Column Design, Pet. Processing, February, 1947,

"Bolles, mil., . . . Estimating Tower Diameter and Tray Spacing . . . , Pet
Refiner, December, 1946, p. 103.

v
. . . ,

rei.

1956

B
p

U
l2
7' L

" °PtimUm Bubble"caP Trfty D«*iga, Part II, Pet. Processing, March,

" Efficiency and Capacity of . . . Column, Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 1056 (1937).
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rate exceeded 40 gal per min. The removal of the cap at the end of the
baffle greatly improved the level gradient. Likewise in plate d the caps

;enter often fail to function because of a high liquid level. In
it is sometimes necessary to arrange the plate as a series of

each deck of caps being separated by dams so that the level on
each deck will be independent of the level on the deck before it. In this

manner, the submergence at each part of the plate can be kept about the

same. Plate c indicates four such cascade decks.

(a) Small Diameter

Cap acts as dam**

(WMedjum Diameter

Cascade dams*
as dam

(cUdrge Diameter (d")Very large Diameter

Fig. 16-7. Arrangements of bubble trays.

Liquid flows across the plate as froth and stands in the downcomer to a

height (inches), in the case of the Koch Engineering Company Kaskade
tray, 14,29 which is double the pressure drop (also stated in inches of

liquid) across the plate. Perhaps this is a coincidence, but Souders et al.
30

report the same general relationship. At high rates of liquid flow the

froth may not have time to separate as it flows through the downcomer,
and hence the computed liquid height (no froth) in the downcomer must
be about doubled. Kirkbride24 also recommends that the height of liquid

be multiplied by 2 when computed by his approximate formula [Eq.

39 Litwin, H., Cascade-type Tray Introduces New Fractionating Principle, Oil Gas

J., Mar. 22, 1947, p. 237.
30 Souders, Huntington, Corneil, and Emert, Ind. Eng. Chem., 30, 86 (1938).
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(16-3)] as stated by Bolles28

H = 2(hv, + hou,)+hd + hre

where H m height, in., of liquid backup above trav level h. =* fcoi^+ t
werrabovetray,K =***mLJ2S£&Zj^

(16-3)

** 16* How tendencies m theTcoavSISCap^pfof tray.

flow through downspout, and A« = head for friction loss through risersand caps, all expressed in inches fluid. Referring to other synZL L?sliquid flow over weir, cu ft per sec; W, is effective" weir lenTth in 1
is hquid velocity at restriction of downspouts, ft per sec; I is vano?velocity through risers, ft per sec; and * and Pi arc density lb per Th
fsIZ X reSpectiv

f^ ™» equation outlines fnc sigr filfactors, although experimental results fail to indicate the square funZn
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of velocity that is indicated by theoretical derivations, particularly at

low velocities.

A high velocity of vapor through the bubble-cap slots promotes agita-

tion and is thought to aid in the attainment of equilibrium. However, an

excessive slot velocity causes liquid droplets to be thrown to the plate

Fig. 16-9. Flow tendencies in the Kaskade contactor (enlargement in center). (Koch
Engineering Co.)

above unless the plates are far apart, and Kallam16 finds that mixing may
not be effective at high velocities because the gas tends to channel through
the liquid. Many petroleum-oil Columns are designed for slot velocities

of 9 to 14 ft per sec, but in reality the slot velocity is automatically

governed toj, large extent by the number of caps that can be put on the

tray (see Table 16-2).

Weep holes (Fig. 16-6) of a diameter of% to % in. are needed to drain

the tower in a reasonable length of time prior to steamout. Four sq in.

of holes per 100 sq ft plate area has been suggested. 27

The results of very high rates of liquid flow through trays are indicated
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in Fig. 16-8 and in Fig. 16-9 which shows a newly developed cascade-
type tray. 14

- 31 The cascade tray (Kaskade, Benturi, and Flexitray
designs) apparently exhibits a higher efficiency and greater capacity
(about 35 per cent) than conventional trays, but it is more complicated.
The single enlarged Kaskade unit indicated in Fig. 1&-9 is too small for
most commercial operations, and hence several of them are lined up
across the tower with each adjacent pair of units dumping into a com-
mon downcomer as indicated around the enlargement of Fig. 16-9. The
exaggerated crossflow of vapor indicated in the bubble-cap tray of Fig.
16-8 is not troublesome in small towers; but in large towers, 29 particu-
larly if I-beam tray supports extend into the path of vapor crossflow, the
operation of the trays may be completely upset.

Davies32 has derived Eq. (16-4) for the liquid gradient across trays of
caps spaced in an equilaterial triangle arrangement.

(a»
(I

- 1.4) + 3* + K- - i)]j = gjgg ae-4)

where a = U/lx

Cd = liquid gradient factor (Fig. 16-10)

Am = liquid gradient (difference in clear liquid levels between inlet

.and outlet sides.of Iray.,section), for u \(Z = ljja.
A* = liquid gradient, for any condition, incks fiquM

0

d0 = total flowing clear liquid depth adjacent to overflow weir, in.

h = total free space between caps normal to liquid flow (average
of various rows), in.

h = total free space between risers normal to liquid flow (average
of various rows), in.

Q = clear liquid flow, gal per min

Pa = vapor density, lb per cu ft

r = number of rows of caps perpendicular to liquid flow
s = cap skirt clearance (distance of bottom edge of cap above

tray floor), inches

u = superficial tower vapor velocity (using total tower area), ft

per sec

In solving the equation, Cd obtained from Fig. 16-10 is inserted in Eq.
(16-4) along with other variables to solve for Am. The value of u yfp~a
is computed, and then by the use of Fig. 16-10, the actual A, can be

Tray Performance. The over-all performance of a bubble tray can be
outlined or defined as in Fig. 16-11" or I6%.i2." At minimum vapor

81 Harrington et al., No Peace for Fractionators, Oil Gas J., Nov. 24, 1945, p. 135.
» Davies, J. A., Ind. Eng. Chem., 39, 774 (1947). See Rodriguez, F., Chem. Eng.,

November, 1956, p. 230, for a direct nomographic solution,
»» Munk, P., New Approach to Tray Design, Pet. Refiner, July, 1955, p. 104.
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correction factor

rates the caps pass vapor only intermittently, and this is called pulsation,

and between burps liquid tends to overflow through the vapor risers. At
the other extreme of vapor velocity, excessive entrainment occurs by
spouting or jetting of liquid to the tray above, and in the extreme the

cap slots may be so overloaded as to cause excessive pressure drop,

spouting, or coning. At extremes in liquid flow, liquid or froth backs

up in the downpipe (downspout buildup) into the tray above and may
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finally appear at the top of the column by what is

wise, at the highest liquid loads, liquid may dump or drain tolhe nex£
lower tray through caps that pass no vapor (Fig. 16-8), but it ia com-
mon practice to design for such a liquid gradient and vapor velocity that
all of the caps are working, and this results in what is called stability. A
series of charts similar to Fig. 16-12 for various cap arrangements, spac-
mgs, etc., are presented by P. Munk « The number of rows of caps

600

500

400

%

300

200

100

6O0 800
S Liquid load, gpm

£t-2f °f H<1Uid^^ l0adS °n

vitally affects the stability of the tray, and from Fig. 16-12 it appears
that the use of several tray levels (cascading) should be practiced more
frequently than in the past.

Pressure Drop and Downspout Backup. Pressure drop through the
caps can be a little larger than the hydraulic gradient computed by the
Davies equation [Eq. (16-4)] for tray stability." At the same time, pres-
sure drop causes liquid to back up into the downcomer. Pressure drops
by the study of T. Q Dauphine" for three sizes of caps, based on the
" Doctoral dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1939.
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Cop diam. 4* Cap spacing 2' Caps per sq. ft 4.6

489

160

Fia. 16-12. Operating limits of bubble trays (4-in. cap diameter, 2-in. cap spacing,
and 4.6 caps per sq ft). (Pet. Refiner.)

the annular area, riser area, slot area, and reversal

to one-half of the inside area of the cap, are:are

For 3-in. caps:

For 4-in. caps:

For 6-in. caps:

0.82

li(d,) 0- 5

J

0.84

*m*-* 1
0.86

(16-5)

(16-6)

(16-7)

where He = wet cap pressure drop, inches at flow conditions

u = slot velocity, ft per sec

d, and dL = vapor and liquid densities, lb per cu ft
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The total buildup in the downcomer in terms of clear liquid heads above
the lowest point (the overflow weir) is (1) wet-cap pressure drop, (2)
crest above overflow weir, (3) half of hydraulic gradient across plate, (4)
height to distribution weir and its crest if such a weir is used, and (5)
pressure drops for flow or contraction through the downspout [see (Eq.
16-3)]. For low liquid flows the backed-up height may approach two-
thirds33 of the tray spacing, but at higher rates, lower backups are neces-
sary because of the need of time for the disengaging of vapor from the
froth. Munk33 suggests decreasing the allowable backup by 1 inch for
every 10 gpm per ft of weir length above a liquid rate of 65 gpm.

Pressure drop in vacuum towers is vitally important, as well as the
pressure drop through any condensing equipment and the vapor line.

The drop through pressed-steel caps installed in vacuum towers operat-
ing at about 40-mm pressure and with a slot submergence of He in.

ranges from about 0.7 mm per plate at a superficial velocity of 7 ft per
sec to about 1.2 mm at a velocity of 13 ft per sec.

Plate Spacing and Entrainment The obtainment of equilibrium on a
bubble plate is governed by two opposing factors^ One of these, the
intimacy of vapor-liquid contact, tends to produce equilibrium; but if the
contacting or bubbling is too violent, liquid particles will be carried from
one plate to the next by the vapor and will tend to destroy the separation
that has been obtained. One kind of entrainment is a distinct splashing,
spraying, or spouting of liquid particles. The particles are thrown
upward by the velocity they attain at the slot of the cap, and they will
fall back into the liquid if they expend their energy content before they
reach the next plate. The liquid particles are relatively large, and a
relatively high velocity is necessary to cause them to be thrown to a
height of 18 in. This kind of entrainment can be eliminated almost
entirely by placing the trays far apart.

Another kind of entrainment might be referred to as " carrying." Very
small particles of liquid do not fall through the vapor as fast as the vapor
rises, and they are carried by the vapor stream to the plate above. At a
given velocity, all particles smaller than a certain size will be carried by
the vapor to the plate above and the larger particles will fall slowly back
te the parent plate. At ordinary vapor velocities, the size of the particle
that can be carried from plate to plate by the vapor appears to be between
0.1 and 0.2 mm in diameter.

Chillas and Weir35 report that entrainment is negligible at a velocity of

2 ft per sec but that it amounts to 7 and 20.5 per cent at 4 and 5.5 ft

per sec. In commercial columns, having trays spaced at 22 in., the
entrainment36 is approximately as shown in Table 16-4.

»• Ind. Eng. Chem., 22, 206 (1930).

« Analyses of commercial plates by the author.
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Table 16-4

Material
Linear velocity,

lb per sec

Per cent

entrainment

Atmospheric 1.4 0.25
Atmospheric 3.0 0.8

Gas oil., 20 mm 10.0 1.8

Atmospheric 0.3 0.04
Atmospheric 2.2 0.7

Atkins22 suggests the entrainments of Table 16-5. The a/A designa-

tion refers to the ratio of the required cap-covered area to satisfy the

widely used Brown and Souders37 vapor-velocity formula [Eq. (16-8),

curve 4], to the actual area provided. Inasmuch as the Brown and
Souders formula is conservative and is based on the total cross sec-

tional area, a ratio of a/A = 1.0 is thought to be22 a good basis for design.

Table 16-5. Entbainment as a Function of Vapor Loading*

Dry vacuum, low-pressure drop

Typical wet-vacuum distillation. . .

.

Flash zone of crude tower

Basis for design capacity

Refluxed plates, atmospheric tower.

Refluxed plates, butane splitter

Ultimate

a Atkins, G. T., Chem. Eng. Progr., 60, 116 (1954).

Spraying or spouting of liquid seldom extends to higher than 18 in.

above the tray, and accordingly this type of entrainment is not involved

to any extent in the commercial operation of petroleum towers with spac-

ings of 18 in. or more, nor is such entrainment contemplated in any of

the figures given heretofore except possibly at the very highest load-

ings. Thus, the entrainment figures apply to the liquid droplets that

are entrained at a theoretical suspending velocity37
[see Eq. (16-8)].

The effect of tray spacing for this type of entrainment is indicated in

Fig. 16-13.

»7 Fractionating Columns—Entrainment and Capacity, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Af/r.*

January, 1934, p. 32.
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In actuality, trays are spaced primarily by mechanical considerations.
Manways must be provided, and this requires a spacing of at least 22 in.
Although manholes may not be used on every tray, it is nevertheless nec-
essary for a man to crawl across the tray for inspection and repair, and
this also requires a 20- to 24-in. spacing. The maximum practical num-
ber of trays between manholes has been set at 20 by one designer," but
more manholes are usually employed. Means are provided for descend-
ing or ascending through trays that are not served by manholes.
Although baffles, louver-like constructions, and wire mesh have long38

- 39

been employed in efforts to alleviate entrainment, not until recently has
the use of wire-mesh entrainment blankets become widespread 40 ".«
The allowable" velocity u (ft per sec) in gas separators equipped with
wire-mesh mist extractors is:

u = K[(PL - p0)/Pa)**

in which K ranges from 0.12 to 0.43 and pL and p0 are densities Ob per
cu ft) of the liquid and the vapor. Under many conditions the amount
of entrained liquid that is removed is 90 to 99 per cent. In vacuum
tower or jug operations42

it is possible to attain the vapor capacities of
Fig. 16-13 and curve 4, without contaminating the gas-oil product with
the metal contaminants that are so harmful to catalytic cracking cata-
lysts, and in many instances it has been possible to produce penetration
asphalt as the bottom product while at the same time producing a satis-
factory catalytic feedstock. The mesh blankets (4 to 8 in. thick) must
be continuously washed with a small amount of liquid to prevent the
accumulation of coke or debris. Blankets are being used by some
refiners below each draw plate and at the top of the column, but the
point of major usefulness is between the feed plate and the lowest side-
draw plate.

Many years ago, a device called the Centrifix38 was found to be effec-
tive in removing colored material (Table 16-6) from a lubricating-oil
stock that was withdrawn above the vaporizer and in reducing the
amount of acid that was required to treat the product. A 9-in. layer of
steel wool 38 was able to reduce the color to about one-twentieth of the
color when no wool was used. Chillas and Weir39 have also studied the
effect of a special baffle, similar to Venetian blinds, on entrainment.

"^n°n'' Prevention of Entrainment . . . , Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., February, 1934,

" Chillas and Weir, Ind. Eng. Chem., 22, 206 (1930).
"Reynolds, C, Oil Gas J., Aug. 10, 1953, p. 117; and Anon., Pet. Processing,

February, 1954, p. 227.

» Campbell, J. M., Knitted-wire-mist Extractors . . . , Oil Gas J., Mar. 5. 1956
p. 115. . i

« Nelson, W. L., Capacity of Vacuum Towers, Oil Gas J., Apr. 9, 1956, p. 131.
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Diameter of Bubble Towers. It is evident from the foregoing that no
simple method of establishing the diameter of a fractionator is possible.

Perhaps the maximum in simplification is the preparation of charts simi-

lar to Fig. 16-11 or 16-12 for the situation at hand, or for a number of

common situations. Nevertheless, some rapid means of approximation

is useful, so the familiar Brown and Souders equation (16-8) will be

used. This equation was originally based on entrainment, but some
doubt has arisen27 regarding its relationship to entrainment. The equa-

tion was also related to surface tension of the liquid, and this concept has

also been discredited. 22 Finally, everyone agrees that the K constants

Table 16-6. Removal op Entbainment from Vapob

Crude

Hivis product

Per

cent of

crude

Vis-

cosity

at

210°F

O.D.« color

without

Centrifix

O.D.° color

with

Centrifix

Color reduced to

these per cents

of original color

6 140 5,800 1,550 27.0

East Texas 6 140 11,900 1,650 13.8

Little Panhandle 5 125 13,400 4,000 30.0
Barbers Hill 8 145 3,600 1,500 42.0

° The optical density (O.D.) color scale of the Atlantic Refining Company is directly

proportional to the depth of color. See page 389.

used in the original equations were conservative. Accordingly, empirical

K values based on general evidence in the literature will be presented

here (Fig. 16-13).

The allowable vapor rate is a function of the densities pv and pL (lb per

cu ft) at tower conditions and of a constant K which is related to service

and to tray spacing (Fig. 16-13).

w/a = KVPv (PL - p,) (16-8)

The symbol w refers to pounds per hour, and a to the area of the entire

tower in square feet. The constant K is dependent primarily on the tray

spacing (Fig. 16-13) but also on the type of tray and the kind of service.

The various general types of services are:

t The "Chemical Engineer's Handbook," 3d ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York, 1950, shows the equivalent of Eq. (16-9).
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1. Maximum rates with perforated, sieve-type, Turbogrid, and Kaskade trays.«MMM»
2. Maximum for perfectly designed bubble trays operating at most favorable liquid

loads." " Also, normal performance of Kaskade, Turbogrid, perforated, and
similar plate constructions. 14-"-" Also, liquid-washed side-to-side pans.

1300

20 25
Tray spacing, in.

Fig. 16-13. Effect of tray spacing and type of service on allowable vapor load of
fractionators [see Eq. (16-8)].

3. Normal performance of bubble plates through normal range of liquid loads21 -33'"

at atmospheric and higher pressures. The lowest values of K apply to high liquid
loads and wide cap spacings.

"Thronton, D. P., Pet. Processing, May, 1952, p. 263; Kellogg, R. G., Oil Gas J.,
Apr. 18, 1955, p. 128; Duren and Buck, Oil Qas J., Feb. 28, 1955, p. 122; and Mayfield
et al., Ind. Eng. Chem., 44, 2238 (1952).

** Fractionator Plate Symposium, Pet. Bngr., May, 1954, pp. C-17 to C-31. .

« Barnes, K. B., Oil Gas J., Sept. 15, 1952, p. 72; Shell Develop. Co., Chem. Eng.
Progr., February, 1954, p. 57; and Pet. Refiner, November, 1952, p. 105.
« Rfmno-, L. C, J. Inst. Pet. Tech., 22, 166 (1936).
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4. Original Brown and Souders" values for K dating from 1934 when tower design
was not fully understood. Also, vacuum-jug or dry-vacuum service using washed
wire-mesh mist extractors." Also, crude flash section of atmospheric topping
towers. 22

5. Stripping stills in absorption plants, and wet-vacuum refinery services.

6. Absorption towers. S3 -47

7. Foaming due to excessively high temperatures (vacuum decomposition) in vacuum
service, 42 or very high-viscosity liquids in vacuum service, 22 or high-boiling aro-
matic fractions used as absorption oils in absorbers. 48 Mist extractors are not of
much help for these services.

All of the allowable vapor velocity rates [Fig. 16-13 and Eq. (16-8)] pro-
duce about the same degree of fractionation. Note also that the rates

are based on the total free cross-sectional area of the tower and that
actual velocities in the immediate region of the.part of the plate covered
with caps is therefore higher. Linear velocity is altered so greatly by
various conditions of temperature and pressure that it is not of much use
for purposes of comparison. However, for estimating purposes Table
16-7 is helpful.

Table 16-7. Superficial Velocities in Towers

Pressure, Tray
Operation psia or spacing, tower velocity,

mm in. ft per sec

171b 22 2.6-3.3

401b 22 1.5-2.2
Pressure dist. rerun 20 lb 22 2.8-3.7°

25 lb 22 2.8-3.5
25 lb 22 2.8-3.9°

Pressed dist. rerun 60 mm 24 6.0-9.0

30 mm 30 9.0-12.0

90 mm 24 5.0-8.0

160 lb 18 2.2-2.8
Nat. gaso. absorber 501b 14 1.0-1.3

4001b 18 0.5-0.8

* Greatly dependent on quantity of steam.

Example 16-6. Diameter of Topping Tower. See Examples 16-1, 16-3, and 16-4.

The quantities and conditions will be taken from these examples. Density of vapor
at top of column (the reflux in the column is always hot reflux):

Lb gasoline (Example 16-1) 3,415
Lb internal or hot reflux (Example 16-3) 15,500
Lb steam (Example 16-4) 567

Total lb per hr 19 ,482
Total moles (Example 16-3) 203 .5

47 Hutchinson, A. J., Pet. Refiner, April, 1951, p. 119.
48 Schutt, H. C, Pet. Refiner, July, 1945, p. 93.
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At a pressure of 780 mm and a temperature of 287°F, the approximate volume at
the top of the tower is

Approx. volume 203.5 X 379 X
287

x||g - 107,600

Density ^ _ Jb_ _ 10,482

cu ft 107,600 " 0,181

Assume density of liquid pz, is 42.7 per cu ft or see Fig. 5-14.

w/a = K Vp.(pz. - p.)

p,(pl - p„) = 0.181(42.7 - 0.181) - 7.7

K at a tray spacing of 22 in. is about 735 (Fig. 16-13).

Mass velocity w/a = 735 V7i7 = 2,040

So ft area- ^=9.55
Diameters Vo^= 35 ft

This corresponds to a linear Velocity ofg^^g or 3.13 ft per sec

The actual tower (Examples 16-1 and 16-3) was 4 ft 6 in. in diameter (a factor of
safety of about 66 per cent), but it may never have worked at full capacity (date
1930).

»le 16-7. Diameter of Vacuum Tower. See Example 17-11. Trays at
30 in. Pressure at top, 30 mm. Top tower temperature, 490°F.

Material Lb Moles

Wax distillate and reflux.

.

106,000

12,000

1,400

331.0

49.6

78.0

^ oil....

Steam

119,400 459.0

Approx. volume 459 X 379 X || X 49Q +
Q

460 « 8,050,000 cu ft per hr

Density of vapor = 0.0148 = P,

Assume PL = 50 lb per cu ft (it can be computed from Fig. 5-14).

P,(pl - p„) = 0.0148(50 - 0.0148) = 0.74

The constant K for curve 5 of Fig. 16-13 is about 600. The
w/a = 516.

Cross-sectional area of tower - 119
'
400 = 231 sq ft

516

The diameter is 17.25 ft with no factor of safety. (The actual tower that was used
during 1929 for these conditions was 17 ft in diameter.) The linear velocity corre-
sponding to the foregoing is 9.7 ft per sec.
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The various perforated or bar-type plates have high capacities (see

curve 2, Fig. 16-13) and appear to produce the same efficiencies as bubble
or Kaskade plates. Of even greater importance, they are mechanically

very simple compared with bubble plates. In several designs, no down-
comers whatever are provided. Turbogrid trays fail to function properly

if the actual load is under about 40 per cent of the design load.

The centrifuge contactor49 developed by Podbielniak promises radical

improvements in our methods of conducting fractionation and other

countercurrent processes. In a bubble tower the separation of liquid and
vapor between each plate is effected by means of gravity, whereas in the

centrifuge contactor separation is facilitated by means of centrifugal

force.

Plate Efficiency. The most useful concept is simply the over-all effi-

ciency represented by the ratio of theoretical plates to actual plates

required for a particular separation, but other concepts involving the

effectiveness of heat transference on the plate, or the composition of the

actual overflow liquid with respect to what its composition would be had
a single equilibrium contact been attained, are sometimes useful. In

practice, the temperature of the vapor leaving the tray is higher than
that of the liquid, particularly at regions where the rate of change of com-
position is rapid. Actual commercial plates involve not one but a suc-

cession of contacts on each plate. It has been repeatedly shown 50,51 that

successive-contact plates can produce a greater change in composition

than a single equilibrium contact plate, and therefore apparent efficiencies

exceeding 100 per cent have been reported, 28 and efficiency computations
based on a single contact can theoretically attain even 300 per cent. 51

However, commercial columns seldom exhibit efficiencies52
""54 exceeding

100 per cent. The efficiency of low-pressure hydrocarbon absorbers

ranges from about 20 to 45 per cent, 53 high pressure (100 to 500 psia)

absorbers53 45 to 60 per cent, and petroleum, alcohol, and chemical frac-

tionating columns, 60 to 100 per cent, with many towers operating at

efficiencies over 80 per cent.

The most successful methods of correlating plate efficiency involve the

molal average viscosity52
-53 p in centipoises of the feedstock at the aver-

age tower temperature as in Eq. (16-10), which checks well52 with many
49 Podbielniak Industrial Research and Engineering Laboratories, Chicago.
60 Brewster, O. C, Oil Gas J., Apr. 3, 1930, p. 41.

" Lewis, W. K., Jr., Ind. Eng. Chem., 28, 399 (1936).
58 Drickamer and Bradford, Overall Plate Efficiency . . . Function of Viscosity,

Trans. A.I.Ck.E., 39, 319 (1943).

" O'Connell, H. E., Plate Efficiency . . . Columns and Absorbers, Trans. A.I.Ck.

E., 42, 741 (1946).
54 Brown and Lockhart, The Effect of Vapor Load on Plate Efficiency . . . , Trans.

A.I.Ch.E., 39, 63 (1943).
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commercial operations.

Efficiency = 0.17 - 0.616 log10 » (16-10)

In applying such an equation to multidraw towers handling a wide range
of products, it appears logical to consider each section of tower separately

In addition, the relative volatilities of the components have an effect 63

and this effect is introduced in Fig. 16-14. The relative volatility a of
the two key components is simply the ratio of the vapor pressure or equi-
ubnum-vaporization constant of the low-boiling component over that of

Values of a/i
i 6 g 10 e r 100

Values of'-for -^

Fro. 1&-14 Average over-all plate efficiencies of fractionators and absorbers as func-tions of relive volatility (or solubility) or viscosity. (O'Connell, tZTI.LcS.)
the high-boiling component. When dealing with mixtures rather than
two pure components, approximations are necessary. Absorbers behave
differently from fractionators, and the term ^ is used in which H is

the Henry's law constant-cu ft atm per lb-mole—and P is the total
pressure m atmospheres.

Highest efficiencies are attained at some optimum vapor velocity.
According to studies by Brown and Lockhart," the optimum velocity
occurs at about the velocities or the capacities found by Eq. (16-8) and
curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 16-13.

FUNDAMENTALS OF FRACTIONATION

1*11 I 1 4%

on two-component systems are not directly
applicable to the fractionation of petroleum-oil mixtures, a complete
understandmg of fractionation cannot be gained without studying them.
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Fractionation may be broadly defined as any method by which a liquid or

vapor mixture may be separated into individual components by vaporization or

condensation. The components may be pure compounds; or if the original

material is a complex mixture, the components may be products that are still

mixtures but whose distillation range is limited by the fractionation process. In

a more detailed way the various means of separation have been given special

names. Distillation is usually considered to refer to a complete operation in

which heating, vaporization, fractionation, condensation, and cooling are prac-

ticed. Dephlegmation is a particular kind of fractionation in which a vapor mix-

ture is separated into components by partial condensation. In this operation

Table 16-8. Equilibrium Data for Pentanb and Hexane

Tem-
pera-

ture, °F
C2H12,

Pi mm
C2H14,

P2 mm
760 - Pt Pi-Pt Xi mole

fraction

yl mole

fraction

97 760 238 522 522 1.0 760 1.0

100 800 255 504 545 0.925 740 0.975

105 895 280 480 615 0.78 698 0.92

110 960 325 435 635 0.685 657 0.865

120 1,160 396 364 764 0.477 554 0.73

130 1,350 478 282 872 0.323 436 0.575

135 1,460 530 230 930 0.248 359 0.476

140 1,600 580 180 1,020 0.176 282 0.371

145 1,750 638 122 1,112 0.109 191 0.252

150 1,900 700 60 1,200 0.050 95 0.125

154.4 2,010 740 20 1,270 0.0157 31.4 0.0414

156 2,150 760 0 1,300 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 Read from a chart which is slightly different from Fig. 5-27.

the vapor is progressively cooled, and successively lower and lower boiling con-

densates are collected. The condensate is relatively rich in high-boiling com-

ponents. At one time the term "dephlegmator" was used to designate any sort

of fractionating tower, but today the meaning of the term is usually restricted to

the use herein given. In a more restricted usage the term fractionation isused in

referring to a countercurrent operation in which a vapor mixture is repeatedly

brought in contact with liquids having nearly the same composition as the

respective vapors. The liquids are at their boiling points, and hence- part of the

vapor is condensed and part of the liquid is vaporized during each contact. By

a series of contact treatments the vapor finally becomes rich in low-boiling com-

ponents and the liquid becomes rich in high-boiling components. The terms

rectification and fractionation are used synonymously. Stabilization is a frac-

tionation operation conducted for the purpose of removing high-vapor-pressure

components. The plates above the feed point are called "rectifying plates,"

and all of them together are classified as the rectifying section of the column.

The plates below the feed are called the exhausting section. The plates below the
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squilibrium data must be available, or the engineer must compute such data from
known laws. Although Raoult's law is valid for only certain conditions, it is
about the only general relationship by which equilibrium data can be computed.
Thus, Eqs. (15-1) and (15-2) were used to compute the equilibrium data of
Table 16-8.

Two common forms of equilibrium diagrams are shown in Figs. 16-15 and
16-16. As an example, the vapor from a liquid having a composition of 0.3 mole
fraction of pentane contains 0.546 mole fraction of pentane. However, only a

I00°F.

0.975

£
I05.6°F.

0.92

(a)
' •1

l3f.5°F.
1

0.546
H6.5°F.

0.546

Heat-

T
BL5°K
0.3

Bottom
product

(b)

0.92- ?

Q782

D

Xfff.

0546- J

Bottoms product.
0.3

C f

1165°^

A f

0.92

0782

0546

Overheadproduct
0.9

-Heat

Fig. 16-17. Fundamentals of fractionation (see Figg. 16-15 and 16-16).

very small quantity of this composition of vapor can be produced, because the
liquid becomes less rich in pentane as vapor is formed. If the heating is con-
tinued, the liquid becomes less and less rich in pentane and finally, after all the ,

liquid is completely vaporized, the composition of the total vapor is the same as
that of the original liquid, or 0.3 mole fraction.

As an illustration, the hypothetical case of the fractionation of an infinitely
large quantity of liquid by a series of redistillations will be useful. Consider the
series of stills shown in Fig. 16-17a, and compare the compositions with the dotted
lines on Fig. 16-15. An infinite amount of liquid containing 0.3 mole fraction of
pentane is heated a fraction of a degree, and a small amount of a vapor containing
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0.546 mole fraction of pentane is evolved. This vapor is condensed by cooling

it with a liquid that has the same composition as the vapor; and as the liquid is

heated, it evolves a vapor having a composition of y = 0.782. By repeating

this operation several times, a vapor that is almost pure pentane is produced at

still D. The heating coils in the stills are really unnecessary because the vapor

within the coils is of the same composition as the liquid on the outside of the coils,

and hence the liquid and vapor can be mixed. The same change in composition

will result, and the exchange of heat will be much more effective. The bubble

tower shown in Fig. 16-176 is essentially the same as the series of stills except

that the liquid from each plate is allowed to flow continuously to the still or the

plate beneath. The compositions indicated in Fig. 16-17 are not practical ones

because only a small quantity of purified vapor can be produced, but exactly the

same principle is utilized in actual fractionating towers. In actual towers a finite

amount of vapor or product must be produced, and hence the vapor is not so rich

in pentane as indicated in Figs. 16-15 to 16-17- Thus more plates are required

in actual towers because of the less-rich vapor that is produced at each plate and
bubble plates may be required to produce an equilibrium. The

a cooling liquid (reflux), or it would soon

become dry. The vapor from the top plate is the final product; and hence the

reflux must be rich in pentane, or the vapor will be contaminated. Accordingly,

the overhead product (0.975) is used as the reflux medium. The reflux flows

down the column, but it changes composition from plate to plate so that all the

material that is originally put into the top of the column as reflux is vaporized

and returns to the product storage tank.

Theory of Fractionating Columns. The derivation of formulas describing two-

component fractionation involves the following assumptions: (1) the molal latent

heats of all materials are equal; (2) no reflux for cooling the overhead product

from the feed-plate temperature is provided.

The assumption of equal molal latent heats greatly simplifies the calculations.

If 1 mole of vapor (any composition) is condensed, the heat that is removed is

just sufficient to vaporize a mole of liquid (at its boiling point). Thus the num-
ber of moles of vapor that travel up the column is the same at any plate, provided

that the feed is introduced as a liquid at its boiling point. Likewise, the reflux

or overflow from plate to plate is a constant amount in each section of the tower

(see envelope II, Fig. 16-18) because the reflux is equal to the moles of vapor

minus the moles of product for the rectifying section and to moles of vapor plus

moles of waste for the exhausting section.

Material Balances. A number of envelopes enclosing parts of a fractionating

tower are shown in Fig. 16-18. The following symbols are used:

F m moles of liquid feed at its boiling point

P = moles of liquid product at its boiling point

B = moles of liquid residue product

R = moles of reflux, at its boiling point, at any plate above the feed plate (R'

below feed)

V molea of vapor at any plate above the feed plate (V below feed)

x = mole fraction of lower boiling component in liquid

y — mole fraction of lower boiling component in vapor
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Subscripts:

p - product from top

6 — residue product

/ - feed

n = any plate in rectifying section

n + 1 = plate above the nth plate

n — 1 = plate below the nth plate

t = top plate

/ — 1 = plate below the top plate

to - any plate in the exhausting sec-

tion

s m still

Envelope I encloses the entire tower

system and shows the relation between

the feed and the" products.

And for the low-boiling component:

Fx, = Bxh + Pxp

Envelopes II and IF show the relation

among the vapor, reflux, and moles of

overhead product:

and

Similar

are

V = P + R
Vyt = Pxp + Rxp (16-11)

for the. plates below the.

« = R' -B and

Fig. 16-18.

system.

V% = R'xa+1 - Bxb

'Bottom

[product

fractionation

The change in composition from plate to plate is shown by envelope III:

Vyn -f- Rxn = Vyn-i + Rxn+i

•RCr-M-i - xn) = V{yn - y^i)
R = yn — y„-i

V Xn+i — xn
D

also

(16-12)

R ,
y*-\ - y {Xn Xn+l) + Vn

Minimum Vaporization and Reflux. With minimum vaporization or reflux, an

infinite number of plates are required for the separation. Although this amount

of vaporization cannot be used commercially, it is the limiting condition upon

which practical vaporizations are based. The other extreme condition is the use

of an infinite amount of vaporization. For infinite vaporization a minimum num-

ber of plates is required to effect a separation. The minimum vaporization may
be computed as follows (envelope IV)

:

Vy, = Rxf+i + Pxp
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But at minimum vaporization an infinite number of plates are used and the
change m composition from plate to plate is very small. Hence xf+1 is equal to xt.

VMlDyf = RmiaXj -f Pxp
But ftnin - Vmla - P

Vmlayy - (7mIn -

V*h> » P(Xp -

or R^ m P(x* - Vf)

In practice, more reflux than the minimum is used. The relative values of
and y, can be found by the equilibrium relation for the compounds that are

being separated. The use of a basis of 1 lb-mole of product P simplifies the
computations.

y

Example 16-8. Number of Perfect Plates by Mathematical Method. A mixture of
pentane and hexane containing 0.6 mole fraction of pentane is to be fractionated at
atmospheric pressure to produce a product containing 0.95 mole fraction of pentane
1he feed is at its boiling point. Use twice the minimum reflux.
How many theoretically perfect plates are required to get the separation?

Basis: 1 mole of product [see Eq. (16-14)].

y/ = 0.82 (Fig. 16-16)

7? • - x» - Vf - 0.82 _
'

*-"£^5 - 082^60 = 0 59

Actual reflux:

R » 2 X 0.59 « 1.18 moles
V = 1.18 + 1 = 2.18 moles [see Eq. (16-11)]
R 1.18

V
=
2A8

= 0541

Considering the top plate [see Eq. (16-12)]:

— = Vt ~
* Xp — Xt

For this plate,

yt = xp

Also xt in equilibrium with yt (0.95) is 0.86 (Fig. 16-16).

0541 ~Wt^m M-««i
For the t - 1 plate,

V--x^±T 0.901

ar,_i - 0.745 (Fig. 16-16)

n -., 0.901 - y,_2
°-Ml " 0.86 - 0.745 - a839

The liquid flowing from this plate has a composition of 0.625. Obviously only a

Esz&sxgr

"

required to the

t

Graphical Method. If infinite reflux is used, the composition of the vapor leav-
ing the plate and the liquid arriving at the plate is the same, that is, yn = Xn+l ,
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= in+j, etc. At each plate the composition of the vapor and that of the
liquid are related to each other by the equilibrium relation shown in Fig. 16-16.
The equilibrium relation is plotted in Fig. 16-19 and also a 45-deg line whose equa-
tion is x = y. The 45-deg line is the operating line for the condition of infinite
reflux. The operating line relates the composition of the vapor leaving the plate
and the composition of the liquid entering the plate. For conditions other than
infinite reflux, the liquid composition x does not equal y and the operating line is

less steep than a 45-deg line. The equation of the operating line may be formu-
lated as follows: At the top plate when producing 1 mole of product,

But yt = xv

B _ Vt-i - yt

V xt
- x, .

R = y<-i - xp
V xt -xp

R
f£-i ~ zP = y(xt

- xp)

R , Vyt-l^y(Xt-Xp)+yXp

But V = R + P
„ R(xt - Xp) + (R + P)Xp \R P
y*-i= y —^ =

v Xt + V x» (16-15a)

or =jxn + j Xp (16-156)

This is an equation of a straight line having a slope of R/V arid having an inter-
cept on the y axis of (P/V)xp. Since the operating line extends from (xp, yp) to
the intercept, the line can also be drawn without using the slope.

Example 16
;
9. Number of Plates by Graphical Method. Example 16-8 will be

repeated using the graphical method.
The y intercept of the operating line is

P 1

V Xp =
2A&

X 0 95 = 0 435
lsee E(l- WUteft

The operating line is drawn through the intercept y = 0.435, x = 0, and through
the point Xp, yt (0.95) (Fig. 16-19). The number of plates can then be ascertained by
drawing horizontal and vertical lines as shown in Fig. 16-19. Each point on the equi-
librium curve indicates one theoretical plate. Thus about 3H perfect plates are
required (see Example 16-8) for the rectifying section.
The dotted lines indicate the number of plates required at infinite reflux. The oper-

ating line for infinite reflux is the 45-deg line. Only a little more than two plates are
required if infinite reflux is used.

Exhausting Section. The number of plates required in the exhausting section
in order to separate a particular bottoms product can be formulated in exactly the
same manner as for the rectifying section. However, the computation by graph-
ical methods can be simplified by noting that the exhausting operating line passes
through the point A (Fig. 16-19) and through point B. Hence the easiest way to
handle the exhausting section is to determine and draw the rectifying operating
line and then draw the exhausting line. The equation of the exhausting operating
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line (AB on Pig. 16-19) is

Rm+lZm+l _ BXb = _ Bxb

Example 16-10. Graphical Method for Number of Plates if Feed Is at Center of
Column. Examples 16-8 and 16-9 will be continued for a column that is to produce
a bottoms product Xb - 0.05 as well as a top product xP = 0.95.

§ 0.5

tj(M3f
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o
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Fig. 16-19. McCabe-Thiele diagram for pentane-hexane (Example 16-9).

j operating line is drawn as indicated above. The stepwise procedure
is continued past the feed composition until the liquid has a composition of 0.05 or less
(see Fig. 16-19). About nine perfect plates are required.

If the plate efficiency is 60 per. cent,

Actual plates = || - 14.7

Ponchon Method. A weakness of the McCabe-Thiele method, as out-
lined heretofore, is the fact that the transfer of heat is not directly intro-
duced. Heat must be transferred on each plate, reboiler heat must be
supplied at the base of the fractionator, and cooling by reflux must be
accomplished at the top. The method devised by Ponchon" does not
ignore these relationships, and although space is not available for an
explanation of the Ponchon method, Example 16-11 will indicate its gen-
eral usefulness.

M Ponchon, M., Tech. mod., 13, 20 (1921).
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Example 16-11. Solution by Graphical Ponchon Method. The same problem as

that explored in Examples 16-8 to 16-10 will be solved by the Ponchon method.
The total heat contents of liquid and vaporized pentane, and the same for hexane,

are plotted at zero and 100 mole fraction of pentane (Fig. 16-20). The enthalpies

(Btu per lb) are:

Boiling point Vapor Liquid

155. 7°F

96.7°F

325

305

180

150Pentane

The enthalpies of hydrocarbon mixtures are usually straight lines as shown in Fig.

16-20, but for nonideal systems the lines may be curved.

Dashed lines connecting vapor and liquid are the equilibrium compositions of

Fig. 16-15 or 16-16. For the condition of minimum reflux, the composition of the

vapor leaving the feed plate is in equilibrium with the feed liquid which contains

0.6 mole fraction pentane, i.e., 0.817. This is shown as a dotted line leading to an
overhead (xv or yp ) composition of 0.95, and this indicates that 405 to 305 Btu per lb

of product must be withdrawn as (minimum) reflux heat. Twice the minimum is

actually employed, and hence heat is present in the reflux in the amount of 505 Btu
per lb (point marked yp&). A total of 200 Btu per lb of product must be removed
at the top of the tower, and the condenser must also handle the product making a
total of 355 Btu per lb. A line leading from this point (500 Btu per lb) through the

saturated liquid feed composition of 0.6 and on to xbA (located at the bottoms composi-
tion) indicates the lack of heat at the reboiler or base of the fractionator. This is

negative to the extent of 380 Btu per lb of bottom product and accordingly, 380 plus

178 or 558 Btu per lb must be introduced into the bottom product to heat and reboil

the bottom of the column.

The number of plates required, or the heat exchanged on each plate, is obtained by
a step-wise operation. The liquid composition (0.86 from Fig. 16-16) in equilibrium

with the composition of the top product (0.95) is connected with a dashed line. This

point is then connected with the yp* point obtaining the vapor composition yr-i at

the (T - 1) plate. Such operations are continued until the feed composition is

passed, whereupon the other or Xb& turning point is used. Continuing as before, it

appears that 8.9 theoretical trays are adequate.

FRACTIONATION OF COMPLEX MIXTURES

Although the process of fractionating complex mixtures can be outlined

mathematically for certain simplified situations, the practical application

of such computations is not satisfactory because vapor-liquid equilibrium

data are inadequate, because human patience is tried to the point of fre-

quent errors by the laboriousness of the computations, and because the

assumption of equal molal latent heats should not be made for wide-boil-

ing-range mixtures. The first data that must be had are the compositions

cannot be wisely selected by the designer because they are fixed by the
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Mcbonation attained in a system that has yet to be designed. Onlywhen the fractionation is to be so complete that only two of th, ™Z
JETS? found in both the overhe*d- Sd^X

opt reasonable terminal compositions. If at the end of the laborious
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computations it is found that the splii of each component between the top
and bottoms products is incorrect, a new assumption as to terminal com-
positions must be made and the entire computation must be repeated
almost ad infinitum.

Each component in the mixture behaves independently of the others
except as the equilibrium constants may be altered by the presence of
other components, and for a known reflux ratio an operating equation
[Eqs. (16-15a) and (16-16)] can be computed for each component. A
plate-by-plate computation can then be undertaken starting at the bot-
tom by assuming a plate temperature and checking by new assumptions
until the summation of Mz [Eq. (15-5)] equals 1.0. The value of x for
each component on the next tray can then be computed by use of the
operating-line equations [Eqs. (16-15a) and (16-16)]. Similarly, a plate-
by-plate computation starting at the top and summing y's/K's is con-
ducted until at some plate the composition found is the same as one
found when starting from the bottom. If the assumed terminal compo-
sitions are not perfect, a perfect matching of composition at some inter-
mediate plate is never found and new terminal compositions must be
assumed.

Example 16-12. Three-component Fractionation. A feedstock contains 50 30
and 20 mole per cent of pentane (A), hexane (B), and heptane (Q. It is desired to"
produce an overhead product that contains only 0.5 mole per cent hexane and a bot-
toms product that contains only 1 per cent pentane. The reflux ratio is to be 4 and
the pressure 1 atm. The feed is preheated to its bubble point, and it is introduced at
a plate which is at the same temperature.
By a pentane material balance based on 100 moles feed, P moles of overhead and B

moles of bottoms are produced.

50 - P;a + Bm
At xPA - 0.995

50 = 99.5 - 0.985 B - 50.25
P = 100 - 50.25 - 49.75

The terminal compositions are

(100 - B)xPA + 0.01B

Feed,

moles

Overhead Bottoms

Moles Fraction Moles Fraction

Pentane (A)

Heptane (C)..., ..

50

30

20

49.50

0.25

0.0

0.995

0.005

• • •

0.50

29.75

20.0

0.010

0.592

0.398
100 49.75 1.000 50.25 1.000

The computations must be started at the bottom because only the bottoms product
shows heptane, whereas it was assumed that heptane in the overhead was negligible.
The overhead actually contains about 0.000000? mole fraction heptane, and no one
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could estimate this composition accurately enough on the first trial to arrive finally
at a reasonable bottom composition.

R = 4 X 49.75 = 199

V - V - 49.75 + = 248.75

and for plates below the feed when the feed is at its bubble point

R' = 199 + 100 - 299

The operating-line equation [Eq. (16-16)] for plates below the feed is

ym
299

m 50.25
Xm~l -"24876**

R' B
Y Xm+ 1 ~ y Xb =

the composition of the vapor from a tray (yA) is related to the liquid
on the tray above (xA) as follows:

For hexane

For heptane

Va =- 1.202*4 - 0.00202

yB = 1.202a* - 0.1195

yc = 1.202x0 - 0.0805

The composition of the vapor leaving the bottom of the column is computed [Eq.
(15-5)] from the composition of the bottoms product by assuming a temperature,
obtaining values of K'a (or vapor pressures), and computing the VKx. At the right
temperature (169°F) the summation is equal to 1.0.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

x, K'a at 169°F Kx'a or y, y* xt+l or xi

c7

0.010

0.592

0.398

3.4

1.28

0.51

0.034

0.759

0.203

0.034

0.762

0.204

0.030

0.7315

0.2365

0.996 1.000

In column (5) the summation of column (4) was made to equal 1.0 by inspection. The
*•+* terms ln column (6) were computed from the values of y. in column (5) using the
three exhausting operating-line equations as indicated here for heptane:

0.

xc

1.202% - 0.0805

1.2023c - 0.0805

0.2845
X'+1 " *' =

T202 0.2365

The same procedure is followed up to plate 4, which indicates a liquid composition
somewhat the same as the feed composition. Above the feed plate the computations
are the same except that rectifying operating-line equations [Eq. (16-15a)] are used to
step from plate to plate. The compositions on the plates are shown in Table 16-9.
Note that the top product actually contains about 0.00000083 mole fraction heptane-

T£j^L
&h0 that

'
had the comPutations been started at the top of the column, the

0.00000083 would have to be assumed by the designer.
There is no perfect place to introduce the feed. If the feed is introduced on the

fourth or fifth plate, much of the hexane contained in it (20 per cent) will be retained
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on the plates below the feed plate when the fractionator is first operated. This
brings the composition closer to x< or «„ in fact close enough to permit the lower trays
to produce the bottom composition All available information indicates that the
disturbance caused by introduction of the feed material does not significantly change
the number of plates required.

B

Table 16-9. Plate Compositions Found in Example 16-12

Temp,
°F

169 160 153 143 132 121 109 102 99 98 97

X, *t X\ Xt Xt xt X-l Xt Xt no

Ct

Ct
c,

0.010

0.592
0.398

0.031

0.732
0.237

0.076

0.772

0.152

0.170

0.716

0.114

0.322

0.582

0.096

0.501

0.414

0.085

0.713

0.268

0.019

0.863
0.134

0.003

0.942

0.058
0.976

0.024
0.9924918

0.0075000

0.0000082

V- yi yt Vl V* Vt V* yi Vi v» Vi*

Ci
c,

Ct

0.034
0.762

0.204

0.090
0.808

0.102

0.203

0.741

.0.056

0:386

0.579

0.035

0.601

0.377

0.022

0.770
0.215

0.015

0.889

0.108

0.003

0.952
0.048

0.980

0.020

• • • > • 1

0.993

0.007
0.99763917
0.00236000

0.00000083

wir k- \J
ucisigxiei glioma never

iook upon nis computations, no matter how complicated they may be, as
the exact way that the tower will operate. However, the general rela-
tionship among, such variables as amount of reflux, number of plates,
purity of products, etc., is important and useful.
When applied to wide-boiling-range mixtures such as the customary

refinery products (and natural gasoline) the following general facts
become apparent.

Amount of reflux has little effect on the degree of fractionation or
purity of products if normally large reflux ratios (4 : 1 in topping plants or
»:1 in stabilizers) are employed and if a normal number of plates (5
between cuts in topping plants or 20 in stabilizers) are used. 66-" These
amounts of reflux are almost equivalent in effect to infinite reflux, and
hence the composition of the overhead product can be computed by the
simple relations!)*" *~ ^n- /*« *™

is given on page

U4 vvuucbu proauct can oe computed by the
shown in Eq. (16-17). The meaning of the symbols
Q

100C - 108!

9 +
or 2/i

100C - wz

g +
(16-17)

2 • • • Kn
» Nelson, W. L., Effect of Reflux on Fractionation, Oil Gas J., Aug 18 1938 d 58

oct.«3h£m
Natural Gaao - stabiIizer Frac"* Sftfit
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As illustrations, the computed compositions of overhead products by
Eq. (16-17) are compared in the following tabulation with the actual
plant" product, and Fig. 16-21" indicates the distillation curves of prod-
ucts from a topping plant operating with different amounts of reflux.

Percentage of components

Component
Using true

reflux

Assuming
» reflux

2.58 2.56 2.58
CtHa 13.35 13,34 13.68

78.20 78.46 79.20
5.27 5.45 4.40
0.35 0.19 0.14

iCaH,, 0.25* Trace Trace

* Analysis in error.

The check on plant operation is not perfect, but the relationship is

so complicated if infinite reflux is not assumed that computations are
scarcely practical.

1 1 _
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage Distilled

Fig. 16-21. True-boiling-point distillation curves of gasolines produced in a four-plate
tower using various reflux ratios. Note the curve for infinite reflux and infinite
plates. (Oil Gas J.)

The separation of hydrocarbons from one another to produce commer-
cial purities of 95 per cent or more requires many plates. Table 16-10
indicates the approximate reflux ratios required with 20, 30, 50, and 00

plates.

M Nelson, W. L., Effect of Fractionation on Yield, (HI Gas J., Oct. 6, 1938, p. 56.
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Table 16-10. Common Reflux Ratios for Hydbocarbon Columns

•

Relative

vola-

Reflux ratios when using
these numbers of plates

tility
20 30 50 SO

Ethane from propane.

.

2.5

2.3

2.0

1.3

1.2

2.5

2.9

3.8

• • *

> >

1.6

l.S

2.5

1.0
n-Butane from isopentane.

• • • •

Propane from isobutane. .

.

2.0

6.3

23.0

1.2

1.6

4.0

6.0

Isobutane from ^butane
Isopentane from n-pentane

• m

Fractionating towers must operate between two impractical extremes.
In one of these the reflux is the minimum that can be used and an infi-
nite number of plates is required, and in the other an infinite amount of
reflux is used and a minimum number of plates is required. In practice
the engineer must decide whether it pays to purchase a large number of
plates or to operate at a higher daily operating cost. The cost of reflux
consists of three items: (1) heat to generate the vapor, (2) water or refrig-
eration to condense the reflux, and (3) cost for extra tower diameter. To
compute the entire range of possibilities is a long task, and accordingly,
for two-component systems, the tower computations can be considerably
shortened"* by the use of Table 1(3-11. This shows the average behavior
of many systems between the limits of infinite reflux and minimum plates.

Table 16-11. Plates vebsus Vapor Rates'1

N/Nm v/vm 1 N/Nn v/v„

1.3 2.15
!

2.0 1.20
• 1.4 1.90

1

2.5 1.07
1.5 1.66 3.0 1.03
1.6 1.50 5.0 1.001
1.7 1.38 7.0 1.000
1.8 1.3 00 1.000

- Donnell and Cooper, Plates vs. Vapor Rates . . . , Chem. Eng., June, 1950, p. 121

Thus, one has only to compute these two extreme conditions and by work-
ing with the ratios of actual vapor (V) to minimum vapor {Vm) and tho
corresponding ratio for number of plates (Table 16-11), the entireeconomic
range of reflux and plates can be explored in a few hours. Each system
behaves a little differently, but Table 16-11 enables the establishment

"Donnell and Cooper, Plates vs. Vapor Rates . . . , Chem. Eng., June, 1950,
P. l£tm
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of economic balance, and then if more detail is advisable, only a few
cases m and about the economic range need be computed.

™ tlT9r
18
"i
3

*
NUmbCr

°f PkteS VerSUS Reflux
'

In Exai»Ple 16-10 a refluxratxo of 2 tunes the muumum was used, and the number of plates required was about 9

£JJ !r
Unt8

°
f r6flUX^ 16'U) ^ i8 necessa^ t0 c™ the minimi

reflux and the minimum number of plates.
""*um

Fi^^lrflT VTTiT™ * 6aSiIy determined ^ constructing a line onFig. 16-19 through (xP yp) = 0.95 and the feed composition (0.6) on the equilibriumhue. This imhcates that Xp/V for minimum reflux has a value of about 0 59wScorresponds to a mimmum vaporization or reflux of 1.61 moles per mole overhead

Tsee: doL Kn^T^T ^u*'
°f ***** CaQ be Stepped °ff as started °* Fig. 16-19(see dotted lines) and the number of plates is about 5.8. In Example 16-10, the num-

iV tt!3?^5 «
8-8

'^ thiS mak6S a ratio ofW- ^-1 to 8.8/5 8 orW ^ ?I 1',°
TaWe 16_11

'
a refluX ratio of about I-6 (rather than 2.0) would

^rV01
T!,

materialS
-

ThuS Pentane "* hexa^ ^udied We do

nlhr f

y
»

C

t

W
^

behavi0r 0f Table The approbate

Example iS^^^ffi2£ «- - of

V/V„

2.15

1.9

1.66

1.3

1.07

1.001

1.0

Actual vaporization No. of plates

2.15 X 1.61 = 3.46 13 X5.8 - 7.5
3.06 8.1
2.67 8.7
2.09 10.4
1.72 14.5
1.61+ 29.0
1.61
•

00

Number of plates has a vital effect on the end point of the product

about Io'fT
6 *"? (

l
0PPhig^^ differenCG in end P°int *about 10 F if normal reflux ratios are employed. More than 10 plates

(topping plants) have little effect on the degree of fractionation "
In gasoline stabilizers the situation is net clear. Ten plates fail to sepante propane from the gasoline or recover all isopentane, even at infinite

reflux, but the use of more than 40 plates does not appear to be justified
for any regular operations. 61

Experience of the Standard Oil Development Company in its commer-
cial multidraw towers is disclosed by J. W. Packie' as shown in Fig. 16-22
lor overhead and highest side-stream products. Dotted lines indicate

fill^r
m

. . ,

Wh(
f J

us
L
mg maximum amounts of steam. Degree of frac-

ZT^T^?tu d
,

hy
u
hC gaPPing °r overlaPPmg of the 95 per cent

point (ASTM) of the low-boilirig product and the 5 per cent point of the

^
^Nelson, W. L., Effect of Varying Number of Plates, Oil Gas Sept. 15, 1938,

" Nelson, W. L., General Application and Summary, Oil Gas J., Dec. 15, 1938, p. 46.
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higher-boiling product. Reflux ratio times number of plates is obviously

not a generally useful basis for gaging the degree of fractionation; but,

for the limited ranges of reflux ratio and of numbers of plates encountered

in heavy-oil towers, it is satisfactory.

Since Packie's 1941 work, 5 the behavior of catalytic cracking unit frac-

tionators has been studied in the same manner. 62 Only the dashed steam-

stripped lines of Fig. 16-5& could be compared, but it was found that the

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Fractionation: 57o minus "^Distillation Points

*Note: Reflux ratio = gals, hot overflow/ total gals,

product vapors entering top plate

Fig. 16-22. Gap and overlap of top and side-stream products from topping towers.

(Packie, Trans. A.I.Ch.E.) See discussion for. application to cracking-plant frac-

tionators. 1. For overhead and top stream only. 2. Solid curves for no steam.

Dotted curves for the maximum stripping steam generally used. 3. Numbers on

curves represent degrees Fahrenheit difference in 50 per cent distillation points of the

overhead and top side-stream products.

100 and 150°F (difference in ASTM 50 per cent points) lines were the

same as shown in Fig. 16-22, whereas the lines for differences of 200 and

250°F were located to the left (Fig. 16-22) by about 8 to 20°F, indicating

poorer fractionation in cracking plant fractionators. Houghland 62 found

it necessary to work with butane-free products because of the very large

amounts of butane and gases associated with the overhead product.

" Houghland et al., Oil Gas J., July 26, 1954, p. 198.
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With respect to the degree of separation of side-stream products thev«nearly substantiate an early Packie' chart and were abTtot'tetd itdownward to lower F factors (product of reflux ratio and numoer oplates) as shown" m Fig. 16-23. The solid lines of Fig. lo-^or essthan 01 b steam per gal of heavy product can also be used accS
to Packie s data for producte which have not been stripped with steam

SO -40

.Less than O.Ipounds of steam per
gallon of heavyproduct

01 or greater,pounds ofsteam per
gallon of heavyproduct

1

' ' -1— I Ji||
40 60-20 O 20

ASTM 5%-95% gap, W
^f^d^^f^Ah^^^ side-stream products of topping
cracking-plant fraTt^ *** »* the ^-ed product of

2K^rt^^^ " Kg
'
16-23 means a11 °f *• prod-

Howeve whTZLf
a ^r°Ugh the toP *V « the section.

ucrZ'£ Flg
-
16"23 t0 toPP5ng tow<* side-stream prod-uct^ the difference between the plain 50 per cent boiling points of the
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When using reflux ratios of 4 or 5, the gapping or overlapping of sol-
vent or naphtha products is about as shown 63 in Fig. 16-24. The pro-
duction of only one finished product per tower (or one tower less than
the total number of products) is contemplated in using Fig. 16-24.

o

o 6-8
31-45

NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PLATES
12-16 19-23 25-35

APPROX. NUMBER OF ACTUAL PLATES

^S"ut
24

'
GaP

J
and overlaP of Products from solvent fracticnatora when only tooand bottom products are produced. (Oil Gas J.)

5 P

Plate efficiency appears always to exceed 75 per cent and is often close
to 100 per cent. It is suggested that an efficiency of 80 per cent is a rea-
sonably safe design value.

The selection of plate temperatures is the most unsatisfactory part of
the design method suggested below. Intermediate plate temperatures
are not of vital significance, but the temperatures at. the plates at which
products are withdrawn or feeds are admitted must be computed with
great care. 61

« Nelson, W. L., Fractionation for Solvents, Oil Gas J., Oct. 20, 1945, p. 161.
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Theory of Fractionation. The complicated behavior of complex mixtures
requires the use of many symbols and several new concepts (see Fig. 16-25)."

R = moles internal (or hot) reflux at top, based on a heat balance and
including no reflux for the plates below the first side-draw plate

eR = moles actual reflux as a fraction of R, includes excess reflux that flows
from the base of the column to other plates that lie below the first side-
draw plate

n = plate number, counting from top

a = total number of plates between two products being separated
D = moles overhead product

6 = reflux ratio = eR/D
0 = moles overflow liquid or reflux at any point
V = moles vapor at any point

x = mole percentage of fraction being considered, liquids

y = moles percentage of fraction being considered, Vapors
P = vapor pressure of fraction

v = total pressure (abs) of system, same units as P
K = y/x = P/ir = equilibrium constant

m = molecular weight of fraction

mp = molecular weight of overhead or top product
nin+t = molecular weight of bottoms product (n + 1 plate) of tower section

studied

d = density of fraction (liquid at 60°F)
dp = density of overhead product (liquid at 60°F)

dn+i = density of (n + 1) material

yi = mole percentage of fraction in overhead product
Y\ = liquid volume percentage of fraction in overhead product

*ym = mole percentage of fraction in bottoms product of tower section studied
liquid volume percentage of fraction in bottoms product of tower sec-
tion studied

J m a constant by which the ratio of mole percentages is multiplied to con-
vert the ratio to a basis of liquid volume percentage

/ = mpdn+i/m^dp
C = liquid volume percentage of fractior in feedstock

g = percentage of top product based on feedstock
h = percentage of bottoms product based on feedstock

wz = product of percentage and composition of fractions that leave a multi-
product tower system in other products than the two that are being
studied

Each pair of two products with the plates between them is considered as a sepa-
rate fractionating tower or section and will be so handled throughout this entire
discussion. Reflux in a complex-mixture column decreases from plate to plate
by an amount equal to R divided by a, as indicated in Fig. 16-25. Thus, the reflux
consists of two parts, a quantity R, which disappears entirely in the column, and
« Nelson and Roland, Ind. Eng. Chem., 30, 730
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an excess reflux related to e, which flows through the column in undiminished
amount and may be considered as reflux for the sections or fractionating columns
that are below the one being studied. The reflux at any or the nth plate is

0,
a >*> 0 -

1) (16-18)

Other relationships and a derivation of the final equations that will be presented
later may be found in original references,^«bM«M*-M but they are too long to be

If the tower products are liquids, mole percentage is converted to a liquid per-
centage basis by means of the constant J and equilibrium constants. Thus, for

eR

-fxcess

Top
co/umn

, \\^lst.sjde
f product

Reflux for
lowercolumn

£ eR reflux

Dplus
externalreflux

External

(e-l)R

1st side
product

Fig. 16-25. Reflux conditions in the top section of a multiproduct fractionating tower.

relating vapor concentrations at the top and bottom of a tower section, the rela-
tion is

(16-19)

whereas for relating a vapor at the top to the liquid flowing from the base of the
tower section

^"+1 ( J \ _ Xn+i

Vi MB**/ ~
yi

W) '-Yt
Or for an intermediate tower section in which both the top and bottom products

(J)
Xn+l

(16-20)

are withdrawn as liquids (as in separating kerosene from gas oil in a topping
tower), the relation is

The composition of the feed is related to the composition of the products by a
material balance. For a tower section producing a vapor product at the top and
a liquid product at the bottom:

100C = gYi + hXn+i + wiZl + + • • (16-22)

The sum of the WiZh w&t, etc., terms are combined in Eq. (16-23) as wz.

« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., July 21, 1938, p. 41; Aug. 4, 1938, p. 44; Oct. 27, 1938,
p. 178; and Nov. 10, 1938, p. 44.

68 Nelson, W. L., Intermediate Towers, Oil Gas J., Dec. 1, 1938, p. 40.
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" 100C - WZ
'

(hJ/K»+l)(ya+1/yi) + g
(16-23)

Overheadproduct

XT
i

—

. ,
- - *wn below the line is related to reflux, num-

ber of plates, temperature, and pressure (equilibrium constants) as indicated in
Eqs. (16-24) to (16-29), which could have been written as a general but very
complicated form. Rather than confuse the presentation, it appeared best to
let the reader devise additional equations by inspection of those given and not
present a confusing general equation.

Intermediate towers, which are defined as
those from which both bottom and top prod-
ucts are withdrawn as liquids, are indicated in
Fig. 16-26. The study of such towers is com-
plicated by the fact that the reflux (XBj does
not have the same composition as the overhead
(liquid) product and in fact is intermediate in
composition between Yx and Xt, Perhaps the
best approach is to use the equations that Y, J

have already been given, which assume that
a* — Yi> because these equations are more
simple than others; but as an illustration of the
relationship ifXa is assumed to be equal to Xt,
Eq. (16-29) for a three-plate tower is also pre-
sented. Note that this is far more compli-
cated than Eq. (16-25), which is also for a
three-plate tower. Additional relations for
swo- and four-plate towers are given in the
original references. 66

All the preceding equations are very com-
plicated, and hence in many instances the use
of Eq. (16-17) for infinite reflux may bejustified Feed

I Yl'fieflux,

Top product
(kerosene)

j]
*4

>
i Wottornproduct
LJ

- (gas oil)

-—

i

100C - wz

9 + hJ
Fig. 16-26. Diagram of an inter-
mediate tower section of four

{Oil Gas J.)

The use of this equation gives nearly the same results as the more compn
equations if the reflux quantity is as large as that normally used commercially and
if a normal number of trays is employed. Another powerful reason for using
Jm. (16-17) is the fact that equilibrium constants (K's) are not dependable when
applied to complex mixtures and hence great expenditure of energy in using the
more rigorous equations may not be justified. The infinite reflux equation should
not be used for those intermediate towers which lie just above the feed plate
because such towers operate with very little reflux.

In two-component fractionation studies the term "minimum reflux" is em
ployed as the amount of reflux below which no increase in the number of plates"'SIS8 tlw separation of the desired product. Although

s, in that a particular boiling range
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of product cannot be produced unless a certain amount of reflux is employed the
situation of minimum reflux is not clear for practical purposes because the com-
position of the overhead product cannot be accurately defined. Thus, if the
spread m temperature between the 90 and 99 per cent point is fixed, a certain
minimum reflux is necessary; whereas if another difference in temperature between
the 90 and 99 per cent points is permitted, another minimum reflux will be
required. One situation, however, is completely clear; i.e., the least reflux that
can be employed must always be more than for a value of e - 1. This means
that in all situations the actual reflux eR must be greater than the reflux R that is
demanded by a heat balance. At lower quantities of reflux, no liquid would over-
flow from the base of the column into lower intermediate columns, an(3 hence any
material that once found its way into the column as a vapor would of necessity
be found in the two products from the column because no other outlet exists. Inmany instances the intermediate section of column situated just above the feed
plate of a multiple-draw column operates with just slightly more reflux than that
required by least reflux.

Application of Fractionation Equations. In applying the fractionation
equations a number of factors prove to be confusing. Fractionation
computations are based primarily on the moles of the various products
undergoing separation and their vapor pressures, and hence a true-boil-
lng-point distillation curve of the feed must be available. The distilla-
tion curves obtained by the computation are also true-boiling-point
curves. Exact correlations of true-boiling-point vs. ASTM curves are
not available, particularly for the low-boiling end of the distillations, but
Fig 4-18 and Table 4-8 are reasonably satisfactory. The segmental cor-
relation method of Edmister and Pollock" does not appear to be satis-
factory except when applied to very low-boiling materials, but in some
instances the method of R. L. Geddes68 has been useful.

Yields must be estimated as a preliminary step in the computations.
These can be determined by the general methods outlined in Chap. 4 but
it should be recalled that maximum yields cannot be obtained (perfect
fractionation) unless an infinite number of trays and infinite reflux are
employed. Thus, the plant yields will be slightly different from those
determined m Chap. 4r-a slightly lower yield of top product and differ-
ent yields of intermediate products because of the overlap of the products.

After the yields are determined, the temperatures in the tower must be
computed or estimated by the methods outlined in the early parts of this
chapter and the general theory outlined in Chap. 15. In heavy-oil
towers the temperatures on the plates that lie between the plates from
which products are withdrawn can be estimated with relative ease and
accuracyjDut in gasoline stabilizers and other operations requiring a large

In general, the plate temperature changes most rapidly at o/nef^the
" Ckem. Eng. Progr., 44, 905 (1948).
« Ind. Eng. Chem^ 33, 795 (1941).
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plates from which products are being withdrawn. The feed plate does not

molest the temperature gradient greatly unless the feed is introduced at

the wrong point in the column—and this situation is almost unavoidable

in most multiple-draw columns. In general, the smaller the amount of

reflux the greater the change in temperature at or near the withdrawal

plates.

The questionable accuracy of the equilibrium constants that are avail-

able makes it necessary to look upon the fractionation equations as a

method of studying the relation of variables such as amount of reflux

and number of plates rather than as a means of designing specific frac-

tionation systems. This means that for most purposes the somewhat

simple equation for infinite reflux [Eq. (16-17)] may be used rather than

the more complicated equations.

Example 16-14. Fractionation of Gasoline and Kerosene. The crude oil shown in

Fig. 16-27 is to be fractionated into gasoline, kerosene, and other products. The top

five plates of the tower, which separate gasoline from kerosene, operate at an equiva-

lent pressure of 1,000 mm including the partial-pressure reduction of steam. The
gasoline is to have an end point of about 380°F, and the kerosene is to have a gravity

of 46 API.

By perfect fractionation the yield of gasoline would be about 30.5 per cent and the

yield of kerosene about 20. per cent. However, as a result of the overlap required to

produce a kerosene of suitable properties, the yields are assumed to be as follows:

Gasoline 26 .0 per cent 62 API
Kerosene 23.5 per cent 46 API

Total , . 49 .5 per cent

These yields will be checked in the computations that follow; and should they be

found to be incorrect, it will be necessary to make new assumptions and repeat all the

computations.

The five actual plates will behave as about four theoretically perfect plates if the

plate efficiency is assumed to be 80 per cent. In order to facilitate the computations,

the infinite reflux equation [Eq. (16-17)] will be employed, but at the end of the exam-
ple, the manner of using Eq. (16-26), which applies to any amount of reflux, will be

indicated.

Fit ~ im
-J* \ (16-17)

... g +

The yield of gasoline is g, or 26, and of kerosene is h, or 23.5. The value 6i J must be
computed by recourse to Fig. 5-9 and densities

_ rryU _ 115 X 0.797 _ ^
m4v 193 X 0.731

= °^

If we are interested only in getting the composition of the gasoline and of the front end

of the kerosene, the wz term (or terms) can be neglected because essentially none of the

hydrocarbons in the gasoline and low kerosene will be lost into heavier products such

as gas oil. By inserting known values, the equation simplifies to

: w * •' 100C - 0
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^^^^^^^^^^ *-*m*m
(3) Table 16-12. The values of A, as shown in columns (5), (6), (7), and (8) of

20 SO 40 SO 60 70 60 90 WO
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 16-27. Typical paraffin-base crude oil.

Table 16-12, can be read from Fies. 5-27 or 15-4 and I*.* w :* • c ,

oi torn chapter, the plate temperatures are found to be about as follows:

Plate number °F
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1 *
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360

400
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total would have been dtn^fa SSTSI^tt^ZSiIff*
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(13) m the first two numbers, i.e., 27.3 and 35 3

corrected in column

mSJSEftSS?^* oan be dis-

ien almost exactly 100. The <

iions, and hence the error of 0.,
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The separation found in Fig. 16-28 checks reasonably well with Fig. 16-22 for

plates and a reflux of 6.6 (see below).

Equation for Actual Reflux. Had Eq. (16-26) been used, it would have been neces-

sary to make a heat balance such as that illustrated in Example 16-1. According to

Such a heat balance (using 100 gal as a basis), the actual hot reflux or eR = 6.6 moles.

500

400

8T

M 300

200

100

Kerosene
r

/ s^Computed true boiling curve

'A.S.T.M.

Gasoline

Computed true boifing curve

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 16-28. Composition of the products determined in Example 16-14.

The heat-balance reflux R for the top five plates is 191 lb of gasoline.

Reflux heat - 191(425 - 310)0.52 - 11,400 Btu per hr

11,400
R

e =

D =

121 X 113

6.6

0.833 mole

0.833
19KJ3

6.6
h

D " 1.69

= 7.93

1.69

= 3.9

D
R
J

1.69

0.833

0.648

2.03

By inserting these values in Eq. (16-26) the following simplified equation results:

100C
Yi

9 + h f0-1365 , 0 098
,

0.0701 0.241 \
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The computations are conducted in the same manner as for infinite reflux Not*

*Z&8£2?
top temperaturem be sHghtlyWr and - S5

Plant Practice. Although design computations such as those describedon previous pages are useful for outlining fractionation theory, the design
of fractionating columns is usually conducted by rule-of-thumb methods.The separation of most refinery products is such as easy separation thatfour or five equilibrium contacts are usually sufficient. As an approxima-
tion, the number of trays (at 22-in. spacing) that are now being usedbetween fractions is indicated in Table 16-13 and in Table 16-10.

Table 16-1^TratS Used in Commebcial Heavy-oil Equipment
866 Table 16-!0 for hydrocarbon fractionators

Operation

Steam atmospheric

separated

Cracking

Vacuum

Light gasoline and naphtha
Naphtha and kerosene
Gasoline and kerosene
Kerosene and gas oil

Gas-oil and lube distillate

Inlet to lowest side product
Stripping bottoms
Side strippers

Cracked gasoline rerun
Cracked gasoline and naphtha
Cracked gasoline and recycle (or reboiler oil)
Naphtha and recycle (or reboiler oil)

Gas-oil and wax distillate*

Low- and medium-viscosity oil

Medium-viscosity and cylinder stock
Cylinder stock and inlet

Stripping

Plates between
fractions

Litera-

ture"

3-8

3-6
6-8
4-7
4-5

3-4
4-6
4-5

10-12

7-9
10-12

4-5

2-4
4-5

3-5
3-4

3-4

Recom-
mendation

4-5
3-5
5-6
4-5
4-5

2-4
4-5

3-5

10-12

6-8

4-6

2-3°

2-3e

3-5'

2-4c

2-4*

"Bell, H. S., "American Petroleum Refinine." 3d ed D Van NnatranA n~

9 At wide tray spacing.

Fractionation is more effective at low pressures than at high pressuresbecause of the larger difference in the vapor pressures of the componentm a low pressure. This probably accounts for the relatively few plates
that are used m many vacuum plants, although the wide tray spacing
this is normally used accounts in part for the lesser number of trays



CHAPTER 17

HEAT TRANSFER AND EXCHANGERS

by A. Paul Buthod

Chairman, Department of Chemical and Petroleum Refinery

Engineering, School of Petroleum Sciences, University of Tulsa

Although heat-transfer rates can be computed with reasonable accu-

racy for clean or new pipe, the effect of dirty or corroded pipe surfaces

cannot be satisfactorily estimated. With the greatest possible care, the

accuracy with which the rate of heat transfer can be computed is prob-

ably not better than ±5 per cent.

There are three common methods of transferring heat, viz., radiation,

conduction through solids, and conduction through fluids. In practice a
combination of two or even all of these methods may take place simul-

taneously. Radiation will be discussed in Chap. 18.

CONDUCTION THROUGH SOLIDS

Conduction is the most simple method of heat transfer. Newton's
fundamental law of resistances and driving forces, if applied to conduc-

tion, takes the following form:

where Q — Btu heat transferred per hr

A = area of surface, sq ft

T2 and T\ = temperatures at hot and cold surfaces

k - conductivity as Btu/(°F diff.)(sq ft)(hr) for 1 ft thick-

ness (Tables 17-1 and 17-2)

L = thickness, ft

In using Newton's law, the factor L/k may be considered to be a resist-

ance (R) to the driving force represented by the temperature difference

.528
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Table 17-1. Thermal Conductivity or Solids
Btu/(°F diff.)(sq ft)(hr) for a 1-ft thickness

529

Material

Conductivity k, at these temperatures, °F:

Aluminum
Asbestos cement board
Asbestos felt

Asbestos wool

Asphalt ,

Asphalt, road

Brass

Boiler scale

Brick, fireclay

Brick, diatomaceous (natural)0

Brick, diatomaceous (molded)

Brick, magneaite

Brick, red or common. .

.

'.

Brick, sil-o-cel insulation

Calcium carbonate scale

Coke
Copper or silver

Concrete wall

Cork
Cracking-coil coke
Hi-Temp No. 12»

Iron sulfide

Jute fibers

Kapok
Lamp black

Magnesium 85%, insulation

Mineral wool, insulating cement*. .

.

Paraffin wax
Rock wool blanket'

Soil, sandy, dry, 24-in. cover*

Soil, sandy, moist, 24-in. cover- . . .

.

Soil, sandy, soaked, 24-in. cover0'. .

.

Soil, under river1*

Soil, sandy, dry, 8-in. cover*

Soil, sandy, moist, 8-in. cover*

Soil, clay, dry, 24-in. cover*

Soil, clay, moist, 24-in. cover*

Soil, clay, wet, 24-in. cover*

Steel, 0.06 carbon and pure iron. .

.

Steel, 0.3 carbon and cast iron

Steel, 18-8 chrome nickel

Steel, all kinds

Superex*

Unibestos, Standard'
Unibestos, Super/

Vermiculite

Wood pulp

Customary

........

0.035

0.10

0.42

0.5-1.43

• •>>....

• •••••••

115

0. 125 (at

0.48

0.44

0.03

3.25

4.10

0.027

0.023

0.04

60

0.4

0.34

70-1800)

••••••••••

230

200

0.05

0.12

3.0

216

0.14

0.24-0.4

0.5-0.6

1.1-1.3

2.0-2.5

0.6-0.7

1.2-2.4

0.2-0.3

0.4-0.6

0.6-0.9

0.025

38

30

9

0.051

0.037

0.058

0.034

400

130

0.5

0.056

0.043

0.067

0.044

800

140

80

As noted

0.23 at 212

0. 12 at 212*

0.0 at 2000
0.08 at 2000

0.19 at 2000
2.0 to 2200

0.7 at 1800

0.5-1.5 at 70

0.7 at 1800

0.066 0.077 at 1200

0.054

0.038

0.044

18

0.057

0.04

0.052

0.083

0.064

0.075 at 600

0.054 at 600

0.059

0.068

17 at 1800

0 .073 at 1200

0.049 at 600

0.068 at 1000

0.084 at 1200

° Perpendicular to strata.

» Philip Carey.
e Commercial Standards CS-1 17-44 Classes C and E.
* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gaa J., Sept. 15, 1945, p. 110. Not for 1 ft thickness (see coverings indioated).
« Johns-Manville.

f Union Asbestos Company.
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Table 17-2. Thermal Conductivity op Petroleum Products and Water"
(Multiplied bt 100)

100 times Btu/(°F diff.)(hr)(sq ft) for 1 ft thickness

Material

10 API oil

20 API oil

30 API oil

TEMA*
40 API oil

50 API oil

BOAPIoa
80 API oil

Pentane (liq)

100 API oil

Butane (liq)

Propane (liq)

Temperature, "F

6.83

7.35

7.83

8.16

8.33

8.75

0.25

10.30

10.84

11.14*

11.68

13.37

200

6.42

6.01

7.35

7.69

7.83

8.25

8.75

9.69

10.20

10.50*

10.98

12.59

400

8.00

6.42

6.91

7.20

7.35

7.75

8.15

9.09*

9.52*

9.86*

10.30*

11.80*

600

5.58

6.00

6.42

6.72

6.83

7.25*

7.65*

8.63*

800

5.25

5.58

5.91

6.23

6.33*

6.75*

Material

Methane (gas) 1.16

Ethane (gas)

Ethene (gas)

Propane (gas)

Butanes (gas)

Isopentane (gas) . .

.

n-Pentane (gas). .

.

Hexane(gas)

Water (liq)

Asphalt

Paraffin wax. ......

Temperature, °F

-100

1.57

0.94

0.87

0.80

0.71

0.59*

0.61*

0.53*

33. 0*

100

1.99

1.30

1.13

1.08*

0.95*

0.84

0.81

0.73*

36.3

200

2.41*

1.78

1.47

1.13*

1.16*

1.00*

40.5

(10 from 32°F to melting point)

(13.3 from 32°F to. melting point)

« Mainly from Gragoe, C. 8., Nat. Bur. Stanford* Misc. Pub. 97, 1929; and Nelson, W. L., Oil Gat J., Oct. 12, 1948, p. 83;
but other references also used.

* Extrapolated.

« Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association reeommends only these values for petroleum oils. October, WSi.
* At 32°P.

Several materials usually compose the vessel or wall through which heat
is being conducted, and hence conduction problems involve the conduc-
tion of heat through a series of resistances. The quality of heat Q that
passes through each material is the same, but the temperature difference
across each material will be different for each material. Suppose a wall
is composed of three materials having conductivities of kh k2 , and k

3f

having thicknesses of Lh L2, and Lz , and having temperature
of ATi, AT2) and ATZ .

1
A\

Q*_Qt AT7

! AT2 ATt

A,'
Qz

At

also
A/rr

LiAi
kill
QLtAi
At k2 A 2

LtAx
k 2 At

AT. -
V AT

LzAt
k3 Az

. Q LtAi
Ai kz A 3

The temperature difference across the three materials is the sum of the
three individual differences.

Q
A

and Q AT AT

ki Ai k2 A 2 kz Az

(17-3)
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Table 17-3. Approximate Heat Losses from Plant Equipment
Btu per hour per square foot

Wall

Bare metal
(breachings, stacks and pipe)

lH-m. magnesia insulation
(vessels, towers, etc.)

Magnesia pipe insulation
(loss per ft of length) (80°F air

temperature)

Conditions

Still air, 0°F
Still air, 100°F
10 mph wind, 0°F
10 mph wind, 100°F....
40 mph wind. 0°F
40 mph wind, 100°F....

Still air, 0°F
Still air, 100°F
10 mph wind, 0°F
10 mph wind, 100°F
40 mph wind, 0°F
40 mph'wind, 100°F

Standard on 3-in. pipe.

.

Standard on G-in. pipe.

.

Standard on 12-in. pipe.

lJi-in. on 3-in. pipe
l>£-in. on 6-in. pipe. . .

.

3-in. on 3-in pipe
3-in. on 6-in. pipe

Temperature inside equipmen.

200°F 400°F 600°F 800°F

540 lion
210
1010 2540 *oou
440 1710
1620 4120 7440
7001 WW 2760

54 108 164 220
28 83 137 192
59 118 178 230
30 89 149 210
61 122 183 246
31 92 153 215

50" 150* 270" 440"
77" 232» 417" 620"
111- 325" 590-
40» 115" 207" 330-
64« 186° 335° 497"
24" 75« 135« 200"
40« 116" 207" 322-

Wall Conditions

Temperature

400°F 600°F 800°F 1000°F 1200°F

3-in. magnesia insulation
(vessels, towers, etc.)

20 mph wind, 0°F
20 mph wind, 100°F. . .

.

62
46

93
77

124
108

155
139

186
170

Wall Conditions

Temperature inside equipment

1000°F 1200°F 1500°F 1800°F 2100°F 2500°F

Furnace
4J3-in. firebrick

4-in. red brick

(100°F air and
20 mph wind)

No insulation brick.

.

2}£-in. insulation. ....

4H-in. insulation

647
310
230

i

800
380
272

1010
500
352

1220
630
448 640

Furnace
9-in. firebrick

4-in. red brick

(100°F air and
20 mph wind)

No. insulation brick.

.

2^-in. insulation
485
276
206

570
328
247

693
400
306

790
467
359

333
527
409

607
470

Furnace
13^-in. firebrick

4-in. red brick
(100°F air and
20 mph wind)

No insulation brick. .

.

2>$-in. insulation

9-in. insulation
• •

•

• • •

• - •

• •

583
369
276
198

668
425

314
230

715
475
383
.254

793
541
445
288

• Heat loss per foot length rather than per square foot (80°F air).
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Thus, we find that resistance to the flow of heat corresponds exactly to
flow of electricity through a series electrical circuit,

case of heat transfer through a flat wall, the area ratio
in each resistance term is unity, i.e., At = A 2 = A s , etc. The temper-
ature differences are directly proportional to the resistances to flow so
that

AT: ATt : AT2 : AT3 ::R:Ri:R2 :R3 (17-4)

Example 17-1. Heat Loss through a Furnace Wall A furnace wall consists of
9 in. of firebrick, 4>£ in. of sil-o-cel brick, 4 in. of red brick, and % in. of transite board.
The conductivity coefficients for these materials are given in Table 17-1. The inside
wall of the furnace is at 1800°F, and let us assume that the outside of the wall is at
200°F.*

How much heat is lost per hour through a surface of 10 sq ft? (See Fig. 17-1.)
The surface is the same through each of the materials, and hence the area has been

left out of all the formulations [see Eq. (17-3)].

AT 1800 - 200Q -

A, kz

9
, 4.5 4

,

12 X 0.82 r 12 X 0.125 12 X 0.52
+ 0.25

1600
12 X 0.23

1600

4.6460.915 + 3.0 + 0.641 + 0.0905
= 344 Btu per sq ft

- 3440 Btu through the 10 sq ft

The temperatures within the wall can be computed by Eq. (17-4).

AT
ATi

=
22,

Location Temperature

difference

Temperature,

°F

Between firebrick and sil-o-cel 1600 AT,

4.646
=

0.915

1485

Between sil-o-cel and red brick
ATi - 315

AT2 - 1033

AT, - 221

ATi = 31

452

231

200At outer wall (as a check)

Heat losses from much petroleum equipment are so small compared
with other heat quantities that for design work the approximations of
Table 17-3 are usually adequate.

Pipe Insulation. In the case of pipe insulation the area through which
heat is transferred is not constant. If the thickness of the material is

small, compared with the diameter, the arithmetic average of the larger
area and the smaller area may be used. The arithmetic mean area may

* Since the outside temperature cannot be easily measured, the air temperature is
usually used, but this involves the conductivity of a film of stagnant air at the wall
(see Example 17-5).
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be used with an error of only 4 per cent for all cylindrical vessels and for
pipe sizes down to about 2 in. if standard insulation is used. If the thick-
ness is great compared with the diameter, the logarithmic mean area must
be used in the denominator of the resistance term.

area
A 2 (large) - A x (small)

A 2 (large)
log.

(17-5)

Ax (small)

1800'

Rjrnace

-- AT .-

<--

4-
T| -><----£> > ^T3 -> FAT*

Firebrick

k 9»-~

<-

\

Insulation

K4
L4

Air

70°F

23r4 200°

So"-

Redbrick

Cementboard

Fio. 17-1. Temperatures inside a furnace wall (see Example 17-1 j.

CONDUCTION THROUGH FLUID FILMS (CONVECTION)

As indicated in Chap. 13 all fluids are bounded at the retaining wallsby a fikn of stagnant fluid. Heat must be transferred through these filmsby conduction. The films are very thin, their thicknesses cannot be easily
measured, and hence the thicknessL which is involved in the resistance of
the nlm cannot be determined directly. In order to avoid this difficulty
the resistances of fluid films have been correlated by expressing the resist
ance as 1/h in which h is the film coefficient of heat transfer. From com-monly accepted heat-transfer coefficients the apparent film thickness
vanes from about 0.1 for gases to about 0.0001 in. for condensing steam.
If the conduction equation is applied to the transfer of heat from a fluid
into a solid partition wall and into another fluid, the conduction equa-
tion takes the following form:

Q _ AT
A t

ho*A0 + kv
XTw + ki

X
Ai + R°A/ *5
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In this equation, h0 and hi represent the outside and inside film coeffi-

cients of heat transfer of the two fluids; Lu and kw the thickness and con-

ductivity of the partition wall; R0 and Ri the resistances due to corrosion,

dirt, or roughness of the surfaces; and A„, A i} and Aw represent the areas

of the wall at the outside, at the inside, and at about the mean of the

two (Aw). Two fouling resistances are used throughout this book, but

most of the literature fails to indicate whether one or both factors are

being reported. Accordingly, a single fouling resistance RD , which is the

sum of R0 and Ri, will be used in this derivation and no correction for out-

side and inside surfaces will be made except in such necessary cases as

fin-tube resistances (see Example 17-8).

The resistance in the denominator may, for convenience, be added and
the total equals l/H0 or 1///",-, in which H0 is the over-all transfer rate

based on outside surface.

Ho
~A

+
u> tkAi

1

O Ly}A0 +
hoA0 ky/Au, hiAi

or on inside area:

(17-7)

(17-8a)

Hi =
Ai Ai + Ri

(17-8&)

hiAt kuAv, hoAo

Thus> Eq. (17-1), when applied to fluids, becomes:

Q = HoA0 AT = HiAi AT

If one film coefficient is small compared with the other

resistance 1/h which corresponds to it will be proportionally large. In

such a case the value of the over-all coefficient will be nearly the same as

the small film coefficient corrected to the reference surface. For the same
reason the resistance of the metal wall may often be neglected.

Example 17-2. Over-all Coefficient of Heat Transfer. Heat is being transferred

from a gas through the walls of a standard 2-in. pipe and into water that is flowing od
the inside of the pipe, ha - 6, K„ - 500, and k for the pipe wall is 25 [see Eq. (17-8a)J.

1

Ap
J

La ^ Ap
i

Ap
h0A o ku A w hiAi

0.1667 + 0.00055 + 0.0023

1 0.154

6
+

12 X 25

5.9

2.375

2.221 ' 500 X 2.067

Thus, the resistance of the metal wall and the water film could be neglected with an
error of only 1.66 per cent.
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Likewise, the pipe could be made of copper, which is an excellent conductor of heat

(k - 220), and the overall coefficient would be scarcely changed:

Hm " 0.1667 + 0.000062 + 0.0023
= 592

Logarithmic Mean-temperature Difference. In exchangers, etc., the
temperature difference between the two fluids is not constant because as
one fluid is heated the other is cooled. The arrows of Fig. 17-2 indicate
the direction of the flow of the fluids with respect to one another for the
common arrangements of flow. Almost all commercial equipments ale
designed for countercurrent flow, but the conditions indicated in d and e

,u- m
Distance

(a)

... distance
(d) M (f)

Fig. 17-2 Common arrangements of flow: (a) countercurrent, two-pass shell, 2 tube
passes; (6), parallel flow, two-pass shell, two tube passes; (c) mixed flowi single-pass
shell, two tube passes; (d) constant-temperature cooling medium; (e) constant-
temperature heating medium, and (/) combination condensing and subcooling.

are closely simulated in steam heaters and in coil-in-box coolers. Flow
arrangement Fig. 17-2c shows a single shell-side pass but two tube passes.
Figure 17-2/ indicates condensing of a hydrocarbon mixture followed by
cooling of the condensate, all in the same equipment. Such a condition
should be considered as two separate zones, each with its own mean tem-
perature difference.

For the simplified case of a constant transfer coefficient and constant
specific heats for the two fluids, the logarithmic mean-temperature differ-
ence is valid:

6 = log mean-temp diff;

diff. — smaller temp diff.

log*
larger temp diff.

smaller temp diff.

(17-9)
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The logarithm to the base 10 may be converted to base e by multiplying

by 2.3. Experimental 1 tests indicate that the logarithmic mean-tempera-

ture difference is not exact for either streamline or turbulent flow of oils,

but no means of easily handling the true case are available.
.

Example 17-3. The Logarithmic Mean-temperature Difference. An oil is to be

cooled from 200 to 100°F by water that enters at 60 and leaves at 80°F [see Eq. (17-9)]

(200 - 80) - (100 - 60) = SO

, 120 1.1
log.

40

72.8°F

The arithmetic temperature difference would be in error by about 10 per cent.

Arithmetic AT = 120
jjt

40 - 80°F

If the ratio of the temperature differences is less than 2, the arithmetic-average

temperature difference may be used with an error of only 4 per cent.

Chart for Solving 4fc % % %
MTD Formula

MTD -
GTTD-LTTD

10 20 30 40 50 60 80 100 200 300 400 500 600 800 1000

Greatest terminal temperature difference

Fig. 17-3. Logarithmic mean temperature difference. (GriscoTn-Russell Co.)

Multipass Flow. True countercurrent flow is not attained in most

multipass exchangers. In such exchangers, the fluid is guided back and

forth in the shell by means of longitudinal baffles, and in the tubes by
means of partitions in the heads. Efficiencies (or multipliers for the log-

arithmetic mean difference) are shown in Figs. 17-4 and 17-52 in terms

1 Wolke and Freele, master's thesis, School of Petroleum Sciences and Engineering,

University of Tulsa, 1947 and 1948.
2 Standards of Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association, 366 Madison Ave.,

New York, 1949.
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of R and P.

R P U - h

where Tx = inlet temperature, shell side

h = inlet temperature, tube side

U = outlet temperature, tube side

Figures 17-4 and 17-5 extend down to an F factor of only 0.8 because it

is not good practice to use lower values. The correction factors are not

applicable if a sudden change in phase occurs, so abrupt as to cause a

sharp break in the temperature curve of one of the fluids.

EQUIPMENT

The ultimate source of heat in the refinery is the steam boiler and the

petroleum shell or pipestill. Indirectly, heat is obtained or saved from

the various petroleum products by cooling them with the raw charging

stock. If the two materials that exchange heat are liquids, the equip-

ment is referred to as a heat exchanger. If the hot material is a vapor

and is cooled without much condensation, the equipment is called a vapor

heat exchanger. If the vapor is condensed, the equipment is called a con-

denser exchanger, and the equipment subsequently used to cool the con-

densate with water is usually referred to as a cooler or after-cooler. Equip-

ment for heating the bottom of a fractionator with steam or hot oil is

known as a reboiler. These cooling and condensing operations may be

conducted in so-called coil-in-box or submerged equipments, although many
refiners have discarded the coil-in-box arrangement except for particular

services. Sprayed coils or tube units mounted in cooling towers are

replacing coil-in-box equipment because of the higher transfer rates

obtained in them.

The large amount of water that is contained in coil-in-box equipment

is often an advantage. Thus, if the water supply should fail, the run-

down house will not be filled with uncondensed vapors with the attend-

ant danger of a serious fire. In large refineries the water supply is unfail-

ing and tubular equipment can be used with safety. During the last

few years the design has been so improved that tubular equipment

can be built as cheaply or even more cheaply than coil-in-box arrange-

ments. Owing to higher velocities and the relative ease of cleaning, the

heat-transfer rates in tubular equipment are usually more than twice as

great as in coil-in-box equipment.

If the cooling water is very hard or dirty or if severe corrosive condi-

tions exist, tubular equipment may not be satisfactory. Tubular equip-
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ment must be periodically cleaned or blown with steam, and those
refiners who have followed this practice have usually found that the use
of tubular equipment is economical.
Equipment with a small pipe inside of a larger pipe is called a double-

geT
'

aS a Spiml °r ** ******* plates on theinside pipe, are widely used m so-called ./m-*w&e or extended-surface equip-
ment. Viscpus or low-transfer-rate fluids are passed through the fin sida

Thuffinned^" 7!T !* S°meWhat^ UP f°r the l0W film
Thus, finned air-cooled condensers and coolers are becoming important8 in
areas where water is scarce. Forced-circulation or natural-draft towers
are used to house the cooling coils. Bundles of tubes roUed into a single
tube sheet so that the heating or cooling fluid enters half the tubes and
returns through the other half are called U-tube, hairpin, or bayoneUube

7m Jn^^ be iDSerted in the tpP or bottom of * tower, in a
reboiler shell, or m the wall of a tank of viscous oil.

The foregoing items are standard equipment. In addition, the jet type
of condenser has been finding some application. The barometric jet-type
condenser is now universally used in vacuum distillation to condense
steam and at the same time create part of the vacuum. In this type of
condenser, the vapor and the cooling medium are intimately mixed by
high-pressure jets and heat is exchanged by pure mixing or conduction
Theoretically, heat transfer by mixing is 100 per cent perfect and is the
cheapest means of transferring heat. For ordinary condensation ietshave not been used extensively, perhaps because of the tendency c
to form emulsions with oil and because the water must be clean.

,JhC ™f £ partial condensers for the separation of products that have
different boiling ranges is no longer practiced. An exception is the use of
partial condensers for the separation of wax distillate and gas oil in a fewvacuum plants. Partial condensers can easily be placed near the tower
and the more quickly the large volume of the vapor can be eliminated the
less is the pressure drop in the vapor line.

Extremely small (1.5 to 100 sq ft) inexpensive fixed tube-sheet ex-
changers are used extensively for the cooling of engines, compressors,
hydraulic presses, machine tools, etc.

Heat exchangers are built in such a multitude of structural types4 - 6^
that they cannot be discussed here. Theprhm

1946,7lT'
K

'
D
"
Petr°leum Industry Uses of Air Cooling, Pel. Engr., January,

SepfsM^"'
SheUm™*^ toh<U**fi

*
Buffal0

>
NY

>
Me*ing AXCh.E.,

8 Blaylock, P. W., Heat Transfer Equipment, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 40, 593 Q<M4}
• Nelson, W. L., SheU and Tube Bundle (Types), Oil Gas J., Feb. 9 1946 "d 111-and Double Pipe (and Fins), Oil Gas J., Feb. 16, 1946, p. 129.

?
"
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is to obtain a high transfer rate without exceeding the allowable pressure
drop. Sometimes the pressure drop is not important, as in pumping a
charging stock through a number of exchangers into a pipestill or in with-
drawing hot liquids from a high-pressure process, but often the only pres-
sure that is available is the static head of the fluid above the storage tank.
Of course, pumps can be installed, but other factors such as the cost of

power and the expense of upkeep, which are involved with all moving
equipment, prohibit the use ofpumps in many circumstances. In the rest

of the chapter it will become apparent that an exchanger for a specific

service can be built in a large number of ways and that it behooves the
designer to find, or at least approach, the most economical design.

Number of Passes. In order to obtain a high velocity, it is usually
necessary to arrange the flow of liquid through the tubes so that the fluid

passes through one section of tubes and then returns through another sec-

tion of tubes. As many as 16 sections or passes have been used. The
same effect is produced on the outside of the tubes by means of baftles.

In the past, exchangers have been built with as many as six shell-side

passes and even more passes within the tubes. Today there is a tend-
ency to utilize only one or two shell passes because of mechanical diffi-

culties with leaks and with the removal of the large tube bundles of
highly multipass exchangers. If more passes are used, the conditions of
true countercurrent flow may not be attained and the mean temperature
difference and total heat transferred may be decreased (Figs. 17-4 and
17-5) even though higher shell and tube velocities are maintained. Bow-
man, Mueller, and Nagle 7 question the economy of an exchanger design
in which the mean-temperature-difference correction factor is under 0.8.

As exceptions, multiple tube passes are an advantage if several exchangers
are used in series and in the case of vapor condensers.

In an attempt to obtain true countercurrent flow, some refiners require
single-pass exchangers for all services, but the cost of several small shells,

as against the cost of fewer large shells with several passes, is great. In
addition, a single-tube-pass floating-head exchanger requires some type of
packed joint or internal expansion joint. ~ From an operating standpoint,
the single-pass exchanger has many advantages:

1. Countercurrent flow is attained.

2. Cleaning is facilitated because one unit at a time can be removed from the system
and cleaned without markedly interrupting continuous operation or changing the
operating conditions.

3. For the same reason the repair of leaky tubes is facilitated.

4. Small tube bundles can be more easily removed and more easily flushed or cleaned.
5. Large multiple-pass units are bulky and cannot be easily installed and removed.

In the case of vacuum partial condensers, the weignt of the several units of conden-

1 Trans. ASME, 62, 283 (1940).
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ser often amounts to over 50 tons. This great bulk at a height of 40 ft or more is
indeed awkward.

0. If many units (double-pipe or fin-tube) are in service (some refiners have hundreds
of units), they may be disconnected and reassembled to meet changes that are
constantly occurring in services or operating conditions.

Double-pipe fin-tube equipment6 meets nearly all these requirements.
Even 20 of these units are sometimes used for a single exchanger opera-
tion, and they may be assembled in many combinations, such as (1)
5 units in parallel, 4 units in series, and vice versa, (2) 10 units in parallel,

2 units in series, and vice versa, (3) all in parallel or all in series, etc.

Which Material through Tubes. Fixed rules cannot be given because
many of the factors or reasons are at variance with one another. 8 Dirty
stocks are passed (1) through the tubes because they can be easily cleaned,
particularly if the tube bundle cannot be removed, but (2) through shell
if the tubes cannot be cleaned (hairpin bundles) or if large amounts of
coke or debris are present which can be accumulated in the shell and
removed by dumping the shell. High-pressure fluids, corrosive stocks, and
water are sent through the tubes because the strength of small-diameter
(and -thickness) tubes surpasses that of the shell, because corrosion-
resistant tubes are relatively cheap, and because corrosion or water scale
can easily be removed. Ordinarily, exchanger shells are built for a pres-
sure of only 125 to 150 psig. Large-volume fluids (vapors) are passed
through the shell so that adequate space is available, but small-volume
fluids are also passed through the shell where cross baffles can be used to
increase the transfer rate without producing an excessive pressure drop.
Vapors that contain noncondensable gases are sent through the tubes so
that the accumulation of noncondensables will be swept out. If the pres-
sure drop must be low the material is sent through the shell, and the same
applies to viscous or low-transfer-rate fluids because maximum transfer
rates for a fixed pressure drop can be obtained by the use of cross baffles

in the shell. In fin-tube equipment, high-pressure, dirty, or corrosive
stocks are sent through the fin tube because it is relatively cheap, can be
easily cleaned, and has a higher strength than the outside tube. Obvi-
ously, it is advantageous to keep the low-transfer-rate fluid in contact
with the fins of a fin-tube equipment.

Baffle Arrangements. Baffles are widely used to increase the turbu-
lence and film-transfer rate on the outside of the tubes. With multiple
passes, on the shell side, the number of possible baffle arrangements
becomes so large that they cannot be discussed, but for exchangers hav-
ing only one or two passes on the shell side the following baffle types
have been mentioned, (1) crossflow or half-moon, (2) port and annular
space, (3) orifice, and (4) spiral flow. Of these, the crossflow baffle is

8 Nelson, W. L., Routing of Fluids, Oil Gas J., Mar. 2, 1946, p. 91.
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now used"almost exclusively for refinery services. The fluid is caused to

flow back and forth across the tubes (Fig. 17-6). Poor heat transfer

occurs in the dead space behind the baffles, and corrosion is also most
active in these 'areas. 9 Dead space can be eliminated to a large extent

by window-type9 baffles which consist of baffles that extend entirely

across the shell but have several staggered ports for liquid flow. These

are said to partially alleviate the disadvantages of crossflow baffles, i.e.,

high pressure drop, low transfer rates, and high maintenance costs.

The closer the baffles are spaced the greater the turbulence and heat

transfer. The pressure drop increases at close spacings but not in pro-

portion to the increased transfer rate. However, spacings of less than

6 in. are seldom used because of the difficulty encountered in cleaning

the outside of the tubes. Exchangers in use today have spacings of 2 to

(o) m
Fig; 17-6. Conventional segmental shell baffling: (a) indicates lognitudinal baffle for a
two-pass shell, and (6) shows cross baffles (for either single or two-pass shell).

30 in. Since the clearance between the baffle plate and the shell is only

%2 to M.6 in. (even ^fg to in. if the shell is "bored"), corrosion or

dirt tends to "freeze" the bundle into the shell.

Impingement baffles are placed at points that may be eroded by the

velocity of the fluid. Usually these baffles are used only at the fluid

entrance point, but they may be used at any point where the fluid sud-

denly changes direction. Tubes in vapor condensers have been entirely

severed by erosion in a few months of operation.

Longitudinal baffles are used as indicated in Figs. 17-2 and 17-6, to

direct the flow from one end of the exchanger to the other. In another

common arrangement (split flow) the longitudinal baffle is open at both
ends of the exchanger so that a shell fluid introduced at the center of the

shell passes to both ends and then back to the center. This results in

both countercurrent and cocurrent flow in various regions, but when used

with two or more tube passes, it is considered to be the same as the mixed
flow of Fig. 17-2c. Several longitudinal baffles are sometimes used in

» GOmour, C. H., Chem. Eng. News, Apr. 23, 1956, p. 2062.
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vapor exchangers and condensers, but in liquid-to-liquid exchangers, the
use of only one longitudinal baffle (or none) is the common practice. The
baffles must be packed at the shell to prevent leakage, but an expandable
baffle has also been used. Longitudinal baffles are seldom used in shells
of smaller diameter than 12 in. In long small-diameter exchangers the
longitudinal baffle provides too much area for by-passing, and efficiency
is sacrificed thereby.

The use of spirals or metal strips inside tubes for creating turbulence has
not been entirely satisfactory, but they are sometimes used for viscous oils

If severe corrosion takes place on the shell side or if the fluid contains
large amounts of suspended matter, baffles may be a liability rather than
an advantage. Removal of the baffles decreases the transfer rate, but a
large amount of dirt in the stock may decrease the rate more than the
removal of baffles.

Tubes and Tube Spacing. Tubes4 of% to 2y2 in. outside diameter are

but they oftnbecL^plu
nd extensively used,

Hence the use of and 1-in. tubes is now almostsIbIImI^IcIexcept
that diameters over 1^ in. are used for dirty stocks. For
1 in. in diameter, thicknesses of 10 to 16 Bwg are common an^
sizes the thickness ranges from 12 to 18 Bwg. Owing to the mote *
ous cleaning methods that are now employed, the thicker tubes are more
in demand. Sixteen-foot tubes are widely used, probably because
exchangers of this length are relatively cheap," but other standard2

lengths of 8, 12, 16, and 20 range in cost only about as 1.3, 1.1, 1.0, and
0.95. The holes through the baffles are about 0.01 to 0.018 in.' larger in
diameter than the tubes.

Common center-to-center spacings for the various pitch arrangements
are '.

Tube Size, in.

Pitch arrangements, in.

Triangular Square Diamond*

H % M
%
i

lHa and 1 % and 1 . 1m m

The number of tubes can be estimated4 from

M Sieder, E. N, Ckem. & Met. Eng., 46, 322 (1939).

(17-10)
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where C m a constant (0.75 for square pitch and 0.86 for triangular pitch)
P = tube spacing, in.

L = the "outer tube limit," in.

The outer tube limit is about \y2 in. less than the inside diameter of the
shell of floating-head exchangers, or % in. less than the shell diameter of
fixed-head or U-tube constructions.

Exchangers built with closer tube spacing are not accessible for clean-
ing. Later in the chapter the importance of frequent tube cleaning will

be discussed. For severe fouling conditions, a square or diamond-pitch
arrangement with wide spacing is suggested, although for regular service

the equilateral-triangle arrangement is almost standard. Square-pitch

Carbon-steel tubes and cast-iron shells are least expensive, but high-
sulfur crude oils may justify the use of 5 per cent chromium or even 18-8.

chrome nickel tubes11 particularly in cracking service. Refer to Chap.
9, pages 276 to 284. For the "acid" corrosion produced by salt brine,

admiralty metal or occasionally cupronickel tubes are justified. Ammo-
nia is often used as a neutralizer for "acid" corrosion, and it attacks
admiralty metal so rapidly that admiralty metal cannot be used for such
a situation. The mechanical properties of this alloy are also impaired by
temperatures above 500°F, although under favorable conditions it can be
used up to tube-wall temperatures of 600°F. Recommendations are as
follows:

Material
Highest working

tube temp, °F

Max temp differ-

ence between

adjacent tubes, °F

450 145
Steel 500 130

800 95

In certain localities brackish cooling water cannot be avoided, and for

such a service the tube sheets and if possible the shells should be con-
structed of the same material as the tubes, in order to avoid localized

electrolytic corrosion.

Shells and Heads. Most petroleum oil exchangers are of the floating-

head type. 6 As shown in Fig. 17-7, 4 the tubes are free to expand and con-
tract longitudinally by pushing the floating head back and forth within
the shell cover. However, the head and tubes are not altogether free

from stresses because the tubes that contain the hottest fluid expand more
than the others. For this reason a number of floating heads in a single

11 Nelson, W. L., Shells and Baffles, Oil Gas J., Mar. 9, 1946, p. 93; asi- Exchanger
Tubes, Oil Gas J., Mar. 23, 1946, p. 113.
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shell are sometimes employed. If the temperature difference between the
two fluids is great or, in other words, a rapid rate of heat transfer occurs,
two floating heads are advisable. This difficulty is sometimes avoided
by the use of several small units of exchanger rather than one large
exchanger with several floating heads. As an example, the hot vapors
from a cracking plant evaporator are never cooled with crude oil or water
at normal temperatures. The crude oil must be heated by other means
to approximately 300°F before it is sent through the vapor condensers.
Such condensers are usually built in several units. Too cold a medium
may produce stresses and cause the tubes to fail. Tubes lighter than
12 Bwg tend to fail because the joint between them and the tube sheet
fails.

Vent

Shell coyer,
s

Stud

bolts^

j ,r Connecting Impingement plate

Tie rods and

Inlet
Stationary tube sheet

' Outlet r. ,

| ^Channel

\cover

Gas&ts'' Outlet Channel

Fig. 17-7. A floating-head type of exchanger. (Rubin, The Lummus Co.)

Cast-iron shells and heads should not be used at temperatures above
400°F and pressures above 150 psi. Below these maximum conditions,
cast iron is to be preferred not alone because of cost but also because cast
iron resists corrosion. At higher temperatures and pressures, cast-
forged-, or welded-steel shells are used. Forged-steel shells are' expen-
sive, but when properly manufactured they can be used safely up to
pressures of 1,000 psi and at a temperature of 700°F. Recently the art
of welding has been so improved that shells and particularly heads are
now manufactured by machining and welding heavy plate steel. This
method seems to be among the best for very high-temperature high-pres-
sure equipment, and the cost is about equal to that of forged-steel
construction.

FILM-TRANSFER RATES

The design of heat-transfer equipment is fundamentally dependent on
film heat-transfer rates, but the dirtying or fouling that always occurs in
petroleum equipment is such an unknown factor that the highly cumber-
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some transfer-rate formulas of chemical engineering textbooks and litera-
ture lose much of their importance. In addition, the design of an
exchanger involves many tedious trial-and-error operations in adopting
(1) the most economical size (or approach temperature, Fig. 23-5), (2)
the most economical tube length, (3) the most economical velocity,'and
(4) the number of passes to employ, as well as requiring a consideration
of a multitude of mechanical features. Most of these factors are more
important than the slightly greater accuracy that accrues by the use of
complicated film-transfer-rate formulas, and hence in this chapter every
effort has been made to indicate practical and simple methods of esti-
mating film-transfer rates. Buthod and Whiteley12 have approached this
situation by an extensive use of charts.

It must always be remembered that the film-transfer rates given here
and elsewhere are far higher than the rates obtained in commercial equip-
ment, that fouling or dirtiness factors must always be used. They are so
vital that they are presented ahead of all other heat-transfer data.

Fouling Factors. The great lowering of clean film rates by fouling has
often led plant engineers to believe that something must be wrong with
the film rates that have been published. As an example, two exchangers
operate under such conditions that the over-all rates computed by the film
coefficients are 125 and 25. If both exchangers become fouled by the
same amount, i.e., a fouling resistance of, say, 0.02, the over-all rates drop
to 36 and 17, respectively.

The resistance due to fouling is often so small that the position of the
decimal point may become confusing. Hence the use of the term "fouling
factor" has become common. Thefouling factor is obtained by multiply-
ing the fouling resistance by 1,000. Thus, if the fouling resistance is

0.005, the fouling factor is 5.

Although there are many individual conditions of fouling, most of them
can be generally classified as follows:

1. Hard Deposits. Examples of this type of fouling are water scale,
corrosion scales, rust, and hard coke. In general, the thickness and resist-
ance of these deposits increase with time and nearly directly proportional
to time. They cannot be effectively removed by blowing with steam or
by flushing with hot water, but some of them can be removed by the use of
chemicals. The chemical solution may be pumped through the equip-
ment, but sometimes the tube bundle is removed and dipped into a vat
that contains the chemical." The usual manner of removing hard
deposits is by the use of dry sandblasting, 14 cleaning tools, and brushes.

" Heat Transfer, A Manual for Refinery Technologists, Oil Gas J., 17 issues between
June 17 and Oct. 21, 1944.

"^°n^??aDi
fgJXChangerS

' ?* bussing, April, 1951, p. 370.
Jitzpatnck, J. H., Heat-exchanger Maintenance . ... Oil Gas J., Jan. 28,

1952, p. 372.
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The resistance offered by hard, dense deposits is directly related to the

conductivity of the material composing the scale.

2. Porous Deposits. These deposits often consist of essentially the

same materials that compose the hard deposits. In addition, coke or

carbon may be deposited from fluids such as topping-still bottoms, asphalt

or tar from vacuum plants, or cracking-still bottoms. Scale-forming mud
be deposited from water or from crude oil. Frequently the

not loose enough to be removed

by blowing with steam. These deposits may be more serious than hard

scales because the fluid contained in the porous material usually has a

lower conductivity than the hard skeleton of the scale, and thus the

over-all conductivity is low. Wet sandblasting 14,16
is a successful

method of removing many porous deposits, and chemical methods of

cleaning are often useful. Sandblasting is less effective with sticky or

tarry deposits.

Both the hard and the porous deposits can be removed to some extent

by the use of bent-tube sections. These sections consist of a bank of

condenser tubes (usually in an open box) which are bowed slightly during

manufacture so that, as heating and cooling occur, they bend and cause

the scale to loosen. Even to shut down a unit may result in the dis-

lodging of some scales and a definite improvement16 in the fouling.

Thermal shock treatments have been used, 17 and some companies have

installed furnaces17,18 for burning off the deposits.

3. Loose Deposits. Examples of this type of deposit are silt, mud,

algae, powdered coke, soft carbonaceous material, buttery oxidation

products, and even leaves or vegetable fiber. Refinery stocks that have

already been processed, as gas oils or naphthas, readily absorb oxygen

during storage, and these materials deposit gums19 or tarry materials

particularly during heating from 250 to 450°F. Stripping with steam

has been successfully used as a means of removing the dissolved oxygen,

but the use of oxidation inhibitors has not been successful. 19 Oxidation

products accumulate in recirculated absorption oil to such an extent

that it is usually necessary to discard some of the oil.
19 Many of these

deposits can be removed with swabs or brushes, and wet

by blowing with steam or air, or by flushing with hot water. The resist-

ance caused by these deposits is not greatly dependent on the material

U Innes and Nanney, High-pressure Wet Sandblasting . . . , Oil Gas J., Sept. 15,

1952, p. 86.

18 Smith, J. H. (Pipestill transfer line exchangers), Oil Gas J., Aug. 3, 1950, p. 45.

17 Conners and Weber, Cleaning Heat Exchangers, Oil Gas J., Mar. 3, 1949, p. 61.

18 Jelinek, F. R., Oil Gas J., Oct. 26, 1953, p. 121.

19 McCurdy and Butler, Fouling in Heat Exchangers, Petroleo Interamericano,

April, 1949, p. 53.
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composing the deposits but rather upon the liquid that is trapped within

them. Thus with respect to heat transfer, loose deposits may be more
troublesome than other types. Hard scales and some porous deposits are

so tightly fastened to the surface that they are affected little by a high

velocity, but many loose deposits can be currently eliminated by maintain-

ing a velocity higher than 4 ft per sec. In handling catalyst laden

10
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\

\ \
\ \
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,
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Fig. 17-9. Fouling factors of petroleum and natural-gas products (topping, vacuum,
treating, cracking, etc.). (OU Gas J.)

slurry oil, a velocity of 4 ft per sec should always be maintained. The
high water velocities used in exchangers usually cannot be justified on the

basis of transfer rate, but they are used mainly as a means of keeping the

fouling to a minimum.
The effect of blowing with steam, even for a fairly tight scale, was

illustrated by Samans." The condenser showed a better rate at 50 days,

when blown with steam, than it did at 14 days if no blowing was practiced.

Fouling factors can be computed from the thickness of the scale of dirt

if the thermal conductivity of the deposit is known. Not much informa-

» ASME Section Meeting, May, 1933.
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Table 17-4. Miscellaneous Fouling Factors0

Steam (free from oil) o-q.5
Steam, exhaust (from engines or
pumps) 3^6

Natural gas and air 2-3
Refrigerator vapors (condensing
from compressors) 2

Coke-oven and manufactured gas. . 10
Diesel-engine exhaust gases 10
Hydrogen chloride gas 3
Chlorinated hydrocarbon gases ... 1

Gasoline stabilizer equipments. . . . 1

Diethanolamine 2—3
Caustic soda

v 3
Hydrogen-rich naphtha streams ... 1

Absorption oil j_g
Solvent plant feeds (treating or
dewaxing)

Solvents j_2
Gums, asphalts, and resins 5-10
Oil-wax cooling 3-20
Refrigerating liquids, brines, etc.! 1
Fuel oil 5
Chlorinated hydrocarbons 1-2
Hydrochloric acid None
Quenching oils 4_$
Quench (1000°F) exchanger. 0.5-2*
Catalyst slurry oil g_i7«
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particular residue contains suspended lime (for neutralizing hydrogen
sulfide), or if it is a cracked (rather than a straight-run) material it willhave somewhat higher fouling factors than those shown. This is some-
what, but not entirely, cared for by differences in API gravity Like-
wise distilled stocks or fractionator overheads (Fig. 17-9) normally have
low fouling factors; but, if the stock contains corrosive materials, larger
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fouling factors should be used. Finally, if the equipment is cleaned at

periodic and frequent intervals, lower fouling factors than the ones pre-

sented here may sometimes be obtained. However, most of the plant

literature on fouling 15-22 - 23 indicates higher fouling factors than those

given here. There is some indication that spiral-finned tubes do not

foul as badly as smooth tubes. 24 Apparently, eddies

fins which help to scour dirt

The fouling factors of Table 17-4 are

adequately covered in Figs. 17-8 and 17-9. The very large fouling factors

sometimes obtained with wax stocks, pipestill coke, and corrosive mate-

rials will not be discussed because each such situation presents a special

case (but see page 377).

The fouling factors given here are for one surface only; i.e., two factors

must be obtained, and the sum of the two is the total fouling factor.

Example 17-4. Selection of Fouling Factors, a. A desalted crude oil is being

heated with straight-run gasoline vapor. The crude oil is heated to 190°F and flows

at 4 ft per sec.

Crude-oil factor 1.8 (Fig. 17-8)

Gasoline (60 API) factor 0.8 (Fig. 17-9)

b. The gasoline condensate of A is cooled by river water in a coil-in-box equipment.

Gasoline (side-stream curve) factor 1.2 (Fig. 17-9)

Water (average river) factor 4-6 (Fig. 17-8)

Had the water temperature been allowed to exceed 125°F, the factor would be raised

by 25 per cent, or to 5 to 1%. Had the gasoline temperature been higher (240°F and

up), the factor for the water would have been higher by 20 to 100 per cent.

c. A wax distillate (480 to 280°F) flowing at 3.7 ft per sec is being cooled by wet

crude oil (160 to 230°F) which flows at 1.8 ft per sec. The exchanger will be blown

with steam each week. The crude-oil factor (Fig. 17-8) was taken as 3.6 because it is

not so hot as the 200 to 300°F line on that figure.

Crude oil, wet 3.6 (Fig. 17-8)

Wax distillate (side-stream curve) 2.0 (Fig. 17-9)

Had the exchanger not been blown with steam, the total factor might have been 7 to

10; and, had cold water been used, a wax film might be produced that would increase

the total factor to 15-25.

icals such as Oakite for removing oil

such as Calgon for removing water

is the use

and phosphate-type cleaners

Inhibited dilute hydrochloric

, Oil Gas J., Dec. 23, 1948,22 Weiland, McCay, and Barnes, Rates of Fouling . .

p. 64; also Clarke, J. S., Oil Gas J., July 23, 1956, p. 76.

23 Weiland, McCay, and Barnes, Rates of Fouling and Cleaning of Unfired Heat

Exchanger Equipment, Annual Meeting ASME, New York, Nov. 28 to Dec. 3, 1948.

24 Katz et al., Pet. Refiner, August, 1954, p. 123.
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acid is also used to remove water scale. Polyoxyethylated condensed
aromatic amines are said to be good inhibitors. The chemical agents are
often used hot and are sometimes allowed to stand for several hours before
circulation is started. A settling tank is provided in the circulation sys-
tem for the accumulation of debris.

120 |
1 1 1 1 1—T—™ , , ,

i
.

,

100 200 300 400 500

(tw -t2)- TEMPERATURE OF SURFACE LESS TEMPERATURE OF AIR (*F)

Fig. 17-10. Combination convection and radiation film coefficients for air in contact
with vertical walls or surfaces. (0*7 Gas J.)

Water at 1,000 to 1,200 psig may be forced between the tubes by means
of a fishtail-type nozzle25 for removing coke and other deposits. Brush-
ing with a stiff wire brush will remove some deposits. Scraper bars
may be inserted between the tubes to knock off hard scales, 28 and special
tools are available for scraping scale from the fins of fin-tube equipment.

25 An Effective Method for Cleaning Heat-exchanger Bundles, Oil Gas /., Feb. 3.
1945, p. 65.

'
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Soft lime deposits in straight tubes may be removed by driving rubber-
metal imposition plugs through the tubes by air or water pressure,
fetraight tubes are also cleaned mechanically with rotary tube cleaners."
After and during such cleaning, the tubes are usually blown with air
There are such an enormous number of situations and so many methods of
cleaning that the current literature must be examined. Note especially
the survey of chemical cleaning methods by J. C. Reidel. 26

Gases-Natural Convection and Radiation Combined.' Convection is
always accompanied by radiation, and hence the most convenient method
of computing heat losses from an exposed surface to air is by a coefficient
that represents both the convection and radiation transfer of heat A
study of the literature on this subject shows that the coefficient is sub-
stantially the same for vertical brick, asbestos, metal, canvas, and wood
surfaces. These coefficients must not be confused with the pure convec-
tion coefficients found in chemical engineering textbooks. Figure 17-10
indicates the magnitude of these coefficients and the effect of wind veloc-
ity " The position of the surface alters the coefficients somewhat as
tollows:

1.00

0.70

0.80

0.85

0.95

1.15
Horizontal, underside

Horizontal pipe

Vertical pipe

45-deg slope, upperside

Horizontal, upperside
45-deg slope, underside

1.30

Mampie A ,-o. imurai-convection Film. In Example 17-1 the temperature of
the waU was assumed to be 200°F. This temperature is dependent on the natural-
convection air film at the surface. In Example 17-1 the air temperature was 70°F

F^T; r%
g

'

th
!T ?6fficient f°r stiU air is 2'25

-
The wal1 r^ance ofExample 17-1 was 4.646 and the heat transferred was 3,440 Btu per hr. See Fig 17-1

Total R = 4.646 + 2^5= 5.091

Heat loss through wall - ^=-^ X 10 = 3,400 Btu per hr

2°~^7'md been blowin«> temperature of the wall would have been lower
perhaps 1407) and the value of k would be about 5.3. A trial-and-error ZmZZnon is required to obtam the exact wall temperature or exact value'of A.

-Tube-side Rates. The film coefficient for fluids flowing in forced
convection inside tubes has been studied thoroughly by Sieder and Tate 28

and they found that three regions exist, each of which exhibits different
him characteristics. Between Reynolds numbers of 100 to 2,100, viscous

» Chemical Cleaning Is Cheaper, Too, Oil Gas J., Dec. 19, 1955, pp. 78-91
« M$m W. L Oil Gas J., Jan. 4, 1947, p. 77; and Rinehart ffc

, Insulation ofCracking-coil and Tube-still Furnaces, Tulsa Meeting, ASME, Oct. 6, 1930.
**Ind. Eng. Chem., 28, 1429 (1936).
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or streamline flow prevails and the following equation can be used:

m
or

(17-lla)

(17-116)

Between Reynolds numbers of 2,100 and 10,000, a transition type of flow
exists for which there is no precise mathematical relationship, but above
Reynolds numbers of 10,000, true turbulent flow prevails and the film
coefficient is expressed by

m
(17-12)

where hi = film coefficient, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) based on inside area
c = specific heat at average fluid temperature
* = therm*l conductivity, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) for 1-ft thickness

* = absolute viscosity,^lb/ft-sec, at average fluid temperature

s = specific gravity at average fluid temperature
P

G = mass velocity, lb/(hr)(sq ft)

Di = inside tube diameter, ft

L = heated length of tube, ft

w = lb/hr

These equations are applicable, as far as is known,- to such fluids as
petroleum oils, organic liquids, aqueous solutions, and gases.

These equations are precise, but for rapid estimation Fig. 17-11 is
recommended, especially because of the somewhat indeterminate value
of the fouling factors. Properties are read at the average fluid temper-
ature. The film coefficients (Fig. 17-11) are based on inside area and
must be multiplied by the proper area ratios to convert them to coeffi-
cients based on outside area. Finally, if the temperature drop across the
film is very large or if the oil is very viscous, the coefficients should be
multiplied by (n/nw)

0AA

Shell-side Rates. Segmental or half-moon-type baffles are used pre-
dominantly m the oil industry because of the ease of manufacture and
assembly. Fluid flows alternately across the tube bundle and then along
the tubes .as it goes through the baffle window. Thus, two distinct types
of flow and two mechanisms of heat transfer must be considered. Baffles
are spaced from a minimum of 2 in. or one-fifth of the shell diameter to a
maximum of 26 in. for %-in. tubes or 30 in. for 1-in. tubes. The mini-
mum is fixed by leakage around the baffles and tube holes which, as the
baffle spacing is further reduced, overcomes the advantage of high mass
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velocity. The maximum length of unsupported tube ranges from 52 in.
(%-in. diameter tubes) to 60 in. (1-in. tubes), 2 and since outer tubes
are supported at every other baffle only, the maximum baffle spacings
can be only 26 and 30 in. Window area is usually expressed as the frac-
tion (or percentage) of the total cross-sectional area of exchanger, except
that both the window and the total cross-sectional area are corrected
for the space occupied by tubes. Such areas are called "net free areas."
Window area ranges from about 10 per cent to 45 per cent but cannot
exceed 50 per cent because the center tubes will be left unsupported.
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1
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WATER'— JU £23Viscosity
fovg body tempj'_
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~

' O.I
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Moss velocity, lb per sq ft -sec

IStJ^tL
Fam-tranrf« coefficients for fluids inside tubes. Properties are deter-

^^TOS^ and* ™y --us oils a viscosity gradient

The correlation of transfer-rate studies29 - 30-" with commercial practice
has been difficult because not only does the flow range from longitudinal
flow along the tubes to crossflow across the bundle, but flow through the
bundle varies because of its circular shape. Commercial tests conducted
by Donohue82 led him to recommend the early equation of Bowman"

"Tinker, T., Shell Side Heat Transfer . . . , Annual Meeting ASME, Atlantic
L-ity, Dec. 1-5, 1947.

80 Omohundro, Bergelin, and Colburn, Trans. ASME, 71, 27 (1949)
« Bowman, R. A., ASME Misc. Paper 28, p. 75, 1936.
"Donohue, D. A., Ind. Eng. Chem., 41, 2499 (1949).
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for segmental baffle-exchanger transfer rates in unbored shells

in which new usages are

K = film coefficient, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) based on outside surface
D0 = outside tube diameter, ft

GE = geometric mean mass velocity, lb/(hr)(sq ft)

= 3,600 VgTXgl
gx = crossflow mass velocity, lb/(sec)(sq ft)

Ql = longitudinal mass velocity, lb/(sec)(sq ft)

With bored shells, the film rates are about 13 per cent higher
The crossflow velocity gm is determined by assuming that all the flow

through the shell passes through an area bounded by baffles on two sides
and the sum of all the tube spaces along the center line of the shell

_ 0.04w
d'~~MB

in which w is the flow rate, lb per hr, M is the net free distance (or sum)
of spaces between tubes from wall to wall at the center of the shell circle

in inches, and B is the baffle spacing in inches.

The net free distanceM may be determined by making a layout of the
tube bundle and actually measuring the sum of the spaces between tubes
(including space between tube and shell) at the row of tubes nearest the
center line. Inasmuch as a layout is not always available except by
trial-and-error computations, the following empirical equations may be
used as approximations:

O.d. tube, in. Pitch, in. Approx. equations

Floating head bundle:

i

i

Fixed tube sheet bundle:

1

1He triangular!

m triangular
J

1 square

m square

xHa triangular!

IK triangular /

M = 0.25L +2.0

M = 0.28L +2.0
M = 0.25L + 1.7

M = 0.25L + 1.0

In these equations, L is the outer tube limit of the bundle, in inches.

The longitudinal mass velocity gL is based on the assumption that all

of the shell flow passes through the baffle window.

0.04w
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where d, = inside diameter of shell, in.

dt = outside diameter of tubes* in.

N = total number of tubes/in the bundle
C = window opening as fraction based on net free areas

The effect of leakage around baffles, through tube holes in the baffle, and
around the bundle has been explored by Tinker. 2*

Again, because of the uncertainty introduced by fouling, the approxi-
mate shell-side film coefficients of Fig. 17-12 are suggested for most work.

.'300

1000

800

600
500

%%400

\% 250

10 20 30 50 /OO
Moss velocity, lbper sq ft-sec

Fig. 17-12. Film-transfer coefficients for fluids outside of tubes. Properties are
determined at the average fluid temperature, and for very viscous oils a viscositv
gradient factor should be applied.

3

Only when the film resistance is large or the oil is very viscous need the
coefficients be multiplied by the viscosity gradient factor (m/m») 0>u

.

Properties are taken at the average fluid temperature.
Reboiler Film-transfer Rates. Heat is transferred by a boiling film

in such equipment as reboilers, refrigerator evaporators, and waste-heat
boilers. As the rate of heat transfer is increased, vapor tends to blanket
the surface and the rate is sharply retarded. This usually occurs at a
temperature difference of 120 to 150°F, and the maximum heat density
or heat that can be transferred per square foot-hour is about as indicated
in Table 17-5.

The two most common reboilers are the kettle and circulation types.
The kettle type consists of a large-diameter horizontal shell with a tube
bundle situated in the lower half or two-thirds of the shell. Heat is
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Table 17-5. Approximate Design Rates for Reboilers

Service
Temperature

rise, °F

Boiling film

coefficient,

Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)

Maximum heat

density,

Btu/(hr)(sq ft)

Light hydrocarbon reboilers,

and chillers using propane
or butane

Same
Waste-heat boilers, amine re-

boilers, and chillers using

ammonia

Substantially

none

30-

Substantially

none"*

300

250

500

12,000

12,000

15,000-20,000

0 Increase in temperature of the liquid being reboiled. For large t
handle as a heating zone and a reboiling zone.

emperature rises,

applied through the tubes either by steam or hot circulating oil, and the
tower bottoms or reboiler feed enter the shell at the bottom. Disengag-
ing space is provided so that substantially dry vapor leaves the top of the
kettle or shell. An overflow weir or liquid-level control is used to with-
draw the product, and this also serves to keep the bundle submerged.

Liquid is caused to move in recirculation-type reboilers either by
forced circulation (a pump) or by thermosyphon action. Boiling may
take place either in the shell or more often in the tubes of a standard
exchanger set in a vertical position. A mixture of vapor and liquid
discharges from the top of the reboiler and back into the bottom of the
tower or other disengaging space. In the common vertical single-tube-
pass reboiler exchanger, boiling occurs in the tubes, and the difference in
weight of the dense liquid in the base of the fractionator and the low-
density vapor-liquid mixture in the tubes causes a natural circulation
to be established through the reboiler. Surging tends to occur in thermo-
syphon reboilers when the effluent stream consists of more than about
35 per cent by weight of vapor.

Miscellaneous Film-transfer Rates. Film rates for water flowing in
exchangers were given in Figs. 17-11 and 17-12, but lower rates are
obtained in coil-in-box equipment because circulation occurs only by
convection currents and because countercurrent flow is seldom attained.

Velocity Film-transfer

rate

(coil-in-box)Ft/sec Lb/sq ft-sec

0.2 12.5 80
0.5 25 140
1.0 50 220
2.0 100 280
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In small eqjjipment operating at small temperature differences, the veloc-

ity may not exceed 0.2 ft per sec but in full-scale commercial boxes, a

velocity of 2 ft per sec or more is attained when the temperature difference

is great.

F. L. Kallam33 has studied the film-transfer rate on the outside of tubes

that are being cooled with water when the water drips or is sprayed on

the tubes. He recommends the following equation for the water film

coefficient for the outside of tubes:

h0 = mN*-a*

[

w° *(P - py
2A2ZVP r (17-14)

of tube rows highN =

G = weight of spray water that strikes cooling surface, lb per hr

L = length of tubes exposed to water, ft

B = width of tube bundle exposed to water, ft

D = outside diameter of tubes, ft

Z = absolute viscosity of spray water at logarithmic mean temper-

ature of water on and off cooling surface, centipoises

P = tube spacing in horizontal plane, ft

V = vertical distance between tubes, ft

W = G/LB
The situation with respect to coil-in-box and sprayed-coil film-transfer

rates is so unsatisfactory that perhaps the best way to handle such equip-

ment is to use the over-all rates given at the end of this chapter.

Table 17-6. Film Rates for Condensing Steam0

Temp difference across

film, °F
Horizontal tubes

•

Vertical tubes

5 3,000-4,000 1,000-1,700

10 2,500-3,300 800-1,400

30 1,800-2,500 600-1,100

50 1,600-2,200 550-1,000

• When condensing steam in the presence of even small amounts of oil vapors as in

gasoline, etc., condensers, condensation rates are only about 400 rather than the high

values shown here.

Customary film rates for condensing steam are indicated in

17-6, but when steam condenses in the presence of oil vapor, very low

steam rates of 300 to 500 are obtained.

The films formed during the condensation of vapors are complex.

Liquid droplets are formed Upon the cooling surface; and if the surface

* The Open-type Cboler, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., October, 1940, p. 59.
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film rate is very low, probably not exceeding 30 or 50
Equations for the condensation coefficients of pure materials have been

rato^Hm ^
"Heat Md ^J*"**-. Art. IV," Sweaaon Evapo-

Othmer, D., Ind. Eng. Ckem., 21, 876 (1929).
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Table 17-7. Film Coefficients, Condensing

Material

Btu/(°Fdiff)(sqft)(hr)

No steam

With steam, but steam not

condensing in same temper-

ature range as vapor

Natural gasoline 210-250 170-210

180-220 130-170

150-190 100-120

130-180° 70-70°

Wax distillate 110-160° 50-60°

" Reduce to half for vacuum service.

developed by many investigators but only the work of D. A. Donohue 36

appears to apply to practical refinery design. His formula for the film

condensing coefficient of hydrocarbon vapor mixtures on the outside of

horizontal tubes in tubular equipment is:

-(*)"
where L

W
C

horizontal length of the tube

rate of condensation per tube, lb per hr

a factor that has the following approximate values:

Light gasoline

Pentane

Octane

Gasoline

775

775

720

700

Decane

Tetradecane

675

640

Experimental data on the film coefficients for cooling (not condensing)

petroleum vapors are not available, but values for such types of coeffi-

cients are given for gases inside tubes37 in Fig. 17-11 and for gases flowing

across staggered tubes31 - 32 in Fig. 17-12. Rates for gases flowing across

staggered tubes in a pipestill may be obtained from Eq. (18-7.)

Fin-tube Film Rates. The film-transfer rates for either side of the

fin tube can be read from Fig. 17-11, but a special heat-transfer equation,

Eq. (17-15), must be used and an equivalent fin-side area (Fig. 17-13)

must be computed. 38 It might be expected that the fin area could be

36 Heat Transfer . . . Condensing Hydrocarbon Vapors, Ind. Eng. Chem., 39, 62

(1947).
17 Walker, Lewis, McAdams, and Gilliland, "Principles of Chemical Engineering,"

3d ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1937, p. 113.
38 Nelson, W. L., Fin-tube Exchanger Units, Oil Gas J., June 29, 1946, p. 127.
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8 r
i ,

B 20

C1|U

30

TD

'W 5»«"»» 100 BO 2M 300^400-50^^-5^

^isteS a

C:^:

^ ******* «* »«

(17-15)

V*?^i
referS *° the"» Ruling factor

o°LTbe cates how to c°mpute thei**2a
althouirlL^tnhr^ ?

U
* fr°m the diameter of the tub* and

entirely satisfactory )n k " constructions), they are not
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a tube has been devised (Wolverine) which has such short fins that the
diameter at the fins is no greater than the (expanded) diameter of the
tube at the ends, thus permitting the replacement of tubes in a bundle.

v

17~6
'

Transfer Rate for Exchanger. Kerosene is to be cooled from 400
to 300 F by means of 35 API crude oil. The crude oil rises in temperature from
i270 to 285 F. The exchanger has H-in. tubes. The crude oil has been desalted
and the exchanger will be blown with steam each month. The conditions are as

Material
Average

fluid temp

Viscosity,

centipoises

(Fig. 4-43)

Velocity

Passes
Lb/sq ft-sec Ft/sec

Crude oil

Kerosene
278

350
1.0

0.3
72

140

1.5

3.2

2

4
Tubes.......

.

The film-transfer rates 127 for the crude oil (Fig. 17-12) and 270 for the «;•,„*,•.:•.•

(Fig. 17-11) in this instance need not be corrected by 0*/M„)o " because the film and
wall temperatures are nearly the same. The fouling factors are about:

Shell (crude) factor (Fig. 17-8) 2.5
Tube (kerosene) factor (Fig. 17-9) 1.6
Total fouling factor 41

The inside area of one foot of 16-gauge, %-in. tube is 0.1299 sq ft (Table 13-3) and the
outside area, 0.1636 sq ft. Thus, the over-all transfer rate based on the inside area,
but neglecting the wall resistance [Eq. (17-86)], is:

1
Hi

1 ... At + Rd

1

J_ ,
0.1299

270
"'"

127 X 0.1636

1

+ 0.0041
0 0037 +-°-00625 + 0.0041

0.01405

Based on outside area:

71

H0
0.1636 1

270 X 0.1299
+

127
+ 0 0041

60.5

Without periodic cleaning, the inside rate might be:

H 1
* " 0.0037 + 0.00625 + 0.009

At a duty of 550,000 Btu per hr, the surface is:

Outside surface [Eq. (17-ia), page 534]

1

0.01895

550,000

52.3

144 sq ft
60.5 X 63

A 2-shell, 4-tube pass exchanger tends away from countercurrent flow (Fig. 17-4) but
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Sl^r "* a Sma" **** ***** the two outlet temperatures are^
Example 17-7. Transfer Rate in a steam He„t,r a . , .

viscosity at 210°F, is to be heated tan 60™ „o'F hvi 1^* 13 API 60
oil has a pour point below 60°F. The oil Jfcmi. • ft T 0f a steam coil - The
natural eonveetion. Exhaust eteam t„^tnd .LI T*

dm"ateS •»
sure but not cooled below 212°F

'
d " leaves "» <*»' at atmospheric pres-

^Xt^^t^" **** * "»*— - estimated and

estimate):
P Mure at the fouling of the metal wall is (the 0.85 is an

0.85(212 - 85) + 85 = 193-F

ttJZHg"*
18 M 19 « F* «3

> - 225 centipoises

fc/W** = P'H,)«« = 1.492

£EtSfi£&£ttJ£tt "J**** than 0.25 ft per sec
Fig. 5-14) times 0.25 times2F£3SSSSV&t! 151 M^ftS
about 10.5 (extrapolated, and a higher v2. ° *

l u,
' the film & only

«n» of Fig. 17.!2 tend to Lttt at high viC f ^T °0rrect beca«*= «>*
(/•/ft.)' ", about 15.7

gh ™W»*ss) md when multiplied by

ofSgSiSSSSC* W U COU 'd -'"-sed as a fuel oi,, but the fouling f«orore

Factor for oily steam (Table 17-4) 4 n
Factor for fuel oil (Fig. 17-9) 7. 0

Total
( n11.0

*r Schedule 40 pipe, the over-all coefficient by Eq .^ ba6ed on^
J_ 1 A.
ho
+
ftS +* js.y + 3500^.61 + °°W

" 0.0637 + 0.00034 + aoil ** 0^5 ~ 13 33

4 _ 200,000

Example 17-8. TransferKtaVKPiS!^ eStimated * 125 '

tube has 50.5 sq ft ofSL^^ul^^
,

A C™ * 24-fin
actual ratio of surfaces is

an mternal surface sq ft. The

ST" 6-0
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APA = 0.00022^
(17-17)

gaWo,,4o,M2 and the follow
.

ng
-vesti-

AP
* 2318p"

pSl
(17-18)

where / (for viscous flow) _ __15_^
P-DDGt

~D ^
ff (for turbulent flow) = Q-75

9* - crossflow mass velocity, lb/(sec)(aq ft)
(r* f= crossflow mass velocity, lb/(hr)(sq ft)
P = density of fluid, lb/cu ft
D = tube o.d., ft

• P. = tube pitchj ft

# - (total baffle spaces) (total rows across bundle)

(x -° ~ window fraction)

The total shell-side pressure drop is the sum oil^and AP,

augc, E, C Trans. 45^, 59, 573 (1937).

« p!T
D

' h Tmm
-
ASME

>
59

' 563 (1937).Chiton and Genereaux, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 29, 161 (l933)
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Miscellaneous Pressure Drops. The pressure drop through a vapor

condenser is often the governing factor in design and especially so for

condensers for vacuum systems. The Ross Heater and Manufacturing

Company suggests the following formula:43

Lu2

where Ap = pressure drop, psi

L = length of vapor travel, ft

u = average velocity, ft per sec

s — specific volume, cu ft per lb

The constant k probably has a value of 9,000 to 13,000 depending upon
the particular design.

The pressure drop through conventional coil-in-box condensers in which

complete condensation occurs (but no cooling of liquid) is one-third to

one-half of the pressure drop that would occur if no condensation took

pressure drop of vapors through straight pipe (vapor lines,

can be estimated from Fig. 13-6 and Eqs. (13-9) and

(13-10), Chap. 13.

Design Procedure. Many relationships are involved in the design of

an exchanger, and these are so confusing that they must be considered

in a logical sequence, especially because numerous preliminary assump-

tions must be made and then checked as the design is developed. The
following list of factors indicates the approximate order in which they

will be encountered, and Example 17-9 can be followed along with this

discussion.

Heat Balance. Except for radiation losses (usually negligible), the

heat delivered by the hot fluid must equal the heat absorbed by the cold

fluid. However, the designer must decide how complete an exchange

of heat is feasible. This may be judged by means of the most economical

approach temperatures of Fig. 23-5. Thermal properties can be obtained

from Chap. 5, pages 168 to 176. The heat transferred in Btu per hr

is called the "duty" of the exchanger.

Mean-temperature Difference. This may be computed from Eq. (17-9)

or Fig. 17-3, and then a correction factor larger than 0.8 for multipass

shells is selected from Fig. 17-4 or 17-5, using as few shell passes as

possible.

Estimate Surface. Tabulate the physical properties of the fluid and

estimate an over-all coefficient. One method is to read individual film

coefficients in the common range of velocity, from Figs. 17-11 and 17-12,

etc., at the average temperature of each stream (or at temperatures closer

to the wall temperature). These may then be combined with fouling

43 Heat Exchangers, Bull. 350, 1931.
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resistances to obtain an over-all coefficient [Eq. (17-8a)i if,*

mate surface can be computed from the exchanger duty, corrected mean
temperature difference, and over-all coefficient by means of Eq.T(17-la),
page 534. A final coefficient will be determined in later calculations.

Size of Units. The number of tubes can be computed from the tube
size, exchanger length, and estimated surface. They may fit into a single
maximum-size bundle, but it may be necessary to use several smaller
bundles or shells. A tube layout may be prepared, or Eq. (17-10) may
be used in approximating the size of the bundle.

Tube-side Pressure Drop. The number of tube passes per exchanger
is selected by trial and error to stay within the allowable pressure drop.
In making trials, note that the pressure drop varies approximately as the
cube of the numbti* of tube passes.

Tube-side Film Coefficient. After selecting the shell size and number
of tube passes, the film coefficient may be calculated using the methods
outlined in this chapter [Eqs. (17-lla) and (17-12), Fig. 17-11, etc.].

Shell-side Pressure Drop. The baffle pitch and window fraction may
be chosen by trial and error to give the allowable pressure drop TEas
(17-17) and (17-18)].

H

ShelUide Film Coefficient. After the baffle pitch and window fraction
have been selected, the crossflow and longitudinal mass velocities, and
the mean mass velocity, may be computed; and the shell-side coefficient
may then be calculated from Eq. (17-13) or less accurately from Fig. 17-12.

Over-all Coefficient. It is now possible to compute the over-all coeffi-
cient with more accuracy. If the coefficient is larger than the one
assumed in the surface estimate, a check should be made to see if a smaller
exchanger will be adequate, whereas if the coefficient is smaller than the
assumed coefficient, it is necessary to repeat all computations for a larger
exchanger.

Example 17-9. Complete Exchanger Design. Lean absorption oil at 410°F is
to be cooled by means of rich absorption oil available at 90°F. The properties of the
materials are:

Rich oil

(tubes)

Lean oil

(shell)

Characterization Factor 11.8 11.8
Amount, gpm 695 600
Gravity, API 44 40

6.713 6.87
Allowable pressure drop, psi . 10.0 16.5

Steel tubes (% in. o.d., 14 Bwg, 20 ft long) will be used at a «...

and the rich oil is sent through the tubes. No vaporization occurs.

pitch,
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No longitudinal baffles are to be used.
The design procedure of page 568 will be followed to determine the size of exchanger,

number of tubes, the baffle spacing, and how much to cut out of the baffle (window
fraction).

Heat balance. The pounds circulated are:

Lean oil = 600 X 60 X 6.87 = 247,000 lb per hr
Rich oil = 695 X 60 X 6.713 = 280,000 lb per hr

For a ratio of fluids of about 1.0 Fig. 23-5 indicates that the lean-oil (smallest quan-
tity) outlet temperature should approach to within about 50°F of the inlet rich-oil

4IO°F=t,

334°F=Z>
76

t^l50°F

60 I MTD=67.5
(corrected 56

J

Fig. 17-14. Terminal temperatures in Example 17-9. There are four shell and two

StedjET
n° l0Dgltudinal baffle t0 produce the Pure countercurrent flow indi-

temperature if the equipment is to be depreciated in 10 years. However fuel is
cheap at a gasoline plant, and an approach of 60°F was therefore selected, 'and the
outgoing lean-oil temperature is 150°F.
Heat removed from the lean oil is:

247,000(410 - 150)0.585 = 37,600,000 Btu per hr

^This same amount of heat goes into the rich oil so that its outlet temperature must

nnop .
37,600,000 OOJO„90 F + 280,000 X 0.55

= 334 F

(The specific heat of 0.55 was determined by trial-and-error computations.)
These temperatures are shown in Fig. 17-14.

Mean-temperature difference. This caL be read from Fig. 17-3, but the mean is
obviously 67.5°F because the two terminal differences are nearly the same. How-
ever, several shell and tube passes will need to be used, and hence the R and P values
needed m correcting for multipass flow (Figs. 17-4 and 17-5) are:

Ti - T2 90 - 334R

P

U - ti 150 - 410

U ~ h = 150 - 410
T, - ti 90 - 410

0.94

= 0.812

of Figs. 17-4 and - 17-5 shows that one, two, or three shell passes cannot
be used, but a correction factor of 0.83 can be read for four shell passes (Fig. 17-5).
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Longitudinal baffles could be used to attain true countercurrent flow and
the 0.83 to 1.0, but in this design no longitudinal baffles will be used.

571

raise

Corrected mean-temperature difference = 67.5 X 0.83

Estimate of surface.

56°F

Rich oil (tubes) Lean oil (shell)

212 280
Viscosity (Fig. 4-43), centipoises 0.5 0.5

120 150

210 (Fig. mm 235 (Fig. 17-12)

Fouling fciQ t.ors ••'•«. • *

.

1.5 1.5

The inside diameter of %-in. tubes is 0.584 in. (Table 13-3). An approximate over-all

rate can be computed from Eq. (17-8a).

0.75
+ + 0.003

235 X 0.584 210

Approximate outside tube surface

37,600,000 _o Qnn .fAe
56 X 75.5

= 8>900scl
ft

Size of unit. With four shells, each shell must house 2,225 sq ft, and the tubes per
shell will be

2,225

0.75x

12

565

X 20

According to Eq. (17-10) the outer tube limit of the bundle will be about

565 = 0.86 (t|^)
2

L = 24 in.

and this can be housed in about a 25.5-in. i.d. shell. Try a 26.5^in. i.d. shell with
610 tubes.

Total surface = 4 X 610 X X 20a- = 9,600 sq ft

It is somewhat standard construction practice to use an even number of inches for
the outside diameter of shells, but exchangers are also encountered in which the inside

diameters are an odd number of inches.

Tube-side pressure drop. Try two tube passes (Eqs. (13-1) and

Mass velocity =
3,600 X

280,000 .ooii-// , w x

(0.584)' X 0.785 x, 610
= 138 lb/(sq ft)(sec)

144

Friction factor (Fig. 13-2) - 0.0064

- 19,900
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For a total of eight passes, the friction loss [Eq. (13-1)] is:

APf = 8 X 2 X Q.Q064 X (138)' X 20
144 X 32.2 X (0.584/12) X 62.4 X 0.76

= 3 69 psi

Inlet and outlet losses [Eq. (17-16)] are:

AP = 0.00032 X 8 X (188)7(63.4 X 0.75) » 1.04 psi

Total pressure drop = 3.69 + 1.04 = 4.73 psi

psi] produce too much friction.
7 1 X 37 9

Trie-side film coefficient. Using the mass velocity of 138 and a viscosity of n *centipoises indicates (Fig. 17-11) that A* = 225
viscosity of 0.5

Shell-Side pressure drop. The baffle spacing and window area must be select^ hv

r;"rr computation - Assume a **** analE^tstt
Net free distance (p. 557) = 0.25X + 2 - 0.25 X 25 + 2 - 8.25 in.

The crossflow and longitudinal mass velocities are:

a - g&gOg X 0.04 ^„ f?* 8.25 X 20 " 60 Ib/sf
l ft sec

9l - 247,000 X 0.04 _
* 0.785(26.5' - 610 X 0.75»)0.2

= 176

ttblSttT*"
of 20 in" the number of spaces between baffles and the

Spaces 20X12 - 12 (48 total)

Baffles 12-1 =11 (44 total)

Reynolds No. (crossflow)

0.75 X 60

X 0.5 X 0.000672 " 11,200

Since this is larger than or 170, the flow is turbulent and

0.75 0.75
/0.9375 - 0.75\ os

,
* o 7sa*y raz m 0.153

V.
075"—7 (»*200)M X 6 45

The number of rows crossed and the cros-jflow pressure drop are:
•

•

. 25

0^375 X 2 X (4 X 12) X (1 - 0.2) « 2,040 rows

_ 0-153 X 2040 X (60)» rn B .

2318 X 62.4 X 0.74
= 10,5 psi

The longitudinal pressure drop is:

^ ^ 44 X 0 0002262^ 4̂
= 6-48 P-

Thus, the total pressure drop is 17 psi, which is nearly low enough to meet the renmm-
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Shell-side coefficient. The geometric mass velocity and shell-side film coefficient,

are?

Gg = 3,600 V60.2 X 176 = 370,800 lb/sq ft-sec, or 103 Ib/sq ft-sec

h0 = 190 (Fig. 17-12)

Over-all coefficient and size.

h0m = x
*

. = 71-6

190
+

0.584 X 225
+ 0 003

The resistance of the metal wall and the viscosity gradient correction are, in this
instance, negligible..

Surface required -4,- 3

//°°ff?
= 9,400 sq ft

The design was based on a surface of 9,600 sq ft which means that about 2 per cent
extra surface is being supplied. The design is almost in balance, and if a little larger
window fraction is provided, or the baffle spacing is increased slightly, the shell-
side pressure drop will be satisfactory. A check might be made to see if a smaller
exchanger is satisfactory, but in this instance a smaller exchanger probably would

TUBULAR VAPOR COOLERS AND CONDENSERS

Tubular equipment is frequently used to cool superheated vapors and
to condense them by exchange with the charging stock. On one side of
the exchanger, usually the tube side, the rates of heat transfer found in
the preceding discussion are valid. On the other, or shell, side of the
exchanger, a new set of conditions arise. Vapor cooling is a straightfor-
ward problem, but the condensation of complex vapor mixtures in the
presence of steam is indeed complicated.
The film conditions are different in all parts or zones of a condenser and

they tend to overlap.

1. Cooling oil vapor, steam, or both.

2. Condensing vapor, cooling vapor, and cooling the condensate.
3. Condensing steam and cooling oil.

4. Cooling oil and water.

As an example, condensation starts soon after cooling of the superheated
vapors begins; the cooling- of vapor, steam, and condensate occurs
throughout the condensation of the vapors; and, finally, the last vapor
is not condensed until the'steam is condensed. However, for design
purposes it is necessary to adopt zones and assign transfer rates to each
of them if dependable rates are to be attained.

In the condensation zone, the temperature may be computed with
accuracy by means of the equilibrium condensation curve (Examples 4-5
anoV 4-6) of the oil vapor, corrected for the total pressure within the
condenser and for the partial-pressure effect of the steam. In some
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simple situations the condensation temperature can be estimated without
computations. For example, steam condenses in an atmospheric naphtha
condenser between 205 and 185°F unless an abnormally large quantity
of steam is used. In special problems, such as the design of vacuum
condensers or condensers handling large quantities of steam, the labor
involved in drawing the curves, etc., is justified because more simple
methods are not dependable.

The pressure drop in ordinary condensers may be neglected in drawing
condensing curves, except for vacuum condensers where pressure drop
becomes of great importance. The following examples will help in

clarifying computation methods:

Example 17-10. Transfer Rate for a Pressure Distillate
Condenser. A pressure distillate condenser is to be de-
signed for the following materials:

Lb per hr

P.D. and reflux (57 API) 63,000
Cracked gas (wet) 2 ,000
Steam 6,000

The materials are available at 305°F, and the vapor is not
superheated. Water is available ai 72°, and it will be
heated to 120°F. Pressure at the top of the tower is 10
pei. This example is primarily an illustration of the organ-
ization of computations, and hence specific heats and latent
heats have not been corrected to the values shown in this
edition.

Duty of Condenser. Basis: 1 hr.

Orer-all M.T.a/44-

Fig. 17-15. Terminal
temperatures for Ex-
ample 17-10. Assume cooling to 180°F condenses all vapor and steam

Assume steam condenses at 195°F. These assumptionscan be approximately computed by the methods used in Example 17-11.

Zone 1
:
Cooling vapor and steam. No such zone.

Zone 2: Condense vapor between 305 and 195.
Cool steam and vapor to 195.
Cool condensate to 195.

Cool vapor or condensate 63,000(305 - 195)
0 60 + 0 4g* _

Cnnl SLifk
*~2) 2,000(305 - 195) X 0.52 =

S^SSfL™ Twu'&i 6,000(305 - 195) X 0.5 =
Londense vapor (Fig. 5-7) 63)000 x m =

Zone 3: Condense steam at 195.

Latent heat of steam - 981

6,000 X 981 = 5,890,000 Btu per hr
Zone 4: Cool oil, water, and gas.

* Average liquid and vapor specific heat.

Btu per hr

3,670,000

114,000
330,000

8,229,000

12,343,000
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Btu per hr
63,000(195 - 180) X 0.565 = 532,000
6,000(195 - 180) X 1.0 = 90,000
2,000(195 - 180) X 0.5 = 15,000

637,000

The percentage of heat that is absorbed in each zone and the rise in water tempera-
ture in each zone, for countercurrent flow, are

Zone
Rise in water

Btu Per cent temperature

(total 48°F)

1

2 12,343,000 65.4 31
3 5,890,000 31.2 15
4 637,000 3.4 2

Total 18,870,000 100.0 48

The temperatures in the zones are shown in Fig. 17-15.
Computation of Transfer Rate. If tubes are used and the water flows throughthem at 1 ft per sec, the water film-transfer rate (Fig. 17-11) will be about 350.
rhe surface required for each zone can be computed separately and added together,

1. Cooling vapor ......

2. Condensing vapor
3. Condensing steam
4. Cooling liquid..

Total

Duty

12,343,000

5,890,000

637,000

18,870,000

Mean
temp
diff.

143

113

114

An

150

400

45

350

350

350

0.006

0.007

0.009

64

81

29

1,350

643

192

Notes

2,185

No such zone
Table 17-7

Table 17-6

Page 561

I£!2Vfi A faCt°r °f 5'
Md different factors for each of «» conditions,

t Should be corrected to a common surface basis such as outside surface.

As a comparison, the over-all transfer rate that corresponds to the four zones is

n - ^:r:r^~ = Oo.o
18,870,000

2,185 X 144

In vacuum condensers the foregoing method (Example 17-10) becomes
more involved. Approximations of the steam-condensing temperature,
etc., cannot be relied upon. In most modern vacuum plants a large
quantity of steam is used to reduce the vaporization temperature of the
oil. This steam passes through the partial condensers and is finally
condensed in a barometric condenser. Thus the pressure in the baro-
metric condenser and in the partial condenser is dependent upon the
vapor pressure exerted by the cooling water. With cold water and
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several steam jets, the barometric condenser can be operated at 8 mm
pressure, and hence the partial condenser operates at pressures of 10 or
12 mm or above, depending upon the processing plan (see Figs. 7-22 to
7-24, etc.). Sometimes these partial condensers are built in several
units so that different products, such as gas oil and wax distillate may be
collected from the different units.

If the condensation is conducted in several units or steps, with the
condensate removed separately from each partial condenser/each unit
may be handled as a separate condenser. For example, if wax distillate

and gas oil are separated in a partial condenser, the vapors of wax dis-
tillate and gas oil are cooled in the first unit and condensation occurs
along the equilibrium condensation curve of these mixed vapors The
wax distillate is withdrawn from this unit, and the remaining gas-oil
vapor is condensed according to the equilibrium condensation curve
of the gas-oil vapor alone (Figs. 17-16 and 17-17).

The condensing coefficients are lowered greatly by vacuum. The
exact values are not known, but it is customary practice to decrease the
atmospheric condensation coefficients by half.

Example 17-11. Detigo of Vacuum Surface Condenser. A large vacuum conden-
ser is to handle the following materials per hour:

106,000 lb of wax distillate and reflux, 31 API
12,000 lb of gas oil, 33 API
1,400 lb of steam

The wax distillate and gas oil are to be separated by partial condensation in four
units of condenser. Three of these are for wax distillate, and one for gas oil The
first of the three wax distillate condensers supplies hot reflux to the tower, but cold
reflux is also used.

The following pressures are assumed for purposes of calculation. In an actual
design the accuracy of the assumed pressures should be checked after the tentative
design is completed.

Mm,Hg
Pressure at barometric 21
Loss in vapor line 2
Loss in unit 4 j

Loss in unit 3 2

Loss in unit 2 2
Loss in unit 1 3

Pressure at top of tower 30
Temperature at top of tower 490°F

The approximate condensation and true-boiling-point distillation curves of the prod-
ucts are shown in Fig. 17-16, and a diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 17-17.
Since this example is aimed at an illustration of principles, the molecular weights
specific heats, and latent heats have not been corrected to the latest values shown in
this edition.
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®TB.P Curve of wax distillate and gas oil

W „ T WrVe distillate and gas oil (Atmospheric)® F ash curve of 65
.
per cent of vapor

©Flash curve of II per cent of vapor (Gas oil alone)^ Complete condensation curve ofvapor (Vacuum condenser)

900 :Gas-=
oil

S5

'FL

7'1

17-l

<

?
ndenSati°'1 mn8eS "^~dLer. Refer to Example 17-11 and

orvZ FmZI*' f'
et

?
COnd6nSer 1 k 30mm

-
b<" * «»—* «. (30 - 3),

Moles W.D. ^_ 106,000

320
- 331.0

Moles gas oil
12,000

242
- 49.6

Moles vapor = 38T0

Moles steam _ 1,400

18
= 78.0

Total moles 4591)

X 3BK&9 - 24.9 mm
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The atmospheric initial-condensation temperature (724°F) corrected to 24.9 mm
(Fig. 6-27) gives a temperature of 492°F.

Temperature at the Outlet of Unit I.
*

About 122 moles of hot reflux are condensed in unit 1 so that at the outlet the par-
tial pressure is

F

2?
381 - 122 _X
459 - 122

20 8 mm

Correcting 696°F to 20.8 mm gives an outlet temperature of 456°F. These tem-
peratures are shown on Figs. 17-16 and 17-17.

Crude oil 14Q°f.

No. 1' 456 F. Mo Z 394'f: No 3. 323'E No.

Hoi reflux $0mm

Top of Tower

25
mm.

24
mm.

23mm.

Vapor line

Wcn.oiistillafe

To barometric
21mm.

Gets oil
*pprox.temp.335°F Apppox,. temp. 230°?

— Cold wc(x- distillate reflox
Fig. 17-17. Condenser arrangement for Example 17-11 (also see Fig. 17-16).

Partial Condenser Unit 2. The atmospheric condensation curve for the remaining
65 per cent vapor is computed in a manner similar to the method used for unit 1 This
curve is shown as 3 (Fig. 17-16). As the condensate is removed from unit 1, the vapor
must be cooled m unit 2 before condensation starts. Note curve 5 (Fig 17-16) and
particularly the two points at 65 per cent. In practice, no sharp break in the tem-
perature is noted because pure countercurrent flow is not attained and perfect equi-
librium condensation does not occur.

*Jf^S? h W°uld appear in Fig
-
17"16 that the hot reflux boils between exactly

753 and 890 F
.

Actually, the wax distillate and the hot reflux have different boiling
ranges but much the same composition because of the very poor separation obtained
by partial condensation.

The flash curve (No. 3) should be computed from Figs. 4-18 and 4-19. However
the curve shown (Fig. 17-16) was computed from an older correlation that does not
check exactly with Figs. 4-18 and 4-19. The 100 per cent point of curve 3 is 652°F
and the zero per cent point is 635°F.

Partial pressure at inlet to unit 2 is the same as for the outlet of unit 1, or 20.8 mm.
Correcting 652 to 20.8 mm gives 419°F.
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off™
1 m°leS^ COndensed in unit 2 *> that the partial pressure at the outlet

25 X «%07 = 15.5 mm
Correcting 635° to 15.5 mm gives 394°F.
a similar manner.

sabte^^^f^ %
5?^^ 4 18 reaChGd

' the amount of nonconden-

necessarv Th.T 1 ^H"!
S
° ,arge that a more detailed &S2^'

i

W
"l
g tabulatlon was computed (curve 4, Fig. 17-16) by usingthe same general principles that were used in studying units 1 and 2

wastld'Xr EXrery
+

Sma11
.

(1 mm
>> and h^e a constant pressure of 23.5 mmwas used throughout the entire unit. Likewise the flash curve 4 is so flat that a tem-perature of 563°F was used to represent the entire curve.

Per cent vapor

remaining
Moles not con-

densed (approx.)

Partial pres-

sure, mm
Condensation

points, °F

11.0 50 ... 8.6 305
7.5

5.0
33 6.5 296

. 22 4.8 283
3.5 16 3.8 274
1.5 11 2.7 264
1.0 6 1.4 241

v*™ *? 7 T**^ °D the fr°nt 0f the ^nsation curve shows that all the

T7 6f^P^tely condensed u^il the steam is condensed. Refiners find

trait I g
°I

bar°metriC C0DdenSer alwayS COntains oil and™ ^ocks, andtraps or skimming devices must be installed

thmugZft
DUUeS

°' ^ **. 1 i47-m ™ Condensing «,ne

n . Btu per hr

X
00

?
vaP°r 71,000(490 - 456) X 0156 = 1,350,000

U>ol steam 1,400(490 - 456) X 0.5 = 23,800

0001 47,000(490 - 456)
(

068 ± ° 55
) ,
= 983,000

Condense, approx. 47,000 X 92 (Fig. 5-7) - 4,320,000

6,676,800
For the other units the duties are about as follows:

Condenser

unit
Lb

condensed
Temperature

range

Approx. duties,

Btu per hr

1

2

3

4

Total

47,000

39,000

20,000

12,000

490-456

456-394

394-323

323-220

6,676,800

7,213,000

4,058,000

2,856,000
....... • 20,803,800
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Transfer Rates, Surfaces, and Temperature Differences.

140 to 300°F in the first three units, and water is heated from 70 to 120°F in the fourth

unit. The crude oil velocity is 3 ft per sec, and the water 1^ ft per sec. The tem-

perature ranges are shown in Fig. 17-18. One-inch tubes were used throughout.

The vapor film rates were considered as consisting of two parts, i.e., condensing and
rapor cooling. The vapor-cooling film rates were obtained by extrapolation of the

456 323

140

220

394

Unit 3

175

323

Unit 4

120

Fig. 17-18. Terminal temperatures for Example 17-11.

Table 17-8. Computations fob Subpacbs in Exampm 17-11

Logarithmic Mass
Unit Duty mean-temp velocity," A. hi Rd Ab

;

difference lb/ft-sec

1. Condensing 5,303,000 204 25* 190 0.013 16.9 1540

Vapor cooling*.

.

1,373,800 204 1.0 14 190 0.013 11.0 606

' Over-all 6,676,800 204 15.2 2146

2. Condensing. . .

.

5,730,000 219 27* 130 0.013 17.3 1510

Vapor cooling6 .

.

1,483,000 219 12 130 0.013 9.6 705

Over-all 7,213,000 219 . .

.

14.9 2215

3. Condensing 3,136,000 196 29* 100 0.012 17.7 903
Vapor cooling".

.

922,000 196 0.5 8 100 0.012 6.8 693

4,058,000 196 13.0 1596

1, 2, & 3
•

over-all.

.

17,947,800 243 • i - 12.4 5957

4. Condensing 2,135,000 187 32* 450 0.011 22.5 507

Vapor cooling8 .

.

721,000 187 0.2 5 450 0.011 4.7 820

2,856,000 187 ... 11.5 1327

• Dependent on velocity on the shell side. The 1 lb per sec per sq ft corresponds to

a linear velocity of about 50 ft per sec.

h Should be brought to a common basis of surface such as outside surface.
e Some liquid cooling also included.

* CnndRTisin^ coefficients are halved for vacuum service. See pages 560 and 561.
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lines of Kg. 17-12 (by almost two losarithrn.V^.w ^ .
higher SSlr-

* * that somewhat
molec^ar-weight petroleum vapor" t aSZST SEEK J*for high-vacuum service. Table 17-8 ,l„». n,. ,

u>ndensm8 rates are halved
Note that the logarithmicm^t^S"** comPutoti«-

fa used for the three uuits together. if„«?' th£
""""^ reSults if «

heat transfer (1,4) that is Wer thauXZZSZZSZE^f °'

HEATING COILS FOR TANKS

Lb steam per hr per 1,000
obi per *F difference

Ti™. #* « *n air and oil temp
Time of heating (no wind) .

J J*
137-141

?n
n5 28-32

T
10hr

; 14-18
Long* (50°Fdiff.). £-g
Long* (100T diff.) ^10

Also applies to a tank already hot.

and heavy asphalt crude dlTbut 1* ' Tl '
h**3r topP<xJ crude

-

Fig. 17-19 Similar , "f^* °<\ waxes is indicated in

live steam is used
' * 0l'OWmg » required if

Pressure, peig Percentage

Exhaust jqq

63
SO

138

atStm^tu^F^tt?^1 Ta0k A t-k of fue! oil i,

atureof 120T
ature of 60 F, and >^des.redtobeabletoheatitm7 hrtoatemper-

a^reuce m at« minus*l%^J^f- J-J—

J

« Nelson, V. L, Heating Coiis for Tanks, Oil Go. J., Oct. 7, 1944, p. 103.
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10 24 48 72 96

HOURS TO HEAT TANK
Fig. 17-19. Heating surface (exhaust steam) required for heating semisolid oils in

tanks. (Oil Gas J.)

COIL-IN-BOX CONDENSERS AND COOLERS

In the past these equipments have been standard, and even today they

are used extensively for final cooling before,storage. Heat-transfer rates

are low in this type of equipment owing (1) to the low velocities that must

be used and the low natural-convection rate and (2) to the gradual accu-
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mulation of pipe scale and fouled surfaces on the water side W.i tiron condenser sections with ribbed outside 2 I t'
P Qast"

section of the. American Radiator Company l7lo™TS«
the

.

Stir^mam advantage of this condenser section ^iL^
SOmetlmes used

- The
and the compact arrangemeTt th„tt u?

Vap°r Space *»*<•
decrease in vapor ^fchL"T *° a"0W for the »I*
a series of large-dlamete; 2e„ T C01'S Me usua»y bu"t a.

smaller pipe are^ on *M1 *° a header
>
and

cooling zone. ^Xpte^S^S^ in the^«
throughout the entire loT ^l^uZ *T^"* in Series

mately 50 ft per sec, and the outlet lin!
]A ,T Vel°dty is aPProri-

2.0 ft per sec The hiSL, r °i ,

qmd Veloclty is betw«« 0.5 and
aa gasoline^SSS^SSS^SR

.

practice the coils are built in PZZith Tbout !, f11
^ beSt

facifitate cleaning and repairs.Kljli^ PairS *°
of pipe, but the coils are not so commit Ik n •

,aclll*ates the removal

manufactures a "W^cT r
.
by means of water snrav* in «

D0X serviCA or for cooling

two header, with Xg number ofsmXi
SeCti°nS C°nsist «

tubes arp Knw0H t ^e
T

n
-

of small tubes between them Th*

Will be dislodged Z t2£ ™ ' t" K°

n 016 °UtSide 0f the tub<®

rehners re^the^J^KS^^^^.^

the wide ranee of v.w* j
equipment and particularly

^ItZTorLllZZt^ C°nditi0nS
'

the rate are not *°
side of pipe coik, the w^eZ Zt C°nVection on the «*
they must be-^E^^^T^ 559 are s«d, but

Although the water^TbJ^Z ti lZMe °!20to30 -

considered to be ^Z"™"'
such equipments^^^^^^
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OVER-ALL TRANSFER RATES

Although the use of over-all rates is not recommended, at times the

engineer has reason to make very approximate estimations of surfaces,

etc. Table 17-9 is a tabulation of over-all rates that were obtained from

various authorities in refinery positions and with engineering companies.

The discrepancies in the values indicate clearly the difficulties involved in

attempting to use over-all rates and why the use of over-all heat-transfer

rates is being abandoned.

Table 17-9. Approximate Over-all Rates of Heat Transfer

Duty

Coil-in-box equipment:

Vapor cooling

Condensing and cooling naphtha

Cooling naphtha
Cooling kerosene or gas oil

Cooling wax distillate

Cooling lubes

Cooling tars, bottoms, etc

Condensing kerosene

Condensing gas oil

Condensing fuel oil and lubes. .

.

Tubular equipment:

Condensing naphtha:

Water
Oil

Condensing kerosene :

Water
Oil. »

Cooling naphtha:

Water
Oil..

Cooling kerosene or gas oil:

Water • • .

Od. •

Cooling wax distillate:

Water

Oil

Cooling fuel oils and lubes:

Water.

on ;.. :

Authority number

15

15

12

52

26

40

20

25

20

15-18

13

39

25

45

25

3 4 5 6 71 g Ranerp

i
I • • • • • • • • • • . • • .

7
1

11 18 32 18 26 17 11-32

18 20 16 15 15-20

• • lb 1/ OA
. . .

* 12 14 12 10 10-14

14 11 12 11 13 11-14
1 A 7

1
1

A

1

A

1U 7 1 q<—io

23 26 20 15 15-26

27. 24 23 13 13 12 12-27

36 18 10 10-36

55 48 62 60 70 50 39-70

37 27 27 30 27 25-37

65 31 48 50 31-65

25 24 27 24-27

47 54 70 70 47-70

20 20

28 36 35 35 20 20-45

28 18 18-28

14 24 25 14-25

27 16 16-27

19 20 20 19-20

12 9 25 25 9-25



CHAPTER 18

TUBESTILL HEATERS

When pipe- or tubestills were first built, the important part that radia-

tion plays in any open-fired heater was not appreciated, and the first

stills were purely convection types, consisting of a bank of closely spaced
tubes with a combustion space below or to the side. Coke deposited in

the tubes that were exposed to radiation and the remaining tubes absorbed
little heat. When overheated tubes were removed from the still, other
tubes began to overheat, and as the number of radiant tubes was reduced,

the situation was aggravated. Finally, designers realized that the
radiation from the flame cloud mtlst be distributed over a large surface,

and the modern radiant type of still has been the result. If exceedingly
mild rates of heating are required, the still may consist almost entirely of

tubes that are exposed to radiation.

Shell or batch stills are no longer used except when a single still may be
used to rerun or distill several small stocks such as "slops," specia)

naphthas, petrolatum solutions, etc.

Types of Stills. Most modern stills are built with two distinct heating
sections: a radiant section which can receive heat directly from the flame,
and a convection section which recovers heat from the hot gases traveling

to the stack. Figure 18-1 indicates diagrammatically the arrangement
of tubes and the direction of liquid flow. Names are not standardized
but the several stills of Fig. 18-1 might be called:

(a) Large box-type (g) Large isoflow (Petrochem)
(6) Separate-convection (Lummus) (h) Small isoflow (Petrochem)
(c) Down-convection (i) Equiflux (UOP)
(d) Straight-up (Born) (J) Double-upfired (UOP)
(c) A-frame (Kellogg) (A;) Radiant wall (Selas)

(/) Circular (DeFlorez)

Although all of the stills of Fig. 18-1 are useful for many services, there
are certain features in which each excels or may be deficient.

1. Flame Impingement. Too large a flame can cause impingement or
overheating of certain tubes in nearly all of the stills, but tubes that are
vulnerable are those just above the bridgewall in (c) down-convection,

585
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and the lowest tubes of (j) double-upfired or (d) straight-up. The diffi-

culty disappears in stills (d) and (j) when the capacity is large, i.e. the
stills can be wider. Note the black tubes in Fig. 18-1.

2. Hot Tubes. The rate of heat absorption tends to be high at the
entrance to the convection section because heat is delivered by both
radiation and convection [black tubes in types (a), (c), (d), (e), and (j)].
The feed, because it is cooler, is sometimes introduced through these
tubes (a screen bank), and in some instances steam is superheated or water
is heated in the screen bank. Likewise, the tubes situated closest to the
flame receive the largest amount of heat [black tubes in (d), (/), (g), (h),
and (j)].

3. Oil Firing. Oil fuel tends to produce larger flames especially
because larger burners are used. Stills (a), (6), (c), and (e) are best
suited for oil firing although the larger sizes of the other stills encounter
little difficulty.

4. Heat Distribution. One phase of poor heat distribution has been
mentioned in item (2) above, but in addition the rate of heating varies
widely in different parts of the boxes or cavities of such stills as (a) and
(c), although most of the other vertical stills can attain a fairly uniform
distribution of heat.

5. Two-coil Heating. Still (c) is not suited for two-coil flow although
by experiment it is possible to use it for two streams. Symmetrical
two-coil arrangements can be devised for most of the other stills, but
if a different rate of heat input is needed in each coil, the stills with a
center bridgewall are most effective. •

6. Control of Rates. Stills (i) and (k) are eminently suitable for precise
control of the rate of heat input and for operation at exceedingly high
(1000 to 1500°F) temperatures. Very low rates of heat absorption can
be attained in the circular types (/), (g), and (h), and in other types if

enough radiant surface is provided.

7. Capacity. Stills (c), (d), (h), (i)
}
and (k) can be built for the

lowest capacities, and types (a), (&), (e), and (j) are best suited for large
capacities..

8. Stacks. Stills (a), (&), (c), and (i) require tall stacks, but scarcely
any stack (except to release the gas at a high level) is needed with the
other stills because the hot furnace itself produces a draft.

9. Cost. The roof constructions of types (a), (6), and (c) are expensive.
Walls not covered with tubes [see (a), (6), (c), and (e)] tend to overheat
and must be of heavier construction. Suspended panel walls are usually
cheaper than brick walls, but suspended tile walls are very expensive.
The large framework of still (i) is expensive, and the numerous burners
of type (k) add to its cost. The A-frame still (e) conserves on structural
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To
stack

To stack
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* <• Burners

To stack

(h) Burners

Burners

Burners

Fig. 18-1. Basic types of pipestill heaters (see text for meaning of letters).
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In the isoflow stills (g) and (h), finned tubes are used in the convection

section. This greatly reduces the amount of tubing required and results

in rates of heat transfer in the convection section as large as or sometimes

larger than in the radiant section. In still (h) the upper ends of the tubes

are finned and thus there is no distinct convection section. The Selas

still (k) employs ceramic burner cups, 1 spaced at about 30 in., which cover

both walls.

Gases are cooled by tubes on the walls, and this tends to cause a down-
ward gas flow behind the tubes. Velocities as high as 10 ft per sec have

been recorded, 10 and it is becoming evident that much heat is transferred

in the radiant section by convection as well as by radiation. The opti-

mum space between the wall and the tube is about one tube diameter. la

In Petrochem heaters (Fig. l&-lg and h) about 13 per cent of the heat

absorbed by the radiant tubes is delivered by convection and by internal

recirculation.

The actual heat intensity curves for several heaters are presented

by H. C. Schutt, 2 when applied to cracking for the production of ethylene.

Air preheat is indicated in Fig. 18-1/ (DeFlorez), and it can be employed
in any still that is mechanically tight from gas leakage. The recirculation

of flue gas through the combustion chamber by means of a fan is not indi-

cated in any of the stills. The flue gas is reheated by the flame, causing a

lower flame temperature and thus a milder radiation rate. At the same
time the convection-section duty is increased, and a larger convection

section must be provided. Thus, flue-gas recirculation is particularly

suited to the older convection-type stills. When it is necessary to alter

or regulate the rate of radiant absorption, no method other than flue-gas

recirculation is available except such expensive methods as the use of

large amounts of excess air, a reduction in capacity, or possibly to obtain

a fuel which radiates less. Flue-gas-recirculation stills were widely used

during the development of thermal cracking processes; but, now that

engineers know how to design stills for specific radiant-absorption rates,

recirculation stills are no longer installed.

The advantages of a symmetrical arrangement of radiant-heat-absorb-

ing surface are apparent in the stills of Fig. 18-1. The ideal still will be

one in which the rate of heat absorption is the maximum (at all points)

that can be transferred to the oil without causing coking, discoloration, or

decomposition. If two coils are to be heated and properly controlled in a

1 Tate, C. 0,| A New Development in Radiant Heating, Oil Gas J., May 10, 1951,

p. 106.

*• Reed, R. D.
(
Radiant Heat Transfer versus Wall-to-tube Spacing, Western Pet.

Ref. Assoc., Chicago Meeting, June 18, 1953.

* Schutt and Zdonik, Designing a Tubular Pyrolysis Furnace, Oil Gas J., May 14,

1956, p. 149.
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arrangement as in Fig. 18-la, b, d, e, or / must
le to fire with gas because fuel-oil flames radiate

intensely and thus tend to "burn out" or cause local overheating of
certain tubes. Part of the advantage of gas lies in the fact that gas
burners are relatively cheap and thus several gas burners can be afforded.

*io. 18-2. A-frame furnace under construction. Open header boxes show radiant
return bends and welded convection bends. (AT. W. Kellogg Co.)

Preheating the air that is used in combustion has an effect that is the
reverse of flue-gas recirculation. It tends to increase the absorption rate
in the radiant section and to increase the flame temperature. To be most
effective, the air should be heated by only the gases that are passing to the
stack.

A limiting factor in the design of all direct-fired stills is the tendency of
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oil to coke or decompose at the wall of the heated tube. This limits the
rate of radiant-heat absorption to 6000 to 20,000 Btu per sq ft of outside
area, depending on the operation, because if coke is formed the tube-wall
temperature rises and the tube softens and fails. An equipment that
somewhat overcomes this difficulty is the pebble heater. 3 *4 It consists
essentially of two vertical cylindrical chambers mounted one above the
other. Ceramic-ware pebbles are heated in the upper chamber by direct
contact with burning fuel, and the flue gases pass upward in counter-
current flow to the incoming pebbles. The hot pebbles flow downward
to the lower chamber where they are used to heat air or steam, crack
ethane or possibly oil or hydrocarbon gases. The cooled or spent pebbles,
along with any accumulation of carbon, are lifted by an elevator or airlift

to the heating chamber. An advantage of such a heater is the fact that
coke, etc., is deposited on the moving stream of pebbles rather than
attaching itself to a direct-fired heating surface.

The efficiency of a process can be increased in two main ways. The loss
through the walls and in the stack gas from the furnace can be decreased,
or heat can be saved from the products of the process. The use of air-

cooled walls, aside from the preservation of brickwork, has often been
referred to as an economy but since hot air raises the flarne and stack
temperature, it is necessary also to add convection surface, or no economy
is effected.

The heat that is absorbed by heat exchangers is often credited as a
direct saving in heat. Such is not always the case because the efficiency
of the still decreases as the temperature of the charge stock is increased by
exchangers. As an example, consider a pipestill distillation unit that
operates with no evhangers and at a stack gas temperature of 350°F.
The stack loss is only about 8.4 per cent (Fig. 14-2). If the charge stock
is then heated by exchangers to 300°F, the stack temperature will be about
550*1 and the stack loss 14 per cent. In such a case the saving of heat by
raising the temperature of the charge stock from 100 to 300 must more
than compensate for the decrease in the efficiency of the still. A study
of the econoinics of the complete unit, including both the pipestill and the
exchangers, is the only way to determine the amount of heat that is actu-
ally saved.

RADIATION

The evaluation of the percentage of radiant absorption that will occur
in a particular pipestill, and the distribution of this radiation throughout
the furnace cavity, has always been difficult. However, in recent years,

8 Norton, C. L., Jr., Pebble Heater, Chem. & Met. Eng., July, 1946, p. 116.
*Kilpatrick et al., New Pebble Heater Process, Pet. Refiner, April, 1954, p. 171.
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owing primarily to the efforts of Professor Wohlenberg6 of Yale and
Professor Hottel* of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a
comprehensive theoretical background has been developed by which plant
performance can be predicted with some success. Still more recently
correlations of the behavior of plant stills have been made available. 7 - 8

Stefan's law of radiation is fundamental.

Q = bAT*

where A = area of radiating surface, sq ft

T = absolute temperature of the surface, °F
Q = Btu transferred per hr
h = 1.72 X 10-9 Btu/(°F diff.)(sq ft)(hr) at black-body condi-

tions

But a surface cannot radiate all this heat to another surface because the
cooler surface also radiates heat. For a small body completely sur-
rounded by a hotter body the foregoing statement simplifies to

Q = net heat transferred = Q2 - Q, = bA{T\ - Tf) (18-1)

This expression involves the assumption that all the energy emitted by
the hot body is absorbed by the cooler body and that all the energy
emitted from the cooler body is absorbed by the hotter body. In practice
most materials fail to absorb all the radiant energy that falls upon them,
and hence the constant b is different for all materials. (Table 18-1).

Table 18-1. Radiation Constants

Material 0 x 10~>

1. Perfect black body 1 .72
2. Brass, matte. . . . / q 374
3. Cast iron, rough and highly oxidized 1*57
4; Clay 0.65
5. Copper

; 0.278
6. Ceramics ware, unglazed 1 34
7. Field soil ,

.'

.'

'

. " '

'

. ' '

'

*

0

'

63
8. Granite, smooth but not polished 0.745
9. Lampblack 1.S6

10. Lime mortar, rough 1.51
11. Sheet iron, matte oxidized I.55
12. Sheet iron, polished 0.466

s Wohlenberg and Lindseth, The" Influence of Radiation on Boiler Surface and a
Simplified Method for Its Calculation, Trans. ASME, 48, 849 (1926).

8 Hottel, H. C, Radiant Heat Transmission between Surfaces Separated by Non-
absorbing Media, Trans. ASME Fuel Steam Power Division, 53, 265 (1931).

7 Wilson Lobo, and Hottel, Heat Transmission in Radiant Sections of Tube Stills,
Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 486 (1932).

'

8 Lobo and Evans, Heat Transfer in the Radiant Section of Petroleum Heaters
Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 35, 743 (1939).
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, but

Materials that have a rough or dull-finish surface

almost as completely as perfect radiation absorbers (black

polished surfaces or even clean metallic rough surfaces reflect a
'

of the radiation that falls upon them. Furthermore,

brick wall at incandescent temperatures appear to reflect much of the

radiation that falls upon them.

The differences in the fourth powers of the temperature are involved in

this formulation, and it becomes apparent that the higher temperature
raised to the fourth power may be so large that the lower temperature
may be neglected. In doubling the temperature, the radiation increases

sixteenfold.

Another deduction of a qualitative nature but of great value concerns
the angle of vision or sight of a point radiation source. Radiation is a
wave phenomenon, and it travels through gaseous materials in a straight

line without suffering much of a loss in intensity. It is unable to pene-
trate opaque or dark solid materials. Thus cooling surfaces cast what
might be called "radiation shadows" behind them.

Heating by radiation is practiced by allowing combustion to take place
in proximity to cooled surfaces. Radiation from flames and gases cannot
be easily handled by Eq. (18-1) because (1) the size of theflame cannot be
accurately determined, (2) the flame has a thickness so that radiation

from the center d{ the flame must penetrate the outer layers, and (3) the
luminosity of flames varies with different fuels and conditions of combus-
tion. In nonluminous flames, radiation is found to be dependent to a
large extent on the percentage of carbon dioxide and water vapor that is

present. However, radiation from such a flame is not effective, and the

presence of partly burned carbon particles (luminous flames) greatly

increases radiation. The mechanism of radiation from flames is further

complicated by the

of gases within the furnace box.

The heat energy that is liberated during combustion is confined in such
a small space at the start of combustion that either a very high tempera-
ture is attained or heat must be dissipated to the surrounding by radia-

tion, convection, or conduction. No doubt heat is initially used in

heating the reactant materials to the flame temperature by conduction.

However, if all the heat were utilized in this manner, the theoretical

flame temperature would be attained, and experience shows that this

temperature is never reached in ordinary combustion reactions.

Radiant-absorption Rate. Radiation between solid surfaces is depend-
ent upon the fourth power of the temperature difference and upon a con-

stant, the value of which is dependent on the kind of material and the con-

of the surface. Radiation from a flame, as in pipestill or boiler

by the same laws except that the size of the flamf*
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^IZtw^l
Witl

T^ *T*^ S° difEcult to ***** ^at empiri-
cal relationships have been adopted. The most important factors thataffect radiation from flames are (1) percentage of total heat that fcabsorbed as radiant heat, (2) ratio of air to fuel, (3) arrangement Ldspacing of absorbing surface, and (4) kind of fuel
Regarding the first of these, consider a flame burning within a furnacewhose walls consist entirely of absorbing surface Rays of radiatin

ceed in all directions from the flame; and with the exception of tho Jfn
amount of heat that is used in heating the intervening gas, all theteatfrom the flam absorbed by the cool surface. In this case a large per-^ 18 h* radiati™> although the 'rate of heatabsorption per square foot of surface is low. If all the absorbing surface

ZZ:TSle^ ^ fr°m 8UCh a furnace
i
the -diatio'n strikes

riorZ522 i^ reflGCted
°F reradiat6d about the f~ int"

per unit of surface. Although the single tube absorbs heat at a high rate

te°ratio

a
°f the t0tal heat deration

'

tJnp/f
1S

L
important mai^ because it affects the flame

toSZ Z :^th«^ of air (or products of combustionthat must be heated m the flame the lower will be the resultant flametemperature and the lower the rate of radiation Th,,* i9wa „ *•* ?
excess air reduce

lation of flue gas reduces the flame temperature, but air preheat incrTses

™e C

n
0Ser the surface 18 td the flame the greater the amount

ta^tio^th ^
UPOn

a
Th

,

US COmerS and ends of fu~ receivelessradiation than other surfaces (pages 609 and 611)
These factors have been related by Wilson, Lobo, and Hottel:'

R = 1

1 + G VQ/aA cv
(18-2)

where R

G

a

= fraction of heat liberation (above 60°F) that is
the cold surfaces in the combustion chamber

5 air-fuel ratio, lb of air per lb of fuel. For flue-gas
tion: lb of air and recirculated gases per lb of fuel

' total heat developed in the flame (above 60°F), Btu per hr
Inis may consist of the net heating value of the fuel, heat in
air or in recirculated gases, and sensible heat in the fuel or
atomizing steam
area of furnace wall that has tubes mounted on it, sq ft
a iactor by which A is multiplied to obtain the effective cool
surface, a = 0.986 for two rows of tubes (Fig. 18-3).
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The A cp term requires special consideration. It is simply that portion of

the wall area of the still that has tubes in front of it. Thus, A ep has the
same value regardless of the number of rows of tubes. However, a single

row behaves as if it covered 88 per cent of the wall area (a = 0.88 at a
center-to-center spacing that is double the tube diameter, Fig. 18-3),

whereas two rows behave as if they cover 98.6 per cent of the wall area.

1.0

c •

o
TJ0.5

x0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

\ A Ng*
i

V
> p.

s^- u

»

_

A
>f
t—

¥-
/
f

Ratio Center-to-Center Distance
Tube Diameter

Fio. 18-3. Distribution of radiation to tubes suspended in front of a wall. (Hottel,
Mech. Eng.)

The area described by A ep or aA ep is not convenient because the designer
or operator is primarily interested in the area of the tubes that transfer

the radiant heat. The wall area (A cp) in terms of length (L, ft) , center-to-
center spacing (C, in.), and number of tubes per row (N) is

A ep = LXNX^ (18-3)

and the projected area of the tubes (4) in terms of tube diameter (D in.)

and number of rows (n) is

or

or

A

A

LXnXNX D
12

nAcp ^

Aep X

D
C
C
D
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3e

n

cLTtubl^f^ ^^^ °f heat abs^«- P- ^ot of

RQ = Aq

Qs= M^ nA cp(D/C)q
R R

are introduced into Eq. (18-2), the following forms are

1

and

obtained

R

G

and

^R X
l
X

lj

4,200

f~ X ?Y= V -K) 2

v 17,640,000
\C a) R *—

1 +

(?
2 (18-4)

Plotted in
~4 C~ial « - which Z)/C = 0.5 and „ = 2 is

(18-5)

9 which applies

1.014?' = B ~ ^i
2

x 17,640,000

The special g' of Fig. 18-4 can be corrected to the
to any number of rows of tubes and any tube

X
t) q = KB* = U>W

Common center
;
to-center spacings* for tubes and the approximate equiv-

Tate it!
S

°
f^ <** friCti°n-l0SS ***»^mE

Table 18-2. Minim™ Spacing OP TUBES and EQUivaLent Length ok Bends

Tube size,

o.d., in.

Minimum spacing, in.

2

3

4

5

6

Box type

Lightest Heaviest

3.75 4.87
5.00 6.37
6.00 7.75
7.12 9.25
8.25 10.50

Streamline

Approx. equivalent

length of bends, ft

Lightest

4.50

5.75

6.75

8.25

* a > .

5.87

6.75

8.25

9.75

Box type

13.3

20.0

26.7

33.3

40.0

Streamline

Nelson, W. L., Return Bends, Oil Gas J., Sept. 7, 1946, p. 107.

6.7

10.0

13.3

16.7

20.0
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to (18-6) apply to any conventional box-type furnace
with radiant tubes any number of rows deep, with or without air preheat
or flue-gas recirculation, and with any normal percentage of excess air.

The factor a may be obtained from Fig. 18-3 10 but for normal tube arrange-
ments, such as two rows of tubes spaced at a center to center of about
twice the tube diameter, the value of a is 0.986. The relative absorption

60,000

2° 30 40 50 60 70
Percentage of Net Heat Developed That is Absorbed in
the Radiant Section

Fig 18-4. Rate of radiant absorption (Btu per square foot of projected area) for a
center-to-center tube spacing that is double the tube diameter, and for two rows of
radiant tubes [also see Eq. (18-6)].

rates in the first three rows of tubes, when only three are present, is
approximately 7 : 3 : 1 so that the third row is of little value.
A study of this equation for the effect of the type of fuel is useful.

Table 18-3 is based on the fuel analyses and data given in Chap. 14.
The radiant-absorption factors and rates of absorption per square foot of
projected area are computed for 30 per cent excess air when half of the
heat liberation is absorbed in the radiant section.

The effect of the percentage of excess air is indicated in Fig. 18-4. The
radiation rates for two common fuels, i.e., dry refinery gas (G for 30 per
» Hottel, H. C., Radiant Heat Transmission, Mech. Eng. 62, 699 (1930).
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referring to Table 18-3 Th« *Z*
°etwee

*; these two extremes by
simple fLaces, buUtsho^t b 3£ff^ in th* d^ 5
flue-gas recireulation. l^Xutaft £5™J'** I*»«*•«***
tube spacing that is twice the tube8^(2?^?^^^^

to fire with .ess thl 25^£Z^^*J^
rm .8-3. Comparison ^of Radiatton ft^ w ^

Fuel

1. Hydrogen-rich reformer gas.
2. Pure methane
3. Dry natural gas
4. Wet cracked gas
5. Wet natural gas.

.

6. 24.4 API Ky. topped crude
7. 9.2 API cracked tar (M.C.).

.

..."

8. 7.6 API resid. fuel oil (Calif.)
9. Bituminous coal (Mo.)

.

Heating value

Gross Net

641 569
1,009 909
1,160 1,051
2,058 1,893
1,360 1,239

19,358 18,168
18,274 17,324
17,970 17,075
13,533 13,098

Lb flue

gas per

lb fuel

26.6

23.5

23.2

22.0

21.0

19.7

18.8

18.4

13.6

Btu
absorbed

per sq ft

(proj.j

13,200

17,100

17,700

19,700

21,600

24,800

27,400

28,600

54,700-
- Of questionable value because Eq. (18.2) is not for^^ -

S^l^r ^^^^~^- » per cent for oil fuels

be!
arn^

or radiating power of such flames aooear!TnZ ^ Iumino«ty
oil flames. Hence for^SC^ ***•** g00d aS for Pure
flames may be used. The T fT™* * Fig

-
18A for oil

explained by considering the carborEh^n^^ flamCS m&y be

These particles also exist in the Zedn^ *** radiators'

andte ^ of petroleum heaters

also present a theo^ They
types and arrangements of hea^rs wLT ^ a11

elude that it may be usedSTLR^!^ t0 Eq
*
(18"2) >

th(* con~

heaters (Fig SL b Tor <Z
& ^^^ conve^ional box-type

ing qual ficat 0n ' ' * ^^^ 8tills but*** to the foil™-
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1 Fuel oil or cracked refinery gas must be used as fuel.

2*. Radiant rates must range between 5000 and 30,000 Btu per hr per sq ft based on

outside tube area.

3 Percentage of excess air must range between 5 and 80 per cent.

4'. Tube skin temperatures must not be closer than 400°F to the temperature of the

flue gas leaving the radiant section.

5. Length of radiant beam should be greater than 15 ft.

Fig 18-5. Straight-up type of still (Fig. 18-ld) showing counterbalanced elevator

platforms on the ends for servicing the tubes and bends. (Born Eng. Co.)

The theoretical equations developed by them 8 give closer results

(maximum 16 per cent deviation), but the use of the equations is compli-

cated, particularly for design purposes.

Various types of elaborate burner systems for the production of more

radiation and a better distribution of heat in the combustion chamber

have been suggested. Some of these consist of a furnace floor of small gas

jets; and although they perform well, they are expensive. A successful

artificial-radiation device is the muffle burner of the Alcorn Combustion

Company. In this burner the gas fuel is fired through a long muffle which

may extend along the entire length of the floor of the still. The muffle

becomes hot and acts as a radiator, and the flame that issues from the end

of the muffle also contributes to the radiation.
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Example 18-1. Rate of Absorption in the Radiant e^™. * .

lb per hr of a cracked gas (net heTting ™lue 20 ™ £ USCS 7
'110

The radiant section contains 1 500 MftofSSS P ? °r 1900 Btu Per cu ft>-

diameter) are spaced at aJ^^t'SZ^^
of radiant tubes, and they are 40 ft lone ThTZ; V • ,^erG M 0nly one row
excess air). What percentage of the heat t ^ fUel * 210 (30 «»
tion and how many Btu are^absorbed JrtJtSl!!! !f^ fa the radiant~
area?

aosorbed per hour through each square foot of projected

N -» number of tubes = 1
>5Q0 t on

40X^2 ~

1 +—L_^640
^200 "

=
r+Tis - °-458

Heat absorption in radiant section

0.458 X 146 X 10» = 66,900,000 Btu per hr

Btu absorbed per sq ft projected area = a = ^900000 _tf

1,500 *^600 Btu Per hr

The results may be checked by means of Fig 18-4 Ttannli. tand a spacmg of tubes that is twice the dianJtJX .1 PP
.

to two rows of tubes
30 per.cent excess air, and anJ^t^MG At ^ of 0.458,

?= 24,000 (for two rows)

Correcting to one row by Eq. (18-6),

*- 1-014 X24,000 xf X°A8. 42
,800

-ut one-eighth of the^JtSSt S*23^
42,800 + 1,500 - 44,300

ope^toTand Evl.
Thrhe°rctiCal f~-*»*n *****W

development cannot be»SS^W"*"?** that * theore«<»l

of a series of charts <CX^^\E«
only to alreadyd^^t^l^ 5?

^

It solves a determination of£Mo^ZlZ
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1. Effective Surface (aA ep). This has already been discussed and is

defined by Eq. (18-3) and Fig. 18-3.

2. Mean Length of Radiant Beam (L). This has been evaluated by

Hottel 11 as shown in Table 18-4. The mean length is denned in terms of

the ratios of length, width, and height, and in terms of diameter and

height.

3. Partial Pressure of C02 and H20 (P). This is a function of the car-

bon-hydrogen ratio of the fuel and the percentage of excess air as shown

in Fig. 18-10.

4. Flame Emissivity (PP). This is related to PL, the atmosphere-feet

of radiating gas cloud, in Fig. 18-9 by means of assumed values of the gas

temperature at the bridge wall (t0) and the tube skin temperature (*,).

5. Effective Refractory Area (AR ,
sq ft). The effective refractory area

is the total wall area less the effective surface (aA ep).

Table 18-4. Mean Length of Radiant Beams in Various Gas Shapes

Dimensional ratios (length,

width, height in any order)

or diameter (d), ft Length of beam (L, ft)

Rectangular furnaces:

1-1-1 to 1-1-3 and 1-2-1 to 1-2-4 % -^furnace volume

1-1-4 to 1-1- 00 1.0 times smallest dimension

1-2-5 to 1-2-8 1.3 times smallest dimension

1-3-3 to 1- =o- "o 1.8 times smallest dimension

Cylindrical furnaces:

d X d % times diameter

d X 2d, to d X «>d 1.0 times diameter

6. Exchange Factor (4>) The over-all exchange factor is evaluated in

Fig. 18-11 in terms of the flame emissivity- (PF) and the ratio of A R to

{aAep).

7. Rate of Heat Absorption Factor L?^A In this term, Q is the total

heat liberation per hour and R is the fraction of this heat that is absorbed

by the radiant surface. Thus RQ is the Btu absorbed per hour in the

radiant section. The term can be evaluated directly by adopting the

desired value of RQ or a suitable value of the rate of radiant absorption

such as the q value of Eq. (18-5) or Table 18-5.

8. Check of Gas Temperature (tg). At this stage the assumed gas

temperature (t0) of item 4 above can be checked by Fig. 18-6 using

(RQ/aAep <f>)
on the right scale. If tg is in error by more than 100°F,

the values of Pf and 0 (items 4 and 6 above) must be revised.

11 Perry, J. H. (ed.), "Chemical Engineers' Handbook," 2d ed., p. 1015, McGraw-

Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1941.
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9. Pseudo Flame Temperature (t'F). This temperature can be com-
puted from Fig. 18-7 or 18-8 by using the per cent excess air. Note that
the air is preheated (°F above 60°F) a further correction is necessary on

Fig. 18-7 or 18-8.

3500 3000 3500
Pseudo-Flame Temperature tV °F.

a]7.*S)
PSeUd° flamC temPeratures for cracked-gas fuels. (Lobo and Evans, Trans.

10. Rate of Heat Liberation Factor This can also be eval-

uatefrom Fig. 18-6 by connecting the t'F with the tube skin temperature
and reading the rate of heat liberation on the left scale. Since all

factors are already known, the value of Q can be computed.

Example 18-2. Rate of Absorption by Lobo-Evans. What is the total heat input
required and the radiant absorption for the following still and operating conditions?
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Fig.18-8. Pseudo flame temperatures for oil fields. (Lobo and Evans, Trans. A.I.Ch.E.)

15 ft X 30 ft X 40 ft

5 in.

10 in.

90

4,710 sq ft

4,300 sq ft

Operating conditions:

Net heat input to coil 70,650,000 Btu per hr
Desired radiant rate on outside area 15,000 Btu per sq ft-hr

Fuel, cracked gas, net H.V 20,560 Btu per lb

Excess air, per cent 30
Temperature of air leaving preheater 460°F
Estimated tube skin temperature 1000°F

Still data:

Dimensions of combustion chamber
Tube, outside diameter

Center-to-center spacing

Number of tubes (arranged in a single row)

Tube area, outside

Total wall area, AT (the opening into the convection section

is 200 sq ft)
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Calculation of effective surface (aA cp):

a (Fig. 18-3) - 0.88

Aep =
"If " 40 X 90 X

II
= WOO [Bq. (18-3)]

aAcp - 0.88 X 3,000 = 2,640

Mean length of radiant beam:

Ratio of dimensions% X s% 5 X 4%8 » 1-2-2.67

L (Table 18-4) = % -^15 X 30 X 40 - 17.5 ft

Fig. 18-10, to the cracked gas fuel line, P is found to be 0.22.

Flame emissivity:

PL m 0.22 X 17.5 = 3.84 (atmjtft)

Reading across from 3.84 on Fig. 18-9 to a tube skin temperature of 1000°F, then
upward to an assumed flue gas temperature at the bridge wall (t„) of 1800°F, and then
to the right, Pp, the flame emissivity, is found to be 0.495.
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Effective refractory area (Ar):

Ar = AT - aAcp - 4,300 - 2,640 = 1,660 sq ft

Exchange factor (<pi):

Exchange Factoi

—

4>

Fia. 18-11. Over-all exchange factor. (Lobo and Evans, Trans. AJ.Ch.E.)

- Rate of heat absorption factor:

RQ - 70,650,000 = 15,000 X 4,710
RQ 70.65 X 106

a~A^> ~
2,640 X 0.56 " 47

'
900 Btu Per h™A°»*

Check gas temperature (t„). Using 47,900 on the right scale of Fig. 18-6, the flue gas
temperature is found to be 1850°F rather than 1800°F assumed. This is satisfactory.
Pseudo flame temperature (t'p). Moving from 30 per cent excess air on the left of

Fig. 18-7 to 1850°F and then upward to an air preheat of 400°F (460 - 60), the
pseudo flame temperature is 3600°F.
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l^tv£?l?infa
t
t0r

: ,..
C°nneCt 36°°°F With a tube 8kin temperature of1000 F on Fig. 18-6. The heat liberation factor is 97,000.

0.98Q

n _ 97,000 X 2,640 X 0.56Q
Q.bs

= 146,000,000 Btu per hr

R - 70,650,000

146,000,000
°-484

_ 70,650,000 _
4,710/3.14 " 47

>200 Btu Per sq ft projected area

SB tltt 6f?* (18"2) "* ExamP]e which applies to toe

T- 44 5W hTh 2?J?
aVr

!
h
!
at)^ the f0U0win« resuIt8: B - ° 458 and

Lne^en bettor
P ^^ ** the «™«t wouId ****

Commercial Radiant Rates. Although the starting point in any pipe-

mlrinTf
18 ^ that Can be attained ™th Prions feed

materials or m various processes, the literature is almost silent on this
important matter A few rates are given by J. H. Rickerman," byn. o scnutt, and the author has recorded'* many rates, but it is neces-sary to infer rates from the rest of the literature.".imm/.imwi.w
This is easily understood because precise rates cannot be given because
of the many factors that appear in commercial operation. Among theseare the wide variety of stocks, the variation in the liquid velocity, and
the different temperatures that are used for the different stocks. How-
ever, lable 18-5 presents rates that have been used in commercial plants
Doubtless many stills deviate from the recommendations in the table'and the rates cannot be maintained if local overheating occurs. TheSiT^ COkC22 d06S^ Seem t0 aItCT thG radiant

Velocity is important' primarily because of the pressure drop created by
it In fact a high cold (60°F) velocity in most instances causes a lowve ocitym the vaporization zone because it tends to suppress vaporization
at the outlet of the still.

» kT* wT*^ th* Petroleum Industry, Trans. ASME, 67, 531 (1945)

sep?*;lk^hh Radiation** (First Edition
°f b-k-™*•

» McCulloch, C. E., Oil Gas J., May 10, 1934, p. 92.
Leach, T. B WPRA Meeting, Shreveport, La., Nov. 6, 1936." Jamison, -J. A., Proc. API, 19 (III), 1938.

« Rickerman et al., Oil Gas J., May 5, 1938, p. 50.
Campbell, O. F., Pet. Refiner, January, 1950, p. 109.
30111 and Rose, Oil Gas J., Mar.»9, 1953, p. 101.

» Naugle, J. M., Pet. Processing, December, 1949, p. 1346
Morrow, R., Oil Gas J., Jan. 21, 1957, p. 88

dIIC
~r

2S^'^^ °fl *- **"»** November-
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Table 18-5. Appkoximate Allowable Radiation Rates and Velocities-

Service

Simple heating (and topping)

:

Rebelling at low temperatui
(large vaporization) 1*

Natural gasoline plant

services19

Heating to 750°F (cracking
still with convection
soaker)"*".

Topping to BOOT" 11-"-*1

Topping to 800°F (over 60%
vaporization)

Heating to 950°P (catalytic

cracking)' 1

Mild decomposition:

Vacuum distillation (reduced
crude oitt ""•*<>

Viscosity breaking1**"
,

Cracking and thermal processes:

Gas oil, reforming and poly-
merization1*

Light oil coil and distilled

stocks16
-

Heavy oil coil and residual

stocks14'"'"

Hydrocarbon cracking for

Ethane (50-60% conversion)*.

Propane (70-85% conversion)*
Butane (75-90% conversion)*.

Naphtha'' (50-58% converr
sion)*

Rerunning sensitive stocks:

Pressure distillate (acid

treated)"-"

Pressed distillate (light lube) ".
Bright stock solution (heavy
lube)"

Miscellaneous:

Lube oil—phenol"
Lube oil from reduced crude

(vacuum)"

Btu per sq ft-hr
. Velocity based
on volume at
60°F, ft per sec

On projected

area
On outside

area

63,000
~

47,000
20,000
15,000 7-10

34,600 11,000

. '25,000-50,000

31,000-47,000
8,000-16,000
10,000-15,000

5-8
2-5

28 000 n nnn o—

4

23.000-56 000 7 000—18 OOO 1-2
-

25,000-31,000
31,000

31,000-63,000

8,000-10,000
10,000

10,000-20,000

0.6-4
7
o_cA u

37,000-50,000 12,000-16,000 5-8

27,000-40,000 8,500-13,000 4.7-7.6

25,000-37,000 8,000-12,000 R R—7 n

23.600-28 250*

14,100-17,300*
11 000-14 100*

7 soft- q oon*

4,500- 5,500*
*} KOO— A KnOfi

23-26"

26-28c

28-32*

11,000-14,100* 3,500- 4,500* 24-26'

25,000
20,000

8,000
6,400

3-4

5

17,000 5,400 7

24,000-35,000 7,600-11,000

25,500 8,110 4

* Superior numbers in first column refer to same-numbered references
* Rates near outlet of coil. In

nearly double the values shown here.
c Mass velocity, lb per sq ft-sec.
* Weight per cent butane and lighter.

in text.

to be
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Distribution of Radiant Heat. A knowledge of the distribution of
radiation in different parts -of the radiant section is important. Usually
only two rows of radiant tubes are used in the radiant section. If three
tubes are used, the third row receives only about 12 per cent as much heat
as the first row. Many stills have been built with only one row of tubes.
The first rows of tubes in the convection section absorb heat by radia-

tion from the flame as well as heat by convection. The radiation into the
convection section, if the tubes are not screened by superheater tubes or
by brickwork, is about as follows: first row, 100 per cent; second row,
56 per cent; third row, 19 per cent; fourth row, 4 per cent; and fifth
row, 1.5 per cent. Often the first row of convection tubes absorbs
24,000 Btu per sq ft of outside surface (17,000 Btu by radiation and 7,000
by convection). This is a rate far higher than those suggested in Table
18-5. For this reason the first rows of the convection section are often
designea^witH the same diameter as the radiant tubes or, in other words,

the radiant and convection sections to protect the first convection tubes.
In a superheater the high rate of absorption is desirable if the superheater
is constructed of an alloy steel that can withstand high-temperature
oxidation.

The rate of radiant absorption varies at different parts of the radiant
section. In ordinary stills the exact distribution of radiation is not impor-
tant; but for (1) heating sensitive stocks such as treated lubricating oils,

(2) heating to very high temperatures as in cracking stills, and (3) heating
two different stocks in separate coils in the same radiant section, the rate
of heat absorption in the different parts of the furnace box becomes very
important. Data on several stills have been reported that indicate radia-
tion rates that varied by 400 per cent in different parts of the radiant sec-
tion. Combustion space23

is not of direct importance in pipestills.
The following method (Example 18-3) of estimating the distribution of

radiant heat is not based on theoretical considerations, but it does give
results that were dependable in all instances studied. Radiation proceeds
in all directions from point sources within the flame. It proceeds in
straight lines and either strikes a cold tube surface and is absorbed or
strikes a refractory wall. Upon striking a wall, the radiation first heats
the wall; but after the wall reaches a temperature higher than that of the
tubes, the wall itself begins to radiate. At the high temperature existingm pipestill walls, the walls act as reflectors so that radiation falling upon
the wall is reflected in such a way that the angle of reflection equals the
angle of incidence. Each time the radiation is reflected, it becomes less
intense, (1) owing to the heat lost through the walls by conduction and (2)
because the intervening gas is heated. The intensity of reflected radia-

" Nelson, W. L., Combustion Space, and Formula for Boiler Combustion Space,M Gas J., Nov. 23, 1946, p. 74, and Feb. 1, 1947, p. 55.
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tion, with the heat liberated considered as unity, is somewhat as follows-
initial radiation, 0.75; once reflected, 0.68; twice reflected, 0.61 ; and thrice
reflected, 0.54.

Distribution of Radiation in Radiant Section. A scale drawing of
the inside of a commercial furnace is shown in Fig. 18-12. The distribution of radi-
ation can. be determined graphically by selecting a source of radiation in about the
center of the name and dividing the total radiation into equal parts. Thirty-fiveeqmd unit*

,
or rays of radiation are used in this example. Only 9 rays are shown in

• tell bl

1186 8X6
'

*UCh
*
maze °f Mes results that the ******* « not

Initial radiation •

Once reflected x

—*— Twice reflected o

Thrice reflected o

Fig. 18-12. Distribution of radiation in radiant section. Refer to Example 18-3.

The 35 lines or rays were completed as for the 9 shown in Fig. 18-12. Upon the first

°°?
?V TT ?

imtial rad^tion
>- 8 rflys «* once-reflected radiation; 3 rays of twice-

reflected radiation; and 3 of thrice-reflected radiation. The total radiation (compara-
tive units only) that is absorbed by the first coil is

Initial... 9 X 0.75 =6.0
Once reflected 8 X 0.68 = 5.44
Twice reflected 3 X 0.61 - 1.83
Thrice reflected 3X 0.54 = 1 .62

Total radiation to first coil = lOi
There were 88 sq ft in the first coil so that the relative radiation per square foot is

^=0.1695

The average relative rate per square foot for all of the radiant surface was 0.126 (see
accompanying table), and the actual average absorption rate was 11,000 Btu per sq ft
of projected area per hr. Hence the rate in the first coil is

0.16950^ X 11,000 = 14,800 Btu
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The same computations for each of the three coils are shown in the following tabula-

Relative heat units absorbed by

-T JTSt

coil

o.econd

coil

•super-

heater

Tnit.iJLi rfldiwf'irvn fMV* \x a ten

Once reflected (No. rays X 0.68)
Twice reflected (No. rays X 0.61)
Thrice reflected (No. rays X 0.54)

Total heat units for each coil.

Surface in each coil (sq ft)

Relative absorption rate, heat units per sq ft

6

5.44

1.83

1.62

2.25

1.36

0.61

0

1.5

0.68

0.61

1.08

14.89

88.0

0.1695

4.22

71.0

0.0595

3.87
23.0

0.168

Relative avg absorption rate = 14 89 + 4.22 + 3.78 _
88 -f- 71 -j- 23

~~

Actual avg absorption rate = 11,000 Btu per sq ft

Actual rates:

First coil n,000 X 0.1695

0.126

Second coil n,000 X 0 0595

0.126

Superheater 11,000 X 0168
0.126

14,800

5,100

14,750

forS1
°f

T/
h0d be impr°Ved by repeatin* the fore«oing computations

for several planes and for several point sources of radiation.

CONVECTION

The rate of heat absorption in the convection section can be approached
with more assurance than for the radiant section. The only troublesome
points are (1) the combination of radiation and convection heating that
occurs through the first rows of the convection section and (2) the radia-
tion from the hot gas and the walls of the convection section. The first
difficulty is often handled by counting these tubes twice; i.e., the first two
rows are counted as radiant tubes, and they are also counted as convection
tubes. The second difficulty is discussed later.
The empirical equation by Monrad" is the only comprehensive formula-

tion of convection transfer rates. For pipestills he suggests

1.6r>6677>0.3
h

°
=

^ii— (18-7)

"He
(1932).

Transmission in Convection Sections of Pipestills, Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 505
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where he = pure convection film-transfer rate for flue gas flowing at right
angles to staggered tubes (no radiation)

G = mass velocity of gas at minimum cross section, lb per sec per
sq ft

T = average gas temperature, °F abs
D = outside tube diameter, in.

Equation (18-7) applies to any conventional arrangement of the convec-
tion section. However, the coefficient hc is the.pure convection coefficient
and it does not include radiation from the flame, from the hot gas, or from
the walls. Monrad24 has made a study of these factors. The first of
these is designated as K, or the coefficient of heat transfer from the gas by
radiation. As an approximation, the value of the gas radiation coefficient
may be found by the following relation:

K = 0.0025* - 0.5

where t is the average temperature in degrees Fahrenheit of the flue gas.
More exact methods of computing this factor are given in the aforemen-
tioned reference. 24

The second factor, the wall effect, usually ranges in magnitude between
6 and 15 per cent of the sum of the pure convection and the radiation
coefficients.

Per cent wall effect - hrh X A» X 100

(he + hrg + hrb)At

where hrb = radiation coefficient from walls = 0.00688p(T/100)»
p = emissivity of wall surface, usually about 0.95
T = absolute temperature of tube, °R
K = pure convection coefficient [Eq. (18-7)]

Kg = gas radiation coefficient

Subscripts w and t refer to the wall and tube respectively. The complete
coefficient of heat transfer in the convection section may be computed
from the preceding items as follows:

, /l00 + per cent wall effect\h =
\ 100 JIX 9k + K) (18-8)

The area through which heat is transferred may be considered as the
outside area of the tubes because the gas film coefficient controls. The
gas velocity can seldom exceed 12 ft per sec in stills that are dependent on
a stack for draft. A stack draft of 0.6 in. of water will cause a velocity of
about 15 ft per sec, but in the now popular long-tube stills (Fig 18-lrf
e, i j k) the velocity ranges downward to 4 ft per sec. In recirculation
stills the velocity may exceed 25 ft per sec.

Air preheaters are of many designs. Few data on the transfer rates in
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V Plln/»l+-ir

ft per sec

1 TV.
lemperature,

°F

Size of tube, o.d., in.

2 3 4 5 6

4

4

4

800

1100

1400

4.7

5.3

6.0

4.4

5.0

5.7

4.1

4.7

5.3

3.9

5.2

3.8

4.0

5.2

8
oo

8

800

1100

1400

6.3

6.8

7.3

5.8

6.3

7.0

5.4

6.0

6.5

5.1

5.8

6.3

4.9

5.6

6.1

12

12

12

800

1100

1400

7.9

8.3

8.7

7.3

7.7,

8.2

6.7

7.2

7.7

6.3

6.9

7.5

6.0

6.6

7.1

t»i«„„+-n t
wcuause "twe radiation occurs,

of the stack gases above 60°/and £ ~
header boxesTroofYoor "ST Tnl^T

'0SSeS"T^ the furnace walls
-

22E3Ssfiy the dnder or-rfS! -SS

*« Airbed intoth^S^^
Flue gas Radiant section Breeching

Carbon dioxide. 13.5

0.7

0.3

7.6

9.4

0.0
Carbon monoxide.

.

lumacu me percentage of carbon dioxide In this still ro^;n *-
occurred at a low percentage of excess air hi, rL *f li '

radiatlon

to a high percentage of excess J*
58 corresPonded

9** * ^ 14-2 and
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Actual heat losses (5.3 per cent) through the walls of one still are

reported in the Second Edition of this book. For modern brickwork

constructions that are in good condition, the loss from the radiant section

is only 2 to 3 per cent and from the convection section about lper cent.

With some panel or steel-encased designs, the total loss may not exceed

1 to 2 per cent.

PIPESTILL DESIGN

Designing a pipestill involves the computation (or selection) of a (1)

flash-vaporization curve of the feedstock to determine the tower vapor-

izer temperature (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19); (2) sensible and latent heat duty26

up to the vaporizer temperature, plus, in the case of cracking, the heat of

decomposition; (3) radiant-absorption rate suitable for the operation or

stock being handled (Table 18-5)
; (4) tube length and stack-gas tempera-

ture that are economically feasible for the type of still and feed tempera-

ture employed (Figs. 23-9 and 23-6) ; (5) radiant-section area and tube

length [Eq. (18-2) or Fig. 18-4]; (6) bridgewall temperature (Fig. 14-2 or

14-3); and (7) convection-section area and tube length [Eq. (18-8) or

Table 18-6]. The details of these operations can best be explained in

an actual example (Example 18-4). Finally, if a precise design is

advisable, the still can be redesigned by the Lobo-Evans method (Exam-
ple 18-2); and if the pressure drop or rate of temperature rise must be

accufateiy-determl'ned; ftreit&M?^
undertaken.

Example 18-4. Design of a Pipestill. Four thousand barrels per day of a 37 API
crude oil similar to that of Fig. 4-4, available at 300°F from exchangers, is being

processed for the materials (see Chap. 4) shown in Table 18-7.

Vaporizer Temperature. A flash-vaporization curve (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19) is drawn.
At atmospheric pressure a vaporizer temperature of 655°F is required to vaporize the

63 per cent of products, and for a tower pressure of 10 psig the vaporizer temperature
becomes 695°F (Fig. 5-27). If steam were used in the tower it would reduce the

Heat Duty. The crude oil will be heated to 695°F.

48,900(695 - 300)0.71 X 1.02 = 14,000,000 Btu per hr

and each of the stocks (that are vaporized) will be vaporized at 695°F. This requires

the total latent heat shown in the last column of Table 18-7. Thus, the total heat

duty or heat absorbed is 15,454,000 Btu per hr.

In actuality, vaporization takes place throughout a range of temperature near the

outlet of the still, but according to the law of conservation of energy, the heat duty as

computed above is almost exactly the same as that computed by following the actual

mechanism of heating and vaporization that occurs in the still.26

Heat Balance. Dry cracked gas (No. 12 of Table 14-4) which has a net heating

value of 1475 Btu per cu ft will be used, and 30 per cent of excess air can be used.

* Nelson, W. L., Pipe-still Duty, Oil Gas J., Aug. 17, 1946, p. 117.
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Table 18-7. Materials for Example 18-4

615

Material
Per

Gal T h
Mol
wt

Moles T i i

Latent Total latent

cent
norper

LIT

APT per T K
per heat" at heat, Btu

gal hr 695°F perhr

1 245

5,050

35

90

7 0

56.0

nV

0
87-octane gaso 12 840 64.5 6.01

n

03rd grade gaso 16 1,120 51.0 6.46 7,240 125 58.0 42 304,000
6 420 44.0 6.71 2,820 165 17.0 68 142,000

571,000
Diesel fuel 16 1,120 37.3 6.98 7,820 217 36.0 73

7212 840 31.5 7.23 6,070 320 19.0 437,000
37

Crude oil 100 7,000 37.0 6.99 48,900

193.0 1,454,000

• Read from paraffin base curves of Fig. 5-8.

According to Fig. 23-6, a stack temperature of 600°F will be economical. This corre-
sponds to a stack loss of about 15 to 16 per cent (Fig. 14-3). Wall losses for a straight-
up-type still (Fig. mid) will be only about 4 per cent (2 per cent in the radiant and
^
per cent in the convection section). In the topping of crude oil, a radiant-absorp-

tion rate or g of 35,000 Btu per sq ft of projected area (Table 18-5) is safe, and a
velocity of 3 ft per sec will not give a prohibitive pressure drop. According to Fig
18-4, the percentage of the heat liberation that is absorbed in the radiant section is
about 39.4 but since the gas fuel used here is different from the one of Fig. 18-4, anR of 41 will be used. Note that this applies only to radiant sections in which two
rows of tubes are used, and for center-to-center spacings that are twice the tube diame-
ter. The heat balance is

Heat absorbed:

Heat developed (eff

.

15,454,000 Btu per hr
100 - 15 - 4 = 81): 19,100;000 Btu per hr

Per cent Btu per hr

Radiant absorption 41

2

40

2

15

7,840,000

380,000

7,640,000

380,000

2,860,000

Convection absorption. .

.

Convection wall loss

Stack loss

Heating Surface. According to curve 4 of Fig. 23-9, the approximate economical
tube length for such a still is about 20 ft. A cold velocity of 3 ft per sec indicates a
tube size of about 4.75 outside diameter. The amount of radiant surface and thenumber of tubes for an effective tube length of 19 ft are

Zf^T- 224 sq ft projected

12

Surface:

Tubes:

As the gases enter the convection section they contain 100-41-2 per cent of the

224
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heat liberation, or 57 per cent. This corresponds to a temperature of about 1850°F

(Fig. 14-3). Such temperatures are exactly correct according to heat balances; but,

for some unknown reason, the temperatures recorded in stills are usually lower. The
temperature of the oil leaving the convection section will be

7,640,000T
48,900 X 0.64 X 1.02

9 u *

and the logarithmic mean-temperature difference is

1,310 - 300

In 1,310/300
684°F

The average flue-gas velocity in such a still is only about 4 ft per sec, and the average

gas temperature is about 1225°F. Accordingly, the convection coefficient is about
4.8 (Table 18-6), and the surface required is

Surface:
684^x°48

= 2,325 Sq ft outside area

Considering the distribution of tubes between the radiant and convection sections, it

would probably cost little more if more tubes were put in the radiant section, and this

would be highly advisable because it would reduce the radiant-absorption rate to

such low values that no danger of overheating would exist. In addition, the radiant

section is so small that only one row of radiant tubes (rather than two) would allow a

better arrangement of surface.

Pipestill Outlet Temperature. The outlet temperature of the still is

usually higher than the vaporizer temperature because self-evaporation

occurs as the oil flows through the transfer line. Also, if steam is present

at the vaporizer, a sizable vaporization or flashing occurs at the end of the

transfer line, which causes a further decrease in temperature. The situa-

tion and pressure drop through the transfer line can be analyzed with rela-

tive ease because the heat required for vaporization comes from sensible

cooling of the stock flowing in the line. An explanation in words of the

computations involved is of little value, and hence Example 18-5 is used

to illustrate the principles involved.

Example 18-6. Approximate Pipestill Outlet Temperature. The quantities

(pounds) shown in Table 18-7 of Example 18-4 are to dump from the pipestill into a

fractionator at 10 psig pressure, but 57 moles of steam (1,026 lb) passes through the

vaporizer per hour. The crude oil of Fig. 4-4 does not exactly fit the materials of

Table 18-7, but it will be used here.

Sixty-three per cent can be vaporized at atmospheric pressure with no steam present

at a vaporizer temperature of 645°F (Fig. 4-4). However, the effective pressure at

10 psig and in the presence of 57 moles of steam is [Eq. (15-8)]

iqq
(1° + 147)

(193 + 57)
= 191 Psia

According to Fig. 5-27, the temperature required to vaporize 63 per cent at 19.1

663°F. This was obtained by raising 645°F to 19.1 psia (Fig. 5-27).
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Vaporization by Flashing. However, the pressure at the end of the transfer line,

but before coming in contact with the steam, is 24.7 psia (10 psig), and vaporization,
therefore, occurs as the material spews into the tower. The amount of vaporization
can be computed by a trial-and-error solution.

If 3 per cent vaporization occurs the temperature drop will be about

0.03 X 7,000 X 7.18 X 78 _
48,900 X 0.71 * *

In this multiplication the 7,000 is the gallons per hour of stock, 7.18 is the pounds per
gallon of the 3 per cent of material being vaporized (33 API), the 78 is its latent heat
at about 664°F, and the 0.71 is an average specific heat of the stream of vapor and
liquid.

This means that the temperature of the material leaving the transfer line is about
(663 plus 3.4) or 666.4°F. If our assumption of 3 per cent vaporization is correct, the
atmospheric flash temperature of 622°F at (63 - 3) or 60 per cent vaporized when
raised to 24.7 psia will be 666,4°F. Our assumption is substantially correct because
622 raised to 24.7 psia (by Fig. 5-27) is about 666°F. A larger scale figure than
Fig. 5-27 is necessary if it is to be read with sufficient accuracy for such problems as
this.

Vaporization in Transfer Line. A direct way of solving for this vaporization is to
adopt a percentage vaporized, determine the drop in temperature that must occur to
supply the latent heat for such a vaporization, compute that pressure which must exist

at the inlet of such a vaporization zone, and compute the length of. the zone from the
pressure drop as follows:

Consider a zone in which 10 per cent vaporization occurs. Thus, 50 per cent is in
the vapor state at the inlet to the zone and 60 per cent at the outlet (or entrance to
tower). Such a material has a gravity of about 34 API (Fig. 4-4) and a latent heat
at about 671°F of 77.

0.10 X 7,000 X 7.12 X 77 = 48,900 X 0.72AT
AT = 10.9°F

The inlet temperature to the zone will be 666.4 + 10.9 = 677.3°F.
Raising 553°F (50 per cent vaporized) to 677.3°F by Fig. 5-27 indicates that the

pressure at the inlet to the zone must be about 59 psia.

The pressure drop is also related to length [Eq. (13-1)]

Ap = 0.323/ra'L

d

For most mixed-phase systems the value of / is about 0.005, and if the inside diameter
of the transfer line is 3.5 in.

= 0.323 X 0.005stt2L = su2L
3.5 2,170

In this instance the volume of the liquid will be neglected, but at small percentages
vaporized, it becomes an important part of the total volume. The average percent-
age vaporized (based on crude) is 55, the moles of vapor about 180 (see Table 18-7 or
Fig. 4-4), and the average temperature and pressure 42 (41.8) psia and 672°F (671.8).

Volume 180 X 379 X^ X^ X = 14.45 cu ft per sec

48,900 J_
*

S
14.45 X 3,600

X
62.4

0 0151

14 45 V 144
" " 3.5' X 0.785 = 218 ™d «" " 47

'300
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the velocity is substlntiSy zerof t0^^ Vap°rizer where

AP = 0.00673sy*

- 0.00673 X 0.0151 X 47,300
= 4.8 psi

Thus, the pressure drop that is available for friction loss is

AP - 59 - 4.8 - 24.7 = 29.5

t _ 29.5 X 2,170
Qft

0.0151 X 47,300 ~ 89,5 ft of equivalent length

Tabulations of transfer-line temperature drop, pressure dron »nH n»,
centage vaporized have been published" for the special ease of'pioestffls"dischargmg at substantially atmospheric pressure

°

date toX nZ. ™ ^
PeStmS

--
The aPplicati0n 0f ^-vaporization

pipeeti,, rsssrsras

drop through a pipestill often occurs in the transfer line from thHTtthe fractionating tower. To shorten this line does little good because thevaponzabon M sunply pushed back into the still. LikewL a large"tonter hue decreases the pressure at the outlet of the still so that moS vapor-ization occurs in the tubes.
p

Pressure drops through stills can be computed in much the same man-

Z—^W 3 Pkim 6XCept that ^cts"y

of the Xk h ?«
tTpm*m (aJld indirectly vaporization)

triZnTrlr w *
thr°Ugh the Walle of the tubes

- Thus a

t Adoption of a zone in which the amount of vaporization is fixed

3
'^~i0n rimaar 40 fflUStrated " EM"""e« *>J—*- the length of

» Nebon, W. L., 0,7 Cos J., ]aa . 2S, p. jjgg, Peb^m .^^ g
_^^^
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4. If the computed length differs from the assumed length, the entire operation must
be repeated.

Rickerman" suggests a modification of Eq. (13-1) for pipestill pressure-
drop computations. It includes a correction for the kinetic energy of

motion.

AP = 0^185/^L r i 1 .

d |_1 - (G2
y/4,637P)J U* yj

120

a
70

-»
to

2?

1
50

°~
40

30

20

10

0

X
Perce/
in ton

ifage
'er

vaporized
i

/

/
Vof

1

•\f\ri7ntts\n

s. starh>

/
/

—J-
A

1

1
4

1

r
V /

*^>£ ySt # A
y \

Endof convection
section ,

Star•tofilrons ?er fir -n

0 20 ) 400 600 800 10 0 12 0 1400 16 0 1800

Equivalent Length, Feet

Fig. 18-13. Pressure drop in small-tubc-diameter pipestills dumpihg into atmospheric-
pressure towers (2,000 bbl per day, distillation slope 4.0, tubes 2 in. inside diameter).
Refer to Fig. 18-14. (Oil Gas J.)

the symbols are the same as in Eq. (13-1), page 395, and v is

c volume, cu ft per lb.

Figures 18-13 and 18-14 show the relationship among such variables as
equivalent length, percentage vaporized at tower (or still outlet), pressure
drop, temperature, and percentage vaporized in one still design. There
are so many variables that not many such studies27 have been made. The

» Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Aug. 31, 1946, p. 91; July 5, 1947, p. 93j and Nov. 29,

1947, p. 89.
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0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
Equivalent Length, Feet

Fig. 18-14 Temperature gradient and percentage vaporized in small-tube-diameter

GasJ)
pmg mto atm°spheric-pressure towers. Refer to Fig. 18-13. (Oil

still and stock considered in Figs. 18-13 and 18-14 were

Slope of distillation curve of feedstock 4°F/per cent
Charge stock (mixed-base)

. .

." 37 API
Mid boiling point 600°F

Charge rate
\ 2,000 bbl per day

Cold velocity. .... 4.2 ft per sec
Tube diameter, inside 2.0 in.
Tube length lb it
Return bend, equivalent length 15 ft
Transfer line, equivalent length \\\\ i00 ft
Inlet temperature 400°F
Tower pressure 6 psig
Radiant-absorption rate, per sq ft projected area 25,000 Btu per hr
Still efficiency. . 77 per cent

The method outlined here is obviously gross. Nevertheless, the
method works reasonably well (see Table 18-8), and the method or
modifications of it are used by the major oil companies.
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18-8. Computed Pipestill Pressure Drops

Material

Pressure drop, psi

Actual Computed

198

124

197

85

605

394

238

Reduced crude oil. .

.

192

115
Bright-stock solution. .

.

209
Treated cylinder stock solution

Cracking still

103

563

Cracking still.

.

362

275
Fat absorption oil." 31 33

_—. —„„VV4Q ttlc Cltuer exceedingly complicated, or
assumptions must be made which cast doubt on the results. However,

'
Maker31 has developed a graphical integration method which appears

to greatly shorten the tedious trial-and-error method suggested herein
Small-diameter tubes (a high cold or 60-degree velocity) tend to

suppress vaporization (as see Figs. 18-13 and 18-14) except in tubes near
the outlet, and thus coking or overheating may tend to occur in the
tubes situated back in the still where no vaporization has occurred
Conversely, large-diameter tubes (low cold velocity) tend to permit
vaporization to penetrate back into the still giving a high velocity in all
of the tubes past the point of initial vaporization. Thus, a still with
large tubes may be safer from the standpoint of coking or overheating
than a still that contains small tubes, and higher rates of radiant absorp-
tion can be used with more confidence.

Vaporization in Pipestills. The amount of vaporization that occurs in
a still is intimately related to many processing operations. If the liquid
contains high-boiling parts that are sensitive to heat it may be advisable
to suppress vaporization. Vaporization concentrates the reactive mate-
rial into the liquid phase and if this phase becomes very small it moves
through the coil very slowly. In the extreme, it sticks to the walls and
undergoes chemical reactions which may be completed to the formation
of solids such as coke.

When designing a coil for a reaction, computations can be made with
more accuracy if the material is totally vaporized or totally liquid
Thus, it is sometimes advisable to suppress vaporization whereas in other
situations everything possible is done to encourage vaporization. It isM r>ittus and Hildebrand, Trans. ASME, p. 185, April 1942

29 Baars, G., J. Inst. Pet. Tech., 1948, p. 417.w Hubert, W. D., Pet. Refiner, September, 1947, p. 9.
Cashflow Pressure Drop in Heaters, Pet. Refiner, November, 1955, p. 140.
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often impossible to maintain a single phase, and in such situations, strati-
fication can be avoided in some degree by the use of a high pressure. At
pressures approaching or above the critical pressure, the density of the
vapor tends to approach that of the hot low-density liquid. Thus, the
larger of the two phases tends to contain enough kinetic energy of motion
to move the other phase along at nearly the same velocity as that of the
main stream. This is the primary reason for the use of a back pressure
in conventional thermal cracking or reforming processes.
Tube Design. The temperature difference that always exists when

heat is delivered through a series of resistances is of great importance in
the selection of still tubes. Nearly all the radiation that falls upon
a tube must be absorbed, regardless of the transfer rate on the inside of
the tube. Thus the temperature in the film and tube is higher than in the
fluid.

I in the oil film, the temperature in the tube rises, and
it continues to rise as coke is deposited until finally the tube attains the
temperature of the furnace or it bursts. For normal thicknesses of coke,
the amount of heat absorption is not decreased greatly. Partridge and
White32 find that a normal thickness of boiler scale does not decrease the
rate of radiant-heat absorption by more than about 3 per cent. In
general, coke deposits act in the same manner.

Pipestill tubes often receive radiation at the rate of about 5500 Btu
per sq ft per hr of outside surface or a rate of about 9500 Btu per
sq ft of inside surface, and the oil film-transfer rate may be 600 Btu
per sq ft per hr per deg of temperature difference. Obviously the
temperature difference through the oil film, if the tube is clean, is only

9,500

-for
=

If the oil temperature is 900°, the temperature at the inside of the wall
is (900 + 15.8) or 915.8°F. If the wall is U in. thick, the temperature
drop in the wall will be

Deg drop in wall = ^? X 5| = 15.8°F

and the outside of the metal tube is at (900 + 15.8 + 15.8), or 931.6°F
(Fig. 18-15).

If a H-in. coke deposit having a conductivity of 0.5 is produced, the
tube temperature is increased by

and the outside tube temperature is (Fig. 18-15)

900 + 15.8 + 198 + 15.8 = 1129.6°F

" The Effect of Boiler Scale, Ind. Eng. Chem., 21, 839 (1929).
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A temperature of 1130°F (red heat) is too high for a carbon steel tube

t°
thiCknT?^ than «< thTtube wall

continues to use with increase in coke thickness and eventually the tubewill attain the temperature of the furnace.

J!^
ra

^
<rf

.?

0ke deP°Siti011 is not greatly dePendent on the amount ofl6

,f
^deposited, but the rate can be retarded by increasing thevelocity and therefore the transfer rate through the oil fihn. The rate of

915.8

900
Main body
of fluid

915.8—-900

Moin body
of fluid

of coke on wall temperature.

depositing coke is directly dependent on the thickness of the oil filmbecause the thicker the film the greater the volume of o* ( n tZ&that is exposed to the high temperature. Figure 18-16 shows the relative

t'otalWk
K
g f°* differ*n

u
fihn-transfer for common rates of

ate ofm^T ^ baSCd 0n a^ °f Un^ f0r a"r
commllv fn ^

absorPtlon ™te of 10,000. These conditions arecommonly found in cracking plants. The data are only approximate

F 7 aDd the mm-tranSfer ^^
Figure 18-16 clearly shows why a hot velocity exceeding 13 ft per sec

is now commonly used in cracking plants. AHgher velocity^mcreases the pressure drop and aids little in decreasing the formation of
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Fig. 18-16. Approximate relative rates of coke formation.

coke. Tube-wall temperatures have been used as a means of controlling
cracking-plant operations. 33

Minimum tube thicknesses may be computed from34

RP
t =

L2S

where t — wall thickness, in.

R = external radius, in.

P = internal pressure, psig

S = allowable metal stress, psi

The allowable stress (creep strength) was discussed in Chap. 9 (Table 9-5).
Thinning by corrosion and oxidation is so vital that strength, as com-
puted above, means little. Allowances for thinning usually range from
0.1 to 0.25 in. (Chap. 9), but if corrosion is severe special alloy steels
must be employed (Chap. 9, page 278). The stresses in thick-wall
cylinders under conditions of creep and while heat is being transferred
have been studied. 36

- 36 The kinds o2 alloys used for tube supports are
also discussed in Chap. 9.

» Nelson, W. L., Coking of Tubes, Oil Gas J., Apr. 19, 1947, p. 130.
84 Harrington, Northrup, and Rhys, Cracking Coil Tubes at War, Oil Gas J., Nov.

11, 1943, p. 161.

» Bailey, R. W., The Utilization of Creep-stress Data . . . , Proc. Inst. Mech. Engrs.
(London), 1935.

"Rhys, C. O., Application of Bailey's Theory of Tube Stress Calculations, Proc.
API Refining Division, 1938, p. 102.
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Flue-gas Recirculation Stills. The important advantages of the recir-
culation still are as follows: (1) The rate of radiant absorption can be
controlled by adjusting the quantity of flue gas that is recirculated, and
(2) a low rate of radiant absorption can be obtained without building an
excessively large radiant section. If the duty of an ordinary still is
increased to above its rated capacity, the rate of absorption in the radiant
section increases greatly and all out of proportion to the increase in duty.
In the recirculation still the rate of absorption can be kept low by increas-
ing the circulation of flue gas. In both types of stills the efficiency may
decrease slightly, but the efficiency of pipestill heaters is not of major
importance to the refiner. The most real concern of the refiner is to avoid
deposits of coke with resulting costly shutdowns and to avoid discolora-
tion of finished stocks by localized overheating. The absorption rate can
be regulated in ordinary stiUs by using different quantities of excess air,
but a great loss in the efficiency occurs if the absorption rate is lowered by
even a few thousand Btu.

In general, recirculation stills require less surface than simple stills of
the same efficiency. 37 However, the saving in the cost of surface must
pay for the recirculation equipment, the gastight construction of the
still, and the increased operating cost. Thus the initial cost is usually
greater for the recirculating still, as well as the operating cost, so that the
adoption of a recirculating still rests entirely with the advantage that it
affords as a means of controlling the rate of radiant-heat absorption.
In the past the design of pipestills for low radiant-absorption rates was
not well understood and the recirculation still was widely used. Today
the industry has reverted to the use of simple radiant-type stills that are
designed for a specific service.

Shellstills and Heated Chambers. The heating of oil in shells or
chambers is limited by the amount of heat that can be conducted from the
heated surface by means of the boiling oil. In commercial stills the maxi-
mum transfer rate is about 6 Btu per sq ft per °F temperature difference
per hr, and most stills operate at a transfer rate of about 4. However,
if forced circulation is used or internal flues, the rate of transfer may be
increased to as much as 12. The temperature difference is the difference
between the oil temperature and the gas temperature. Thus the total
heat transmission per square foot per hour amounts to about 4000 Btu
for an oil at 400°F to as low as 2000 Btu for an oil at 800°F. Shellstills
range m capacity from 215 to 2,700 bbl per day and in diameter from
8 to 15 ft. 38

,

" Nek°n
'
Wl L

'
Modem ^Vestm Heater Design, Recirculation, Pet. Engr., June,

lifoOf p. 23.
38 Nelson, W. L., Shell-still Heaters, Oil Gas July 27, 1946, p. 213.



CHAPTER 19

THERMAL CRACKING AND
DECOMPOSITION PROCESSES

Thermal decomposition or cracking was called to our attention in 1871
by Silliman,* and it was practiced commercially as the Burton process
during 1910-1920. Modern cracking processes continue to occupy an
important position. Catalytic processes are somewhat replacing the
older thermal process, but thermal cracking along with topping will con-
tinue to be a basic refinery operation. Coking and the viscosity breaking
of heavy residues is especially important. Older processes such as the
Burton, Fleming, Jenkins, Cross, Gyro, Dubbs, and Holmes Manley are
described in First and Second Editions of this book as well as in "Motor
Fuels" by E. H. Leslie, 2 and "American Petroleum Refining" by H. S. Bell. 8

Mechanism of Cracking. Cracking is a phenomenon by which large oil
molecules are thermally decomposed into smaller lower-boiling molecules;
at the same time certain of these molecules, which are reactive, combine
with one another to give even larger molecules than those in the original
stock. The more stable molecules leave the system as cracked gasoline,
and the reactive ones polymerize, forming cracked fuel oil and even coke.
Although gasoline is the primary final product from cracking plants, all
the oils having boiling ranges intermediate between fuel oil and gasoline
are also produced. These intermediate materials, called "recycle stock,"
can be kept in the cracking system until they are decomposed, by recy-
cling them in a continuous system or by operating a batch system under a
high pressure. The production of intermediate stocks is illustrated by
the following general chemical reactions:

Charge stock. C,Hls-C lfiH30.C7H 16

1 heavy gag oil

Cracked stock C7H18 + CuH28:CH2 + C 6H12 :CH2

I
gasoline + recycle stock + gasoline(antiknocV

More cracking

I
°™

'

1 (C'H8: CH2 + + ci»:CH»S + CH2:CH -CH :*CH CH,
i

0 ~r gasoline + gum-forming materials + gas

Polymerization C2H, + (C,H8 : CH2 + C8H18) + C 12H22 + OH,
oas + gasoline + tar or recycle + gas

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc, 2, 18 (1871-1872).
8 Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, 1923.
* 2d ed., D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1930.
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are repre-
Although these exact reactions probably do not take j
sentative of the over-all reaction that occurs during w .,, , vt: ^.
Thus two general types of reactions take place: (1) primary reactions in

which decomposition of large molecules into small molecules takes place
and (2) secondary reactions by which active products polymerize to form
heavy tarry materials. At the same time the products of polymerization
may be again decomposed into smaller molecules. The nature of the
primary reactions may be illustrated by the experimental work of Hurd
and Spehce4 on the decomposition of n-butane at 600°C (1112°F).

and
CHrCHrCHrCH, ni CH4 + CH 3 CH:CH2

CH3-CH2 CH2-CH3 -> CH3 CH3 4- CH 2 :CH2

At 600 degrees the first of these appears to proceed to the extent of about
55 per cent and the second to 40 per cent. Dehydrogenation reactions
into butene or butadiene appear to represent less than 5 per cent of the
total. The dehydrogenation reactions referred to are

CH 3 CH2 CH 2 CH 3 -> H2 + CH3 CH 2 CH : CH2
and CH8-CH2-CH2-CH3 -* 2H2 + CH2 : CH CH :CH2

Their work also indicates that the tendency to dehydrogenate, leaving an
olefin with the same number of carbon atoms as the original paraffin
hydrocarbon, rapidly diminishes as the series is ascended. Thus the

amounts of hydrogen by cracking gas-oil stocks

Theol usually found in raw petroleum stocks,
of olefins should properly be considered as a

secondary decomposition reaction. Both hydrogenation and dehydro-
genation may occur during the decomposition of olefins. Diolefins, par-
affins, polymers, new olefins, hydrogen, and probably many other
materials are produced. As an example of diolefin and paraffin forma-
tion, pentene-1 reacts thus:

and CH 2 :CH CH2 CH2 CH 3 + H 2 -* CH4 + CH3 CH2 CH :CH2

The secondary reactions by which polymers are formed may be illustrated

nw nTT
CB,:CH, + CH2 :CH2 -> CH3 CH2 CH:CH2 (dimer)CH3 CH^CH:CH2 + CH2 :CH2 -> CH 3 CH2 CH2 CH 2 CH:CH2 (trimer)

or RCH
:
CH2 + R'CH

: CH 2 -* tars, oils, etc. (polymers)

Frolich and Fulton* conclude that the paraffin hydrocarbons are least
*J. Am. Chem. Soc, 51, 3353 (1929)

sity P^New Yot"^: " Fet"'la"a "** »^ «*»
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stable and that others follow in the order olefins, diolefins, naphthenes vsix
carbon ring), naphthenes (five carbon ring), and aromatics. This applies
to cracking temperatures of 750 to 1100°F and to compounds of the same
molecular weight. At higher temperatures the diolefins become more
stable than the naphthenes, and hence the diolefins and their condensa-
tion products can be produced at high temperatures. 6

Properties of Cracked Materials. The properties of the products that
are produced by cracking depend greatly upon the extent of cracking that
is practiced. Sachanen and Tilicheyev7 have studied the mechanism of
cracking by producing recycle stocks that had been cracked once, twice,
and several times. In each cracking test the oil was cracked at 450°C
The fraction boiling between 200 and 350°C was separated by distillation
and subjected to another cracking operation at 450°C. The extent of
cracking was not exactly the same for each recycle oil, but the qualitative
comparison (Table 19-1) is useful. Note the 30.6 API 392°F gasoline
that was produced from the sixth recycle stock.
The most useful means of estimating the physical properties of cracked

materials is the UOP Characterization Factor (pages 81 to 85, Fig. 5-9, and
Table 4-2). In most cases, Characterization Factors are somewhat as
follows:

Cracked gasoline (Mid Continent charge) 11 .7-12.0
Cracked gasoline (general) 1

1

'

5-12
"

0

Pipestill feed (charge and recycle) 10.5-11
'.

5
Recycle stocks (general) 10.0-11.0
Recycle stocks (light) 10 . 5-11 0
Recycle stocks (heavy) 10.0-10.5
Cracked gas oil (paraffin charge) 11.6-11.9
Cracked gas oil (naphthenic charge). 11 .0-11 .3
Residuum (3-12 API) 10 .5-11 !o
Residuum (under 3 API) 9. 5-10. 5
Distillates from residuum (12-20 API) 10.3-10.7
Distillates from residuum (2-9 API) 9 . 9-10 ! 3

In general, the Characterization Factors of cracked materials are lower
than those of the parent feed. Thus coker gas oils normally have factors
0.1 to 0.2 units lower than those of the parent feed, 70 but when coking
most vigorously (much recycling) the factors may be lower by 0.4 to
0.5 units. Scant information indicates about the same relationship for
viscosity-breaker gas oils.

• Frolich, Simard, and White, Ind. Eng. Ckem., 22, 240 (1930).
7 Oil Gas J., Dec. 19, 1929, p. 48.
7« Nelson, W. L., Characterization Factor of Coker Gas Oils, Oil Gas J., April 8, 1957,

p. 127.
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Sydnor and Patterson" have studied a Mid Continent gas oil and the
cycle oils produced from it in a manner similar to that used by Tilicheyev.'The chemical composition of cracked and other gasolines is indicated in
Fig. 2-3. Although the residues of cracking are frequently considered as
being highly condensed aromatic structures, they must also be highly
unsaturated' because they exhibit lower Characterization Factors than

!~™^
ar
To

atT HTV6r
'

nearly Pure aromatic residu* P^ducts
are produced" when cracking saturated gaseous hydrocarbons at very

Table 19-1. Cracking Tests of Emba (Russian) Gas Oil

Yield per cent by
weight API gravities

Approximate

Characterization

No. of Time,

min at

450°C

Factor

opera-

tion Below

200°C
(392°F)

Above
350°C

(672°F)

Cracking

stock

and
recycle

oils

Below

392°F
Above
672°F

Recycle

oils

Gaso-

1

2

3

4

5

6

42

52

75

101

101

160

28.7

21.3

16.3

12.1

3.9

8.0

10.5

8.6

7.9

10.3

12.4

19.0

30.8-

28.2

23.8

19.2

15.4

14.5

58.2

52.5

46.0

38.4

37.1

30.6

10.6

1.05*

1.116*

1.177*

1.157*

1.243*

11.4*

11.2

10.9

10.5

10.3

10.2

11.9

11.6

11.2

10.8

10.6

10.3

* Specific gravity.

high temperatures. The residue consists almost totally of such con-densed aromatic and fluorene structures as phenanthrene (3 rings)-
pyrene tryphenylene, 1:2 benzanthracene and chrysene (4 rings •

fluoran bene, 1 :2 and 2:3 benzfluorene; and naphtho anthracene, piceneand 1:12 benzpyrene. Several of these compounds tend to produce
cancer when applied to living animal cells. Likewise, the lighter liquid
products of ethane or propane cracking consist almost totally of (mono-
cyclic) aromatics. v

Cracked gasolines have higher octane numbers than straight-run gaso-
lines from the same parent crude oil (Tables 4-1 and 4-15). The Research

8 Ind. Eng. Chem., 22, 1237 (1930).

p. m^'
W

"
L
" H*h"*°fling Hy^bon Analysis, Oil Gas J., July 27, 1953,

wll??7n
Ct ^?ositi°n

* •
Polycrclic Aromatics

. .World Pet. Congr., sec. V, The Hague, 1951.
Proc. Third
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method octane number usually ranges from 72 to 82, but from naphthenic
charge stocks, such as some from the Gulf Coast, California, . the Far
East, and Venezuela, the octane number may exceed 86. The cor-
responding Motor method octane numbers can be estimated from Table

ttv
7

?

-temPefture to 1250°F) low-pressure vapor phase

ZUrh
f

18 °f 95 °r Umm Search) are obtained. The
effect of tetraethyUead on octane number can be estimated from Table
6-IZ and the behavior of cracked gasoline in blends from Fig. 4-46. The
ettect of gasoline boiling range on octane number is indicated in Tables
4-16 and 4-17, and the effect of time of cracking in Table 19-13.

Table 19-2. Approximate Motoh Method Octane Numbers of Reformed
Gasolines from Straight-run Naphthas-

Yield,-

per cent

60

75

80

85

90

95

Octane number of reformed gasoline for
charge stocks of the following octane numbers

35

72.5

69

68

67

65

40 45 50 55

73.5 75 77
70.5 72 73 75
69.5 70 71.5 73
68 69 70 72
66.5 67 68.5 70
.... 66 67.5

»i aTT? J„ *™ 0 cent larger (Offutt
et al., Pet. Refiner, November, 1946, pp. 120 and 129).

ASTM°H^
n
n
"Umber

J
of » cracked Saline can be estimated from the~ „t t T ^ the API gravity>" but no tru'y satisfactory

d^oped
ng

°Ctane numbers from P^eal properties has been

son" finST td0
?™l°

fs^™ aphtha, LeRoi and Fergu-

*td 7* °CtaJle nUmber
-

The ^tionship between

rherrntf f

(aCCUracy ± 4 *** of «asolines produced by

inHW rf»

ff°«« straight-run stocks in a once-through operation is

£S2f^
1,1

t

TaWe ^ ReCycIing or *e «fo™ing of cracked
distillates .s not very successful because the losses are two or three times

Tn'^OkirC.im^^"8^"06
• • • Midyear Meeting, API,

p. lis.

6'3011
'

W' L
"
°0tane NUmber

°' Reformed N»P^, Oil Gta, Dee. 13, 1947,
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«T ^ ^nd
u
ing strai*t-™» ^ks by a once-through opera

useful Je* o.ennieS5£fiT££52oTa^ ^
800 pri

WhCn PteSSUre » f™ 250 to

Motor method octane number was increased from m Z 9? 6

process requires the use of a 1 000 to 1 inn nrio- rlL!
Awnougb. the

coil,"." it produces yields about 5 oer cenH,™ 7 °" ??
rea°tion

than plain reforming (see Table ll2)
(nomographic chart")

Cracked^«S£taf?*% Canada)"

and 4-24) than birfrirfW * , •

P°Ur points
(Tables^4^ tnan straight-run or catalytically cracked distillates. The

im™TC
° " TemP,irMUre " Rrf0™ i^ W.m 9m. Mf,, January,

^•Octane-number Improvement in Naphtha Reforming, tni. Mm Chen,., 27, 1347

j'ZT^i*£** • • •

High^ YWd* ***** Oa Go*

Nebon, Thery, and Cordero. Praa mm* P«U Pet. Con*., sec. V, Rome, 1955.
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Diesel Indexes of thermally cracked distillates are so low that scarcely
any information is available in the literature.

Heat of Decomposition. Theoretical methods of computing the heat of
decomposition are more exact than most experimental determinations,
but precise physical data must be employed. Computations indicate

Table 19-3. Sulfur Balances When Thermally Cracking Typical Stocks

Stock

West Texas Venezuela Middle East Mid Continent

that appears in each product for
charge stocks that contain these percentages of sulfur

32° API gas-oil feeds

and 6° API fuel

oils (severe crack-

ing):

Gasoline :

Fuel oil

Gas
26° API gas-oil feeds

and 5° API fuel

1.0

Gasoline
,

Fuel oil

Gas
26° API reduced crude

feeds and 8° API
fuel oils:

Gasoline

Fuel oil

GflS ,

20° API reduced crude
feeds and 10° API
fuel oils (mild

Gasoline.

Fuel oil

Gas

13.6

46.6

39.8

11.8

60.9

27.3

13.6

66.6

19.8

3.0

10.0

90.5

8.0
33.0

59.0

7.0

43.2

49.8

6.7

47.3

46.0

0.8

5.8

64.0

30.2

8.1

43.7

48.2

7.1

57.0

35.9

6.8

62.5

30.8

2.4

7.9

43.8

48.3

6.9

57.0

36.1

6.6

62.5

30.9

1.5

4.0

39.0

57.0

3.4

50.6

46.0

3.3

55.5

41.2

4.5

4.7

90.6

4.6

4.6

90.9

4.5

2.3

80.6

17.1

3.8

38.9

57.3

3.4

50.6

46.0

3.2

55.5

41.3

0.5

2.3

80.6

17.1

6.6

20.4

73.0

5.6

26.6

67.8

5.4

29.2

65.4

1.5

3.8

42.5

53.7

5.4

20.4

74.2

4.7

26.7

68.6

4.5

29.2

66.3

3.2

42.3

54.5

clearly that if large amounts of gas are produced, the heat of decomposi-
tion is relatively high, and if a process could be operated so that no
gas was produced, the cracking reaction would generate rather than
require the addition of heat. The methods also show that the heat of

for heavy fuel oils is higher than for gas-oil or naphtha
general situation is indicated by Fig. 20-2.
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The magnitude of the heat of decomposition expressed as Btu per
pound of 437°F gasoline that is produced is indicated in Table

Table 19-4. Heat of Decomposition

••

Reference
Btu per

lb gaso.
Method of determination

900

630
808''

429

671

1,920*

1,309-

659«

993*

528«

546«

50-10O

Laboratory measurements
3 commercial heat balances

7 laboratory tests

6 commercial heat balances

Computed for C 2H« -* C2H4 + H2

Computed for CSH 8 -> C3H« + H2

Computed for CSH 8 -» C2H4 + CH4

Computed for nC4H10 C4H8 + H2

Computed for nC4Hio-> C2H4 + C2H»
Computed for nC 4Hio-» C 3H8 + CH4

Computed

Obryadchikov and Velikanov6
.

.

Weir and Eaton6 (0-24% gaso.).

Weir and Eaton (24% gaso. up)

.

Author—viscosity breaking

JJ. *«,mHw,f *V, f fU \±o*uj.
b Neflyanoe Khoz., 17, 370 (1929); and Chem. Abstracts, 24, 1206 (1930).
e Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 346 (1937).
* 410°F ASTM end point.
8 Btu per pound of feed material.

The heat of decomposition applies to a reaction in which a liquid is

decomposed into both gaseous and liquid products, and hence the latent
heat of vaporization is contained in the heat of decomposition and does
not need to be included in heat balances.

Perhaps the most reliable method of computing the heat of decomposi-
tion is by means of heats of combustion and the law of conservation of
energy. The difference between the heat of combustion of the cracking
stock and the total heat of combustion of the products of cracking is the
heat required for cracking. Heats of combustion are normally given at
60°F

,
and hence it is necessary either to convert all these to the cracking

temperature or to convert the computed heat of decomposition at 60°F
to the cracking temperature.

Example 19-1. Computation of Heat of Decomposition. One hundred pounds of a
gas oil is cracked to produce 17.1 lb of fixed gas, 57.5 lb of pressure distillate, and 25.4
lb of cracked tar which have physical properties as shown below. What is the heat of
decomposition at 60 and at 900°F?

41 Leslie and Potthoff, Ind. Eng. Chem., 18, 776 (1926).
"Obryadchikov and Velikanov, Neflyanoe Khoz., 17, 370 (1929); and Chem.

Abstracts, 24, 1206 (1930).

» Weir and Eaton, Ind. Eng. Chem., 29, 346 (1937).
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: 100 lb cracking stock. A negative sign means heat liberated.

Cracking stock
Fixed gas*

Pressure distillate

Cracked fuel oil

Character-

ization

Factor
API

• Gas 17 of Table 14-4.

Energy in stock:

Cracking stock:

11.8

• - • .

11.8

10.8

37

59

10

Heat of combus-
tion, Btu per
lb (Fig. 6-22)

19,600
22,250°

20,130

18,450

100(- 19,600) - -1,960,000 Btu

Heat in gas;

Heat in P.D.:
Heat in fuel:

Subtracting

Difference in energy:

17.1(-22,250) = - 380,475
57.5(-20,130) = -1,157,475
25.4(- 18,45(5 = - 468,630

-2,006,580 - (-2,006,580)

+ 46,580

Heat of decomposition Btu ijer pound of gasoline at 60'F
46,580

57.5
810

mm* * mo-f (the heat C0BteBta were computed from Kgs

Cool stock from 900 to 80°F:
Decomposition at 60°F:
Heat gas to 900°F:
Heat P.D. to 900°:

Heat tar to 900°:

17.1(655)

57.5(642)

25.4(492)

100(-580)
- + 46,580
= + 11,200

- + 36,900

- + 12,650

- 58,000

Difference in energy: Heat absorbed (adding) = + 49,330

Heat of decomposition, Btu per pound at 900
49,330

57.5

+107,330

858

rt^So^f^°" * E™"»1° 19-1 - -rrect from the

careWo. fe^^tf^^1^^^^
of DrnHnJ*\h V ?

n^ heats of combustion or in the yields

heaT ofdfcotov
aSSU

«
dm inta,duee err°"*» °°«d

f % 1.

Composition. However, many useful generalizations such asthe following tabulation of S. N Obrvadchikov" ^T . f
The Sm

;
column is the yield of S^neT^^Z^Cfor

u Ref. Not. Gaso. Mfr., January, 1932, p. 34.
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Yield

5

10

15

20

25

35

Heat ofdecomposition

per lb gasoline, Btxt

2,700

1,710

1,170

900

865

790

Yields by Cracking. The estimation of yields has been difficult
because the product is a mixture which cannot be completely analyzed,
and because the viscosity of the residue cannot be accurately predicted!
Laboratory yields are in many instances worthless because commercial
conditions cannot be adequately duplicated by laboratory procedure.
The over-all reaction of cracking involves the decomposition of a heavy

oil into gas, light naphtha, and heavy condensation products. In this
operation the hydrogen in the stock is concentrated into the light prod-
ucts, and hence the residue material becomes more and more deficient in
hydrogen. Thus the larger the percentage of distillate produced the
higher will be the specific gravity of the residue that is left [see Fig 19-1
and Eqs. (19-1) to (19-3)]. Yields would be a simple matter if the gravity
or viscosity of the residue could be accurately predicted. Attempts to
relate viscosity to yields have not been truly satisfactory, 25- 26 and accord-
ingly gravity of the fuel oil is used herein as the basis of correlation,
understanding that the fuel oil produced during cracking will be too
viscous to meet ASTM No. 6 viscosity specifications. However, the
fuel-oil gravities suggested here (Table 19-6, etc.) are the gravities of the
final fuel oil after it has been cut back from such viscosities as 1 500 to
30,000 sec Furol at 122°F to the specification viscosity of 300 sec Furol
or lower. Fig. 4-44 indicates one such blend. The conversion of vis-
cosities at various temperatures to a temperature of 122°F (Fig. 4-45)
is bothersome especially for viscous tars or pitches, and hence Fig. 19-2
covering zero to 100 Viscosity Index materials was prepared.
Two distinct types of material are found in cracked fuel oil: (1) scarcely

decomposed straight-run asphaltic material derived from residual feed-
stocks, and (2) condensation or polymerization materials derived from
reactive fragments produced during cracking. In addition, the straight-
run asphaltic material is frequently exposed to the mild operation known
as viscosity breaking (either in a separate coil or as part of the recircula-
tion in a black-oil coil). The viscosities and gravities of these com-

" Mithoff et.al., Characteristics of California Crude Oils, Oil Gas J., Nov. 6, 1941,
p. 81.

,nro
Nel8SW' L" 011 GaS J

'
June 29

'
1950

' P- APr' 13
'
1953

> P- 143; and Apr. 20,
195o, p. 167.
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SSSTw?*^1 19"5)
'
and the Sensation tars usuallycontain little material boiling higher than 850<>F, whereas the bulk of

bl~n
APn k

^!°°T Alth°Ugh Ver^ ^-gravity fuel oils

toi^f^?? cycle stocks
> most refiners chooseto operate for gravities of 2 to 7 API because further degradation leadsmainly to the production of gas.

0 ieaas

Table 19-5. Indication op the Viscosities of Cracked Residual
Fuel

API
gravity

Furol viscosity at 122°F

— 5

-2.5
0
2.5

5

7.5

12

14

16

run

Condensation products

From S.R.

feeds

• • •

800"

240«

77«

100

65

From cat.

cycle stock

100

60

40

a Varies severalfold for different
tion Factors.

c^iZdLmVf
em
\

fu
,

el

-f
of ° '° 6 •» possible when

of 2 to 12 A PT Twf
^ (straight-run or cycle stocks), but gravities

hi„Z i f6 necessary when cracking residual materials TheS ^ the °riginal residue, the lower thegmvrty of the cracked fuel oil (Table 19-6) because the ratio of Whiyfluid condensation tar to straight tar is larger. At the other extreme^

feedTarf f
P°lymen^tion « condensation products in the cracking coil

beet 11*! H^"
1

°1°f COk6'
aDd hence a " tar ™-ber» has

^hW fncks £ J F ^ tendency of cha^ ^ck or

10ml „^ fifi *Rf. ,r

18 d
J
etermmed ^ contacting 100 ml of oil with10 ml of 66 Be sulfunc acdm a 4-oz sample bottle, shaking for 1 to 2 min

" NelS°n
'
W

-
L- Cr»«ii-«!-stock Control, Ofl Go* J., Nov. 23, 1946, p. 74.
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and allowing to settle for \y2 hr. Another refiner uses a 100-ml pear-
shaped centrifuge tube and settles by "spinning" at 1,500 rpm for 20 min
Tar number is the milliliters of tar less 10 (for the acid). Asphaltic
materials may be diluted 50:50 with kerosene. A. W. Trusty" shows
the following tar numbers:

Tar
number

Kerosene nu
Cracked gas oil (30-36 API) 2-4
Straight-run gas oil (30-36 API)

""
2-6

Topped crude (26 API, East Texas) 26
East Texas crude 26
Fuel oil (14 API) 100

One refiner" keeps his cycling stock to a tar number under 5.0 and the
overhead from the flash chamber to less than about 1 1 .0. Carbon residue
is also used28 as a measure of coking tendency.

Gasoline yields (400 E.P., 10 R.v.p.) can be obtained from Fig. 19-1*.
or Eqs. (19-1) to (19-3)" which apply to somewhat special feedstocks or
operations. The symbols refer to the API gravities of the distillate
feeds AD and cracked fuel-oil products AF, and the gasoline yields are
volume per cent. Fig. 19-1 applies to straight-run residual or distilled

Feeds

Thermal distillates: gaso. % = 4 + 2(A D - AF) (1WCatalytic cycle stocks: gaso. % = 8 + 1.7(A D - AF) nt*)
Vapor-phase cracking of

1 '

distilled S.R. stocks: gaso. % = 23 + 1A(AD - A*) (19_3)

feeds. Yields are a little lower than indicated by Eqs. (19-1) to (19-3)when the gravity A F of the fuel oil is very low. The behavior is similar
to that indicated m Fig. 19-1. Straight lines such as Eqs. (19-1) to
(19-d) he across the series of curving lines of Fig. 19-1. In conducting
viscosity breaking, i.e., the mild cracking of very heavy residues, the
yield of gasoline is usually of little interest (note 5 to 15 per cent, Fig.

- ). Scarcely any cracked gas oil is produced (other than that required
as a cutter stock) when viscosity breaking 5 to 9 API feeds, but 10 to
30 per cent of gas oil is produced when handling 9 to 12 API feeds. Total
liquid volume yields are nearly 100 per cent, but cracked gas in theamount ol 2.5 to 5 weight per cent is also produced.
The "unaccounted-for loss" on a liquid volume basis is about the same
28 Laboratory Control Cracking Still Charging Stock . . . , Oil Gas J., Oct. 8, 1931,

p. a. ' f »

29 Nelson, W. h.t OU Gas J., Feb. 25, 1952, p. 183

1952

N
p

e

!

S

n3
W

'

L
" ^ J

"
°Ct

'
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'

1952
'
P

-
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4

'
1952
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0 10 20 30 40
AMI. ofcharge stock minus A.RI. of crocked fuel

Fig. 19-1. Yields when thermally cracking straight-run materials as a function of the
degradation in gravity.

for all types of cracking [Eq. (19-4)] except vapor-phase cracking [the

constant of Eq. (19-4) becomes 1.15 rather than 0.5].

Liquid volume loss = 0.5(AD - A F) (19-4)

The gravities of Table 19-6 and the yields of Fig. 19-1 and Eqs. (19-1)

to (19-3) cannot be attained except by the most vigorous cracking includ-

ing the use of downflow vapor reaction chambers (page 683).

Reforming operations are concerned with octane number rather than

fuel-oil gravity, and therefore yields are not obtained from Fig. 19-1

but from Table 19-2.

Mithoff et al.
26 present the only satisfactory study relating yields

to fuel-oil viscosity. The yield of debutanized gasoline G that is pos-

sible from California crude oils in terms of the viscosity V of the feed-

stock (Saybolt Universal sec at 130°F) and the viscosity of the cracked

fuel oil is given by Eq. (19-5). Between the ranges of 31 and 40 per

cent of cracked fuel oil and when producing 300 viscosity (Furol) at

122°F fuel oils, the yields of butane-free cracked naphtha (gasoline)

are approximately

G = 45 -
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Eq. (19-5) applies particularly to "black-circulation" single-coil opera-
tions m which reaction chambers are used. Yields decrease sharply if
thinner cracked fuels are produced.

Table 19-6. Approximate Minimum Gravity of Cracked Fuel-oilResidue (Af) Possible by Severe Thermal Cracking op Topped
(Residual) Crude Oils

»->naracter.

J) actor

of feed

6 to 12 API
feedstocks

12 to 14 API
feedstocks

11.2 4-7 2.0-4.0
11.3 2.5-4.5
11.4 6-8 3.0-5.0
11.5 4.0-6.0
11.6 6-9 5.0-6.5
11.7 6.0-7.0
11.8 7-10 7.0-8.0
11.9 8.0-9.0
12.0 9-11 9.0-10.0
12.1 • • • • 10.5-11.0
12.2

• •

12.3 .... • •

12,4

14 to 18 API
feedstocks

18 to 26 API
feedstocks**vVilli

T-

Lxiguci gravity

fPp f Iqfjftn lra

0-2.0 — 2.0-zero
1.0-3.0 -1.0 to 1.0
1.5-3.5 Oto 1.5
3.0-4.0 1.0-3.0 -1.0 to 1.0
3.5-5.0 2.0-3.5 0-2.0
5.0-6.0 3.0-5.0 1.0-3.0
6.0-7.0 4.5-6.0 2.5-4.5
7.0-8.0 5.5-7.0 3.5-5.5
8.5-9.0 7.0-8.5 4.5-7.0
9.5-10.0 8.0-9.5 6.0-8.0
11.0-11.5 9.0-11.0 7.0-9.0
12.0-13.0 10.5-12.0 8.0-10.5
13.0-13.5 11.5-13.0 9.0-12.0

Not much can be done about the yield of gasoline except to change the
gravity of the cracked fuel oil. However, the following conditions are
said to slightly affect gasoline yield:

l: A low crack per pass or a high recycle ratio.
2. A relatively low pressure (200 to 300 lb).

3
'

nnntbeT^
1<>W

°
raddDg temperature (86° "> "W* means a low octane

™° " 1 P-ible by the most

J3£iSSSJff ?n
(

^n2yr
W ™itS API

' ^*m^ '

Gasoline (400 E.P., 10 R.v.p.)

Unaccounted [Eq. (19-4)] 0.5(24
Cracked fuel oil (by difference)

™ 52 per cent

6) = 9 per cent
= 39 per cent

hlP^W ™
A
,

PI f6

?
d^ a

4

Ca
!
a,ytic^ 8tock

> « fuel gravity of 2 or lower is possi-bly but most existing plants do not operate for a gravity lower than about 6 [Eq.

Gasoline - 8 + 1.7(24 - 6) - 38.6 per
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\poo 2poo 3poo spooapoo 10000 20P00
SAYBOLT UNIVERSAL VISCOSITY AT 122 °F

•0P00 20OO0 40P0O 100,000 300,000 40,000

SPECIAL SCALE FOR EXTENDED 2I0T VISCOSITY LINES

m4T mG^} )

>etWeen Sayb0lt Universal vi^osities determined at 100, 210, and

Likewise, the yield by vapor-phase cracking (1050 to 1150°F) of a 24 API distilled
straight-run feed would be large [Eq. (19-3)], but the gas loss would be very large:

Gasoline (vapor phase): 23.0 + 1.4(24 - 4) = 51.4
Unaccounted-for loss: 1.15(24 - 4) = 23.0
Cracked fuel oil: = 25.6

n ff?S
le 19"3

'.

YiCldS by Viscosity Breaking. A 7 API intermediate-base residue

rr. w ^?c
5f

lzatlon factor) is to be viscosity broken as severely as possible.
Table 19-6 indicates that a fuel-oil gravity of about 9 API is possible. Note that the
lower the gravity of the feed, the higher must be the gravity of the cracked fuel oil
(throughout all of Table 19-6). This increase in gravity of 2 units (i.e., 7 to 9)
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Feed (7 API) : 100 X 8.509 = 850.9 lb
Gaso. (56 API): 3 X 6.283 = 18.8
Gas loss (2.5 wt %): 0.025 X 850.9 = 2U

40.0 40.0
Weight of fuel oil and gas oil (if any) 8109 lb

810.9 = 7.778s + 8.388(100.5 - 3 - x)
-0.61a: - 810.9 - 817 x = 10 per cent

Thus, the yields are:

£
asoU

f
e
, 3 per cent

Gas oil (20 API) 10 per cent
Fuel oil (9 API) 87.5 per cent

Total liquids 100.5 per cent

employed extensively, delayed coking and fluid coking. The processes

as much gas oil as possible because it is cheaper to crack the gas oil intherma or catalytic units than in the coking unit. However, the yields
of gasoline (volume per cent) when coking to the formation of only
gasoline and coke (and gas) are about:

Gaso. (residual feed) per cent = 303 - 250d (19-6)
Gaso. (gas oil feed) per cent - 331 - 300d (19-7)

The gasoline is 400 E.P., 10 R.v.p. material, and the symbol d refers to
the specific gravity of the charge stock. In such an operation the amount

ofS^^Jf tons per 1,000 bbl feed) in terms of the API sravity

C = 99 - ZAA R + 0.03(A*)* (19-8)

npJ^ fw.f
C

,

0k
I If

intimately ^ted to the carbon residue (weight

ZTl 6 eed
',

the^ of coke when gating the Delayed

? t w i f
8 thG Production of maximum gas oil are indicated

Ifplf f,!^ thiS table tt is suggested that the remaining
material, after deducting the weight of the coke and the gas (see tabula-
tion), be split into gasoline and gas oil of an appropriate gravity. Theamount of gasoline produced when operating in the conventional way

W. L., Oil Gas J., Dec. 19, 1955, p. 99.
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for a large gas-oil yield ranges from 15 to 25 liquid volume per cent
depending upon the amount of recycling that is conducted. Tables or

charts could be presented32 but there are so many variables that numer-
ous charts would be required.

Table 19-7. Coke Yields, as a Function op Carbon Residue0

Carbon
API gravity of feeds Coke yield, wt per cent

residue,

per cent
Intermediate

base

Naphthenic

and cracked

High temp
oven coke

Fluid

process

Delayed
coking

Ultimate

coking*

i

1

5

10

15

20

25 .

30

40

> >

26

16

10

6

3.5

2

....

• • •

22

14

8

4.5

2

0

-2.5

...

...

• t •

15

21

26

31

41

• • • •

3

11.5

17

23

29

34.5
• 46

0

8.5

18

27.5

35.5

42

22

37

40

45

48

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Dec. 19, 1955, p. 99.
6 No gas oil.

The amount of gas produced is related to the coke production somewhat
as follows:

API gravity

of feed

Ratio of weight of gas to weight of coke*

Fluid Delayed Ultimate

0 0.27

5 0.335

0.37 . 0.20
10 0.43 0.185 0.27
12 0.48 0.21 0.32
15 0.56 0.265 0.405
20 0.725 0.415 0.585
25 0.95 0.61 0.800

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Sept. 3, 1956, p. 129.

Only one means of significantly reducing the amount of sulfur in

petroleum coke32" has been discovered. When finely powdered coke at

lSOO
0
!? is exposed to ethylene, propylene or butylene, the amount of

sulfur is reduced to less than 10 per cent of the amount originally present.

82 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Feb. 15, 1954, p. 181; and July 7, 1952, p. 103.
82° Sabott, F. K., . . Methods of Removing Sulfur from Petroleum Coke, Quar-

terly of the Colorado School of Mines, vol. 47, no. 3, July, 1952.

......
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lUtiLteproduotoS^S^*
110

ffSf Pr0CeSSe8
'
aDd also to th*

(Table 19-7) :
° P0881"* the amounts of cok* would be about

By high temperature oven processes
By Fluid coking
By Delayed coking
Ultimate coking.

.

By ultimate coking, the yield of gasoline would be [Eq. (19-6)]

Gasoline = 303 - 250 X 1.0217 - 47 per cent

The amount of gas per barrel would be (about 20 per cent of the coke weight)

357.5 X 0.412 X 0.2 = 29.5 lb per bbl

which at a molecular weight of 19 would be

29.5
"19" x 379 - 588 cu ft per bbl

If coking is conducted by the
follows:

Feed (7 API), weight:

S°
ke

'
we
?
ht:

106.51b
Gas, weight: 106.5 X 0.17 = 18.1

the yields would be somewhat as

357.51b

Gasoline and gas oil:

124.61b 124.6

232.9 lb
0.20 X 42 X 6.385 = 53.5

Weight of gas oil:
Iroi lb

If the gas oil has a gravity of 20 API, the percentage of gas oil will be

179.4 1

7^778 * 42
= 5 per cent

The amount of gas will be about

18.1
-gj- X 379 = 327 cu ft per bbl

*nTZrl*
°f e
?„

0il Wi" be Changed sU«htly if a Cerent gas-oil gravitv is

By the Fluid process the gas yield would be slightly larger:
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Yields from Hydrocarbons. The thermal cracking of hydrocarbons,
especially for the production of ethylene, has become extremely impor-
tant. At low conversions per pass, ethane and propane decompose about
as follows:33

Per cent of

reaction

100

63.5

30.0

6.5

Reaction

C,H,-C,H4 +H,

C,H8 -> C2H, +CH,
C 3H8 -* C3Hs -f H2

2C,H,-> C2H« + 2C*H 6

(19-9)

The last of these is a bimolecular reaction and it therefore should be
affected by pressure. The over-all propane reaction from the above is:

100C3H8 -> 30H2 + 63.5CH4+ 66.75C2H4 + 6.5C2H6+ 30C3H6 (19-10)

IOO

o 20 40 60 80
Per' cent n-butone conversion (disappearance)

?S>J? S'SES^SfiJields from «-butane pyrolysis for tubular units with exit
conditions of 1350-1400°F and 0-20 psig. (Pet. Refiner.)

This contemplates decomposition of all of the propane feed, and in prac-
tice this is accomplished by recycling any undecomposed propane. The
common and economical conversion per pass for propane is about 85 per
cent, and accordingly the single pass yields would be about 85 per cent
of Eq. (19-10) plus 15 moles of unreacted propane. According to Eq.
" Schutt, H. C, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43, 103 (1947).
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lOOCaH, -* 17H2 + 45CH4 + 42C2H, + 4.1C4H.. 8

+ 26.6C5.,H7. 15 (19-H)
ThuS

,
additional yields of ethylene, if only ethylene is desired ranobtained by recycling the propylene produced by C(19-10 !„ senate

ostein, and it may be further increased by5XXTdS££products, particularly the saturated hydrocarbons
0

Twl UDWa
f
ted

—

From ethane

From propane
.

From propylene
From butane
From kerosene or gas oil. . . . . . . . .

. " ' "

'

Weight, %

74-75

42-43

26-27

38-39*

22-23

%per

60

85

* When recycling propylene,

t Based on weight per cent production of butanes and lighter.

Somewhat higher once-through and ultimate yields are said" to be pos

55W SPeC1 SUCh aS the PebbIe *****r and it is evident"that heaters must be designed to eliminate, insofar as Sfe?22Siable s!de reactions leading to coke or pdUri-to^S^
fJ% effect of inversion per pass is illustrated in' Fig 19-3

z^?f»:
mpTr (135° to i4oo°F) iow-*™* (o"o 20 Psgcrackmg of normal butane in tubular heaters- Dehydrogenation equ1-

_

^Schutt and Zdonik, Making Ethylene . . . Part J, m Gas ^ F^ ^^
" m Ga* J >

May 10, 1954, p. 162.

p. 185"
6t C°mParing °lefin UDit Feedstoc^ Zefi™, November, 1955,
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IjHMMtt*** for ethane, propane, and butane are shown in

isobuLTarT
1 reaCti0"S " ^ thermal *•"*«> of butane and

nC4H10 ;=± nC4H8 -f- H2

nC4H 10 -> C3H6 + CH4

-* C2H4 + C2H6

-*nC4H8 + C3H8 -f CH4

2ttC4H10 -» TOC4H8 + 2C2H6

tC4H10 ^±iC4H8 + Hi
»C4H1D -4 C8H6 + CH4

*C4H10 -* C2H4 + C2H6

2*C4H10^C4H8 -f C3H8 + CH4

(19-12)

(19-13)

(19-14)

(19-15)

The reversible equations [(19-12) and
(19-15)] are suppressed by pressure, but
the bimolecular reactions [Eqs. (19-13)
(19-14), and (19-16)] are promoted by
pressure.

The extent to which each of the reac-
tions takes place depends upon the tem-
perature and the pressure. Low-pres-
sure operations have been explored above
and in Fig. 19-3, but the butanes are also
cracked at high pressure, especially if the
recovery of butylenes is desirable. The
following equations represent the results
of Tropsch, Thomas, and Egloff40 for a
temperature of about 1020°F and a pres-
sure of 725 psi.

IOOO
16001200 1400

Temperature, *F

Fig. 19-4. Dehydrogenation equi-
libria of ethane, propane, and
butane with their reaction prod-
ucts. (03 Gas J.)

100nC4H10 -» 19.25C4H8 + 33C3H6

+ 30C2H4 + 16C 3H8 + 33.5C2H6

+ 49CH4 + 1.5H2 (19-17)
100eC4H10 -+ 29*C4H8 -f 43C3H6 + 5.5C2H4

+ 22.5C3H8 + 5.5C2H6 + 65.5CH4 + 6.5H2 (19-18)

« ^
nd HupPke'

Ind
> EnQ- Chem., 26, 54 (1933).

Storch and Kassel, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 69, 1240 (1937).
» Kistiakowsky et al., /. Am. Chem. Soc., 67, 65 (1935)

(1936t

eSSUre Pyr°lySis °f Ga8eOUS Paraffin Hydrocarbons, Ind. Eng
r Chem., 28, 324
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!^
lar

wl
teW^ PUblished b* various investigators:".".* andalthough the exact products that are produced at various pressures andtemperatures vary somewhat, the total production of olefins frTlw

Moles of olefins produced = 80-85 per cent of moles of butanesTotal moles of products = 190 per cent of moles of butanes

Such yields cannot be obtained commercially unless recycling is usedbecause polymerization consumes part of the yield Si sZrtreaction.times, a low crack per pass, low pressure's, andWgh"rates

or practical considerations in commercial practice

product of vaTor
^^'-a** <™ * small quantities in the

tit L. ?07haSe °r gaS Cracking" Tte effect of temperature onbutadiene production appears to be somewhat as follows:

CrocKW,^ % Butadiene -Crackingte^F % Butadiene
1000 0.4
1080 1.06
H60 1.73

1320 3.07
1400-

• 3.75

1240 2.4
1740... 6.6

During World War II several vapor-phase cracking plants operated".".**pnmanly for the production of butadiene.

per cent are shown at top of page 649."
^

Although gas cracking is primarily a crackine ODerarinn nl,„*0 f„,
producing olefins will be discussed in Chap. 20

™' P *"

^°208 asSr
Kinetics of the Decomposition

°f * **

hs^^ar Decompo8itioI,
°f«*—

p. «
CamP'R Q" EqUipment Cracking Uaits, OtfGo. J., Nov. 29, 1947,

"^Ph
* °? *» ls

. 194S. P- 70.« Masscr H. L., Otf Go* X, Oct. 28, 1943, p. 45.

1952^ • • •
°lefbl 088 md At B^incr, July,
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?"ebenzene 1.8 Alkyl benzene
Benzene

649

7.1
5.3 Prenaphthalene 12Nonaromatics in benzene range 0.4 '

Refined naphthalene 1.0
6.0 Alkyl naphthalenes 5 2

Nonaromatics in toluene range 0.3 Anthracene cut. 34w-andp-xylene 3.0 Pyrene-chrysene cut.'.'.'.'. '.

.' .' .' 34
(•xylene and styrene 2.5 Hard pitch, mp 203-338T ""48
Rate of Cracking. The yield in a given length of time increases rapidly

with temperature; the yield at a fixed temperature increases with time ur>
to a certain point, and then it decreases; and the yield for a given length
of time is greater for heavy stocks. Table 19-9 taken from the work of

Table 19-9. Effect of Type of Charge Stock on the Reaction Velocity*

Stock

Solar oil...

Paraffin oil

Spindle oil

Three cylinder oils

Paraffin
• •••••

0.833

0.904

0.931

392°F distillate

per cent by weight

4.9

18.6

26-30

28.2

29.5-30.5

31.2

Reaction6

velocity constant

0.0000672

0.000288

0.000457

0.000461

0.000498

0.000518

• Sachanen and Tilicheyev, Oil Gas J., June 23, 1927, p. 144.
* Computed by author by Eq. (19-19).

Sachanen and Tilicheyev48
- 49 indicates the relation of the

to the properties of the cracking stock.

Sung, Brown, and White60 have studied the rates at which products
(including gas) of different end point are produced. Their approximate
results for 900°F tabulated here do not check the rates shown in Fig 19-5
which may! be due in part to the fact that they extrapolate their experi-
mental data to zero per cent conversion in determining the equilibrium
constant, but since scarcely any other such data are available, their study
is extremely valuable.

Reaction veloc-

Product ity constant

Gas (only) 0 .0039
Gas and up to 200 E.P

f .. 0.0063
Gas and up to 300 E.P 0.0105
Gas and up to 400 E.P 0.0160
Gas and up to 500 E.P 0.0205
Gas and up to 600 E.P 0.0270

48 Oil Gas J., June 23, 1927, p. 144.

"J. Inst. Pet. Tech., 14, 761 (1928).
m Thermal Cracking of Petroleum, Ind. Eng. Chem., 37, 1153 (1945).
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Most approximately, their results indicate that the rate of gas formation
is 15 to 25 per cent of the rate of gasoline formation.
Thus the lighter the cracking stock the longer the time required In

commercial practice the yield from light stocks is obtained not by usinga long length of time but by using a higher temperature. As will beshown later, an increase in temperature is very effective in decreasing thetime required. Stocks that have already been cracked, such as recycle
stocK, also require a longer time. In general, stocks that require a

S llf? t
a **** are termed "factory stocks."

Recycle stock, kerosene, naphtha, and gasoline are classed as refractory

The cracking reaction may be described in a general way as a first-
order reaction i the decomposition is limited as in conventional cracking
operations to a low conversion per pass (20 to 25 per cent)

:

where Kx = reaction velocity constant (Fig. 19-5)
t = time, sec

a = percentage of material in feedstock—for a pure feedstock
a — 100

x = percentage of material that disappears during the reaction
time t

In order to use the equation in designing cracking equipment it is neces-
sary to assume that x represents the percentage of product that is pro-
duced Several different definitions of the term x are used on Fig. 19-5-

1. Hydrocarbons (ethane through heptane). The term x. is used as
mole (or gas volume) percentage, and it refers to the disappearance of the
feedstock hydrocarbon.

2 Cracking slocks (naphtha through residuum). The term x is used
as theliquid volume percentage of 400 E.P. gasoline that is produced

3. High-boiling products (vacuum decomposition). The x refers to
liquid-volume percentage of various gravities of products obtained by
the vacuum decomposition of asphalt or high-boiling feeds. 51 - 52 Note
especially that these distillate and lubricating-oil products can only be
obtained at subatmospheric pressure when decomposing higher-boilinc
materials than the products desired.

The pressures that apply to each of the lines on Fig. 19-5 are the con-
ventional pressures employed in conducting the processes. Thus for
ethane, propane, and butane, the pressure is very low (0 to 50 psig).

tinn^Tw^ •
°?*mtinZ VariaWes and Reaction Rates in Vacuum Decomposi-

tion, master's thesis, University of Tulsa, 1948.
" Nelson and Fancher, U.S. Pat. 1,990,664.
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O.000O2

1400 1600
0.0000/

Fig. 19-5. Reaction velocity constants for the decomposition of hydrocarbons and
petroleum fractions into various products (see text).
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At high pressures (1,500 to 2,500 psig), the reaction velocity constants of
propane and isobutane are about 2.0 times larger68 than shown on
Fig. 19-5 and the constants for butane 6 to 9 times larger.
The exact types of reactions that are contemplated in using Fig. 19-5 or

the kinds of products that will be produced must be gained from independ-
ent sources or reference to the original data."'"-"." The constants may
be used for either liquid- or vapor-phase reactions. R. Rosen64 presents
a digest of a series of articles published abroad by M. D. Tilicheyev on
the reaction velocity rates for paraffin, olefin, diolefin, naphthene, aro-
matic, etc., hydrocarbons. In general, the reaction rates shown by
Rosen;64 Schutt;63 and Sung, Brown, and White6" are somewhat higher
than the lines shown on Fig. 19-5.

The reaction velocity constant may be related to temperature by the
following form of equation:

where R = gas law constant = 1.985

T = absolute temperature, °K
E = energy of activation, cal

C = a constant

For gas oil the value of E is about 55,000 and of C about 30.
^Effect of Time. In general, the longer the length of time the greater
the yield. However, the yield decreases if the time is very long. This is
illustrated by the data of Watermann and Perquin" (Fig. 19-6) for par-
affin wax. As cracking starts, primary decomposition reactions take
place; but as the time is increased, the concentration of reactive unsatu-
rated materials increases and polymerization reactions begin to be import-
ant. These combination reactions use some of the material that has been
formed by decomposition so that the yield of gasoline decreases. In
Fig. 19-6 the curve of the cracking rate is nearly linear out to 30 per cent.
This shows that only one factor, viz., decomposition, is greatly affecting
the yield. But at 30 per cent the effect of polymerization becomes
marked; and at 48 per cent the rate at which polymerization is taking

63 Hepp and Frey, Thermal Pyrolysis of Propane and Butanes at Elevated Pres-
sures, Milwaukee Meeting of ACS, Mar. 30, 1952.

J* 'J?
Kinetics and Chem'stry of Cracking of Hydrocarbons, Oil Gas J., Feb.

16 and 20, 1941.

" Arnold, P. M., Olefin Production by Thermal Cracking of Isobutane, Oil Gas J.,
July 7, 1945, p. 87. *

66 Seventeen references shown in the Second Edition of this book, p. 307- 5 references
shown on p. 323 of the First Edition of this book; and laboratory tests by the author on
viscosity breaking and vacuum decomposition.
" /. Inst. Pet. Tech., 11, 36 (1925).
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place is more rapid than the rate of decomposition, and the yield becomes
less. As the yield becomes less, large amounts of tar are produced and
coke may be formed. Hence commercial processes are never operated at
times that are greater than the time at the maximum point in the time-
yield curve. If recycling is practiced, the conversion per pass must be
well below the maximum point of the fresh charge stock, but for once-
through operation the conversion per pass may approach the maximum
point closely.

Temperature affects the general shape of the time-yield curve. The
maximum percentage point is lower for high cracking temperatures

1
i
«o

.. 6,000

p 6,000

WOO

2,000

—
CracA'u'ng fempe

842 Des
ratvn

\
»

k

\
\

m of

Z^'^h Yield of Kasoline vs
-
time at 842°F. (Watermann and Perquin, J. Inst.

Pet. Tech.)

and also lower for stocks that have already been cracked. Thus at
high temperatures the rate of polymerization is relatively faster than at
low temperatures. The maximum points and times for several sets of
data are shown in Table 19-10.

The use of reaction chambers and soaking drums is to some extent
being abandoned, except when coke is desired, because of the decreased
yields at a long length of time. However, in some modern plants, the use
of reaction chambers for soaking of only the vapor has resulted'in both
increased capacity and an increased yield. 68 The maximum points are
also the governing factor in determining the recycle ratio that is possible.

" Mittioff and Schimansky, Reaction Chambers on Thermal-cracking Units, Oil
Gas J., Nov. 6, 1941, p. 135.
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Table 19-10. Time fob Maximum Yield of Gasoline

Tempera-
x. on
ture, °F

Max vipld in

once-thronch

0D6ra.f,ion

700 in egative"

844

894

800 40
842 48*

850 35
900 36
932 31

1076 26
1184 23

Time, sec, at

max yield,

approx.
Phase

20,000+
5,200

420

14,000

7,500

3,500

1,215

1,000

30

3

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Vapor

Vapor

Vapor

Stock

Recycle

Recycle and gas oil

Recycle and gas oil

Gas oil

Paraffin wax
Light gas oil

Gas oil

Gas oil

Gas oil

Gas oil

Refer-

ence

59

50

50

60

57

50

50

61

61

61

^
she£ Po"ho

f

'

Ind- Eng- Chem
- * 776 cwj

1928
Handb°<* of Petroleum, Asphalt, and Natural Gas," Butt. 25, p. 287,

» Geniesse and Reuter, Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 219 (1932).

J^T 0f
+u
thV^gths °f thne used in commercial processing may begained from the following tabulation:

7

Operation m .

Time, sec

Butane decomposition at 1000°F
Reforming (once-through) at 1000°F
Cracking

( mixed-phase recycling) at 900°F.
""'

Viscosity breaking (once-through) at 860°F.
Reforming (recycling) at 980°F
Butane decomposition at 1100°F
Cracking, vapor-phase (recycling^ at 1050"^

"

Mhane and propane (for ethylene) at 1400-1500°F

'

urackmg, vapor-phase (recycling), at 1150°F

380

300

170

150

130

40

1

0.3

more time for a given yield than straight-run
sates the refractive nature of these storks Th<*

!K£ f£skts?irr8 stock*>̂ <™
temperatur;, and prl^re ^ C°ndltl0nS °f time

>

MaSe

thtr^rr
dless

°[
r
r
ycle ratio

-
^ consist

°*material that has been cracked once and twice Heiw th»
recycled stock will crack about half as readies frestock

*
Although cracking is usually considered to be a decomposition nrnmamly beeause of the interest in producing lower-boiling materials such
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as gasoline or ethylene, polymerization products such as cracked fuel oil
(in viscosity breaking) and polymer gasoline produced by the thermal
process often constitute the major product, nor can polymerization or
condensation products be entirely avoided during cracking. Thus crack-
ing is a process of both decomposition and polymerization. If the time is
sufficiently short and the percentage conversion is low, decomposition
reactions predominate, whereas at longer times and more complete
conversions polymerization products may predominate
Recycling in Cracking Plants. In commercial plants the ultimate yield

ot cracked naphtha is not produced in a single cracking operation.
oil are charged to the cracking heater, and a rela-

percentage yield from this large amount of mixed stock is a
I on the original stock. As an example, assume that

two parts of recycle and one part of fresh stock are cracked giving a

Table 19-11. Rate at Which Recycle Stocks Crack, Compared
with Straight-bun Stocks

Once
cracked

Twice
cracked

Current

recycling

Thrice

cracked
Reference

0.6

0.79

0.795

0.318 • 0.175

. . . .

7

7

8

21

Fig. 19-5

0.69

• •••••
-|

0.4-0.47

0.43 • • • • .

j

yield, based on the mixture, of 20 per cent, or 0.2X3 = 0.6 parts of dis-
tillate. Based on the one part of fresh stock, which is all that comes into
the plant, the yield of pressure distillate is 0.6 X 100 -r- 1 = 60 per cent.

Recycling is necessary because coke is deposited and a large gas loss
occurs if high yields per pass are produced. The tarry material and the
reactive materials that are produced during cracking seem to be the source
ol coke. If the yield is great, the maximum point shown in Fig 19-6 is
approached, and polymerization takes place with the formation of tar and
coke. These products are always produced to some extent, but in the
recycling operation they are currently eliminated before they attain
reactive concentrations. The common arrangement is to cycle the
cracked material that issues from the pipestill, through a fractionating
system. In the fractionating system the tarry materials are ehminated
into the cracked fuel oil; the gas and cracked naphtha pass overhead:
and a heart^ut material consisting of fresh gas oil and recycle is with-
drawn as a clean distillate which is continuously pumped into the pipe-
still. Thus the same quantity of recycle stock and of fresh gas oil or
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reduced crude oil is charged to the pipestill each hour, and constant
quantities of recycle, gas, distillate, and cracked tar issue from the
outlet of the still each hour.

The relative quantities handled at various points in a particular
cracking system are illustrated in Fig. 19-7. The quantities in the -

are given in barrels and are based on a charge of 100 bbl of a fuel dl
charging stock. The charging stock consists of 80 bbl of gas oil and 20 bbl
of straight-run tar. The charge is heated by exchangers and a heater if
necessary, and is then mixed with the hot cracked material that issues
from the pipestill. In evaporator A everything except the straight-run
tar and the cracked tar is vaporized. In the fractionator B the pressure
distillate and gas are eliminated, and the gas oil and recycle stock are
separated and returned to the pipestill.

The recycle ratio is defined as the barrels of recycle stock per barrel of
fresh gas oil. The recycle ratio for this operation is 175/80, or 2.28 and
the crack per pass is 48.5/255, or 19 per cent. The recycle ratio is some-
times used as the barrels of recycle divided by the plant charge (100 bbl in
this case) Such a definition of recycle ratio is not logical in the system
illustrated because the entire 100 bbl is not exposed to cracking conditions.
The general effect of increasing the crack or conversion per pass is as

follows:

1. Lower ultimate gasoline yield.

2. Higher octane number.
3. An increased tendency to produce coke.
4. The production of more gas.

5. An increase in the volatility of the light end of the gasoline.

In most respects it is an advantage to use a low crack per pass or a high
recycle ratio, but the cost of the plant is much greater.

If the percentage of distillate that is produced per pass is high, coke will
be deposited m the tubes and the entire operation may be prematurely
terminated. Even traces of cracked fuel oil in the cracking still charge
stock cause coke deposition. The tar number (page 637) or carbon
residue is used in testing the charge stock. The crack per pass is definitely
related to the maximum points shown in Table 19-10. The allowable
crack per pass for recycling processing is about half of the maximum yield
of gasoline that can be produced in a single cracking operation. Thus the
allowable crack per pass for a liquid-phase process operating at 800°F
(Table 19-10) is about 40/2, or 20 per cent, and for a vapor-phase process
operating at 1184°F about 11 per cent. For once-through processing
systems the crack per pass may be larger. The reason for the relation
between the crack per pass and the maximum yield is the fact that the
fresh stock is cracked much more severely than the recycle stock. Both
stocks are in the cracking zone for the same length of time, but the yield
from the recycle stock is only about half as large as the yield from the
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m^LJ^Jh
t

18 bfg Cracked at a ^ield that is closed to the

Reduced crude
charge stock 100qqI

Cos oil, 80got
Stroight-rOn

tar, 20 got

\Gos and less
901b

D

Gos oil, 80
Recycle, 175
Crocked naphtha 48.5

} r Fixed gas, 901b

Additional
heat

Recycle, 175
Crocked naphtha, 48.5
Cracked tar, 24
Fixed gos, 901b

695"

C

\oo°

Straight-run

tar, 20
Cracked tar, 24
Total tar, 44

Crocked
naphtha
48.5 gal

Gos oil, 80
Recycle, 175
Furnace charge, 255
900/b/sgin.

w;rLtLSimple ,'^i8tiIled-circulation '' ^Pe ofmaterial balance relationships.

According to Smoley, Mekler, and Schutt, (

(to gasoline) used in commercial units are:

for illustrating

per pass

- Stock Process Per cent

Viscosity breaking

Residual stocks \\
Gas oil .

Once-through

Recycling

Recycling

Recycling

3-12

10-17

15-21

18-26

t. . ,

8 ""'Se lne greater the crack per pass. Finallv thehigher the carbon content (residual or recycle tfncM tvl i lu
allowable conversion per pass

* S) the l0W6r the

4oo P8ig
. *&5iaiaKi^asoSss?v,5°F ann

-

and it n assumed that 80 per cent of 27.0 API gas oil can be distilled from the™ d
8*0tiTO * «w. p.
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crude oil by exposure to the conditions in vessel A of Fie 19-7 Tvr»t*r;«i k„i

Basis: 100 gal topped crude oil.

According to Table 19-6, a fuel-oil gravity of 5 or 6 is possible if the entire residual

2Te?ZnZ* : ± !? thC ESpha,tic ^ oi the topped crude oiescapes from the system through vessel A without undergoing much cracW or

STw i"stf^iSSs*
avity of only about 9 * feasib

"
e

- ffiffi&E[Fig, 19-1 and Eq. (19-4)] based on the 24 API topped crude oil will be:

Gasoline (24-9 API) 48.5 per cent
Unaccounted-for loss 7.5
Cracked fuel oil

. 44 q
This may be checked by considering that only the 80 gal of gas oil is vieoro„slv

Gasoline (27-6 API) 58 X 0.8 = 46.5 per eent
Unaccounted-for loss 10.5 X 0.8 = 8 4
Cracked fuel oil 31.5 X 0.8 + 20 - 45.2

e^unt
n
ered

a
PttSi? * & ^ ****** ******encountered." in addition, a small amount of viscosity breaking of the 9h ™,^

of st^ght-run fuel oil occurs and this contributes to thegaX"& Tto^X
e^nce"*

EM dMhd M ab0Te
" » »°™

Material balance of fuel oil charging stock:

Material Per cent

or gal
API Lb per

gal

Fuel oil, charging stock;

.

100

80

20

24

27

• • •

7.58

7.434
Straight-run tar. .

.

Total

lb

758

595

163

~~ t>™ &ai vi sixaignwun tar lb% 0 = 8.15.
The API corresponding to 8.15 lb per gal is 13.1.

.

Material balance of plant tar:

Plant tar

Total tar

Straight-run tar.

Cracked tar

Per cent

or gal
API Lb per

gal

Total

lb

44 9.0 8.388 369
20 13.1 8.15 163
24 ....

• • . 206

Lb per gal of cracked tar 20%4 m 8.583.
API of cracked tar is about 5.8.

"The author has received proposals from 5 contractors
plus or minus 20 per cent in gasoline yield (1955).
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Recycle ratio:

e^£WAKT»*Vfc"^ crMk pass is about 36 divided b* 2(lable 19-10), or 18 per cent. In general, a little higher value than this is n0»sible

iy per cent of the charge to the furnace. Furnace charge:

48.5

0.19
"

Material balance of furnace charge:

Material

Gas oil

Recycle

Furnace charge.

Per cent

or gal
API Lb per

gal

Total

lb

80

175

255

27

17*

• •

7.43

7.935
595

1,390

1,985

about 17 API.

Lb per gal of furnace charge:

or

1,985 „ „„ ,
"255- = 7.78 and its API is 20.0

175/80 - 2.28 parts recycle per part gas oil

Material Per cent

or gal
API

Lb per

gal

Total

lb

Cracked naphtha. .

.

48.5

175.0

24.0

255.0

59.0

17.0

5.8

20.0

6.18

7.93

8.58

7.78

299

1,390

206

90

1,985

Polymer tar . .

.

Fixed gas (by difference)

Furnace charge. .

.

7T™- lhe thermal ^composition of butane is

only because the feeds and products have boiling ranges different from

11it V?dst0ck
rr
mixed mth • ^ycle stock that consists of propaneS-S propT (and 6X6688 butane) serTOS as a^ inKeeping tne concentration of the products of decomposition to a low valu

intTrS6

.ft
kT^n™*^™ <* P°lymer tar to a low value

cent Th
g P

J?e conversion P» I— ^nges from 5 to 13 per

*„»™ P
t

m8Iy^e1106 between^ two processing schemes lies inthe manner of recovering the products or in recovering the recycle stock.
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^V^Sorlrect72
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used m natural gasolmeplanteand^^ sumlar *° **•
tion systems opfrating at^ "ST"
are suitable for cracking plants rlw j

atmospheric pressure

in Kg. 19-8 should btompted ^ *»*
in Fig. 19-7.

weeny with the cracking system shown

U^SETSm?8 " USUally emP,°yed «» °th-polymematmn, alkylation, etc.,. and such processes are inferred in
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same as a cracking process except thattt£££Z?F~"??the polymerization zone whereas in cracking the ™.v "J

is ^sss18 of propane and ethane

mSSSSSSm aidwTbS »

a

n
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1
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K
Cking starts toana w\) X. ihis appears to be true even for
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decomposition at subatmospheric pressures faanimrt .fth- t

Decomposition

temperature,

°F

Rate

doubles

for each

—

Decomposition

temperature,

°F

Rate
doubles

'

for each—

700

800

900

1000

20.0°F

22.0°F

25.7°F

30.0°F

1100

1200

1300

1700

34.5°F

39.0°F

44.0°F

67.0°F

not apply to laree viplrk ri* at* ±- . ^al,ec* that these data do

It inS ttZT^ the«-^n how
and H 9 2T" , *l

~r6
7aneS

'
equations su<* «• (19-20) mm

Rate of crackmg gas oil (let yield from Uoil)

-

255(0.19) - 80* + 0.43 X 155*
s = 33.1 .

At1T5
u

4ThT^
yie

^fr recycie = i4-2At 915 F the value of is 0.00296 (Fig 19-<nTime at 915°F fEq. (19-19)]:
*'

'
=
000296 ln = 337 ln 1-485 - 133 sec

Note also that based on recycle stock, or on th, mixture, the time is

or

t = - 1
ir,

100
0.00122

ln
lOO^Tii^ = 820 In 1.163

1 -- 100
606 In 1.233f - 127 sec0.00165

ln
100 -~19
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For cracking at a constant length of time:

C2 = C02(^
L
°) (19-20)

And for a constant yield,

ft.- or =-^r (19-21)

2V x /

where C2 = yield for a given time at temperature T2

C0 = yield for a given time at temperature T0

V2 = time for a given yield at temperature Tz

V0 — time for a given yield at temperature T0

x = number of degrees required to double the yield
An equation of rate of cracking through a range of temperature can be

derived by assuming that the rate of heating is uniform. If the rate of
heating is far from uniform in some particular situation, the error can be
reduced by considering the heating range as a series of short temperature
ranges. The differential of yield with respect to time is

s -^
where C = yield during heating for time t, per cent

Co = yield, per cent per sec at T0

T = final temperature, °F
T0 m initial temperature, °F
x = a constant, average number of degrees to double yield

If the heating takes place at a uniform rate,

T = T0 + kt

where k = rate of heating, °F per sec

t = total time, sec

C =
jQ

dC = Co
JQ

2V * )dt = C9 / 2W dt

Turner and LeRoi 16 conclude ^from reforming tests that the octane
number of the product is purely a function of time, as shown in Table
19-13.

Times of reaction are so short at 900 to 1300°F that the furnace effluent
in commercial plants must be cooled rapidly (quenched). Cracked fuel
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ored ,f they are heated even to 300°F in the present JT mhey art

Tablbk Eto op r^o
Tz^T op nE_ Product

Equivalent time
at 900°F, sec

0

100

200

300

400

Octane number,
Motor method

Equivalent time
at 900°F, sec

45.0 500
55.5 600
60.0 700
63.5 900
66.5 1,200

Octane number,
Motor method

68.5

70.5

72.0

73.5

75.0

^JL in tnlS£ft»nev^dasaraksssst 10

Tr;-

^

ofl?a
dropped as follows:

The V1SC0Slty and

30°F fractions boil-

ing at these average
atmospheric boiling

points

Viscosity at 100°F Spgr

Before After Before After

700

800

900

1000

57

104

245

415

56

99

229

350

0.8484

0.8636

0.8742

0.8825

0.8471

0.8616

0.8729

0.8794

, , ,„ ,

The technical literature offers many conclusions*^

utfat tzrr
on the cracking reaction

> but™J™tzzzcmsions are based on experiments in which other variables mohtemperature or time, were not held constant.
'

**

The most obvious effect of pressure is the fart th«+ * kto,
^presses vaporisation and tends to ^ARCE
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low pressure allows a vapor phase to be produced. Obviously, a gas oil
that vaporizes completely at 880°F (760 mm) cannot be cracked at 880°F
at atmospheric pressure because it will be vaporized almost completely
and will pass into the condenser without allowing time for cracking to
occur. The products from such an operation are tar, gas oil, and a small
amount of kerosene or gasoline. In order to produce mainly gasoline, the
pressure must be sufficiently high to keep all materials, other than gasoline
and gas, in the liquid phase.

In a similar manner lubricating oils or heavy distillates can be the
major products of decomposition if the pressure on the cracking system is
less than atmospheric61 -52 (see Fig. 19-5). As indicated previously, the
cracking reaction takes place as a series of decompositions in which the
first product is lubricating oil. At high pressures the lubricating oil
remains in the system and in turn is decomposed into recycle stock,
cracked kerosene, and finally gasoline and gas. In other words, the
decomposition continues until the decomposition products can vaporize
at the temperature and pressure that prevail in the cracking system. If
the pressure is reduced to 30 to 100 mm, the lubricating oils that are
produced during the decomposition reactions are vaporized and are
automatically withdrawn from the system without decomposing into
gasoline. The fact that decomposition is much more severe when
gasoline is produced than when the action is stopped at intermediate
stages of decomposition is illustrated by the yields shown in Fig. 19-
14. The tabulation shows the yields when a 10 API Mid Continent
straight-run tar is decomposed to produce coke by using different pres-
sures in the equipment. In each run the products were gas, coke, and the
major liquid product shown in Table 19-14. Thus, if a large molecule is
decomposed into relatively small molecules such as those in gasoline, the
yield is low; whereas if the decomposition is carried only to the production
of molecules such as those found in lubricating oil, the yields are consider-
ably larger.

The important effect of pressure on the phase condition in the reaction
coil will be discussed under the next heading.

In addition to the aforementioned purely mechanical effects of pressure,
the properties of gasolines produced at a high pressure are somewhat dif-
ferent from those produced at a low pressure. Sachanen and Tilicheyev"
report that the amount of unsaturated hydrocarbons found in gasoline
produced at moderate cracking conditions decreases by about half as the
pressure is increased from 10 to 40 atm. But at the same time the per-
centage of naphthene hydrocarbons increases about 12 to 16 per cent
The increase in the percentage of naphthene hydrocarbons is even greater
in the cracked kerosene fraction. They also find that the yield of gasoline

•« Oil Gas J., Nov. 28, 1929, p. 46.
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is slightly less at high pressures. This may be explained by the decomoo-

2* in

d

t0

*?if!
by the

Znrf iTJT '
Keith

>
Ward

>
^d Rubin" and LeRoi and Ferguson"report just the opposite effect of pressure. Keith finds that the If ]°l

\

fflf ^ 10
?"^^ PSi

-
C~cial practice also indi-

tf^it gf
S 18

u
SS at high Pressures

- Most experimenters"."find that the octane number decreases as the pressure is increased tf thpsame amount, of cracking is practiced.
increased if the

and Vapor-phase Operation. In general, three phase

same amount of cracking is practiced.
Liquid-phase and Vapor-phase Opc «„ general three 7 f

conditions are recognized in commercial pmm^TkJ^^t
itZZ^tl

0 that a pure var phase can be »M
temperature, the process may be classed as vapor phase. Vapor-phase

ducedZo"^ C

Tk
1 feSS a Vap°r that is ** 5- liquid is'p"duced because coke will be deposited in the tubes. At higher pressuresand lower cracking temperatures a mixed phase results.

pressures

Table 19-14. Yields by Vacuum Decomposition of Asphalt

Run
number Total liquid product Per cent total

distillate

1

2

3

4
*-}« L

Gasoline, computed from Eq. (19-6).

.

Kerosene
53

63

65

69

72
'

Gas oil (35 API)
Lubricating oil (600 vis. at 100°F)
Heavy lubricating oil (93 vis. at 210°F)

' ? v""uiMOU
'
Irom tne standpoint of heating, would be either a

to be sSd VaP°r
jfr

bUt C°mmerCial* ^ necessary

oLse k hi h *

a mUd°W~s »*«• condition. As a mixed

vanTr I"

necessa
T.

*° avoid negation of the Uquid from the

Sv^tTJL^T"^ iD tW° WayS: (1) obtaining sucha h gh veloeity that the liquid is scoured from the heating walls or (2) by

Zorto h? hTUre^ f ¥* en°Ugh t0 cause the of the

cXns ftnd
"T?^ d6nSity °f the U^uid -

Most of *e hydro-carbons found in recycle stock and pressure distillate have critical ores-

ZZ smlrT^ 5
°°r'

and h6nCe -aterialloccSy 1 r 2-tively small volume even though they are in the form of vapor Fortins reason, a back pressure larger than 350 psig is held on the reaction
« The bomb equipment that Sachanen and Tilichevev ivvA»«w , k , •

of gasoline by aUowing part of it to condense^^bS^Zt^^
iTeir

they kept the products of crackins in*^*£££%ZL
«^^^S^fMOil

• • •^ of Temperature and Fre.ore,
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coils of mixed-phase processes. Nearly all modern processes are mixed-
phase processes. In vapor-phase processes the pressure is normally less
than 100 psig and often only 15 or 35 psig.
Volume at Decomposition Conditions. No single factor is of greater

practical importance in cracking-plant design than the computation ofvolumes of liquids and vapors at cracking-zone conditions. Volume is
directly related to time in the cracking zone and to the friction loss
Volumes may be computed with reasonable accuracy by the use of

Figs. 5-9, 5-12, 5-13, and 5-15, but careful consideration must be given to

Table 19-15. Properties op the Furnace Charge Stocks of Fig. 19-9

Curve

1

2

3

5*

6«

7

8
9/

10

11

12

13'

API

24.7

24.7

25.6

20.

0

6

19.

0

6

20.

8

C

24.8

24.5

18.7'

31.4

21.8

21.5
30.6'

Character-

ization

Factor

Recycle

ratio

Aniline

point,

11.05

11.2

11.2

10.75*

10.6*

10.85e

10.9

11.2

10.72'

10.65

10.7

10.6

11.05'

2.4*

1.7*

2.0'

3.0

4.1

3.3

2.58

66

67

56

Cracking

temp,

°F
Source

920

930

1,070

1,097

1,100

Wagner"

Wagner0

3 plant tests, author
2 plant tests, author
Commercial vapor phase
author*

Huntington & Brown 3-

Allen & Duckwall*
Allen & Duckwall-

3 vapor phase tests, author
5 vapor phase tests, author
2 vapor phase tests, author
Naphtha reforming

• Cracking Recycle Stock, Oil Gas J., Sept. 30, 1943, p 45
745 F evaporator temperature, and pressure distillate end points of 440 to 445°FRecycle 2 parts and Mid Continent reduced crude 1 part, a black feed4 Ind. Eng. Chem., 27, 699 (1935).

'Pet. Refiner, February, 1945, p. 89.
' Pure recycle stock rather than furnace charge.

the physical properties of the stocks. For example, should the gravity of
the recycle stock be assumed to be 15 API, whereas the actual value is 17
the results may be somewhat misleading. Small errors become very
important, because the stocks are at or near their critical points and a^T^^^^ the behavior of the material frora that of a

,V^r
Xtent 0f 7aP0rizat;°n may b* estimated by drawing flash-vapor-rn^on curves of the stocks (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19) and correcting these

obrI^
PTUre

^f'T
°f Fig

-

5_27
'
but m0re Precise result* ^n be

obtained by drawing the phase envelopes of the outlet material and also
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that of the furnace feed if it is low boiling enough to be vaporized to any
extent at cracking conditions. The construction of such phase envelopes
is discussed on pages 452 to 461 (Figs. 15-9 to 15-12), and Example 19-8
indicates the general procedure.

f

COKING

780-820
WITH

VACUUM
FLASH

740 - 820

EVAPOR-
ATOR

680- 740

EVAPOR-
ATOR

HYDRO-
CARBON
FEED

STOC KS

CRACKING

FOR

GASES

HYDRO-
CARBON
RECYCLES

30 40 50 60 70
PER CENT DISTILLED

Fig. 19-9. True-boiling-point curves of distilled charge stocks except curve 6, which
contains some residual material. (See Table 19-15 for kinds of materials.)

The distillation curves of several distilled furnace feedstocks are
indicated in Fig. 19-9 and meager information about them in Table
19-15. 67.68,69,70

87 Nelson, W. L., Oil Qaa J., Dec. 27, 1951, p. 84.
88 Wagner, C. R., Cracking Recycle Stock, Oil Gas J., Sept. 30, 1943, p. 45.
* Huntington and Brown, Ind. Eng. Chem., 27, 699 (1935).
70 Allen and Duckwall, Pet. Refiner, February 1945, p. 89
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which recycle stock fc^SSCF^f^^
However, if the Uel 0il (or coke)-

or reduced crude oil eteT^Tt •?
"S residual materiaI (topped

depends entirely on\he dis^n the distilIation

curve
6, Fig. 19-9). ££SSS£hS !^ <See

readily
(eee Kg. ^ "™?*** -boiW materials decompose most

from the recycfe SfifSft* ^eliminated more completely

Characterisation Pa^Tw^^Ti*"^n Re°yCle Stoeks 5*
Parent feed (but see curie Z^^T W «** the
large amounts of low-boiline mat.ri.1 • .u

results In relatively

furnace charge stock(ft^T u" ?"J?W* stock ^ in the
the lower the boiling ranee of th/f

8
, * crackinS temperature,

the Characterization fTZ of th, T T^ and the low*

by which the ;£25clnT
d,,ring

?aCktog
- "—I*W provides data

and me^red „ wp^ ^^S**^^- -ached gas, if defied

The,,,,- •
"m^m*:The total hquid yield measured at 60- is

Pressure distillate.
. . ,a ,

^racked,....~ £J
30,0

122.5
Thus th

izz-o

Although ttnS^^l^^^V^ during***
of the furnace stock at hiVK

'qUebed at 60 F
> * ™ay be dissolved in the other n***

tres

(

v
K
luab,e for

orTe
the

:
o,ume - -SSTJKfurnace tubes.

8 ae volume of the cracking stock while it is in the

^fpLI^IKty^l! conditiODS necessary to «* *•
conducted an the radiant ser.i™ J *•„ ,

be Investlgated. Cracking will hp

'00 ga, (Exmphs 1M t0 ,^#btcoiSdcred S^ZtvZ^uasis is o^.o times larger.
3,000 X%

100—U = 52-5

Refer to Table 19 16 f »properties of the materials.
aDle 19-16 f°r the quantities and
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Phase envelopes were also computed for the fPP rf th* offl„„ * j iV
after the reaction was ha.f complete, asId catedt ^T^^iTm™^
zz^ssrtzzt way in judgings&fiS&ES«£z

Table 19-16. Properties of Materials for Example 19-8
•

Fixed gas

Cracked naphtha.
Cracked tar

Gas oil 31 .4

Per cent

by volume

In

Gph API

Out

10.8

17.5

8.6

stock

Furnace charge
Furnace effluent.

.

.

68.6

100.0

63.1

100.0

1,575

2,545

1,260

4,200

9,180

13,380

14,560

Lb per

hr
C.F.

(UOP)

59.0

5.8

27.0

17.0

20.0

33.3

4,720

15,700

10,800

31,200

73,000

104,200

104,200

11.7

10.6

11.8

10.6

11.0

50% bp

Molal
Liq.

vol.

Mol.

wt

200

840

720

575

220

860

780

610

33

90

350

330

210

Mole
per

hr

143

174

31

94

348

442

696

The average amount of vaporization is (76 + 0) * 2 = about 38 <7At 75% cracked, the gas and naphtha constitute 0.75 X 28 3 = 21°2%
Moles at (100 + 50) + 2 or 75% cracked are:

%

Fixed gas 0.75 X 143
Naphtha 0.75 X 174

Recycle and gas oil~^~
2
(348 + 23)

107 moles

131

_89

327 moles

0n ITnZ'lTr*
510f M the"WW* factor is about
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-100

-200
80 90 10020 30 40 50

Percentage distilled

Fig. 19-10. Estimates of distillation and atmospheric-flash curves of furnace feed and
effluent of Example 19-8, and the equilibrium-flash-vaporization curve of the effluent
at 415 psia.

»

and 5-12 is used in computing compressibility. The approximate volume is

Cu ft per sec 0.37 X 327 X J| X^7
X |§ = 0.961

Volumeofliquid^xf^X 0-934

104,200

3600

X

7.48 ~ 0.6

= 25 lb per cu ft

0.185

1.156 cu ft per sec

3,600 ~ 1.156

A 3.25 i.d. tube (4.0 o.d.) gives a mass velocity of:

0 = X 0^75
= 504 lb per sec Per ^ ft

G2 = 253,000
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ft fTniT
a
^
igh
?

C°ld
I
d0

?
ity?A " Per S6C) than those custom^y employed (5 to

8 ft per sec), and accordingly, the pressure drop will be relatively high in this design.

Velocity: 1.156 -i- 0.0575 = 20.1 ft per sec

Time of cracking at 904°F = In ^-
a

-j -j- #

90.5 ... o.lllIn
90.5 - 9.5

U.l
0.00125

89.0 sec

Reaction length: 20.1 X 89 = 1,785 ft

Heated length, approx.: 1,785 X *% Q = 1,670 ft
Equivalent length, approx. (incl. bends): 1,785 X 1.3 = 2,320 ft

IOOO

800

50 IOO 200 400 600 1000 500 IOOO
400 600 IOOO IOO 200

Temperature, "F

S-8 I'lsos^g
°f^ f6ed

'

efflUent
'^ ha,f"CraCked matCrial °f ExamPIe

^
At a heat input of 12,000 Btu per hr per sq ft of projected area, the duty of the zone

1,670 X % 2 X 12,000 = 6,680,000 Btu per hr
AH» = 15,700 X 0.5 X 600 = 4,710,000 Btu per hr

1,970,000 Btu per hr

iL?»t
inStTe n° h6atof ^Pomation is needed because the vaporization is takingplace at or above the critical temperatures of the components.

Temp rise approx.: 1,970,000
PP x" 104,200 X 0.841^096 " 23,5 F
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Thus, the use of a 902«F average temperature was substantially correct.

AP « 2fG*L
.. = 2 X 0.005 X 253,000 X 2,320 X 12

144?A> .144 X 32.2 X 3.25 X 25

= 2.02 X -
p
= 187 psi

This also is a check on the assumed AP of 190 psi
In summary, at the entrance to the zone:

Temp = 912 - 24 - 888°F
Pressure = 415 + 187 -= 602 psia •

One-half of the cracking has already occurred.
Vaporization is approximately zero.

Assume 33.3 per cent conversion in zone 2. Density of the liquid (Fig 5-15) at *naverage temperature of 875°F is about 0.59 or 36.8 lb r>er cu ft At In !vLtion temperature of 880°F
At an average reac-

Time: In
96,8

*. n nnn««; 0 0676m
96.8 - 6.3 •

0 00065 " 0^0065
= 104 8ec

V°lume: X
36^8

= 0 786 cu ft Per «*

Vel0dty:O^ = 137 ft Per

Travel: 13.7 X 104 =» 1,423 ft

Heated length, approx.: 1,423 X 2% 0 - 1,330 ft
Equivalent length, approx.: 1,423 X 1.3 = 1 850 ft
Heat input: 1,330 X Vl2 X 12,000 = 5,320,000 Btu per hr
Less mm 15,700 X 0.33 X 640 = 3,340,000 Btu per hr
For sensible temperature rise = 1,980,000 Btu per hr .

Temp rise, approx : ... *'
980

'
000

.. - 22 ,«
'

104,200 X 0.9 X 0.96
221 F

This nearly checks the assumed temperature range of 24°F.

Summarizing zone 2, at the inlet:

Temp = 888 - 22 = 866°F
Pressure = 602 + 101 = 703 psia

16% % of the cracking occurred ahead of this zone

STJLsSI f

rrainin
f
°ne~Sblth °f the Crackin*m be accomplished in this zone(J^|SZ ^ ^^ temPe^ure of836°F is about 0 66

n^a^gel^^pSST' * t"B~ "«™~— - -re
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95%}
'

vaporized

300 350 400 450 SoT^^o^^o 1JQ^ Nj
Ftp iq T9 v i

Temperoture, °F

** '"ra ^.00028 —
Velocity: 104,200 i

3
>
600 4Ll X 0.0575

= I2'25 ft Per

wT^i i

12-25 X 112 = l,385ftHeated length, approx.: 1,385 X = j olt ll
Equivalent length, approx.: ^

= Jg*tar ffiasaszggs-s
3,430,000 Btu per hr
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T«m« ri«»-
3,430,000Temp n8e

- 104,200 X 0-86 X 0-96
= 40 F

AP = 2 X 0-0043 X 253,000 X 1,800 X 12

144 X 32.2 X 3.25 X 41.1

= 75.7 psi

Thus, these computations indicate that most cracking occurs after a temperature of

826°F has been attained. Although this is substantially correct, a small amount
actually occurs between 880 and S26°F. The situation was checked by assuming only

33 per cent cracking rather than 50 per cent in zone 1, and although the same tem-
perature curve was obtained, this pushed the inlet temperature to zone 3 down to
677°F, which is obviously in error in the opposite way. The zones are summarized
in Table 19-17.

Table 19-17

Temp range,

°F
Psia Coil length, ft

888-912 415-602 1,785
866-888 602-703 1,423

Zone 3 826-866 703-779 1,385
700-826 779-947 2,740

Examination of the computations of Example 19-8 sKows that vapori-

zation is a function almost entirely of the amount of cracking that has
occurred, and that pressure drop has little effect on the vaporization.

It also clearly indicates that the densities of the vapors are not greatly

different from those of the liquids, and this further depreciates

of vaporization on the velocity and time in the reaction zones.

Soaking Factor. If the temperature and pressure curves are ava
as in an existing plant or in experimental operation, the so-called "Soak-
ing Factor" may be used to compare the effect of various temperatures
and capacities (or velocities) on the extent of the cracking. It is of

little use in the design of stills, but it is valuable during operations.

(S.F.) 750

Jo &soo F (19-23)

where R m a standard correction for pressures other than 750 psig

obtained from Fig. 19-13

kr/km = relative cracking reaction velocity at temperature T, obtained

from Table 19-18

dV/F = differential reactor coil volume in cu ft per bbl of daily

In words, the Soaking Factor is defined as the equivalent coil volume in

cubic feet per daily barrel of charge (60°F) if the reaction occurred at

800°F and at a pressure of 750 psig. In addition, it applies only to the
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Table 19-18. Relative Reaction Velocities in Thermal Cracking,
*r/*soo [for Use with Eq. (19-23)] for One-degree Increments

cracking of distillate or gas-oil stocks, and this implies that the material
is m the form of a vapor during the reaction.
Note that k/ktm is not simply the ratio of the K values read from

JJig. 19-5 because it contains a correction for the effect of temperature
on the volume of the reacting material. The ratio of k/kS0Q must be
read from Table 19-18. Derivation" of the Soaking Factor relationship
for gases indicates the following:

(S.F.) 760 = f" te - (1 + ») h (1 ~ x)]

14KSOovM
m

(19-24)

W Prof Paul A. Buthod, Chairman, Dept. Chemical and Refinery Engineering,
University of Tulsa.

J * K'
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where 5 = moles product minus moles reactant per mole reactant

sLTper
m°leS (frGSh reCyde)^

v = fugacity coefficient (often = 1.0)

velocity constant at 800°F (Fig. 19-5)M = molecular weight of feed
s - specific gravity of feed at 60°F

The Solkln^Zr^^ f**' T*** th™&°* «» reaction coilitwsoataig Facte ranges from about 0.03 for viscosity breaking nrae-feed on the lowest gravity pitches (5 to 7 API) to about litn

2000 3000
200 300 £00 700 OOO

'

£°i
19'13

'
Standard Pr^r^orrection for the thermal cracking of distillate

• • •

light gas oil. The plant studied in Example 19-8 requires a Soakinz^tsacrw and4 is^s^s
th0 «

cracking. There is some doubt about whether or not

tiolr H
8 q d 18 present or t0 viscosity-breaking opera-S fTVer

'

S°me type 0f correcti°" « pessary in viscosHvbreaking rf the pressure is very low (100 to 150 psia).
*

Example 19-9. Soaking Factor Th» „„;i
will be examined to determined v t opm*^- °°°d.tions of Example 19-8

volume versusJ^^^^f^ F
'f

re 19"W * a "Iot of the *»

averaitm^°=re^
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(i)

Coil

increments

0.00-0. 01
0.01-0.02

0.02-0.03

0.03-0.04

0.04-0.05

0.05-0.06

0.06-0.07

0.07-0.08

0.08-0.09

0.09-0.098

(2) (3)

AV Temp,
F °F

0.01

0.01 841
0.01 858
0.01 871
0.01 880
0.01 889
0.01 896
0.01 902
0.01 907
0.008

|
911

|

(4)

A/&800

1.64

3.57

5.69

8.03

9.92

12.2

14.5

16.8

19.0

20.8

(5)

Pressure,

psia

(6)

Pressure

correction

. ffl

790 1.07
755 1.01

0.95
683 0.89
645 0.83
605 0.72
565 0.65
524 0.57
480 0.50
435 0.42

Soaking Factor

(7)

*800 F

0.0175

0.0361

0.0540

0.0715

0.0823

0.0878

0.0941

0.0957

0.0950

0.0700

0.7040

'°L, -°f
m

-
05 -06 .07 08 09

Pig 19-14 TV™
Co" ^lume above 800% cuftper bpd

9 **W CmPeratUre —* the gTaphL, integration ofW
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in column (4). Likewise, column (5) shows average pressures for each of the coil
increments and column (6) the pressure correction factors from Fig. 19-13. The last
column shows the integral (area under the temperature curve of Fig. 19-14).
The application of Eq. (19-24) is confusing on one point, namely, the selection of

an average compressibility factor z. However, the results are as follows:

S (Table 19-16) = (696 - 442)/442 m 0.575
x for the mixture of recycle and gas oil = 0.19 (Example 19-6)
v = 1 (usually)

K for the mixture at 800°F = about 0.00007
M (Table 19-16) = about 250

s - 0.934 (20 API)

The value of z was 0.37 for zone 1 of Example 19-8, but the material was a liquid in
the other zones. Thus, an equivalent z might range from 0.6 to 0.9.

(S.F.)760 =
ln (l-s)l»

= 1-0.575 X 0.19 - (1.575) In (1 - 0.19)10.9342

14 X O.O0CO7 X 1.0 X 250
= 0.85s

Thus, the Soaking Factors for various values of z are:

z S.F.

0.37 0.314

0.6 0.51

0.825 0.70

0.9 0.765

PRACTICE OF CRACKING

Modern cracking processes are expected to produce a large yield of
gasoline, produce little coke, and be able to operate for a long time before
cleaning is necessary. The percentage of time that the unit is in opera-
tion is the cycle time efficiency. The expense of shutdown is so great that
it is usually economical to sacrifice some yield rather than suffer a poor
cycle efficiency. This also accounts for the relatively small amount of
coking that is practiced. The yield by cracking is much greater if coke,
rather than fuel oil, is produced, but the cost of operating a coking plant
is great.

Cracking processes may be generally classified as follows:

1. Viscosity Breaking. A short-time decomposition, usually conducted at low crack-
ing temperatures (860-900°F), for the purpose of reducing the viscosity or pour
point of a heavy straight-run fuel oil.

2. Mixed-phase Cracking. Most of the widely known processes are classed as mixed-
phase processes. The name liquid phase, which is often used, is a misnomer,
because in most processes some vapor generation occurs. The purpose is the
production of antiknock gasoline and a greater total yield of gasoline from crude
oil.
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octane number than theSS* iK^I!? f" » mUCh^
• up™ the market demand for fuef

^'^ " ~
that part. Many p.anL now u few t? -T'

faVOrable oonditions «*
another for reformingS^Z- °

f T ! t"*?*
°ne for b™king,

and one that in the extreme^XhZt t

™
I ""T"- "»™»W above

and even eoking (see Pig 19-21)
Ppmg °f "ade <* «" re=°very,

^Vavor-phme Cracking. These processes are usually more exnen™, th, « ;phase processes, and although the
"° 77 ,

e*pa*vo than the liquid-

large amounts of gum.ESS5* OCt7"3 *^ contains

7. Coking. The operation of '
, S * T^ to operation today.

which the time of cracking is soW th„t ™l-„ • ,
8 craokins Process in

Special means of collecting and xtov^ JS2X1^"°^must be available for the coke.
be provided

>
and a market

Cracking Plant Design. In the liquid- or Mxed-bfc*^
reaction pressure is usually held above 350 psiSS^^*^processes the pressure is usually held be»ov, 50 r-^ Th!i

v-P°r-phase

homogeneous phase must agafcf ^^P"^* -

present in the vapor thev ^11^ * «.
7 hqmd Parfcides are

formation of coT ^ tUbe^ and Cause the

sitz- -r- sasasssrperatures than would seem to be necessary

Smith, J. H., Transeconomfeers, 0,7 J., Aug
. 3_^ p 4g
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,

b
™

eLChar
T,! "F

k
' v

Part °f *" Chargin8 stock is not thoroughly
cracked, and therefore the yield is smaller. Likewise, the tar that is pro-

Sill t
I&

l:
8 °"ly the distilIed Part of • b'aok charging stock tends

to have a high viscosity, and the yield of distillate must be less ii
produce a tar of suitable viscosity. The now well-establishe
process was one of the first to avoid serious coking of the tube wh°ncracking a black stock. In summary, clean stocks (distilled or black)contain no cracked tar.

The use of a quench stock, the production of a homogeneous phase theuse of recycHng, and the cracking of stocks that contL no cracM farare details that are not easily recognized in flow diagrams of processes

pnnc pies. The rate of heat absorption (Table 18-5) in the pipestill

(8 000 to 13,000 Btu per sq ft outside-diameter surface). These some-what low rates can be produced in the radiant section by using aTa^t

CZLtrf^ ? by^^ « theoretic^

bf T, DtS °f 6XCeSS Part 0f tte convection section maybe used for the crackmg zone, but the exact location in the convectionsection cannot be easily determined. Some engineers believe that crack-mg must take place at a constant or slightly rising temperature, or coke

m1» tT^ °f
e is USUally cut from the tubes by mechanical

steam »;h
U
» T "finerS are decokine the tubes by means of£w 6Tth°d iS

°
Iean^ rapid (6 t0 10 hr

>> and Mttte

wSehl/,
du"ng

*
he inSpection

'
but ^ tubes must bewatcned carefully throughout the entire heating so that they do notlose heir heat-treatment. After regular steamout, the fires are lighted

thlueh
e

ZT?
re

°V
150to 1300°F is mainta!ned

-
Steam is

l^v.
md 311 13 "Educed with the steam either continu-

um TZtttZ*? *" red-hot SPot never exceeds aS^1 finatZ ;• ?6
5?

m°VeS Sl°Wly al0ng the tufee coiluntil finally the entire length of the coil is traversed. Details of theoperation and an equipment layout are given in Reference 73

Hove'n^0^-- EaCh St°Ck haS particular characteristics that

SET « f T^S? °f temPerature. Pressure, etc., for cracking theS fK f .

18 Utl'1Zed in Selective combination cracking units in

othert f
My^^ Cracked f0r a lon* Pe™d of time or at a

nlra urtt Tf^ and
t

the l6SS StaWe St0cks are cracked •* lower tem-

CmZm. a 0i
' (°r heatCT) U"1* operating on Mid Con-tinent stocks, temperatures and pressures"-" are about as[follows

•

A^£,T 7̂f^rTuMs^mM^ :
.mem****
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Temperature,

°F
Outlet pressure,

psi

Viscosity-breaking heater Qlfi onno/u-oyu

920-960

950-990

975-1000

1000-1125

230-250

300-500

500-700

650-800

1,000-2,000

Light oil heater

Reforming heater (once-through) or
Polyforming (once-through)

I**sr yields are obtained in this manner, and for very large plants the
use of selective cracking is always justified. In smaller plants the erection

!.l
eT^ u /u

COStly
:

°r the °Peration of s^eral coils in one fur-nace is difficult, and hence the position of selective cracking is not clear
Separate evaporators may be used for each stock, but common practice
is to use a single evaporator iuto which all stocks are led (Fig. 19-21)

fi^nfT w g
;
r

r
Dge^ the refraCtory '"^oiling parts are insuf-

ficiently cracked at low temperatures, with the result that theyaccumulate
in the recycle stock-or at high temperatures the high-boiling parts arecracked so violently that coke formation takes place

u^^Fr? ^oc
f
sses

- Near'y ^ processes, particularly the Donnellv
the Winkler-Koch, and the Dubbs, discovered at much the same time the
possibilities of conducting cracking in the tubes of a pipestill, and hence
the general process so evolved is referred to as the tubestill process. Prac-

tubes so that no
reaction chambers are required. The success of the process is largely due
to tne production of a clean cracking stock which can be cracked with the

Z^Z W n° ""t
A SmaU am0Unt of decomposition also

takes place in the evaporator (Fig. 19-15) or flash drum, but this decompo-
srtion is no important, except as it aids in reducing the viscosity of the
pressure-s ill tar and in producing additional clean recycle stock. Thevapor heat exchangers shown in Fig. 19-15 are a source of difficulty, and
the use of an additional pipestill heater is a better arrangement.

In order to crack the oil in the short length of time during which it
passes through the tubes, a high temperature is necessary The pipestill
outlet temperature is about 890 to 975°F depending on the stock, and

11
13 2

°r 3 At these raPid rates of cra<*ing

toSffir ^mperature quickly. This is accomplished atAe point marked "quench" m Fig. 19-15 by mixing the charging stock

T> „XZ
mTrl h°m

,
the PreSSUre StiU

-
Mixi"« in»is a perfect means of heat exchange, and hence the maximum amount of

mf*H *
pre~tm product is covered and utilized in

vaporizing the charging stock.
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Continuous operation for periods of ^ m«n*fc* :

operation is occasionally tei44ated LZt*~0** aItb°Ugl1 the
tubes. In maintaining lo^^cTcles tf nn, T^T °f C°ke withi*^
charo-P +k„ f .

to c/wes of operation, the condf+fa* +ucnarge to the furnace is of prime imtfortenw. Tf 1 1 •
* ,

011 of the
tar by imperfect separation 'm *% ? .

f tIiIS Sfccck contains any
-mediated anda^^S^^ Poking proceeds
will often be badly coked ^^f^^^^^^^infaes

anotherp/pcs/f//[

feed-reduced
crude

,
-

t~-
L==

**l i "-^r^F^I if I I /
Pressure

or

'ove drstfflak
orsavedfor
refwmingrun

bpsr^srssrss- a -> »*
shown by the dotted linein ftTo =

t0 wf ' red 'JCcd crudo s'°<* ™
of Kg. 19-16, which isSSK:^ hy *° tW°-C0i!
gas oil from reduced crude o 1 ™T<. •

P C0SS
- T,ms t,,e toPPi"g of

temperature higher" thanW^ft*!** -.
A «-r

in the evaporator y Cause tho deposition of coke

hght-oil circulation is about 2 5 to 10 ^ ** feed
"
!lnd th«

24-gravity topped crude oil The ^Ztt °" * Mid Conti"entuaeoil. The outlet temperature of the heavy-oil coil
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ranges from 930 to 970°F and the light-oil outlet from 990 to 1050°F.
Pressures of 175 to 350 psi are maintained in the reaction chamber and
60 to 130 psi in the evaporator and fractionating tower.

Since about 1935, reaction chambers have been abandoned in all proc-
esses except as indicated in Fig. 19-16; and, of course, coke (or reaction)
chambers jure necessary in coking plants (Fig. 19-19). Vapor reaction

I

*
Fractionating

|

>L.

Heavy
oil

Reboiler oil

Fig. 19-16. Two-coil cracking system (Dubbs). {Universal Oil Products Co.)

chambers (Fig. 19-16) increase the capacity, 58 octane number, and gaso-
line yield of black-feed units as shown in Table 19-20. Inasmuch as
reaction chambers are cheaper than cracking plants, the use of 300 to
400 cu ft of reaction space for each 1,000 bbl of feed is economically sound.

Table 19-20. Effect of Downflow Reaction Chambers on Capacity, Etc.

Ratio of reac-

tion volume
(cu ft) to

charge rate

Per-

centage

Maximum naphtha production Quality operation

increase

in ca-

pacity"

Percentage Percentage Decrease in 20
or 50 per cent

points, °F

(thousand bbl

per day)
increase in

naphtha
increase in

feed rate

in octane

number

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

0

8.5

15.5

20.5

24.0

26.5

29.0

0

19.0

29.5

36.0

41.0

45.0

47.0

0

6.5 .

11.0

13.0

15.0

16.5

17.5

0

2.5

4.5

6.0

7.0

8.0

8.5

0

2.5

4.0

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

B Constant yield and quality of naphtha.
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"t£!b Tnw
UreS

°
f 350 t0 700 N are Stained At the outlet of the

know h tie nf7 PrUreS?Ult *he f°rmati0n of coke
; and ""ugh weknow little of the phase condition at such temperatures and pressures it

ofZZ teau T^T^-*"**^^°™ at a™ui ,uu psi oecause vaporization is primarily a function of the critical

SS?5r the prure - A pressure dr°p °f 300 * sooS
/aD „ ,

g
,

Pressure stl«, so that inlet pressures of 600 to 1,200 Dsi

X^STCTT; Twin-S™^' c0~d cyliX
u, + iA . j.

ailu-nywneei steam-engine pumps were once widelv used

rCl l f^
centrif

u

f pumps are now standard m** (Fig 19- 7)The tubestill process has been used for vanor nhL ,™,n Zl \
fundamentauy changing the^ZlZtZ^e^
7mK (

£
1250

:
F)

'
aDd the °Utlet~e »* be reducedt0 50 PS1 * that substantially a pure vapor phase exists in thecracking tubes Likewise the best known continuous coking process arelike the tubestill process except that coke drums are introducedTtforethe evaporator vessel of the tubestill process (Fig. 19-15)

In processing topped or reduced crude oil, the maximum yield of gaso-hne. krgely dependent upon the properties of the pressure^!! tar Iftoo high an evaporator or vaporizer temperature is used or if the time in

^itxtfflTC-35S
temperature of about 820'F ZZZZJ^ZLT^^
deposited m the evaporator. It is now almost universal orLttce JlvnMthese difficulties by flashing the cracked fuel oil or JiZHtlwph r,c or subatmospheric pressure (Fig. 19-21). This produces an allstsohd, very low gravity residuum, which is diluted or cut back with a smal

acf

F

crac

,

ked distillate to produce a black f->

S'J" Fm
f

se° .«* 122°n The flash characteristics of one

aUfa e nH^T,
e" 5f«

adiabaticallr ***** 820°F (in evapo-

J
• Fl

?-
19_18 -

74 The hea^ dashed »™ hows the

rXcedTo v T ^ ^ be Vap°ri2ed as the temperature isreduced to various temperatures lower than 820°F. Obviouslv the

vaporization (Fig. JBJS»BK^K!Zr*
1 6ss£saeaasafctes for stmospheric~~
^ Ndaon, W. L., Flashy Cracking Piant Residuum, M Oas J., Aug. 25, 1946, p.
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3. By a heat balance compute the decrease in temperature from 820°F that will occur
in vaporizing the 45 per cent. This temperature is 774°F.

4. A temperature of only 731°F at atmospheric pressure is required to vaporize 45 per

cent, and hence a pressure of 10 psig (Fig. 5-27) is required to raise 731 to 774°F.
5. Repeat for other percentages vaporized.

The flashing and cutback of cracked residuum is highly advantageous
because it produces a lower gravity residuum, and by Fig. 19-1 a greater

yield of gasoline.

PERCENTAGE VAPORIZED
Fig. 19-18. Adiabatic vaporization curve of one 14° API cracked residuum, and the
construction curves used in computing the amounts of vaporization.

Yields are so similar from all the processes that Fig. 19-1 and Eqs.

(19-1) to (19-8) should be employed rather than scattered data on the

various processes.

Coking. The production of coke is accomplished by lengthening the

time of liquid-phase cracking (Fig. 19-6) so that polymerization or con-

densation products are produced. However, only the most degraded

carbonaceous high-boiling parts of the cracking reaction are exposed to
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time

£
C0'?g Chambsrs

-
The ^continuous DelayedCoking process is basically similar to the tubestill process of Fi* q is

TZ rJT
hal boid'»S the customary low level of only 24 in.

0, less (,n a spool at the bottom of the evaporator). In addition noquench is employed and fl* allows the temperatur in the coke drum

wh,7°
r£

; °
fm 19-15) f'° ri8C aWe the temperature of 820°F

**
, ; ^ f'-f«tionation operations, i.e., removal of

fcro^nT f-
th° fe°d and s^tion of coked products, are3,^ ?

S"ig
f n
m'- Even more oil is removed from theresiduum eokcr charge by (lashing at atmospheric pressure. The highlyreduced residuum is then cracked as severely as possible in a single-^

ZSM-SStl * a
,

COk7hambe'- productsremZ
to fmm coke and vapomcd product (mainly coker gas oil) proceed tothe combination fractionating tower. So much extra heat is availableat the fractmnator that it is cooled on the side by a wastLHteamtate In this instance (Fig. 19-19) so many coi!s are used in

"

ESS tIlaV
I

nd
f
PC"de

,

nce from »" convection section is gained by tiecirc ,lat,on of boiler feedwater through the convection section. PoW
ammt bccomeTol S*3 *•W in tbe *S2
The main purpose of coking, as practiced today, is the nroductinnof coker gas oil which is charged to catalytic ortUrLuZl^ TZ

metfof a?tff 1SM t0 1930
>
coke «»^ *

^bottom 37* f
CS
V
Cable

A

SUSPsnded * *W form from the top to

hrou^ thel»° " ^ At th
° °nd °f the run tbe cable w» polledthiou^i the bottom manhole, cutting through the coke and breaking it

8 to 15l?a'f

bB drcPped tf« the bottom manhole. Mucn time

f
10 »* *? anQ la6or was required and the eoke contained some wireUm drills are also used to cut the coke from the chambe" The^rj^xr*r,med^^a-.

a

tTnvoivt:*mm a to o3-m. hole oown the center of the chamber A fevdraiilifi

1,^uu psi I3 directed, is raised tnrough the chamber. The coke is cut

p. S8

WOre,to
' «M DA, I-idc Cchc Dram, Oil Gas J., Aug. 9, ,9H

*c feC %HSSX mitmt ' '

***** ou 40 °*+*
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£££XS walls and falls int0 a** systera for d—
fl«^k-«i • .

80 for Petroleum. They involve increa^rfflexib.hty m operation and produce a uniform high-quafity coke »?*?
cracked fuel o,l, which has been flashed down to a gravity of 1 to 2 AM

reaching a final temperature of 1200°FXV^1"6 f* about 3 hr
-

£^economics of^5^?^
retained within the system. IntoeJSEwSSSK S?about 5 per cent of the coke yield (on feed) is burned in a fluid zed cokebed to dry the coke particles and to heat them (1100 to IMOTTfor rt£reaction chamber which is also maintained in a fluidized state The

fr»ctL t ? ^ reaCt0r
'

Reaction Produc's "e separated in afractionate- system s.tuated just above the reactor. Fluidized cokeC agross heatmg value of about 14,300 Btu per lb and its size SSStaft
Screen size Cumulative per cent retained

36 11.1

200
95.8

^tockrnan, L. P., First California Calcining Unit . . . , Oil Gas J., July 4, 1940,

• " Mekler et al., Oil Gas J., Nov. 16, 1953, p. 200

imZS?
and Lee, Fluidized <WTested » Rotary Kiln, Oil Gas J., *
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This is a satisfactory distribution for handling and storage, but it must beground for use as a power plant fuel. 84 The coke is so free from hydrogen
(Table 3-30) that different burners and firing conditions from those usedwhen burning fuel oil or powdered coal had to be developed.

totm^^ coking can be obtained from ** <19-6)

Combination Cracking Units. The large amount of heat that can be
recovered from a cracking plant, the advantages of cracking selected
stocks at optimum operating conditions, and the general similarity of
such.operations as cracking, viscosity breaking, and reforming have led
to the development of processes that comprise a combination of opera,

aTthe ftZfng °
Perati°nS^W^ advant~ly combined

2 vl^T
1

K
PP

i
ng

'

USing
?,

separate t0Wer for straight-run distillates.

JSS&SE ^ llfl
a 0,

?
ce"thr0Ugh °Peration on straight-run residuum,

^ Zrrn!rTa »»•* to the cracking coil is practical in many plants.!S "aPhtha, USUaUy as a on^-through operation but also as a recyclingoperation—and sometimes employing a catalyst
g

4. Selective cracking of several boiling ranges of stock.
5. Coking of cracked tar.

6. Vacuum flashing of hot cracked tar for asphalt or to produce more recycle stock
7. Gasoline recovery from the cracked gas

7

9 SSnn °Q
f
°f ° *"? decomP°si«on of saturated gases,

y. stabilization of gasolines and pressure distillate.

Operations 2 3, and 4 are so similar in principle that they can be centered
about a single evaporator or vaporizer. In each of these processes the
cracked stocks must be currently freed from cracked tar if coking of the
tabes m to be avoided. Thus in Fig. 19-21 all these stocks are led to acommon evaporator vessel, and the commingled vaporized parts proceed
to a single fractionating tower. In this tower the several recycle stocks
are separated from one another and sent back to their respective cracking
coils. If coking is practiced, the evaporator would be replaced by coking

recover?T T^* ^ °perati°ns 7 and 8
' ™- ^hnlrecovery and polymerization, are also similar in principle, and hence the

recovery of any gaseous products, either natural or polymer, may be
conducted m a common absorption and stabilizing system.

figure 19-21 has purposely been simplified to permit illustration of tho
principles that are mvolved-and it should not be considered as a working
flow diagram. In commercial practice many elaborations have been used
or found necessary. As illustrations, several evaporator vessels and frac-
tionating towers may be used rather than a single vessel; the polymeriza-

InrtZrrgT C°ndUCted in a S6parate prater, fractional,
and absorption system ; or a pipestill may be used instead
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Straight-run gasoline.
Cracked gasoline
poly gasoline.

Total gasoline

Furnace distillate

Fuel oil -

Gas and loss

Fuel oil, API
Gasoline (total), Octane No



CHAPTER 20

REBUILDING HYDROCARBONS

The development of a chemical industry based upon petroleum as a raw

stock is an accomplished fact (see Tables 3-35 and 3-36). Such develop-

ments had long been delayed because of the relatively unreactive nature

of most petroleum hydrocarbons and because only a few of the many
hydrocarbons present in petroleum or even its reaction products can be

identified.

Although intense interest in hydrocarbon chemistry is evident and

many valuable developments have been made since 1930, as yet the study

of hydrocarbon rebuilding has been centered on ascertaining what reac-

tions can be accomplished rather than on details of operation, reaction

rates, or engineering considerations. The use of numerous catalysts has

also caused confusion in the correlation of engineering design data. All

these facts as well as the newness of the developments have made it

impossible to present more than a bare introduction to the design of

equipment for these processes.

Most rapid advancement took place during World War II. Com-
mercial processes for the manufacture or separation of isopentane, iso-

butane, butene, 2-2-4-trimethylpentene (Codimer), 1 isopropyl benzene

(cumene), 2 butadiene, 3 styrene, 4,5 toluene, 6 2-2-4-trimethylpentane (alkyl-

ate),7 alcohol, 8 etc., were in operation.

More recently, commercial application of the Fischer-Tropsch process

1 Kunkel, J. H., Bayway Unit Holds Polymer Make Record, Pet. Eng., August,

1945, p. 76.

2 McAllister et al., Production of Cumene . . . , Chem. Eng. Prog., 43, 189 (1947).
3 Van Antwerpen, F. J., Neches Butadiene Unit Opened, Chem. Eng. News, 22, 316

(1944).
4 Smith, H. H., Los Angeles Styrene Plant, Chem. Eng Progr., 43, 152 (1947).
s Pardee and Dodge, Catalytic Alkylation of Benzene with Ethylene, Ind. Eng.

Chem., 35, 273 (1943).

• Hartley, F. L., Commercial Synthesis of Toluene by Hydroforming . . . and

Azeotropic Distillation, Pet. Refiner, December, 1945, p. 131.
" ^hillips Petroleum Company, "Hydrofluoric Acid Alkylation," from the Company

irtlesville, Okla., 1946.

earner, C. M., . . . Synthetic Alcohol from Ethylene, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43,

947).
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pressors, and l^pfi^S'thTflui^Ti ° turblne-*rPe^
large scale. Because of£££ J£ toSffl^ 1' " *

the process will not be presented here
? Um lndUSt,y

'

Very much of the petrochemical industry is based ™ w
and end products. Aithough vapor-phLe.^^Kejffi

^zs

z*Tz^j^n

iZ™ry
t

types

i
reactions * *~

tion, isomerism hydrogen^KomXtr P°lym
,

erization
.

dealkylation Several of rt„ * ,^°
n

' ^ymerization, and

ft-fi*tS£a CeTs (Tat Iftft* ^

Decomposition (see pages 626 and 713)

CH3 CH,CH,CH 3^ CH4 + CH 3 CH:CH2
n-butane methane propeQe

in U.S., Oil Gas J., Mar. 15, 1947 p 72
Ne<mng Con'"«™''I Application

43,"
St~' D«*™ h Oxygen fto*^ CAem. ft*,,

"Linden and Reid, Pet. Refiner, June, 1956, p. 189.
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RAW
materials!

HIGH.

4PERATURE 1

CRACKING

PRIMARY
! PRODUCTS I

INTERMEDIATE
PRODUCTS

END
PRODUCTS

-MERCAPTANS
- HYDROGEN

- FEMTILIZEKS

-AMINOPLASIS

ETHANOLAMINE

RESINS

ALCOHOLS

ALDEHYDES

KETONES

GR-A RUBBER

ORLON

CHEMSTRAND

WEED KILLERS

SOLVENTS

NEOPRENE

POLYETHYLENE

(SULFUR

SULFURIC ACID

-ETHYLENE GLYCOL

-ACRYLATE PLASTICS

-ACETIC ACIO

-ACETIC ANHYDRIDE

^VINYl RE5INS

-SOLVENTS

-TETRAETHYl LEAD

REFRIGERANTS

AEROSOLS

NAPHTHENIC ACIDS

CRESYLIC ACID

sulphonates

saran

ACETONE

EXPLOSIVES

DETERGENTS

SYNDETS

«UTYL RUBBER

POLYSTYRENE
1

GR-S RUIBER

NYLON

ADHESIVE!

RESINS

DYES

EXPLOSIVES

AVGAS

DACRON

PAINTS LACOUERS

•INSECTICIDES

INSECT REPELLENTS

'FUNGICIDES

•CARBON ELECTRODES

PITCH RESINSp Oft i (3
-PIICM RESINS
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The need of converting stable hydrocarbons into reactive ones such as
olefins makes dehydrogenation occupy a position of primary importance
Such a reaction is the special case of decomposition in which rupture of a
carbon-hydrogen bond occurs.

Dehydrogenation (see pages 743 to 748)

CH 3 CH2 CH 2 CH2 CH3^ CH 3 CH2 CH 2 CH:CH2 + H2

n-pentane pentene-1 hydrogen

Once the paraffin and naphthenic hydrocarbons have been converted
into reactive unsaturated hydrocarbons, many chemical reactions or
processes are possible. Dehydrogenation may occur during decomposi-
tion [see Eqs. (19-9) to (19-12) and (19-15)]. In a general processing
scheme dehydrogenation is usually coupled with or followed by other
processes such as polymerization or alkylation. Reactions that have
been termed cyclization or aromatization may also be dehydrogenation
reactions" and may also involve decomposition, as indicated here-
Aromatization (see pages 811 to 815)

H
nrj

CH3 CH2 CH 2 CH 2 CH2 CH2 CH3

heataDt
V

[chromium tt
oxide ^/

/
/J

n-heptane toluene

:
Polymerization has also been an important reaction because it was the

first of the rebuilding reactions (except cracking) to become of commercial
importance.

Polymerization (see pages 722 to 735)

CH3

CH,CH:CH2 + 0TOOBiCHi-^O^OH-CH^okcB,
propene butene-1 4 methyl hexene-1

Such reactions permit the manufacture of liquid gasoline from gases and
in special instances the production of tetramer (dodecene), nonene, poly-
ethylene, and polybutenes.

Likewise, some unsaturated hydrocarbons may be depolymerized. 16 - 1*

Thus, during World War II, isobutene was polymerized to isooctene

» Archibald and Greensfelder, Promoted Chromia-alumina Catalyst . n-Hen-
tane to Toluene, Ind. Eng. Chem., 37, 356 (1945).

18 ®™m&I)i
>
D**in«' and McKinnis, Depolymerization of Butadiene Dimer, Ind.

Eng. Chem., 39, 89 (1947).

"Reid and Bailey, Thermal Depolymerization of Viscous Isobutylene Polymer,
Ind. Eng. Chem., 40, 349 (1948). * '

3

+ 4H 2
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which can be shipped in regular tank cars because it has a low vapor
pressure and then depolymerized 17 to isobutene again at destination.
Depolymerization

CH3 CH3 CH 3

CH 3 CCH2 C :CH 2 2CH 3 C :CH2

CH 3

2,2,4 trimethylpentene isobutene

Reactions by which molecules (other than olefins) are connected are
termed alkylation—ox specifically, propylation or ethylation if the alkyl
radicals of propane or ethane are the reactants. The linking of a paraffin
and an olefin hydrocarbon is a common example:

Alkylation (see pages 735 to 743)

CS 3

CH 2 :CH2 + CH 3-CH-CH 3^=CH,i.CH 2-CH 3

CH 3 CH 3

ethene z-butane 2,2 dimethylbutane

Such a process holds an advantage over polymerization because only half
as many of the expensive olefin molecules are required.
The reverse of alkylation, or dealkylation™ may also be practiced.
Isomerization reactions involve rearrangement of the molecular struc-

ture of a hydrocarbon, but nothing is added to or taken away from the
material.

Isomerization (see pages 750 to 753)

H 2

H
| V ! aluminum H *

H 2

cyclohexane methylcyclopentane

Not many commercial processes of this type are available, but such reac-
tions probably occur along with other reactions such as cracking, poly-
merization, and alkylation but cannot be recognized because of the other
reactions and because of the difficulty in identifying the hydrocarbon
products.

32"l203

r

(1940)

BT°Wn
' ^ G°hr

'
HydroSenati°n of Petroleum, Jnd. Eng. Chem.,

" Kutz and Corson, Dealkylation of Dialkylbenzenes, Ind. Eng. Chem., 38, 761
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The process of hydrogenation may be utilized in adding hydrogen to
unsaturated hydrocarbons. For many years it did not find wide appli-
cation because most oils are already saturated with hydrogen to a
sufficient degree. However, during World War II it was applied to
isooctene to produce isooctane and more recently it has been used in the
desulfurization processes of pages 305 and 332.

Hydrogenation (see pages 748 to 750)

H,C CH 3 H SC CH 3

CH 3 C-CH CH:CH 2 + H 2
SStt CH 3 CCHCH 2 CH 3oxide *

.
HaC H 3C
2,2,3 trimelhylpen- hydro- 2,2,3 trimethylpentane

tene-4 gen

It has already been used in connection with thermal decomposition (crack-
ing) as a means of adding hydrogen to the residue of tar that is produced
in cracking so that greater yields are possible. When used in this way
it is referred to as destructive hydrogenation.

Many reactions of hydrocarbons with other agents such as oxygen,
water, halogens, nitric acid, etc., are practiced commercially but can
hardly be claimed as petroleum refinery operations even though the hydro-
carbons came originally from petroleum. Direct oxidation has been prac-
ticed for many years19 in the production of aldehydes, ketones, alcohols,
and acids. Direct oxidation processes usually produce several products
at the same time, 20 but the reaction shown here serves as an illustration

Oxidation

CH 4 + 0 2 *?a CH 20 + H 20
catalyst

methane oxygen formaldehyde water'

The hydration of olefins has long been practiced for the manufacture of
amyl21 and isopropyl alcohol, 22 and more recently for ethyl alcohol. 8

Hydration is usually accomplished by a series of reactions involving the
chlorides or alkyl sulfates, rather than the direct hydration reaction indi-
cated here.

Hydration

CH 2 :CH 2 + H 20 -> CH 3 CH 2 OH
ethylene water ethyl alcohol

19 Walker and Malakoff, Basic Oxygenated Chemicals from C,, C2, and C3 Paraffins
and Olefins, Oil Gas J., Dec. 21, 1946, p. 59.

I0 Linford, H., Oxidation Methods . . . , Oil Gas J., Nov. 12, 1942, p. 71.
21 Bohall, H. A., Synthetic Amyl Alcohols and Amyl Acetates . . .

, Ref. Nat. Gaso.
Mfr., August, 1932, p. 438.

"Ellis, C, "Chemistry of Petroleum Derivativics," vol. II, chap. 14, Reinhold
Publishing Corporation, New York, 1937.
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Table 20-1. Summary or
(1) (2) (3) (4 «)

Molecular

change
Kind of physical or

1 *

chemical change

Energiz

catalyl

or

thermt

er,

wuiuicruoi name oi process

d

Common feedstock

Disintegration

(breaking into

parte)

Desulfurization and
hydrogenation

Dehvdroffpnatinn

Decomposition

Catalys

Catalys

oatalys

Therma

t I Catalytic desulfurization
t Catalytic desulfurization
t (No common name)

I Viscosity breaking

Distillates

Gasoline

1 Butane

Residua

Decomposition and ad-
SOrDtion foafalvt.tl» rrart

ing or reforming)

Catalys)

• oataiyst

Catalyst

Houdry catalytic cracking

Fluid catalytic cracking

Thermofor catalytic crack-

GasoU

Gas oil •

Gas oil

Catalyst ~" Gas oil

Decomposition and poly-
merisation (cracking)

1 n erma 1

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal cracking
Reforming,
Coking

Topped crude oil and gas oil

Heavy gasoline or distillate

Topped crude or fuel oil^— — —*

—

Several (both dis-

integration and
synthesis)

Decomposition, polymeri-
zation, and alkylation

Thermal Polyforming
Naphtha and refinery gas

Ijshvdroycnaf.ifin Ku/?rrt_M«* VI vgviiaviUII
f ItVUiO—

genation. and isomeriza-

tion

Catalyst

Catalyst
Hydroforming
Catalytic reforming

Naphtha

Naphtha

Decomposition and hydro-
genation

Catalyst Destructive hydrogenation Many stocks

Decomposition, hydro-
genation. and desulfuri-

zation

Catalyst HydrodesulfurizarJon Residua

Dehydrogenation and
rearrangement

Catalyst (No common name) Heptane and methyl oyclo-
hexane

•

Polymerization and de-
composition

Thermal
Cracking-still gases

synthesis

Mkylation
<

<

Catalyst

Catalyst

Catalyst

Catalyst

rhermal

HF alkylation

Sulfuric acid alkylation
(No common name)

rhermal alkylation

Iso and normal butane
Iso and norasl butact
Propane and benzene
Ethene and benzene
Ethcue or propene end iso-
butane

(uniting)
lydrogenation C'atalyst ( No common name)

(Jodmerjtrimcthylpentene)

C

olymerization C

atalyst 1

atalyst S

phosphoric acid polymer- (
izstion

Sulfuric acid polymeriza- C
tion

'racking-still gases

racking-still gases

Catalyst (No common name) j sobutene

Rearrangement

(of mole

structure)

omerization C
C

Ci

italyst I

italyst B

italyst (!

iomate
jj

utane isomerization n

Several names) 1 p,

aphtha, pentane, or hezsns
utane

mtane or hwane
i mam reaction.

* These are back pressures held in pipesti!) heaters.
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Modern Refining Processes

(6)

General purpose

(7)

Main produc t Illustrative reartinn

m
—

Operating conditions

(10)

a

Prig Temp, <>j

- Catalyst

V

Remove sulfur

Remove sulfur

Make olefin

Reduce viscosity and
produce gas oil

Distillate

Gasoline

Butene or buta
diene

Rieloil

R(SH) = R + HjS
R(SH)=-R+HjS

- C4H,o = C«H»-|-Hi-
C4H.+ 2H.
C»H2„4! = C„/jH„«

300-700

40-70

Low

230-250*

700-780

700-800

850-1150

860-890

Cobalt molybdenum
Bauxite or clay

Chromic oxide on
bauxite

High octane number

High octane number

High octane number

High octane number

Catalytic gaso-

line

Catalvtir ruw~
line

Catalytic gaso-

line

Catalytic gaso-

line

20-50

2-15

10-15

50-100

800-860

860-950

750-900
j

900-1100 1

1 Natural clays, alu-
' minum hydrosili-

(
cates. bauxite, etc.

1

Make gasoline

Make gasoline

Eliminate fuel oil

V^TACKCQ inuniinp

Cracked gasoline

Cracked gasoline

300-700*

400-800*

300-500*

880-950

960-1020

890-960

Increase gasoline yield Gasoline
1,000-2,000 1020-1120

Aromatics

Aromatic*
Solvents

Gasoline
100-300

200-750
890-1020

850-970
Molybdia

Platinum

Paraffinic stocks Many CnH?n +2 + Hj ="»

2C/IH„+J, etc.

3,000 800-950 Molybdic trioxide

Produce gas oil Gas oil
700-1,000 750-800 Cobalt molybdenum

AromatSe hydrocarbons Toluene CjHj, = CtHi + 4H, Low 1020 Chromic, molybdic,

etc., oxides
Recover gases Poly gasoline C,H,+ lC«H, = GH,4 ,500-2,000 900-1025

1

High-octane gasoline

High-octane gasoline

High-octane gasoline (

Needed for styrene and
synthetic rubber

Recover gases J

Alkylate

Alkylate
i

Sumene (

Ethyl bensene (

feohexane (

C4H1B -f iC*H» = CgHis
GiHis + »C4H« « CsHu
:.h«+c,h, = ch,,
7rfI. + CtH4 = CsH1o

UOi-r-tCiHio-CiHM 3

100-150

100-600

15

000-8,000

70-115

30-90

350-550 ]

150-210 i

900-1000

Hydrofluoric acid
sulfuric acid

Phosphoric acid

Vluminum chloride

High-octane blending I

stock
sooctane C'aHie+ Ha-CsHis 15-60 120-400 Ifickel

Recover gases I

Recover gases p

Intermediate stock for C
isooctanc

oly gasoline 2

oly gasoline x

odimer 2)

3(CH,») = G.|BH4.,» 3

C.H, = CaH,. 3

00-600 :

50-650 3

00-450 P

70-190 S

50-500 P

hosphoric acid

jlfuric acid

tiosphorio acid

High-octane gasoline Is
Branched-chain hydro- Is
carbons

High-octane gasoline Is.

ornate gasoline n(

obutane n(

wnate „c

JsHm = iC«Hi4 1

'4H10 = 1C4H10
21

>»Hii =* «CtHi.

20-200 1

10-350 1

High 8(

50-220 Al

30-210 Al

)0-900 PL

uminum chloride

uminum chloride

ttinum. etc.
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The halogenation, chlorination, bromination, etc., of hydrocarbon*" h»«

ChlorSatTon
ker0Bene haS been ********

CH 3 CH 2 CH 2 CH 2 CH 3 + Cl 2 ~>
Pentane chlorine

CH 3 CH 2 CH2 CH 2-CH2CI + HC1

,p, _
amy! Chloride hydrochloric acid

CH 4 + HN0 8 -> CH3N02 + H20
methane nitric acid nitromethane water

Over-all Reactions or Process c^™* ~t *u
'.

processes are analyzed in Tab 20"JS£^£X?* *"
mon feedstock, operating conditions etc In 1,t fh 7 '

C°m-

even catalytic ones that involw lh temn^T T^' °r

occur at the same time. Thus refVrmTn7^v ' IT- reaCti°nS

involves thermal decomoosition d^T g * pIatmum eatalyst

elation, ^u^^^SS*"!™^-. **

REACTION VELOCITY
Kates of reaction cannot always be given because , j

,are lacking, and hence it is valuable toSSiS^SSSm^
XlTHfT °L

rTi0m
-

TheSC reaCtions are not complicated"

- Ha. and Ri.ey, The Nitroparaffins, <Lm.S^ga^
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for constant-volume reactions (nearly true for liquids), but they become
cumbersome and nearly useless as a means of correlating data if the
volume is not constant, as is the case for many gaseous reactions. For-
tunately, most reactions are not conducted to completion, and hence
at yields per pass of 25 or 50 per cent the failure of the volume to remain
constant does not introduce serious errors. In all the derivations that
follow, the reaction is assumed to be taking place at a constant tempera-
ture Perhaps the greatest usefulness of the following derivations is to
point out the general mathematical forms to use in developing empirical
formulas of the rate of reaction.

Rates at Constant Volume. For a unimolecular reaction of which pure
decomposition is an example, the rate of reaction is directly dependent on
the amount of reactant material that is left at any time during the
reaction.

A -> B + D + • • •

The rate at which the concentration of A decreases with time is a constant
lunction of the concentration designated as cA :

-deA .

~dT
= klCA

and if the initial concentration of A is designated as a, the amount of A
that has reacted during a time t is designated as x, and (a - x) is the
concentration of A after a time of t:

_ ~d(a - x) . .

dt Jt
= k*a ~ *)

and by integration

k^\ ln-~
x (20-1)

When possible it is best to use the concentration in moles, but liquid vol-ume or weight per cent can be used with fair accuracy (see Fig 19-5) for
first-order, or unimolecular, reactions.

Similarly for bimolecular (second-order) reactions at constant volume
pressure, and temperature

A + B-+D + E -f • • -

dx
= Ha ~ x)(b - x)

and h — 1 i Ha ~ x)k2 ~ W=J) ln (20-2)

in which a and b are the initial concentrations of A and B in moles per unitvolume and x is the number of moles of A and B that react with one
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another during a time t In the special case in which A and B are presentm stoichiometric proportions or if two molecules of the same material
react with one another (polymerization), the second-order equation
simplifies to

2A -> D + E + • •

dx

dt
= h(a *

and fc2=s
l_s— ,20 on
t a(a- x) ^u~^

Note that pressure enters into the reaction velocity constant for gaseous
reactions as an inverse function because the units of a, b, and x are moles
per unit volume (or density).

The order of a reaction may be determined by inserting experimental
data in the equations and noting which equation gives the most constant
value of k. A discussion of other methods of determining reaction order
and a discussion of the kinetics of higher order reactions are given in the
'

' Chemical Engineers' Handbook."27

Rates at Varying Conditions. In most gaseous reactions the volume
does not remain constant and modified equations are required. Note,
however, that, if the conversion per pass is low or the system is diluted
with some unreactive material such as a recycle stock, the volume change
may be so small that the reaction behaves essentially as a constant-
volume one.

In the case of a unimolecular reaction at a varying volume27 the con-
stant is

kl = Tb

ln rhc-Tb

{v - 1)x
(20-4)

where V = volume of gas entering per second at contact conditions
Vb = entire volume of reaction space
v = moles of product produced from 1 mole of reactant material
x = fraction of reactant material that undergoes reaction

The relationships for higher order reactions are extremely complicated,
and hence it has become common usage to employ the so-called "space
velocity" as a measure of reaction rate or capacity. The space velocity
is defined as the ratio of the volume of inlet material (at standard condi- •

tions and per unit of time) to the volume of the reaction space. Thus, if
no change in volume or temperature occurs during the reaction, the time
of reaction is

Time = reaction space 1

volume feed per unit time
~~

space velocity

« Perry, J. H. (ed.), 3d ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1949.
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If the voiu^oltZZ™^^*™ 1™ UnitS ™USt 156

a Knear function,SS^tKEteK* to

the inlet and^^^K^M"^ "
In systems in which the temperature varies the rate canV* -k .,approbate* by equations such as Eq. ^SbTtZst^

^^^^^^^^^
Arrhenius equS temperature <»" —fr be described by the

din k
b

4

or for ranges in temperature through which A is constant:

lnk== RT+ B
(20-5)

0r
ft JJ«^

Wh6re A =

!^dta^^B,i (-fm CaI »* « mol° f°' Sas oil)reierrea to as the "energy of activation"
i - absolute temperature, °C
R = the gas law constant (1.987)B = a constant (about 28.8 for gas oil)

iS vPW-r
y °f C°rre,ating data is t0 the logarithm of the

diolefin, indene stv«ml
^Duiated rates for normal paraffin, olefin,

and^16^ M be"2ene
'
8lky'ated

Feb. 20° 194L
metlOS ChemistTy <* Cracking Hydrocarbons, Oil Gas J., Feb. 13 and
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THERMODYNAMICS OF REACTIONS

of the hydroc

ment stage, and this is particularly true of the higher-molecular-v .

materials, which constitute the bulk of petroleum. For these reasons, it

is of primary importance to be able to judge the feasibility of proposed
reactions or processes and to compute (or estimate) other thermal factors

such as the heat of reaction. These factors can be evaluated by means of

thermodynamics, and in time it may be possible to develop processes by
which whole series of hydrocarbons can be converted into other series of

hydrocarbons in a selective manner or by a number of consecutive proc-

esses to convert one series of hydrocarbons after another, until the entire

mixture is converted into a single type of material.

Feasibility of a Reaction. The possibility that a reaction may occur
can be judged by means of the free energy of the materials that are

involved in the reaction. The free energy change may be considered as a
measure of the tendency of a reaction to occur. The standard free

energy change designated as AF° may be denned as the free energy change
of the reaction if each of the materials involved in the reaction is assumed
to be at unit activity. Mathematically the free energy, mass-law
equilibrium constant, and thermodynamic constants are related by

AF° = ~RT In K = AH - T AS (20-6)

where AF° = standard free energy change of reaction

AH = heat of reaction (exothermic is negative)

AS = entropy change of reaction

T = absolute temperature

K = equilibrium constant (mass law)

R = gas constant = 1.987 cal per

If the value of AF° is found to be

:

large and the yield will also be large when and if equilibrium is established.

A.s AF° approaches zero or becomes positive, the value of K and of the
yield at equilibrium becomes smaller and smaller. If AF° is negative, the
reaction is a promising one; if AF° is zero, the usefulness of the reaction is

doubtful but may justify further study; but if the value of AF° is greater

than 10,000, in most instances such a process would not be feasible. It

will also be noted that temperature exerts an important influence on the
value of Ai^

0
,
and hence the foregoing situations may be altered by the

use of another temperature.

No idea of the rate at which the reaction will occur is possible from a
consideration of free energies, and hence many of the reactions that are

found to be thermodynamically feasible do not occur at a practical rate or

or an activating influence in order to
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ST *Sfc*rSa2S? within a reasonable length °f

The mass-law equilibrium constant of a reaction is designated as
o4 + bB + • . . = cC + dD+ •..

"
«Sa& • • • (20-7)

mole percen?a™S " *^ * ^spheres or to

Approximate values of the activities or corrected

to^S^SaSS (^6)
*

appears that^~ be

«on, from equilibrium date 0T^' '

f™» entroPies and heats •* «**
of materials thatW alta'dv been Ttt" °f ?» ^™lues

last method is of much vleirX nuZ f^™**1^ Only the

ity of a reaction although
' PurPOse of investigating the feasibil-

*or n paraffin hydrocarbons:30

= 10,550 - 5,890n + 25.2nT - 2.27*
For olefin-1 hydrocarbons: 30

m = 20,321 - 5,835n + 24.52*7* - 33.267*
For simple naphthene hydrocarbons:3'

*K = io,375 - 8,633n + 26.09*7* - 15.97*
For acetylene hydrocarbons: 31

m = 70,425 - 8,633n + 26.09n7* - 67.57*

m
"^SaSi^^^ Inc., New York, tffe

2%. CAem., 29, 1260 (1937)
Therm°dynamics in Hydrocarbon Research, Ind.
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A somewhat more useful type of approach32 involves the use of the free
energy change required to produce various bondages (even branch-chain)
such as those given in Eqs. (20-8) to (20-11). In all these equations n
refers to the number of carbon atoms and T to the temperature in °K.

C—H bonds32

AF°T = -3,344.5 + 2.97T
7
In T - 0.0023!T2

„ „ + 0.000000188!T3 - 13.68!T (20-8)
C—C bonds32

AF°T = 4,437 -f- 0.421T In T + 0.00177" - 0.00000062T3

C=C bonds'*
+9 '53T

AF°T = 28,024 + 2.757 In T - 0.0014T* - 0.00000080T3

„ .
- 24.867*

C—CH3 bonds32

+ 10.42T In T
- 0.00577" - 0.

AF°T = -7,€

)00015r3 - 36.1271

(20-11)

Values for particular hydrocarbons are given in Table 20-2. 30 - 33 . 34 Tables
and equations have also been computed 38 for a large number of hydro-
carbons, and the National Bureau of Standards currently collects, ana-
lyzes, and calculates thermodynamic data. 36

In using free energies for examining the feasibility of a reaction, the free
energies of the reactants are subtracted algebraically from the free ener-
gies of the products of the reaction as in Example 20-1.

Example 20-1. Feasibility of a Reaction. The possibility of making 2,2-dimethyl-
pentane from propene and isobutane will be investigated,

CH,

CH3 CH;CH2 + CHjCHCH,- CH, C CH2-CH2 CH,

CH, CH3

«» Bruins and Czarnecki, Relation between Structure and Free Energy of Organic
Molecules, Ind. Eng. Cketn., 33, 201 (1941).

B

»» Pitzer, K. S., Chemical Equilibria, Free Energies and Heat Contents for Gaseous
Hydrocarbons, Symposium on Fundamental Chemical Thermodynamics. ACS Cin-
cinnati Meeting, April, 1940.

" Parks, G. S., Some Free Energy Data for Typical Hydrocarbons . . Sympo-
sium on Fundamental Chemical Thermodynamics, ACS Cincinnati Meeting, April,

» Thacker, Folkins, and Miller, Free Energies of Formation of Gaseous Hydrocar-
bons . . . , Ind. Eng. Chem., 33, 584 (1941).

„* API Research Project 44 of the National Bureau of Standards pertains to nearly
all important physical and thermodynamic data on hydrocarbons such as boiling point
vapor pressure, critical constants, viscosity, entropy, heat of combustion, etc.

'
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Table 20-2. Free Energies op Formation op
Cal per g mole

709

Substance

Methane r-xr
Acetylene .,* p,W
Ethylene i!"'" 8,5,Ethane "... P,H.Propene p'g 4

Propane k'g*
Butadiene 1-3.. U'S*
Isobutene _ .

Butene-1
Butene-2 (cis)
Butene-2 (trans).."..'

'

Isobutane
n-Butane ,'.

Pentadiene 1-4.
Pentene-1
Isopentane
n-Pentane ..*"'**"'

Tetramethyl-methane
;

5en
f
e
f«

Sxen
h
e!I

ene
:;:::::--

Cvclohexane '[

MetaylcyclopentaiiB.
-J-Methylpentane
n-Hexane
2,2-Dimethylbutane." .' ."

**"

Toluene......
Heptene-i....;;;;;
Ethylcyclopentane.

.

.
".

'

Methylcyclohexane
2-Methylhexane

[

3-Methylhexane ."
3-Ethylpentane.

. .

.

2.2-Dimethylpentane.' '.'.'.',

^^-D«™ethylpentane
2,4-DijnethyIpentane
•*,a-£>imethylpentane
2.2^3-Trimethylbutane'

**"

n-Heptane
Ethvfoentene

i

g:Xylene.......::

n-Nonane
'.II'.'.'.

n-lJecane
2-Methylnonane
Decylene-2agar
NaphtW.ne

:::::::::;-

BfSK::;::::::
n-Heptylcyclohexane.';::::

p.*,Z»k
froe are for irarentheaes around the imm

taken from
Chemical

'

C«H 8

CiHa
C«H«
C^Ha
C«H, 0

C«Hi 0

Calls
C,H 1S

C»Hw
C,Hi»
C 6Hu
CiH,
CsHio
CcH.,
C«His
C,H„
CiHh
C«H.4
CH„
C7H 8

CtHk
CtHh
C7H,»
CtH,.
CtHu
CtHib

CtHi*
C7H1I
C,H,«
CtHi.
C 8H, 0

C.H™
C 8H,«
CiHu
CsH,,
CH,»
C,HM
CioHss
C10H11
Ciolijo
C.Hw
CisHu
CHe
C11H,,
Ci*H»
C„HS «

Ci<Hi»
CisHsi
C„H e*

(heat
of forma-

tion,

298°K)

-17.865
58.228
12.55C

-20,19!
4,956

-24.760
26.865
-3.205

383
-1,383
-2,338

-31,350
-29.715
25.565
-4.C44

-30.G71 I

-34.739
-39.410

AF° at 298°K

-41,800
-40.010
-44.400

........

-47.166

-49.800

-45,350

-56.200
-50.700

-^.SOOf- 12,085)
50.840(50,034)
15,820(16,279)

-8.2G0(- 7.787)
14.820(14,730)
-0,220(- 5.550)
(33.960)

'

14.240(14.440)
16,780(15,810)
14,860(15,570)

-4.900(-4.ICC)
-5,000(-3.630)
40,220 •

17,800
-4.230f~3.I90)
-2.570j-l.C20)
-4,fi00(-8.310)
30,640
19.400
19.200
8,030
3,700

(-1,000)
-1,500(80)

(-2.300)
28,400
20.720
8.000
4,280(1)

-1.300(600)
-930
-130
-130(-300)
-430
370

-730
.

870

no 190(1.750)
28.090(0
29,660
21,530
22,260
1.570(700)
1,520(3.400)
2.280M)
3.400(1)
2,00C«)

24,100(0
7,000(0

29,C70fD
47.430(^(50.400)

0.530(0
,.9.530(0
64,190$ (72.400)
10,710(0
31.300(0

at 500°K AF° at 1000°K

-8,050(- 8.050)
48,100(47,100)
18.520(18.830)
l,960(-£0)

22.510(20,930)

,
7,540(5,640)

(40.000)
26,970(25,500)
29,440(27,000)
27,440(20,290)
27,390(25,040)
14,670(11,440)
.3.»oa ,,070)

36.000
19,850
21,040
21,180(17.700)
38,700
32,100
42,000
34,600
21.500

28.000

41.200
48.720

35,700
38,350
37,050
38,300
37,100
38,500
37,300
40.000
35.000

47,300
56,090
58,450
4G.000
40,000

62.000

89.200

3,450(3,450)
41.300(40,850)
27,670(20,700)
25,790(24,190)
43,380(40.340)
45,200(41,300)
(60,000)

'

62,780(58,720)
62,960(58,230)
60,800(58,590)
61,650(5"

80,000
85,300
85,670
90,950(84.020)

,500

103,000

74,200
118,400

122.500

92,800
146,700
150.200

141.600

03.500

35,000

Meeting, April. 1940.
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From Table 20-2

2,C 3H 6 (g) 14,820

*C 4Hio(g) -4,900 14,670
C 7H, 6 -130 38,300

For the entire reaction:

- -130 - 14,820 - (-4,900) = -10,050
AF°500 = 38,300 - 22,510 - 14,670 = 1,120

Thus, the preceding reaction appears to be possible at temperatures of 25 to 227°C
but may require the use of a catalyst. The reaction should proceed more completely
at low temperatures (free energy is negative), but the rate may be so slow that highei
temperatures may be necessary. The application of pressure should assist the reac
tion because it is a bimolecular one.
The numerical values of K are useful in deciding upon a suitable temperature:

. v _ -10,050 -10,050
in A 2 os = j^jt- - : -_ ' a-- = 17-RT -1.987 X

#298 is very large, or the yield approaches 100 per cent.

h*"*-
-1.TO7 X 500 " " L128

K>00 " (C3Sh 10)
= 03236

Solving for percentage of C 7H ]8 after establishing equilibrium,

A — C

Let x = moles of C (or C 7H 16 ) in reaction products per mole A introduced
Moles 4=1—3 = moles B

At equilibrium and for a pressure of P = 1 atm:

0.3236 = ,

x/(2 ~ x) P = x
<-
2 ~ j P

x = 0.131 moles

Percentages of C7Hi 6 in products:

Total moles after reaction = (1 - x) + (1 - x) + x = 2 - x

Percentage
^P'^-^llT = 7'° pcr Cent C 'Hl6

This is not an economical yield in most instances.
Values at other temperatures may be estimated by assuming that &* is a linear

function of temperature; i.e., AF° = aT + 6. The constants a and b in such an equa-
tion may be evaluated thus:

afc298° -10,050 = 298a +6
at500° 1,120 = 500a + b
subtracting -11,170 202a

a = 55.3 and b = -26,530
and AF° = 55.37' - 26,530



REBUILDING HYDROCARBONS mIf in this instance a yield of 30 per cent is f^hU h„ n •

perature at which the process can operate
P^cticmg recycling, the tern

Moles of C7H 16 produced when Stfl " ****

100a:

Also

and

30 per cent =
2 — x

x m 0.4615 moles of C7H18

Equilibrium constant = K = °-4615(2 - 0.4615)

(1 - 0.4615) 2

In K = 0.9 = AF°

- 55 3T ~ 26,530
-RT

0.9

T =

2.46

-1.987?*

-.J or 192°C

at 200°C is not la.ge; but since theT^^LZ j^ ^ ^ Ultimate *ield

with temperature, it will probably be bL L Z, f 1
the ™^<>n increases rapidly

«ble. Should the rate b ^ too slow at 200°C ? f? *l
"^ a temPerature as pos-

From a purely thermodvn^Y f a '
°atalyst must be found -

dimethylpe'ntane
5

;
^ be ***** to malce 2,3-

butane from propene and isobutane. Vhe values ofth"^
°*^ ^^imethyl-

tions (computed in the same manner) are
^S168 f°r these reac~

^
2

°
98

2,3-DimethyIpentane
-10,350
-10,650
-10,050

-9,550
-9,050

-80
120

1,120

1,320

2,820

3,3-Dimethylpentane

.

2,2-Dimethylpentane

.

2,4-Dimethylpentane.

2,2,3-Tnmethylbutane

shown in the foregoing tabulation Ev£ f?? so™^hat in the decreasing order
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material are involved in this temperature range. Such computations are
discussed in chemical thermodynamics texts, 29 and particularly by Parks
and Huffman. 37

Heat of Reaction. The heat of reaction may be computed by deter-
mining the algebraic sum of the heats of combustion (or formation) of the
materials before and after the reaction as in Example 19-1. If the
products contain more chemical energy than the reactants, the reaction
Approximate Endothermic Heats of Reaction B.t.u./Lb. Thruput

100 600 500 400 300 200 100 0

100 200 600 700300 400 500
Molecular Weight of Charge

Fw. 20-2. Approximate endothermic heats of reaction. (Bdmister, Pet. Engr.)

is endothermic, and vice versa. Data for heats of combustion (or forma-
tion) may be obtained from the National Bureau of Standards36 (API
Research Project 44); or from "Physical Constants of the Principal
Hydrocarbons." 3

* The use of generalizations for heating values such as
*ig. 5-22 can be misleading3

' if large amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons

nJw™ ^£3F\
°f
^°S

e
2
rgani° ^mPounds " ^hold Publishing Corporation,

«J S ? '' 8,80 R
-
H

-
EweI1

' Ind-
Bn3- Chem., 32, 778 (1940).

» Techmcal and Research Division of the Texas Company, 3d ed., 1942
Gornowski and Feldbauer, A. Method of Estimating Heat Reaction in CatalyticReformmg, ACS Meeting, Dallas, Apr. 8, 1966.

catalytic
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are present, because common criteria such as Correlation Index, Charac-
terization Factor aniline point, etc., fail to differentiate between aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of other hydrocarbons. W. C Edmister40

has published Fig 20-2 by which endothermic heats of reaction can be
estimated from the average molecular weights of the feed and the
products. Typical heats of reaction are given for particular reactions
in the remaining parts of this chapter.

THERMAL CRACKING

Decomposition underlies very much of the petrochemical industry
ine gases produced in catalytic cracking (Chap. 21) and thermal cracking
(Chap. 19) contain the useful unsaturated hydrocarbons. The amount
of reactive gaseous hydrocarbons produced by thermal cracking is
greatly increased by the use of vapor-phase conditions of low pressure
(50 psig and lower) and high temperature (1150 to 1700°F). Refer topages 644 to 652 and especially Table 19-8. Some aromatic hydrocar-
bons, especially high-boihng ones, are produced, but the platinum
catalyst reforming processes of pages 810 to 818 are the major source of
benzene, toluene, and the xylenes (as well as hydrogen). The numerous
products of thermal cracking are indicated" in Table 20-3 and also in the
tabulation on page 649. The products of Table 20-3 were obtained in an
electrically heated tube, and the conditions were selected for the purpose
of producing aromatic hydrocarbons rather than ethylene.

f.oW^TT
nUmbe' 0f deducts that arise during chemical manu-

facture make it impossible to present the relationships between the many
p ant operations. Nevertheless, Fig. 20-3 indicates the eminent position
of therma cracking and how one plant operation demands (or rests upon)
the installation of other plants. No attempt is made to explore al
possibilities (see Fig. 20-1). Thus, chemical developments can occuronly m a highly industrialized environment, or inversely, the installation
of a single isolated chemical plant is seldom feasible. The industry is one
that feeds upon itself; the more diversified it becomes, the easier itbecomes to add new processes or plants.

As an illustration, consider a vapor-phase cracking plant (Fig. 20-3) originally

it a
pjr^y f

r
ethylr and ethyi aicoho1«

im Hnw £
eTg\?rtify thG °perati0n of a suIfur or acid plantS », ! ? J

e C°Uld alS° be USed f0r amm°nium ""fete fertilizer (IV),^a^*^3^ fr°m thG ba8ic CFacking plant j
& * ^nu-

h£lZ 2°' BUt
,

eVen m°re hydrogen is needed
- This is obtained

rP̂ l y 10 ref0nnmg Pknt (V1)
-

The nitroSen ** ammonirSyn-thesis calls for an owen plant (VII), but to utilize the by-product oxygen anacetylene plant (VIII) is contemplated (which could very well supply

^

Hydrocarbon Thermodynamics, Part III Pet. Engr., May, 1946, p. 211.
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Table 20-3. Product Distribution for Thermal Cracking op H
Weight, per cent

12-lb R.v.p. Reduced
Feed Propane Butane natural crude

gasoline oil

Operating conditions: *

1500 1400 1400 1470
1 .00 1 .02 1 00 1 09L .\j£t

Residence time, sec 4.5 10.9 9.6 2.5
Steam-hydrocarbon feed ratio, lb/lb. 0 0 0 0.15

Product distribution, wt % of feed:

36.15 28.70 28.28 15 11

3.70 6.80 5.18 3.62
0.42 0.78 0.21

Isobutane 0.20

0.28 0.68 0.14
28.44 30.11 24.08 17.88
1.99 4.92 3.41 5.86
0.27 0.44 0 39 J. . uu
1.79 1.48 1.33 2.43
0.31 0.27 0.24 0.62
2.26 1.15 1.13 0.79
0.49 0.10 ...... 0.18
1.93 1.42 0.25 0.21
7.71 12.57 9.04-v

1.08 1.91 1.87

0.38 0.06
Ethylbenzene 0.29 0.29 0.64

in oi
0.66 0.71 0.82

(
C, + aromatics in 32-392°F distillate 0.96 0.86 1.60
Olefins in 32-392°F distillate 1.40 0.83 1.12
Paraffins in 32-392°F distillate 0.10 0.67 1.05
Distillate 392-572T 3.70 1.48 5.77 8.63
Distillate 572-670°F 1.22 0.49 2.14 5.07

3.82 3.79 10.03 20.79
0.75 0.27 0.65 7.39

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

to a hydrocyanic acid plant for acrylonitrile plastics such as Orion). Meanwhile,
the olefins of the basic cracking plant call for aromatics separation and for plants
for making cumene, phenol, isopropanol, glycerol, acetone, styrene, polyethylene,
ethylene glycol, etc. Indeed, the chemical industry continually widens its own
horizons. It may have been implied that all of the installations just enumerated
are operated by a single organization. This is not necessary if a highly industrial-

ized and competitive enterprise environment is available, but if no such system
exists these installations and more must be undertaken by the parent organiza-
tion, and most of the program during a short period of time.
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s^iissaaarass per cent>

Mole %, range Average

Ethane.
.

.

5.0-28.0

3.3- 8.2
7.0-44.0

1.0-36.0

12

5
14

19

Ethylene.

.

Propylene

with propane,

system

' — &«oco uuuiu oe made av
recover the propylene as tetramer or as Dottlethe gas would be leaner. Note that a separate fee,s not necessary (Fig. 20-4) because the products ofsame gases as the feed, and thus both the feed and the m-ort,,,*. 7" 'Zprocessed in a single product recovery system It fa„ ^ **
to remove hydrogen sulfide from££S*

Table 20-4. Heat of
Btu per pound

of Et-Banb and Pbopanb

Percentage

conversion

i Ethane
Propane

Differential Cumulative Differential Cumulative

0 1

20

40

60

70

80

90

59

52

49.5

48

47.5

• - • .

• * •

59

54.5

53

51.5

50.5

....

41

37

32.5

28.5

25

20.5

low

41

38.6

36.5
35
33.5
32
30

_ of reaction, etc.',i£BRK5 mfT"T

mT^f* * iWnace, M Of. /„ May ,4.
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?17

^S^mSSSZ lnd
0

e

U

xc

e

ptr
anS

"
rate °f heat inPut

coke, whereas a drop taZlS n
Secondary reacti<™ leading to

equilibrium and thus a lonTtZ Z T t<>0 d°" " approach *°

among the heavy ^7 Tk^ to °CCUr

tars and coke. The productionZ^^£^77. 2*1
dehydrogenation, and the equilibrium coLtani for deTvL

°f

Table WT r ?"* & "*tW aS 8 whto c™*i"g heavy oilsX"i«l)

Tabr2̂
nIy^ ^ kanSfer ratea -S veloclfe"t

Table 2&-5. Heat ^Transfer ra ZoNE „ ftoH^

^

Inside tube

diameter,

in.

4

4

4

4.5

Cracking

stock

Ethane

Propane

Butane

Naphtha

Mass veloc-

ity, lb per

sec-sq ft

23-26

26-28

28-32

24-26

Range of

conversion,

per cent6

50-60

70-85

75-90

50-58c

Radiant heating
rate, Btu per

sq ft projected area"

23,600-28,250

14,100-17,300

11,000-14,100

11,000-14,100

4?The range in the high-conversion zone
* *

t6m~e '

In terms of weight per cent butanes and lighter.

In Fig. 20-4, refinery cas is trPAfAW, j- i_

of hydrogen sulfide, and it then
dle*hanolamine for the removal

caustic for the removal of thTSTJ T?™ Pr0dUCtS f°r a Wash with
fide, carbon dioxide or anv *I<i 1 T 10 Ppm) of M^enfiUl*

and lighter) especially iftbS£^ ^ °4

of steam used for partial nrpl,
^perature is high and the amount

reduced to »tK^^^J*^. ™« *
hydrogenation at 50 to 350 nsi/u tL 7 speeificatlons

- Selective

acetylene. The gas is theT™ ^ T™°n method of Moving
ture as possible wHhont hvS *

PTed a"d C°°Ied to as low a tempera-^»ffi£S^umra^.T
:f

and d'ried

J., June 25, l9567p £ »d of I>olysis r^uct, Oil Gas
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the elimination of methane and hydrogen, and the separation of feed-
stocks (ethane, propane, and small amounts of the butanes) for the
vapor-phase cracking coils. Refrigeration for cooling the feeds and
rpfl.rvoa 0f the demethanizer and ethylene towers is usually provided by

- refrigeration system operating on ammonia and ethylene which
a

Amine
reactivator

FEED-STOCK PREPARATION SECTION
Caustic

wash tower
Acetylene

hydrogenation
3dstage

compressor

_Boiler/<*d
^blFr

1st and Zd-stoge crocked
' gas compressors

Fig. 20-4. Simplified diagram of ethylene manufacture. {PeTProcessing.)

permits the low temperature of -150°F in the ethylene condenser.

^
P
u,

r° m̂ate operatmS conditions for the several towers are indicated in
1 able 20-6. In many plants the propylene and propane are not separated
nor is a propane cracking coil employed. In such plants the entire
propylene and heavier fraction may be polymerized into gasoline Fur-
ther reaction among the unsaturated products must be arrested at the
outlet of the reaction coil to avoid coke formation in the transfer line.
1 his is accomplished by quenching with water to a temperature of 700°F
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process" for the production of ethylene. mSSSSSSSfStvapor,zatlon and to reduce the partial pressure in w£
Tw™6

'(s

A
ErcM

Z)°oTrEvra

DroNs roB Rscm^
; 0F THE RErwajsHATioN and Pressure Type'

Demethanizcr Deethanizer Ethylene

tower Depropanizer

Pressure, psia.

.

425-500

-100 to -1506

35-65

20-30

Low

325-450

10-30

155-190

30-40

0.8-2.0

275-350

0 to -20
10-40

50-65

3.5-5.2

150-225

75-110

225-275

1.0

Top temp, °F
Reboiler temp, °F. .

.

Plates '

used in plants of 1938-1838 '

PhaSe designs of 1932^
• Peed to tower at about -70* to save refrigeration at top of tower.

oi,

;
(36.2 API)a'S^^ie^nSr^

Yields are somewhat as Mlows-
°m m0St °ther feedstocks-

"The

Volume
per cent

Weight

per cent

Ethylene.
11-17

10.2-10.7

5.7-6.6

8.9-13.6

Propylene
16.6-17.3

7.7-8.9

20.2-29.7

25.4-30.9

Butene-butadiene.
.

.

Gasoline.

.

Heavy fuel oil.

.

Fuel gas

^wCSS^te *rne Fecd stoci8
- m <** *«, processing, February, 1956, p. 87.
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The composition" of the B-B (four-carbon-atom) cut from vapor-phase
cracking is indicated in Table 20-7, and such a material was produced
during World War II in the production of synthetic rubber. 47

The use of tubular converters, quenching or arresting, and low-tempera-
ture high-pressure recovery, as outlined in Fig. 20-4, is most common, but
modifications of heating and recovery have also been employed. In
addition to tubular heaters such as stills (i), (;), and (k) of Fig. 18-1
as well as two other arrangements analysed by Schutt," the pebble heaters
mentioned on page 590 are also used, and, when operating at 2000°F on

Table 20-7. Composition" op Vapor-phase B-B Cuts and Catalytic B-B
Cuts for Comparison,6 Volume Per Cent

Butylenes

Isobutene

Butane

Isobutane

(acetylenes).

}

Gas cracking*

Heavy stocks

cracked for Fluid

process6

T.C.C.

Gases Gasoline

process6

38-56

39-53

44-52

12-24

23-37

10-46

37

7-40

13

60

25

None
25.6

10.6

None
18.9

12.7

2.2-6.7}

2.1-4.2

1-2.5}

0.5
}

7

2
10.7

53.1

12.2

56.2

Trans.a inTp j« o /
v«w»<, ar, voo woo}} ronenberger et i

,
' ' (

1946); and private communications to the author.
Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Sept. 22, 1949, p. 297.

c Two different operators.

normal butane, they are said 4* to produce 50 per cent more ethylene
tow tabular stills. The use of highly superheated steam (1700 to
1900 F) as the main heating medium" is a means of avoiding coking on
the surface of tubes, and thus reaction temperatures of 1700 to 1880°F
become feasible. Likewise, oxygen or air introduced into the hot (1 100 to
1500 F) stream of feed material has been suggested as a means of heating
(by combustion) during the reaction, in the autothermic process. 50

finally, various regenerative methods of heating similar to those used in
gas manufacture have been used. 61

dnl^noo
0

*

,

R
"i*f

Eng
'
Chem

"
27

*
933 (1935) relates vapor-phase BB cut pro-duced m 1929; also Poffenberger et al., Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 42, 815 (1946); and private

communications to the author.
/f ^ '

47 Ralph, H. D., Oil Gas J., Dec. 15, 1945, p. 70.
« Kilpatrick et al., Phillips Pebble Heater . . . , Oil Gas J., May 10, 1954, p. 162.

ber, ml, p*Zl *' ** **^ * 195
°' P '

9*'* a'S° PeL Processin
9> Novem"

w Deanesly and Walkins, Chem. Eng. Progr., March, 1951, p. 134.

1956; P 99
k

'
Processing Scheme-Pyrolysis Methods, Oil Gas J., Apr. 2,
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Th^o^T' "T1 Variflti0"S in r6C0very methods h»ve been employed

ttolteVin » f^T
and

1

hlgher-boi'i»g materials which are then frac-

column
i „btaSftfiE, USttP' *" t<>P °f^

medium fcZI *

6 pr°duCt ltself 33 a refrigeration

=m«n t?"
""V^'on costs are high, but the process has been used insmall European plants. Another widely used method employs a frac-bonator-absorber or absorber-demethanizer for MiminaLn of themethane and hydrogen."- A large amount of cold (-30 to +40°F
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P o^L anZ
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ed ^ adS°rpti0n

-
^e JjJJSS

taUbl ,

eqUipme
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nt de
fribed on pages 344 and 346 and Table 10-15

used SS;?* alS
°
be PUrified iD an t0wer tos

July. 1947, p. 33S
Pur.ficat.on by Absorption Process, Ckem. Eng. PngT „
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POLYMERIZATION

lar

T
react!onf™T™"^ "WU

'
aS bim0,ecular °r Polymolecu-

SS^ST 6UCCess,ve reactions that produce dimer
' trimer

-
or

2C 2H4 -» C(H8 3C3H, -» C,H, 8and C1HS + C9H I,-> C 1SH!S

I^S6"!?''0" °f
,

ethy
!
ene in the early stages is bimolecular," but

now. ; T
COmbmations als° take Place. In phosphoric aeid2St 7 temPeratures5S (300°F) and high pressures (7S0psig

,
P
I°
dUCe trUe °r Primary P°'ymers

'
b"t at highe?temperatures such as those used commercially (400 to 500°F) in makingpotymer gasoline the product is a gross mixture indicating tha

tSS,

™

£?
n
/eaeti0nS alS° °CCUr

-
Thermal Polymerization at lowpressures and high temperatures" also indicates the heterogeneous nature

cLrc
ca

and c
ym:\ charging

* gas emt^ »
SS£?j&?f5 *e Product wa* aromatic (gasoline

SblSertn / H t

6

f
68'6

! u
Sh°Wing diStinCt Plateaus for b™(about 23 per cent) and toluene (about 12 per cent) in its distillation curve.

Jt T °f Standards" inmates that a Hydro-

hexZs
<\ydr0genated isobuty'-e dimer) contains about 0.7 per cent

SSiST^ ~ **- 103~ cent

Tj* xl
"luicouieb, regardless ol the type of molecules

Btu nTlb h^
C°nSTtiTO values »f 670 Btu per l/propene,Btu per lb butenes polymerized, are used by some designers.

Thermal Polymerization. Although not as effective as catalytic

SEEKS Tf Pol-v^rization has been used in many plants" »

he ,3t
'

t ,
P 'd

-

u
Uring 1955) and eSPecia»y as a ™eans of utilizingthe saturated gases that cannot be directly polymerized catalytically."

tiebutanes fT" d T^f" °f vaP°r-Pha- cracking of pjpane andthe butanes followed by prolonged time at 950 to 1100°F for polymeriza-
" Russell and Hottcl, Ind. Eng. Chem., 30, 183 (1938).
Langlo>s, G. K, Ind. Eng. Chem., 46, 1470 (1953).

< Rldgway et al, Natl. Pet. News, Nov. 4, 1936, p. 47

1946 pX ^ * °f AIkylateS and Hy0™»i™-, OS Gas J., Nov. 16,

u^z:,^t'oTso%?7£fr-- September
' p

-
™- and*t *»d

Rvd^t™ p
a"d Henderson

.
"Process ia Pet. Technology," Polymerization ofHydrocarbon Gases

. . . ACS Meeting, New York Sentemher loT- Suuth, J. H., Transeconomise., OU Gas J., I„g'.Hl^o
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9^
an^Urther

*?omposition >
depolymerizktion, etc., reactions (Fig.

20-6
.

The original cracking reactions are highly endothermic, but the
reactions m the polymerization zone are exothermic. Although the
process was developed mainly during 1930-1939, methods of estimating
yields** were not disclosed until 1951. The method of H C Schutt
based on per cent of hydrogen in the feed and products and related to
operating temperatures and pressures, is too long to present here, but it is
described m detail in Reference 59.

situation

reaCti°n data SCarCe
'

bUt Eq
'
(2°"12) rePresents the genenil

K2 1 2j

T =
JP a(l - X) <20-12)

where K2/P = reaction velocity constant divided by pressure (Table
20-8)

/ = time, min

x = fraction of olefins reacting during time t

a = fraction of olefins contained in feedstock

ur™ °f Kf °f7able 20-861 C°Ver exPerimental ranges of pressureup to 3,000 pounds and temperatures of 650 to 850°F and 1400 to 1500°F

?k«T+u
mg 6

r

thene
'

Pr°pene
'

and the butenes
- According to H. C.bcnuty the preferred range of time for the polymerization zone in com-

mercial thermal polymerization is 50 to 100 seconds.

Table 20-8. Reaction Velocity Constants- in Thermal Polymehization
°F 1,000 K2/P Temp,°F 1,000 K2/P

650 0.0048 1,000» 0.95
700 0.013 i, 100» 2.9
750 0.029 1)200> 7.5
800 0.063 i )30o> 17 0

0.135 1,400 35.0

?!? 0.29 !,500 68.0
950» 0.56

• From p. 640 of the Third Edition of this book.
Experimental data not available in this range.

Thermal polymerization is so intimately related to the process of ther.mal decomposition that most commercial flow diagrams show both proc-esses-^ fact) the fl0W diagrams are devQted more tQ d ogition and

fIZ I!

0"J™7 th
fV° PQlymerization

-
^opane is seldom used as a

s oc because of the high pressures and temperatures that must be
employed, although it usually constitutes a portion of the recycling stream
of a polymerization plant.

« See p. 640 of the Third Edition of this book for plotted experimental points.
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and several%££SSSSSSST*^ y? °f the

Table 20-9.^ and PKOOTOts „ a Thekmal Polv Plant-

Methane. . .

Ethane
Propane

Isobutane. .
,

n-Butane. . .

.

Total

Unsaturates.

20

80

100

15

1.6

10.5

30.0]
58. OJ

See Fig. 20-6.

100.0

14.0

1.5

100.0

12.0

Gravity, API
I.BIP., °F
F.B.P., °F
Per cent at 158°P
Per cent at 212°P

Reid v.p., pai

Octane No. (CPR Motor
method)

Octane No. (blending value)

75

90

245

58

95

13

77.5

87.0

44
195

450

2-3

2-3

75

20

370

(90%at660°F)

Yield of polymer, weight per cent

Propane

Butane

5% conversion 10% conversion

51.7

71.6
47.5

64.4

15% conversion

56.7

and the method of H. C Schutt" t h,
PP y ° * plant

>

considering various ooerat n^nnH;,-
P

n
Y

,

mme dePendab'e when

E£?S?i53£3S3S2

or denJdrZnated
n
to ^ST*"""T 1

bUtane
'
etc

- may be decomposed

twsSSXStaS^S^^
,

uter (pages 644 to 652>-not loiiowed except in thermal polymerization presses
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because olefinic gases are already available in the gases of thermal or
catalytic cracking operations. Feeds for catalytic polymerization proc-
esses must contain less than 10 grains hydrogen sulfide per 100 cu ft, and
the moisture content must be adjusted so that the phosphoric acid cata-
lyst is neither dried nor converted to a mud. The Girbotol process is
widely used to remove hydrogen sulfide. The phosphoric acid process
converts sulfide into highly undesirable mercaptans.

Table 20-10. Effect of Pressure and Recycle Ratio on Thermal
Poly Yields"

Pressure,

psig

500

1,000

1,500

4.5 recycle ratio

Bbl per year

318,000

358,000

383,000

Percentage

based on

500 psig

100

113

121

7.0 recycle ratio

Bbl per year

349,000

387,000

414,000

Percentage

based on
500 psig

110

122

130

•Turner and Ruby, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., September, 1938, p. 423; and Ridgway
and Maschwitz, Oil Gae J., Oct. 30, 1941, p. 30.

*iagway

The olefins in the cracked gases are handled or concentrated in several
ways, depending on the pressure at which the gas is available and how
much can be afforded in recovering the olefins. It is seldom economically
teasible to recover or process ethylene for polymer gasoline, and hence
the preparation of the feed pertains mainly to the retention of propene
and the butenes, or to the segregation of them for selective polymerization
or alkylation.

1. Complete. The entire cracked gas is compressed and is sent to the
poly plant along with the overhead liquid from the cracked gasoline sta-
bilizer (or debutanizer). Hydrogen sulfide must be removed before
the feed enters the poly plant. The product from the catalyst chambers
contains much gas (and some olefins), and hence this gas is sent through
an absorber wherein lean absorption oil from the cracking unit is used to
deliver propene and heavier hydrocarbons back to the cracking plant and
eventually to the gas separator of the cracking plant. This is the desired
method if the gas pressure is high (50 to 125 psi), and it is always desirable
except for the cost of compression.

2 Low-pressure Separator. With low-pressure gas (as in a catalytic
cracking unit) less compressor capacity is required if the separator gas is
compressed and sent to a high-pressure absorber in which some of the
cracked gasoline is used to absorb the propene and heavier hydrocarbons
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^SiS^ssxt 2T7

o,ine

jvr- a iow-

3. Seep SaWtea«l. TtoJ^ J?^'"^^"*™*"-
no compression because theotoSS

Vld*ly "Sedmethod wquiw.
cracked gasoline stabilizer. The cracked *Zr

h
^ld °verhead of the

httle ethene and only part of the propene are held in heSSLST

Gasoline and
gas from
cr unir

crocked gasoline

Flo. 20-7. Poly plant feed preparation if the mm**** k low.

TOth iiquid acid
-

2

<
2
> peiitri^XctcS

« Langloi, and Walkey, Pel. Refiner, August, 1952, p. 79.
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in chambers" and (3) solid catalyst pellets packed in tubes surrounded
with cooling water in so-called reactors." In addition, copper pyro-phosphate" is widely used and it seems to produce almost the same results
as phosphoric acid except that the reaction temperature is slightly lower

t he properties of polymer gasolines and special polymer products" are
mdicated in Table 20-1L The Reid vapor pressure of pure debutanised
po ymer is usually less than 3 psia. The octane number of nonselective
polymer gasoline ls neariy constant for all operations, being 82 to 84 by the

(100 with 3 cc TEL), and in blends 100 to 115 (see Fig. 4-46) The boil-
ing range is slightly raised" (15 to 25°F) by increase in the reactor tern-
perature from 340 to 400°F.

Table 20-11. Properties of Phosphoric Acid Gasolines and Products

i'sed

Product. .

.

Operation.

Type of unit...

Pressure, psig.

.

API gravity....

Initial bp; °P. .

.

10 per cent.

.

50 per cent...

90 per cent...

E.P.. 'F

R.v.p.. psia

Mixture

Motor fuel

Nonselective

Mixture

Motor fuel

Nonselective

Mixture

Motor fuel

Nonselective

Butenes

Motor fuel

Nonselective

Butenes-

Codimer"

Selective

Butenes

Codimer

Selective

Chamber

250

102

127

226

372

486

10

Chamber

500

67.3

90

143

Tubular

900

66.6

90

146

Reactor

1,000

64.3

78

152

Reactor

900

61.3°

210

223

Reactor

1,000

66.4

136

207
225

367

422

11

228

330

400

10.9

258

379

416

11.0

228

234

257

230

276

400

3.2

Propene

Motor fuel

Nonselec-

tive

Reactor

1,000

62.4

144

210

266

330

402

4

Propene

Tetramer*

Selective

Reactor

900

51. 0»

353

363

371

397

450

0

434-F, also produced.
™ »« <" much 51.5 API trimer, boiling from 261 to

>> Some motor fuel and heavy polymer also produced.

Conversion of 88 to 94 per cent of the olefins is common, and for the
pyrophosphate process the conversion has been related" to reactor tem-
perature, space velocity, and catalyst activity as indicated in Fig 20-8

conversion in phosphoric acid plants is a function of the same
variables but it seems that the temperature range is higher in the phos-
phoric acid process (350 to 450°F), and somewhat higher space velocities
(gph per lb catalyst) are used. Likewise, lower temperatures (300 to
400 F) are recommended for the liquid phosphoric acid process
Rate of reaction cannot be easily defined but Langlois62 has devised asemiempmcal relationship which properly describes behavior in the liquid-

acid process. Likewise, Bethea and Karchmer" have studied the rate of
reaction in polymerizing propene with phosphoric acid. In the widely

63 Weinert and Egloff, Pet Processing, June, 1948, p. 585.
Steffens et al., Ckem. Eng. Progr., April, 1949, p. 269

« Propylene Polymerization in a Packed Reactor, Ind. Eng. Chem., 48, 370 (1956)
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used solid-acid process, space velocities of 0.15 to 0.4 r
The activity of the catalyst is gradually destroyed and
catalytic activity occurs during early stages of operation
peratures are used during the stage of high catalyst ac
(butanes) may be recycled, or in the reactor-type process xne temperaturemay be reduced by cooling with water. Inert liquid is also sprayed into
the chambers as a means of temperature control. The general effect of

729

been used,

extreme

Low feed tem-

•, inert gas

;ure

reaction temperature on conversion is indicated in Table 20-12 Like-
wise, the effect of space velocity on olefin conversion in chamber-type
solid acid plants," when charging a feed of 35 to 40 per cent olefins, and
for pyrophosphate plants" m indicated in Table 20-13

Orthophosphoric acid is the kind of acid desired in the phosphoric
acid process. It tends to lose water and form inactive metaphosphoric
acid at temperatures above about 450°F. Vaporization of water maybe suppressed somewhat by the use of 2 to 10 per cent steam or water

the 0lefin feedst0<*, but larger amounts will cause the formation of
"Shanley and Egloff, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1939, p. 227.
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fo^e
fXS

hr°

f

<!t

PhTh0riC CatalyStS" m^ c0^ of

oxide, etc., cdcinJITSS^T ' f^T* f" Ch,°ride
'

T™ 2°-12
'

°F T™™»™»* oN 0LEFIN CoNvEbS,on, Pe8 C»T
Catalyst,

temp °F

• Steffens et al CW Eng. Progr., April, 1949, p 269'Shanley and Egloff, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., Junef iSSQ,' p. 227.

TabLE 20-13. o™ CWksio* vehsus Space Velocitt

Space velocity,

gph per lb catalyst

Per cent olefin conversion

Pyrophosphate

plants

Solid acid

plants"

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.4

0.6

97.5

92.5

88.0

• • .

• • .

93

86

77

- JK^g.

such a rate that the temneratnrpT !
{ P nt° the chainber at

„ Nfl
, , _

°r 1U t0 16 hr at approximately 500°F. The
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conversion of propene and butene to polymer gasoline amounts to about
90 per cent or a yield of about 16 gal per thousand cu ft of pure olefin

gases.

The reactor type of plant (Fig. 20-9) consists essentially of a heater
and tubular reactors. The temperature at the heater output ranges from
300 to 400°F, and typical operating conditions are shown in Table 20-14.

Table 20-14

Chamber type

Low pressure

regenerative"

Pressure, psig

Operation.

Catalyst temperature, °F:

•

Outlet

Olefin conversion

Octane No.—Motor method.
Catalyst life, gal per lb

250

400

475

80

75-80

50

High
pressure

Nonselective

375

450

85-90

82-83

75+

Reactor type

Non-
selective

900

340

380

92

82-84

120-150

Selective

Selective

310

350
90-95

93-95

130-150

° No longer being installed.

Higher temperatures dry and reduce the activity of the catalyst and pro-
mote the formation of cokelike deposits. Water in the amount of about
5 per cent by volume of the feed keeps the catalyst in the form of ortho-
phosphoric acid. Larger amounts of water may cause the catalyst to
cake into a mud and become highly corrosive. Pressures of 500 psig are
advantageous because such a pressure reduces the volume of gas that must
be handled, increases the rate of reaction, and provides sufficient pressure
in the depropanizer to easily condense propane reflux. The reaction
vessels 68 are of two general types. They may be constructed like a
heat exchanger with the catalyst packed inside of large tubes, or they may
be a plain chamber having several spiders for introducing inert gas. Thus
cooling can be accomplished by passing water through the shell as indi-

cated in the auxiliary steam generation system of Fig. 20-9, or by inert gas.

Some recirculation of butanes (handled as a liquid) is practiced, particu-
larly if the chambers are not water-cooled, so that the general reaction
rate can be regulated. In some plants the catalyst is washed and some-
what cooled by the introduction of poly gasoline or butanes.

Catalyst life is greatly reduced by even 0.002 mole per cent oxygen in
the feed, by the formation of varnishlike substances. Likewise, nitrogen

" Armistead, G., Jr., Nonselective Catalytic Polymerization . . . , Oil Gas J., Apr.
6, 1946, p. 131.
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temperatures exceedingab^^^M^ rea°ti0n

sssr temperatures beiow *»*2^saa
obtained with average^SSeSKft

Treated

Cj" C4feelj Steomcon- Deproponized

1?™ on n t
densate from polymergaso-

-tig. zu-y; Large phosphoric acid polymer!™ t

;

nn «i , ,

boiler house line

cases. (Ofl flb* V.)
P°'ymer,zation plant employing water-cooled catalyst

R*1
°
f a t0ta

'
°f 60 P6r Cent

°f H contested in Table

1 to 4.5 per eent of thecrJ^Z^T "a
f
kingoP^ns will be

Mabilizer gas (with an absorber ™! **"» Proc«ing only the

3 to 3.5 per cent of the charge C ratt nf k
°

overhead is approximately 2 to 1 fiS °
,

gM *° stabi^er
Propylene and butylenes than thUmll L"™

0^ Produces more
butane-free polygasS o t0a^?K "2** and the a" of

°nly 6 to 7 per cent
e basis

'
the Percentage is

Cambers proper of a liquid-acidS^tS^S
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Table 20-15. Approximate Olefin and Poly Gasoline Production from
a Mid Continent Crude Oil°

Type of operation

Self-contained processing of

Mid Continent crude

Catalytic cracking-plant conditions:

Temperature, °F

Conversion, per cent
Yields, volume per cent basis crude:
Propane
Propylene polymer at 65 per cent recovery (10

lb R.v.p.)

Butylene*

Butylene polymer at 90 per cent recovery (10
lb R.v.p.)

Total 10-lb polymer

All thermal6 Catalytic thermal"

850 900
. 55 65

2.1 2.9 4.3

1.1 1.4 2.1
3.1

2.5

3.4

2.8

4.0

3.2

3.6 4.2 5.3

Apr
A
ri9S

d

p m N°nSe,ective Catalytic Po^erization
. . . ,

Oil Gas J.,

6 Reforming heavy straight-run naphtha, thermal cracking of 56 per cent reduced
crude to ultimate yield of gasoline.

'Reforming heavy straight-run naphtha, single-pass catalytic cracking of virgin
gas oil (40 per cent of crude), and thermal cracking of virgin residuum (16 per cent of
crude) and catalytic cycle oil to ultimate yield of gasoline.

d Total production.

plant is similar to other catalytic polymerization plants. The chambers
are filled with sized quartz to provide a large area for film contact between
the acid and the olefinic feed. After the acid becomes spent a chamber is
cut off from the system, and fresh acid is pumped up into the chamber and
drained back through the catch-pot into the acid storage drum. A com-
plete turn-around for a reactor requires about 24 hours," and regeneration
is required at 2- or 3-month intervals:

Release pressure and vent reactor
Fill with cold water and drain twice
Fill with hot water (280 to 300°F) and continue to pump through the reactor

to the sewer

pressure with steam to 120 psig draining condensate as it forms'. ',

4 hr
Release reactor to atmospheric pressure to evaporate most of the condensate
wetting the hot quartz ,

•c\r„„, . . . . , , *§ hrEvacuate to 4 psia to complete the evaporation of condensate 2 hr
Fill with 75 per cent phosphoric acid 3 nrDrain acid back to storage

Return reactor to service

1 hr

3hr

4hr

5hr
IM hr

24 hr
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Sulfide-free feed
Coalescer

Catch
pot

Fig. 20-10. Liquid phosphoric acid polymerisation plant.

solving nitrogen cLponld "the £» The^ "^J0* diS"

more economical than the So,id-acid prots *
"""^ 'S^ t0 be

Other Processes. Numerous catalysts have been ™„|„™,1 1
me-atxon, including highly stable LcJ^T

(m£1^^-
The to and the „H sulfunc acid polymerization processes were once
" Waterman et aL, Rec. ton. Mm., 63, 699 (1934)Hememann et aL, Ind. Eng. Chem., 40, 1224 (1948).
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widely used. 71 At lower temperatures only isobutylene is absorbed by 67
per cent acid, and hence the cold-acid process may be used (along with
hydrogenation) for the manufacture of isooctane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane)

.

In the hot-acid process, mixed butylenes are polymerized to the extent of
85 to 90 per cent by absorption into 67 per cent acid at a temperature of
about 80°C. Polymerization is so rapid at this temperature that the butyl-
enes are scarcely absorbed before polymers are formed. The plant con-
sists of a reaction tower followed by vessels for prolonging the time, and
acid settlers. The acid is recycled through this part of the system along
with the feedstock and is not consumed except by mechanical entrap-
ment or losses. The polymerized material along with unaffected hydro-
carbons is neutralized with caustic soda and sent to a stabilizing column
for the separation of raw polymer gasoline and gas. The contact time is

between 10 and 15 min. Plain steel and iron equipment is used for the
part of the System that is in contact with acid. Excessive corrosion does
not take place. The sulfuric acid process was used early in World War II,
but few plants are being installed now.

ALKYLATION

Although alkylation of isobutane with olefins is theoretically preferable
to polymerization as a means of utilizing cracking-still gases because it
consumes only one molecule of valuable olefin, rather than two, to pro-

ie
>
the cost of alkylate is about l}$ times that of

However, now that 100 octane number motor gasoline is
being sold, it is necessary not only to practice cracking, polymerization,
and catalytic reforming but to alkylate and to isomerize. Butylenes are
the preferred olefins (see Fig. 6-5), but isobutylene and propylene are
used up to whatever amount is needed to alkylate all of the isobutane
available to the refiner. This may sometimes be accomplished by poly-
merizing at a low temperature and a high space velocity to consume most
of the propylene and isobutylene, and this also causes some isomerization
of butene-1 to butene-2. The remaining unreacted stream may then con-
tain enough olefins to match the available isobutane. The hydrofluoric
acid process is better able to utilize propylene, and the thermal process is
excellent for ethylene. Meanwhile, alkylation occupies a unique position
in the production of alkyl aromatics such as cumene, 72 ethyl benzene4 - 5

or cresols. 73

" McAllister, S. H., The Catalytic Polymerization of Butylenes by Sulfuric Acid,
Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., November, 1937, p. 493.

72 McAllister, Anderson, and Bullard, Production of Cumene by . . . Alkylation
Processes, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43, 189 (1947).

73 Wemrich, W., Alkylated Cresols from Refinery Gases, Ind. Eng. Chem., 36, 264
(1943).
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Alkylation is the union of an olefin with an aromatic or paraffinic hydro-
carbon. Common operations are

*

C2H 4 + iCMu 2,2 dimethylbutane (neohexane)"
C2H4 + zC4HI0 -» 2,3 dimethylbutane (diisopropyl)

+ ^C4H10^ 2,2,4 trimethylpentane (isooctane)
C 3H 6 + C 6H 6 -> isopropylbenzene (cumene) 72 -77

C 2H 4 + C6H 6 —> ethyl benzene4 -5

The National Bureau of Standards" found that early World War II
alkylates contained primarily octanes (60 to 92 per cent) but that the
process was sometimes operated for heptanes (41 to 66 per cent) or fornonanes and heavier (48 to 61 per cent).

In most processes recirculation of the stable feed hydrocarbon is
maintained and the reactive olefin is fed into the recycling stream some-
times at several points. Thus, the concentration of olefin is always lowand polymerization reactions are minimized. The alkylation reaction is
favored by high pressures and low temperatures. However, in order to
accomplish the reaction without catalysts, temperatures of 900 to 975°F
are required. 74 Polymerization also occurs rapidly at such temperatures
and hence the olefin concentration must be kept low. Thermal alkylation
is conducted at 3,000 to 8,000 psig, whereas by means of catalysts such
as sulfuric acid, boron fluoride, 7'." aluminum chloride, 75 . 7" double halides
of alkali metals with aluminum," and hydrogen fluoride, pressures less
tnan 500 psi and temperatures ranging from 450°F down to below zeromay be employed. Sulfuric acid was widely used early in World War II
as a catalyst in commercial installations," and a revival of interest has
occurred since 1951. The process operates at 30 to 50°F for butenes and
at substantially atmospheric pressure. The hydrofluoric acid process also
proved dunng World War II to be a highly successful process, but only

So'^p.
1^^ Thermal Alkykti0n^ Neohexane

'
0il ®" ** Nov. 23 and

» Alden et al., The Story of Diisopropyl, Oil Gas J., Feb. 9, 1946, p. 70; and Hol-

38Tl23Ta94°6r
P,l0t Pknt Pr°dUCti0n °f 2'^-ethylbutane, Ind. Eng. Chel,

rJt
6

f
X
!«

nd
i

Schul
f\

Diis°pr0pylfrom
• * '

Alkylation in Presence of BF 3-H 20-HFCatalyst Systems, Ind. Eng. Chem., 39, 1273 (1947)

^/.^rt,
J

19

P
4, p. 73.

CUmene^^ Speed6d AirCraft-fud Pr°*ram
>
™

78 Eg^a"d Morrell Alkylation of Hydrocarbons, Symposium on Role of Catalysts
. . . , ACS Baltimore Meeting, April, 1939.

79 Ipatieff et al., J. Am. Soc, 68, 913 (1936).^^^^t^ °f IS°bUtane^ GaSe°US °lefinS
'

inS fTS*' f
im

'
and Tait

'
Condensation of Olefins with Isoparaffinsm Sulfuric Acid, Oil Gas J., June 23, 1938, p. 49; also Nov. 17, 1939, p. 104
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about 18 per cent of the alfevl«+i„ •

ess (1955).
nation capacity is handled by the HF proc-

attacks etten!n,XeX l^^V'^ alk^io*
hydrocarbons (isobutane and icrmnJ a l

Slunited to the isoparaffin

**2mS^^ Atones was
more^t^J^^^ allcy.ate contains
octane number: alkylates have much the same

Hexanes.

Heptanes

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane

.

2,2,3-Trimethylpentane. ....
2.3.3-Trimethylpentane.

.

2.3.4-Trimethylpentane.
. . .

'

L»imethylhexanea

xomntB *izi^z

HjSOi process

6.8 vol. %
7.0

26.7

1.3

13.5

14.3

11.2

6.4

12.8

HP process

2.1 vol. %
4.5

41.7

2.9

10.0

9.4

19.6

3.4

6.4

Butylenes-isobutane...

Pentenes-isobutane....;;.:;
250

Propylene-isobutene
350

Hydrofluoric Acid Process Th- u- .,
ess'-«.«.«.87 forcombi

Ihis highly successful proc-
involves the recirculation 5 a^utfi^T***"*"* inE* 2°-n

>

butene. A temperature^ 75
IS°butan

,

e to 1« °'^
maintained on the reaction contractor! Th^cT™

°f 10
°,

150 PS'g is

December, 1943, p. lift
" '

Hydpc*e" P1»°ri<le Alkylation Plants, P«. «^

tJb^ri9H
J

p

H
80.

HP Alkylttt,
'

0n Unit °n Stre»m « Record Time, Pet. Bn.r., Sep.
87 Scott and Cooper, Economic

Mar. 30, 1946, p. 204.
' * '

°Peratl0n at HF Alkylation Plant, Oil Gas J.,
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Table 20-16. Properties of Isobutane Alkylates

property

Sulfuric acid as catalyst

API Gravity

Reid v.p., psia

I.B.P., °F

10 per cent

50 per cent

90 per cent

E.P., °F..

Octane ratings:
.

F-l clear"

F-3 with 4 cc TEL
F-4 with 4 cc TEL

Performance No.:

F-3

F-4

Yield, % on olefin

Propylene

feed

Butene

feed

72.3-73.7

3.5-5.8

108-143

163-179

195-196

239-246

338-360

88.2-91

102.2-106

122

1

vat. consumption,

lb per bbl

135-145

170-178

84-140

69.0-72.4

3.0-5.8

110-145

158-197

213-224

258-261

335-360

91.8-96

105-108

151

Pen-

tenes

feed

66.5

1.5

124

227

247

281

360

90-91

103-107

127

50:50

propene-

butenes

feed

Aviation

grade

Hydrofluoric acid aa catalyst

153-161

165-172

25-40

145-150

155-172

42-80

73

5.8

114

161

206

251

90

103.6

+2.0'

69.7

4

125

177

212

236

320

98

Heavy

52.3

353

360

374

483

579

98

Propene-

butene

feed

74.0

8.6

94

138

215

237

314

+0.56*

+2.2»

Butene

feed

72.8

136

212

239

Propene-

butcne-

pentene

feed

117

140

+1.15*

+3.2*

128

148

70.2

2.0

139

181

204

239

327

+0.79fc

+2.46

Light

122

142

» Motor method octane numbers are 0 to 0.8 units lower.
* Cc of TEL added to isooctane.

71.0

3.0

138

182

210

238

334

92

119-120

140-142

at 2 per cent moisture or less), about 6 per cent of heavy oil or
material is removed, and 0.3 to 0.8 lb acid per barrel of alkylate is con-

. sumed or lost. The octane number of the alkylate depends mainly upon
the kind of olefin involved

*C 4H 10 + *C 4H 8^ isooctanes (92-94 Oct. No.)
jC 4H 10 + zC 5Hio —> isononanes (90-92 Oct. No.)
t'C4H 10 + C 3H 6 -» isoheptanes (89-91 Oct. No.)

Plain carbon steel is used throughout except that some rundown lines are
constructed of Monel metal. All lines are jacketed and connected to a
blowdown" or water spray pump so that the gaseous acid will be caught

if a break occurs. Much of the operation is by remote control
;
and, when

the operator must approach the unit, face masks and rubberized clothing
are worn. The cycle time efficiency is said to be 96 per cent

Sulfuric Acid Process. This process has been applied primarily to
isobutane and butenes. The absorption of the olefin hydrocarbon occurs
at a rate several hundred times as fast as the absorption of paraffins, and
hence in order to maintain the proper concentration of the two hydrocar-
bons in the acid it is necessary to recycle a large excess of the saturated
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hydrocarbon through the system as indicated in Kg. 20-12. The higherthe ratio of isoparaffin to olefin in the feedstock, the greater the yield the

T"0 T^' and the SmaI,er the'acid'consumption »« andhence th,s raUo .s always held at 5 : 1 or at even 8 : 1 in producing the very

Dilute

caustic
N- butane Alky late

Fig. 20-11. Hydrofluoric acid alkylation plTnt. (Oil GaTT)

/Motion
alkylate

Acid free

I* butane

Reflux condenser
and drum

Depropaniier

"e""1" condenser
r^-T*1 end drum

5 I Propane
product

Reflux condenser
and drum

Butane
productR Reflux
condenser
and drum

• Aviation

alkylate

Fresh
caustic Spent caustic

and water

Heavy
alkylate

Fig. 20-12. Sulfuric acid alkylation plant. (Oil Gas J.)

highest octane number alkylate. Contact times of about 5 min appear toc ,

,
—J ^uiibaui times 01 aoout 5 mm apnear tobe.satisfactory but commercial plants are operating at 20 to 40 min Anacd strength of 98 per cent is used, but it becomes diluted during procet

unLtU WdrocaT »
^ * *^Z ofunactive hydrocarbons and certain oxidation products rather than by

aays---- - by . .
.^
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water.
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,
the spent acid that is currently removed from the process is

may be usedi^SSSS^^^ mf°dS •
The make up acid amount/toll^^^^TS^
recovery plant is available, only 0.1 to 0.4 lb aciS is fost per gal aKateFrom one to two parts of acid are circulated per part oftlSto4M» accomplished by means of jets or baffle's. iffiSSS32 to 50 C are employed, and a temperature above 70°C results in exces-sive acid replacement and a decreased yield of gasoline.TW 20-17. Octane

:
KMm. oh Quality of Sul.urxc Acid AlkylateIN Terms op the Correlation Factor op Eq. (20-13)

Research o.n. when alkylating:
Propylene

Pentenes (thermal)
'

Pentenes (catalytic)
'

Butylenes

F-3 blending o.n. with 4 cc TEL per eal-
Propylene

Pentenes

Butylenes

F-4 blending o.n. with 4 cc TEL per gal-
Propylene

Pentenes (thermal)

Pentenes (catalytic) .......
Butylenes

Correlation factors of Eq. (20-13)

4

88.0

89.6

94.2

102.6

102.0

105.4

110

112

126

149

10 20 40 200

88.8 89.6 90.3 92.0
88.0 89.1 90.4 93.0
90.7 91.6 92.5 94.4
94.8 95.3 95.8 97.0

103.0 103.2 103.5 104.2
102.5 102.9 103.3 104.3
105.8 .106.2 106.4 107.0

118 123 129 141
118 124 130 144
131 135 138 147
151 153 155 158

in alkylation because it isthe reason for conducting such an expensive process. A relational™

tt:" brd
aTs opring conditions and *«™*** -<S£

tssitstssess reaction systems has been devised by

F ~ ^v/Q)'
100(5F) 0

where/* = liquid volume per cent isobutane in reaction effluent

%t
= voIumetnc lsobutane-olefin ratio in feed

A UtPf 7 !
iefinTGG Vel°City

'

V°lumes per hour Per reac*or volume

2ft m l
1

,

aC
;
0r

i
ndlca

l

tes "»Provement in the alkylate quality (see Table
20-17), and it ordinarily ranges in value from 10 to 40
The acid consumption" when handling propylene is about three timesas much as when using butylenes.but if the liquid volume percentag^
- Ode, et al., Propylene, a Valuable Feed .... Pe,^ ApriIj mo>

*m
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in acid

more
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the mixture is kept below about 30 per cent, little if anv iiconsumptlon is noted- Alkylation of penten ^ require s

P Pvlen

n

e\T\^^~Ption is attain" keepinK the

^^^^tT^T^ the^ -ing a highW(efl or

peratures (^F) ' ***** andW reacti™^
succeXfy tn^^^^^

&
f
d alkylation °Perates most

tion acts most^m^m^^^^'iy on ethylene followed by propylene, butenes, and

Isobutane feed

fsobutane as
absorption liquid-

Isobutane

I
i;

I

,Hydrogen andmethane
/ stripped crackedgas

hobutane plus ethv/on*Crackedgas
containing ethylene

Compressors ' gasoline from t
cracking step

Cracking feed-
Ethane
Propane
Butane or
mixtures

\ Recycle.

mixtures
,

Maycontain some methane
\

Cracking step

LowPressure 1,400

preferar

Propane and Charge
(
ethane dis- pump-"'
charged y ^ "

practically no

*"fresti
isobutane
feed

{ Isobutane

e Recycle isobutane
I J

"—

to fractionatvrs nigh pressure 920 to 960

m, *,U. ThemalmM (neohexane pS^r t«
!S235fcK5SriS

crr ffi

about 950°p and a

may be produced by a hy^ ocaAon dloln V
""^ -** St0Ck

1200 to 1426T and atneXX^ZZ^7T 8t

favorable for ethyleneta^l^Sijt ST**" "»
for ntroduction into th» *

etny'ene « absorbed in isobutane

tenseszr^2S£el 0^r ^ alkylation f™
«on iStatrodK^S? the etl

f:
ne-isobutane S0lu"

tar or material boiling above LLi f^ °f the furnace
- Little

centration of ethy enetZSSS " beCauSe of the *>* «on-

the process isKHf^TS of\fT'^ *
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950° F, depending largely on the hydrocarbons being treated and the
amount of isobutylene recirculated.

The yield of liquid products, including all hydrocarbons in the boiling
range of gasoline as well as neohexane, is approximately 70 per cent by
weight of the net consumption of ethane-propane and isobutane consumed
during decomposition and alkylation. As the normally liquid hydro-
carbon content of the coil effluent is increased from 20 to 35 per cent by
weight (conversion per pass), the neohexane content of these liquids
decreases from about 40 to about 30 per cent.

Other Alkylation (and Dealkylation). Phosphoric acid acts as a cata-
lyst in uniting propylene with benzene to form isopropyl benzene or

Vents
Po/yefhybenzenes

Aluminum
chloride

50mmHg.

I55°C

200°C.

Polyethyl still

DiefhOiethyfbenze^

To storaae\
fihy/benzene

Comp/ext

1st stage
settling scrubbe

Fig. 20-14. Production of ethyl benzene by alkylation. (Smith, Chem. Eng. Progress.)

cumene. The regular solid phosphoric acid polymerization plant equip-
ment (Fig. 20-9) maybe used, 91 and much cumene was made in this way in
petroleum, polymerization plants early in "World War II. A large ratio

(6 or more) of benzene to propylene is maintained, and yields of 96
volume per cent of cumene are common 91 (the remaining 4 per cent being
heavier alkylated aromatics).

The alkylation of benzene with ethylene to produce ethyl benzene is

widely practiced in the manufacture of styrene. The ethyl benzene is

subsequently dehydrogenated to styrene. Aluminum chloride in the
presence of anhydrous hydrochloric acid is the catalyst. The reaction is

conducted 4 at the boiling point of the alkylate (about 105°C), and evapo-
ration of benzene from the reactor removes the heat of reaction. Granu-

91 Universal Oil Products Co., Phosphoric Acid Condensation, Oil Gas J., Mar. 19,

1956, p. 172.
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lar aluminum chloride is fed continuously to the reactor by means of a
variable-speed screw conveyor. Figure 20-14 indicates the series of
fractionators for separating recycle benzene, 99 per cent purity ethyl
benzene diethyl benzene, and polyethyl benzenes. The reaction of
ethene with benzene takes place to 95 to. 97 per cent of what is indicated
by theory. 5

Dealkylation of the higher aromatics is a somewhat similar reaction.
Benzene can be produced by demethylating toluene and the xylenes or bydeethylatmg ethyl benzene.- Several chemical methods are available
but the type of catalyst used in catalytic cracking is also effective.-

DEHYDROGENATION

The main practice of dehydrogenation in the petroleum industry is themanu acture of ethylene (and propylene) by vapor-phase cracking, and
the multireaction processes of catalytic reforming. Ethylene plants were
discussed m detail in Chap. 19, and equilibrium constants (Fig. 19-4)
reaction velocity constants (Fig. 19-5), and heats of reaction are given.The Hydroforming and platinum catalyst reforming processes are dis-
cussed on pages 810 to 818. A major reaction in reforming processes is
the dehydrogenation of cyclic compounds to aromatics, but other com-pounds undergo isomerization, decomposition, and hydrogenation
Dehydrogenation equilibrium constants for the thermal decomposition

of ethane, propane, and butane are given in Fig. 19-4, and the percentage
of dehydrogenation that takes place at various temperatures can be
estimated from Table 20-18.

Table 20-18. Percentage Completion of Dehydrogenation Reaction
at Equilibrium

Temperature, °F Ethane Propane n-Butane Isobutane

801 (427°C)

932 (500°C)

1112 (600°C)

1341 (727°C)
j

1.6

5.4

19.5

57.5

6.4

18.6

53.6

89.8

11.0

29.2

69.8

95.2

12.2

31.9

72.1

95.2

a dehydrogenation of 95 per cent as shown for 1341°F does notmean an olefin yield of 95 per cent. According to the dehydrogenation

TrfZ b ^ "t818
°
f

,^ gaS W°Uld be 5
*>
er cent --acted

paraffin hydrocarbon and 47.5 per cent each of the olefin and the hydro-
gen gases. J

Catalytic methods of dehydrogenation have received attention because
» Nager, M., Dealkylation of Ethylbenzene, Ind. Eng. Chem., 49, 39 (1957).
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of the extremely high temperatures required for plain thermal decomposi-

S^JimSm because und
frable reactions also occur [8ee E^(W-U) to (19-16)] when propane or larger molecules are cracked Two

general types of catalysts have been employed: (1) ferric oxide supported
on magnesia with potassium oxide (carbonate) as a promoter for the
ehmmation by the water gas reaction" of carbon deposition, and (2)
chromia-alumina" modified with alkali, zinc compounds, or beryllia
I he first type was used extensively during World War II (Type 1707
composition) for the dehydrogenation of ethyl benzene to styrene
2-methyl 2-butene to isoprene, and butene to butadiene, and these are
stated in the decreasing order of reactiveness. Kearby" finds that the
best promoters are potassium, cesium, and rubidium carbonates or oxides
the best dehydrogenators are iron and chromium oxides, and the best
support materials are magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, or beryllium oxides

Table 20-19. Composition of Some Catalysts4

MgO
Al 2Oj

Fe203

Cr 20,

K20

v

Related to Type 1707

•

••••

72.4

•

18.4

4.6

4.6

80

20

1.5

Alumina-chromia type

20

5

5

80ZnO

59.25

40

0.75

50

40

10 BeO

80

20

^Ind Wt^' ?
a
T

ly

T

tiC Dehy
,

dr^enation of ^enes, Ind. Eng. Chem., 42, 295

O^^S^m^' ImPr0V6d BUtane D^d~- Catalysts, lU Eng.

Several analyses are indicated in Table 20-19. The other type of cata-
lyst, i.e., chromia-alumina, appears to be most useful for the dehydro-
genation of propane and the butanes. Alumina prepared by calcining
specially crystallized alumina trihydrate is used at 600 to 650°C for pro-
pane or isobutane. Chromium oxide in the form of its active gel is highly
selective in its action but is destroyed by temperatures exceeding 500°C
If alumina is used as the carrier for 10 to 20 per cent chromium oxide, the
dehydrogenation reaction proceeds at even 50 to 70°C but the life of the
catalyst is short. Both the activated alumina and the alumina-chrome
catalysts may be regenerated by careful oxidation of the impurities in a

(1950)

earby
'
K K" °atalytic Dehydrogenation of Butenes, Ind. Eng. Chem., 42, 295

154ulZ)!
ImPr°Ved Deh^enation C^lysts, Ind. Eng. Chem., 46,
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stream of air (diluted with nitrogen) for as many as 200 regenerations. 96

The life of the catalyst is greatly improved by introducing small amounts
of water vapor. For the dehydrogenation of isobutane using alumina,
0. 1 mole per cent of water vapor is the optimum. Iron, cobalt, nickel, and
some other metals promote the formation of carbon and hydrogen at
temperatures of 300 to 700°C, but these metals are being used in commer-
cial cracking equipment, etc., without causing destructive decomposition.
Steam is used with either type of catalyst to decrease the rate of carbon
formation.

Complete thermodynamic data on the dehydrogenation of ethyl ben-
zene to styrene have been obtained by Wenner and Dybdal96 for two
catalysts. The average heat of dehydrogenation (for the several reac-
tions) is about 60,000 Btu per lb-mole of styrene. Temperatures of

1000 to 1100°F with very large amounts of steam are used. Flow dia-
grams of these operations are presented by Smith.* Isopropyl benzene
(cumene) is dehydrogenated to methyl styrene in much the same man-
ner. 97 These reactions, not being limited by the low equilibrium concen-
trations of the lower olefins, take place readily at 1000 to 1050°F with
large conversions per pass (about 45 per cent for styrene and 60 to 65 per
cent for methyl styrene).

Butadiene and Butylenes. Although the first commercial butadiene
was obtained as a by-product in the manufacture of ethylene (Tables
20-3 and 20-7) and much of the butadiene produced during the rubber
crisis of World War II was obtained in this manner or from alcohol, later

in the war butadiene was made by the catalytic dehydrogenation of
butenes.

The dehydrogenation of butane to butene and of butene to butadiene
are similar operations:

Butane to

butylene

Butylene to

butadiene

Pressure
1100-1 125°F
10-20 psig

low

30-40

70-80

1125-1250T
5 in. Hg to atmospheric

0.1 atm
ll*-28

60-80

Conversion, per cent

* Houdry process which employs automatically operated short cycles of only 8 to 10
minutes onstream.

98 Williams, E. C, Dehydrogenation in Petroleum Industry, ACS Baltimore Meet-
ing, April, 1939.

96 Catalytic Dehydrogenation of Eth'lybenzene, Chem. Eng. Progr., April, 1948,
p. 275.

"Lassiat and Parker, Oil Gas J., Nov. 18, 1944, p. 229.
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Both the magnesium oxide (Type 1707) and chromia-alumina catalvst,are used. The life of Type 1707 is long (5,000 hr) but theX eata£

2, n*H
r

K
eg6nerated fr

,

eqUently
-

generation is aceomplish d bycontrolled burning or oxidation with air, flue gas, and steam The dehvdrogenation reaction is highly endothermie (about 725 Btu per lb butene*converted to butadiene), and thus the temperature drops 60 to 70°F

TZIT^ ( thr6h^ reaCt°r
-
K^re 20-15 indicates howthe processes are conducted in the Standard Oil Company type of plant"

r*L?
PVT™ySt

'

BUtene-rfch (6° P» eent or more)7eed isheated to about 1000°F in a tubular heater and then mixed with super!heated steam (1300°F) to attain the reaction temperature of iK
The manufacture of butadiene appears from the foregoing to be simplebut ,n actual pracfce many purification operations for both the feeTandthe raw butadiene products are necessary." Accordingly, Fig 2oT6showing feed preparation and product recovery should be examined „l„

Toln'f r"rt iD » Shf ChemiCal C°' «evemment-owned plant J
loU£2l f

( g
'

iS°bUtylene " rem0v6d * the ^If-ic add

normal h,

M

°lyme™tloa Process
- to then removed from thenormal butylenes by extraction (71 plates) with aqueous acetone andmore recently (1956) in this plant, with acetonitrile. After the butyCesare dehydrogenated as in Fig. 20-15, the raw butadiene is purified ffpe

l"m1 ? °° ^ °f *"* *~ e'uprous ammo-

tion at n' F
ef«?TT C°nSiSting Primarily of a 12-'age extrac-

operation. ^ " reCyded back *° the deMrogenation

Furfural has also been extensively used in the purification of butadiene.

HYDROGENATION

The only extensive use of hydrogenation in the industry is in connecmn w,th the desulfurization of naphthas, distillates, and mo t recen lyresidual mat , (see Fig 1{M3) . These ^ "Jgmolybdenum catalysts supported on bauxite. Dozens of plants havebeen installed since 1953. During this same period, large amounts ofby-product hydrogen became available from catalytic reforming processeTThe hydrogenation of animal and vegetable oils at relatively low prtssures by the use of activated nickel, platinum, or palladium ZJylinvolves direc union with hydrogen. In the case of mineral oils or coal
it is also usually advisable to decompose or crack the oil to some extent as

98 Hatch, L. F., Pet. Refiner, September, 1954, p. 311

rZtz:^:,^ Butadiene
' cw **• september

- »» m
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well as to hydrogenate, in order to make lower boiling products (gasoline)
or to rebuild the structure of the molecule. Thus, cracking temperatures
(800 to 950°F) and high pressures (3,000 lb up) are employed, and special
catalyste that are not poisoned by sulfur are necessary. Such processes

A common method of producing hydrogen is by the reaction of steam
and methane to give hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Newman and
Jacob 100 find the equilibrium to be as follows:

XPl, _ -10,300
V P m 1" 4.

h,o
y t <*.87 log T

+ 0.0000667* - 0. 0081 T2 - 3.04

in which partial pressures are in atmospheres and T is temperature,
degrees Kelvin. In order to obtain good yields at temperatures below
1000°C, catalysts are necessary. Nickel or^cobalt catalysts promoted by
alumina 101 and supported on some refractory such as fire clay or magnesia
brick are good catalysts, but they are somewhat sensitive to hydrogen
sulfide.

The destructive hydrogenation 17 of crude petroleum stocks as referred
to above permits products that have almost any desirable properties
such as high octane number, high Viscosity Index, or high solvency power
(naphthas), but the process is so expensive that it cannot be widely used
at the present time. The real usefulness of hydrogenation at our present
stage of development is as an adjunct to other processes such as poly-
merization. As an example, one method of producing high-octane fuels
is by catalytic dehydrogenation of gaseous paraffin hydrocarbons into
olefins, polymerization of the olefins into hydrocarbons of the gasoline
range, followed by catalytic hydrogenation to produce a stable final prod-
uct. During World War II isobutene was polymerized to diisobutene
(Codimer) and then hydrogenated to isooctane (Hydrocodimer). For
such operations the activated nickel catalyst 102 mentioned above can
be used because sulfur can be removed from the incoming gases. Such a
catalyst 102 may be prepared by impregnating porcelain with hydrated
nickel nitrate. The nitrate is then converted into the oxide by heating
and reduced in a stream of hydrogen to elemental nickel. It must be kept
in an atmosphere of hydrogen when not in service. If stocks that contain

100 Z. Elektrochem., 30, 557 (1924).

«« Fischer and Tropsch, Brennstoff-Chem., 9, 39 (1928); Marek and Hahn, "Cat-
alytic Oxidation of Organic Compounds in the Vapor Phase," p. 27, Chemical Catalog
Company, Inc., New York, 1932; and Hawk, Golden, Storch, and Fieldner, Ind. Eng.
Chem., 24, 23 (1932).

*

102 Anon., Catalytic Hydrogenation of Octenes to Octanes, Oil Gas J., May 26, 1938,
P. 50.
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hydrogenation of crude petroleum stocks
destructive

Thermodynamic relationships17 favor a low tpm™. *

nice,^*«£5^iis^^ u^ a

and at such temperatures depolymerization of dZht , *T^m
occurs rapidly unless the pressure is hfgh

" d"S°buty,ene to

are^esSlT^^ """^f
C0"tain more olefinic hydrocarbons than

Supported nickel sulfide catalysts are rPm flrUKi„ . i • ,

Larger amounts are produced if regenemtiveTv^L 7 "2* 10 ppnL
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higher octane numbers than straight-chain compounds (Table 5-9, p. 212).

Refiners are now (1957) almost completely utilizing all available cracked

gases by polymerization and alkylation, and low-octane gasoline is being
upgraded by catalytic reforming. Thus, other means of upgrading
octane number, notably isomerization, will be explored in an effort to

upgrade pentane and hexane. Isomate when blended with catalytic refor-

mate is said to have a blending octane number about 9 per cent higher

than its Research octane number, and it is especially useful because

it increases the road (or performance) octane number. All commer-
cial processes prior to 1956 employed anhydrous aluminum chloride

as catalyst, but combination cracking (silica alumina) and hydrogena-
tion catalysts108 such as nickel-silica-alumina or platinum-silica-alu-

mina110 or a similar catalyst which contains a precious metal, 111 and other

highly stable catalysts109
-
112113 which may need little or no regeneration, 112

are being offered.

The main commercial applications during World War II and in a
limited way thereafter were the isomerization of butane to isobu-

tane, 114
- 118 of pentane to isopentane, 115 - 117 - 118 and of naphtha or normal

hexane fraction into isohexanes119120 (or a naphtha of higher octane num-
ber). In these processes aluminum chloride is used in several ways, (1)

with anhydrous hydrochloric acid 114 ' 119 - 120 as a liquid slurry or complex,

(2) on a granular alumina or bauxite support, 116,1 16 or (3) dissolved in

molten antimony trichloride. 117 In all processes the feed must be dried

so that moisture is not carried into the acid zone, but corrosion may be
severe. 121

The isomerization of butane into isobutane is important in connection

108 Ciapetta and Hunter, Ind. Eng. Chem. (3 papers), 45, 147-165 (1953).
109 Anon., New Process Expands High Octane Pool, Oil Gas J., Apr. 30, 1956, p. 86.
110 Anon., Pentafining, Oil Gas J., Mar. 19, 1956, p. 183.
111 Anon., Here's How New Iso-Kel Works . . . , Oil Gas J., Jan. 7, 1957, p. 76.
112 Anon., Super Octane Spread, Oil Gas J., June 18, 1956, p. 138.
113 Anon., Penex—Platforming of Naphthas, Oil Gas J., July 23, 1956, p. 96.
114 Chenicek et al., Butane Isomerization, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43, 210 (1947).
»• Perry, S. F., Isomerization of Light Hydrocarbons, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 42, 639

(1946).
116 Cheney and Raymond, . . . Vapor-phase Isomerization . . . Isobutane, Trans.

AJ.Ch.E., 42, 595 (1946).
117 Galstaun, L. S., 60 Per Cent Yield in Liquid-phase Isomerization of Pentane, Oil

Gas J., Jan. 5, 1946, p. 56.
118 Armistead G., Jr., Isomerization and Isoforming—Pentane, Oil Gas J., Oct. 5,

1946, p. 80.

i» Evering et al., Oil Gas J., Oct. 28, 1944, p. 77.
12° Swearingen et al., The Isomate Process, Trans. AJ.Ch.E., 42, 573 (1946).
121 Fragen et al., Corrosion in Isomerization of Light Hydrocarbons, Ind. Eng.

Chem., 40, 1133 (1948).
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TabLEm TTPICAL Cohhbcul PhocESS Data for BUTANE ISOMEBI2ATI0n

Vapor-phase processea

Catalyst form.

Shell

Liquid-phase processes

AIOC-
Jeraey

bauxite
Catalyst life, gal isobutane per lb
A1C1

HC1 concentration, wt %
Once-through conversion, %
Reactor conditions

J
emp

'
eF

;
" 210-300

Pressure, lb/aq in 200
Space velocity, vol./hr/vol ... 0.5-1.0

200

2-14

40

No. of U.S. plants (1951).

Sublimed on
bauxite

200

4
35

270

235

0.5-1.0
Carbon steel

TTS\ T\UOP Indiana -

Texas Shell

Complex on Liquid Dissolved
quartat chips complex

50-120 50-120 50-120
5 4 5

38 38 45

200 205 180
235 365 300

2.50.5 1.0
Hastelloy B or Nickel
gunite cement

3 2

TtX^rTZu^f 0n iS°bUtane
'^ With 016—future

rLT r
A
J*
ho?gh five Presses are mentioned (two vaoorPhase and three hqurd-phase), the operations are mneh ank^ee TaoJe

HCl MAKEUP

SATALYST SCRUBBn.
COLUMN .

.FEED
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DRIERS-
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SATVRATQRJ^
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"i I

=^ TO ALKYLATION
~-T^ _
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jStf OR ISOPENTANE

<HC1 STR.PPERFEED SEf,*«*TION

Fig. 20-17. Liquid-phase isomerization of butane or pe^ane. (Pet.

Fig 20-17 ^f^^^T 1^ ?? ^Uid-Phase Process is shown in

NewWi^f^t^ '
,pr0greSS " Pet

"

TeChn°10^" ACS M^S>
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catalyst-scrubber into the contactor. The valuable active catalyst intro-
duced in the scrubber passes back with the butane into the contactor,
whereas an inactive A1C1, hydrocarbon complex formed by side reactions
collects at the bottom of the scrubber for periodic removal. Time in the
contactor is 10 to 15 minutes and this effects a conversion of 50 per cent
or more for butane 123 and 55 to 60 per cent for pentane. Catalyst is

the isomerized stream by fractionation, and the con-
is stripped of hydrochloric acid. The final product is

In isomerizing butane with aluminum chloride, only a small amount of
catalyst-hydrocarbon complex is formed, but pentane and especially
hexane produce more complex. Both pentane and hexane tend to crack
during treatment and this is the cause of the extensive side reactions. 124

The formation of sludge is inhibited in pentane isomerization by the use of
0.3 to 1.3 weight per cent benzene, and in hexane isomerization, hydrogen
is used as an inhibitor.

In the isomerization of naphtha119 using aluminum chloride, the
Research octane number in a once-through operation is increased from
65 to 80. Further increase in octane number occurs with recycling (91 at
2:1 recycle ratio), but the economy of recycling is doubtful because of
difficulties with fractionation. When processing mixed hexanes125 operat-
ing conditions are

Reactor temperature 240-250°F
Reactor pressure 700-850 psig
Space velocity* 1-2
Catalyst depth. -.

'

" 20-25 ft
Hydrogen added, std. cu ft per bbl reactor charge 50-180
HCl weight per cent of reactor charge 4-8
A1C1 3 injection rate per bbl reactor charge 0.5-1.0

* Volume charge per hour per volume catalyst.

Ultimate yields are almost 100 per cent, and the conversion to isoparaffins
is 50 to 60 per cent on a once-through basis.

The use of hydrogenatioh cracking catalysts 108- 113 for isomerization is
so new that processes cannot be described here. However, it is probable
that such processes will displace the aluminum chloride processes except
for the isomerization of butane. The platinum catalyst reforming
processes cause some isomerization of straight-chain paraffins, and con-
tinued developments may lead to cheap means of isolating straight-chain
materials for recycling through such processes. It is obvious that iso-

123 Shell Development Co., Pet. Refiner, September, 1954, p. 205.
124 Evering et al., Ind. Eng. Chem., 46, 582 (1953).
"* Armistead, G., Jr., Isomerization . . . Hexane, Oil Gas J., Sept. 28, 1946, p. 43.
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memation of pentane and of hexane, plus catalytic reforming of the

T

Total

yield,

per cent

Octane numbers (F-l)

Catalytic reforming

(Platforming) plus isomerization
6

(Penex)

Clear With 3 cc TEL Clear With 3 cc TEL

Natural gasoline

Arabian straight-run

Wyoming straight-run

93.5

81.5

84.5

76.5

85.5

84.5

95.0

96.5

96.5

86.5

91.0

91.5

100

100

100

GAS DESULFURIZATIOH AND SULFUR MANUFACTURE
The recovery of hydrogen sulfide from natural and refinery Eases andits conversion nto sulfur or sulfuric acid, is being conductJXsively

least 1 ^) m^,
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SUlfide iS &St rem°Ved from the «as °y °ne of *e manyconvention^ regenerative gas desulfurization processes. Amine solu-tions are the most widely used desulfurization agent. They removecarbon dioxide as well as hydrogen sulfide:

RNH2 + HjS ^ RNHjHS
°f RNH2 + CO, + H,0 ^ RNHjHCOt
Absorption of hydrogen sulfide occurs at 100°F or lower (120°F for CO,)

^S7ttlW "^ atTF (3°°°F fOT C0^ Solutionstrengths of 15 to M per cent monocthanolamine (MEA) in water or
20 to 30 per cent diethanolamine (DEA) are used, and these are easily

p"Yo
0

o

r

^ft
e sumde content of the gas stream to below °-25

dehvdlZ
Se

dUK f
6T d

?
h^°n than MEA

'
and for even »ore

(25 t ^ 7T S
^°-

i.

may be added to *e solution
(25 to 35 per cent). Tnethanolamine and methyldiethanolamine

mmf^'
R

'

H
"
m E"S

-

Ckem
- **' 2235 <1950'; als° Cunningham, 42, 2238

(20-14)
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(MDEA)™ are selective in absorbing hydrogen sulfide rather than carbon
dioxide. Consumption of amine ranges from 0.5 to 2 lb per million
cubic feet of gas depending mainly on the pressure. Most of the loss
occurs by entrainment, but in addition small amounts of thiosulfates are
formed by reactions with oxygen. These can be converted to sodium
thiosulfate by the addition of soda ash, but eventually the concentration
becomes so high that a current elimination of the thiosulfates is neces-
sary. This is usually done by rejecting a portion of the solution after
steaming it for the recovery of useful amine.
The plant equipment is basically simple, only an absorber (usually

20 plates), a rectifier or regenerator (also 20 plates), exchangers, a cooler
for the amine solution, and a reboiler at the base of the rectifier for sup-
plying heat to the process. Thus, this is an opportunity to introduce the
details that are necessary in actual plant operations (Fig. 20-18), 128 by
showing a more complete type of flow diagram.
The sulfide-rich gas is then processed for sulfur as indicated in K

20-19 which is a somewhat "package-type plant. 129 In the presence
bauxite (and many surface active materials) hydrogen sulfide burns
directly to sulfur and water. However, this reaction is so highly exo-
thermic that sulfur is usually produced in two steps as follows:

H2S + 1^02 -> S0 2 + H 20 (20-15)

3H2S/

2H 2S-f S0 2 -+3S + 2H20

In addition, the final reaction [Eq. (20-16)] is conducted in two stages (see
converters I and II, Fig. 20-19). One-third of the sulfide is burned as fuelm a boiler and then contacted with substantially the remaining two-thirds
of sulfide for reaction in the first and major converter. The gas which
still contains a small amount of sulfide and sulfur dioxide is cooled the
sulfur is condensed, and it is then reheated by burning the last of the
sulfide gas in a final converter (II, Fig. 20-19). This eliminates the last
traces of sulfide and sulfur dioxide, so that only sweet flue gases pass to
the atmosphere. Over 90 per cent of the sulfur in the hydrogen sulfide
is collected as sulfur.

e, Oil Gas J., Apr. 27,

127 Miller and Kohl, Selective Absorption of
1953, p. 175.

128 Anon., Oil Gas J., May 19, 1945, p. 123.

JulyTSsst^ W^'
GI°be^ PreSSiDg Air-poUution Problem

• . } Oil Gas J.,



CHAPTER 21

CATALYTIC CRACKING AND REFORMING

Since 1938, the development of methods of applying or handling cata-

lysts in the production of gasoline has become fundamentally important
to all chemical industry as well as to the petroleum industry. The
approximate capacities of such plants during 1955 were: 1

Cracking bpd Reforming (cat.) bpd

•

Desulfurization or

.
hydrogenation, bpd

Fluid (F.C.C.) 2,621,000
Thermofor (T.C.C.) ... 730 , 000

Houdriforming 41 , 000
Thermofor 24,000

Unifining. , 192,000
Hydrofining 114,000
Hydrotreating 15 , 000
Hydrodesulfurization ... 97 , 000.

Catalytic cracking constitutes about 60 per cent of all cracking capacity,

and catalytic reforming about 70 per cent of all reforming capacity.

Catalytic cracking is practiced primarily on distilled gas-oil charge
stocks, although the moving-bed processes are experimenting with residual

charge stocks, and the hydrogenation-desulfurization processes (see

Chap. 10) may lead to the handling of residual feeds. Average yields

(1955) are 40 to 45 per cent of gasoline and 40 to 45 per cent of catalytic

cycle oil. The process was first economically feasible because it decreased
the yield of residual fuel oil produced from crude oil, i.e., the thermal
process produces about twice as many pounds of fuel oil as the pounds of

coke burned (and residual fuel oil produced) in catalytic cracking. At
the same time the octane number of the catalytic gasoline was higher,

with the result that catalytic cracking is now absolutely necessary in

meeting octane number requirements. The large volume of olefinic

gases produced in catalytic cracking requires extensive gas recovery
and purification systems, and requires the conversion of these gases into

salable products such as polymer gasoline, alkylate gasoline, synthetic
rubber, liquefied petroleum gases, etc. The position of catalytic cracking

1 Turner, LaWanda, Refining Capacity Presses 9 Million Barrels, Oil Gas J., Mar.
19, 1956, p. 213.
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pentenes in the C6 cut 20 to 30 per cent. 6 The higher the temperature the

greater the olefin production. 6 Figure 2-3 shows the general composition

of catalytie gasolines. They contain less olefins than thermally cracked

or Fischer-Tropsch gasolines.

Catalyst Handling. Four main ways of using catalysts have been ex-

plored (Fig. 21-1):

1. Fixed-bed: Houdry and Cycloversion catalytic cracking, platinum catalyst reform-

ing, the original Hydroforming installations, and the desulfurization processes are

examples.

2. Moving-bed: Thermofor cracking with bucket elevators, and the Thermofor

Catalytic cracking (T.C.C.) and Houdriflow air-lift processes are examples.

3. Fluidized-bed: the Fluid and recent Hydroforming plants are examples as well as

many (at least 20) chemical applications. 6

4. Once-through: the Suspensoid catalytic cracking process once attracted attention. 7,8

In the fixed-bed processes (Fig. 21-lc) a series of chambers are employed,

some being onstream and others in process of cleaning, regeneration, etc.

Molten salt is circulated through tubes in Houdry cases or converters,

acting as a cooling agent during l egeneration and as a heating agent dur-

ing the endothermic cracking reaction. The activity of Houdry catalyst

decreases rapidly during a 9- to 15-min useful cycle whereas with Cyclo-

version catalyst useful runs of many hours are possible. Regeneration is

accomplished by steaming remnants of oil from the catalyst; sometimes

evacuating the last traces of oil vapor by applying a vacuum; burning

carbon from the catalyst by a controlled composition of hot air, flue gas,

and sometimes steam; and removing the last traces of air by steaming or

vacuum.

In moving-bed catalyst systems (Fig. 21-16) such as those of the T.C.C.

and Houdriflow processes, catalyst moves through the oil zone causing

reaction and then through a regeneration zone where air continuously

burns the coke deposits from the catalyst. Catalyst in the form of beads

or pellets is lifted by air, or in older plants by bucket elevators, to a high

position so that it can flow downward by gravity through the reaction

and regeneration zones.

In fluidized systems, finely powdered catalyst is lifted into the reaction

zone by the incoming oil which immediately vaporizes upon contact with

the hot catalyst (Fig. 21-la), and after reaction is complete it is lifted into

the regeneration zone by air. In the reaction and regeneration zones, the

catalyst is held in a suspended state by the passage of gases through the

6 Olsen and Sterba, Effect of Reactor Temperature . . . Fluid Cat. Cracking, Chem.

Eng. Progr., November, 1949, p. 692.
6 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Jan. 28, 1952, p. 369.
7 Purvin, R. L., Suspensoid Catalytic Cracking, Pet. Processing, May, 1947, p. 328.

8 Anon., Suspensoid Catalytic Cracking, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1947, p. 154.
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catalyst dust, and a small amount of catalyst is currently moved from
the reactor to the regenerator and vice versa. Oil tends to saturate the
enormous volume of pulverized catalyst in the reactor and hence the
catalyst must be carefully stripped by means of steam before it enters

the regenerator.

In the circulation processes, the residual heat in the regenerated catalyst

is a major source of heat for the incoming oil, supplying not only the heat
of reaction but much of the sensible heat.

Table 21-1. Single-pass Percentage Conversions, Volume Per Cent,
when Cracking 11.8 to 12.0 Characterization Factor Straight-run

Feeds by the Moving-bed Processes'1

Single-pass percentage conversion

Space

velocity

Cat.

temp
Reactor

temp6

760°F

Inlet Oil-in

800°F

let temperature

880°F

Inlet

Cat./oil

ratio 3

Cat./oil

ratio 3

Cat./oil

ratio 4

Cat./oil

ratio 5

Cat./oil

ratio 5

3.5 1020

1080

860-920

930-960
To 31. 5« 29-33 33-42

36-45

36-45

40-48 41-49

2.1 960

1020

1080

850-880

875-920

930-960

29-37 32-40

36-44 41-49

45-54

49-56

52-56

44-51

47-55

55-62

59-65

48-56

1.0 960

1020

860-875

870-955

40-48 42-53
43-55 58-65

60-671080 940-955

° Range indicates catalyst activities of AI 25 to AI 31.
6 The temperature ranges apply to only the ranges of conversions shown in the

tabulation.
e For 31 catalyst activity (Cat. A method).

Obviously, the large amount of heat contained in the hot flue gases

(1000 to 1200°F) from the regeneration operation must be recovered by
heat exchange or the use of waste-heat boilers. In addition, the Houdry
process employs these gases to drive the air turbine.

Only one once-through process (Fig. 21-Id), the Suspensoid process, has
been applied commercially. The catalyst (spent lubricating-oil clay)

passes through the cracking furnace along with the oil and is removed from
the fuel oil by an Oliver precoat filter. 8

Yields. The accurate prediction of yields is difficult not only because
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40
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55
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47.5 56.0
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In analyzing the Fluid process, a so-called "severity factor" has been
extensively used: 11

cat./oil ratio, lb/lb

space velocity, lb oil per hr/lb cat. in bed
(21-1)

Various exponents (from 0.5 to 1.5) for the space-velocity term have been
proposed, but since agreement has not been reached, an exponent of 1.0 is

used herein. At the somewhat standardized conditions of a reactor tem-
perature of 900°F, a carbon content on the regenerated catalyst of 0.5 per

40 50 60
Percentage conversion

Fig. 21-2. Indication of single-pass severity factors [Eq. (21-1)] for 900°F reaction,
0.5 weight per cent carbon on catalyst, and a Jersey "D -f L" activity
Table 21-2 for effect of operating variables.)

11 Oden and Granberry, Propane Deasphalted Gas Oil . . . Cracking Feed Stock,
Ind. Eng. Chem., 44, 896 (1952).
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higher conversions are S3JKk t bU
* * additi°D

TABLE 21-2. EFFECT o. (Wtinc VaRIAbLEs on THE PERCENTAGE
Conversion of Fig. 21-2«

«««wtagh

(Read 3 separate corrections)

Catalyst

activity6

15

20

25

27.5

28.5

• • •

30

• • i .

32

33

36

38

40

45

Reactor

temperature

• • •

Carbon on
regenerated

catalyst

875

885 0.8
892 0.6
900 0.5
907 0.4
915 0.3
925 0.2
950

» a

975

Correction to

conversion of

Kg- 21-2, %

-18
-11
- 5

- 2.6
- 1.6
- 0.7

0

+ 0.7

+ 1.5

+ 2.6

+ 6.2

+ 8.0

+10.0
+14.0

ft***, among the gaseous products"JZCS
^

Conn and Conno.iy, Testing of Cracking Catalysts, lnA. Eng
,^ 39

_^
Davidson et aL, Ofl g4s jLe 4 SmT ffl ^1™?' Dec^bor, 1952, p. 1772
17, 1955, p. 121.

' '
1956

' P -
81

'
mi Wnnderlich et aL, Oil Gas J.,
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Greater severity leads to larger amounts of coke but smaller amounts of

the various gaseous components especially the hydrogen.

A study of yields as a function of conversion for the two major types
of processes indicates for entrainment-free stocks the general relation-

ships of Figs. 21-3 to 21-5. Materials having a Characterization Factor
of 11.8 to 12.0 have been most completely studied, and the relationship

of yields to conversion for such stocks is shown in Fig. 21-3. 5,10 - 13 - 14 - 16 -
16 - 17

Conversions under recycling conditions are indicated in Fig. 21-3 in

terms of single-pass conversion capacity as well as recycle ratio (cycle oil

Table 21-3. General Effect of Catalyst-to-oil Ratio (or Severity) on
Product Distribution

Cat. /oil

ratio

(wt)

Severity"

Yields relative to the yield for a cat./oil ratio of 10 and a
severity of 1

Coke Cs'sandC^s C2's Methane Hydrogen

Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn.

5
.

0.9 0.72 85 84 105 107 116 115 128 120 187 150
7.5 0.96 0.88 94 93 107 106 111 108 130 118

10 1 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
15 1.08 1.21 111 110 93 93 88 90 70 79
25* 1.17 1.55 127 126 95 92 84 84 74 80 45 59

» Note that the space velocity as well as the cat./oil ratio was changed to obtain
these severities.

6 Extrapolated.

over fresh feed) . Thus, a plant which is able to accomplish only a 47 per
cent single-pass conversion does not respond as well to recycling as a
plant that can crack to a 62 per cent single-pass conversion. The average
amount of recycling in United States plants during 1956 was about 18 per
cent in Fluid process plants, and 25 per cent in moving-bed plants.

Recycling is not entirely effective because coke and gas production
increase more rapidly than gasoline production. In total recycling,

yields appear to approach 61 per cent gasoline, 27 per cent B-B cut (less

by the Fluid process), 12 to 14 per cent coke, and 13 to 15 per cent dry
gas. Cycle oil is rich in aromatics and hence higher operating tempera-
tures are required when recycling is practiced. Much cycle oil is ther-

M Schall et al., Chem. Eng. Progr., December, 1949, p. 746.
14 Schwarzenbek et al., Factors Affecting Octane Number, Proc. Third World Pet.

Congr., sec. IV, The Hague, 1951.

" Nelson, W. L. (many references given), Oil Gas J., Jan. 14, 1957, p. 126.
16 Oden and Perry, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1954, p. 164.
17 See page 672 of the Third Edition of this book for additional references.
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SK^rtl* Cra0kiDg but yields

i™ kD j ! , ,
md Process>

when compared with the mov-ing-bed processes at the same percentage conversion, produces smX
-Single-poss — Recycling

50 60
Conversion, %,or(IOO-/0 Cyae stock-)

Z£t£r™m^ yiddS " the Catalytic^ of H.8-12.0 Characterization

ZZXt^t m°re C°"e gaS than the -oving-bed proc-esses. Figure 21-3 is an average for the major processes. A method ofcomparing the efficiency of catalytic cracking is

Efficiency = Per cent_gasoline

per cent conversion
u

Cracking efficiency seldom exceeds 80 per cent.
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In general, the moving-bed processes, at a particular conversion, pro-
duce less coke (7 to 10 per cent), and the Fluid processM0-17.i8.19 more coke
(11 to 14 per cent) than the values indicated in Fig. 21-3. Nearly the
same amount of gasoline is produced by all processes, but the Fluid-
process gasoline has a slightly higher octane number (mainly because of
the higher reaction temperature). Likewise the amount of dry gas
(propane and lighter) in the moving-bed processes is lower than indi-
cated m Fig. 21-3 by about 6 to 9 per cent (and by the Fluid process the
same amount h^h«r),M^» The Fluid process produces a B-B cut (all

' that is richer in olefins, but 7 to 14 per cent
is produced, whereas in the moving-bed processes 7 to 12 per

cent more B-B is produced.'-^* The cost of catalyst or its replacement
is usually larger for the moving-bed processes. All of these comparisons
are for the same percentage conversion. In practice, a different conver-
sion or seventy is used in each process, and after such adjustments and
after having utilized the gases, the total liquid yield by all of the processes
is about the same. The composition of the dry gas and B-B cut can be
estimated from Table 21-4. The higher the reaction temperature, the
larger the unsaturation of the gases.

Table 21-4. Composition of Catalytic Gases

Range

B-B cut:

Butenes, vol. %'. 40 (Fluid)
. 21-49

35 (T.C.C.) 17-42
Isobutane, vol. % 52 (Fluid) 42-68

Propane-propene cut:

51 (T.C.C.)

wt % of dry gas. . : 68 (Fluid) 61-85
66 (T.C.C.) 62-76

Propene in C 3 cut, %
68 (Houdriflow) 65-78
71 (Fluid) 60-76
62 (T.C.C.) 54-65

Example 21-1 Yield from 30 API East Texas Gas Oil. In a Fluid-process plant,the space velocity is 3 and the catalyst-to-oil ratio is 8. This is a severity factor of

n a ™ f Accordme t0 Fi«- 21-2
»
the standard conversion for a conventional

11.9 Characterization Factor feed is about 63 per cent, and this applies to operations

Jan ^°i954
a

p fft^
H°W Conversion Level Product Distribution, Oil Gas J.,

"Nelson, W. L., p. 673 of the Third Edition of this book and Oil Gas J., Aug. 30,
, P. O/.
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at 900 F, a residual carbon of 0.5 on the catalyst, and a catalyst activity of 30. Theplant is actually operating at 925°F, the catalyst has an activity of only 25, and itbears 0.7 per cent carbon According to Table 21-2, the conversion will be lower by
5 per cent because of the low activity, the reactor temperature increases the conver-
sion by about 2.5 per cent, and the high carbon reduces the conversion by about 1 1per cent, so that the actual conversion is about 63-5 + 2.5 - 1.1, or 59.4 per cent.

rf#kT*?H' %m ?
Dg aV6rage °r basic yields and

' in the second columnt^ ^°A TGWhat diffGrent yidds 0f the Fluid Process at th« conversion
(note that this does not necessarily mean that the Fluid process is inferior).

Basic yields Fluid yields

Vol. % wt % Vol. % Wt %

15.5

41.7

40.6

4.6

7.3

• •

14.0

41.7

40.6

5.15

7.9
B-B cut

Debutanized gasoline. .

.

Cycle stock (100-59.4) .

.

The amounts of various gaseous components (Table 21-4) for the Fluid yields of 7 9per cent dry gas and 14 per cent B-B cut are about:

Propane-propylene 7.9X0. 68 = 5.4%

Vol. % Wt %
Ethane and lighter 7.9-5.4 = 25
Propylene 5.4X0.71= 38
Pr°pane 5.4-3.8 = 1.6
Isobutane 14 x 0.52 = 7.3
Butylenes 14 x 0 .40 = 5.6
Butane 14 x 0.08 = 1.1

14T0 7T9

If this Plant (59 4 per cent conversion) were used by recycling 0.5 of cycle stock to 1.0of fresh feed, the conversion would be raised (Fig. 21-3) to about 70. This was

tTcoteZt
°"5 reCyde rati

°^ am°ng the 3 Iines at 59 '4 Per

91 ^
he
^
gene

l

ral effect of tyPe of charSe st°ck is partly indicated in Fig.

lu
conversions indicated from Fig. 21-2 should not be used

with Fig. 21-3 unless the Characterization Factor is in the range of 11.8
to 12. For other Characterization Factor stocks, the percentage conver-
sion of Fig. 21-2 or Table 21-1 should be transferred to Fig. 21-4 to
estimate the yield of coke and the yield of gasoline. These yields are
then used m Fig. 21-5 to estimate the yield of dry gas and B-B cut. The
simple relationship of Fig. 21-4 cannot be perfect, but it is the result of
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extensive study, 1e.20.21.22.23.24.25 and n0 Specific method of handling the

situation appears in the literature. The yields of Figs. 21-4 and 21-5 are

affected by the type of process in the same way as those of Fig. 21-3,

giving larger or smaller coke, etc., yields depending on the kind of cracking

process. Coke yields (Figs. 21-3 and 21-4) are least dependable because

of variations in the entrainment of asphaltic materials into the feed.

Finally, no way to account completely for the boiling range of the

stock was devised. The information given herein (Figs. 21-3 to 21-5 and
Table 21-1) applies to full-boiling-range straight-run feedstocks, and for

cracked feedstocks of the boiling range ordinarily encountered in refinery

practice. In general, the conversion for low-boiling-range feeds (400 to

600°F) at the same severity appears to be 15 to 30 per cent less than the

conversions obtained with full-boiling-range feeds, whereas material

boiling above 700°F cracks very easily. Undoubtedly part of the poor

behavior ascribed to stocks that have been degraded by cracking is due

to their relatively low boiling range rather than to the kinds of hydro-

carbons contained in them.

Example 21-2. Effect of Kind of Stock on Catalytic Yields. Example 21-1 will be
repeated except to consider an 11.7 Characterization Factor stock which was produced

by viscosity breaking.

According to Fig. 21-2, the conversion for an 11.7 C.F. stock at a severity of 2.67

will be about 47.6 per cent. If this is corrected as in Example 21-1 for the operating

conditions, it becomes a conversion of 44.0 per cent. According to Fig. 21-4, the per-

centage of carbon will now be about 3-8 and the amount of gasoline about 32 per cent.

The dry gas and the B-B yields are obtained from Fig. 21-5.

Dry gas 6.4 wt per cent

B-B cut 10.4 vol. per cent

Yields by the Fluid process would be smaller than these average yields.

These low yields compared with the results of Example 21-1 leave the impression

and a higher temperature could be used to crack the stock more thoroughly. How-
ever, these changes in conditions are expensive, or result in reduced capacity.

Another way to compare the two stocks is to burn the same amount of carbon, i.e.,

4.6 per cent as in Example 21-1. This would require a greater conversion (see Fig.

20 Ardern et aL, Catalytic Cracking in Fixed and Moving Bed Processes, " Progress

in Pet. Technology," ACS Meeting, New York, September, 1951.
21 Bergstrom et al., Recent Developments in T.C.C. Cracking, Proc. Fourth World

Pel. Congr., Sec. Ill, Rome, 1955.
22 Hamilton et al., Catalytic Cracking in Airlift T.C.C. Units, Pet. Engr., August,

1952, p. C-5.
23 Noll and Luntz, T.C.C. Processing . . . , Oil Gas J., Jan. 15, 1948, p. 81.
24 Shelley and Rackley, Better Yields from Cat. Cracking, Pet. Processing, Decem-

ber, 1952, p. 1772.
26 Duval and Holmes, How Charge Stock Properties Affect . . . , Pet. Refiner,

\ugust, 1952, p. 109.
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yields of debutanized reformed gasoline as a function of octane number
and the properties of the parent stock are shown in Fig. 21-6 The
process operates differently during each stage of degradation of the
catalyst, and each stock must be processed at somewhat different operat-

'onver

f ,—

C

•>oss~
sion

1.0.

/
Vmrecycle ratio

:

Debutanized gasoline, vol. %
55

6 7 8 9 IO ft

Coke, wt %

Stto&^SS^." dTy gas M a function of coke'** "*

°

fM
j

ing conditions, but Fig. 21-6 is based on the optimum or best operating
conditions for each feed material. The effect of boiling range on the
octane number of reformer charge stocks (see Fig. 21-6) has recently been
published. About 12 to 17 per cent of butane can be added to the
debutanized material to produce 10 R.v.p. motor gasolines, making total
yields of about:

p.mMtTSSgmfig* ***** m °<" ,an ' 3- 19M'

"-Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Nov. 18, 1957, p. 246.
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bcrization

A at/tor

Approx. percentage

Illustration of

charge stockPentane
Til 1 1

Q

10 R.v.p.

11.6 90.7 104.3 V-'UttO bill

11.7 89.1 102.5 Venezuela
11.8 87.7 101.0 Texas
11.9 86.4 99.4 Mid Continent
12.0

12.1
85.0 97.7 Pennsylvania
83.3 95.8 Middle East

Yields of propane (including propene) are about the same by all of the
platinum reforming processes (Fig. 21-6) but the Sinclair-Baker'* and
Powerforming™ processes appear to produce less butanes (and butylenes)
than the Atlantic" process, and the Powerforming, 3

° Platforming, and
Ultraformmg" processes produce an intermediate amount. The ratio of
iso to normal compounds for butanes produced by the Catforming process
1S

A i o°.

nly
^" 71 by Platforming)> an<* ^ the pentanes the ratios are 1.7

Tii 17\J%butamzed reformate usually has a Characterization Factor
oi 11.35—11.50.

Products. The major products of catalytic cracking are (1) olefmic
gases that are useful for polymerization or alkylation, (2) cracked gaso-
line, and (3) catalytic cycle oil. The latter is produced in amounts about
equal to the amount of residual fuel oil produced in thermal cracking,
and its disposal is requiring a revision of the specifications of distillate
and diesel fuel oils to accommodate such materials.

Catalytic 390 end point debutanized gasoline has a Characterization
Factor of about 11.5 regardless of the Characterization Factor of the
feedstock or the percentage conversion. Apparently the cracking reac-
tion produces the same type of organic molecules from any charge stock.
Inus, the gravity of debutanized gasoline is 51 to 53 API, and with

M^tZJ™^ Vap°r Pressure
>
55 t0 57-5 API. Heavy naphthas

{4W to 400 X) or gasolines have Characterization Factors of about 11 3

feeds
Paraffinic charge stocks down to about 10.8 from naphthenic

The octane number of the gasoline is affected by the reactor tempera-
ture (Table 21-5) but scarcely at all by other operating conditions. It
increases only 0.5 to 1.0 units (sometimes none) for an increase in the
conversion of 10 per cent (in the range of 50 to 80 per cent) and it increases
only slightly with catalyst-to-oil ratio. However, low Characterization
Factor feeds produce gasolines of slightly higher (1 to 3 units) octane
numbers, and Table 21-5 is based primarily on Mid Continent feeds such
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100 mmCharacterization

factor

80 85 90-
Vol % yield-debutanized reformote

Fia. 21-6. Approximate relation of octane number to yield of reformate by platinum-
catalyst reforming of 200-400°F naphthas (also yields of propane and butane). See
reference 33a for the effect of boiling range on the octane number of charge stocks.

as those from East Texas. Natural catalyst produces slightly lower
octane numbers, but the yield of gasoline is slightly higher. High cata-
lyst activity reduces slightly the octane number, and a high sulfur content
or a high-boiling-range feed has the same effect. 14

Cycle stocks normally have the same or a lower gravity than the feed-
stock, and the greater the conversion the lower the gravity. The boiling
range usually falls within the limits shown in Table 21-6, and the more
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the conversion the lower the Characterization Factor, and to a small
degree the boiling range. More detail on Characterization Factor is

Table 21-5. Approximate Octane Numbers op Catalytic Gasolines prom
Mid Continent Charge Stocks, as a Function op Reactor Temperature

Reactor

Motor method numbers Research method numbers

temp, °F
Clear 3 cc TEL Clear 3 cc TEL

Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat. Syn. Nat.

800 79 76 86 86 88 81 95 92
850 80 77 86.5 86 92 87 96.5 95

98
900 81.5 80 86.5 87 95 92 98.5
950 82 82 86.5 87 96 94 99 99

available in Table 21-7, and SchaU, Dart, and Kirkbride 18 indicate the
following gravities for Houdriflow cycle oil from East Texas gas oil (these
gravities are lower than those found in most of the

Conversion API Conversion API
80 17.9 60 24.3
75 20 50 26.5
70 21.7 40 28
65 23.2 o 28.9

The ignition quality or Diesel Index34 of cycle oils is indicated in Table
21-8 for once-through operations. When recycling, the Characterization
Factors of Table 21-7 are lower (occasionally by 0.3 units) and the Diesel
Indexes (Table 21-8) are correspondingly lower. The general effect of
boiling range on pour point and on Diesel Index is indicated in Tables 4-23
and 4-24 and Figs. 4-50 and 4-51. The effect of furfural refining on
the properties of cycle stocks is indicated in Table 11-4.

Table 21-6. Approximate Distillation Ranges op Total Cycle Stocks
Range °F

ASTM—I.B.P 400-450
10% 445-520
50% 515-635
90% 580-760
E-P 630-820

"Nelson, W. L., Properties of Catalytic Cycle Stocks, Oil Gas /., Dec. 14, 1953,
p. 157.
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Table 21-7. Approximate Characterization Factors op Cycle Stocks
for These Conversions

Characterization

Factor of feed
4007 % en or 7A or 80%

11.2 10.7° 10.5" 10.1°

11 4 11 0ll.v in Hi in r 1 n la

11.5 11.2 11.05 10.8 10.3

11.6 11.35 11.25 11.05 10.65

11.7 11.45 11.4 11.2 10.9 10.2

11.8 11.6 11.5 11.3 11.1 10.6

11.9 11.7 11.55 11.4 11.2 10.85
12.0 11.75 11.6 11.5 11.3 11.0
12.2 11.8 11.7 11.55 11.35 11.1

° Extrapolation of data.

Table 21-8. Approximate Diesel Indexes of Cycle Stocks from
Once-through Operations

Diesel indexes for feeds of these C.F.'s and D.I.'s

Conversion
11.4

42

11.5

46

11.6

49

11.7

53

11.8

57

11.9

61

12.0

65

12.1

68

12.2

72

40% 31 . 33.5 38.5 44 49.5 53.5

50% 26.5 31 35.5 40.5 45 50 52

60% 23. 27 31.5 36 39.5 43 45.5 47.5 49
70% 25 29.5 34 37.5 39.5 41 42
80%" . 23.5" 27.5- 30. 5« 32.5" 33.5"

• Based mainly on recycling operations.

The average composition of cracked gases has been indicated in Table
21-4 under the topic of Yields.. The analyses of B-B cuts were also indi-

cated in Table 20-7 and for gases, Table 14-4.

Example 21-3. Weight and Volume Per Cent Yields. Example 21-1 will be con-

tinued to determine the weight and volume per cent yields. In addition, the yield of

poly gasoline and finished 10 R.v.p. gasoline will be estimated.

Table 21-9 is a material balance of the Fluid-process yields of Example 21-1. The
gravity of the debutanized gasoline from an 11.9 Characterization Factor stock will

be about 52.5 API. The weight of the cycle stock was obtained by difference, and its

gravity checks reasonably well with Table 21-7.

The total liquid volume recovery including the propane and propylene is 105.3 per

cent. However, the butylenes and part of the propylene would be recovered as

polymer gasoline (or alkylate), and this decreases the total liquid yield by nearly 5

per cent.
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Table 21-9. Material Balance of Catalytic Yields(Examples 21-1 and 21-3) Basis 100 gallons

Coke
Ethane and lighter.

API Lb per

gal

Propane

Butylenes

Isobutane

Butane

Gasoline

Cycle stock 28 1
Peed gas oil []['\ 3Q Q

4.35

4.24

52.5

4.7

4.86

6.402

7.38

7.296

° Yields obtained in Example 21-1
6 Obtained by difference.

Wt %a
VOJ. % a Wtper Volump

100 gal /O

5.15
" • . 37.6

2.5
• • . . 18.2

3.8

1.6
.... 27.6 6.30

11.7 2.72
5.6 28 5.60
7.3 34.2 7.30
1.1 5.3 1.10

41.9*

100

41.7 267.0 41.70
40.6

• . •

300.0*

729.6
40.6

100.0

olefin space velocity of 0 08 Yw!? , '
* reaCtor temPerature of 380°F, an

50, thecal^^^^^^^ If
* -alyst activity"

total conversion). On such a^^U^tmtZTIT*
(thisisahi*h

polymenzation, the yield of polymer gasoline f 5° °lefinS are *°

Q-9 X 0.9(27.6 + 28.m

Per 100 gal will be about:

6-15 lb/gal ~ = 733 Sal (or per cent)

more

The final gasoline, a debutanized total of 41 7 + 7 S3 or ao nvapor pressure of only about 5 psia BntwLn I JJ f'°
p6r cent

'
wiI1 have a

line of 10 R.v.p. iJst approximately^amoT^ ,
^1 u

Pr°dUCe & total

a little more than the differenceTvlorlZ "T**
butan6S ret*uired wi» be

specifically usimr th*
P pressures

>
namely, 5 to 6 per centcally, using the true vapor pressures of Table 4-12, and a mole basis!

5 X 1.07(100 - x) + 63 X 1.4* = 100 X 1.07 X 10
x = 6.5 mole per cent

This corresponds approximately to a liquid volume per cent of

6.5 X 58

4.77
X 100

93.2 X 100 6.5~X~58
= 5'° Per cent

6,249 +
4.77

Thus, the total yield of gasoline is about

1 _ o.05
= 51,5 Per cent

nuL
ezrz tsr

uz l

:tfx:f
y
rrf

4 produ°ts can be «*
much of thp tZt Zt Material balances indicate that verymnch of the feed sulfnr appears in the fine gases and cracked gases
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Charge Stocks and Feed Preparation. Theoretically it is possible to

process almost any material including light distillates, which require

a high severity, and very heavy gas oils,
35,36,37,38 which deposit so much

carbon that various means of eliminating high-boiling or high-carbon

parts of the feedstock are usually adopted. Part of the feed to the

T.C.C. process is a liquid (5 to 25 per cent), and experiments have been

made with the charging of residual stocks 38 directly to the reactor if they

have no higher carbon residue than 4 per cent. In 1955, the Houdry
Process Corp. 39 announced the processing of reduced crudes and residues

(see page 808) by its Houdresid process.

In the T.C.C. and Houdriflow processes, reduced or topped crude oil

is heated to 780 to 860°F vaporizing material boiling up to about 850°F

as a vapor feed. Three maj or means of obtaining additional charge stock

from the residual feed have been used (see Fig. 21-7)

:

1. Recycling of cycle stock through the topped crude oil furnace in

amounts equal to or larger than the fresh feed permits vaporization of

substantially all useful material (up to 920°F). This remarkably simple

method of operation accounts for the larger amount of recycling practiced

in moving-bed types of plants.

2. Vacuum flashing of the residuum from the primary atmospheric

flash. This is satisfactory if no recycling is practiced but ineffective with

recycling because the primary flash leaves a very high-boiling feed for the

vacuum unit.

3. Viscosity breaking the residue from the primary flash and after

having distilled the low-boiling materials, subjecting the residue to

vacuum flashing.

In a few plants, the entire crude oil has been cracked by introducing

it into the system of Fig. 21-7, but the passage of straight-run gasoline

through the reactor produces little reforming and it requires a much
larger reactor. Recycling is highly useful in the moving-bed processes

because not only does it increase the yield but it assists in causing the

vaporization of the highest-boiling parts of the charge stock.

There is no true feed preparation for the Fluid process because only

distilled feedstocks in the form of a liquid are charged to the process.

36 M. W. Kellogg Co., special edition of the Kelloggram, 1945.
36 Simpson et al., Liquid-charge Technique in T.C.C. Cracking, Oil Gas «/., Nov. 24,

1945, p. 119.
37 Mateer and Haney, . . . Fluid Catalytic Units Form Heart of Refinery, Oil Gas

J., July 8, 1944, p. 87.

38 Simpson, T. P., T.C.C. Unit Announces Liquid Processing, Oil Gas J., May 12,

1945, p. 88.

39 Dart et al., Houdresid Converts Crude Residua . . . , Oil Gas J., May 9, 1955,

p. 123.
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40
However the customary operations of topping, vacuum custillation »
propane decarbonizing (deasphalting) «.« coking," viscosity breaking »and furfural treating" have all been employed in an effort to obtL
carbon-free and hydrogen-rich charge stocks. Substantially all of thecarbon found by the carbon residue test appears during cracking as

Hot recycle

Tomoving-bed
cracking unit

Fig. 21-7. Feed preparation for moving-bed catalytic cracking processes.

coke deposit, in addition to the coke produced by the reaction. Furfuralhas been used to upgrade cycle stocks before they are returned to thereactor,- and if the treating is sufficiently extreme, the raffinates soproduced are nearly equal to parent charge stocks of themj££ZZ
ization Factor. The solvent processes are particularly useful".** Yn

« Johlon e !f
C
£;

Pr°Pane
Refiner, September, 1954, p. 223.cK«

(^covery
•

stock by

s

°ivent t™^°*>
« Blau-Knox Decarbonizing Process (Coking), Oil Gas J., Mar. 22 1964 D i32

P . It ' R- T" Furfural ***** Scores °n f- onL f:fflj
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eliminating the metallic contaminants or catalyst poisons that are found
in trace but extremely harmful amounts in many oils. In vacuum
distillation, every effort is made to eliminate entrainment of carbonaceous
material, and by the use of wire-mesh mist-extractor pads or blankets
the carbon residue of the catalytic charge stock can often be kept to
below 0.2 per cent.

The use of boron trifluoride ether (BF^C 2H BOC2H 6) as a precipitant
for asphaltenes has been studied experimentally. 440 When 2.5 to 4 per
cent of this dense (1.125 sp gr) liquid is mixed with Kuwait crude oil, it

settles at room temperature along with about 8 per cent (based on crude
oil) of the asphaltenes and higher aromatic hydrocarbons. The tar

Table 21-10. Effect of Charge Stock on Carbon Burnoff"

Approx. ]Percental5e gasoline

Characteriza-

i
,

tion Factor 20 30 40 50

12.0 2.0 4.0
11.6 0.9 1.5 2.7
11.2 0.5 0.9 1.7 4.1
10.9 1.2 2.15

:
Cracking in Fixed and Moving Bed Processes, Progress in

Pet. Technology, ACS Meeting, New York, September, 1951.

layer is then distilled to recover the boron compound (bp 258°F). The
metals content of the crude oil is reduced by about half and the per-
centage of carbon residue by about 30 per cent.

Carbon burnoff is of vital importance to the economics of catalytic
cracking. This explains the superiority and need for low-boiling, light-
colored (under 5 NPA), low-carbon-residue, metal-free distilled stocks.
Material balances or the yields of Figs. 21-3 to 21-5 indicate clearly that
high API gravity stocks yield more gasoline by being able to conduct
operations at larger percentage conversions. However, for a fixed gaso-
line yield, the somewhat low-gravity naphthenic stocks produce less
carbon on the catalyst than paraffinic stocks20 (Table 21-10), at least
by the Houdry process. Figure 21-4 indicates the opposite relationship.
In the extreme, kerosene, naphtha, or even gasoline may be cracked by
the catalytic processes. 46-46 The Houdry47 and particularly the Cyclo-

*** Anon. (C. D. Shiah), Pet. Processing, October, 1956, p. 55.
« Saegebarth, E. O., Catalytic Reforming Process of ... , Pet. Engr., May, 1946,

p. 95.

" Greensfelder, Archibald, and Fuller, Catalytic Reforming . . . Molybdenum-
alumina and Chromia-alumina Catalysts, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43, 561 (1947).
" Peterkin, Bates, and Broom, Catalytic Reforming for . . . Aviation Gasoline,

Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., November, 1939, p. 126.
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contamination index of still another authority which states that the sum
of the Fe, V, and Cu plus 5 times the Ni (all in ppm) should not exceed

about 1.0. Finally, the American Cyanamid Co. once used a contamina-
tion index based on the catalyst (weight per cent), which is:

C.I. = l,000(Fe + 4V + Cu + 14Ni)

New catalyst has a contamination index of about 75, fairly clean equi-

librium catalyst 150, fairly badly contaminated 750, and heavily con-

taminated 900 to 1,500.

Metallic contaminants are found to be concentrated in the highest-

boiling parts of petroleum, and hence metals can appear in charge stocks

by plain mechanical entrainment along with carbonaceous material.

However, there are clear indications66 that at least some of the metallic

contaminants are vaporizable. Apparently about half of the metal

compounds in a parent stock appears in the overhead distillate when a

temperature of 950°F has been attained, and as distillation continues,

substantially all of the original metal appears in the overhead product.

Some of the metals, as they become part of the catalyst, appear to cause

the catalyst to become a dehydrogenation catalyst.

Catalysts. There are two main types of catalysts: (1) synthetic silica-

alumina66" and (2) natural680 silica-alumina compositions, treated ben-

tonite clay, Super Filtrol, fuller's earths, aluminum hydrosilicates, and
bauxite (see Tables 10-4 and 10-5). In addition, little used synthetic

catalysts such as silica-magnesia, 67 alumina-boria, 68 and silica-zirconia68

have been suggested. The alumina-molybdia, 46,69 chromia-alumina, 46 and
platina-alumina26 catalysts used in catalytic reforming operations are

not included in the present discussion. The main catalysts are available

in either the pellet (bead) or powdered form. The bead form is obviously

required in the T.C.C. process, and very hard synthetic beads are par-

ticularly valuable. Likewise, the ease of handling and freedom from
of the bead form are advantageous in

with

to dusting losses, and hence a "micro-sphere" (MS) form of Fluid
58 Gamble and Jones, Determination of Trace Metals . . . , Anal. Chem., 27, 1456

(1955).
56a Heinemann and Heinemann, Adsorbents and Catalysts, Pet. Refiner, June, 1954,

p. 159.

" Anderson and Sterba, Simplified Catalytic Cracking . . . Smaller Refiners, Oil

Gas J., Dec. 22, 1945, p. 77.

" Webb and Ehrhardt, Properties of Cracking Catalysts, Pet. Processing, January,
1947, p. 5.

M Webb, Smith, and Ehrhardt, . . . Properties of Alumina-molybdenum Oxide
Catalysts : . . , Pet. Processing, November, 1947, p. 834.

60 Hornberg, Keiper, and Chesney, Use of Bead Catalyst . . . Houdry Units, Oil
Gas J., July 26, 1947, p. 214.
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Particle

size,

microns5

0-10

0-20

0-40

0-80

0-125

0-180

0-500

A B C D B F

75 60 0 5 12. 1
95 85 0 15 22 5
100 95 50 25 41 30
• • > 100 100 75 71 75

• 84 93
100 93 99

• -

100 100

G it i

1

3 10 i

17 25 12
56 50 48

71
95 86

100 100 100

J

13

24

40

100

K

4

15

33

55.8

6

19

44

71
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than round, and hence the average-size particle that passes through a
screen has an average diameter that is about 20 per cent larger than the

New catalyst is offered in various grades, depending on particle size, as

50/60 (light) or 75/85. Catalytic activity is vital, but in addition all

cracking catalysts are strongly adsorptive. Tables 10-4 to 10-6 show
the physical properties of common catalytic and adsorptive materials.

Catalytic activity is measured by determining the behavior of the
catalyst in laboratory-scale equipment at standardized conditions for

each test method, measuring especially the production of gas and distil-

late, although carbon deposition and other results are also noted in most
methods. Of the numerous methods63 (at least 14), the Houdry Cat. A,
Jersey D + L, and UOP activity rating are probably the most widely
used. The approximate relation between these is indicated in Table
21-12.

The amount of distillate and gas loss (D + L) is reported in several

tests, and this amounts simply to the conversion for the standard condi-
tions of the test. Stabilizing and deactivation treatments using high
temperature steam are employed prior to the evaluation of fresh catalyst.

Pore volume, pore radius, and surface area measurements are useful in

following the changes that occur in a catalyst during use, 64 but such
measurements are not a substitute for activity determinations nor
studies of the selectivity of the catalyst. Catalysts of the same activity

often behave differently with regard to selectivity, i.e., the proportions
among gaseous components (especially the hydrogen), amount of coke,

gasoline, etc.

Centrifugal separators (cyclones) are most widely used to retain the
powdered catalyst in the regenerator and reactor, but electrostatic pre-
cipitators (Cottrell) are also used, especially in older plants. The sizes of

particles handled by various entrainment separators are approximately
as follows: 66

Micron size

Electrostatic precipitators. : 0.01-20 (smoke and fume)
Scrubbers 0 . 6-200 (mist and spray)
Packed beds 0.5-100
Cyclones : 4-1,000 (dust and spray)
Gravity settling chambers 80-10,000

The behavior of cyclones is erratic, but Montross65 outlines theoretical
design methods of estimating the smallest-size retention, the range of

63 Sittig, M. (A review of catalytic cracking), Pel. Refiner, September, 1952; pp.
265—316.
M Mills and Shabaker, Pet. Refiner, September, 1951, p. 97.
66 Montross, C. F., Entrainment Separation, Chem. Eng., October, 1953, pp. 213-

236.
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particle sizes that are retained, effect of velocity, and gas and soliddensity PmZi; « .
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^^L^ CtC

r ^ behavi°r 18 SOmewhat as ^own inlable 21-13 Regenerator cyclones behave less well than reactor cvclone,because of the lower density of the gases. Thus with co^cS
Table 21-12. Approximate Relationship between Various Catalyst

Activity Ratings"

Shell surface area, m*/g:
25% Al2O a, fresh

25% Al2Os, equilibrium

13% AI2O3, equilibrium
UOP weight activity

Texas D + L activity . .

.

Jersey D + h activity:

0.4 bulk density

0.6 bulk density

0.8 bulk density
Cat. A Houdry activity.

.

Indiana relative activity

Phillips conversion

UOP volume activity:*

0.4 bulk density

0.6 bulk density. ......

0.8 bulk density

Atlantic D + L activity

Activity ratings corresponding to these
AGC" weight activities*

method.
But other sourMS used for Cat. A Houdry

• Volume aetivity = 2 times UOP wt activity time, bulk density.

(65 per cent over 40 microns) a reactor cyclone may recover 99 per cent

fine IT f ' ' r»ator cyclone only 57 per cent (and 4a
Sr fittd ,

C

rn
tammg

n
95 T Cent "nder 20 -«°nS;

P
the<Ms«

and nLnlf u\ °f Catalyst is ^tant, but cyclones

nronerlv \ZTZ distributi°" °* catalyst that fluidizes

i !
mea"S mWnly the retention of called fines Thnsan effort 13 made to retain catalyst even if some is later discarded in-o^S

^ C ,, Cravity^2^^
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heavy, coarse particles have been separated by a gravity-classification

system.

The common catalysts lose most of their activity at the following
temperatures68

: Super Filtrol natural, 1400°F; silica-aiumina synthetic,

2000°F; silica-magnesia, 1400°F; and silica-boria, 1400°F. However, in

practice, regeneration temperatures are kept below 1000 to 1100 or
1150

oF67
'
68- 69 - 70 except bauxite which may be regenerated at even 1300°F

without appreciable loss in activity. All catalysts lose some activity

upon long use. The decline is
. particularly noticeable with natural

catalyst processing sour stocks51
-
52 and even the excellent catalyst cases

of the Houdry process allow some decline in activity over a period of a

Table 21-13. Efficiency of Recovery by Cyclones

Particle

size,

microns

Percentage efficiency

Electrical

precipitator

Single-stage cyclones
2-stage cyclone

(design)
Design Commercial0

5

10

20

30

99.5

99.2

99.45

Up to 82

77-93

97-99

49-66

72-85

93-99

99-100

92

99-
99+

Three commercial units; the lowest values for a regenerator.

the catalyst is removed at intervals,

», a portion of the catalyst is currently

60 In the

and in the circ

replaced with new catalyst to maintain an optimum activity of catalyst.
In the T.C.C. process the mechanical loss of clay catalyst may not exceed
0.15 lb per bbl handled," but attritions of 0.2 to 0.4 are more common21

(the average for all units during 1956 except newly installed ones was
0.27 lb per bbl feed). Thus, a plant operating at a recycle ratio of
1.5 : 1 might consume 0.4 lb catalyst per bbl fresh feed. The smallest or
most worn pellets are the least active, and hence it is possible to discard
only the least effective catalyst. Contamination by metallic poisons is
not as troublesome in the moving-bed processes71 as in the Fluid process

« Newton and Shimp, The Design ... of Houdry Fixed Bed Catalytic Cracking
Units, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 41, 197 (1945).

68 Snuggs, J. F., Regeneration of Spent Catalyst in Fluid Catalytic Cracking, Oil Gas
/., Mar. 15, 1947, p. 88.

Mar^l^^^ ' * ' > 0ilGaaJ >

70 Bland and Smith, Earnings—A Function of Catalyst Activity, Pet. Engr.,
August, 1946, p. 55.

« McEvoy et al., Distribution of Metal . . . , ACS Meeting, Dallas, Apr. 8, 1956.
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- Thus

development of theS^^^^.118 During ear*
ensure a small loss to the ^ to
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P now emPl°y

Fluid process are not as X I nT +lT StageS
" Losses ™ ^e
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as once bought because a malr^ ^

1able 21-14. Compares, or Fluid Catalysts in (Wthhot™______OpehatioNs at 60 Per Cent Conversion"
GH

•

Conversion

Temperature..

,

Cat. to oil ratio.

Gaso., 10 R.v.p., vol. %.
Carbon, wt %
Dry gas, wt %
Butanes, vol. %
Butenes, vol. % [

Oet. No.—10 R.v.p.:
F-l Clear

P-2 Clear. .....

| Silica

alumni}
Activatec

i natural

I Silica

magnesia

60 60 60
975 975 975
9-12 7-10 6-10

45.5 47.8 56.2
2.9 3.1 2.9

6.29.0 8.7
7.0 4.8

. 3.6
9.0 9.2 6.4

95 93.6 91.5
81.6 79.8 79.2

Synthetic

13%
alumina

60

930

46.9

3.4

6.4

9.0

7.0

93.7

81.0

Silica

magnesia

Natural

Gradek»
53

|C5K'

60

930

57.2

3.4

5.0

5.1

4.9

).3

78.6

60

930

49.3

3.6

7.0

6; 9

7.1

89.9

60

930

49.0

3.4

6.8

7.8

6.3

92.8
79.2 80.5

sec. Ill, Borne, 1955; anduTJLT?p^ »** Congr.,

ft Pet. Technology," ACSM^S^^f^^ 0^ PrOCess
' "Egress

6 Feedstock 29-29.4 API, ASTM 50% Iwoi^ ^ 195L

t7eS£S^fc^K^™S ^ ^ten .turned
slurry oil tends to cans fLS^L^^* tte

processes' can operate with «2T^ deP°sltlon. The fixed-bed

(under 0.1 lb per bbl) theScSS^7 l0SSeS °f catalrst

0.7 lb), and, of courk^
rejected (2 to 3 lb).'

' ^ m the SusPensoid process is

Natural catalysts are the cheapest (under fti nn ™. *or more for synthetic types), theVcause a !lilf i T '
as
L
agamst $300

and the gasoline produced by^U^
4 units). Yields "are, SS^tSAJ^^^ (1 t0

"Moorman, J. H., Slurry Recycle and lurry I£
natural catalyst.

P- 128.
olun7 settling, (hi Gas J., Aug. 22, 1955,
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aov * cn
Catalyst Pr0<iuc<® gasolines of slightly lower boiling range (5 to

r J? u
PCT C6nt P°mt) and gasolines whose Iead susceptibility is

—Ltl r ?6
"T*

emca-magnesia^ of catalyst behavessomewhat like natural catalyst (see Table 21-14)"." with respect tooctane number, but it produces very large gasoline yields.
Regeneration The amount and kind of earbon deposited on the

catalyst is highly important with respect to operation and particularly
the economy of the process. However, a very low carbon deposition is not
altogether advantageous, because the deposit must contain at leastenough heating value to burn or regenerate the catalyst properly. The
specific heat of the catalyst varies somewhat but is generally of the mag-
nitude of 0.25 Btu per pound per degree Fahrenheit (see Table 10-5)
Likewise the so-called "carbon" on the catalyst is not pure carbon, butmay contain 7 to 15 per cent hydrogen (about 10 per cent for design pur-

f^Tif k a j
r°Ce

^
d
.?,f

ltS
'.

M
°r 2,5 10 8 P™ cent (average 5 per cent)

in movmg-bed deposits.'"' This indicates gross heating values for the
carbon laydown of lfi,000 to 18,000 Btu per lb, but under regenerator
combustion conditions the deposit is seldom burned completely to carbon
dioxide and water, and hence only the heating values given by Eq. (21-2)
are possible." * H v

Net H.V. = 4,100 + 10,100
(CQf°

2

CQ) + 3,370 (H/C) (21-2)

Th
f r

ati° iS *he at°mic rati0 (12 times the weigh* ratio), and the C02and CO refer to the relative volumes of these gases in the flue gas. Equa-
tion (21-2) was obtained from experimental heat balance data and it does
not check precisely with the following computed net heating values

co,/co
mole ratio

Heat of regeneration, Btu/lb deposit
for these percentages of hydrogen

4.3"

0

1

2

4

10

7,200

12,450

14,000

.15,300

16,350

12,440

13,840*
14,140

15,480*

71 Gohr, E. J., Advances in Fluid Cat.
sec. Ill, Rome, 1955.

~^H* F™ih World Pet
'
0o**->
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1 CO) and

co2/co

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

10.0

C02/(CO, + CO)

0.334

0.5

0.667

0.75

0.80

0.856

0.91

The ratio of CO, to CCOo 4- rn\ i?i -j

(synthetic) and 0.65 (natural! ami W k
^ ^S^* between 05

operation(W^t^^^^^f^ f«r T.C.C.

Mean
catalyst

ture

800

900

?cuffper
C^/(C°2 +

f
0) f°r these- ^es^cu it per mm, per cu ft of 43.6 lb

1100

0.685

0.679

0.672

0.665

0.670

0.647

0.624

0.600

0.645

0.615

0.585

0.555

8

0.635

0.590

0.545

0.500

12

0.630

0.567

0.504

0.440

ssss^aaa At- « *.

recycled with theca~2^^^^ ST*1^ *

*

and tends to destroy the cataW I!f' v 'T 80 Cycled seema to aSe
keep the residua,3£££££8 jg !° » eff°rt is m^ 5
higher than 0.5 per cent) A mfnL ? ( rage 18 ProbaWy not
to bum T.C.C. catZt»L^ZuT^ f

"*™ * *****
from 1000 to 1150°F.

regenerat10n temperatures usually range

spent cata.yst. The bulk density ^ f<>r USed 0r^
<W Gm /., June 2

, 1946, p. 84.
'°- Q**,*» Cracking Process . . . ,
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Table 21-16. Air Required for Regenerator Combustion

Ratio

CO2/(C02 + CO)

Hydrogen in deposit Combustion
air, lb per lb

depositweight, per cent Atomic H/C

60 4 0.50 i f\ no10.92
50

50
8 1.04 12.05
12 1.63 13.18

65 4 0.50 11.82
65

65
8 1.04 12.92
12 1.63 14.02

50 lb per cu ft and the bed density of fluidized catalyst is

function of the average particle size:"

a

Avg diameter,

microns

Bed density, lb per cu ft, for these

particle specific gravities

2.0 1.5

25 22 15
40 28 19
60 35 24
80 41 27

•

Such bed densities are obtained at velocities of 1 to 2 ft per sec.68 The
depth of fluidized bed is usually limited to 15 ft77 so that the load on the
cyclones is not excessive but the real limit is the disengaging space, which
should be about 15 ft or more. The pounds of dust per cubic foot of
exit gas according to Brown and Wainright77 remains constant at about
0.002 at bed velocities up to a critical velocity of 1.5 ft per sec, where-
upon it rises rapidly at higher velocities to 0.01 lb dust at 1.8 ft per sec.
Another refiner has a limiting velocity of 2.2 ft per sec. In the moving-
bed processes, the total carbon burnoff is limited to some extent by the
rate of heat removal through the water cooling tubes67 and by the maxi-
mum allowable rate of catalyst circulation.

Air preheat temperatures vary widely depending on the amount of
catalyst recirculation and the carbon laydown. If the laydown is very
large or the catalyst to oil ratio is large (8 to 20 lb catalyst per lb oil),
the air may require little or no preheat whereas at low recirculations
(2 to 5) the air must be heated to 700 to 1100°F. Catalyst to oil ratios

"Brown and Wainright, Synthetic Fluid Cracking Catalyst, Oil Gas J., Dec. 1,
1952, p. 133.
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tA^Cir^ to
.

16 - - ^ World

about 10 psig.
P & m the h,ghest pressure regenerators,

The coke deposition can be obtained from Figs 21-3mu, ^
average depositions are about as shown in Table 21- 7 ' ^ ^

Pound ot cata.yst the heat5H^SSSW££S*~
Table 21-17. Average Carbon Deposition

Weight per cent of feed

Percentage

conversion Cycloversion" Fluid Houdry* Moving-bed

40

50

60

70

80

1.0

1.2

1.9

3.3

• •

2.5

3.7

5.3

7.2

10.0

4.0

4.8

5.5

6.2»

2.2 .

3.1

4.3

. 5.9

7.7

30, 1947, p. 67. ' " °'° " ^ lh»d Edition of *» book, and Oil Gas J., Aug.
6
Extrapolated beyond data.

-> -tinned by
bon is to be burned to produce a flueT^ •

6 515 Weight Per cent <* °ar-
CO, and it contains 10 pero^^^TS^ 0ne» of C0> P* one part of
of:

parogen, it will have a net heating value [Eq. (21-2)]

Net H.V. . 4,100 + 10,000 + 3,370 . 13j660

As a check, using the heating values of Table 14-5:

0.45 X 14,600

0.45 X 4,400
0.1 X (61,400 - i% X 1058)

6,560

1,980

5,190

Thus, the heat available for hp»tin«r tha „; i , ,heating the air and catalyst per 100 lb of feedstock is:

5.15 X 13,650 . 70,300 Btu
Murphree et al., Improved Fluid Process ....W A .LCh^^ m
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The amount of air required (Table 21-16) is about:

5.15 X 12.61 = 65 lb per 100 lb feed

If the air is not preheated (60°F), reaction is conducted at 925°F, and regeneration

atll60°F:

Heat available (total) = 70,300 Btu

Heat air 2^(7,300 - 200) = 16,000 (Fig. 14-1)

Available to heat catalyst (neglecting losses) = 54,300 Btu

(Catalyst equilibrium) circulation ^.o^neo^SJO^ " 918 lb Per 100 lb oil fee<*

This is a cat. /oil ratio of 9.18, and the total weight of carbon (including the 0.7% of
residual carbon) On the equilibrium or carbon-laden catalyst is:

1ftn /0.0515 X 100 + 9.18 X 0.007\ , ott100 ^ gjg ) - 1.26 per cent

The circulation of pure catalyst is lower than 9.18 by the amount of carbon recycled
on the catalyst or 9.18 - (0.007 X 9.2) = 9.12

The heat of desorption of steam was neglected in this balance.

The large amount of combustible carbon monoxide in the flue gases
sometimes leads to after-burning in the disengaging space and cyclones of

Fluid regenerators. Such fires are put out by means of steam or water,

and the best safeguard seems to be to keep the excess air low (oxygen
below 0.5 to 1 per cent in the flue gas), and to keep the regenerator tem-
perature low (below about 1130°F)! Adjustment of the . regenerator

temperature is also accomplished by the introduction of steam or water,

and by circulation of the catalyst through a heat exchanger. In moving-
bed kilns, water may be circulated through tubes.

The large amount of sensible heat as well as carbon monoxide in regen-
erator gases has led to the installation of special waste-heat boilers in

which the dilute flue gas is burned by the aid of oxidation catalysts. 79

Reactor Operation. The heat in the regenerated catalyst assists in
supplying the heat of reaction and the heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of the incoming feedstock to the reaction temperature.

Octane number is probably affected more by the reaction temperature
than by any other variable. The trend of octane number is indicated in

Table 21-5 for a fixed percentage conversion. Similar data are. given for

the Fluid process alone by Murphree and associates, 78 and for the T.C.C.
process alone by Noll and associates. 80 Table 21-5 does not apply
directly to Cycloversion, Suspensoid, or Hydroforming operations, but
the general trend is the same.

.

The Houdry process generally operates at 830 to 900°F, the Fluid

" Campbell and Pennels, CO Boiler . . . , Oil Gas J., Feb. 22, 1944, p. 132.
80 Noll et at, Thermofor Cat. Cracking, Oil Gas J., May 10, 1947, p. 64.
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process at 900 to 960°F the T r n**^*ii-4hSSwT^SM*' and *e

sure gasoline is not greatly altered hv f 10 Reld vaPor P'es-

yield of propylene and bu^ty eneTin^
^Peratnre'" because the

yield of poly gasoline, but It aboutS^"«;^ the

economical. 80
•

i process is most

*s^i^st^ssrsss has already bwn -»
^byoneortwoumts^^ "Umbera are

55 to 65 per eent. Schulze and2^!*^ C«>a*™
conversion on the Cycloversion process^

' °f

•55SftS25ir? aderte
•
°f *• *-*

in Example 21-5 the computed he£ of HT** ° ^ products
- Thus

-

of gasoline and lighter material,Tll^^T * 623 BtU per lb

Furthermore
, hal the SET?£ P*T»assumed as 11.7 and the heat nf ~.„k »- ,

the gas<>une been

computed heat<H^^°S^ "I*
6 feedst0ck 19

-450. *•
value of 825. It is thereCntessarv" to »,

^ * ^h
the literature and especiallv thl o^7, / °n aPProxin>ations from
and Oblad" ontheXdlw^f7 °f «"*
suggestions and computations" f™rih„rt !

m°0thed data and a *>»
21-18. However, it Lst?

*

Fluid process

Houdry
T.C.C

• • •

Ethane and
lighter

Propane and
lighter

24,130 21,922

21,912

22,112

21,940

B-B cut

21,069

21,186

21,101

21,140

^^^^S^S^r^ - can

possible from the data given in tWs book t <•

y Presses, it is not

Meeting, Dallas, Apr. 8 195?
"

-

' °
f Eeaet,0n * <****. Reforming, ACS
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of aromatics is an endothermic reaction whereas hydrocracking reactions

are exothermic. This leads84 to heats of reaction ranging from about

125 Btu per lb feed for the least severity (80 Research o.n.) to as high as

400 Btu for the most severe operations (96 Research o.n.).

Table 21-18. Approximate Heat of Reaction
Btu per pound gasoline and lighter materials

Percentage Dart and
Others

conversion Oblad0

35 300

40 285

245*

50 250

56 222 95e and 10C
90-120*

59.1 205 221«-399 <1

60 200

70 135

80 55

112*

* Chem. Eng. Progr., February, 1949, p. 110.

6 Computed in Third Edition of this book.
e Used by two Fluid plant operators.

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Nov. 10, 1949, p. 376.; and Jan. 26, 1950, p. 355.

4 Fluid process (computed).

Example 21-5. Heat of Reaction. The charge stock and yields of Examples 21-3

and 21-1 will be used to compute the heat of reaction (at 60°F).

The Characterization Factor of the gasoline will be 11.5 and of the cycle oil, 11.4

(see Table 21-7). Heats of combustion may then be read from Fig. 5-22, which possi-

bly gives too high values because Characterization Factor does not properly account for

the aromatic hydrocarbons in these materials. Other heats of combustion may be

read from the tabulation on page 794 or Tables 5-2 and 5-3. The heat of combustion

of the coke deposit can be computed from Table 14-5. The energy contents of the

feed and the products are computed in Table 21-19.

Thus, the products contain about 330 more Btu of energy than the feed, leading to

a heat of reaction based on gasoline and lighter materials of:

330 -4- 0.53 = 623 Btu per lb gasoline and lighter

This is apparently over twice as large as it should be (see Table 21-18), and the error

arises because the properties (and yields) of the products are not precise.

Fluid reactor beds operate much as regenerator beds. The linear gas

velocity is 1 to 2 ft per sec with a critical velocity past which large

amounts of dust escape to the cyclones. The density of the fluidized

bed ranges from 20 to 40 lb per cu ft and depths up to about 30 ft are

maintained. A disengaging space of about 15 ft is employed.

The hot catalyst furnishes some heat to the oil charge; but unless the
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thfclTv^r
rrrCUlati°n ***** the ^edstock must hthe catalyst has been contacted with steam, it contains'JLtMwhich requires about 1 580 Rtn ik *

aas°™a water

indicate about 78.3 * aCbfd'Xplt^^ * *"

A/To fapjn 1 Weight

per cent
API

TTHP
TO n i r%yiactor

Coke 5.1

Ethane and lighter..

Propylene
2.5

3.8

1.6

• . - .

• •

• • -

.

• • • > > . .

.

Dry gas. . .

.

• • • - i

i .y

3.8

4.7

0.7

Butylenes

• • • •

....

»'».».;•

• • •

«...

B-B cut. .

.

• - . i > • .

9.2

35.9

41.9

• • * . .

100.0

Gasoline

- > . .

52.5

28.1

30.0

• • . •

11.5

11.4

....

11.9

Cycle stock

Total products.
.

.

Peed

Gross heat of

combustion,

Btu per lb

19,270

24,130

21,060

21,690

21,922

20,690

21,290

21,340

21,140

19,830

19,210

Gross H.V.,

Btu per lb feed

.

983 983

603

800

347

1,750 1,732

786

1,001

149

1,936 1,945

7,119 7,119
8,049 8,049

19,837 19,828

this is different from theaSSS^u^^ ? ^ and
determining yields. A heafofmSS^^^mA hof the reactor will not be computed and th»w . *l ? U be Used

" The size

cent) will be neglected. ' ^ heat l0SS throuSh th« walb (under 0.5 per

Basis: 100 lb feed.

IStfZ^LXV?™ 9180 160 - 925)0 25 - HOOD *» *
Avaflable^ea^eed

^Btupe,,,, .^^SfS^ * "« *» Per * and the content *
43,400
~100~ ~ (665 ~ x) * = 231 Btu pex ib

This corresponds to a feed temperature of about 432°F

The .te at .Men po^ed^^J^-rf
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gas, as in the regenerator or the reactor of the Fluid process, is apparently
more rapid than indicated by Stokes's law for the free settling of par-
ticles. 77 -78 Murphree et al.

78 state that 0.5 per cent of the catalyst recir-
culation should be lost in commercial operations to maintain a proper
activity. This indicates that particles of about 10-micron diameter must
be retained. The average particle size usually ranges from 45 to 70
microns. Parent, Yagol/ and Steiner86 find that fluidization occurs at
lower velocities (one-third and even one-thirty-eighth) than the "free-
fall" velocity of the finest particles in the mixtures. Cyclones, Cottrell
precipitators, and scrubbers are used to recover the fine particles carried
out with the gas stream. Fluid-process reactors are normally held at
8 to 12 psig.

Table 21-20. Flow Rates and Densities in Fluidized Systems

Location Density,

lb per cu ft

Gas velocity,

ft per sec

Dense phase (beds) 13-40°

16-30

1.5-5

0.2-1.0
•

1-

2

2-7

15M0
30-40

90-115

Standpipes (downflow).

* w — - v* Mgv jkscu VIV*^ OlAy,
6 15 ft per sec is frequently called a minimum.

The catalyst is saturated with oil during the reaction, and this must be
removed by stripping with superheated steam or hot flue gas. Little
specific information on stripping appears in the literature, but it is vital,
particularly in the Fluid process.

The rate of carbon formation86 is somewhat less rapid in Fluid catalyst
cracking than in fixed-bed cracking, and the rate with synthetic catalyst
is slower than with natural catalyst. During 10 min Fluid catalyst
accumulated 0.8 to 1.3 per cent carbon whereas fixed-bed catalyst accumu-
lated 1.7 to 2.2 per cent carbon.

Fluidization Mechanics. Regenerators and reactors behave very
much the same, and common flow rates and densities are indicated in
Table 21-20. Fluidization may be maintained (see Fig. 21-1) at veloci.
ties of 1 to 2 ft per sec, but at some limiting velocity (1.5 to 2.2) fine
catalyst tends suddenly to be carried upwards out of the bed to the
cyclones. If downward movement is desired as in standpipes, a higher
gas velocity is maintained (2 to 7) so that packing of the catalyst does

86 Fluidizing Processes, Chem. Eng. Progr., 43, 429 (1947).

io!TK
VOOrhieS

'
A

"'
°arb0n Formation 111 Catalytic Cracking, Ind. Eng. Chem., April,
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not occur, and to care for the greater pressure toward the foot of the
standpipe. If the downward movement is appreciable (2 ft per sec) the
aeration medium tends to move downward with the catalyst and be
compressed." This is offset by aeration at several levels to maintain a
flmdized state even though the gas is constantly shrinking in volumeAt very ow rates of downward flow, the gas tends to pass upward through
the catalyst giving variations in density. Aeration is, however, held to
a minimum because erosion in the standpipe and slide valves is thought to
increase m proportion to the third power of velocity.
The lowest point in the standpipe-riser system is the point of greatest

pressure (or tendency toward movement). Referring to Fig. 21-la the
dense phase in the regenerator standpipe stands at such a level that itmore than balances the weight of the dilute phase in the riser, the part of
the reactor bed above the riser outlet, and the greater pressure (usually)m the reactor vapor space. Flow is permitted by opening or closing of
the slide valve while always maintaining by aeration the proper densities
in each part of the system. In the riser, a high aeration velocity (15 to
40 ft per sec must be maintained so that no parts of the catalyst can fall
back through the gas stream. The minimum velocity to avoid slump
back, slugging, or even plugging is about 15 ft per sec. A pressure
differential of 3 to 6 psi (or more) is maintained across the slide valve andtwo valves are usually installed so that operation can be continued after
one valve becomes worn.
The carrier medium moves at a higher velocity than the catalyst

particles and thus a slip factor that cannot easily be evaluated must be
introduced. Some allowance in the density must be made, and usual
design practice is to set the slip at 2: 1, i.e., double the density calculated
from the amount of gas and catalyst flowing. Densities in the carrier
or riser lines are usually held under 5 lb per cu ft (neglecting slip).

PROCESSES

Only the barest process information can be given here because of the
numerous improvements that are still occurring. The Fluid process
dominates the domestic installed capacity, but the T.C.C. process is used
almost as much as the Fluid process in foreign plants. Thermal cracking

position of a secondary process used for
the viscosity breaking and coking of residual materials, and to some
extent the cracking of catalytic cycle stocks. Approximate operating
conditions for the major processes are indicated in Table 21-21 (see
Table 21-24 for reforming processes)

.

"Nelson, W. L., Circulation Control in Fluid Process, Oil Gas J., Apr. 14, 1949,
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Table 21-21. Approximate Operating Conditions for the Major Catalytic
Cracking Processes

Reactor temp, »F
Reactor (top) pressure, psig

Cat. to oil ratio

Space velocity, V/V-hr
Average recycle ratio, (1955)
Regenerator, temp, °F
Regenerator, pressure, psig

Regenerator, air temp, °F
Onstream time ;

Catalyst shape

Hydrogen, % of coke
Catalyst replacement and loss, lb per bbl

processed

Houdry

\

T.C.C.
Houdri-

flow
Fluid

Cyclo-

version

840-900

7-30
780-950

10-15

850-925
5-10

885-975

9-18
8-20

1-3

0.18
1060-1150

5-10

980-1050

35-100

0.75-1.5
2-5

1-3.5

0.25
08A 1 flROyou— iiiou

Atm. to 1

Atm. to 1000

3-7

1.5-4 2-4

850-900

20-50

700-800

700-1 100

Atm.
1200

800-850

3-10 hr

Beads

10 min
Beads

2-7

Continuous

Beads

2.5-8

Continuous

Beads

•2.5-8

Continuous

300-mesh
powder
7-15

0.3-0.5 0.15-0.5 0.2-0.5 0.2-0.6 Nil

Houdry Fixed-bed. Although this process has now been replaced to
a large extent, it. was the first (1937) truly successful process and it
illustrates the full development of a fixed-bed type of process (Fig. 21-8).

Cooling medium

Vapor
heat
exchg.

Oil separator Torbo-compressor

Redcrude

H charge

Tar

Eig. 21-8. Houdry fixed-bed catalytic cracking.

Vapor from the tar separator or a vaporizer is mixed with steam and is
admitted to the reaction chambers at 840 to 860°F. Passage through
the chamber is continued for about 10 minutes. By this time the pores
and surfaces of the catalyst have been covered with a thin film of carbon,
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fdW*^ bG regenerated
'

The cycle is about as

1. Onstream—10 min.
2. OiUad vapor purge by venting t0 „ ^
3. Regeneration with preheated air—10 min
4. Air purge by steam-jet ejectors—5 min

Heated to 700 to 800°F and adnffi ^chanfoT~X
issue from the chamber at 850 to,Cafa/yst
950°F,

heat energy to operate the gas tur-
bine used in compressing the air.

During this cycle the heat of
reaction must be provided during
the onstream phase and the heat
generation during regeneration or
burning with air must be removed.
These conditions are met by re-
cycling a mixture of molten salts
which tends to keep the reaction
temperature up to about 850°F and
the regeneration temperature down
to 950°F. The net result is an ex-
cess of heat which may be used to
produce high-pressure superheated
steam. The chamber or case90

indicated in Fig. 21-9 contains
bayonet-type salt tubes (K.T.) and

Fig. 21-9. Longitudinal section of a modi- ffne
f

ting tub^ (C.T.), and B.T.
fied design of Houdry reactor. (OU

tUbes for conducting air into the
** J-> bed or delivering cracked vapors

K.T. aad C.T. tubes extend to^Z^^T^
p. 135.

8 xuroine
. . . ,pet. Refiner, November, 1945,

L~ Screwed

Air outlet

an*
oilinht

Salt inlet
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21 tons.'

"** °"" ab°Ut 34'°°° Kters of cata1^«ng about

££" S255^^SSS^S^
fatW % * l6SS than 2 cents Per b«rel processed New
reS n * ?*^ pr°CeSS steam is Educed and «£m

."T^*
48 the *>» Proceeds. Increase in pressure from the

sLfe^srss gaa,Une yield
> Jthe*~ 5-

toSol^f^5
a8reement WHh Kgs

"
21"3 to 21-5

'
bei°g ^lar

nrn!L
a

f g
^.f

(1 *° 4 per cent> than shown in Fig. 21-3 The

isu^
d
for

ata1

^?
CWe

f
a8 (RC-C°- The Model IV design of Kg- Zl-1«

bDd of 30 APT w««f •
yP Jt Was desiSned to charge 8,350

Dry gas

Coke "
Debutanized gasoline
Naphtha
Cycle and decanted oil

B-Bcut

m^T^^T^ gaS andM Production were
-big. 21-3 than the design yields tabulated above. Some
conditions were:

Catalyst to oil ratio, lb/lb. i« 7 n„ + 1

Space velocity ? L Catalyst holduP> tons:

Catalyst circulation rate," tons"

' '

' uf Jn T*"
- "

'

442
Settled slurry oil, bpd. . . .

.
"

'

'

U± £ Stnpper
" / 14.

4

Steam-to cat. stripper, lb peri;"' 8 000 p
reSenerator 96.4

Steam-to reactor, fbpW hr -' f'S ^n on re—ed catalyst .
.

0.5

Steam-generated lb per hr 27 2 fe?»f % 67

Total blower air, lb per hr.t\Z IH.SS ^ " % ° 5

No^TX P
2t

er
'^ *******

' Houdry Process, 004*
92 Reidel, J. C, First Orthoflow ! . . in TJ S A Oil 1 oa

p

^e« and SKelly, Design and0^^^^.
M McGra% R. V., Pe<. i%r. December, 1953, p. C-5.
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Fresh feed (often heated to 600 to 700°F) lifts hot regenerated catalyst
into the reactor as the feed vaporizes. Cracked material leaves the reactor
through cyclone separators and is fractionated into products. Clay fines
accumulate in small amounts (0.5 lb per gal) at the bottom of the fraction-
ator, and they (as slurry oil amounting to 3 to 10 per cent of feed charge)
are usually returned to the reactor. Spent catalyst overflows into the
stripper where it is stripped by steam. The spent catalyst is lifted into
the regenerator by preheated air. Catalyst (above about 10 microns) is

held in the system by cyclone separators (and sometimes Cottrell precip-
itators), but scrubbers utilizing the incoming fresh feed have been used
in one plant.96 Heat may be removed from the regenerator catalyst by

Table 21-22. Over-all Heat Balances

Carbon or

fuel burned,
Cracking temperatures for these feed temperatures

weight per

cent of feed 700°F 400°F 100°F

3 800
4 915
5 995 800
6 905
7

8
980 825

925

recycling the catalyst through a "solids" heat exchanger against water
and by the operation of waste-heat boilers on the flue gas.
The mechanism of fluidization and the settling of catalyst were dis-

cussed on pages 797 to 798. Catalyst is aerated at various points, and
transfer occurs at velocities of about 30 ft per sec. Difficulty is encoun-
tered with erosion of lines, standpipes, etc., but runs of 677 days have been
accomplished. 96

According to Voorhies" the residence time of catalyst appears to be 1.5
to 10 mm in the reaction zone. Residence times of 10 to 20 min in the
regenerator are employed, and the depth of bed ranges from 10 to 15 or
even 30 ft. Over-all and regenerator balances78 are indicated in Tables
21-22 and 21-23, and complete charts have been published by J. W.
Moorman. 97 An air preheat temperature of 200 to 300°F is probably

Unit, Pet. Engr.,
" Anon., . . . Features of the Smallest (Frontier) Fluid .

May, 1945, p. 135.

I! *?}
nsoii

>
R- L -> New Ca* Cracking Record, Pet. Engr., April, 1951, p. C-50.

What 1S the Effect of Feed Preheat, Part 5, Oil Go* Jan. 10, 1955, p.
"
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\Ffue gas outlet

^^k^m^sT °f H°udrifl0W gaS"lift and crackine equipment. Also
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are somewhat larger than by all but the Fluid process. The catalyst

T^^l^^f^ Str0ngl °8 and m*y be regenerated at 1275°F
(eyen. 1400 F) rather than the customary 1050 to 1125°F used for other
catalysts. The catalyst does not appear to lose its activity - butJ£
15 per cent is lost per inspection. Cracking cycles of 2 to 10 hr are possi-
ble before regeneration is necessary and even 24 to 36 hr when reforming
naphthas The octane number of the gasoline from Texas Panhandle gas
oil is 76 to 77 ASTM (86 Research) - but with 3 cc TEL, octane nambers of only 81 to 82 ASTM are obtained because of the high olefhncin-
tent. The charge stock is heated4* to 980 to 1020°F (even 1050°F in
reforming) and admitted to one of the two catalyst chambers at 70 to 90psig (200 psigm reforming). Meanwhile the spent-catalyst chamber ispurged with steam, and the carbon is burned by a mixture of superheated
steam and air.

The same process and equipment are widely used for straight-run

f^TVwT1^980 t0 1050°F)U0 and for catalytic desulfurlzation
toou to »ou X) When employed for desulfurization, 5,000 to 15,000 bbl

^carder ^ "
°f

°
atalySt

'

48 "* the CatalyStW be

A^w diagram of the Suspensoid process' is not shown here (except seeFig 21-ld) because the process consists simply of introducing a slurry ofcata yst in cycle oil into the cracking stock, and then removing the spent
catalyst from the residual fuel by means of an Oliver Precoat Rotary
niter. The oil and catalyst are heated to about 1050°F and an outlet
pressure of 400 psig is maintained. The main effect of the clay catalyst is
to allow a higher cracking temperature and to assist, perhaps mechani-
cally, in keeping coke from accumulating on the walls of the tubes.
emperatures up to 1 105°F increase the yields of excess butanes and gas at

the expense of heating and fuel oils/" but erosion becomes severe.

jS2* stocks can be employed, a mixture of heavy
straight-run naphtha and gas oil is advantageous because the low-
octane naphtha can be reformed along with the cracking of the gas oilwith total yields that are greater than when each operation is conducted
separately/ New or synthetic catalyst produces slightly larger gasoline
yields (but of lower octane number) than the used Super Filtrol (from
lubricatmg-oil contact treating) now employed, but since only 2 lb used-
catalyst per barrel of oil is required, the use of expensive catalyst is not

a-/Xti^a?^ Texas Panhandle Gas 0iI
•

• •
Cycloversion

'

°*

1945,
p°

ld

74
aP an<1 Skinner

'
Conversion for Minium Fuels, Pet. Engr., April,

»' Burk, C. F., Suspensoid Catalytic Cracking, Oil Gas J., Oct. 12, 1946, p. 100.
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lno
tifi

/i JS^ °^al
-

ySt *?c°mpMles little
-

Yields are ^en on page
702 of the Third Edition of this book.

CATALYTIC REFORMING

Although the development of catalytic cracking was a momentous
achievement, especiallym developing methods of handling and regenerat-
ing catalysts the crowning achievement in refinery catalytic processing
was the development of Platforming by Haensel- and the Universal Oil
Products Co. in 1947-1949. In catalytic cracking, the catalyst needs
regeneration after 10 to 20 min and after 3 to 14 gal of oil has been proc-
essed per pound of catalyst. In Platforming and some of the related
p atmum catalyst processes, 253 bbl»* of oil has been processed per pound
of cata yst before regeneration or replacement was necessary. This is
accomplished by concurrently hydrogenating certain molecules, especially
carbonaceous materials, while dehydrogenating other molecules, and
adjusting conditions to minimize cracking types of reactions. Platform-
ing used mainly by smallerindependent refiners, and the platinum catalyst
processes used by larger refiners, now dominate in the field of gasoline

es^8^ f P
-

UCti
°?

°f ar°matiCS
'
alth0Ugh other P™esses

especially Hydroforming are also used (Table 21-24). Space is available
for a discussion of only the platinum catalyst processes and Hydroforming

In both platinum and molybdenum reforming the major types of reat
tions are.

1. Naphthene Dehydrogenation

H2 \y xi 2

H2

cyclohexane

2. Naphthene Dehydroisomerization

+ 3H2 (21-3)

H2 II

9

H2

1,2-dimethylcyclopentane methylcyclohexane

^Eckhouse, J. G., Pet. Engr., April, 1954, p. C-26.

(21-4)

Spr6Vb\i
9

)

54
' including ^zszr^zz
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3. Paraffin Dehydrocyclization

H2 H2 H2 H

benzene

CH3 _ l methylhexane, etc.

C6HI0 + H2 ^ CBH 12

pentenes

(21-5)

n-hexane

4. Paraffin Isomerization

H2 H2 H2 H2 H2

5. Paraffin Hydrocracking

H2 H2 H2 jj2 qjj

****** pentane
^C-C-C-CH, (21-7)

K aue
isopentane

6. Olefin Hydrogenation

(21-8)

H H

HnH + 4H2 ~>C4Hl0+H2S
(21-9)

thiophene butanes

Dehydrogenation of naphthenes [Eo f21-3Yl ******
the isomerization of paraffins and ?

*

occurs rapidly. Thus these f^JLZ }
( } and (21 ~6)1 also

elationJ^^ [^"^1 Sb*"*

reaction, have^eeuSS,SSSSv ^

psi causes about twice as much hydrocLIw " °Peratl°n * 900

S00 psi. Although more £ XSTSS^Z
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partial pressure of the hydrogen is relatively lower, and this leads to atendency for the hydrocracking reactions to produce coke.
In summary, the most useful operating conditions for most purposes are

(1) low pressure, (2) high temperature, (3) low space velocity, and (4) ahigh rate of gas or hydrogen recirculation, because liquid yieldi^Iarger
the vapor pressure of the reformate is lower (allowing the addition of more
butane m attaimng a vapor pressure of 10 R.v.p.), and the hydrogen pro-
duction is larger. However, this leads to coke deposition or deactivation
of the catalyst and the need for a regenerative, more expensive type of
plant. Only the Platforming process is nonregenerative, and it therefore

^J?^™*6 ** higher Pressures (5°0 to 700 psi) than the other processes
(200 to 500 psi—and 100 to 300 psi in Hydroforming).

Yields. Figure 21-6 indicates approximate yields when operating at
favorable conditions for each type of feed material. Naphthene-rich
stocks (low Characterization Factor) are best, but somewhat comparable
yields (Fig. 21-6) are obtained from paraffinic stocks by the use of oper-
ating conditions that favor the hydrocracking reactions i e high-pres
sure and greater severity.".!" Xhe fow vapor pressure (2

'

2 ^'3 6 R }of reformates (pentanes plus) permits the addition of 10 to 17 per cent of
butanes in producing a 10 R.v.p. product. This results in final yields of
90 to. even 106 liquid volume per cent. Reformate normally has an end
point 15 to 30°F higher than that of the feedstock.
The regenerative processes can operate at the low pressures which

produce larger yields but more deactivation of the catalyst »« Such
superiority is not fully evident in the literature, but the yields relative to
those of Fig. 21-6 or nonregenerative (Platforming) operation are thought
to be 114 about: 6

Regenerative processes: 3-4% larger (C 5-plus material)

^. JTT ,
5-lG% larger (10 R.v.p. material)

Fluid Hydroforming: 1% smaller (C B-plus)

2-3% smaller (10 R.v.p.)

The regenerative processes also"4 produce more hydrogen and a lower-
vapor-pressure less volatile gasoline. The hydrogen production ranges
from as low as 400 cu ft per bbl for mild operations on highly paraffinic
feeds, to as much as 2,200 cu ft when operating for aromatics on highly
naphthenic feeds. The off-gas consists mainly of hydrogen (see Table
i4-4, gas No. 27).

Material boiling below about 200°F is not usually included in the re-

"'Haensel and Donaldson, How Paraffin Content Affects Quality Pet
Processing, February, 1953, p. 236. * 7 "'
^* Steel et al., Factors in Selecting . . . Process, Pet. Engr., February, 1955, p.
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former feed because it already has a relatively high octane number and
because it contains only a small amount of the hydrocarbons that can be
converted (see Table 21-25). Material boiling above about 400°F is

Table 21-25. Compositions (Volume Per Cent) op a Few
Straight-run Naphthas

Ponca

Okla.

East
Texas

Brad-

ford,

Pa.

Green-

dale,

Mich.

Cali-

fornia"

Wink-
ler,

Mid-
way,
Calif.

Con-

roe,

Texas

Feed fraction (140-185°F) for benzene

13 16 15 18 10 12 14

60

20

16

4

62

23

12

1

35

78
9

12

1

77

9

11

78 44

34
21

1

55

3910

Cyclohexane
15

6

21

31

9

5236 21

3

20
3

87

1

21

Feed fraction (185-200°F) for toluene

23 25 24 23 15 20 27

47

2

38

2

52
2

CC

2

34 65

4

10

8

10

1

20

3

26
10

30
5

6

74

2
6

1

36

5

27

60

15 16

6

6 3
5 6 1

18

3

7

21 27 24

4

6

42

Ethylcyclopentane* 3

7

4

7

46 55 27

4

62
2

33

Select naphthas, Decker, W. H., Pet. Engr., April, 1954, p. C-30.
» Per cent of pentane—360°F gasoline.

Estimated.

not included because of greater coke deposition or deactivation of the
catalyst. When operating for aromatic hydrocarbons, short-boiling-

range stocks (Table 21-25) of about 150 to 225°F (for benzene and toluene),
and 150 to 270°F if xylenes are also desirable, are used as feeds. 115 - 116

Straight-run feeds are used almost exclusively, but cracked or coker
distillates are suitable except for their tendency to produce coke. If such
stocks are first hydrogenated (desulfurized) by the processes described on
pages 305 and 332, they are said to equal the straight-run feeds. 117 At
the same time, poisonous arsenic is completely removed during the
desulfurization.

116 Forziati et al„ Pet. Refiner, November, 1943, p. 22.

Haensel, V., Aromatics Production by . . . Platforming, Oil Gas J., Aug. 9,

1951, p. 80.
117 Anon. (J. F. Walter), Catalytic Reforming Problems, Pet. Processing, June, 1956,

p. 76.
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The lead susceptibility of reformates is shown in Table 3-12, the re-

lationship (spread or sensitivity) between Research and Motor method
octane numbers in Table 3-3, and the blending octane number in Fig. 4-46.

Aromatics and Hydrogen. During 1955, reformer capacity devoted
(in part) to aromatics production 118 was 181,200 bpd, of which 148,000
employed platinum catalyst processes. The aromatic production of
such plants if fully utilized would, however, probably not exceed 80,000
bpd. Over half of the nation's need for benzene and toluene was pro-
duced from such plants, and much more can be produced as the need
arises. In aromatics production the most useful feed hydrocarbons are
such naphthenes as methylcyclopentane, cyclohexane, dimethylcyclo-
peiitanes, etc. (see Table 21-25), but aromatics are also produced in
smaller amounts by cyclization [Eq. (21-5)] of paraffins. Higher-boiling
aromatics such as 1,2,4- and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, and 1,2,4,5- and
1,2,3,5-tetramethylbenzene are also produced by reforming, but there has
thus far been no need of recovering them as pure products. About

le yield of aromatics (based on naphthenes) can be
led by operations at low pressure (200 to 400 psi), low

! to 4), and moderate temperatures.

Narrow-boiling-range feeds (150 to 225°F, see Table 21-25) are proc-
and the reformate seldom contains more than 50 per cent of aro-

matics. The aromatics are recovered and purified by processes of adsorp-
tion (Arosorb or silica gel), extractive distillation (phenol), azeotropic
distillation, or solvent extraction (Udex, diethylene glycol, or sulfur
dioxide)

.

The reforming processes are a valuable source of by-product hydrogen,
and the availability of this hydrogen has been a great incentive in the de-
velopment of the hydrodesulfurization processes. The amount of hydro-
gen produced is so much a function of the feed composition that no means
of approximation is possible. However, the amount is substantial (400 to
1,200 cu ft per bbl)—and quite large (1,500 to 2,200 cu ft) from special
naphthene-rich stocks used for the production of aromatic hydrocarbons.
Platinum Reforming. The regenerative processes"-81 differ from the

nonregenerative26- 113 - 11* Platforming process mainly by the addition of
regenerative equipment (and usually an extra reactor) . Thus, it is possi-
ble to show a single basic diagram (Fig. 21-13) for all processes. The
fixed-bed Hydroforming process is also basically the same except that
regeneration must be practiced so frequently (about 8 hr) that the use of
a waste-heat boiler is justified. In some plants, a single still with several
coils is used rather than the 3 heater stills shown in Fig. 21-13. A pre-
fractionator is not required if the regular topping equipment of the refinery
can separate a large well-fractionated (200 to 400°F) Platformer feed. A

118 Guthrie, V. B., Pet. Processing, August, 1955, p. 1159.
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small high-pressure (600 psi) drum is used to store hydrogen for startunWhen the catalyst is new and active, the first of thetoSSat a temperature about 5°F higher than the second etc but Is the

neShaS
f

W bee° fT**"* Which °°ntain a« ™»* as 350 parts^ l^T;^ thiS mU8t ** removed b~ S quantitaCyunites with the platinum causing deactivation of the catalvsl

S

Zl/^/ naphtha i
fo storage r—*-Fk>e gos _

,h* X ^'teS^JJ*** . GAS TO

r
I Feed

fractionator

rBottoms to
coolers

Product
stabilizer

Cosl separator

Heater

200-400°F
CHARGE Hydrogen recycle-^

To .

and from
reboilers and
exchangers

STABLE
Fio. 21-13.B^M« reformiag„ (regenerative^ nonr

^~

residue. Clay filtration also removes traces of lead
Large amounts of sulfur tend to deactiva+P +h«

"

aro i * .

-jasssaS d
M-=sasaaaa

but ,Jta35!!r (hyd™«enat.on) not only removes all arsenic

chromium steels (18-8 chrome nickel is even better) »
? ***

tnfiiVT
*° ^ P°U

^
dS

°f cata,y"t per barrel ch«ge stock is reonired

it'Tn^'^ 4
'
reSh Charg6

°f °atalySt must be -dUyaSkJay and Dickson, Pet. Proofing, March, 1954, p. 374.

~~ .

.

1

ii iiniiiiiiinnii! ii
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T^e service charge for replacing spent catalyst with new is about $4 00T ^

ata'ySt rangeS from $9 0° t0 *14 °0 P« lb.Yields were indicated m Fig. 21-6.
In an effort to obtain even higher octane numbers, the Universal Oils a combination soiventi-^^'

dietnylene glycol) and Platforming system which permits the recycling of

Regenerator

Prefractionotor

Fig. 21-14. Basic diagram of a Fluid Hydroformer. {Pet. Refinei:)

paraffinic raffinate through the reactors of the Platformer process This

££?3 PanfM^ in m°re COmPIete aversion of

^100/ 1 Pr°dUCt fr°m Mid Continent feed of about78 percent of 100 Research octane number reformate

nSfi"**^ Th* fixed-bed version of this process was the original
aromatization process used during World War II for the produc

mZ t0

i
Uene

' ^ latGr f°r thG production of somatic solvents andFmt Rexformer Goes on Stream, Oil Gas J.. Aug. 3. 1956, D, 106.
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naphthas. The fixed-bed process was conducted in equipment similar to

that of Fig. 21-13. The catalyst is relatively cheap molybdenum oxide

(M0O3) supported on alumina, and it must be regenerated at 4 to 16

hour intervals for the removal of coke.

All recent installations have been of the fluid catalyst type indicated

in Fig. 21-14. 121 The plant operates on 12,500 bpd of 220 to 355°F Mid-

dle East naphtha. Gas is recycled at the rate of about 4,000 cu ft per

bbl of feed. Coke laydown with the 12.1 Characterization Factor feed

has been 1.3 to 1.9 per cent of feed, and the yields of 5 R.v.p. reformate

range from 66 per cent of 94 Research octane number to 75 per cent of

87.5 octane number. Catalyst losses amount to only 0.03 to 0.05 lb per

bbl feed. The preferred catalyst size is about 5 to 10 per cent finer than

20 microns, more than 20 per cent between 20 and 40 microns, and less

than 30 per cent coarser than 80 microns. Viscosity-broken feeds and

coker distillate can be processed, but the carbon laydown is larger.

Additional operating information is given in Table 21-24.

121 Jaggard and Johnson. Aramco's Fluid Hydroformer . . . , Pet. Refiner, August,

1956, p. 157.



CHAPTER 22

NATURAL AND REFINERY GASES

Casingheadgasoline first attracted commercial attention in about 1904
in Pennsylvania. By 1955, proven natural gas reserves of the United
States exceeded 230,000,000,000,000 cu ft, and natural gas liquids (pro-

pane and heavier) 5,600,000,000 bbl. Nearly 10 trillion cu ft of natural
gas was marketed during 1956. The low boiling range of natural and
distillate (field) gasolines or their tendency to vaporize easily makes them
highly useful for cold-weather operation when ordinary gasolines fail to
vaporize rapidly. For some years, natural gasoline has constituted 6 to 8
per cent of the total gasoline (Table 6-3) and butanes (mainly from refinery

operations) about 5 per cent.

Natural gas is used primarily as a fuel, but it is also processed for the
liquid hydrocarbons that it contains, it is partly burned or oxidized into
carbon black, and plants have been built 1 for burning the gas to carbon
monoxide and hydrogen so tbat these gases can be synthesized mainly
into gasoline but also into numerous chemical products such as methyl,
ethyl, propyl, butyl, and amyl alcohols, acetaldehyde, acetic acid, acetone,
and methyl ethyl ketone. Gas is such a convenient fuel that the reform-
ing of high-heating-value refinery gases (1,600 Btu per cu ft) into low-heat
city or manufactured gas (550 to 1,000 Btu per cu ft) has been proposed. 2

Winter demands for natural gas as a fuel are so great that pipelines

are seldom large enough. This situation was solved by one gas-distribu-

tion system by the installation of a gas-liquefaction plant and storage3

tanks for liquid natural gas (at -250°F) at the terminal. More recently, 4

gas (mainly methane) has been liquefied and transported in heavily
insulated atmospheric-pressure tanks on barges and ocean-going vessels.

Gas that evaporates is used as fuel to drive the vessel. Atmospheric-
pressure storage has also been explored for the transportation of propane,

*Lane and Weil, The Synthine Process, 4 parts, Pet. Refiner, August, p. 87; Septem-
ber, p. 97; October, p. 109; and November, 1946, p. 153.

2 Bevan, R. L., Reforming Refinery Still Gases . . . , Oil Gas J., Aug. 19, 1943,
p. 52.

* Elliott et al., . . . Investigation of the Fire at the Liquefaction, Storage and
Regasification Plant . . . , U.S. Bur. Mines Rept. Invest. 3867, February, 1946.

4 Nelson, W. L., Natural Gas to Move by Barge, Oil Gas J., Mar. 22, 1954.
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but pressure tanks are the common methoclof storage. Although enor-
mous amounts of butane, propane, and ethane are available and very
cheap (butane valued at only 1 cent per gal when sold as part of natural
gasoline), 6 the lack of a cheap method of accumulating and transporting
these high-vapor-pressure materials has been a great deterrent to wide-
spread use or the development of chemical projects. Underground
storage in natural or man-built caverns (1.8 trillion cu ft of gas, 6 and
over 16 million bbl liquefied gases6

) is aiding in stabilizing winter and

Table 22-1. Marketed Phoduction of Liquefied Petboleum Gases'
(1,000 gallons)

Year
Total

sales

Domestic

and
motor fuel6

Industrial

and
misc. c

Gas
manu-
facture

Chemical

manu-
facture

1922

1928

1938

1948

1952

1954

1956

2Z3d

4,523

165,201

2,736,801

4,477,379

5,125,533

6,997,000

2,600

57,832

1,473,289

2,636,736

3,174,012

4,068,000

400

62,694

275,883

338,959

401,615

614,000

1,500

12,386

237,638

259,697

191,932

234,000

32,299

524,350

870,990

1,050,239

1,642,000

Rubber
compo-
nents

225,641

370,997

summer

i ~c 7 t»v**u««. j igures not entirely consistent because
classifications were changed at various times. See Oil Gas J:, Jan. 21, 1956, p 52
.

» Household plus irrigation pumping, tractor fuel, flame weeding, chicken brooding
and similar uses; also sales of domestic distributors for industrial uses: also internal-
cOmbustion fuels after 1950.

e Including fuel for internal-combustion engines during years to 1951.
d Sales confined mainly to bottle gas prior to 1928.

but only a few (5) major L.P.G. (liquefied and petro-
all in Texas, have been proposed or built. Chemical

developments at distant points are usually situated on a major natural-
gas pipeline, and the ethane, propane, etc., are separated at the point of
use.

The lighter hydrocarbons, such as propane, isobutane, butane, and the
corresponding olefins, removed from natural gasoline and refinery gases,
are widely used as so-called "bottle gas" (Table 3-5). The enormous
growth7 of the liquefied petroleum gas (L.P.G.) industry is indicated in
Table 22-1.

6 Nelson, W. L., Relative Prices of Various Grades of Natural Gasoline Oil Gas J
Sept. 28, 1953, p. 149. '

*'

8 Underground Gas Storage Still Rising, Oil Gas J., Apr. 23, 1956, p. 68- and L P G
Storage Hits New Peak, Oil Gas J., Aug. 1, 1955, p. 60

7 L. P. G. Chalks Up Record Gain in '55, Oil Gas J., Jan. 21, 1956, p. 52.
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^ss^ss&^ft™* 1938

oer cent of tlT? ? f't
P * (and ProPene constitutes nearly 70^•K^^^SK^ 1956 *—

Propane (incl. CJI,)..-...

Butanes (incl. C4H8)..

Butane-propane mixes
/~W1 • *

* • • s .

Other mixes*
.

.

~. J [ ^ 1

j

'

j g

carbon black used in theU«LStlpo^ £"* °f 5"
Synthetic rubber requires much more black (T.hk w^ «T

berg°ods-

rubber. Most of the rest of the££55S^lJSfflS
Table 22-2. Carbon Black Statistics

Millions lb, by process" Millions lb by
raw material sourceYear

1925

1935

Total

production

1950

1953

178

353

1,053

1,382

Channel

• Chemical Economics
5
Strasser, D. M., Pet.

144

316

539

617

454

Furnace

34

37

514

765

1,157

178

353

983

1,042

938

Oil*

Lb per

1001b
rubber5

70

340

673

12

18

37

33

35

»ok, Stanford Research Institute.
er, December, 1954, p. 177.

The drying of gases and volatile limiids w** a\m»c^a u n

P operties of the adsorbents used in drying are indicated in Tables
^Dinger et al., Propane Motor Fuel with is* i

•

January, 1955, p. 34.
% ProPylene , SAE Journal,
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10-4 to 10-6. The formation of hydrates with carbon dioxide and with
hydrocarbons such as:9

Methane CH4-7H 20 Propane
. C3H 8.18H 20Ethane C2H6

.8H20 Carbon Dioxide C02-7H 20
is troublesome in high-pressure gas lines and particularly in low-tempera-
ture fractionatmg equipment. The temperatures and pressures forhydrate formation 10 are indicated in Table 22-3.

Table 22-3. Approximate Pressures for Hydrate Formation
Pounds per square inch absolute

Temp,
°F

35

40

45

50

65

75

Specific gravity

0.55
0.7

(methane) 0.8 0.9

430 120 100
600 165 140 110
800 230 192 150

1,100 320 265 230
1,500 450 380 330
2,100 680 580 500
2,950 1,000 890 780

3,100 2,600 2,200

Hydrogen sulfide is an acidic material and it can be removed by themany agents indicated in Table 22-4 as well .as nickel oxide (NiO), sodium
Table 22-4. Hydrogen Sulfide Removal Processes

Name

Caustic soda. .

.

Lime
Iron oxide

Thylox

Girbotol

"Phosphate

Phenolate

Vacuum carbon-
ate

Reaction

2NaOH + H2S-*Na2S+_
Ca(OH) 2 + H2S- CaS + 2H20
FeO + H2S FeS + H20
Na2C03 + H2S ^± NaHCOa + NaHS
Na^As&Oa + H2S- Na4As2S 60 + H20

2RNH2 + H2S^(RNH 3 ) 2S

™™ i ** KHS + K2HP0<

NaOC 6H5 + H2S - NaHS + C6H5OH

Na2CO, + Il£- NaHCOa + NaHS

Regeneration

Partly by air

Air blowing

Na4As2S60 + HOz -»

Na4As2S502 + S
Steaming

Steaming

Steaming

Vacuum steaming

Wy^me, p.*™ '
°" HydFate Co^o- Equilibrium Data, Oil Oas I.,
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(RCHNH2COONa). In handling large volumes of gas, the regenerative
processes such as the soda ash, phenolate, tripotassfum phosphate andaqueous amme processes (Tabfe 22-4) are widely used."." TheGbteM
process is described briefly on pages 754 to 756 along with Figs. 20-18 andand.the conversion of hydrogen sulfide to sulfur is indicated in Fig.

™*. , > £ " aI

v°
rem°Ved by the amines 88 wel1 as ™*Uamounts of water. Monoethanolamine (MEA) is used for sulfide (alsotnethanolamine), and diethanolamine (DEA) if carbon dioxide is also

present. If diethylene glycol is also added to the solution and low tem-
P ^ dehydration oan b* accomphshed along with

GENERAL PROCESSING

Natural gas is processed mainly for the recovery of liquid hydrocarbons

rr m fsolm\ Pur« hydrocarbons as butane, propane, ethane, or
mixtures of them, hydrogen sulfide (and sulfur or sulfuric acid), and car-bon black; but significant amounts of gas are also converted into ammonia
synthesized by the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, or oxidized into chemS
products such as formaldehyde nnr,vpr. t - ol nnM„.- .v*««w.MCHjue. conventional operations, however,
consist of mainly two operations, viz., recovery of liquids (absorption
etc.), and purification of the liquid.

^

1. Wet natural (or refinfery) gas or a ga5 containing significant amounts of com-pounds higher m molecular weight than propane is processed to produceX natZl

SSflf* ?E
natUral gaS°line

-
Separation of *5 gasoline™ he

w "trrp d m many ways as (a) absorpti°n in minerai * « * high-boa!mg gasoline, (6) compression, often with refrigeration, (c) adsorption by charcoal in

i f £
COntlTUS 7 (Se° ^P^tion), and most often by (d) combinations ofseveral of these such as low-temperature high-pressure absorption.

ture br^WnHn
7 am°U^ °nly

v
SfcabiUzation or fractionation of the liquid mix-

ture, but if absorption is used, a preliminary separation of the absorption oil from the

SET? Tn°
US tyP6S °f Stripping stiUs is Practiced - gasoline (ornaphtha) contains 10 to 30 per cent methane, ethane, and propane, and these dis-solved gases cause the gasoline to be so highly volatile (often complexly evaporates

Kzed Zh,£^
m0Sphe"C pressu

f)
*at they ™*t be removed in producing a stabi-lized product that can be shipped and marketed. Stabilization is nothing more than

high-pressure fractionation for the separation of hydrocarbons lighter than thebutanes. Since the top of the fractional must be cooled or refluxed with nearly pure
liquid propane or butane, and water allows cooling to only 80 to 100°F, stabilizationmust be conducted at a high pressure. '

ataDmzatlon

M
"' m J

''
Mar

"
3
°'

1946
'
P

-
219; PeL Member,

" Culbertson and Connors, Oil Gas J., Aug. 11, 1952 p 114
» Chapin, W F., High Purity Natural Gas by the Glycol-amine Process, Pet.

Refiner, June, 1947, p. 109.
'
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d"P) gasoline, cracked naphtha! * t£
^shead (or

satssr assays^
The chS, •^ t0 7"13^ iSMl

dee««™on,

bottle gases. Reforming «!m

.

7) and caustic washing of th«
^veral gasoline pWs 1^1 P T* cataly^ is being practiced in

lg
- The compressors that

fes/ai/e gasm r- -™ ,r "™ —
623 s

624 .

§12 ^
<£i| CUT: ^'"PPingw// T

IW/onperaby ecovery-ŝ emgas ° Temperatures^ Nation piant.
*fe used to create ^*w 8-2 SStSZ2£ absorption tower are **

« absorber column This c„lu^n
ga
ys

,

C0D™d Emitted to
*! "f a>e bubble-plate „ oZ *'

S0 *" Stripper and stal»iJiZer
Enough the trav J. •

° conventional type of construct,™

Jh
natural or «E?tJ .<»

gangers i„ which g. f

aS

y
™» ** absorption oil flows through
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natural gasoline and dry gas are produced. The stabilizer is a typical

fractionating column with a steam reboiler. Sometimes it is more

economical to allow some gasoline hydrocarbons to escape in the residue

gas from the stabilizer and cycle this gas through the absorber than to do

an exact job of fractionation in the stabilizer.

When handling large amounts of gas, exceedingly elaborate plants such

as the 350,000,000 cu ft plant14 shown in Fig. 22-2 are justified. This

plant handles the six gases shown in Table 22-5. The absorbers operate

at 2,250, 1,250, 500, 150, and 50 psdg
#
; the rich absorption oil is stage

Table 22-5. Gas Feeds to Plant of Fig. 22-2

207 100 12 20 4 3

Pressures of feeds, psig. .

.

2,250 1,250 500 150 50 Vacuum

Analysis (mole per cent):

90.83 91.27 91.81 89.33 68.51 56.43

5.04 .4.98 4.50 5.52 13.73 8.90

1.90 1.80 1.86 2.46 10.20 15.35

0.52 0.43 0.50 0.59 2.21 6.48

0.57 0.57 0.52 0.60 2.52 5.60

0.18 0.18 0.20 0.36 1.00 3.76

0.20 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.63 1.98

0.78 0.60 0.39 0.91 1.20 1.50

Gal per 1,000 cu ft 0.807 0.700 0.636 0.969 5.598 6.570

" Million cu ft per day.

stripped 16 at pressures of 185, '50, and 5 psig; the rich oil is heated in

direct-fired pipestill heaters; and the liquid product is fractionated into

deisopentanized gasoline, kerosene, propane, isobutane, butane, and

isopentane. Stage stripping or stage separation is the same general

operation as the successive flashing shown in Fig. 15-15 except that vapor-

ization is accomplished by reduction in pressure rather than increase in

temperature. Such an operation assists in holding gaseous or low-boiling

materials in the liquid, and hence this operation is also useful in the sepa-

ration of gas from crude oil.
16,17

Although steam is used for heat in many small and older plants, direct-

" Anon., Process Improvements Mark Design and Operation . . . ,
Oil Gas J.,

Dec. 15, 1945, p. 88.
. ^ „„„ r ^

» Wade, H. N., Multistage Weathering of Saturated Absorption Oil, Oil Gas J., Ma*

10, 1945, p. 57. . .
. |Q,R

m Kimmel et al., Stage Separation of Oil-gas Mixtures, Oil Weekly, Oct. 17.

" Huntington and Schmidt, Problems in Condensate Type Production,

February, 1941.
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fired pipestill heaters are being more and more widely used. 18 These

are used not only to heat the rich oil but to produce a stream of the hot oil

which is used to heat all of the reboilers and sometimes to generate

enough steam for stripping. Some plants are so completely automatic

that they shut themselves down in an emergency. 18 "Water is
.

*

and in such plants air-cooled condensers are used. 19

that plants operated entirely without water (or steam) cost only j

more than conventional plants. In the extreme, gas can be used tb

drive reciprocating pumps or by means of gas engines, and the stripping

of rich oil can be accomplished with gas, 20 or high-pressure fractionation

can be used rather than a steam-stripping still. Carryover of absorption

oil is expensive and it tends to befoul the beds of desiccant type driers.

It may be alleviated
20 by (1) admitting the oil two or three trays from the

top of the absorber, (2) using higher-molecular-weight (210 to 230)

absorption oil of a nonaromatic type, and (3) using various types of mist

extractors in the top of the absorber and in the dry-gas line, especially

the wire-mesh type of extractor. Small plants [2 to 5 million standard

cu ft per day (MMscfd)] are becoming economically feasible, 21 and some

small plants complete with drying and treating equipment are mounted on

skids so that they can easily be set at a new location.

Distillate Plants. The gas in some fields is at such extremely high

pressures (2,000 to 6,000 psia) that it dissolves some of the heavy liquids

with which it is associated. It is so dense that it behaves somewhat

as a liquid. Note in Table 22-5 that the hexane-plus content of the gases

is large in the 2,250-lb gas, that it decreases down to 500 lb, and then

increases again at low pressure. Thus the highest-pressure gases dissolve

hexane somewhat as if the gas is a liquid whereas the hexane gets into

the lowest^pressure gases simply by exerting its vapor pressure. Upon

reducing the pressure of high-pressure gases, a region of liquid formation

is encountered as indicated by the isothermal line of Fig. 15-6 (see also

Fig. 15-8) and then upon further reduction in pressure the material

becomes totally gaseous again. This type of condensation is referred to

as retrograde condensation. For this reason, distillate gases are usually

processed by reducing the pressure to 1,500 to 2,250 psia and passing them

through a separator for the removal of some liquid. The gas may then

be forced back into the field by compressors, or it may be sent through

high-pressure absorbers before being sent back to the field. Each gas

« Sutherland and Swindell, One-man Operation . . . , Oil Gas J., Apr. 18, 1955,

P
" Lane, R. L., Dry Distillation, Two-still System, Oil Gas J., Jan. 2, 1956, p. 80.

m Lane and Thompson, Hydrocarbon Stripping, Oil Gas J., May 5, 1952, p. 174.

« Symposium, Midget Plants—and How They Grew, Pet. Refiner, June, 1956,

pp. 145-156.
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of the absorber, a heavy gasoline recycle oil is used to absorb the last of

the propane (up to about 90 per cent). The highly wild gasoline is then

processed in a combination fractionator-absorber (rich oil deethanizer of

Fig. 22-3) which vaporizes unwanted methane and ethaneinto the upper

absorber part where it is met with heavy gasoline absorption oil.

About the simplest system for the recovery of large amounts (60 to 75

per cent) of propane and propene is a plain fractionator operated at apres-

sure so high (300 to 360 psia with catalytic cracking gases) that the entire

Overhead from Gas
compressors Absorberfracl.

fractionator
OH t

Knockout
drum (T

I50psiff

9'as

30 r*.

Debutanizer

\ C3 -£f product^

Fig. 22-3. Gas-recovery system, utilizing rich-oil deethanization, for a catalytic-

cracking plant. (Oil Gas J.)

cracking-plant gas and gasoline stream can be admitted at the top without

losing significant amounts of butane. Dissolved ethane and ethylene are

eliminated from the bottom product by heating the bottom of the frac-

tionator with a reboiler. If the recovery of even more propane is feasible

an absorber operating on light cycle oil from the cracking-plant fraction-

ator (and returning to it) can be used on the gases from the fractionator.

The disadvantage of such a simple system is the cost of compression.

A small amount of refrigeration (water refrigeration to about 55°F or

propane, etc., refrigeration to 0 to 10°F) is sometimes economical in

recovering propane (Fig. 21-10), and in the case of ethane or ethylene
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recovery it is necessary to refrigerate to about minus 100°F or lowerbecause the critical temperature of ethane is minus 89°F. Although

Idk^i!* t0
|,

th0S
!
d6S

f
ribed f°r Pr°pane recovery ca" beused for ethane it is usually advisable to condense all of the desiredmaterials by refrigeration (see Figs. 20-4 and 20-5) and then se»

™.3coIT'0118

X a SerieS °f^-'ors. As an extremeX
t?,f

P
K • ? ?

g6r
'
TeXaS

'
6eparates 12 hydrocarbons (propanethrough isooctane) as well as 5 mixtures, using a total of 24 fraction^

Carbon Black. The three main processes of manufacture" in the order

Channels Carbon black
storage tank

Hoppercqr

Burner buildings *-
Elevators

Flo. 22-4o. Channel process of catbon-blaok manufacture.

Thermal" (Fig. 22-4c) processes. In the Channel process incompletecombustion occurs m the presence of stee. channelsVt chiU ff£flame. The Furnace process also involves incomplete combustion but

o^one The
8
™

°U7 bUmed (gSS fUrnaCe Pr°CeSS) and more™-«y
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TWm l
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precipitators, cyclones, or bag filters and finally is consolidated into tiny
beads29 which can be handled without excessive dusting.

GAS AND PRODUCTS

Almost all field and refinery gases are of such a composition that they
can be profitably processed for the manufacture of natural gasoline. Prior
to 1915 a gas containing less than 7 gal of stable natural gasoline per thou-
sand cubic feet was called a "dry gas" and in general was not considered
suitable. Since that time the value of natural gasoline has increased and
the methods of recovering the gasoline have been so improved that almost
all natural gas containing more than 2 gal of gasoline per thousand cubic
feet is being processed and gases that contain only 0.3 gal per thousand
cubic feet may be economically handled. Tables 22-5, 22-6, 14-4, and
19-8 show analyses of various natural and refinery gases.
In estimating the gasoline or liquid content of a wet gas (Example 22-1),

Table 22-7 will be useful. In general, the olefin hydrocarbons produce
less liquid by about 7 per cent, but exact values can be computed from the
specific gravities of Tables 5-2 and 5-3.

Liquids. The general composition of raw and stabilized gasolines,
bottle gases, and distillates (or condensates) is shown in Table 22-6 and of
pressure distillates in Table 7-2. Similar information about crude oils
is shown m Table 4-5. The compositions of distillates or condensates
from cycling plants (items 21 to 25, Table 22-6) are of little significance
because of the wide range of pressure and temperature maintained, and
because the liquid recovery is often reported as several products such as
hydrocarbon liquids, distillate, and even kerosene.

'

The specifications of natural gasoline and the system by which it is
graded are given in Fig. 3-2, and the somewhat standard grades of lique-
fied petroleum gases are shown in Table 3-5. The approximate relation-
ship among the composition, properties, and grades of natural gasolines
is given m

Jig.
22-5. It is not generally applicable to the olefin-bearing

liquids produced in refineries, but it may be used as an approximation.IM butane content of many gasolinelike products is closely related to
their vapor pressures (Table 22-8). In natural gas, the butanes fraction
contains about 31.9 per cent (22 to 49) of isobutane, and the pentane frac-
tion 53.7 per cent (19 to 70) of isopentane.
For statistical purposes, the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the Natural

basohne Association of America (NGAA) 30 use the following factors
(multipliers) to obtain the equivalent volume of Grade 26-70 natural gaso-

l^p^m
D

'

M
''
Fr°m Hydxocarbons to Carbon BIack

>
Pet- Refiner, December,

30 Nelson, W. L., Volume Equivalent . . . , Oil Gas J., July 13, 1953, p. 149; and.
re Prices . . . , Oil Gas J., Sept. 28, 1953, p. 149.
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line, and the price factors (multipliers) used by industry during 1933-1956
are also shown

:

Volume Price

1.470

1.362 1.36 (and 1.30)

1.258 1.20

1.129 1.10
26 R.v.p 1.000 1.00
30 R.v.p. and above 0.896

Table 22-7. Relationship between Liquid and Gas Volumes

Methane.

.

Ethane...

Propane.

.

Isobutane.

Butane. .

.

Pentanes

.

Gal liquid

per 1,000

standard

cu ft pure

component

Standard

cu ft pure

component
per gal

liquid

Gal liquid

per 1,000

standard

cu ft pure

component

Standard

cu ft pure

component
per gal

liquid

16. 9« 59.1- Hexane 41.1 24.3
25.2 39.7 Heptane 46.4 21.6
27.4 36.5 Pentanes and
32.4 30.9 heavier 41.5 24.1
31.6 31.6 Hexanes and
36.4 27.5 heavier 45.0 22.2

° NGAA Standard 2145, apparent values if dissolved (60°F).

Table 22-8. Butane Content versus Vapor Pressure

Reid vapor
Material

Approx. liq. vol.

pressure per cent butanes

8 400 E.P. motor gasoline 6.6
10 400 E.P. motor gasoline 10.0
12 400 E.P. motor gasoline 14.0
14 Nat. gaso. (20% evapo. at 140°F) 14.0
18 Nat. gaso. (50% evap. at 140°F) 18.0
22 Nat. gaso., Grade 22-55 15-24
26 Nat. gaso., Grade 26-70 24-33
30 Nat. gaso., Grade 30-70 33-42

)r to 1931 usually fell in Grade 26-70, and such a
basis is still retained in statistics, but shortly after 1931 during the devel-
opment of the Oklahoma City field, great surpluses led to the sale of
mainly Grade 22-70, and most gasoline during 1956 had a vapor pressure
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if butanes had no valueTl Z T (See Kg
'
22"5>- Th™

Motors (actually «^i^^Z^0
".™id b° as priee

1956 imply a butane value^2 J * *he pnce factors in "se during
cent per gal and lower

( ™ natUral
<* about one

Basis: 1,000 cu ft of the natural gas . See Table 22-7.

Gasoline from butanes = Jg x j 000 * 31.9
n o

, 00
X 1,000 X~ = 0.3X31.9 = 9.57 gal .

Oasolme from pentanes - 0 01 v i« ,« ,

OasoHne from he»ne plus » 0°:0^ 41.0 :
Pentanes plus = 2.72 ealThe percent of butanes i„ 26-70 grade gasoiine „ about

* ^Ml Of 26-70 grade gasoline . *g „^ ga, pw i ooo
Some excess butanes would be available for bottle gas, etc

propane; and 60 per cent of I ZS,^XT* * W) * »V.** and the percentage evaporated Jug? aPPr0^ composi-
The percentage evaporated at 140 deg is £££ „,„ 1 ,. ,.pressure a located among the Reid „ 4km8 the base line

' an<> the vapor
cent propane axis. These twoSEE ^TheliT ^ *" rigM

'
USil* "* 0£

intersection point is then located with \ C'e P0"" on the diagram. This •

Properties as follows:
W"h reSpect » ** "'"er axes in the figure, giving

API gravity
7Q

Per cent evaporated at'lOOT? '

*

' «5 a,0ng base an<* to right)
Per cent butanes and lighter

" '

' | ^ lines reading to right)
Per cent pentanes in pentanes and

(h°montaI reading at left)

heavier...- ». - , ."
(
convergmg straight lines reading at top)

Propane
Analysis

Butanes..'.'.';.':.'.;;;.
"- ig ^tanes (35.5%) 30.7

Pentanes + 86.'s.
.

+ («» - UJ9 ««
Products that are to be vaporized out nfa

^

bottle gas, must be substantially free from 1? °f air
'
Such 88

the water (or hydrate) freehand elogsX v
(1° PPm) beCause

products must be noncorrosive (ma2ff£ *ST^*e™6"*- All
most products must be sumc^ntXl™ fr°m hydr0*en ^de), and
to produce a "sweet" or3^7™^° SU'fur comP°»nds

J
" ^ell, J. s„ Experience wrth" !2 n^ <^W* gaSeS" at **

Annual, 1949, p. C-30
W"h °** Dcodorisation

. . . , Pa. Bngr. Bef.
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field and after passing through desulfurizers and gasoline plants contamed the following grains of sulfur per 100 cu ft :

'

Hydrogen sulfide

Mercaptan
Residual organic

Mid Continent*

At field

30-650

1.5-7.0

0.1-0.4

Finished

California

0.25

0.5-1.0

Under 0.1

Finished

0.30

None

* Mainly West Texas-New Mexico,
t Organic sulfur added to 0.4 grains.

o^lUCed iDt° (Within 100 of ^tination) quantitativelyM Itinr^ di6UmdeS " H°WCTer
'
the Sulfide ^te

Natural gas and bottleJ^J^'S^SSSSStXmercaptan, amyl mercaptan etc sotr.^™^., w
Slen™es

,

as ethyJ

.

fi

Th« NGAA!! has Tentative StandardsioTSUl^JmGas Specfications and Test Methods, and Standard Factors for Volum"

a7T ^ rClfi
° GlaVity C™ion of LpG Gases and VoS

Set 58?f
e

th

°f
,

h
S
ndling VOktUe are -PhasIX

fw\™ 1 f"
a
'
B°ard 0f Fire Underwriters.«

7

for^TarcrtrLrtemPerat
ru

analySeS meth0ds are to° -MPlicated

been deX^ uT^h' *T nUmer°US

S.¥7^ n ,

6 absorPtion and weathering test of the Cali-S^tZaneTrH^f?"^ is *>r detectingmsses of isobutane and heavier hydrocarbons in absorber residue eases

a standi S*H 'T*8 °f« a~ed S througha standard hydrocarbon solvent at -44°F (for pentanes plus) or - U0°F5**«' and fathering the contacted sZnt to a pi
daTnwt

P
j

<W*tu"- If the absorption factor for the commerT

beteentn
6

!f ** ?f
P0Siti0n

°f the in,et *as are k™™, neTp tbetween 1So and normal butane may be estimated. Empirical boil-away

July 3, 1946, p. r498
5penSM LPG 0dorant

' *<* «*
" Kennedy Building, Tulsa, Okla.
85 John St., New York.

Case,, ft* t!s. 44!
Me'h<>dS * ** **
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or controlled evaporation tests for the purity of isopentane86 and of iso-

butane 37 have also been devised. One refiner uses the following boil-away
test for estimating the composition of mixed butanes (B-B cut) : 100 ml
of sample is run into a 100-ml graduate containing a thermometer (—20
to 120°F), everything being chilled to a temperature below the boiling
point of the sample. This specimen is rej ected, and the graduate is imme-
diately refilled to 100 ml. Evaporation occurs at room temperature, and
for control purposes the evaporation to 0 to 5°F is taken as propane, that

Table 22-9. Approximate Octane Numbers (F-l)« op Natural Gasolines6

Reid vapor pressure,

psia

-•

Lowest,

clear

Average

Clear
With 3 cc

TEL

Highest,

clear

35 44 67.5 57
56 62 80.3 69

10 60 66.5 83.3 73.5
12 62 68.5 84.3 74.5
14 63.5 70 85.1 76
16 65 71.5 85.8 77.5
18 66.5 72.5 86.3 78
20 67.5 73.5 86.7 78.5
22* 69 74 86.8 79.0
26e 70.5 75.5 87.2 80.5
30= 73.0 77 86.3

Motor octane numbers (F-2) are 2 to 5 units lower (Table 3-3).
6 Empirical. The effect of vapor pressure (or percentage butanes) is greater than

computations indicate.

' Somewhat hypothetical because cannot test by standard methods.
•

between 5 and 40°F as B-B cut, and the remaining material as pentane.
No claims of accuracy are made, but similar split temperatures may be
developed that will reasonably duplicate the performance of any com-
mercial plant.

Natural gasoline usually has a higher octane number than normal
straight-run gasoline, primarily because of the high butane content.
Table 22-9 shows the approximate relationship between octane number
and Reid vapor pressure for Mid Continent and Texas natural gasolines.
The lowest octane numbers are associated with the highest Characteriza-
tion Factor stocks, and the low values for gasolines with many side-chain

38 Hachmuth and Tooke, Determination of the Composition of Commercial Iso-
pentane, Natl. Pet. News, May 1, 1940.

97 Tooke and Roberts, Determination of the Composition of Commercial Isobutane,
'

i J., Apr. 7, 1945, p. 98.
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be substituted for the propane without changing the vapor pressure
Stated in the reverse, this means that the total yield of 14-lb gasoline can
be increased by about 4.35 and 2.5 per cent respectively by substituting
butane or isobutane for propane. However, butane and isobutane must
be available in sufficient quantity in the raw gasoline. Thus a thorough
elimination of the lightest component of a raw gasoline by good fractiona-
tion in the stabilizer is a profitable operation. For summer blending
requirements a^high-pentane-co^gasohne is desirable but during the
winter a nigh-butane gasoline is used.
The boiling range of naphtha and natural-gasoline blends can be closely

approximated by averaging the material boiling up to a given temperaturem the ratio of the quantity of each blending agent that is used. The
method is exact for fractionating distillations, but it is not perfect for dis-
tillations such as the ASTM distillation. If the entire distillation range
is desired, the calculations can be more easily accomplished by graphical
methods. The curve of the blend will be spaced from the curves of the
two blending stocks by a distance along the percentage axis that is
inversely proportional to the amount of each blending agent.

Example 22-3. Boiling Range of Blends. A naphtha contains 18 per cent ofmaterial boilmg to 200<T, and a natural gasoline, 70 per cent. If the two stocks are

JTv, ki L -!;

e
j'-

2
?,y°

lunie8
o

0f naturaI to 80 volumes of naphtha, how much
of the blend will distill at 200°F?

Per cent

0.80 X 18 = 14.4

0.20 X 70 = 14.0

Material boiling to 200° = 28.4

An illustration of the graphical method is not.justified, but the following equations
will clarify the operation to be followed in a graphical solution.

Per cent in blend, boiling to 200° = 18 + 2%oo(70 - 18) = 28 4
or Per cent in blend, boiling to 200° = 70 - 8% 0o(70 - 18) - 28A
The vapor pressure of blends can be estimated in much the same manner

except that mole percentages rather than volume percentages must be
used. The method is accurate when true vapor pressures are used, but it
is not exact when using the Reid vapor pressure. The Reid vapor pressure
is lower than the true vapor pressure because evaporation of light com-
ponents from the liquid takes place during the Reid test. 39 The kinds of
products produced in'1928 showed 40 that.the true vapor pressure was 5 to
9 per cent higher than the Reid vapor pressure. However, the range of
liquid compositions now being produced is so great that there is little

"Nelson, W. L., Relation of Reid to True Vapor-pressure, Oil Gas J., May 10, 1947
P\f^°nd

\
n

,

g
J
VaP°^PreSSUre'

Sept
-
27

'
1947

' P" 92
5
and June 21, 1954, p. 179.

Oberfell, Alden, and Hepp, Comparison of Vapor-pressure Testing Methods, 8th
Ann. Meeting API, 1928.
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relation between true and Reid vapor pressures (Table 4-12) 39 The
inconsistencies of Table 4-12 indicate clearly that Reid vapor pressures
cannot be accurately computed.
In computing vapor pressures, the vapor pressure of the heaviest or

hexane plus fraction is always troublesome. In estimating its vapor pres-
sure, boiling point is the most accurate basis, specific gravity is fairly
accurate, and molecular weight means little. The approximate relation-
ship between the true vapor pressure and the specific gravity of "hexane
plus" fractions is

Specific gravity API gravity Vapor pressure

0.66 83.0 6.5
0.68 76.6 3.0
0.70 70.6 1.6

iS VaP°r PreSfre °f Blends
'
NaPhtha and natural gasoline are to

properties of the stocks are

Stock
Reid

vapor

pressure

API Lb per

gal

Molecular

weight

6

18

57

72

6.25

5.79
119

90

Moles naphtha 0.8 X 6.25/119 = 0.042
Moles nat. gaso. 0.2 X 5.79/90 = 0.0129

What is the Reid vapor pressure of a 20:80 liquid volume blend?
According to Table 4-12 the true vapor pressure might range as follows:

Naphtha or gasoline 1.03 to 1.17 times 6 R.v.p.
Natural gasoline 1.03 to 1.14 times 18 R.v.p.

Basis: 1' gal of blend.

Mole %
76.5

23.5

J vaP°r Pressure of naphtha 0.765 X 6 X 1.07 = 4 91
Partial vapor pressure of natural gasoline 0.235 X 18 X 1.085 = 4.60
True vapor pressure of blend = pgia

Reid vapor pressure of blend 9.51 ^ 1.075 = 8.85 psia

nniriw
3

f" for true vaPor Pre^ was not significant but when

m0^^^m 0US
'

S°me b°ttle gaS
'
6tC -) Sre bl6nded

' the resuIts

Note in pumping the material that the true vapor pressure of 9.51 psia must beused m computing suction conditions.

In blending very light components (ethane, propane, or the butanes)
with heavier materials, the light component behaves as if it occupies a
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smaller volume (see Fig. 4-40). This results in slightly smaller total vol-
umes and slightly higher densities than those obtained by plain weighted
averages. When two similar materials such as natural gasoline and
straight-run gasoline are blended, the octane number of the blend is the
weighted arithmetic average, but when blending with cracked or most
other high-octane materials the resultant octane number is higher than
one would expect (Fig. 4-46).

Carbon Black. All blacks consist of minute carbon particles having
hydrogen adsorbed on the surface, and the channel blacks are also thought

Table 22-10. Kinds of Carbon Black

•

Main
base

Average

particle

diameter,

millimicrons

Percentage

of U.S.

production

(1953)

Price,

relative to

Yield,

per cent of

carbon in

main fuel

Channel:

HCC, high color Gas 5-10 To22>
MCC, medium color. .

.

Gas 9-17 \

LCC, low color* Gas 17-25
)MPC, medium proces- Gas 25-30 \ 28.2 1.0* 1-6

sing (rubber)

EPC, easy processing Gas 30-33/
(rubber)

Furnace (rubber):

HAF, high abrasion.... oa 33-35 28.61
0.7-1.85 20-65FEF, fast extruding. . .

.

Oil 45 13.2/
HMF, high modulus. .

.

Gas 55-65 6.61
0.6-0.9SRF, semireinforcing.

.

Gas 70-90 16.8/
10^-30

Thermal:

FT, fine Gas 150-200)
6.6 0.5-0.75Gas 250-500/

20-40

Oil 70-200 .... 1.5-6.0 20-60

- Carload lots, f.o.b. plant, are cheaper by 0.25-0.4 cents per lb.
6 Up to 22 times or about $1.60 per lb.
e Similar to HPC, hard processing (rubber) black.
d About 7.25 (7.1-7.4) cents per lb., 1954.

to consist of highly complex oxides of carbon. Channel black contains
only about 90 per cent carbon. Particle size is fundamentally related to
the uses of carbon black. Channel blacks contain the smallest particles
(Table 22-10), and the particle size of the thermal blacks is so large that
they cannot be used for most purposes. 41 High-color channel (HCC)
black has the best tinting power but EPC (easy processing channel) also

41 Gallie, J. F., Carbon Black Manufacture, Pet. Processing, November, 1946, p. 197;
also Carbon Black, 2 parts, Pet. Refiner, March, p. 97, and April, p. 115, 1944.
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has a fair tinting power EPP Ki Q i e
for compounding with natural rubier rT^ If"

WaS the main bla<*

carbon black manufacture should be
S

"^ °f the oils «

«"> uo jg gj

Ro. 22-7 General effMt of Char^
CTE

?!
Z*T'0N racro''

one plant). (0H <W.)
Chara«^t>on Factor on yield 0, furnMe^

superior oil will have a factor of 10 1« fliv wn a . .

large quantity) and refiner, Zn«Z .
X Such oiIs are scarce (in

and neceasaril^unifZSSSSfcTWf *° -*"3
that the oil vaporise coLlZytXJr !^^^'^
temperatures of 2200 to 3000T *«.

*".°n
f a second, and although

boiling point much aboveTo4 ComT '^ CaDn0t have a fi-l
if fed as a vapor to the Ifbon

b°iling P°ints are 550<>F
the oil is only parLllySSSKfcT"

°

r bUmr
'
and 675°F «

ESS *
"
-2

ie oa flb, /; jfc, 13> 1954j p l4g
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aromatic hydrocarbons do not have the low CharacterizationFactors of 10.1 to 10.8 although the coal-tar distillate cut between c eotteand pitch anthracene oil) is used widely in England and Germany «The aromatics must be polynuclear aromatics and if any side-chains are

S™i 7-T ^ UnSa*urated
- Atoort ideal polynuclear aromati s3 mbt

M
2o siTh?

aSe Cracking
°
f gases

' but the a" iS™*
* main sour<*s of superior carbon

Sulfur dioxide extracts (Table 11-3) 10.1-10.3
Furfural extracts of cycle oil"

: . , . 10 ^jJJ
*

Thermal tar (when cracking cycle oil) .......
!

101-10*4
Catalytic cycle stocks (Table 21-7)-

n:o^^f^°%—n

-£ff*
Etnyti^^

below 10

DESIGN AND OPERATION

Three general methods of separation or concentrating the components

mSX,Z
e (1)

J
absorPtion a low-vapor-pi^sure hq"d

(2) adsorption on activated clays or carbon, and (3) high-pressure low-temperature fractionation. Combinations of these operations are allemployed particularly absorption and fractionation as shown in Figs

I- fu ,
Demethanisation is accomplished in Fig. 22-3 by oper-Sf^* t0~ ^ ^orber (with refrigeration and inter-

towerti ^T^ W™™^™. bnt the bottom of thetower is heated so tiiat it acts as a fractionator for the elimination of any

ave Ion* a been employed in refinery recovery systems as the

tion of absorption ol"
114'0

'' *~ " the 4^ 1*
JfiSf^J^ "!* imP°rtant method of gas recovery (Figs. 22-1and 22-2), and hence the strinnine or dUtili;™ *t „k 1 j . . ,

from the rich oil is also taJSS. SSSSfiSSSBSS
plT ^5 or

-
the three stri^ of«™ fito3S^S9 T1

,l
ripping

:

The top part of the stflI ia •tionator, and any part of the gasoline not removed at the vaporizer sectionn
<
removed in the lower part of the still by steam stripping. Reduction of

SfeST?
m T"- St

?S 01 StageS" iS SOmewhat more effective thanstrapping at one pressure (see Fig. 22-2).

wmstler, A. M., Fat-oil Peethamzation, Oil Gas J., Oct. 26, .1946, p. 105.
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Raoult's and Dalton's laws (pages 439 and 441 and Example 15-1) are
the basis for most absorption and stripping computations. At high pres-
sures Raoult's law is not valid, and the equilibrium constants of Fig. 15-4
etc., must be used.

Basic Absorption and Stripping. The process of absorbing parts of a
gas into a substantially nonvolatile liquid is in many respects similar to
fractionation. Like fractionation, it depends upon obtaining equilibrium
between a liquid and a gas [Eq. (15-1), page 440]. Hence it can also be
practiced in a countercurrent manner in bubble towers or packed columns.
It differs from fractionation because the temperature is substantially
constant and because the liquid and gas do not exchange places. Only
the component in which we are interested is transferred from one medium
to the other.

In the petroleum industry, absorption processes are usually conducted
in a bubble column, and hence the discussion thatMil «• • . .. . .

Liquid follows will be limited to this type of equipment.
Envelope I (Fig. 22-8) gives the following material-
balance equation:

L _y[~ yj

G~xJ^{
where L = moles of pure absorbent liquid

G = moles of pure inert gas

mi and x2 = moles of component per mole of L
Vi and y2 = moles of component per mole of G
Note that x' and y

1
are defined differently in the^syoA—ASLhl study of fractionation. Here, x' refers to the moles

Fig. 22-8. Absorp- of component per mole of absorbent liquid, whereas
ion tower.

in fractionation % referred to mole fraction Qr the
moles of component per total moles of liquid and component. A pound
basis as well as a mole basis can be used.
The ratio L/G corresponds to the ratio R/V that was used in fractiona-

tion [Eq. (16-12), page 503]. The ratio is a constant at all points in an
absorbing column and is the slope of the operating line. The operating
line has terminals at (x'2} y[) and (x[, y'

2) and is shown in Fig. 22-9 as line
AB. The transfer of the component from the gas to the liquid is a diffu-
sion phenomenon, and hence the rate of transfer depends upon the differ-
ence in concentration of the component in the gas and in the liquid. The
transfer of material occurs only when a difference in concentration exists
and hence transfer stops when equilibrium is attained. The minimum
amount of absorption liquid that can be used can be determined by noting
that the outgoing gas is in equilibrium with the incoming absorbent. The
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operating line for this condition would intersect the equilibrium line at y'
% .

Such conditions would require an infinite number of plates but a minimum
amount of oil. In Fig. 22-9 and in commercial practice more than the
minimum amount of oil is utilized. The number of perfect plates is
determined by the stepwise process as indicated in Fig. 22-9.

H4 o.

4
x = Mols of Pen+one per Mol of Oil

Fig. 22-9. Absorption diagram for Example 22-5.

Example 22-6. Absorption of Pentane in Gas Oil. Air from a solvent plant con-
tains 2 per cent n-pentane. The pentane concentration is to be reduced to 0.1 per
cent by contacting the gas, at 80°F and 147 psia, with 6,950 lb per hr of an absorption
oil that contains 0.05 per cent pentane by weight; 100,000 cu ft of the gas, measured
at 60 F, is handled per hour. The molecular weight of the oil is 220. Raoult's law
and Dalton's law are assumed to be valid at these conditions.

Basis: 1 hr. Construction of operating line:

Gas entering:

Moles air = °^ - 259

Moles peatane = X ° °2 = 6.28
o7y

5.28
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Moles pentane = 259^ - 0.26
yy.y

Liquid entering:

, 0.26

Moles oil = WXO.
220 31.6

Moles pentane = &8gg X 0.0005 =
f^

Liquid leaving:

0.05

31.6
= 0.00158

Moles pentane = (5.28 - 0.26) -f .05 - 5:07

5.07
= 0.1614

31.6

These points are plotted as line AB in Fig. 22-9.
Construction of equilibrium line [see Eq.' (15-1), page 440]:

P
V - -x

*
where y = mole fraction in vapor

x = mole fraction in liquid

But y' and x' are moles per mole of carrying agent,

The vapor pressure of pentane at 80°F is 532 mm (Fig 5-27} Th* ™lofio„ k *

* and y can be computed as follows (where ^0.01* ^ ^ betWCen

532
7^0.01 = 0.0007

0.01

l - 0.01
"

0.0007

1 - 0.0007

0.0101

= 0.0007

X y X' y'

0 0 0 0
0.01 0.0007 0.0101 0.0007
0.02 0.0014 0.0204 0.0014
0.03 0.0021 0.031 0.0021
0.04 0.0028 0.0416 0.0028
0.05 0.0035 0.0525 0.00351
0.07 0.0049 0.0752 0.00492
0.09 0.0063 0.099 0.00635
0.10 0.0070 0.111 0.00705
0.15 0.0105 0.177 0.0106
0.20 0.0140 0.25 0.0142
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J£5*E by the 8tepwise method (FiB
-^ 849

About

The process of stripping a component from a liquid by means of a gas

^raLTl ^
t
h
\
reverse of absorption. In absorption the con-

centrationm the gas is high enough to drive the component into the liquid,

fn^f^P^ 6 CTentrati°n in the is «* and the om:ponent is transferred from the liquid to the gas. The equilibrium line liesabove the operating line (Fig. 22-10).

y{ 0.5

A
x

\ x'-Mols of Pen..

Fig. 22-10. Stripping diagram for Example 22-6

0 0.12 QI4
one perMolofOil

W6
*2

ttStfS*£tJS^f v"
3116 f

?m AbS°rpti0n 0a with Steam
- A *** *«»P-

hexanTi o h oS^f that Produced « Example 22-5 but containing

oSrate at h ^v n°
C<mtaCted with 180 lb ?er hr of «te«n. The toweroperates at substantially 267°F. The pressure in the stripper is 1 psig (812 mm)

'

The vapor pressure of hexane at 267°F is 3,800 mm.
} "

Basis: 1 hr. Construction of operating line:

% = 0.00158 (liquid leaving stripper)

*j =0-161 (liquid entering stripper)
Vi = 0 (pure steam)

, 5.07
2/1 " Ii2?8

"* C"5°7 (gaS leavinS stripper)

These points are used to draw the line AB (Fig. 22-10).
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Construction of equilibrium line- The eonilik,.- , .

drferent way from ft* m ^on *ffl be computed in ,

Partial pressure = p = pz

1 +^
Partial pressure hexane = p„ = 3300

1 + X>
Partial pressure steam = p. = 812 - 3,800-*L

1 +z'

* 8,2 - 3'800 rr?

*r 58 «— - - • *^ Ab^ ^M pto are

«^S^SSS^ The
• of ab-

leaving the p]ate and Z^^^^^f"0̂ ^«»^»
expressed as follows:

Q °™nowing from the plate may be

y« = Kx
where is the mole fraction of a nartici.. .

ing any plafe or the nth plate TTttj"TT^ in tU Vapor leav"

Kquid; and if is an equiUbr^m retio tW
"M,e in th* overflow

or if necessary from S55&*"*^ be determined^ «g.
By a material balance around any tray

L(X
" ~ = W« ~ V«) (22-1)

SRh.SESSSf reCtetT^
F 18^ 40481— of dry

» + 1 to the plate below.
ab°Ve the "th P 1*^ and

• SubstitutingI for^ and 8g* for^
£ .

KV (y" ~ »-) = Km-i - y„ (22.2)

JJ
factorW is commonly referred to as the "absorption factor."

A - L
KV" absorPtion factor

(22-3)

"Smidera and Brown, Ind. Eng. Chem., 24, 519 (1932).
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Solving Eq. (22-2) for yn and substituting Eq. (22-3),

T+A~ (22-4)

For a single-plate absorber:

.
(22-5)

where yx is the mole fraction of the component in the gas that leaves the
top plate of the absorber and y0 is the mole fraction of the component in
the gas that is in equilibrium with the entering oil (or the oil flowing from
the hypothetical zero plate which is above the top plate).

For a two-plate absorber:

= 2/3 + Ayx
y2

1 + A
Substituting the value of y, and solving for yi}

V2 m VM + 1) + A*y0
U A 2 + A + 1

For a three-plate absorber,

m , VM* + A + 1) + A*y0

A'-+A* + A + l

or

(A 3 - 1)

(a - 1)
y* + A3y°

1/3
(A* - 1)

~A - 1

Or ys
= ~ 1)2/4 + - %p

* A* - 1

For an absorber with n pZa/es,

4n+1 _ 1 (22-6)

and because ?/„ = Kxn ,

Xn = 2/n+i(4w - 1) + A*{A - l)y0
Ip^H - t)

^ (22-7)

A material balance over the entire absorber gives

A(y* - y0) = yn+i - yt

Solving Eq. (22-8) for yn and setting it equal to yn from Eq. (22-6),
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This is a general statement of thT. K
P ? °

W the bottom or n P'8*"-

by Kremser>25W£SS?£5 e<,Uati0" that WaS derived

Rearranging Eq. (22-9),

~~ or »«« ~ gi _ A"+' - ^
»• ~

j,n+1 _ yt
- jzb _j (22-10)

where (y^ - ^ . actual change fc compogition
- »«> =™~^n

?f
" c7P-«on

S
of gas that would

thTII i • T nUmber of P]ates used or if

A t
.

££5aSSf the absorber-

*

An equate for stripping can be derived in a similar manner:

x, - xn+l " -
i (22-11)

s =^ = _J i
£ L/KVA (22-12)

If steam is used for stripping as is ih* •

= 0 and Eq. (22-11) reduces to
8MoIme plant^

?« ~ s» = - £

the value of the factor feL _"\
,,,,
^«W be used by determining

the value of 4 (or ,S). Greater~» ~ ^i™ (** ~ noting
the reciprocal ofA and 5 is USed

~VS» *^ *
may be obtained from4 or 5 as explained tn Q>1mET****^ °r Steam

Absorption and Stripping Factors Th„
IO"owmg paragraph.

the amount of absorption oill^JrtJZTZ™^ °ff^"8
leet of gas (60°F 14 7 IM wSwt P thousand standard cubic
be expressed .iSfcSi ^ ^ UnitS the 'actor can

,4 = -iL -

m 3.156riC

JVatf. Pe*. News, May 21, 1930, p. 43
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or if Raoult's law holds

A - PM (22-15)

where d = sp gr of absorption oil

G = gal of absorption oil per 1,000 cu ft of gasK - equilibrium ratio or constant (Fig. 15-4, page 441)M = molecular weight of absorption oil

P = vapor pressure of component, psia
v = total pressure in absorption tower, psia

The stripping factor may be expressed in a similar manner.

S = 1 = KV = KWM PWM

where W = lb steam per gal oil

In determining the oil-to-gas ratio for an absorber, it is necessary to

tT^ltIST ?Trta

i

n l0W^°ilinS comPonent (usually butane) can
be allowed in the final gasoline and to compute the absorption factor and
the oil circulation for this component. The other components will also be
absorbed and to varying extents, depending upon their vapor pressures oreqmhbnum constants. The amount of absorption is inversely propor-
tional to the vapor pressure [Eqs. (22-14) and (22-15)]. Thus the absorp-
tion factor is different for each component even though the oil circulation
is the -same for all. For several components, i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc.,

Ax:A * :A
*
=hk : k (22-17)

After theA for the governing or key component is determined, the values
of A and the amount of absorption of each of the other components can be
obtained from Eq. (22-17). The reverse is true of stripping; i e the
amount of stripping is directly proportional to the vapor pressure of the
componentm question. For an absorption factor of 1 (A = 1) for normal
butane, the factors for other components in a low-pressure absorber are
about as follows:

Component Absorption factor A
CsH« 0.25 of factor for butane
*C «Hl ° 0.67 of factor for butane
C*Hl0 1-0 of factor for butane
*CbI1 ' 2 2.67 of factor for butane

This relation is only approximate because it varies with temperature

may be overlooked. The expression yn+1 - Vl is nearly equal to theamount of component that is removed from the gas; i.e., it is the differ-
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amount of component that could ZtL 'a

.fP
168™*3 the maximum

Librium with the incoming ~f

'

f *? gas were in

none of the component under consL I
absorPtKm oil stains

»-0), the facto!rfoJ^5*T^^&-*** 10 = 0 (therefore

percentage recovery of the cZi^t • .v* T*1*" equaI to th«

, o

taction of the component that

factor. iBrmmim Enĝ f
eWtobr^ plates to ^

is absorbed. Likewise (x - \/
component that is removed from 3?"TT 6qUal *° the fractio" of the
desire to absorb 99 pTcent of?h„

0,1 W the StriPPer- Th" if we

tane. Or if we wish to strip 99 per cf ,F ^ °U C°ntainS n0 is°Pe«-
steam, the value of (*. _S^^"*'"?9* f">m the oil with
22-11 to the design or analvsK of 1! ? .

The aPPlication of Pig.
cated as the SSLJSS*2Sft*^ *" * D°" as«
F.g. 22-11 can be most ably Z^STl. PKSeated

- The «« of
follow this discussion.

presenteo by means of the examples which

ta«
.

were given as mole, of«p^^*3f If the *•«*
exaedy repent the moles of eompooent^rf^S^S" <*PreSSi°D wou,d
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An examination of Fig. 22-11 also shows the relation between absorp-
tion factor and the percentage of component that is absorbed. Consider
the line for five theoretical plates. This line approaches the line for
infinite plates as the absorption factor is decreased, until at 50 per cent
absorption, or (yn+1 - yi)/(yn+1 - yQ), the value of A is nearly 0.5
(about 0.505). The number of plates that are used also affect the loca-
tion of the point at which A is substantially equal to the percentage
absorbed. Likewise the number of plates is related to the absorption
factor that must be used to absorb substantially all of a component.
The optimum value of the absorption factor A for any particular plant

is primarily a function of the value of gasoline and the cost of recirculating
oil. The absorption factor (or oil recirculation) increases rapidly as large
percentages of the key component are absorbed. In most situations the
economical amount of key component to absorb in gasoline plants is

between 90 and 95 per cent49 rather than the 99 per cent value that is so
frequently employed. The economical recovery of key component may
be as low as 60 to 70 per cent in small refinery installations, if the price of
gasoline is low, or if the cost of oil recirculation exceeds about 4 cents.
(See page 885.)

Example 22-7. Oil Rate for Low-pressure Absorber. A 26-70 grade of finished
gasoline is to be produced from a gas of the following composition:

. Volume
-Component per cent

C3H 8 7.15
t'^Hjo 1.39
C<H10 2.55
*"C5Hi2 1.34
C8H1!+ 1.98

The absorber is to operate at 90°F and at a pressure of 50 psia. The absorption oil

has a specific gravity of 0.83 and a molecular weight of 160. The oil is completely
stripped of isopentane, but it contains 0.0005 mole fraction of pentane plus. The
absorber has 16 actual plates.

How much oil should be recirculated, and what will be the approximate composition
of the raw gasoline?

A 26-70 grade of gasoline will contain about 33 per cent butanes and lighter. If
99 per cent of the isopentane is absorbed, enough butanes will be absorbed to provide
the 33 per cent that is required in the finished gasoline (Fig. 22-5).

Considering isopentane (key component),

yi - mole fraction in residue gas jjjj^
X 0 0134 = n 000136B

(1 - 0.0134) + 0.01 X 0.0134
uuuuldb

Vn+i - Vi = 0.0134 - 0.000136 _
Vn+i - 2/o 0.0134 - 0 ~ U 'y*yS

41 Nelson, W. L., Economy in Natural Gasoline Plant Operation, Ref. Nat. Gaso.
Mfr., May, 1936, p. 167.
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For practical calculations it is customary to use the *t u. ^ //

as the percentage absorbed, or in this me qIT^rcelu ^ ~ " ^
If the plate efficiency is 50 per cent, the column will behave as if it consisted of «itfk«

whTS Pw 3
" ^ absOI^ion factor

>
to recover 99 per cent of a component

2Zf£Z£t!^Ate<P? U^ mi)
-

The Librium constantsisopentane at 90 F and 50 lb is about 0.37 (Fig. 15-4).

Gal oil per 1,000 - AKM- = M x 0 37 X 160
3.156d 3.156 X 0.83

33.8

J^SfS^T" for butane " about
°-9 (Fig

-^ and hence tbe ab-p-

J-5 -Q-g- - 0.615

and the absorption of butane (Fig. 22-11) is about 61 per cent
absorbed per 1,000 cu ft are

0.0255 X 31.6 X 0.61 = 0.492

All the components were studied in the same manner, as shown in Table 22-11.

Table 22-11

Component

C*K-i

iC4H10

C^Hio

t'CsHis

C8H1S+

Mole
fraction

0.0715

0.0139

0.0255

0.0134

0.0198

Gal

per

1,000

cu ft°

1.96

0.45

0.8

0.5

0.82

'Table 22-7.

Equi.

constant

at 90°F

and 50 lb

2.8

1.2

0.9

0.37

0.24

Ab-
sorp-

tion
.

factor

0.2

0.46

0.615

1.5

2.3

Percentage Gal Per-
of each ab- centage

component sorbed compo-
that is per

absorbed 1,000 of raw
(Fig. 22-11) cu ft gasoline

20 0.39 16.2
46 0.21 8.7
61 0.49 20.4
99 0.49 20.4
100 0.82 34.3

2.40 100.0

»w gasoline is not exact because some of the propane andSSC m * a^ ethEne (ne6leCted) Wm be tne

The approximate analysis of the finished stable gasoline can be estimated as follows:

Gal of pentanes and heavier 0.49 + 0.82 = 1 31
Gal0fbutane8

1.31 X £g=0.645
Excess butanes (0.2l + 0.49) - 0 645 = 0.055 gal

I
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Analysis op Stable Gasoline

857

Component Gal
Percentage,

liq vol.

Butanes 0.645

0.490

0.820

33.0

Pentanes+
25.1

41.9
Recovery of 26-70 gasoline.

.

1.955 100.0

m »"= pimiiuiiy nauuunaiors, ana tne
are those of Chaps. 15 and 16. In general, the rich-oil

feed would be flashed at the feed plant conditions, and then the equilib-
rium liquid that travels down the stripping part of the tower would be
stripped using computations similar to those of Example 22-7. The
capacity of a stripper or stripping section is generally lower than that of
most fractionators, and absorbers have especially low capacities (Fig.
16-13 and Table 16-7). The newer perforated types of plates operate at
larger capacities. 50 Cracked and high-boiling oils tend to foam more than
light straight-run oils, and aromatic or pyrolytic products appear to be
the worst foamers." This may further contribute to a low capacity
(Fig. 16-13). Example 16-12, page 509, indicates the general procedurem designing 3-component fractionators.

The plate efficiency in absorbers is usually low, being only 8.7 to 18.4
per cent for low-pressure absorbers (under 100 psia) and 38 to 56 4 per
cent for absorbers at higher pressures.'2 Similar results, but slightly
higher, were obtained by H. E. O'Connell." The low efficiency is exactly
what should be expected because of the high viscosity of the absorber oil
[see Eq. (16-10), page 498, and Fig. 16-14]. Likewise, the lower viscosity
of the oil when in a stripper (a higher temperature) leads to higher plate
efficiencies, i.e., 49 to 64 per cent.

Finally, the theoretical derivation of absorption and stripping intro-
duced heretofore [Eqs. (22-1) to (22-11)] is not perfect. 54

' 56 The deriva-
tion employed mole fraction as if it were moles component per mole of
inert gases (or oil), nor can the inert material be defined with certainty in

«
Kelley, R E Perforated Plates vs. Bubble Plates, Pet. Refiner, May, 1955, p. 188.

p*93
1

Foami«g a Factor in Absorber Design, Pet. Refiner, July, 1945,

" Drif?
m
f
r
„
and Bedford, Overall Plate Efficiency . . . Function of Viscosity,

Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 39, 319 (1943).
*

63 Plate Efficiency
. . . Columns and Absorbers, Trans. A.I.Ch.E., 42, 741 (1946)

Ragatz and Richardson, Absorber Operating Efficiency, Oil Gas J., Nov. 23, 1946,
p. o9.

" Maass, R., Operation of Central Gas Plant at ... , Pet. Engr., December, 1944,
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multicomponent systems. In addition, it has been assumed by almost
all designers that theoretical plates can be converted to actual plates by a
single plate efficiency divisor whereas there is some indication that the

efficiency cannot be applied in this simple manner." Most troublesome
of all is the inaccuracy of analysis methods, particularly the "splits"

between iso and normal compounds of the same number of carbon atoms.
These several difficulties force designers to rely upon the theoretical

derivation presented here [Eqs. (22-10) and (22-11)], although at least one
complicated correction method is available. 54,66

High pressure is advantageous because less oil recirculation is required

and because a smaller diameter absorber may be used. However, these

advantages must pay for the cost of compression and the cost of high-

pressure equipment. Compression above about 150 psig in absorbing
butanes is not usually justified, and hence high-pressure absorbers are

used only if the gas is already available at a high pressure, as from a high-

pressure field or from a high-pressure fractionator (or processing) opera-

tion. In absorbing highly volatile components, e.g., ethylene or propane,
higher pressures are economical. Ordinarily little or no rise in temperature
occurs in an absorber; but, if the amount absorbed is very large i.e., when

10 to 20°F may occur. The heat of absorption is apparently about equal
to the latent heat of vaporization of the material at the same temperature.
Obviously, intercoolers are helpful in maintaining a low absorber tempera-
ture and in increasing the efficiency of absorption. 67 The condensation
that takes place during compression may be computed by Eq. (15-9) or

(15-10) as in Example 22-8.

The use of crude oil as an absorption oil is sometimes economical. 68

The success of the operation depends upon the substitution (see Fig. 22-6)

of butanes and pentanes in the crude oil for propane (and ethane) by high-
pressure absorption followed by fractionation.

Example 22-8. Condensation during Compression. A lean natural gas is to be
compressed from 30 to 500 psia and cooled to 80°F before it enters the absorber. The
analysis of the gas is

CH« 78.8 CJIio 2.3
C8H, 6.5 idHxt 1.6
CaH, 6.2 C«HM+ 3.2
1C4H10 1.4

« Ragatz, E. G., Straight-line Chart Determination of Absorber-Extraction Effi-

ciency, Oil Gas Feb. 12, 1948, p. 78.
67 Jackson and Sherwood, Performance of Refinery Gas Absorber . . . , Trans.

A.I.Ch.E., 37, 959 (1941).

Gordon, J. A., Crude Oil Absorption Clicks with Union, Oil Gas /., Nov. 8, 1954,

p. 172.
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What is the final composition of the gas and condensate and the amount of conden-
sate?

Basis: 100 moles or volumes of gas.

Equation (15-9) must be solved by trial and error because V (or L) is not known
until the computation is complete.

A value of V is assumed ; L is found from V; and Eq. (15-9) is filled in. The solution

6f the equation gives the actual V; and if it is not the same as the assumed value, a
new assumption must be made.

As an example, the values for methane in the table will be computed:
Assume V = 96, then L = (100 - V) or 4.

V -
9lJ

- 0 0416

Ki for CH< at 80°F and 500 lb (Table 15-1) is about 6.5.

KtFi = 6.5 X 78.8 m 512.2

y +Ki - 0.0416 + 6.5 = 6.542

I£ F 512 2

(L/V) + Ki
=

6 542
= ^-29 volumes of CH« uncondensed

The condensation of other hydrocarbons was computed in a similar manner as shown
in Table 22-12.

Table 22-12. Tkial-and-error Solution for Example 22-8

m

Component

(2)

Values

of F,

moles

(3)
.

Values of

K at 50Q lb

and at

80°F"

*

m

KXF,
(2) X (3)

Assume V = 96,

y = Q.0416

(7)

Moles

gaso.

(2) - (6)

(5)

| + K

(6)

Values

of V,

(4) - (5)

CH4 78.8

6.5

6.2

1.4

2.3

1.6

3.2

6.5

1.2

0.46

0.22

0.16

0.071

0.052

512.2

7.8

2.85

0.31

0.368

0.114

0.166

6.542

1.242

0.502

0.262

0.202

0.113

78.29

6.27

5.68

1.18

1.82

1.01

1.77

0.51

0.23

0.52

0.22

0.48

0.59

1.43

C2H6

iC 4H, 0

C5H12+

Total........ • • • 96.02 3.98

0 Read from another source than Fig. 15-4, hence slightly different values.
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81.53

6.53

5.91
|
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1.91
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SSKSHf^T*"? (

?
6
?
haDiZer) b6CaUSe ethane wiU be *• over-head product (and reflux) of thefractionator (Fig. 20-4). The retention ofpropane * somewhat more effective if two o/nrore stages^ of pressurereduction are used m the stripper system, as indicated in Kg. 22-2 Thispermits a rela ively lean stripping.^!, gas to be sent back to the absorberand the s ller quantHies rf ^ sorbe.

Finally, the propane can be recovered by adsorption (Hypersorption) asdiscussed on pages 342 to 346, and Fig 10-17
ypersorption; as

Stabilizer or Fractionator Design. Entirely satisfactory methods of

avaflXe
1

" H^r
1

" °
f * * OT fraCtio°ator «

ZlW to ,7,7' ,

P
'

l
6

u
SCUSSeS the general^ and Exam-ples 16-9 to 16-12 explain the behavior of two-component and three-

ZhTi ff7 C°mmerCial refluX ratios and A- correspondTngnumber of plates for separations between common pairs of componentsas a

u
„d

ne
' etc) are indicated in Tawe s» sszsmvolve tnal-and-error computations (Example 16-12 p. 509), and to aarge extent they are mathematical exercises because of doubtful assump!

eoui ibril
mU

?
6 aDd b~ of the inadequacy ofequilibrium ratios. Perhaps the safest way to approach the design is toemploy reflux ratios and numbers of plates that have been used com!

Zn^f^f °fT!6
'

UP°n 3 kn°Wledge of the basic relat^nshlps.An dlustration of one of the proposed methods of design would consume

M«S ^ b°°k aDd W°Uld arrfve at an approximation of theXS '

mnimUm nUMber
°f Plat6s but no answer for a Practical

.t ftff
g
t*

ing a StabiHZer
' the conditions a* t«e top (Example 22-9) and

Ipted from

m
ex

are ^ *^ a*d reflux »*» «*
TnZnA^ T"STmerCml °Peration« (Table 16-10), and means

KStof e reflux at the top and to suppiy reboiier heat

'•^ »ClH,I+ 47.77

is 8

A
3^In°HT«

de °' gaSoIi"e is t0 be Prod»<*d- The temperature of the eooling water

C^trS"" ^ b°*>» «™. What i. the aUx-
A 26-70 grade of gasoline eontains about 30 per cent butane. The moles and mole
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in the residue gas are about as follows:

Component. Moles Approximate mole per cent
in residue gas

CH«
V**M

0.03

2.27

17.29

12.3*

0.09

7.1

54.21

38.6
i and n C4H10

Total 31.89 100.0

is fntlfLd^
rati

° " t
t0 Vh

* t0tal material Which comes * ^e gas separatoris 5 parts, and the composition of the 4 parts of reflux must be assumed As a first

SEES"* C°mrti0n
°f thG d6W P°int Uqui canTus^: The feW

Hi , fftf" "S3.
Wh6n 8,UMn*tioa of the V/K's for each component (i e £>equals 1.0 [Eqs (15-3) to (15-7), page 441). The temperature iV fixed but thepressure can be altered as indicated in Table 22-13.

(1)

Component

.
(2)

Vapor

Assume 100 psia Assume 65 psia

(3)

K at 90°

(4)

(2) + (3)

(5)

K at 90°F

(6)

(2) - (5)

CH4

C4H1O

Total. . . ...

0.0009

0.0710

0.5421

0.3860

30

5

1.5

0.5

0.0142

0.361

0.773

8

2.3

0.71

0.009

0.236

0.544

1.1482 0.789

ob^Ht^ VK substantially correct, and it will be used although it is

won is very wrong. It should be much leaner in ethane and slightly richer in the othercomponents, somewhat as indicated in column (3) of Table 22-U ^ a Wantdstate of operation, the composition of the reflux Hquid in the Kas seoarator dl^

e

P
quflTbritmtT^6s7JT, ^ T* ?** °f ^ h™^ *equuiDnum at/w * at 65 psia and when condensing SO per cent, should result in *liquid (reflux) (composition that is identical with that assumed SucWnmnXS

are indicated in Table 22-14 [see Eq. (15-9)], and

K&^TTS^ 7h
thf 7""? reflux composition ^ s

*J fi! i * f-

3J8 'ather than 4
- Accordingly, Table 22-15 indicates similarand final computa ions but arriving at a pressure of about 80 psia.The check ia stnl not perfect but it is obvious that a slight adjustment will make

fennf* ^^ J?** n° m°re detaiI is ~ry 5EZTLlTans^rs

L s?m n^e
"gaT

f^ °f ***** are an indication ofle situation

™
witt!iT^^^1

*? ^ ^ "UH~ t0*™> ^e separation
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_ m Exai
»p]e22^^!^ *f

in a manner similar to that«amp]
e 22 q T C

f
n 6 comPuted in a manner similar to that

' *****
(atJ; u

01 S sltuation
>
however, the sum of the partial~re is^^^s) orM should be equal to 1.0. The tem-

Tab^ 22.15
^ SUCh^^^ ^ GqUal t0m In

^J^Adjusting to Proper Pressure in Example 22-9

as

(4)

Separator

feed, mole

fraction0

(5)

Kx
L/V + K
(3) X (4)

Reflux

(6)

Mole

(4) - (5)

(7)

Mole
fraction

(8)

Assumed

0.0002

0.0222

0.3564

0.6212

0.00018

0.0136

0.1150

0.0810

0.00002

0.0086

0.2414

0.5402

0.0109

0.3050

0.6841

0.100

0.310

0.680
0.20978 0.79022 1.0000

as Table 22-14. Same as column (6) of Tstble 22-14.

"Based on B!uile

the same
such as the gas- ' scp3 „ ,

1 of comPutation may be used at many points

drtLnt^ h *ork£7ff
9, ** top P'ate'

°r^ feed plate, and may^termme the niua^g from plate to plate throughout the tower to

Z7Z^ 18 h**<*2 °t
"^ because reflux, whoseeach plate. ally unknown> constitutes „ part rf^



CHAPTER 23

ECONOMICS OF- DESIGN

tend to become businessmen because of their constant asso-
ciation with economic problems, and this association accounts for the
large proportion of engineers found in executive positions. Engineers are
also called upon to make decisions and to act, even though technical
information is lacking or inadequate. In this respect they differ from
pure scientists whose interest usually pertains to the obtainment of
scientific facts regardless of the immediate need. Economic considera-
tions pervade every detail of engineering design, and hence only a few
illustrations can be introduced here.

COSTS OF PROCESSING

Operating costs vary widely from plant to plant because of numerous
factors such as:

1. Type of plant—modern or obsolete, simple or elaborate.
2. Type of management—corporate or personal.
3. Location—cost of fuel, labor, etc.

4. Feedstock quality—gravity, octane number of gasoline, etc.
5. Capacity of plant.

Complete costs can seldom be assembled at a particular date, and hence
cost indexes such as those of Table 23-1 must be. employed. Indexes are
especially useful if they are kept up to date in readily available publica-
tions. The ENR (Engineering News Record) index of construction costs
has been used since 1913 and it is published each month. .Likewise the
Nelson Refinery Construction Cost Index is published in the first issue
each month of The Oil and Gas Journal 1 Refinery wages and the pro-
ductivity of refinery labor can be obtained (or computed) from informa-
tion in the monthly magazine entitled Survey of Current Business (U.S.
Department of Commerce) or from quarterly issues (January, April,
July, and October) of The Oil and Gas Jouranl (Itemized Cost Indexes).
There is no truly satisfactory way to state an operating cost index because
the value of fuel varies widely from plant to plant, and the fuel cost

1 Nelson, W. L., . . . How it is Computed, Oil Gas J., Oct. 1, 1956, p. 110.
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changes frequently in terms nf +k i

gases) and No . 6 fuel oii Zt£ ^Z? gases (bottle^^^^^^^^
***** 23-,. (Woe™,^ Operating CostI„

Basis 1946°

Year
ENR

construc-

tion6

1932

1939

1942

1946

47

48

49

50

1951

52

53

54

55

56

57 est.

Nelson
refinery construction

60

45

68

80
100

119

133

138

147

157

164

173

181

191

200

209

Material

88

68

83

86

100

122

139

144

149

164

164

172

175

176

190

202

Produc-

tivity

(bbl per

man)°

Operating cost

61 72 57
49 57 49
73 77 71
82 84 82

100 100 100
113 117 109
128 132 126
137 140 133

138144 146

152 157 149
163' 164 155
174 174 165
183 180 170
190 184 177
198 195 192
209 206 198

121

138

140

125

100

105

109

125

125

126

132

135

142

149

145

149

Refin-

ery0^ Plants*

69 oo.o
38.5» 474/
65

:.
5« 74

74.5« 80.5
100 100
122.5 115.5
149 138
156.5 141

170.5 152

180 163

185.5 16£
160 143.5
149.5 142
176.5 172

184.5 181

191 187

com-

Per^efi"^m^^^T^ *'^r hr, skilledllToand operat C05t m^ p
P * week, product™* 26.7 bpd per employee (total);

mon laC^ «>»mm lumber; 6M cement; Md 200 „e For complete refinerie b
35% si* year^ av"^ge^d ™^ ™*e index corrected for productivity

(nuuntattnee); and 20% cc TEL per «u relaHv.t ', ,
%?eh°n Con^uction Indei

* Same as complete r»fi„»„ • f 8 relative to 1.1 cc durine 1946
• Estimated.

P mdex e*<*P* ™L factor is left out

of the operating index of Table W i ;*
per cent if the price is rising and its

" * *X-year
;
u>"fing average plus 20

the productivity index oKle! ?
i,

* Alth™&
manners during 1965 emplovL 2 to 3 irt f*6^ average, major

'Nelson, W.L., Operating cLsTLel 7 n T " m<Sn P« ba™<
*»%*o^^'£^J™Z££ ». 1850, p. 98. (A COfIee.
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throughput as independent refiners (in plants of 10,000 to 30,000 bpd
capacity). Very large refineries (300,000 bpd) employ about the same
number of employees per barrel as do small (10,000 bpd) independent

refiners. 3

These many influences cause wide variations in operating costs. The
costs recorded here were taken in many instances from actual plant

records for plants situated all over the country and from sources too

numerous to list here. The costs for sales, advertising, research, general

administration expense, depreciation, taxes, and profit are not included

in the general operating costs, but the depreciation and taxes are included

in the complete refinery operating costs (except when noted otherwise).

Refinery Operations. The operating costs of refineries usually fall

within the following ranges (1956):

Cents per bbl (range)

Topping 35 (13-58)

Topping and thermal cracking 56 (23-95)

Cat. and thermal cracking, polymerization, etc 70 (40-105)

Cat. cracking, coking, polymerization, etc 78 (52-110)

Complete processing 95 (68-135)

Costs may be stated in three major ways: (1) in terms of the labor, utili-

ties, TEL and chemicals, etc. (Table 23-2), (2) in terms of departments or

units (Table 23-3), or (3) in terms of the properties of crude oil that affect

Table 23-2. Topping and Cracking, Cents per Barrel Feedstock (1945)°

Topping Cracking Topping and cracking

10,000* 1.000* 10,000* 2,000* 15,000* 3,000*

0.9-6.0

0.3

0.1-1.7

0.1-4.8

1.1-7.0

0.4

0.1-^.8

0.1-4.9

2.8-14.0

0.7-2.0

0.4-4.5

0.2-9.3

To 3.0
1.6-5.4

0.7-5.0

1.6-4.2

0.2

2.8-14.0

0.8-1.6

0.5-4.9

0.2-10.1

To 3.0
2.6-8.2

1.0-5.4

2.6-6.0

0.2-0.8

2.8-14.4

0.4-1.0

0.5-4.4
0.2-10.4

To 1.8

1.3-5.2

0.6-4.6

1.2-3.3

0.6-1.4

2.8-15.4

0:5-1.4

0.4-5.7

0.2-11.0

To 1.8

3.0-10.0

1.0-5.0

1.8-6.2

2.8-7.1

Steam and power ;

Chemicals and TEL
Roy&lty.

Labor

Maintenance and insurance. . .

.

Depreciation, obsolescence, and
paid-up royalty

Supervision

0.5-2.0

0.3-1.6

0.4-O.8

0.6-1.3

1.7-5.1

0.5-1.8

0.5-2.6

3.0-6.6

7-17 11-28 12-40 14-48 11-39 15-50

• Nelson, W. L., Profit per Barrel of "Extra" Throughput, Oil Gas J., May 5, 1945, p. 113.

» Capacity, barrels per day.

'Nelson, W. L., How is Productivity of Refinery Labor Changing? Oil Gas J.,

Sept. 24, 1956, p. 157.
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operating costs (Table 23-4). The operating costs for a few crude oilsusing the same method as that used in Table 23-4, are plotted in Fig. 23-1Gulf Coast plants of an average capacity of 30,000 bpd (12,000 bpd
for small refiners and 200,000 bpd for major refiners), which conductboth thermal and catalytic cracking, are examined in Table 23^4

Tabids 23-3. Approximate Operating Costs of 5,000 Bbl per Day
Combination Units (1946)°

Crude distillation

Vacuum reduction

T.C.C. cracking
,

Thermal reforming

Thermal cracking

Debutanization

Catalytic polymerization

Gasoline inhibitor

Taxes, interest, insurance (incre-

mental)

Royalty:

T.C.C
Thermal
Poly ,

TEL to 79 (F-2)....

Total (1946)

Total (1956), approx...

Cents per bbl crude

Ther-

mal

6.0

3.4

8.0

0.3

2.3

0.1

0.4

1.7

0.4

12.8

35.4

67.0

Ten
(VIS.

Dr.;

T f~* r*

(vac-

uum)

Ther-

mal

T.C.C.

(vis.

br.)

T.C.C.

(vac-

uum)

6.0 6.0 16.9 15.0 14.8
1.8 4.3

13.4 12.2 33.5 30.1
2.9 2.9 9.6 7.2 7.1

22.7
0.4 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0
3.1 3.1 6.5 7.7 7.6
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2

2.7 3.1 1.1 6.7 7.6

2.4 2.5 6.0 6.1
4.8

0.7 0.7 1.1 1.7 1.7
8.4 7.9 36.2 21.0 19.5

40.1

74.0
40.7

75.0
100.0 100.0 100.0

•Noll, Bergstrom, and Holdom, New Integral T.C.C. Unit Makos fWhrfi*
Cracking Available to Small Refiners, Oil Oas J

,
Apr. 6, 1946, p 110

and Fig 23-1.- The product yields are based on the needs of world
,rade, which means that the operating costs should be larger (5 to 8per cent) in supplying the large gasoline needs of the United States orCanadian market. The solid points of Fig. 23-1 indicate the production
of modest amounts of lubricating oil or wax (10 to 50 per cent of the
potential yield).

The operating cost items of Table 23-4 are aimed at distinguishing
between the various types of crude oils. Basic investment does not
include the cost of most of the processing equipment such as that required

1956^99
W* L

"^ °f °raVity °
n Refbery 0perating °°* 0il Gas J

>
Nov

"
26

'
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for thermal or catalytic cracking, polymerization, catalytic reforming
etc nor for power generation, or the corrosion due to sulfur. Thus'
additional investment charges are included in such items as sulfur penalty!
sourness, fuel, cracking, and gasoline upgrading. Likewise, the general
labor item does not include processing labor, power plant labor, or that

Ft« 9^1 v • •

A P
A
l 6RAV,TY OF CRUDE 00.

XTvitv sulTTsZnl t

ei7
°PCTau

ting (1956) as a function <>f crude-oilCy
! Tfu

J
so«rnes3, octane number, and amount of crackinc. Gulf Coast

wSJj?) ^ (S°hd POiQtS Mcate thG Pr°ducti0n of giants or wax!)

part of maintenance labor that is used to combat sulfur corrosion.
The item abeled "Gasoline upgrading" consists of the cost of tetraethyl-
lead or catalytic reforming or both, for upgrading of the total gasoline to
a Research octane number of 90 (1956). "Taxes" are taken as two per
cent of the gross value of the refinery products, and they are considered tobe about equal to the average profit of refinery operations. The
Miscellaneous" item is simply a factor (5 per cent of other operating

costs) which makes costs by the Standard Realization method equal totne average costs of refining of the United States and the world. Each
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of the operating cost items except the basic investment is related to the
properties of the crude oil, i.e., its Characterization Factor, the amount
of cracking stock available for processing, the octane number of the

Table 23-4. Standard Realization Method" Refinery Operating Costs
for a Few Typical Oils (Gulf Coast 1956)

Gravity API
Sulfur, percentage

Octane No. of S.R. gaso

UOP CP. at 7S0°F
Cracking stock, %
Yields,- %:
Unaccounted. .......

S.R. gaso.

Cracked and poly gaso.

Kerosene

Diesel fuel

No. 2 distillate

No. 3 distillate

Wax
Lube oil, low C.T
Lube oil, paraffinic

Lube oil, others...

Bunker C fuel 4 .

Costs, cents/bbl:

Basic investment*

General labor*.,.... ...

Sulfur penalty
Sourness penalty

Fuel, power, and water'

Cracking*

Gasoline upgrading ....

Miscellaneous

Taxes

Crude Oils

Bach-

aquero,

Vene.

16.4

2.02

64

11.2

31.6

2.4

7.8

18.6

Hend-
rick,

W. Texas

Total

Total incl. specialties.

10.8

5.6

54.9

4.8

8.5

13.4

7.9

13.5

2.0

2.5

5.9

29.7

1.49

52

11.5

33.5

3.0

25.3.

20

Middle

East

58.5

15.9

5.9

29.4

4.8

13.3

12.3

6.1

12.4

14.4

13.3

3.8

7.1

87.5

31.6

2.52
41.5

11.8

28.4

3.5

27.7

17

Tia

Juana

102,

Vene.

13.2

5.0

33.6

4.8

12.6

16.8

11.6

12.2

16.9

3.7

6.9

25.8

1.65

55

11.6

5

0.9

20.2

2.8

East

Texas

85.5

25.5

0.9

10

39.7

4.8

11.4

10.1

10.5

2.1

8.7

2.4

6.7

56.

7

d

81.7

38.5

0.33

57
12.0

29.8

3.2

33.2
18.3

13.6

5.1

5.2

3.3
18.1

4.8

15.5

Wax
crude,

Vene.

14.3

12.8

19.0

3.3

7.8

77.5''

86.5

41.8

0.2
63

12.2

27.6

3.0
40

17.1

15.5

4.8
3.9

15.7

4.8

15.9

14.8

11.8

16.8

3.2

8.2

South-

ern

Okla.

Penn-
sylvania

32.0
0.82

39

11.9

18.7

1.6

25.5

11.2

30

3.3

75. 5"

91.5

28.4

4.8

13.7

5.0

12.6

8.0

8.1

2.6

6.5

61.3

43.9

0.1

46

12.45

7.9

1.5

35

4.7

12.7

4.8

1.4

30.2

9.7

4.8

17.2

15.8

3.4

30.8
3.6

10.3

85.9<«

176.4

Devised by author for use in comparing the value of world competitive crude oils.
* Part of these costs is included in other items.
* Half thermal and half catalytic.

* Add cost of producing lubricating oils or waxes.
v

straight-run gasoline, amount of sulfur, etc. The cost of
specialty products such as lubricating oil and wax is not included in the
operating cost, but such costs have been accounted for by deducting
the cost of processing from the sales value of the specialty products
(see Table 23-5).
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Table 23-5. Standard Realizations of a Few Crude Oils Based on GulfCargo or Caribbean Product Prices during August 1956

(see Table 23-4)

Oils

Name

Bachaquero.

Kuwait
South Oklahoma.

.

Tia Juana 102

Far East (light)......

East Texas

Wax crude (Vene.) .

.

West Texas

Pennsylvania

API

16.4

29.7

31.6

32.0

25.8

37.0

38.5

41.8

43.3

43.9

Value of

products,

$ per bbl

2.97

3.53

4.14/

3.54

3.34°

4.03

3.89°

4.12°

3.94°

5.47"

Operating

. cost,*

• per bbl

0.585

0.875

0.929'

0.613

0.567°

0.832

0.775"

0.775°

0.79°

0.859°

Posted

price of

crude oil,

S per bbl

1.90

2.55

1.72

2.56

2.62

2.60

2:90

3.04

2.90

4.50

Delivery

of crude

oil to

Gulf,'

$ per bbl

0.05d

0.24

1.9K

O.IO*

2.34

0.16
0.10-

0.24

Net profit

or loss,

$ per bbl

0.44

-0.13*

-0.42/

0.05
-1.74

0.06

0.22

0.01

-Cost of manufacturing waxes and lubricating oils already deducted from the value
of the product. The low of Gulf Cargo prices for 90-octane gasoline, 48-52 D I
diesel fuel, and conventional products of Table 23-4.

6 See Table 23-4 for product yields.

" Gathering, pipeline, ocean transport, import duty, etc., to the Gulf or Caribbean
area as applicable. USMC tanker rates used, although actual rates were higher
during August 1956 by plus 25 to plus 45 per cent and although breakeven rates are
nuaus 25 to minus 40 per cent.

" Sold in Caribbean rather than at U.S. Gulf ports, but import duty (as crude oil)
to U.S» included. *

• Profitable when purchased as part of a mixture of 33 or 36 API oils.
/ Product prices, operating costs, and delivery costs for New York harbor.

Miscellaneous Operating Costs and Factors
Losses during processing:

Topping distillation

Pressure gasoline treating

Gasoline, straight-run, treating

Kerosene, treating

Solvents, used in treating .

Acid treating of

Nonviscous neutral oil

Viscous neutral oil

Residual cylinder stock

Overhead cylinder stock. .

.

0.7-1.7 per cent

0.3-4.0 per cent

0.2-1.0 per cent

0.2-1.0 per cent

0.2-0.5 per cent

2,8-4.9 per cent

3.5-12.0 per cent

18.5-40.0 per cent

11.0-18.0 per cent

Major distillation or refinery operations:*

Alkylation 77_112 centsmm aikylate (1Q55)

* Can be estimated for other years by the operating cost index of Table 23-1

:
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Miscellaneous Opehating Costs and Factors (Continued)

tsz££53£ (benzene)
•

•

3

2rc

4

e
°r8a1*

i
eed a956)

Coking
' ts per bbl a8Pha,t (IMS)

Cracking '(thermal) and gaa recovery lo-1o cente per' bbl£K ,

1956)

T pIt*!*'*^
'" 13,7 cent» Per Mcf H2S (1953)L.P.G. manufacture 34 cents per bbl L.P G 1941

q*„« • • . u •
4-9 cents Per bbl (1940)Stripping, rich absorption oil i.2-6 cent3 per bb oil (1940)Sulfur manufacture (20-160 tons per

Top%;distUlation

£

'^f0
*?J?J*** (1956>

t™,\, j j i ,"
',*.' 1 "

6-15 cents Per bbl (1953)Topping and delayed coking 1(W9 .6 ^ ^Topping and catalyt c cracking 25-53 cents perSfflfesac^ sta^sSW
Viscosity breaking and gas recovery. 12-28 cents per bbl feed (1956)

1

products can be subtracted from

Approximate royalties:*

Alkylation on ± t , , „ .-x^r (i956)

Cracking,'
»*** »}^ ("55)

Reforming, catalytic f?£f* 8«9
Polymerization, cataiytic njS"^ b

,

W^ <1956>

Sweetening, tannin somfeer 0t 0T,H ga
' SS**

4
J
(1965>CT U.3-0.5 cent per bbl product (1947)

* Paid-up royalty is often three years' worth of unit royalty.

Treating light oils:

Sweetening copper. 2£1? ^ SK
(1951)

Clav ni 2.7-4.5 cents per bbl (1950)way, vapor-phase
0.5-1.2 cents per bbl (1940)
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Miscellaneous Operating Costs and Factors (Continued)

Sulfur dioxide extraction 4.6-5.5 cents per bbl (1940)
inhibitor, handling only 0.15-1.0 cent per bbl (1940)
Catalytic desulfurization 6.0-8.0 cents per bbl (1947)
Cracked naphtha (complete) 26 cents per bbl (1956)

Chemicals:*

Amyl nitrate (diesel additive) $3-3.55 per gal (1953)
Clay, contact $30-60 per ton (1956)
Clay, percolation $15-30 per ton (1956)
Catalyst, platinum reforming $9-14 per lb ($4 replacement) (1956)
Catalyst, Hydroforming $0.59-0.89 per lb (1955)
Catalyst, cracking (synthetic) $240-340 per ton (1956)
Catalyst, cracking (natural) $140-220 per ton (1956)
Catalyst, desulfurization '

$0.90-1.50 per lb (1956)
Catalyst, polymerization $0.12-0.15 per lb (1956)
Desalting agents $1.50-2.50 per gal (1954) t
Fuel-oil additive $0.60-0.63 per lb (1955)
Lube-oil additives $1.30-2.40 per gal (1955)
Inhibitors, gasoline $1.00-2.00 per lb (1953)
Pour-point depressants $0.15-0.41 per lb (1954

fluid $0,218 cent per cu cm

* For regular chemicals see Chem. Eng. News Quarterly Report on Current Prices.
1 500-800 bbl per gal.

The costs for processing heavy oils such as neutral oils and cylinder
stock are even less consistent. The great variation in tl

the inherent differences in lubricating-oil stocks and the
ing and dewaxing operations that may be used.

Heavy oils:

Rerunning, complete 4.1-6.2 cents per bbl charge (1932)
Acid treating, complete 11-43 cents per bbl treated (1932)

Percolation (1932):

Nonviscous neutral 7.2-36.2 cents per bbl
Viscous neutral 15.4-48 cents per bbl
Wax 19.4-36.4 cents per bbl
Average of straight filtering. .

. , 44-90 cents per bbl (1953)
Solution filtering 27-75 cents per bbl of stock
Clay contacting 52-100 cents per bbl charge (1953)
Clay contacting io cents per bbl plus clay (1943)

Clay:

Steaming, discharge, and loading. ... $5 per ton (1940)
Burning, wedge-type burner $1.22-4.13 per ton (1932)
Burning, rotary-type burner 50-92 cents per ton (1932)
Loss during burning 1.5-2.0 per cent (1932)
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Miscellaneous Opebatino CosTO and Factors (Continued)

Defraying:

Swe:ung
and SW6ating

- ** P-W distillate (1932)

Barreling and molding wax/. '/.Z "
7 6-106 fH.

1? ed WaX (1932)

Centrifuging.
.

;™nts Per bb* finished wax (1932)

Refrigeration*.
. li'to?*

Cents per bbl bright stock (1832)

+
_

g

6

°-80 cents per bbl (1956)
One ton refrigeration is 288,000 Btu per 24 hr

Solvent treating:

Furfural Q on
Chlorex

9-20 cents Per bbl d945)

Nitrobenzene. "
.' 2™ per bbl d940>

Phenol f cents Per bbl (1938)

Propane' deasphaiiing
.'.

'. f P6r bb' (

,

1945>r s 8"14 cents per bbl (1947)

The cost of fuel or power and, to some extent Ufa* ;« *many of the costs or factors listedS^^tf™^ m
1946 were about si 49 u«

average rehnery wages in

Indexesa, publicJ^^*5£S3? " ^
Steam generation:

Live steam, 100 nsi» or »,,.

Live steam 400^ It2 *" H5 * (1956)

Exhaust or low pressure £rfT* P^1
'000 lb

<1956)p ^e 8-12 cents per 1,000 lb (1956)

Steam consumption:

CoSf
011 (HF)

700 lb per bbl (1953)

Crocking; ihermal'.'.:
bbl
^?51 )

Cracking, catalytic. ^ ?
P<5r bb

<1945!

Dewaxing, pressing £fn J
*** bbl feed

<1953)

Dewaxing, centrifuging 2j55 **IS
U944)

Dewaxing, solvent * It,™
lb pe' bbI

<1944>

Distillation, 2-stage. mi l*"S (
/
953)

Gasoline, cracked !?1 "T£*
(1953)

Gasoline, reformed.
" 5Sm gasoline

(1953)

Natural-gasoline stripping.'. '.

' J 7
M

Percolation filtration
._ 5^200 k Tki ^

Percolator steaming. 2I nnnT (1940)

propane deasphaitmg.
3

filter (1940)

Refinery, topping and thermal crack-
? (1953)

mg
Refinery, complete.'. {ES^f*^ (1939)

Stripping of stocks.
' Jf*

25^ bblW
(see pages 229 to 232)
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Miscellaneous Operating Costs and Factors {Continued)

Solvent treating 38_150 lb per bW (1953)
ToppmS 40-172 lb per bbl (1939)

Fuel required:

Topping and skimming (equivalent
of) 7-13.5 per cent crude (1940)

Complete processing (equivalent of) . 15-23 per cent crude (1940)
Heat, topping 65,000-240,000 Btu per bbl (1945)
Heat, general 419,000-1,190,000 Btu per bbl (1940)

Water:

Cost of, filtered only 0.3-1.0 cent per 1,000 gal (1956)
Cost of, recirculation or cooling 0.6-2.0 cents per 1,000 gal (1956)
Cost of, treated. . .

. 3_15 centa per 1>QQQ gal (ig56)
Cost of, large consumption 2-8 cents per 1,000 gal (1955)
Toppmg. . ...

. . 4.0-18.0 bbl per bbl crude (1938)Toppmg and cracking. 13.0-44.0 bbl per bbl crude (1938)
Complete processing 15.52 bbl per bbl crude (1956)
Windage loss, spray pond. 10% of circulation (1951)
Windage loss, natural draft tower. . . 1% 0f circulation (1951)
Windage loss, mechanical draft tower 0.4% of circulation (1951)

Power:

Gas engine (20 cents per Mcf) 0.3 cent per brake hp
Electric motors (1 cent per kw) 0.9 cent per brake hp
Diesel engine (14 cents per gal) 0.87 cent per brake hp
Gasoline engine (20 cents per gal) . . . 2.32 cents per brake hp
Steam pumps, small (20-cent gas). . . 4.51 cents per brake hp
Steam pumps, small ($2.25 fuel oil) . . 8.32 cents per brake hp
Ammonia refrigeration, 150-ton plant $1.10-2.85 per ton (1955)
Ammonia refrigeration, 1,000-ton

Plant $0.71-2.31 per ton (1955)
Electric .power 0.0-1.1 cents per kw (1956)

Electrical requirements:

Alkylation (HF) 5.8 kw per bbl (1953)
Coking, delayed 0.6 kw per bbl (1951)
Cracking, catalytic 0.27-1.2 kw per bbl (1953)
Cracking, thermal (also reforming).

. 0.52-0.56 kw per bbl (1953)
Distillation, 2-stage 0.6 kw per bbl (1953)
Dewaxing, solvent 2.8 kw per bbl (1953)
Dewaxing, centrifuging 0.48-0.6 kw per bbl (1945)
Deasphalting, propane 1.05 kw per bbl (1953)
Illumination, buildings 0.8-1.0 kw per 1,000 sq ft (1945)
Illumination, process 0.5-1.0 kw per bbl (1945)
Illummation, yard 0.3-0.4 kw per acre (1945)
Polymer gasoline 0.34 kw per bbl gasoline (1951)
Refinery, toppmg 0.05-1.57 kw per daily bbl (1938)
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Miscellaneous Operating Costs and Factors (Continued)

Refinery, topping and thermal crack-

ing 0.14-2.8 kw per daily bbi (1938)
Refinery, complete 1.67-5.3 kw per daily bbl (1938)
Treating 0.03-0.05 kw per bbl (1945)
Treating, solvent 0.7-1.2 kw per bbl (1943)

Air, process 1-3 cents per 1,000 cu ft (1946)
Air, filtered and dried for instruments . 3-7 cents per 1,000 cu ft (1946)

REALIZATION OF CRUDE OILS

by day because

in market specifications. During

« "breakup"
of fluctuations in the

one season a

;

of maximum yields of gasoline by topping and cracking, whereas at another
time the manufacture of a maximum yield of kerosene, distillates, or fuel

oil may be advantageous.
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Fio. 23-2. Crude-oil value vs. gravity for various types of crude oils, based on
Coast cargo product prices of June 23, 1954. (Oil Gas J.)

Gulf
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ent (see Tablr 2*^.
rCa

f
2at

?,

ons ofa^ important and widely differ-ent isee I able 23-4) crude ods. In marketing crude oils the mire»« increased by 2 cenfc for an increase ofio in the API gtavfty

23-2), The proper differentia,U diSS'i.tSLff

Differential = ag + a-aB-SC
150 (23-1)

COST OF REFINERY EQUIPMENT

In estimating the cost of refinery equipment, the preferred procedures to prepare a so-called process design to obtain the approximate capad-

velH™ tyPeS
(

0f
t

basic P"*S* equipment, such as

mndnlT '
C0"taCt

T'
exchang^. holers, pumps, compressorsrundown storage, etc., and then obtain the costs' of each item of3

Sr»nv-r
5 fOT ea0h general^ of equipment.'.' Other costs

home^ PrOC68S eqU1Pment (piping
>
foments, etc.), field expenses

IZ^ZS^'jrT T^™™' off-site' facilities, and

by mlans of avera- ™
refiDerieS CaD then be estimatedny means of average ratios or percentages of the total costs.' Space is

but muchtJ ? 01 PreSentati°n °f a method of cost e«nbut much less precise over-all costs are indicated in Kg. 23-3 '» The

wH7ZtTtS

T

°f
,
Kg

;
23"3 may * b™Sht to date oy divWi

6 Nelson, W. L., Otf (7a* Nov. 8, 1954, p 191
Nelson W. L., Oil Gas J., Aug. 15, 1955, p. 183.

JtoSt*
Uch

»™™J*^ "Costimating" series of articles, W.L Nelson Oil Gas T

2S5WTk5 1948 thfOUgh^ ^^ ^ Se^v^

"K^Jft&K H r
QU Ck

°?St EstlmateS'
°17 Gas* Jan

- *> 1956 P- 120.numbers 26-30 of Second Costnnating Series, March-May, 1957, Oil Gal J.
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52

1

i

6

S

'400 600 1000 loqpoo

Fig. 23-3. Approximate construction costs of refineries and process units (1956).
The Nelson Index for 1956 is 195.3 (based on 1946).

Process units:

1. Vacuum flashing

2. Topping and atmospheric distilla-

tion

3. Desulfurization of gasoline (cata-

lytic)

4. Vacuum distillation (lubes)

5. Cracking (thermal)

6. Coking (Delayed or Fluid)

7. Solvent extraction or deasphalting
8. Reforming (platinum eatalyst)

preparation, gas recovery, and
polymerization

*13. Polymerization (catalytic)

*14. Alkylation

15. Solvent dewaxing
*17. Benzene and toluene recovery

(large plants)

*18. Lubricating-oil manufacture (com-
plete)

Complete refineries:

9. Topping and asphalt manufacture
11. Topping, thermal cracking, cata-

lytic reforming, and polymeriza-

tion

12. Topping, catalytic cracking, cata-

lytic reforming, and polymeriza-
tion

16. Complete for all products
*Per barrel finished product rather

than feed.
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m 9WK
COnstruction editions are similar, as indicated in Eq

Jf.*
''^ctiveness of large organizations in building plants is often

inferior and this usually leads to actual exponents nearer to 1.0 than 0.6.

CosIm = /capacityA °- fl

Costs \capacityB/ (23_2)

Thus, some of the lines of Fig. 23-3 consist actually of two lines each
having exponents near 0.6, but the line for large plants built by major
refiners tends to lie above the line for small plants built by small operators.
The approximate costs of other types of plants or equipments are

indicated in Table 23-6. Such general costs as these must be used with
extreme care. The higher of the two costs is due mainly to the small
size of the Plant rather than to other factors. In prosperous times the
costs will all be higher, and during times of business depression "sacrifice"
prices may prevail.

Financial Charges. At one time the concept of depreciation was a
simple one; it referred to funds laid aside for replacement of equipment
because m time it would be worn out. More recently it has come tomean little more than a percentage of total investment that can by
Federal tax regulations" be withheld each year from income. Taxation
and inflation are requiring a completely new concept of financial charges.

financial charges (as percentage of investment) may be considered
under four general classifications:

1. Interest on investment or borrowings, or dividends paid to stockholders.

nfZZT ' r^^-T6
'

eWment durance. Depreciation in the senseof weanng out :s of little s.gnificance, because a refinery fhat is kept in proper

Z53 b
^
ma

;
ntenanCG or replacement of dangerous equipment is suZ

bSSSL
** US"CT 10 t0 15 *» wh« new. Thus maintenance and

3 Tter are th
/.

real costs of preservin* an i*»t.SJT obsolescence, and inflation. Replacement of a plant or the com-
" mVeStnT at thG PrCSent rat6S °f ******—

r necessaryunless the process equipment becomes totally obsolete or the plant environment

moToTr
aCt°ry

V K
HTeVer

'
0b60lescen- » «* usually Ige cost bec'us

rTfA ?nCeS
°f la-t 30 yearS have re(*uired additions to the refine™rafter than replacement, and almost all discarded equipment can be utilized f£

mSSL 2 0

Urther C°nfUSe SitUati0D
'
- fl^ion during the decade 19iZ^^S^t^ year

',
S°^ Pr°Perly Gained equipment pur-

Thus a nrnnt! 7 ,* "T dm '

me 1956 than its ^al purchase price.«SrS^^ th6Se C°nditi0DS W°Uld be °ne that ~
*

retirement of investment. Only if inflation should haltwould retirement or repayment of debt be necessary

.ZZTaT
0
^'. °0rporate taxes in the United States during recent years haveKit'^ o

ent of the gross profit before taxes
"

Thu*' 253laid aside funds for about 9 to 14 per cent of investment (depending on the degree

WTSS • -^u, Internal Revenue Bull. F,anuary, also see Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Apr. 23, 1956, p. 141.
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of inflation) for items 1 to 3 above, a gross profit before taxes of 5 to 10 per cent
must be earned to show a real profit of 3 to 6 per cent on investment.

In summary, financial charges based on investment must be set aside
for 3 to 5 per cent per year of interest or dividends, 1 to 3 per cent for
maintenance and insurance (no depreciation), 0 to 5 per cent for addi-
tional modern equipment (inflation supplies an additional 0 to 9 per cent),
and 5 to 10 per cent for taxes and profit, making total financial charges
of at least 16 per cent.

Table 23-6. Approximate Cost of Miscellaneous Plants or Equipment

Type of plant

Acid-treating equipment

Acid-treating and P.D. rerun

Ammonia plants, anhydrous
Ammonia plants, incl. HNO» or urea

Asphalt, loading and storage

Asphalt processing

Butadiene manufacture

Carbon black

Clay burning

Clay treating (percolation)

Clay treating (contact)

Coal (hydrogenation)

Coal (synthetic gasoline)

Copper sweetening, liquid

Cumene manufacture

Dehydration of gases

Desalting of crude oil

Capacity

Desulfurization of gas oil

Dewaxing (filter press)

Dry-ice manufacture
Ethylene manufacture "

Extractive distillation

Fischer-Tropsch for gasoline

Gasoline (natural) plants"

Gasoline and kerosene treating

Gray vapor-phase treating

Hydrogen manufacture

Hydrogen sulfide removal
Hypersorption

Inhibitor injection

L.P.G. bottling

L.P.G. recovery

Lube oil (solution rerun)

Oxygen separation ;

Polymerisation (thermal)

Shale oil (foreign)

Sulfur or sulfuric acid*

Synthetic rubber

TetraethyUead blending

15,000 bpd
50-300 tons per day
100-300 tons per day
600 bpd
1,500-5.000 bpd
83-320 tons per day
30-150 tons per day
66 tons per day
300-3.000 bpd
300-3,000 bpd
300 tons per day
2,000-27,000 bpd
1,000-10,000 bpd
500 bpd
10-100 MMscf per day
2.000-100,000 bpd
20-200 MMscf per day
1,000-10,000 bpd
400-1,200 bpd
100 tons per day
60-300 tons per day
420 bpd
10,000-30,000 bpd
10-70 MMscf per day
2,000-30,000 bpd

Cost Qaborand material), 1956

200 Mscf per day
20-200 MMscf per day
2-100 Mscf per day

3,500 gal per day
100-1,000 bpd
1,000-5.000 bpd
50-500 tons per day
100-600 bpd
3,000-40;000 bpd
20-200 tons per day
125-1,100 tons per day
1,000 bpd

$37-76 per daily bbl
$119 per daily bbl

$45,000-54,000 per daily ton
$74,000-78,000 per daily ton
$17.70 per daily bbl
$263-390 per daily bbl
$26-210 per yearly ton
$1,070-2,350 per yearly ton
$3,100 per daily ton

$730-2,000 per daily bbl
$370-1,100 per daily bbl
$4,300 per daily ton

$21,000-23,000 per daily bbl
$10-37 per daily bbl

$1,870 per daily bbl
$2-5 per Mscf per day
$3.50-16 per daily bbl
$1.10-4.50 per Mscf per day
$195-314 per daily bbl
$410-550 per daily bbl

$8,400 per daily ton

$4,600-7,800 per daily ton
$7,800 per daily bbl

$16,200-17,500 per daUy bbl
$173-292 per daily Mscf
$45-200 per daily bbl
$27-62 per daily bbl

$1,470 per daily Mscf
$1.10-4.50 per daily Mscf
$15,600-146,000 per Mscf
$0.49-4.90 per daily bbl

$26.70 per daily gal

$370-780 per daily bbl

$107-200 per daily bbl

$6,300-14,000 per daily ton

$1,000-1.750 per daily bbl

$11,700-15,600 per daily bbl

$4,000-9,000 per daily ton

$2,160-9,550 per yearly ton

$37 per daily bbl

50 per cent propane recovery.
» 50 per cent HiS in gas.
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ECONOMICS OF UNIT OPERATIONS

The economy of several of the most useful operations Wr3 be discussed

as illustrations. The most successful way to effect economies is to study
independently each phase or operation of the complete processing scheme.
By th. manner of approach, savings of such magnitude that they may
be unnoticed in the total processing cost are forcefully brought to atten-
tion. Only a few illustrations can be given here, but almost all phases
of design may be studied by means of economic balances of income vs.

cost of equipment or its operation. Among such studies are (1) the
optimum relation between tower diameter and tray spacing for a bubble
tower, (2) the optimum thickness of heat insulation^ (3) the optimum cost

of protective coatings for pipelines, etc., (4) the optimum dimensions
of a storage tank or pressure vessel, (5) the optimum spacing between
a series of structural beams, (6) the most economical relation between
amount of steam and vacuum to use in a vacuum plant (Fig 7-24),

(7) balance of investment for storage vessels vs. loss of light ends by evap-
oration, 12

(8) gravity of crude oil vs. cost of processing (Fig 23-1),

(9) separate topping and cracking vs. combination operation13
, (10)

investment in natural-gasoline plant vs. oil-gas ratio, 14
(11) cost of

cracking plant vs. gravity of charge stock, 16
(12) life of corrosion-resist-

ant materials (tubing) vs. cost (Table 9-3), (13) coking vs. cracking as a
means of disposing of residues, 16

(14) optimum residual fuel gravity vs.

its price, 17 and (15) waste heat recovery. 18

Reduced Capacity. It is highly profitable and nearly necessary to

operate a plant at its full rated capacity. Although such costs as those

for tetraethyllead, treating, utilities, fuel, and part of the maintenance
(wear) are a function of the number of barrels processed, the cost of labor
(and its burdens) and investment continues at a nearly fixed total

cost regardless of how much is processed. Much the same applies to the
effect of cycle-time efficiency except that additional costs for inspection
and repair are generated by shutdowns. This results in greatly increased
costs of operation at reduced capacity 19 as indicated in Fig. 23-4. A
corresponding decrease in operating cost occurs at high capacities and
though it may be small, it results in very large profits because nearly

11 Franklin, W. B., Storage of Light Ends, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., June, 1937, p. 277.
13 Chamberlain, N. F., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., December, 1937, p. 571.
" Nissan, A. H., J. Inst. Pet. Tech., 24, 69 (1938).
*« Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Apr. 6, 1939, p. 55.
18 Colquette and Peters, To Coke or Not to Coke . . . , Oil Gas J., Apr. 14, 1952,

p. 156.

17 Gertz, M. H., Pet. Processing, January, 1948, p. 41.
18 Stewart, L. D., Oil Gas J., July 13, 1950, p. 70.
19 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas /., Dec. 17, 1956, p. 146.
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all of the saving goes directly into profits (and taxes). Individual units
or plants behave in much the same way. 19

Economics of Heat Exchange. The net saving effected by the recovery
of waste heat approaches a definite limit in any plant equipment. The
value of the heat saved, less the cost of the equipment and the cost of
operating the equipment, is the net saving. This approaches a high value
for a particular set of conditions and decreases if any of the conditions arc

200

70 SO 90 100 1,0 120
Per cent of normal capocity

obsolescence, taxea, and profitvJLt^S^^m^.^1^

In selecting heat exchangers an important consideration is the most
economical "approach" or difference in temperature between the incom-
ing large med.ura and the outgoing small medium. The maximum recov

nrl«iTlT™ t
theS6 tW° StreamS are at the™™ temperature, but in

practical heat-exchange equipment a difference in temperature must

co^ofW
9^rf^'^^^^P^K^valueofheat,

«Z K, 1 f'
magmt"de of the °eat-transfer rate, and the several-other

variables that govern the most economical approach is extremely compli-

v»ZT !?i°
r
*,Vf^.**6™** Nation all the variables have fixed

values and the relationship is reasonably simple. For the following value*
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of variables the most economical approach20 behaves as indicated in
Fig 23-5:

Difference in temperature between the 2 incoming fluids 200°F
Cost of heat-exchanger surface $2.66 per sq ft*
Interest rate

_ _ _ 6 per cent
Cost of upkeep and repair for each million Btu $160 per year*
Value of fuel, per million Btu 17 cents*
Heat-transfer rate 25

* Corresponding 1956 costs are, $7.50 per sq ft surface; $450 upkeep; and 48 cents
per MM Btu.

In this figure, the most economical approach is given in degrees Fahren-
heit and the factor labeled R is the ratio of the weight of the smaller of the
two fluids to the weight of the larger quantity fluid. Similar studies have
been made for water coolers21 and condensers. 22
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Years to Depreciate EquipmenT
Fig. 23-5. Most economical approach for liquid-to-liquid heat exchangers. (Ref. Nat.
Gdso. Mfr.)

Finally, an area smaller than 200 sq ft is so expensive that exchangers
cannot be justified unless small standard double-pipe or fin-tube units are
employed. In general, it is usually economical to bring the temperature
of the feedstock by exchange to within about 40°F of the temperature of
the hottest stock available.

"Nelson, W. L., Economics of Heat Exchanger Design, Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr.,
August, 1936, p. 293.

21 Douglass and Adams, Ind. Eng. Chem., 33, 1082 (1941).
* Colburn, A. P., Standards of Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association, 366

Madison Ave., New York.
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Cost of PipestUl Heat The over-all economv «f .w.m

involves other parts of the nW "°my 01 "Stalling exchangers

themselves. If^xchanget wZsX* "^ " ^ 6XCha,*ers

a smaller still may beS be ause£ hP
a pipeSti11

-

the flue gases will leavedl^Z^^ltt£KS»
water^S^ijffi^^Tlin

f
Surf

f•^ less coohng

the products ^partlyn^t^LT^ ^
of heat exchange that ism„J ,

ex°nanee. The particular amount
total costs dKKTSTSt?? be^f~d ^ comparing the

removing it againT he coders ^TTZSZ and thea

follows:
P oiKiuataon unit 15 approximately as

Pipestill

1" : -

Cents per

million Btu
Saving, dollars

per year

Without exchangers
66.5

* 49.3

39.9

41.6

20,600

39,400

37,600

With exchange to 300°F
With exchange to 500°F
With exchange to 550°F

ati^SSySXSSSn t0 heat the oiI by exchangere to

In general, the efficiency for a pinestill <rt,n,,M „ * k
boiler. Oil is usually at 300 to«m eforTf, . T T *!* 38 f°r a

the feed water for a boiler mav »nt„ «. .

e P'PestiU, but

low as 60°F. tL apiSLTr^
e

?
nomizer at a temperature as

of 70 to 75 perMRK^SEi^- a° 6ffi«-y
The flue gases should leave the oin«tm t *

85 P6r 6enL

higher than the chargeBfoSZSf 1*
emPeratur« *bout 330°F

much larger convection ,

A CloSer aPProa«h requires a
heat loss toHSTtK ' ^ aPPr°a°h aUows such « la^
illustrated tojl^£* ^ ri*- These relations afe

PipestillaA^^SS^J" for a «**« type of

.bl, and S J ^ioiX^T 1 P"

surface in the convection HeKhnT" ^ velocity 18 Creased, the

comes greater,3SS5^^^1^
sueh velocities. ^ 81,366,1 close enou6h to attain
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Fig. 23-6. Most economical stack-gas
temperature for a pipestill.
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Fig. 23-7. Most economical flue-gas
velocity in convection section of pipestill
(if such a velocity is geometrically
feasible.)

Practical Recovery for Absorption Plant. The yield of natural gasoline
that is produced in a gasoline plant is directly related to the pentane-plus
content of the gas and to the amount of pentane plus that is recovered.

Table 23-7. Loss by Operation at 99 Per Cent Recovery op Pentane'1

Pres-

sure,

psi

Pentane

plus,

per cent

Grade of

gasoline

Gasoline

price,

cents

per gal

Most
economical

recovery,

per cent

Loss, cents per

1,000 cu ft by
operating at 99

per cent recovery

50* 7 22-70 4 94.25 1.287*
50 3 30-70 2

•

89.8 0.821
50 3 30-70 4 94 0.577
50 3 14-55 4 92 0.455
5
2

9 14-55 4 96.2 0.286
50 9 30-70 4 97.4 0.227

400 3 14-55 4 96.4 0.117
400 3 30-70 4 97.5 0.068
400 9 30-70 4 98.9

-

Nil

1957.

1 Refinery conditions, oil recirculation cost of 0.1 cent per gal.

Thus, designers have tended to build plants that would recover 99 per cent
of the pentane contained in the gas. This practice, however, is not usu-
ally economical, because the cost of operation mounts rapidly as more than
85 per cent of the pentane is recovered, so that in general it may cost twice
as much to recover 99 per cent as to recover 85 per cent of the pentane.
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I

The variables such as cost of oil recirculation, value of the gasoline prod-
uct, and cost of stabilizing the gasoline are related23 in such a way that the
loss involved in recovering 99 per cent of the pentane is somewhat as
shown in Table 23-7. Note that the most economical recovery is also
given' in the table. In computing Table 23-7, the cost of oil circulation
was used as 0.05 cents per gal oil, and the cost of stabilization 0.13 cents
per gal.

The same basic economic situation will arise with respect to other key
components, such as butane or propane, as well as pentane.
Octane Improvement. The extremely complicated problem of octane

number improvement is a constantly changing 'situation, and it is inti-

mately related to the particular

environment of each refinery oper-

ation. However, the situation

during 1956 was somewhat as
indicated 24 in Fig. 23-8. The
base scale shows the octane number
of the original material or gasoline

"pool" of the refinery, and the
ordinate (cents per R.o.n. per bbl)

is defined as the cost of the

ume of improved-quality gasoline

times the difference in the octane
numbers of the original and the

improved material." 24 On such
a basis, cracking, polymerization,

and alkylation are not solely

improvement processes .because
they

,
produce gasoline from non-

I

I

I

1

—

__4__
/

—f—
/

~
1

octane number of refinery
pool of gasoline

Fig. 23-8. Illustration of approximate

£2 tSSt^SS^^ — xrom non-

(mild); (2) alkylation; (3) polymeriza- gasoline feedstocks, but they can
tion; (p) market values {January, 1956) be compared on a "cents per Ron
^rtZS^CXl Per basis by assuming a value

reforming of raffinate—or catalytic tor the feedstock. (In Fig. 23-8,
reforming plus thermal reforming plus the Value of feed for polymeriza-^^^or^^ (5) tion and alkylation was assumed

to be: 2 cents per. gallon above a
breakeven value.) The dashed line of Fig. 23-8 indicates the
values placed on octane number by the Gulf Coast market for the
date of January, 1956. At "pool" octane numbers below about 95 it
is not profitable to raise the octane number by isomerization or the
u Nelson, W. L., Ref. Nat. Gaso. Mfr., May, 1936, p. 167.
24 Kersten and Warren, Oil Gas J., July 30, 1956, p. 176.

'
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complicated combination operations generally designated by curve 4.

Although polymerization and alkylation appear in Fig. 23-8 to be profit-

able, higher feedstock prices can cause the "cents per octane number
barrel" to rise to such unprofitable values as 15 to 20 cents. In some
situations alkylation is more profitable than polymerization. 24 Note
especially in Fig. 23-8 that the original pool materials already contain
a normal or average amount of tetraethyllead (for example, 2.25 ml per

60 I , , -, , .

0 JO 20 30 40 30 60 70. 80 90 100

MOST ECONOMICAL TUBE LENGTH
Fig. 23-9. Most economical tube lengths for some common arrangements of pipestills.

gal for the 88 R.o.n. pool). At these high levels of octane number and
with 2 or more ml of TEL already present, the use of additional TEL is

not usually profitable.

Dimensions of Pipestills. Immature designers are usually confused in

deciding what should be the dimensions of a pipestill, whereas experienced
designers have become accustomed to using certain arrangements that in

some instances may "be needlessly expensive. The economic relationship

among the costs of tubes, bends, tube supports, roof, walls, etc., is exceed-
ingly complicated. Nevertheless, cost equations can be derived for any
conventional type of still such as down-convection, A-frame, etc., stills.

Figure 23-9 shows the most economical tube length25 -
26 vs. the total cost

25 Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., May 11, 1939, p. 63; and June 1, 1939, p. 34.

* Nelson, W. L., Oil Gas J., Nov. 2, 1946, p. 91.
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of pipestills. In general, the high cosli of return bends as against the cost
of tubing, supports, walls, etc., calls for longer tubes than have commonly
been used. This tendency is becoming evident in stills designed during
the last few years.

The types of stills shown in Fig. 23-9 and the major dimensions of the
stills are

1. Down convection as in Fig. 18-lc but with two rows of tubes on the roof, and with
tubes on the floor. (Applies only to large stills.)

2. Down convection with only roof tubes and for smaller stills.

3. Down convection as in Fig. 18-lc.

4. Straight-up (Fig. 18-ld) with half the tubes in the convection section, with two rows
of tubes on each wall (large stills), and with a width that is one-fourth the length.

5. Straight-up (Fig. 18-ld) with one row of radiant wall tubes and a width of 10 center-
to-center tube spacings. Two-thirds of the tubes are in the convection section.

0. Overhead convection with two rows of radiant tubes.

— -• - u.



CHAPTER 24

TYPICAL DESIGN CALCULATION

The design of petroleum equipment is made difficult by the complex
composition of petroleum oils. Many features of a design defy exact
computation, and such cases must be met by the judgment and experience
of the design engineer.

These are the facts concerning the design of petroleum equipment
However, successful equipment can be designed, even though the calcula-
tions are not perfect, because a well-designed plant can be operated to
overcome the inadequacies in the design information.

Outline of Computations, In this chapter the basic features of a
continuous pipestill topping plant will be investigated. A more com-
plicated plant would be more interesting to many engineers, but the
calculations would be so involved that they would be almost useless
to most readers.

The Mid Continent crude oil shown in Fig. 24-1 is to be topped for the
production of gasoline, kerosene, gas oil, and reduced crude oil, as shownm Table 24-1. Its Characterization Factor is 11.8 to 11.9.

Table 24-1. Yields and Properties op Products

Material Per cent API

0.5

31.0 60.2
Kerosene

%

10.0 43.0
26.0 34.9

Reduced crude 32.5 22.5
100.0 38.6

Notes

About 7 cu ft of gas per bbl
ASTM end point about 400 (Fig. 4-25)
ASTM end point about 506 (Fig. 4-25)
By difference

Viscosity at 210°F, about 107 (Fig. 24-1)
Fig. 24-1

• Consider as a gas which has a molecular weight of 45.

Obviously, the selection of products depends upon the market demands
and sales opportunities that are available. Although products having
particular specifications must be produced in the unit, the designer has
little need for more detailed specifications than the general information
givenm Table 24-1. However, the designer can build a flexible plant and
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percentage Distilled

Fig. 24-1. Mid Continent 38.6 API crude oil.

thus permit the plant operator to produce any reasonable specifications
that may be desired. •

The design computations can be organized somewhat as follows:

L
™hT£

markGt
£*?bil

o
eS °f Cach Product includin« variations therein,and adopt average yields (see Chap. 3).

'

2. Obtain a comprehensive laboratory evaluation of the stock (see Appendix B).An analysis, such as shown » Fig. 24-1 is satisfactory, but if possibleL desired

Thttnnt ^ lab°rat0ry and examined bv -tine tests,in* is not always convenient, because many combinations of products mav beSS^J^ ab°Ut a ^ rt^ « -rosivenes
y
s, is

A
' l^Z^l^ quantities

'
weights

' and" properties « the several

5
' SSTn*

t6ntati

7
fl°W diTam °f m Pr°CCSS

-
This mav be modified as thedesign progresses to meet unforeseen conditions (Fig 24-2)

6. Determine the vaporizer temperature at atmospheric pressure required to at leastvaporize all the overhead products of item 3

over 7U0 h) or discoloration, steam is used to reduce the partial pressure in thevaporizer section [Eq. (15-8), page 442].

8. Next design the fractionating tower because the temperature of the various side-

system!'

0 *^ the 8team Stripper8 and the heat-exchange
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9. Strippers are designed next because the steam further reduces the temperatures ofthe side-draw products to the exchangers, and the steam becomes a part of the
overhead product.

10. Such exchangers as are needed for heating the crude oil to a proper salt-settling
temperature are deigned. No salt settler is shown in Fig. 24-2, but one should be
installed after the crude oil attains 260°F in the gasoline condensers, or if the crudeml is corrosive or dirty the settling might be done after a temperature of 200°F
is attained.

11. Design heat-exchange system by an economic study of each exchanger (Fig 23-5)Compute the temperature of the stock as it arrives at the pipestill
12. Design the pipestill.

13. Design the condensers, coolers, stripper, etc.

14. Estimate steam, water, and power requirements.

Table 24-2. Useful Quantities and Properties
10,000 barrels per day

Material
Per

cent
API

Lb
per

gal

Gal

per

hr

Lb
per

hr

50 per

cent

boiling

point,

°F

Molal"

average

boiling

point,

°F

Molec-

ular

weight6

0.5

31.0

10.0

26.0

32.5

0.119'

6.14

6.75

7.08

7.65

85

5,425

1,750

4,550

5,690

350"

33,300

11,800

32,250

43,550

60.2

43.0

34.9

22.5

>

258

460

635

45
218 101

450 185

Reduced crude. .

.

Crude

615 270

100.0 38.6 6.93 17,500 121,250

° Fig. 5-4, approx.
* Fig. 5-9.

c Density, pound per cubic foot at 60°F
„ 10,000 X 7 45 _

379 * 24
6£>{)

The general conditions are as follows:

Capacity 10,000 bbl per day
Temperature of crude oil 90°F (avg)

'

Temperature of cooling water. . . 75°F (avg) to 95°F (max)
Steam pressure i50 psig; saturation temperature, 366°F
Corrosion The crude is classed as a sweet oil and contains only

0.2 per cent sulfur

A tentative flow diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 24-2. This
diagram shows only the major items of equipment, and it is not intended
to indicate anything concerning the size or mechanical design of the equip-
ment. The temperatures and pressures shown are computed or selected
as the design proceeds.
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FRACTIONATOR SYSTEM

The design of the fractionation system may be outlined as follows:

t Draw the flash-vaporization curve of the crude oil unless this curve is included inthe laboratory analysis (Figs. 4-18 and 4-19).

2. Estimate the amount of steam required for stripping (pages 229 to 232)
3. Estimate the temperatures and pressures at all important points in the towerAdopt the number of plates to be used between cuts (page 527).
4. Compute a heat balance, and determine the amount of reflux.
5. Compute the diameter of the tower.

The flash-vaporization curve
(Figs. 4-18 and 4-19)

:

(Fig. 24-1) was computed as follows

70 per cent on T.B.P. curve = 798°F
10 per cent on T.B.P. curve = 214°F

584°F
Slope of T.B.P. curve ™%q = 9.73

Slope of flash curve (Fig. 4-18) = 6.85

50 per cent on T.B.P.
50 per cent on flash curve (Fig. 4-19) 598 - 80

100 per cent on flash curve 518 -f 50 X 6.85
0 per cent on flash curve 518 - 50 X 6.85

* Extrapolated.

* _
598°F

518°F

861°F

176°F

This curve is plotted as a straight-line vaporization curve in Fig. 24-1
With freak stocks, the curvature of the flash curve should be computed as
explamed m Example 4-6 (page 119).

The amount of steam required to strip the kerosene, gas oil, and re-
duced crude oil can be estimated from the figures given on page 229.
Table 24-3 summarizes the steam quantities.

Table 24-3. Steam for Stripping

Material
Lb steam

per gal

Gal per

hr of

material

Lb steam
per hr

0.3 1,750

4,550

5,690

525

2,275

2,845

°as oil

Reduced crude
0.5

0.5

Total
5,645• * .

The number of plates can be estimated from Table 16-13. The fol-
lowing number of plates will be used:
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No. of

plates

Gasoline to kerosene g
Kerosene to gas oil g
Gas oil to vaporizer ........ 3
No. of plates above vaporizer. . 14
Stripping plates ZZZ A

Total no. of plates lg

The pressure at the top of the topping tower is seldom more than 4 psig
per plate is discussed on page 448. The pressures in the

57Ib./sq.In--

65Q
m
F\

\6JWsq./n.

Steam

V8451b]hr

wr* T3idT

VgUbJhr steam

Z80°E

_m
3ZI°F~

Kerosene

oil

330'F.
Fig. 24-2. Simple diagram of topping plant.

tower and the amount of steam at
follows:

Fuel oil

various points will be approximately as

Position Pressure,*

psi
Lb steam

4

5

5.7

6.1
.

5,645

5,120

2,845

2,845

At kerosene plate.

.

At gas oil plate.

.

At vaporizer

* Top velocity approximately 3 ft per sec (see computed velocity, page 896).
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Vaporizer Temperature. The vaporizer temperature, as obtained from
the flash curve at 760 mm, must be corrected for the tower pressure and
for the effect of steam. The gasoline, kerosene, gas oil, and loss amount
to 67.5 per cent.

Vaporizer temperature at 760 mm (flash curve): 646°F

Pressure at vaporizer: 760 +~ X 760 = 1,075 mm

If the moles of gas are neglected

Moles of gasoline (Table 24-2): « 330.0

Moles of kerosene: = 63.8

Moles of gas oil: _ Im5
Total moles vapor: 513.3

Moles steam: 2,845/18 = 158.0
Total moles vapor and steam: 671.3

513 *?

Partial pressure of oil~^ X 1075 - 821 mm

Vaporizer temperature at tower conditions, by correcting 646°F to
821 mm by means of Fig. 5-27, is 650°F,
Tower Temperatures. This tower, the stock that is being processed,

and the quantities of steam are all normal. Under these conditions,
the side-draw temperatures and top temperature may be estimated from
Fig. 16-4. In cases in which the conditions are not normal, the method
outlined in Example 16-4 (page 474) must be used.
The tower temperatures and the corresponding latent heats are

approximately as follows:

°F Latent heat"

310* 120
Kerosene draw plate . .

.

410 108

546 95
630

0 - „ .
. ~— v~..>, Uuu,u »-ujiijju tcu. uuiu .rigs, o-o ana o-o.

6 Assumed temperature. The temperature is checked on p. 896.

The bottoms temperature cannot be estimated as accurately as the
other temperatures [Eqs. (16-1) and (16-2)]. However, it is not of
great importance because it does not properly belong in the tower balance
and is included here only as a factor of safety.

According to Fig. 7-4 the 0.5 lb of steam used for stripping the reduced
crude oil will remove about 3 per cent of material. At the vaporizer
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fssast'ss^^ have a ° to 10 cent b°iiins «*»
0 the 0 to !n ;

Stripping the averaSe b°*«g Pointof the 0 to 10 per cent range will be about 530°F. Equation (4-6o)page 131, md.eates an approximate open-cup flash point of
} '

Flash point = 0.64 X 530 - .100 = 240°F

The bottom temperature may be estimated from Eq. (16-2)

:

A?' = 1.2P + 35 § (T - Ta) + 0.65 § (T - Ts)

IvT^TltT' diamet6r° °f ab°Ut 9H
'
an air ^perature ft ofw r, and a steam temperature Ts of 366°F,

** " U X 3 + 359QB <65° - *»> +«S (650 - 366)

= 3.6 + 4.4 + 12.1 = 20.1°F
'

Thus the bottoms temperature is approximately 650 - 20, or 630°F

Heat Balance of Tower to Top Plate
Temperature datum, vaporizer temperature or 650°F (see Figs. 5-1 and 5-2)

Cootag gasoline (vapor). 33,300(650 - 310)0.57 = 6 450 000Cootog kerosene (vapor) (MM** - 410 0.58 = 1
™

*S*^ SBTotal sensible heat. — —

Condensegasod....,
32>25() x » « fojfig

10,963,000

4,340,000 4,340,000

15,303,000

bottom^!™ ^ haVe in Part been ^counted for in the computation of thebouoms temperature, but most textbooks and designers include them' as a factor of

^Z^r^T^t 1
10
T
F

' ^ am°Unt °f C0M °r «*"™*(or pumparound) for the top of the tower is

Lb cold reflux: 15,303,000
(using Fig. 5-3) (294 - 50)

= 62
>700 lb Per hr

Gal cold reflux:
15

'303>00Q _L. _ 1ft 99n . t
244 6\14

~~ 10
»
220 gal per hr
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Check on top temperature:

Molea internal reflux and product: P2>
700 4^33,300 _ 950

Moles steam: 5
»
645 _ 313
18

Total moles: J

Partial pressure: ^
(
760 + ±§J5) = 727 mm

The 100 per cent or dew point on the flash-vaporization curve of the gaso-
line is approximately 324°F. When corrected to 727 mm (Fig. 5-27)
the temperature is about 318°F. However, the computed top tem-
perature is usually about 3 per cent too high (page 471), resulting in
an actual top temperature of about 0.97 X 318 = 309°F. This checks
With the assumed temperature of 310°F. The temperature in the liquid
of the plate is, theoretically, slightly higher because a larger amount of
internal reflux is present, but in practice it is lower because of the large
amount of cold reflux.

Diameter of Tower. The allowable mass velocity of the vapors at
the top of the tower can be computed from Eq. (16-8). The constantK can be obtained from Fig. 16-13. At a tray spacing of 22 in. and when
Using conventional bubble plates (curve 3), the value of K is 730 or
higher.

The density PL of the gasoline at 310°F can be obtained from Fig. 5-14:

Sp gr at 60°F =* 0.738 and at 310°F = 0.615

PL = 0.615 X 62.4 = 38.4 lb per cu ft

The density Pv of the vapor at 310°F and 4 psig will be computed by
the perfect gas laws:

Internal reflux iff^ =

Gasoline product =

Steam =
18

Total at top. 3^906

Volume at top = 1,906 X 379 X X = 840,000 cu ft per hr

166 -

Py =
840,000

= 0,198 lb Per cu ft

Mass velocity w/a - 730(0.198(38.4 - 0.2)]° •* = 2,020 lb per sq ft per hr

Cross-sectional area of tower
166

'
645 = 82.5 sq ft

2,020

Use a diameter of 10 ft 0 in. This corresponds to a linear velocity of
830,000/(78.5 X 3,600) = 2.94 ft per sec.
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HEAT-EXCHANGE SYSTEM

The number of products that may be used to heat the charge stock is an
economic problem. It usually pays to install condensing exchangers for

the overhead product and reflux, because of the large quantity of heat that

is available in these materials and because the transfer rate is relatively

high in condensing equipment. In the case of kerosene, an exchanger may
not be economical because the kerosene stream is small and the cost per
unit of surface rises. Heat exchangers are generally used on the gas-oil

stream and other high-boiling distillate streams because of the high tem-
perature. The same holds true for the bottoms product, except that the

viscosity may be so high that an exchanger is not economical and because
such stocks often contain suspended solid matter. Bottoms exchangers
are not usually used for viscous stocks unless a pump is provided for the

bottoms product.

In general, the exchangers are purchased from manufacturing com-
panies, and these companies are asked to design the exchange system.

However, the plant engineer must not depend entirely on the computations
from these manufacturers. For this reason, the following approximate
design of the heat-exchange system is suggested.

The feedstock should be routed in a countercurrent manner:

1. Gasoline and reflux condenser exchanger.

2. Kerosene exchanger.

3. Gas-oil exchanger.

4. Reduced crude-oil exchanger.

The temperatures in these exchangers will be developed during the com-
putations and are shown in Fig. 24-3.

Gasoline Condensing Exchanger. The pounds of reflux and gasoline

are 33,300 plus 62,700 or 96,000 lb, and 5,645 lb of steam must also be
handled. Using an approach of 50°F on the hot end of the exchanger,

the heat absorbed by the crude oil between 90 and.260°F (Fig. 5-3) is:

121,250(130 - 42) = 10,680,000 Btu per hr

This amount of heat will condense about 60 per cent of the gasoline and
reflux, and require an outlet temperature, for the gasoline, of about 245°F.

Cool 60 per cent of vapor and the condensate from it:

0.6 X 96,000(310 - 245)
(
° 64

|
Q 49

)* = 2,115,000

Cool vapor that does not condense: 0.4 X 96,000(310 - 245)0.48 = 1,013,000.
Cool steam: 5,645(310 - 245)0.5 = 155,000
Condense 60 per cent of vapor: 0.6 X 96,000 X 128f = 7,370,000

10,653,000'
* Average specific heat of vapor and liquid,

t Higher boiling than the entire gasoline.

This is sufficiently close for checking the temperature of 245°F.
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mass velocity of 210 lb per sq ft-sec (about 4.5 ft per sec) will be possiblebecause of the pressure that is available
po&siDie

The average temperature of the crude oil will be about 175°F and itsviscosity at this temperature is about 2.4 (Fig. 4-43). Film-transferrate for crude oil according to Fig. 17-11 is about 160

192
Reabced-crude

199

Gas-oil
exchanger

310
50

260 Gasoline

condenser

6=93
Fig. 24-3. Temperatures in heat-exchange system.

The gasoline, reflux, and steam will be cooled on the outside of thetubes, and the condensing coefficient will be about 140 (Table 17-7)The approximate fouling conditions are as follows:

Crude in tubes (wet) 4 .0 (Fig. 17-8)
Gasoline in shell ^ (Fig. 17-9)

Total fouling factor 5.0
Over-all Coefficient (neglecting differences in inside and outside area)

1 1
= 54.4

H
Heo + H40 + 0.005 ~

0.0184
Larger temp diff. (see Fig. 24-3) = about 155

Smaller temp diff. = about 50
Log mean-temperature diff. (Fig 17-3) = 93°F
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Kerosene Exchanger. Although this exchanger is small it is still

economical if a 3 or 4 per cent return on investment is adequate. Our

refiner has a better use for the money, and accordingly no kerosene

exchanger will be installed. The two following exchangers will assume

the heat load and they will operate at better mean-temperature

differences if the kerosene exchanger is not installed.

Gas-oil Exchanger

Oil Lb
Approx. temp

after stripper, etc.

Gas oil 32,250

121,250

520

250

Using an approach of 30°F (Fig. 23-5) the amount of heat that is

exchanged is about as follows:

32,250(520 - 280)0.645 = 121,250(321 - 250)0.58 = 5,000,000 Btu

Gas oil Crude oil

Log mean-temperature difference = 89°F

The transfer-rate conditions will be about as follows:

Oil
Fluid

temp
Viscosity* Side

Mass
velocity

Film

ratef

Fouling

factors

jlas oil

Jrude (wet)

. 400

285

0.6

.1.0

Shell

Tube
50J
160

120

210

2

4

* Fig. 4-43.

t Figs. 17-11 and 17-12.

X Low velocity because no pump is used.

H for gas-oil exchanger =^ + ŷ + a006̂
= 52.4

« , . 5,000,000 . n79 Rn ffSurface = W+52A
= 1)072 Sq ft

Bottoms Exchanger

oa Lb
Approx.

temp

Reduced crude 43,550

121,250

610

310

Using an approach of 20°F, the duty of the exchanger would be

43,550(610 - 330)0.67 = 121,250(418 - 310)0.625 = 8,180,000
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Log mean-temperature difference (Fig. 17-3) = 76°F
The transfer-rate conditions will be about as follows:

Oil
Fluid

temp
Vis-

cosity
Side

Mass
velocity

Film

rate

.Fouling

factors

470

364

1.5

0.55

Shell

Tube
100*

130

135

235
4

3
Crude

H = = 53.5
KS5 + 3^35 + 0.007

If the reduced crude oil were not handled by a pump, the over-all rate
would be only about 40,

Surface Woo _ .

76 X 53.5
2

'
015 sq ft

Water Coolers and Condensers. The design of these equipments is

much the same as for the exchangers, and hence only one cooler, the gas-
oil cooler, will be designed. A tubular type of cooler will be used.
The gas oil is available at 280°F from the exchanger, and it will be

cooled a few degrees in the transfer line. However, the cooling will be
neglected and considered as a further factor of safety. The flash point of
the gas oil will be above 160°F, and hence it need not be cooled to lower
than about 130°F. The water will be sent through the tubes. It will not
be heated to over 125°F because scale may be deposited.

Duty of Gas-oil Cooler.

32,250(280 - 130)0.53 = TT(125 - 95)1.0 = 2,560,000 Btu
Gas oil Water

W = lb water = 85,500

Gal water = *||?? = 10,280 gal per hr

Transfer-rate conditions will be as follows:

Fluid

temp
Vis-

cosity
Side

Mass
velocity

Film

rate*

Fouling

factor

Gas oil

Water (spray pond)
205 2.8

• • •

Shell

Tube
48

260

77

1,100

3
"

3t

tFig. 17-8.
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H =
Yn + Hioo + 0.006

= 503

Log mean-temperature diff. = 81

PIPESTILL HEATER

Crude oil arrives at the pipestill at a temperature of about 410°F.
It must be heated to a temperature sufficiently high to vaporize, by flash

vaporization, 67.5 per cent of the crude oil. This requires a temperature
of about 650°F at the vaporize at a pressure of 6.1 psig (page 894).

The temperature at the outlet of the still will be somewhat higher than
650°F because of the adiabatic vaporization that occurs in the transfer

line to the tower. The outlet temperature can be computed with fair

accuracy, but it is not important in this case.

Pipestill Duty. In computing the heat that will be absorbed in the
pipestill, it is not necessary to know the pressure in the still or the outlet

temperature, because nearly the same amount of heat is required by any
heating route, if the initial and final conditions are the same for each
route.

Assume that the crude oil is heated to the vaporizer temperature of

650°F and that vaporization of the products occurs at that temperature.
Sensible and latent heats can be used, but enthalpies will be used here
to illustrate the use of Fig. 5-3.

Btu per hr

Heat gas . , 350(650 - 410)0.655* = 55,000
Heat and vaporize gasoline 33,300(498 - 238) - 8,650,000
Heat and vaporize kerosene 11,800(481 - 228)= 2,985,000
Heat and vaporize gas oil 32,250(472 - 220) - 8,130,000
Heat reduced crude oil 43,550(376 - 210) m 7,220,000

Pipestill duty = 27,040,000

* Use the propane line of Fig. 5-2.

Heat Balance of Still. The approach between the temperature of the
stack gas and the temperature of the feedstock should be about 290°F
(Fig. 23-6). The stack-gas temperature would then be 410 + 290, or
700°F.

The furnace could be fired with 25 per cent excess air, but general opera-
tion is nearer 40 per cent excess air. With 40 per cent of excess air and
burning some of the reduced crude oil as a fuel, the loss due to the
temperature of the stack gases amounts to about 18 per cent (Fig. 14-2).
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The heating operation is not a difficult one, and hence the radiant sec-

tion can be designed for a radiant-absorption rate of about 35,000 Btu
per sq ft of projected area per hr (Table 18-5).

According to Fig. 18-4, which applies to the use of two rows of tubes in

the radiant section and a center-to-center spacing of the tubes of 2.0, the

percentage of the heat liberation that is absorbed in the radiant section

with 40 per cent excess air is about 44 per cent. Should other tube

arrangements be used, Eq. (18-6), page 595, can be employed; or,~if the

arrangement of the still is not normal, the Lobo-Evans method of

Example 18-2 (page 602) can be used.

The losses through the walls, etc., of the still amount to about 3 per

cent from the radiant section and 2 per cent from the convection section.

The efficiency of the still is 100 - 18 - 5 = 77 per cent.

The heat balance of the furnace is about as follows:

Heat quantity
Per cent of

net H.V.
Heat,

Btu per hr

Heat input 27,040,000 -5- 0.77 100 35,150,000
5 1,760,000

18 6,320,000
Radiant absorption 44 15,450,000

33 11,620,000

Convection Section. If none of the gasoline is vaporized in the convec-

tion section, the oil is at approximately 548°F as it leaves the convection

section:

121,250(3 - 410)0.7 = 11,620,000

x = 548°F

The flue gas that enters the convection section still contains 100 - 44
- 3, or 53 per cent of the net heating value of the fuel. Figure 14-2 shows
that the temperature of the gas at the bridge wall will be approximately

1800°F. The furnace temperature that is recorded in plant operation is

lower than this, but it is usually measured at another point.

Larger temp diff.

. Smaller temp diff.

log mean-temperature diff.

= 1800 - 548 = 1252
= 700 - 410 = 290

1252 - 290

In
1252

290

667°F

The convection section will be designed for an average flue-gas velocity

of 8 ft per sec. With tubing that has an outside diameter of 6 in. and
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with an average flue-gas temperature of about 1250°F, the over-all con-

vection coefficient is about 5.9 (Table 18-6).

Convection surface = = 2,955 sq ft outside surface

Radiant Section.

Radiant surface = ^|g0Qg— = 441 S<1 ft projected area

In computing the tube diameter, the information given in Tables 9-5

and 18-5 and on page 624 will be useful.

Fuel Required. The net heating value of a 22.5 API fuel is about

17,800 Btu (Fig. 5-22 and Table 14-3).

35,150,000 „ ,

Fuel
;7>8oo

= 1975 lb hr

1975 o r q 1 k
or fob

= 258 gal per hr

Two burners could be used, but six small ones would be more satisfactory.

Steam for atomizing (page 426),

1,975 X 0.3 = 593 lb per hr

WATER REQUIRED

The several products leave the coolers at almost the same temperature

as the crude oil enters the plant, and hence the heat that must be removed

by cooling water is almost equal to the heat added to the oil in the pipe-

still. When the water is at its maximum temperature of 95°F,

Approx. gal of cooling water- =
(1^^^33

- 108
>
000 Sal Per hr

This is a maximum figure because some of the heat is lost through the

insulation of the equipment.

STEAM REQUIRED

Reciprocating steam pumps would be used for the charge stock and the

reduced crude oil. The steam required for these pumps would be guaran-

teed by the pump manufacturers, but simple approximations can be had,

as follows:

The charge pump will operate at a pressure sufficiently high to force the

oil through the exchangers and the pipestill and into the fractionating

:ower. The charge pressure will be about 160 psig. If a conventional

luplex pump is used, its steam consumption according to Eq. (13-11),
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page 413, will be about:

S= (0.058 C + l)(P -p)
- fnnzQ 17,500

,
A

,- ^0.058—- + lj (160 - zero) = 2,860 lb per hr

tnJ^\rnner £ f°r the bottomsW whenpumping at 40 psig is about:
H

5 = (o-058 $g° +l) (40 - ,ero) = 260 lb per hr

Approximate steam requirements:

For two pumps 3,120 lb per hr
*or stripping (process steam) 5 ,

LT1 ^*. 'For burners

9 358
Misc., contingencies, eto 3,'l20

12,478 lb per hr

With feedwater at 130°F and with saturated 150 psig steam, the boilerhorsepower corresponding to 12,478 lb per hr is about 410

JZ*T1. ^Ti " h6rein Presented is ^adequate in many

condi2L t?rVer
'^ de51g

f
deP6ndS greatly UP°n the Particu1^ Plant

conditions that are encountered and upon a multitude of practical details.

u°
P -

23 °n Economi<*- These details cannot bepresented without becommg involved in a hopelessly tedious discussion.

1



APPENDIX A

DENSITIES AND SPECIFIC VOLUMES AS A FUNCTION
OF API GRAVITY

Material

or API
60/60°F

Sp gr

60/60°F
Lb/gal Lb/bbl

Lb/
cu ft

Lb/hr
for 1,000

bpd

Bbl/

long ti

0 338 2 81 4Q 1 1 ft 931 1 o . xo 2i in A 09A 1 ft Oft

Frriano n 374 3 1 147o - I Aral 1 3ft ft9 93 3*1.GO . oo
P rniDTl Arropcuc 0 522 4 3472rx . Oil to 39 >>0

* ,DUo 1 9 9*7

PrnnnTIP 0 509 4 23<)0 178 04 Si 78ox.ro 7 aid/ ,410 li - OS
0 ROD 4 QQfiR 900 R7 37 4fi 5

r
/44 1U . Do

0.601 5.0051 210.21 37 SSOf. 0*> ft 7A0 in AA
9* Rllt ATIA 0.563 4 . 6887 lOft Q3 3>> 1 <ioo . t •> ft orvr, 1 1 4*1

0.584 4 . 8636 204 27 3fi Aftoo • *so ft "*i"*i1 in 07

t-Pentane 0.625 5.2050 218.61 39.02 9,109 10.25

n-Pentane 0.631 5.2550 220.71 39.39 9,196 10.15

— 10 0 1 . 1646 9 . 6988 407 . 35 72 71 IB 973 o • oo
— 9.5 1 . 1600 9 . 6602 405.73 72.42 If, Q04 5 52o o*»

— 9.0 1 . 1553 9.6217 404.11 72. 13 16,834 5.54
— 8.5 1 . 1507 9 . 5831 402.49 71 .84 if. 7f.r.AO , f OO 5 57O . Of

— 8 0 1 . 1461 9 . 5446 400.87 71 55 Ifi 698 5 59

- 7.5 1.1414 9.5060 399.25 71.26 16,631 5.61
- 7.0 1.1368 9.4674 397.63 70.97 16,564 5.63
- 6.5 1.1322 9.4289 396.01 70.68 16,498 5.66
- 6.0 1.1276 9.3903 394.39 70.39 16.432 5.68
- 5.5 1.1229 9.3518 392.77 70.10 16.367 5.70
- 5.0 1.1183 9.3123 391.15 69.82 16,302 5.73
- 4.5 1.1141 9.2779 389.68 69.55 16,238 5.75
- 4.0 1.1098 9.2427 388.20 69.29 16,174 5.77
- 3.5 1.1056 9.2075 386.72 69.02 16,111 5.79
- 3.0 1.1014 9.1723 385.24 68.76 16,048 5.81
- 2.5 1.0971 9.1370 383.76 68.50 15,986 5.84
- 2.0 1.0929 9.1018 382.28 68.23 15,924 5.86
- 1.5 1.0887 9.0666 380.80 67.97 15,863 5.88
- 1.0 1.0845 9.0314 379.32 67.70 15,802 5.91
- 0.5 1.0802 8.99*62 377.84 67.44 15,742 5.93

0 1.0760 8.962 376.40 67.18 15,682 5.95

0.5 1.0720 8.928 375.00 66.93 15,623 5.97

1.0 1.0679 8.8,95 373.60 66.68 15,564 6.00
1.5 1.0639 8.861 372.20 66.43 15,505 6.02

2.0 1.0599 8.828 370.79 66.18 15,447 6.04

2.5 1.0560 8.795 369.39 65.93 15,390 6.06

3.0 1.0520 8.762 368.04 65.68 15,333 6.09

Bbl/
metric

ton

Cubic

meters/

long ton

905
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Material

or API
60/60°F

Sp gr

60/60°F

3.5
4.0

4.5

5.0
5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

13.5

14.0

14.5

15.0

15.5

16.0

16.5

17.0

17.5

18.0

18.5

19.. 0

19.5

20.0
20.5

21.0

21.5
22.0

22.5

23.0
23.5

24.0

24.5

25.0

25.5

26.0
26.5

27.0

27.5

28.0
28.6

29.0

29.5

30.0
30.5

1.0481

1.0443

1.0404

1.0366

1.0328

1.0291

1.0254

1.0217

1.0180

1.0143

1.0107

1.0071

1.0035

1.0000

0.9965

0.9930

0.9895
0.9861

0.9826

0.9792
0.9759

0.9725

0.9692

0.9659

0.9626
0.9593

0.9561

0.9529

0.9497

0.9465

0.9433

0.9402

0.9371

0.9340
0.9309

0.9279

0.9248

0.9218

0.9188
0.9159

0.9129

0.9100

0.9071

0.9042

0.9013

0.8984

0.8956
0.8927

0.8899

0.8871

0.8844

0.8816

0.8789
0.8762

0.8735

Lb/gal

8.730

8.698

8.666
8.634

8.602
8.571

8.540
8.509

8.478

8.448

8.418
8.388

8.358

8.328
8.299

8.270

8.241

8.212

8.183

8.155

8.127

8.099

8.071

8.044

8.016
7.989

7.962
7.935

7.909

7.882

7.856

7.830

7.804

7.778

7.752
7.727

7.701

7.676
7.651

7.627

7.602

7.578

7.554
7.529

7.505

7.481

7.458

7.434

7.410
7.387

7.364

7.341

7.318

7.296
7.273

Lb/bbl Lb/
cu ft

366.68

365.33
363.98

362.63

361.32
360.01

358.70
357.39

356.08

354.82

353.56
352.30

351.04
349.78

348.56

347.34

346.12
344.90

343.69
342.52

341.35
340.18

339.02
337.85

336.71

335.58
334.45

333.31

332.18

331.08
329.98

328.88

327.78

326.68
325.61

324.54
323.48

322.41

321.34

320.32

319.29

318.27
317.24

316.22
315.22

314.22

313.22

312.22

311.22
310.26

309.30
308.35

307.39

306.43

305.49

65.44

65.20

64.96

64.72

64.48

64.25

64.02

63.79

63.55

63.33

63.11

62.88

62.66

62.43

62.21

62.00

61.78

61.66

61.34

61.14

60.93

60.72

60.51

60.30

60.10

59.90

59.70

59.50

59.29

59.10

58.90

58.71

58.51

58.31

58.12

57.93

57.74

57.55

57.36

57.18

57.00

56.82

56.63

56.45

56.27

56.09

55.91

55.73

55.55

55.38

55.21

55.04
54.87

54.70

64.53

Lb/hr
for 1,000

bpd

15,276

15,219

15.163

15,108

15.053

14.998

14,944

14,890

14.836

14.783

14.730

14.678

14,626

14,574

14,523

14,472

14,422

14,371

14.321

14.271

14.222

14.173

14,125

14,077

14,028

13,981

13.934

13.887

13,841

13,794

13,748

13,703

13,657

13,612

13,566

13,522

13,477

13,433

13,389

13,347

13.304

13,262

13,220

13.177

13,134

13,092

13.052

13,010

12,968

12.927

12.887

12,847

12,807

12,768

12,728

Bbl/
long ton

Bbl/
metric

ton

6.11

6.13

6.15

6.18

6.20
6.22

6.25

6.27
6.29

6.31

-6.34

6.36
6.38

6.4041

6.4265

6.4490

6.4717
6.4946

6.5176
6.5400

6.5852

6.6080
6.6302

6.6534

6.6758
6.6985

6.7213

6.7434

6.7666

6.7889

6.8114

6.8341

6.8569
6.8799

6.9022

6.9255

6.9481

6.9708

6.9927

7.0157

7.0379

7.0603
7.0837

7.1064

7.1292
7.1512

7.1742
7.1975

7.2199

7.2424

7.2651

7.2880
7.3099

7.3331

Cubic

meters/

long ton

6.3030
6.3250

6.3472
6.3695

6.3920
6.4146

6.4367

6.4588

6.4812
6.5037

6.5255
6.5483

6.5704

G.5927

6.6151

6.6369

6.6596
6.6816

6.7038
6.7262

6.7487

6.7712

6.7932
6.8161

G. 83.83

6.8607

6.8823

6.9048

6.9268

6.9488
6.9718

6.9941

7.0166

7.0382

7.0609
7.0838

7.1059
7.1281

7.1504

7.1729

7.1945
7.2172

1.01729

1.02085

1.02443

1.02803

1.03166

1.03532

1.03887

1.04245

1.04606

1.04969

1.05321

1.05689

1.06046

1.06406

1.06768

1.07119

1.07486

1.07841

.1.08199

1.08560

1.08923

1.09288

1.09642

1.10012

1.10370
1.10731

1.11079

1.11445

1.11797

1.12153

1.12525

1.12885

1 . 13247

1 . 13596
1 . 13963
1 . 14332

1 . 14688

1.15046

1 . 15407

1 . 15770

1.16119

1.16486

Cubic

meters/

metric

ton

1.00123

1.00472

1-00825

1.01180

1.01537

1.01897

1.02246

1.02599

1.02954

1.03311

1.03657

1.04020

1.04371

1.04725

1.05081

1.05427

1.05788

1.06138

1.06490

1.06845

1.07202

1.07562

1.07910

1 . 08274
1.08627

1.08982

1.09325

1.09684

1.10032

1 . 10381

1.10748

1.11102

1.11458

1.11802

1.12163
1 . 12528
1 . 12877
1 . 13229

1.13584

1 . 13941

1 . 14285
1 . 14646
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Material

or API
60/60°F

i

Sn 17
1*op

Lb/gal Lb/bbl
r.h/

tU lb

Lb/br
for 1,000

bpd

put /

long ton

Bbl/
metric

ton

Cubic

meters/

long ton

Cubic
metera/

metric

toll

31.0 0.8708 7.251 304.55 54.36 12,689 7.3553 7.2391 1 . 16839 1.14994
31.5 0.8681 7.228 303 . 61 54.20 12,650 7.3787 7.2622 1.17211 1.15360
32.0 0.8654 7.206 inn c *r302.67 54.03 12,611 7.4012 7.2843 1.17569 1.15712
32.5 n oono

0. 8628 7.184 301 . 73 53.86 12,573 7.4239 7.3067 1 . 17929 1.16066
33.0 0.8602 7. 163 300.82 53.70 12,535 7.4457 7.3281 1.18275 1.16407
33.5 0.8576 7. 141 299.91 53.54 12,497 7.4686 7.3507 1.18639 .1.16765
34.0 0.8550 7.119 299.01 53.37 12,459 7.4917 7.3734 1 . 19006 1.17126
34.5 0 . 8524 7.098 nnn

i A298. 10 53.21 12,422 7.5139 7.8952 1.19359 1.17473
35.0 0.8498 7.076 297. 19 53.05 12,384 7.5372 7.4182 1.19729 1.17838
35.5 0.8473 7.055 296.32 52.89 12,347 7.5597 7.4403 1.20085 1.18189
36.0 , , OA AO0.8448 7.034 295.44 52.74 12,310 7.5822 7.4625 1.20444 1.18541
36.5 0.8423 7.013 294.57 52.58 12,273 7.6049 7.4848 1.20804 1 . 18896
0*7 A37.0 0.8398 6.993

nnn *TA293 . 70 52.43 12,237 7.6266 7.5062 1.21150 1.19237
37.5 0 . 8373 6.972 292.82 52.27 12,201 7.6496 7.5288 1.21515 1.19596
38.0 0.8348 6.951 291.97 52.12 12,164 7.6728 7.5516 1.21882 1.19957
38.5 0.8324 6.930 291.11 51.96 12,128 7.6960 7.5745 1.22251 1.20320
39.0 0 . 8299 6.910 290 .25 51.81 12,093 7.7183 7.5964 1.22605 1.20669
39.5 0 . 8275 6.890 289 . 40 51.66 12,058 7.7407 7.6184 1.22961 1.21019
40.0 0.8251 6.870 288.54 51.51 12,023 7.7632 7.6406 1.23319 1.21371
40.5 0.8227 6.850 287 . 71 51 .36 11,988 7.7859 7.6629 1.23679 1.21726
41.0 0 . 8203 6.830 286.88 51.21 11,953 7.8087 7,6854 1.24041 1.22082
41.5 0.8179 6.810 286.04 51.06 11,918 7.8316 7.7079 1.24405 1.22441
42.0 0.8155 6.790 285.21 50.91 11,883 7.8547 7.7306 1.24772 1.22801
42.5 0.8132 6.771 284.38 50.76 11,849 7.8767 7.7523 1.25122 1.23146
43.0 0.8109 6.752 283 . 58 50.62 ' 11,815 7.8989 7.7741 1.25474 1.23492
43.5 0 . 8086 6.732 282 . 77 50.48 11,781 7.9224 7.7972 1:25847 1.23859
A A ft44.0 0.8063 6.713 281 .96 50.33 11,748 7.9448 7.8193 1.26203 1.24210
44.5 0 . 8040 6.694 281.19 50. 19 11.715 7.9673 7.8415 1.26561 1.24562
45.0 A OA 1 T0.8017 6.675 280 . 35 50.05 11,681 7.9900 7.8638 1.26921 1.24917
45.5 0.7994 6.656 279 . 57 49.91 11,648 8.0128 7.8863 1.27284 1.25274
46.0 0.7972 6.637 278.79 49.77 11,615 8.0358 7.9088 1.27648 1.25632
46.5 0 . 7949 C C 1 o6.618 278.01 49.63 11,582 8.0588 7.9316 1.28015 1.25993
47.0 0 . 7927 6.600 277 . 23 49.49 11,550 8.0808 7.9532 1.28364 1.26336
47.5 0.7905 6.582 276.44 49.35 11,518 8.1029 7.9749 1.28715 1.26682
48.0 A TOOO0.7883 6.563 0"7 e a*f275.67 49.21 11,485 8.1264 7.9980 1.29087 1.27049
AO C48.5 0.7861 6.545 274.90 49.08 11,453 8.1487 8.0200 1 . 29443 1.27398
an a49.0 0.7839 6.526 274. 13 48.94 11,421 8.1724 8.0434 1 . 29819 1.27769
49.5 A T0 1 O0.7818 6.509

>1~7 O Of273.35 48.81 11,390 8.1938 8.0644 1.30158 1.28103
50.0 0.7796 6.490 272.58 48.67 11,358 8.2178 8.0880 1.30539 1 . 28478
en e50.5 A 7TTC0.7775 6.473 271.84 48.54 11,327 8.2394 8.1092 1.30882 1.28815
CI A51 .0 A TT CO0 . 7753 6.455 271 . 10 48 . 40 1 1 , 296 8.2623 8.1318 1.31247 1.29174
51.5 0.7732 6.437 270.36 48.27, 11,265 8.2854 8.1546 1.31614 1.29536
52.0 0.7711 6.420 269 . 26 48.14 . 11,235 8.3074 8.1762 1.31963 1.29879
52.5 0 . 7690 6.402 268.88 48.01 11,204 8.3307 8.1992 1.32334 1.30244
53.0 0 . 7669 6.385 268.16 47.88 111, 174 8.3529 8.2210 1.32686 1.30591
53.5 0 . 7649 6.368 267 . 44 47.75 '11,144 8.3752 8.2429 1.33040 1.30939
54.0 0.7628 6.350 266.72 47.62 11,114 8.3990 8.2663 1.33418 1.31310
54.5 0.7608 6.334 265.99 47.49 11,084- 8.4202 8.2872 1.33755 1.31642
55.0 0 . 7587 6.316 265 . 27 47.36 11,054 8.4442 8.3108 1.34136 1.32017
55.5 0.7567 6.300 264.57 47.24 11,025 8.4656 8.3319 1.34476 1.32353
56.0 0 . 7547 6.283 263 . 88 47 12 in qae O joorO lOOu O. OOfS 1

.

1 .AH 11

56.5 0.7527 6.266 263.18 46.99 10,966 8.5115 8.3771 1.35206 1.33071
57.0 0.7507 6.249 262.48 46.87 10,937 8.5347 8.3999 1.35574 1.33433
57.5 0.7487 6.233 261.79 46.74 10,908 8.5566 8.4215 1.35922 1.33775
58.0 0.7467 6.216 261.10 46.62 10,878 8.5800 8.4445 1.36294 1.34141
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Material

or API
60/60°F

58.5
59.0

59.5

60.0

60.5

61.0
61.5

62.0

62.5

63.0

63.5

64.0
64.5

65.0

65.5

66.0
66.5

67.0

67.5

68.0

68.5

69.0

69.5
70.0

70.5

71.0

71.5
72.0
72.5

73.0

73.5
74.0

74.5
75.0

75.5

76.0

76.5

77.0

77.5

78.0
78.5
79.0

79.5

80.0

80:5
81.0

81.5

82.0
82.5

83.0

83.5

84.0

84.5

85.0
85.5

Sp gr

60/60°F

0.7447
0.7428

0.7408

0.7389

0.7370
0.7351

0.7332

0.7313
0.7294

0.7275

0.7256
0.7238

0.7219
0.7201

0.7183
0.7166

0.7146

0.7128
0.7111

0.7093

0.7075
0.7057

0.7040
0.7022

0.7005
0.6988

0.6970
0.6953

0.6936
0.6919

0.6902
0.6886

0.6869
0.6852

0.6836

0.6819
0.6803

0.6787

0.6770
0.6754

0.6738
0.6722

0.6706
0.6690

0.6675
0.6659

0.6643

0.6628
0.6612

0.6597
0.6581

0.6566
0.6551

0.6536
0.6521

Lb/gal Lb/bbl Lb/
cu ft

6.199
6.184

6.167

6.151

6.135

6.119

6.103

6.087

6.072

6.056

6.040

6.025
6.010

5.994

5.979

5.964

5.949

5.934

5.919

6.904

5.889

5.874
5.860

5.845
5.831

5.817

5.802
5.788
5.773

5.759

5.745

5.731

6.718
5.703

5.690

5.676
5.662

5.649
5.635

5.622
5.608

5.595

5.582

5.568

5.556
5.542

5.529

5.516
5.503

5.491

5.477
S.465

5.453

5.440
5.427

260.41

259 .'72

259.03

258.34
257.68

257.01

256.35

255.69

255.02

254.37
253.71

253.06
252.40

251.75

251.12
250.49

249.86

249.23

248.60

247.98
247.35

246.73

246.11

245.49

244.89

244.28

243.68
243.07

242.47

241.88
241.29

240.70

240.11

239.53

238.96
238.38

237.81

237.24

236.67

236.11

235.54

234.98

234.42
233.86

233.31

232.76
232.22

231.67
231 . 13

230.60

230.07

229.54

229.01

228.48
227.95

46.50

46.37

46.25

46.13

46.01

45.89

45.77
45.66

45.54

45.42

45.30

45.19

45.07

44.96

44.84

44.73

44.62

44.51

44.39

44.28

44.17

44.06

43.95

43.84

43.73

43.63

43.52

43.41

43.30

43.20

43.09

42.99

42.88

42.78

42.68

42.57

42.47

42.37

42.27

42.17

42.07

41.97

41.87

41.77

41.67

41.57

41.48

41.38

41.28

41.19

41.09

41.00

40.90

40.81

40.71

Lb/hr
for 1,000

bpd

10,849

10,821

10,792

10,764

10.736

10,708

10,680

10,653

10,626

10,598

10,571

10,544

10,517

10,490

10,463

10,437

10,411

10,385

10,358

10,332

10,306

10,280

10,255

10,229

10,204

10.179

10,154

10.129

10,103

10,078

10,054

10,030

10,006

9,982
9,958

9,933

9,909

9,886

9,862

9.838

9.814

9.791

9,768

9,744

9,722

9.699

9,676

9,653

9,630

9,608

9,586

9.564

9.542

9,520

9,498

Bbl/
long ton

8.6035

8.6244
8.6482

8.6707

8.6933

8,7160

8.7889

8.7618

8.7835

8.8067

8.8300

8.8520
8.8741

8.8978

8.9201

8.9425

8.9651

8.9878

9.0105

9.0334

9.0564

9.0796

9.1013

9.1246
9.1465

9.1685

9.1922

9.2145
9.2384

9.2609

9.2834

9.3061

9.3273

9.3518

9.3732
9.3963

9.4195

9.4412

9.4647

9.4865

9.5102

9.5323

9.5545

9.5785

9.5992

9.6235
9.6461

9.6688
9.6917

9.7129

9.7377

9.7591

9.7805

9.8039

9.8274

Bbl/
metric

ton

8.4677
8.4882

8.5116

8.5338
8.5560

8.5784

8.6009

8.6235
8.6448

8.6676

8.6906
8.7122

8.7339

8.7573
8.7792

8.8013

8.8235

8.8458
8.8682

8.8908

8.9134
8.9362

8.9575
8.9805

9.0021

9.0237
9.0471

9.0689

9.0925
9.1146

9.1368

9.1591

9.1800

9.2041
9.2251

9.2479

9.2708
9.2921

9.3152
9.3367

9.3600

9.3818

9,4036
9.4273

9.4476
9.4715

9.4938

9.5161

9.5386

9.5595
9.5839

9.6049

9.6261

9.6491

9.6722

Cubic

meters/
long ton

1.36667

1.36999

1.37377

1-37734

1.38093

1.38454

1.38817

1.39182

1.39526

1.39895

1.40265

1.40614

1.40965

1.41342

1.41696

1.42053

1.42411

1.42771

1.43132

1.43496

1.43861

1.44229

1.44574

1.44945

1.46293

1.45642

1.46019

1.46372

1.46752

1.47109

1.47468

1.47828

1.48164

1.48564

1 . 48893

1.49260

1.49629

1.49974

1.60346

1.50694

1.51070

1.51421

1.51774

1.52155

1.52484

1.52869

1.53229

1.53590

1.53953

1.54289

1.54683

1.65023

1.65364

1.55736

1.56109

Cubic
meters/

metric

ton

1.34509

1.34835

1.35207

1.35559

1.35912

1.36268

1.36625

1.36984

1.37322

1.87685

1.38050

1.38394

1.38739

1.39109

1.39458

1.39809

1.40162

1.40516

1.40872

1.41230

1.41590

1.41951

1.42290

1.42655

1.42998

1.43342

1.43713

1.44060

1,. 44435

1S44786

1 .'45139

1.45493

1.45824

1.46207

1.46541

1.46903

1.47266

1.47605

1.47972

1.48314

1.48684

1.49030

1.49377

1.49752

1.50076

1.50455

1.50809

1.51164

1.51521

1.51852

1.52240

1.52575

1.52910

1.
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Material

or API
60/60°F

Sp gr

60/60°F
Lh/eal Lh/hbl

Lb/
ou ft

Lb/hr
ior l luuu

upu

Bbl/
long ton

Bbl/
metric

ton

Cubic
meters/

long ton

Cubic
metera/

metric

ton

86.0 0.6506 5.415 227.42 40.62 9,476 9.8402 9.6936 1.56455 1 . 53984
86.5 0.6491 5.402 226.89 40.53 9,454 9.8729 9.7170 1.56831 1.54354
87.0 0.6476 5.390 226.36 40.43 9,432 9.8949 9.7386 1.57180 1.54698
87.5 0.6461 5.377 225.83 40.34 9,410 9.9188 9.7621 1 . 57560 1 . 55072
88.0 0.6446 5.365 225.32 40.25 9,389 9.9410 9.7840 1.57913 1.55419
88.5 0.6432 5.353 224.81 40.16 9,368 9.9633 9.8059 1.58267 1.55767
89.0 0.6417 5.341 224.30 40.07 9,347 9.9856 9.8279 1.58622 1.56117
89.5 0.6403 5.329 223.78 39.98 9,326 10.0081 9.8501 1 .68979 1.56469
90.0 0.6388 5.316 223.27 39.88 9,305 10.0326 9.8742 1.59368 1.. 56851
90.5 0.6374 5.305 222.78 39.79 9,284 10.0534 9.8946 1.59699 1.57176
91.0 0.6360 5.293 222.28 39.71 9.263 10.0762 9.9171 1.60061 1.57533
91.5 0.6345 5.281 221.79 39.62 9,242 10.0991 9.9396 1.60424 1.67891
92.0 0.6331 5.269 221.29 39.53 9,221 10.1221 9.9622 1.60790 1.58250
92.5 0.6317 5.257 220.79 39.44 9,200 10.1452 9.9850 1.61157 1.58612
93.0 0.6303 5.246 220.31 39.35 9,180 10.1665 10.0059 1.61495 1 . 58944
93.5 0.6289 5.234 219.82 39.26 9,160 10.1898 10.0289 1.61865 lr. 59309
94.0 0.6275 5.222 219.33 39.18 9,139 10.2132 10.0519 1.62237 1 . 59675
94.5 0.6261 5.210 218.85 39.09 9,118 10.2367 10.0750 1.62611 1 . 60042
95.0 0.6247 5.199 218.36 39.00 9,098 10.2584 10.0964 1.62956 1.60381
95.5 0.6233 5.187 217.87 38.92 9,077 10.2821 10.1197 1 . 63332 1.60752
96.0 0.6220 5.176 217.40 38.83 9,058 10.3040 10.1412 1.63679 1.61094
96.5 0.6206 5.164 216.92 38.75 9,037 10.3279 10.1648 1.64059 1 .61468
97.0 0.6193 5.154 216.44 38.66 9,018 10.3479 10.1845 1 . 64377 1.61781
97.. 5 0.6179 5.142 215.96 38.58 8.999 10.3721 10.2083 1.64761 1.62159
98*0 0.6166 5.131 215.49 38.49 8,979 10.3943 10.2302 1.65114 1.62506
98.5 0.6152 5.120 215.02 38.41 8,960 10.4167 10.2521 1.65469 1.62856
99.0 0.6139 5.109 214.55 38.33 8,941 10.4391 10.2742 1 . 65825 1.63206
99.5 0.6126 5.098 214.08 38.24 8,921 10.4616 10.2964 1.66183 1.63558
100.0 0.6112 5.086 213.61 38.16 8.901 10.4863 10.3207 1.66575 1.63944



APPENDIX B

TRUE-BOILING-POINT CRUDE-OIL ANALYSES

Yields. Untreated stocks of the following T.B.P. cut points:

Materials Boiling range, °F

Below 80

80-300

80-400

80-450

80-550

375-500

400-700

400-900

550 and up

Above 900

400° gasoline

Jet fuel

Kerosene or distillate

Diesel fuel or distillate

Cracking stock (distilled) .

.

Cracking stock (residual)

Residue

Notes

Mainly gas

ASTM end point about 307°F
ASTM end point 382-391°F
ASTM end point about 427°F
275-450°F mid boiling point

ASTM end point about 480°F
Mid boiling point about 550°F

Also other boiling ranges

Usually low-penetration asphalt

Quality. The full boiling ranges indicated above must have superior
properties if the quality is to be good or excellent, and the percentage
yield must be normal. Good products can also be obtained from crude
oils not designated as containing superior products but at a sacrifice in
yield or by expensive treatment. To be classified as good, the properties
must be:

300° Gasoline leaded octane number above 83 (Motor method).
or 400° Gasoline. . . . leaded octane number above 78 (Motor method).
Jet fuel g^vity above 40 API and Characterization Factor below 11 8

to 12.0.

Kerosene sulfur below 0.13%; smoke point above 17: gravity above
39 API.

Diesel fuel 50 Diesel Index and 0 pour point (with some credit for excep-
tionally high Diesel Index or very low pour point); sulfur
below 0.5.

Cracking stock cracked-gasoline octane number above 71 if crude oil contains
1 to 2% sulfur, but only 69 if crude oil contains under 1%
sulfur.

Lube stocks Characterization Factor at 550°F above 12.0, and at 750°F
above 12.1, or pour point below zero and Viscosity Index
above 25.

910
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Name, state, and country

Boscan,
Zulia,

Vene-
zuela

Kern
River,

Calif.,

U.S.

Quitman,
Miss.,

U.S.

12.7
3.85

Tia
Juana,
Zulia,

Venezuela

Gato
Ridge,
Calif.,

U.S.

Bacha-
quero,
Zulia,

Venezuela

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %

9.5
• 5.25-

10.7
1.23

6,000+

13.3
2.66

452 at 210
4-12-48

13.8
5.21

6.000+

14.0
2.64

1942-1950Dutfi . •

.

3-3-48 11-49

Characterization factor:

at 250°F.

at 750°F

12.20
11.60
11.40
11.40
11.65
I

11.13
11.15
11.15

N

11.9
12.1

11.85
11.55
11.85

I

"

11*40
11.40
11.30
11.40"
N

11.62
11.28
11.20
11.20
11.32
N

11.75
11.40
11.15
11.30
11.40

. N

0 0 1.5

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No.. 3 cc TEL
% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

1.6

a a a a a

3.8
42.0*

66. 0»

5.2

0
.......
a a a ...

1.2"

6.0-

9.4-
42.5'

0.4
• •

1.4
62.0»

80. 0»

2.9

6.3-

11.3"
67.0*

2.4
72.4
86.5
5.0
68.0
83.0

. 7.5
Good

% to 450°F 2.2- 11. 4« 14.2-

Jet stock:

10.0
44. 5

-

Good

6.1-
29.5*

17.0-

31.0
8.7

, 40.0
Good

20.7-
37.5

15.0
39.5

Kerosene-distillate:

4.1
39.2
19.2-
3.0»

2.7-
32.5-

13. 0»

0.38»

5.9-
45.0
29.0»

0.75

4.2
36.2
15.7*
0.56*

7.5"
33.9
14.5*
2.25*

7.0
35.0
16.0
0.56&

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F

Pour point
Sulfur, %

16.0
26.0

-35.0
3.3»

19.7-

30. 0»

-30.0*
0.8»

81.0b

48.0-
3.0-

1.7

21.3
39.0-

-40.0*
1.3»

20.0-
32.0»

-30. 0>

3.1*

22.5
33.0

-35.0
1.1

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity

28.8
73.0»
21.0

41.8-
75.6*
20.0
Good

38.6-
71.0»

26.5

44.5
73. 5»

22.5

34.8-
75. 1»

20.4

41.5
75.0»
21.5

bracking stock (residual):

90.0
6.5

93.9»
9.1

82.1"

6.5
91.3
11.3
4.5
26.0
23.7

77.8"
7.0

85.0
10.0
6.6
19.8
16.8

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

•

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
12.8
55.0
25.0°
4.3-

67.4
Excell.

22.2" 17.6" 23.2
-5.0*
-20.0

2.30»

53.5
Excell.

14.8- 19.0
-10.0
-17.0

2.25

53.5
Excell.

1,5*

57.0-
Excell.

37. 0»

2.65

52.0-

Good

-19. 0»

4.5*

52.5"
Excell.
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Name, state, and county
Ver-

milion,

Canada

Qaiyara
Iraq

Santa
1, Maria,

Calif.,

U.S.

Tia Juans
(heavy),

Zulia,

Venezuela

Lagunillas
(heavy),

Zulia,

Venezuela

Tucupita,
D. Ama-

curo,

Venezuela

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°P

14.0
2.03

. 9ll9-42

14.4
7.85

1-28-37

15.4

4.63
368

8-2-54

16.1
2.21

1937-1950

16.5
2.22

1935-1950

16.0
1.01

1945-1947

Characterization factor:

at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F

11.27
11.28
11.42
> •

N

12.10
11.75

11.40
11.71*
IN

11.90
11.42
11.29
11.11
11.48
IN

11.35
11 .38
11.40
11.45
N

1 1 IS*.

11.35
xx . ou
11.48
11.42
N

11.65
11.40

11.51
11.47
N

0 0

Gasoline:

Oct. No., dear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No.. 3 cc TEL
% to 450°F
Quality

0

1.8
• •

• • .

4.0
- • .

4.0*
48.0»
70.0*
12.1
38.0
61.5*

7.0

13.2
59.8"
70.3"

17.0

1.1
66.0
Oil a W

4.0
61.5
81.0
7.0

i

4.0
70.9
OA If

8.5
65.8
80.6
10.0
uooa

2.0
62.0*
81.0*
5.0

52.0
76.3
7.2

Jet stock:

API gravity
yuality

m

14.2
31.8
• • * •

• • • •

.....
25.0
43.0
Good

13.4
38.8

17.9
38.0

14.0
38.8

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-5qO°F

Smoke point

Quality

7.8
33.8
14. 5*

High

12.3
42.6
19.5*

1.6

8.5
34.5

1.8"

6.2
35.2
15.0
0.41

8.0
35.0
17.0
0.41

6.5
36.4
16.0*

0.18

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur. %
quality

29.9
35.0*
Low
High

• 23.8
33.0
-3.0
2.5-

25.5
37.0

-30.0*
1.09

24.2
38.0

-25.0*
1.04

25.0
38.0*

-4O.0*
0.45*

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 40O-900°F.
. .

.

Oct. No. (thermal) .

.

API gravity,

QwaUt*

53.0
73.0*
23.5
. . . . .

• • •

> • • - .

39.8
75.6"

22.8

43.0
73.3*
23.0
Good

44.3
74.5*
24.2
Good

46.6
72.5*
25.0

Excell.

Cracking stock (residual):

% above 550°F

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)
% gasoline (on crude oil) . .

.

85.8
11.3
6.1

23.7
20.3

• • . • 75.0

8.0
8.0
15.0

11.0

86.6
13.1
4.4

33.0
28.6

82.1
12.4
5.5

29.7
24.4

86.0
12.7
5.6

30.5
26.2

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«
Pour point

23.1
0

35.0
High
Lube
45.0
Excell.

- • .

a • *

Good*

1

16.0 17.5
-5.0
1*5 fi

2.10

63.0
Excell.

20.1
9.0

It -U

1.98

47.2
Excell.

21.6
55.0
17.0
1.02

48.4
Excell.

Residue, % over 900°F
ABphalt quality

47.0
Excell.
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Name, state; 'and country

Baxter-
ville,

Miss.,

U.S.

Lloyd-
minster,

Canada

Quin-

quire,

Monagas,
Venezuela

-

Miss.

Mixture,
Miss.,

U.S.

Lost
Hills,

Calif.,

U.S.

Tarakan,
Kali-

mantan,
Indonesia

Sulfur. %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F

16.2
2.82

2,661
9-27-50

16.2
3.6

9-8^48

17.2
1.33
453

17.8
2.09

6?29M

18.4
0.99

500

18.0
0.13

1956

Characterization factor:
at 250°F 12.02

11.70
11.68
11.58
11.75
I

11.40
11.30
11.30
11.39
11.35
N

11.40*

11.30
11.08
11.10
11.22

N

12.22
11.75
11.68
11.60
11.81
PI

11.60
11.10
11.10
11.10
11.20
N

10.95
11.0
10.8"

N

0.1 0 1.3 0.8 0 0

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 400°F

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Quality

2.3
..•*..
......

6.9
40.0-

S.l

7.0

ii.7
67.0*

14.9

1.0
70.5
85.0
4.6
65.0
81.0
8.2

Good

4.7

9.3
36. 5«

12.3

0.6-

14.4°

66.5*

19. 3«

Good*

0

2.1

&
8,1

Jet stock:

API gravity
15.2
43.3
Good

22.7
42.0
Good

21.3
36.7

20.0
47.4

29.1"
36.1

32.7
28.0

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375-500°F 6.2
39.6
18.8*
0.20

8.0
33.8
15.0*

High

11.1

32.4
14.0
0.22

8.1
40.8
19. 8*

0.23

12.3«

31.3"
17.5*

0.28*

19.0
29.0
17.0
0.02

Distillate or diesel fuel:

Sulfur, %

25.2
52.0*
-6.0"
0.88

Good

24.6
39.0

-40.0*
High

38.9
30.0
35.0
0.67

• . a •

25.3
32.0»
3.0"

1.06
Good

28.6"
28.0*

-35.0*
0.61*

63.6
28.0
-5.0
0.06

Cracking stock (distilled):

Quality

47.6
70.9*
26.5

43.3
74.9*
22.8

59.1
76.9
19.5

Excell.

48.7
70.8*
25.8

45.0"
75.5*

20.0
Excell.

87.7
78-79
17.6

Excell.

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 550°F

% gasoline (on stock)

84.7
12.0
6.3

25.8
21.7

77.3
10.0
7.0
18.5
14.3

77.4
11.2
4.8

31.5
24.4

79.2
10.8
7.7
20.2
16.0

70. 9»

12.2
2.4

34.5
29.4

67.3
13.3
Zero"
45.0«
30.2"

Lube distillate (undewaxed):

Sulfur, %
Quality

22.4
91.0*
59. 0*

2.09

46.4
Good

18.7
30.0
0

High

45.0
Good

20.2
0*

-60.0
1.4*

35.0
Excell.

21.4
66.0*
43.0*
2.58

43.2
Good

16.4"

-60.0*
1.32*

40. 6«

Excell.

24. 1«

Low

10.2-
Excell.
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Name, state, and country
Klamono
New

Guinea

, Placerita

Calif.,

U.S.

Smack-
' over,

Ark.,

U.S.

Casabe,
Antioquia
Colombia

Langs-
dale,

Miss.,

U.S.

Coaligna
(East),

Calif.,

U.S.

Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
X^ate ..........

18.0
0.93

1956

19.8

1.25
243

11-28-51

20.5
2.30
270

4-3-39

20.5
1.06

660
2-50

20.8
4.1
833
11-49

20.7.

0.51

178

Characterization factor:

11 47
11.23
1 1 OKH .25

11.27
11.30
N

11 AOXI - Ox.

11.48
11.47
11.55
11.53

I

12.50
11.90
11.33
11.35
11.76
PN

11.28

11.20
11.23

N

at 450°F

Average

11.3
11 2

Il.l-
ll.

2

N

11.41
11.42
11.41
11 .48"

N
0 0.6 0 0.8 0.8 3.0

Gasoline:
% to 300°F 1.0

82.0»

89. 8»

8.0
69.0'
82.0*

13.3
Fairr air

7.8
76.2
87.5
15.7
74.2
82.2
20.4Til.bxcell.

6.0
73.2-
89.0*
11.0
66.0»

14.4
Good*

3.3 9.1-
47.0-

16.3-
38.0-
62.0"
20.8"

1.2-

9.6-
67.0*

• 15.6-

Good*

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
7.4

66.0*

10.5

Jet stock:

27.6
34.7

• «

29.4
39.5

24.1
41.9
Good

20.3
37.6

29. 8«

45.5
29.3-
36.9

Kerosene-distillate:

Smoke point
Sulfur, %...

14.3

34.2
19.0
0.10
Fair

11.0
32.8
19.0
0.40

9.5
38.0
16. 0*

0.29*

9.8
34.9
15. 9»

0.2*

11.0-
38.5
22.0*

0.55

16.0-
34.0"
14.5*
0.14*

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F

Sulfur, %
Quality

42.2
33.2
0
0.62

29.7
33.0
Low
0.67

29.2
43. 0*

0*

0.82*

31.9
40.0

-30. 0*

0.47*

26.8-
44.0
25.0
2.28

38.4-
33.0'

-25.0*
0.35*

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

65. 5-

76. 0*

21.0
Excell.

54.7
74. V>

27.0
Excell.

48.2
71.4*

25.7

55.4<>

73.0*
23.2

Excell.

41. 0-

73.5*
24.5

69.4-

22.8
Excell.

Cracking stock (residual):

% above 550°F

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on crude oil)

72.4
12.5

3.2
38.0
27.5

70.0
12.6

3.8
34.0
23.8

75.9
14.7
4.8

35.5
27.0

78.9
15.8
2.8

40.8
32.1

69.4-
10.8
6.5
21.6
15.0

67.7-

11.0
4.2
27.5
18.8

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

Bulfur, %

Residue, % over 900°F

23.3"

Low

26.5-
Excell.

25.0
10.0

1.37

29.0
Excell.

19.0

Q*7 Alt

2.46*

40.8
Good

-

23.5-

20.0*
1.2>

36.4-
Excell.

14.2-

11.0*
3.46

42.0-
Excell.

13.0-

0.67*

28.0"

Excell.
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F . .

.

Date

Characterization factor:

at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

Base

Cabimas
(medium),

Zulia,

Venezuela

21.0
1.95

1941-1950

Loss, %

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear.

Oct. No., 3 co TEL.

.

% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.

.

% to 450°F
Quality

Jet stock:

% to 550°F
API gravity
Quality

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375-500°F
API gravity

Smoke point.

Sulfur, %
Quality

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index

Pour point

Sulfur. %:
Quality

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity,
-

r

Cracking stock (residual):

% above 550°F
API gravity

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock) . .

% gasoline (on crude oil)

LubediBtillate (undewaxed)

% 700-900°F«
Pour point
Viscosity index

Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F. . .

.

Asphalt quality

11.87
11.53
11.50
11.62
11.63

I

Pedernales,

D. Ama-
curo,

Venezuela

21.0
2.72

1938-1950

Eucutta and
Yellow Creek,

Miss.,

U.S.

0.7

6.5 10.1

64.0 59.0
84.0 75.0
13.5 16.7

56.0 51.0
77.0 67.0
15.7 20.2

Fair

24.0
43.0
Good

9.0
33.0
19.0

0.33

23.5
44.0

-22.0
1.00

42.5
71. 5*

27.6
Good

75.3
14.1
5.1
32.9
24.8

19.0
15.0
39.0
2.05
/

48.3
Good

11.90
11.60
11.60
11.60
11.70

I

0.5

28.0
43.8
Good

8.7
39.2
18.0
0.61*

23.0
48.0
10.0
1.70

35.5
71.0*

27.2

71.5
13.3
5.3
30.5
21.8

12.5
75.0
40.0
2.35

. > • •

47.3
Excell.

21.7

|
3.92
478

9-27-50

12.27
11.87
11.83
11.58
11.89
PI

0.8

Tatums,
Okla.,

U.S.

22.1
1.67
410

11.80
11.69
11.65
11.62
11.69

I

12.2
54.0"
78.9°

18.8
43.0"

22.1

28.9
56.7

8.4
42.9
21. 5*

0.29

1.7

8.6°

15. 4«

62.0*

19.3"

Tem-
blador,
Monagas,
Venezuela

21.9
0.84

1938-1947

27.3°

52.0
Good

22.7
57.0*
18.0*

1.42
Good

39.5
70. 4»

27.3

9.7-

40.0
18.5*
0.34*

24.7"
50.0*
0*

0.71*

Good

41.9"
70.7*
27.8

•a

16.8
81.0
49. 0»

3.57
....
40.9

71.0"

U.2
7.3
22.5
16.0

17.2°

46!6»

1.7»

4i!6«
Good

11.65
11.40
11.40
11.54
11.50
I

7.0
72.0
85.2
13.5
66.0
81.0
18.0
Good

Naranjos,
Mexico

30.0
41.0
Good

12.0
36.0
16.0
0.22*

33.4
43.0

-40.0*
0.35

54.4
72.2*

26.0
Excell.

70.0
14.9
4.6
36.2
25.4

21.0
10.0
30.0
0.90

Lube
32.1
Good

21.6
3.37
462
1953

12.10
11.79
11.68
11.90°

I"

1.0
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F.

.

Date

Characterization factor:

at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

Base

Wilming-
ton,

Calif.,

U.S.

21.7
1.46

Loma
Novia,
Tex..

U.8.

23.6
0.10

44.0

Lobs, % ......

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL. .

.

% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL. .

.

% to 450°F
Quality

11.58
11.38
11.40
11.48
11.46
lor IN

0.5

Jet stock:

% to 550°F
API gravity....
Quality

11.0

18.5
65.6
80.0
22.5
Good

11.05
10.96"

11.10-

N

31.0
48.5
Good

73. 0*

8.1-

68.0
87.0»
20.0-

Excell.*

Fuhrman
Mascho,
Tex.,

U.S.

22.5
4.17'

110

11.62
11.57
11.44
11.64
11.57

I

1.2

55.0-
28.4

8.5
65,0*

79.0-
16.8

53.0
68.0-
21.7

Goose
Creek,

Tex.,

U.S.

T

22.8
0.2
117

11.07
11.02
11.36
11.15

N

82.4
43.0
Good

0
73.0*
89.0*

5.2
67.5*

86. 5*

12.4

Miranda,
Tex.,

U.S.

22.5
0.25
65
1954

11.10
11.20
11.08
11.13
N

0.2

7.5

35.7
30.0

11.4
Good

25.8
29.7

Kalimantan
(non waxy),
Kalimantan,
Indonesia

23.0
0.07

1956

11.4
10.96
10.8
10.8-

11.0
N

0.1

11.0
75»

85.5*
27.0
71*

82.8«
36

Excell.

55.3
32.0

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375-500°F
API gravity
Smoke point

,

Sulfur, %
Quality

,

10.0
35.5
18.0
0.32

36.0-
29.0
12. 5*

Low

12.3
38.0
16.0*

1.35V

20.1
30.8
Low
Low

12.0

30.1

"6;68

23.3
29.0
11.0

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index
Pour point . ....
Sulfur, %

Cracking stock (distilled)

% 400-9Q0°F
Oct. No. (thermal)
API gravity
Quality. . .

.

Cracking stock (residual):

% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

.

27.3
39.0

6.85

46.8
72.0-
23.6
Good

68.5
13.3
4.5

32.5
22.3

70.9"
23.0»

-70.0*
Low

81.9-
76.0*
24.0

Excell.

45.0-

17.8
2.0*

48.4*

21.8*

33.2
42.0*

28.0*
2.1*

54.2
71.0*

26.5

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«
Pour point
Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F. . . .

.

Asphalt quality

19.5

34.2
Excell.

11.0-

Low
Negative

10.6-

64.4
12.7

6.3
28.0
18.6

53.8
24.0*
Low

52.3

-65.6*
Low

74.4
74.0*
21.5
Excell.

21.0

27.8
Good

64.3
19.2
1.0

49.0
31.4

20.6
Low
Fair

Lube
20.4
Good

80.0
76+*
23.0

Excell.

74.0
19.2
Zero
51.5
38.1

27.7
Zero
-150*
Low

12.8
Excell.

50.5
21.4
Zero*
0.07

67.0-
78+*
16.3
Excell.

44.6
12.8
Zero-
43.0-

19.2

16.5-

Low

5.9-

Excell.
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Name, state, and country
Refugio,
Tex.,

U.S.

Talco,
Tex.,

U.S.

Wafra,
Neutral
Zone,

Middle East

Thomp-
sons,

Tex.,

U.S.

Placedo,

Tex.,

U.S.

Santa
Barbara,
Monagas,
Venezuela

Gravity, API 23.6
0.22
58

10-4-51

24.4
2.82
657

4-1-49

24.2
3.12'

25.3
0.32
85
1954

25.2
0.14
50

......

24.6
0.92

3-42

Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
Date 3-54

Characterization factor:

11.09
11.16
11.16
11.24
11.16
N

12.10
11.92
11.88
11.87
11.94

I

12.05
11.78
11.63

11.28
11.26
11.58
11.37
NI

11.32
11.14
11.22

11.30
11.40
11.60
11.48-

N

at 550°F
at 750°F :

I N

0.2 0.4 0.4 1.0

Gasoline:

2.1
70.0*
88.0*

6.8
65.7-
80.2-
15.1

Excell."

12.0 8.0
68.0
81.5
13.6
61.0
74.0
16.5

1.4"

70.0"
88. 0"

8.5"

64.0
84.0-
19.6-

Excell.-

4.0
66. 0»

84.0*
12.3
62.0*
79.0*
17.0
Good*

% to 400°F 19.0
48.0

7.4
69.2
83.9
11.9

Excell.

21.6
Quality . .

Jet stock:

48.7
31.0

29.0
54.3

24.6
50.1
•

30.4
32.4

54.0-

33.5
28.5
40.0
Good

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375 500°F. ........
API gravity

26.8
31.0
13.5*

0.05

7.4
43.8
23. 0*

0.28

8.5
42.3

14.1
32.3
17.0
Low

33.4-

33.0
15. 0»

Low

12.3
34.7
15.0*
0.165*0.414

Distillate or diesel fuel:

67.1
30. 5*

-35.0*
0.13

23.3
58.0
17.0
0.90

Good

24.5
50.2
10.0
1.6

*

47.2
34.7

-80.0*
Low

68.0- 32.2
39.0*

-40.0*
0.44*

Diesel index

Low

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F 86.2
74.8*

25.5
Excell.

-

39.0
67.9*
24.3

45.0
69.0
25.1

72.2
71.0*

25.7
Excell.

80.0-
74. 6»

24.2
Excell.

54.0-
72.0*
26.5

Excell.

Oct. No. (thermal)
a TIT t-A.

Quality

Cracking stock (residual) :

% above 550°F
API gravity

51.1
16.9
2.0*

47. 0*

24.0»

70.6
14.3
8.0
29.6
20.9

75.5
16.1
4.6

36.5
27.5

69.2
21.5
3.0

50.0
34.5

45.0°

14.7
2.0*

42.4*
19.1*

71.6
19.4

3.7
46.7

33.4

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)
•w V • * > III% gasoline (on crude od) . .

.

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F« 19.1

0
11.0*
0.25

15.7
78.0
108.0

2.65

20.5 25.0
-15.0
25.0
Low
Lube
20.0

12.0- 21.8-
40.0*
44.0*
1.1*

33.0-

Excell.

Low

10.0-

Quality

6.8 41.6
Good

41.5
Asphalt quality
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API

f„Y
lfur

' %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F.
Date

Leona
(Tigre),

Anzoat.,

Venezuela

Characterization factor:
at 250°F
at 450°C
at 550»F

i

*t 750°F
Average

Base

24.7
1.24

5-20-42

Loss, %..
•

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct.' No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.
% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.

.

* to 450"F
Quality

11.85
11.60
11.60
11.70
11.69

1

La Rosa
(Cabimas),

Zulia,

Venezuela

25.3
1.76

1935-1942

Jet stock:

% to 550°F.

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375-500°F
API gravity
Smoke point
Sulf"'. %
Quality

10.6
64.0*
84.0»
19.4
55.0*
79.0»
24.3
Good*

11.93
11.63
11.57
11.70
11.70

33.3
46.0
Good

11.7
39.2
17.9*

0.22*

11.9
59.1
78. 0*

19.3
49.1
72.0»
23.0-

32.0
46.1
Good

Distillate or diesel fuel:
% 400-700»F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur, %

,

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

% 400-900'F
Oct. No. (thermal)
API gravity
Quality

28.8
50.0*
5.0*
0.57*
Good

10.0
39.9
18. 5*

0.32*

Cracking stock (residual):
% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)
% gasoline (on crude oil) .

.

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«
Pour point
Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F.

"

Asphalt quality.

51.0-
70.4*
28.0

Good

25.0
49.0
0*

0.73
Good

66.7
16.1

5.5
37.3
24.9

43.0
70.6'

27.8

22.2"
75.0*
55.0*

1.

68.0
17.3
5.2

40.2
27.4

18.0
30.0
53.0
1.75-

30.0-

Fair
37.7
Good

Tia Juana
(102),

Zulia,

Venezuela

25.8
1.65

1947-1950

12.00
11.62
11.50
11.63
11.69
I

12.0
64.0
82.3
20.2
55.0
75.0
24.5

33.0
45.2
Good

10.3
39.6
20.0
0.33*

25.5
46.0
•20.0*

0.85

40.5
71.3*
27.2
Good

67.0
18:0
4.3
42.9

15.0
-15.0*
40.0
1.65

Lube
39.3
Good

Tia Juana
(medium),

Zulia,

Venezuela

Brook-
haven,
Miss.,

U.S.

Limau,
Sumatra,
Indo-

nesia

26.3
1.55

1942-1951

26.0
0.61
159

11-49

26.0
0.12

1956

12.05
11.65
11.50
11.70
11.72
I

12.1
11 75*»•'>

11.75
11.91
11.89

I

11.57
11 A11. 4

11.4
11. 6«

11.5
I

0.7 0.8 0.2

13.7
63.0
81.5
21.5
52.0
75.0
26.0

6.2-

65.0-

11.8-
56.0-
74.2-
13.6°

34.0
46.9
Good

9.7
40.3
19.0
0.21

25.4-

43.0
Good

8.5*
41.0
19.0*

0.03
Good

8.0
69.0"
89.5"
15.0
59.5"
79.6"
21.2
Excell.

34.0
37.0

25.0
51.0

-25.0
0.78

Excell.

40.0
71.0*

29.0
Good

39.2-
56.0
35.0-

0.31

65.3
16.4
5.2

38.1
24.9

15.0 21 .0-
68.0
65.0 79.0*
1.6 0.75

37.8 28.2-
Good

60.2-
68.5*
29.5

13.8
34.3
13.0

0.02

41.4
41.8
35.0
0.06

73.8-
19.4
6.6

42.8
31.6

63.5-
72.0*
25.7
Excell.

65.8
20.6
3.0
48.8
32.1

22.1-

Low

21.3-
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Vi8co8ity, SSUat 100-F..

Qatif,

S. Arabia

Characterization factor:

at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

BaBe •

Loss, %

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 re TEL.
% to 400°F

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.
% to 450°F
Quality

27.4
2.54»

75
4-23-52

12.18
11.95
11.82
11.71
11.92
PI

Jet stock:

% to550°F
API gravity

Quality

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-500°F....

API gravity
Smoke point

Sulfur, %
Quality

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index

Pour point

Sulfur, %

9.7
45.0"

20.3
31.5*
55.5*
25.6

36.4
50.9

13.4
44.3
23.6*

0.30

-

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity

Quality

32.4
56.2
17.0"

1.59

53.7
69.5*

29.5

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 550°F
API gravity

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil) .

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

% 700-900°F« .......

Pour point

Viscosity index

Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F

Asphalt quality

62.9
15.6
5.5

35.9
22.6

21.3
90.0
56.0»
3.05

25.3

Morel,

Kan.,
U.S.

27.3
0.67
130

Lake,
Tex.,

U.S.

11.88
11.66
11.67
11.82
11.76

I

0.8

9.0"

18.2°
59.0»

23.3°

33.3"
47.5
Good

"27.1

0.17
67

Steamboat
Jj-utte,

Wyo.,
"

U.S.

21.9"

42.3
18. 0*

0.13*

Good

30.6"
51.0*
15.0*
0.28*

49.1"
69.4*

29.6
Good

65.9"

17.7
6.3
39.3
25.9

18.5"

69.6*
0.81*

• - • • *

81.9-

11.83
11.33
11.35
11.58
11.52
I

0.6

4.4"
69.5"
88.0*
12.4"

63.5
84.0"
18.3"

Good*

36.2"
38.5

17.3"

33.8
15.0*

Low

48.7"
38.0*

-45.0*
Low

28.0
2.15
76

5-5-52

12.00
11.78
11.63
11.61
11.76

I

Talang
Djimar,
Sumatra,
Indonesia

28.0
0.08
54
1956

1.3

12.0
53.5"
73.6"

21.7
45.0"

27!6

38.0
50.0
Good

13.4
41.3
19.8*

70.2"
72.0*

26.0
Excell.

63.2"
20.3
3.2
48.9
30.9

21.5"

41 !6*

Low

27.8"

Good

33.9
49.1
3.0"

1.70

52.8*
71.0
28.5

11.64
11.4
11.4
11.3"

11.43
IN

0.9

11.2
70.0"
85. 6«

20.3
62.0"
80.9"

27.1
Excell.

Amelia
(low cold),

Tex.,

U.S.

43.8
38.0

17.8
35.7

14

0.02

44.5
44.4
30.0
0.04

60.7
15.2
4.6

36.3
22.0

65.0"
73.5*

23.6
Excell.

18.9
88.0
60.5*

2.61

24.7
Good

55.3
19.5
0.5
50.0
27.6

Low

13.8"
Good

28.2
0.28
56
1954

11.47
11.34
11.44
11.80
11.51
NI

0.3

8.0

17.0
70.0
83.2
22.8

36.3
37.0

14.8
34.0

0.10

40.7

-80.0*

Low

67.0
69.0*
29.5

Excell.

63.4
24.6
4.5
54.2
34.3

26.3
-25.0
40.0
Low
Lube
15.7
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Name, state, and country

Howard-
Glasscock,

Tex.,

U.S.

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F.
Date ........

Characterization factor:

at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F

Base..
» •

Loss, %.

29.1
1.64*

65

11.54
11.58
11.70

2.0

Sugar-
land,

Tex.,

U.S.

28.6
0.3'

105

11.84
11.27
11.24
11.52
11.47
NI

Mara,
Zulia,

Venezuela

29.5
2.0

1942-1950

Poza
Rica,

Mexico

0.6

12.15
11.95
11.85
11.98
11.98
PI

0.9

30.7
1.67

67.9
6-20-52

12.20
11.92
11.81
11.88
11.95
PI

Ventura
Avenue,
Calif.,

U.S.

30.6
0.9
54

7-22-54

0.4

11.87
11.57
11.58
11.58
11.66

I

Elk
Basin,
Wyo.,
U.S.

31.5
1.72*

47

11.82
11.63
11.60
11.50
11.64

1.3

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No.. 3 cc TEL.

.

% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.

.

% to 450°:

Quality. .

.

Jet stock:

% to 550°F.
API gravity.

Quality

14.1"
68. O
82. 0«

22.4"

57.0
72.0"
27.0«
Good-1

37.0«

50.6
Good

9.1
70. 5»

88. 5»

19.1
64. 0&

84. 6*

25.8
Excell.*

12.7
56.5
76.0
22.0
44.0
65.5
27.0

15.4
49.5"
71.6"

25.2
40.0"

30.'o'

22.8
68.2
86.7
33.5
61.2
79.3
38.0
Good

43.1
40.6

36.5
50.7

39.5
54.8

47.5
50.2
Good

18.7"
67. 0°

29.7°

61. 0>

33.9"

44. 0«

48. 5"

Good

Kerosene-distillate

:

% 375-500°F
API gravity
Smoke point

Sulfur, %
Quality

19. 5«

38.0
17. Q>

0.64»

18.2
33.9
15. 0»

Low

11.7
44.0
23.0
0.46

12.1
43.7
22. 5»

0.29

11.0
37.5
18.0
0.28

12.0"

39.5
18. 0»

0.64*

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur, %
Quality

30.4a

48. 0»

-5.0
l.lfi*

44.5
33. 0*

Low

28.0
58.0
5.0
1.15

28.6
66. 0»

12. 0«

1.11

27.8
49.0
15. 0»

0.65

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal).
API gravity
Quality

- i

47.6-
69.4*

28.0

65.9
72. 0»

24.0
Excell.

47.0
68. 0»

34.3

46.0
69.0
31.2

46.5
71.0-
25.0
Good

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

Lube distillate (undewaxed):

% 700-900°F«
Pour point

Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F
Asphalt quality

61.0"

15.8
5.6
36.3

56.3
21.3
1.9

53.0
29.8

62.6
18.1

8.1

38.2
23.9

60.1
17.6
7.0

38.3
23.0

52.5
16.5
3.8
40.2
21.1

17.2-

1.82*

28.0-

21.4
Low
Fair

Lube
16.1
Good

19.0
85.0
90.0
1.95

30.1

17.4
90.0
77. 0»

1.70

28.4

18.7

20.0
Good

30. 6«

48.5*
5.0»
1.15*

50. 0«

71. 4>

25.9
Good

54.7"

17.8
3.4

44.2
24.2

19. 4«

31. 0»

1.65»

19.0°

Good
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Name, state, and country

Coaligna,

Calif.,

U.S.

Kuwait,
Kuwait

West Texas
(composite),

Tex.,

U.S.

Jusepin,
Monagas,
Venezuela

Lago Mar,
Zulia,

Venezuela

Big
VaUey,
Alberta,

Canada

8ulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
Date*

31.1
0.31
48

31.4
2.59'

10-52

32.5
1.72.

46
1-30-42

32.4
1.03

1940^-1948

81.5
1.41

67.4
1956

31.5
0.99*

58
7-17-52

Characterization factor:

at 750°F
Average

11.5
11.53
11 ".0

11.72
11.58

I

i o on12.30
11.92-
1 1 7a

11.70
11.93
PI

1 1 m11.VI
11.72
11 65X X a V*M

11.70
11.75

I

11 OAXX . oU
11.65
11.70
11.85
11.80
I

19 11a 1

11.94
12.00
12.16
12.05

I

1 1 OftX X . BO
11.73
11.79
11.86
11.84

I

1.1 1.6 0.5 1.1 1.1 0.9

Gasoline:

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Oct No., 3 cc TEL

21.6*
72.0»

31. 6»

66.7*

35. 6»

Excell.*

16.7.
52.6
75.8
26.8
40.8

31.5

20.7
65.1
76.0
31.7
54.4
67.0
37.1

15.7
64.5
SO.

4

26.0
57.0
77.5
31.0
ixood

17.9
58.

0

*7fi f^h

26.9
43. 0*

66.0»

31.2

17.0
62.2*
7ft 3«
# O.O"
26.6
53.2"
69. 4«

31.2

Jet stock:
46.2-
46.0"

Good

41.3
55.9

45.0
48.1
Good

42.0
47.7
Good

40.2
55.0.

40.9
51.4
Good

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-500°F
API gravity

Sulfur, %

11.0«

37.8
17.0*

.. 0.06*

12.1

43.7
22.5*

0.35

13.2
40.6
19.0
0.59

12.5
40.3
20.0
0.18

11.1
43.9
24.0*
0.25*

11.7
40.6
19.1*

0.32

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F 28. 0«

48. 5*

20.0*
0.27*

28.0
57.0
18.0°

1.36

30.5
50.0
5.0
1.17

30.0
53.0

-10.0
0.55

Excell.

27.7
64.0*
10.0*
0.61*

Excell.

29.5
55. 7«

12.0"

0.67
Good

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

API gravity •

45.6°
70.4*
28.0
Good

42.6
69. 4*

30.7

44.3
69.8*

30.8

48.6
69.0'

33.0

46.0
Low
34.5

50.4
68.3*

30.1

Cracking stock (residual;

:

% above 550°F

4 ]' 1 ftrfl plron t11f*lf\ I 1 l>rui>KCU lUCli • » - • *

erf rrnnnlinp fnn rrmip oil)/0 ga.auii.uc \ui* uu^ • •

52.7°
18.2
5.0

42.2
22.2

57.4
16.2
5.5
38.9
22.3

54.5
20.8
4.0

47.9
26.1

56.9
21.1
5.8
46.7
26.6

58.7
16.9
10.5
33.0
19.4

58.2
18.8
6.4

41.3
24.0

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
17.6" 14.6

55.U ft

3.0 •

13.8
80.0
to. A

1.87

18.6
95.0

1.25

24 .8

18.

8

20.9
95.0*
74.0*
1.06

22.1

CD Ah58.0"
0.43*

105 0*

Good
26.0Residue, % over 900°F 21. 7«

Good
29.0
> . • > •

23.5
Good



922 PETROLEUM REFINERY ENGINEERING

Name, state, and country

Santa
Barbara,
Monagas,
Venezuela

Southern
Oklahoma

Okla.,

U.S.

Monu-
, ment,

N.M..
U.S.

Kalimantai
(waxy),

Kalimantan
Indonesia

i So. Cuyama
Valley,

Calif.,

U.S.

Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
Date

,

32.0
0.9

. 1942-1950

32.0
0.82

>

32.1
1.39*

54

32.0
0.07

1956

32.4
0.44
46

2-20-53

Characterisation factor:

at 450°F

at 750°F.
Average
86

11.88
1 1 mt

11.66
li.78
11.76

I

0.8

11.94
11.88
11.86
11.93
11.90

I

11.85
11.51
11.4
11.49
11.56
I

11.3
11.1
11.35
11.65-
11.35
NI

11.78
11.66
11.67
11.62
11.66

I

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., dear

* Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.

.

% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL.

.

% to 450°F

13.6
64.7
S3 fl-ow . II

23.9
58.0
80.0
28.6

1.0

16.0
63.0
79.0
25.5
39.0

• . . . .

1.7

20.0-
68.0*
81.5*

31.1-
61.7*
75.0*
36. 1*

0.2

22.5
70.0*
83. 7»

37.4
62. 0»

79.0*

43.6
Excell.

1.0

24.2

35.0
61.3
80.5
39.0
Good

Jet stock:

&^=—- 40.2
46.9
Good

40.7
54.9
Good

46.3*

'

48.5-
Good

59.4
38.5

49.6
50.2

• Good
Kerosene-distillate:

Smoke point....
sulfur,

vjuality

13.5
39.5
18.0
0.18

11.9
42.9
22. 4»

0.14*

12.7*
38.0
16.5»

0.55»

18.7
32.4
13.0
0.02

12.0
38.5
18.0
0.17

Distillate or diesel fuel:

34.0
52.0
12.0
0.65
Good

30.0
58.0'

10.0*
0.37>

Good

30.5"

40.0*
-40.0*

0.94»

42.1
37.3
30.0
0.06

29.0
49.0
15i0»
0.31

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

Quality

53.5
69.0*

32.1
Good

48.7-

67.5
31.0

45.7-
72.2*
25.5
Good

57.0-
72.0*
25.7
Excell.

46.5
70.7-
25.0
Good

Cracking stock (residual):

API cracked fuel
% gasoline (on stock)...

59.0
22.1
4.8

49.7
29.4

58.3
17.6
7.6

37.7
22.0

52.0-

17.1

3.5
42^9
22.3

40.4
22.5
3.1
52.0
21.0

60.0
16.5
4.2

39.5
19.8

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-000-F* 19.5

73.0
70.0
1.1

21.8
.....

18.7-

82. 0»

0.996

15.2- 1*4.9*

Hiirh

Low

Wax
6.4-

17.5

17.5
Good

88. 0t

1.55^

24.8" 21.6-
Good



APPENDIX B 923

Name, state, and country

El Cubo
Los Manueleu),

Zulia,

Venezuela

Bahrein
Oficina,

Anzoat.,
Venezuela

South
Louisiana,

La.,

U.S.

San Joaquin
Valley,

Gravity, API 32.7
0.86

2-12-46

32.9
2.08

1953

33.0
0.95
49.2

1940-1950

33.3
0.26

49.2
4-24-51

33.6
0.32

Characterization factor:

at 450°F

Average •

Base

12.20
11.85
11 a;X 1 ou
12.10
12.00
PI

12.25
11.90
11.85
11^80
11.95

I

11.78
11.57
11.60
11.73
11.67

I

11.93
11.77
11.81
11.98
11.87

I

11.62
11.53
11.64
11.83
11.66

I

...... 1.2 1.2 0.5 0

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 450°F
Quality

17.1
63.0*
81.0*

27.6
50.0*
73.0*

32.5
......

18.0
57.0

28.6
46.0
68.5
33.6

-

20.0
65.0
83.7
31.2
56.8
77.0
36.1
Good

10.6
61.0*
82.5*
20.8
61.8-
74.0*
27.2

24.0
70. 0«

83.7-
34.3
61.2
80.8-

39.0

Jet stock;
40.3
50.5
Good

43.4
51.5

46.3
46.2
Good

41.3
47.0
Good

49.6
49.6
Good

Kerosene-d lstmaie

.

% 375-500°F

Sulfur, %
Quality

11.9
42.9
22.6*
0.15*

Good*

12.6

44.0
24.0
0.21

13.7
38.4
18.0
0.11

16.4
40.8
19.5*

0.04
Good

12.0
38.0
23.0
0.05

Distillate or diesel fuel:

28.1
57.0*
5.0*
0.38*

Excell.

28.7
56.0
10.0

1.1

30.5
50.5
5.0
0.62

Good

41.3
56.5*
5.0-

0.08
Excell.

32.0
48.6
25.0*
0.18

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

52. 0"

67.0*

33.5

46.

0

68.9*

32.3

48.3
70.0*

31.5
Good

64.7
67.2*

32.3

48.0
69.0
31.2
Good

Cracking stock (residual}.
59.7
22.5
8.7
47.2
28.2

55.4
17.7
6.2

39.5
21.9

52.5
21.3
3.3
48.6
25.5

58.2
24.0
6.9

51.3
29.8

50.4
20.5
4.8

46.5
23.4

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
or Tf\(\ ti(\f\a X7e 25.

9

a

105.0*

100.0*
1.06*

Lube
20.0-

17.3

24.2
Good

18.0
100.0
64.0
1.2

19.4

23.4
85.0
87.0*

0.26

14.0

16.0
100.0
82.0-
0.58

18.5
Fair



PETROLEUM REFINERY ENGINEERING

a««»uic, ovuit, buu couubry
Paconsib
£uua,

Venezuel

> Barco
(heavy)

a Colomb)

Mulata,
. Monagaa
a Venezuela

Ain Dai

v

S.Arabi

. Coastal

a B-2.
U.8.

El Do-
rado,
Kan.,
U.S.

Gravity. API.

•1.2
33.8

ST
5-56

34.0
0.75

1942-1950

34.1
1.6'

33.7
0.18
44

1-10-46

34.4
0.27'

44
Viacosity, 8SU at 100°F

." 10^55

Characterisation factor:

12.1 11 ftft

11.9
12 O
12.03
11.95

I

1 1 OA11 .80
11.60
11 .70
11.83
11.78

I

12.25
12.04
11.93
11.92
12.03
PI

11.84
11.70
11.70
11.89
11.78

I

12.12
11.86
11.78
11.78
11.88
PI

at 450°F 12.0
at 550°F 11.05
at 750°F 12.0

12.01

PIBase

Loss, % 1.0 0.5 1.1 1.3 0.7 0.9

Gasoline:

14.5
52.0
*70 K1 Z.O

25.5
41.0
64.5
31.0
• • • •

16.9
64*2
86.5
27.8
49.0
69.9
31.8

17.2
67.3
82.8
28.2
58.6
77.6
33.8
uood

19.5
42.0
64.0
28.5
34.0
58.0
33.0

10.9
63.6-
84.0"

21.3
50.2°

73.5*
28.8

15.4'
54.56

' 28*. 2«

46.0*

35. 3-

Oct. No. 3 cc TET.

Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 co TEL

Jet stock:

43.0
53.0

40.8
53.0
Good

45.1
46.8
Good

43.2
52.6

50.3
44.3
Good

48.9°

51.0
Good

API sr&vity.

Kerosene-distillate:

13.8
45.0
28.0
0.18

• • >

12.4
43.3
30.0
0.085

Excell.

13.5
39.0
18.0
0.15

13.0
43.2
20.0
0.26

21.9
39.0
18.8*
0.035
Good

17.7-

$%
0.08*

Good
Distillate or diesel fuel:

Diesel index
32.0
63.0
5.0
0.55

Excel!, j

26.8
62.0
20.0

34.3
53.0
10.0
0.68
Good

30.0
58.0
25.0
1.05

48.4
54.9
-3.0-
0.11*

Excell.

38.7-
55.0*
15.0*
0.15*

Good

Sulfur, %
Quality.

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F 51.0
67.0
34i5
. . * . .

45.8
66.5"

32.5
•

50.5
69.0*

32.8
Good

46.0
67.5
31.6

65.1
68. 2»

33.0

56.2»
68.9*

32.0
Good

Oct. No. (thermal)

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 550°F.

.

% gasoline (on crude oil)

56.0
22.0
7.5

46.6
26.1

58.7
22.3
7.4

47 1

97 ft

53.8
23.0
5.3

50.9
27.4

55*5

20.0
7.0

43.2
24.0

49.0
22.7
6.0

49.8
24.4

50.2-

19.0
5.5

43.1
21.6

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

Pour point
19.0
95.0
97.0
1.28

22.5

19.0
High

16.5
92.0
73 nt O .VI

1.12

20.2

1C ftlO.U
85.0
on a

2.15

24.2

la Mr
16.7
78.0
71 .0

Low

12.9

17.5-

65.0*
0.39*

14.7-
Fair

Quality

26.7
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, 8SU at 100°F.
Date

Heald-
ton,

Okla.,

U.S.

Characterisation factor:

at260°F..
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

Base

Loss,

33.6
0.77
58

11.00
11.77
11.84
12.02
11.88

I

1.4

"West Texas,

(composite),

Tex.,

U.S.

84.2
1.76*

44.8
5-14-47

11.98
11.72
11.70
11.80
11.80

I

1.4

Red-
water,
Alberta,

Canada

Hobbs,
N.M.,
U.S.

Cowdcn
North,
Tex.,

U.S.

34.8
0.54'

48.1
9-20-50

12.06
11.71
11.74
11.81
11.83

I

2.0

84.6
1.45<

42

11.88
11.66
11.58
11.60
11.68

I

1.8

35.0
1.66'

42

11.82
11.73
11.71
.11.70

11.74
I

1.9

Dam-
mam,

8. Arabia

84.

9

1.4<

12.03
11.90
11.83
12.0
11.94

I

Stab.

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 450°F
Quality

IS. 2"

60.0*

29.2*
53.0»

30 '. 7-

20.5
58. 4«

67. 3«

32.2
49.3*
64.0*

37.3

20.2
63. 4«

78.4*
31.6
54.4*
70.8"

36.5

23.9"
62,5'

85.U
55. 0*

69.0*

40.2"

24.1"
63.0"
78.5*

35. 3«

51.0
66.5"
40.1"

18.0
50.5
72.5
30.5
41.0
66.0
37.0

Jet stock:
- % to 550°F
API gravity
Quality

40. 5«

50.0
Good

48.8
52.5
Good

46.2
53.3
Good

50.1*

49.0
Good

49.4*
49.0
Good

47.4
50.8

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375—500°F ,

API gravity ,

Smoke point
Sulfur, %
Quality

,

11.9"

41.3
20.0*
0.17*

14.6
40.8
19. 2*

0.53

12.3
40.3
19. 1*

0.18

12.8"

40.0
18.0*
0.56*

11.8*
41.0
19. 0*

0.64*

14.7
43.1
21.0
0.15

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700'F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur, %
Quality

28.7"
58.0»
20.0*
0.34*

Good

30.2
53.0*
-6.0"
0.70*

29.7
54.5*

13. 0«

0.39

28.9"
48.0*
-3.0*
0.98*

Good

28.0"
53.0*
5.0*
1.12*

34.3
59.0
35.0
1.13

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity
Quality

45.6-
67.2*
32.0

46.3
69.1*
30.7

Cracking stock (residual):

% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil) . .

.

58. 1«

21.5
7.8

45.8
26.6

49.8
17.1
6.2

38.2
19.0

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«
Pour point
Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F
Asphalt quality

16.9"

91.0*
0.92*

26. 8«

16.1

79.0
68.0*

20.1

47.7
68.8*

30.5
Good

51.8
17.3
6.3

38.5
19.9

18.0
90.0
68.0*

0.62

18.7
Fair

43.8"
70.9*
28.2
Good

43.3"
70.0*

31.3

48.1°

19.4

3.7
46.7
22.5

48.7"
19.8
4.4

46.1
22.5

14.9" 15.3" 16.7
80.0

43.0* 55.0* 85.0
1.63* 1.95* 2.1

19.3" 19.5" 18.5

Good Good

51.0
67.5*
32.8

52.6
23.0
7.3
49.0
25.8
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Name, state, and country
Fadhili,

S. Arabia

Dtihamel,
Alberta,

Canada

Burbank,
Okla.,

U.S.

Seria

(waxy),
Brunei,
Borneo

Golden
Spike,

Canada

Agha
Jari,

Khuaistan,
Iran

Sulfur, %
35.4
1.1V

42.1
3-24-49

35.5
0.79-

42.5
7-16-52

35.8
0.21
48

36.0
0.05

35.6
0.2

36.0
1.38*

45
2-50Date 1956 1956

Characterization factor:

11.99
11.92
11.97

11.90
11.70
11.71
11.79
11.78

I

11.97
11.83
11.86
12.00
11.91

I

11.74
11.48
11.4
11.4
11.5

I

12.03
11.6
11.74

11.82
11.86
11.82
11.75
11.81

II I

0.05 1.4 0.7 1.4 0.9 4.7

Gasoline:

% to 300°F •• 15.4-
40.0*

28!6»

29.7
54.7
34.7

21.1
63.4-
80.3-

32.4
53.3-
69.9-

38.0

14.3" 26.0
65. 0"

8l.0o

41.6
56. 0«

74. 29

49.6
Good

24.2
67.0
78.7
35.1
60.5
70.7
40.2

20.0
50. 0»

70. 0»

30.4
38.0»
61.0*
35.0

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Quality

26 ', 9-

48.5*

32.6-

Jet stock:

% to 550°F

Quality

48.2-
52.8

48.9
52.0
Good

44.3-

50.4
Good

66.5
43.0
Good

1

50.2
51.4
Good

44.3
57.0
Good

Kerosene-distillate

:

16.7-
43.0-

26.0
0.16"

14.1
40.0
18.8"

0.28

14.5-
42.0
81.0*
0.08*
Good

21.1
36.1
17.0
0.02
Fair

12.9
38.5
23.0
0.04
Fair

11.6
42.2
21.3*

nam.
0.24*

Distillate or dicsel fuel:
36.2"

58.7
30.0
1.04

32.0
53.0*
17.0"

0.62

35.2"
59.0»
High
0.15*

43.4
42.3
25.0
0.06

29.3
55.0
15.0
0.13
Fair

27.8
55.3
15.0-

Sulfur, % 0.82*

Good

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

53.5-

66. 7*

33.0»

50.6
69.3*
30.1

Good

55.4-
67.5*
32.2

54.8-

73. 0*

24.4
Excell.

44.0 44.2-
69.4*

30.331.6

Cracking stock (residual):

51.8"
21.7
7.3

44.4
23,0

49.7
19.8
5.4

22^2

55.0"
24.6
7.0
52.2
28.7

32.1
20.2
1.0

16.1

48.9
20.5

51.0
14.7

6.2
32.7
16.7

Lube distillate (u rulewaxed).

% 700-900°F« 17.3- 18.6
97.0
66.0*

0.95

15.6
Fair

20.2- 11.4°

Low

14.7
85.0
80.9
0.35

20.0

16.4*

61.0*
2.02*

20.7-
Good

2.1*

18.5

89. 0»

0.37b

Lube
18.0-

Quality
Residue, % over 900°F. . .

.•

Asphalt quality

2.2-

Good
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
Date........

Characterisation factor:

at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

Base.

Loss, %.

Gasoline:

% to 300°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 450°F
Quality

Jet stock:

% to 550°F.
API gravity.
Quality

New
Norway,
Alberta,

Canada

36.4
0.82'

42.7
7-16-52

11.97
11.74
11.73
11.87
11.83

I

West
Texas,

Tex.,
U.S.

36.3
1.81*

41.4
3-25-47

1.8

22.8
62. 6«

78.2°
34.0
52. 2«

69.5°
39.3

50.5
52.5
Good

11.85
11.86
11.85
11.88
11.86

I

Salt

Creek,

Wyo.,
U.S.

36.2
0.17
46

0.9

22.8
55.2°
65.7"
33.5
45.4"
64. 0«

39.5

11.76
11.73
11.81
12.02
11.83

I

1.2

51.8
53.3
Good

19.1°

66. 6*

29 i8-

60. 5»

35. 1«

Abqaiq,
S. Arabia

36.5
1.36*

Talang Akar
Pendopo,
Sumatra,
Indonesia

12.30
12.01
11.91

11.80
12.00

45.7"

49.5
Good

19.7
44.5
68.5
31.8
36.0
63.2
37.8

49.9
54.2

36.5
0.10

45.5
1937-1953

2.0

20.7

30.8
58.0«

35.8
Good

46.0
51.8
Good

Oklahoma
City,

Okla.,

U.S.

37.3
Q.1U

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-500°F....
API gravity
Smoke point
Sulfur, %....
Quality

13.5
40.6
19. 1*

0.37

14.7
42.5
21.5*
0.27

13.3"
41.0
19.0*

Low

15.3
44.9
24.0
0.16

12.8
40.2
19.0"

Low
Good

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index
Pour point.
Sulfur, %
Quality

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity
Quality

30.9
52.7
15.0"

0.71

33.7
58. 0»

3.0-

0.39
Excell.

30.5

49.5
68.4»
32.6

30.7"
57. 0»

Low

49.7°

67. 8>

32.0

34.3
60.0
25.0
1.16

50.2
67. 9"

30.0
62. 0°

High
Low

47.5
63.0*

35.7

Cracking stock (residual);

% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil) . .

.

47.7
19 .2

6.5
42.2
20.1

47.3
19.2
6.6

42.1

19.9

53.1"
24.4
7.2
51.8
27.5

50.1

21.7
5.1

48.6
24.3

52.0
21.9
11.3
42.8
22.2

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«..
Pour point
Viscosity index

Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F.
Asphalt quality

19.1

96.0
76.0*

1.01

14.2

15.8
84.0
77.0*
1.52

16.1

19.0"

91.0'
Low

19.3°

15.9

85.0
65.0
High

18^6

17.5
High

Wax
19.7
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Name, state, and country
Kirkuk,
Kirkuk,
Iraq

Graham,
Kan.,
U.S.

Mexia,
Tex.,

U.S.

Malmo,
Alberta,

Canada

Spray-
berry,

W. Tex.,

U.S.

Illinois,

111.,

U.S.

Gravity, API 36.6
1.93'

42
2-50

37.0
0.47«

47

37.4
0.18"

37.2
0.58<

40.1
7-16-52

37.2
0.18*

44
1-7-52

37.5
0.22
43.3
11-1-491937

Characterisation factor:

at 250°F

at 750°F

12.00
11.95
11.93
11.79
11.92

I

11.98
11.88
11.88
12.00
11.93

I

11.86
11.96
12.02

11.92
11.72
11.80
11.95
11.85

I

11.78
11.72
11.88
12.00
11.85

I

12.10
11.84
11.82
12.01
11.94
PII

0.2 2.0 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.0

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

24.2
50.0*
72.0»

38.1
39.0*
62.0*
42.3

23. 4« 20,5 23.2
61.3-
76.7"

34.5
51.9°
67.8-
40.2

25.2
64.4-
83.7*
35.3
58.4"
79.6-
40.7
Good

21.1
57. 2«

84.5°
33.7
51.2»

40.0

% to400°F 34.0"
46.5*

33.3

Oct. No.. 3 cc TEL

Quality
39.0- 39.1

Jet stock:

API gravity
52.7
58.6

48.8-
52.0

50.8
50.5
Good

51.4
52.1
Good

50.5
53.0
Good

50.7
53.7

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-500°F «

Sulfur, %
Quality

14.3

43.3
23.1*
0.32*

12. 4»

43.0
21.5*
0.12*
Good

15.3
42.9
21.5*
Low
Good

14.0
41.0
19. 6*

0.23

13.1
40.7
19.1*
0.03
Good

15.4
42.5
21.1*

0.07
Good

Distillate or diesel fuel:

Diesel index

Sulfur, %

.

29.3
.60.8

20.0
0.99*

Fair

29. 0«

60. 0*

High
0.21*

• * . . .

34.5
62.0*
High
Low
.....

32.4
56.4
16.0-

0.47
Good

28.2
58.3
0«

0.07
Excell.

30.6
57.0*
11.0-
0.13
Good

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 40O-900°F 44.7«
69.0»

33,7

46.0"
67.2*
32.5

52.5
68.7*
33.4

48.5
67.8*

31.3

40.4
67.2*
34.0

44.8
67.2*
33.1

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 650°F

A ll I _ ^ 1 _ J f M

47.1
16.7

6.1

36.2
17.1

49.2"

21.1
7.6
45.0
22.2

49.2
27.3
6.7

56.8
28.0

47.1
20.7
7.1

44.5
21.0

48.0
20.9
7.7
44.3
21.3

48.3
21.5
7.7

45.5
22.0

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
15. 4« 17.0- 18.0 16.1

95.0
84.0*
0.77

15.5

12.2
87.0
76.0
0.24

22.8

14.2
80.0
89.0*
0.35

20.5

Sulfur, %
66.0*

2.47*

17.0-

Good

89.0*
0.6*

18.0"

1

91.0*

Low
Lube
13.0
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Name, state, and country
Conroe,
Tex.,

U.S.

East
Texas,

U.S.

Kettle-

man,
Calif.,

U.S.

Guara
(Hgbt),

Anzoat.,

Venezuela

Buckeye
Pipeline,

Ohio,
U.S.

Qatif,

Zone D,
S. Arabia

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F

37.8
0.12
35

38.4
0.33
40

3-3-42

37.5
0.32

3717
0.54

1946-1948

38.0
0.54
42

8-2-51

38.6

MM

Characterization factor:

Average

11.25
11.40
11.56
12.00
11.55
NI

11.92
11.72
11.85
12.05
11.89

I

•

11.70
11.61

11.68
11.70
11.67
I

11.90
11.60
11.70
11.82
11.75
I

11.98
11.89
11.94
12.01
11.96

I

12.04
12.04
11.97
11.97
12.0
PI

0.2 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.9 5.3

Gasoline:

23. 5«

71.3*

88.0*

39.6"
59.0
80. 5«

48.4"

Excell.*

24.1
64.5

28.8 25.0
66.0
83.0
36.5
58.0
78.0
44.3
Good

22.4
58.1-

78. 2«

33.3
50.3"
72.0-

38.3

20.7
55.0-
69.5"
31.9
44.8
62.6
37.2

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

35.8
57.0
78.0
40.5

40.0
58.0»

% to 450°F
Quality.

45.8
Good

Jet stock:

% to 550°F
API gravity
quality. ••.«

65. 8-

44.2
Good

50.8
50.0
Good

54.8
47.2
Good

56.5
48.7
Good

48.6
54.5
Good

47.7
62.9

Keroaene-distiUate:

Sulfur, %

22. 4«

36.0
15. 5»

Low

12.5
40.7
20.0
0.05

;
Good

12.0

40.0
18.5&

0.06
Good

15.5
39.5
18.0
0.12

Good

12.3
43.6
22.0
0.12
Good

14.7
43.0
24.0
0.80

Distillate or dienel fuel:

Pour point
Sulfur, %

45.2'
47. 0*

-10.0*
Low
Good

29.5
58.0
15.0
0.19
Good

28.5
53.0
-4.0
0.19

Excell.

33.5
52.0

-10.0
0.35

Excell.

31.1
60.5
12.0-

0.33
Good

30.4
60.0
25.0
1.16-

Cracking stock (distilled):

55.3"

67.86
31.8

44.5
67.0*

35.6

40.8
68.6
30.8

49.00
69.0*

32.8
Good

47.2
66.9*

34.9

45.1
67.3
33.8

Cracking stock (residual):

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

34.0"
26.0
6.8

55.0
18.7

48.3
26.1
7.3

54.7
26.4

44.0
25.0
3.2
56.0
24.7

42.4
22.7
6.2

50.4
21.3

49.5
21.3
7.8

45..1

22.3

47.0
20.4
7.5

43.7
20.6

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

10.1-

oaf . U°

Low
Wax*
4.9-

15.0
80.0

Lube
18.8

12.3

95.0

0.36

15.5
100.0
to ft

0.8

16.1
87.0
89 0*

1.08
Lube
17.6

14.7
85.0
92 0
'2.2

17.718.0
Good

13.3
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°P
Date

Louden,
111.,

U.S.

Characterisation factor:
at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

.........

Losa, %.

Gasoline:

% to300°F
Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL. .

,

% to400°F
Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 co TEL
% to 460°F
Quality

..........

Jet stock:

% to 550°F
,

API gravity
Quality

Kerosene-distillate:

% 375-500°F
API gravity
Smoke point
Sulfur, %
Quality

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur, %
Quality. • a. «...

Cracking stock (distilled):

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)
API gravity
Quality

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)
% gasoline (on crude oil).

38.8
0.26
45

11.94
11.80
11.86
11.90
11.84

I

2.1

24. 6«

60. 0«

81.(0*

35.7-
51.5*

40!7-

Fitts,

Okla.,

U.S.

39.0
0.18
42

11.72
11.85
11.96
12.13
11.92
I

Mid
Cont.

Pipeline,

U.S.

38.4
0.37
40

3-9-50

Leduc,
Alberta,

Canada

40.4
0.29*

37.8
2-15-51

2.9

60.0"

50.5
Good

12. 6-

42.0
20. 0&

0.06
Good

22.8-

34.0-
55.0*
•«....
39.1-

49.1-
50.5
Good

12.9"
42.3
21.0*
Low-
Good

28.5-

60.3
20. 0>

0.18*
Good"

43.3-

67. 8»

32.2

30.4-

63. 0*

25.0»
0.14*

11.95
11.85
11.86
12.08
11.94

I

11.94
11.76
11.79
11.88
11.84

I

2.0 3.8

23.9
67.5-
78. 3«

35.2
51.6-
72.4-
39.7

24.9
65. 0-

83. 0»

37.9
55.8"
75. 6-

43.6

GuSre,
Anzoat.,

Venezuela

38.1
0.45

1951

11.76
11.69
11.76
12.03
11.81

I

2.3

53.1
51.7
Good

54.6
53.9
Good

15.0
42.0
21.2*

0.15
Good

14.4
41.1
19.66

Good

Lube distillate (u n d awaxed)

:

% 700-900°F«
Pour point
Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F
Asphalt quality

47.9»
24.6
5.8

53.3
25.5

47. 4«

66.2»

34.2

14. 8"

78^

18. 9«

48.0-
24.2
8.7

50.3
24.1

26.6
60.5*
17.0-

0.33
Good

31.7
56. 5»

13. 0*

0.27
Good

25.0
68.5»
85. 5»

35.0
58.0»

77. 5»

39.9
Good

49.6
55.0
Good

12.3
40.0
18.5^
0.08&

29.8
55. 0»

8.0*

0.22»

Good

43.0
67. 6»

34.9

48.1
68. 3&

31.7

44.9
21.5
8.6

44.8
20.1

41.6
19.0
6.7

41.6
17.3

17.0"

ioi.ov

Lube
15.7-

16.4
96.0
97.0&

0.73
Lube
19.8

16.4
97.0
76. 0»

0.47

10.2

47.

31 .0

48.1
20.4
8.2
42.9
20.6

17.5

91.06

Wax
15.4

Panhandle
Fullerton,

Tex.,

U.S.

39.9
0.78'

40
4-20-49

11.97
11.92
12.02
12.22
12.03
IP

1.8

23.0
55.2
77.0
35.2
45.8
64.5
40.2

49.4
54.3

12.6
43.7
22.5-

0.21

28.5
62.5
12.0«

0.3
Good

44.3
67.6*
35.7

48.8

25.2
8.8

52.0
25.4

15.8
83.0
93.0-

0.45
Good
18.7
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Name, state, and country
Gwinville,

Miss.,

U.S.

Santa
Elena,
etc.,

Ecuador

Michi-
gan,
Mich.,

U.S.

Mid
Continent,

Ukla.,
tt «aU.S.

Sweden,
Tex.,

U.S.

New
Ulm,
Tex.,

U.S.

Gravity, API 39.9
0.14
44.2

2-10-45

41.0
0.05

40.2
0.20
38

1-10-37

40.9 41.0
0.11
32

7-12-62

41.2
0.10
37

1-18-51

Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F

1937 11-8-29

Characterization factor:

11.99
12.14
12.18
12.55
12.22
IP

12.00
11.83
11.82
11.98
11.91

I

12.27
12.05
12.28
12.05
12.16
P

11.95
11.95
11.98
12.13
12.00
I

11.76
11.66
11.68
11.67
11.70

I

11.84
11.81
11.78
12.32
11.94
IP

Loss, % 0.7 0 2.0 0 0.4 1.1

Gasoline:

% to 300°F 2.9
40.0*

•

7.0
27.0-

10.7

25.5
65.0

19.5
35.5

25.1
54.0*

26.1
66.6"
86. 8«

44.8
53.3-
79.0*

54.0
Good*

26.1
60. 8«

84.7"

36.8
54.3"
81.0*

42.9
Good*

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL
41.0
54.0

33.0
22.0

37.8
46.0*

Oct. No., 3 co TEL
48.2 39.5 44.1

Jet stock:

% to 650°F
API gravity . ................
Quality

25.3
48.6

•

61.5

Good

51.0
58.5
. • .

56.0
53.6
Good

72.9
47.2
Good

57.6
51.7
Good

Kerosene-distillate:

% 37.5-500°F 10.6
45.7
29.4*
0.02

Excell.

18.0
42.1
21.0*

0.03
Good

16.0
45.0
27.0*
0.21*

Good

15.5
43.8
23.0*

23.4
39.7
18.5*

0.02
Good

15.7
41.3
20.5*
0.02
GoodGood

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F 66.3
74.0*

39. 0«

Low

38.0
57.0*
High
Low

33.0
77.0*
High
0.32*

.....

32.2
63.0*
25.0*

• •••••

......

46.2
52.0*
0«

0.06
Good

36.0
57.4
3.0«

0.05
Excell.Quality

Cracking stock (distilled):

86.0
61.8*
38.5

46.0
65.0*
39.0

49.2
66.2*
35.0

55.0
68.2*

33.0

57.6
64.8*
34.5

67.0*

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% above 5S0°F 74.0
36.3
11.4
66.3
49.0

38.5 m
8.5
43.7
20.5

44.0
27.1
8.2

55.8
24.6

26.7
24.0
3.0
54.5
14.6

41.2
25.6
10.8
51.3
21.2% gasoline (on crude oil)

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

19.7
82.0

140.0*

13.0
68.0
93.0*
0.38*

Good
19.0

17.0 8.8«

96.0
52.0*
0.25

21.6"

Wax

Pour point
102.0*

Quality
Residue, % over 900°F

Good
......

.....
> . •

Good
13.0
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Name, state and country

-—

Willistan
(Devonian,

N.D.,
U.S.

Rincon
Largo,
Anzoat.,

Venezuela

San
Joaquin,

Anzoat.,
VeneziipJa

San
Roque,
Anzoat.,

Venezuela

Cran-
field,

Miss.,

U.S.

Sulfur, % ,

Viscosity, SSU at 100°F

41.4
0.153

40.6
0.10

40.6
0.15

41.0
0.01

8-15-49

40.6
0.15
39.2
3-7-45

1955 1942-1950 1940-1949

Characterization factor:
at 250°F 12.18

11.94
12.02
12.35
12.12
P

11.75
11.65
11.70
12.45"
11.89
IP

11:72
11.58
11 72
12.40
11.85
IP

11 7HXX, #U
11.70
XX .ou
12.30"

11.88
IP

11.88
11.92
12.00
12.16
11.99
I

1.5 ...... *>.... 1.7

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL. . .

.

% to 450°F

20.2

30.5
49.6'
72.0
35.5

25.2
66.0
84.0
37.0
56.0
78.5

42.1
Good

24.7
68.0*
Sfi 0ou.u
34.7
60.5
80.5
39.4

30.0
66.0*
OA Aft

40.3
58.0*
80.0*
44.7
viooa*

20.3
64.3"
OO /%_83.0°

31.5
50.7"

37.1

Jet stock:

API gravity
,

vjuaiity

47.2
50.6
Fair

53.5
49.3
Good

51.4
50.3
Good

57.4
49.8
Good

48.8
53.8
Good

Kerosene-distillate:

13.5
43.5
24. 0*

Excell.

13.1

40.0
19.0*

Low
Good

13.0
38.7
16.5
Low
*••...

12.9
40.7
19.5*

Good

14.0
43.5
22.5

Good
2

Distillate or diesel fuel:

Pour point....-

Sulfur, %

33.0
65.5*
High
Low

31.5
51.5*

5.0*

0.1
Good

31.7
51.5
32.0
0.14

29.3
55.0*
20.0*
0.05*

36.1
64.0*
25.0"
0.04*

Cracking stock (distilled):

•Oct. No. (thermal)
51.0*
63.0*
34.3

49.0"

66.0*

35.0

52.4
66.2*
35.5

46.2-
66.2*

35.5

57.0
65.6*

34.5

Cracking stook (residual):

% above 550°F
API gravity

51.8
31.5
10.2
60.4
31.0

46.5
32.1
11.0
61.7
28.7

48.6
31.7
10.6
61.5
29.9

42.6
30.1
9.6

59.5
25.8

50.0
27.1
8.5

55.3
27.6

Lube distillate (undewaxed) .-

% 700-900°F- 18.0*
110.0"
121.0*

Good
17.0-

17.5"

130.0*
132.0*

0.25*

Wax
14.0-

20.7
125.0
127.0

0.23
Wax
12.9

16.9"
115.0*
1 1 8 lib

0.15*
Wax
14.0"

20.9
96.0

0.26*
Good
9.8
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Name, Btate, and country

Turner
Valley,

Alberta,

Canada

Edmond
(West),

Okla.,

U.S.

Southwest
Oklahoma,

Okla.,

U.S.

Williston
(Madison),

N.D.,
U.S.

Scurry
Co.,

Tex.,

U.S.

41.7
0.33
33.7
2-15-51

41.5
0.14
39

42.0
0.22

a

1952

42.0
0.32
.....

1955

42.0
0.33'
40

9-14-50

Characterization factor:

AV6Tftjf6.

B&sc ...........................

11.83
11.75
11.71
11.97
11.82

I

11.92
11.87
11.92
12.10
11.95

I

11.96
11.85
11.88
12.09
11.95

I

11.76
11.80
11.73
11.86
11.79

I

11.83
11.67
11.82
12.07
11.85

I

i.o 2.1 2.0 1.5 3.1

Gasoline:

28.6
59.1*

75. 3«

43.0
51.1-
69.4-
49.3

24.1 =

56.5*
25.0
61.5
80.5
40.2
45.0
68.0
46.2

•

28.5 80.1
64.0
82.8
41.9
55.5
75.2
47.5
Good

% to 400°F 35.3*
47.0

40.9*
• • • •

. 43.0
53. 9»

73.8
49.5

Jet stock:

Quality

62.1
52.9
Good

50. 9«

53.0
Good

57.1

§2,

62.0

Good

57.8
64.8
Good

Kerosene-distillate:

API gravity
16.1

41.1
19. 7«

0.11
Good

13. 7«

43.0
21.5*

Low
Good

15.2
42.4
22.2*
0.08
Good

17.0
41.4
20.0*

14.0
40.5
22.0
0.07
GoodExcelL

Distillate or diesel fuel:

% 400-700°F. . . .-.

Diesel index
Pour point

36.2
53.0*
14.0-
0.26

30.9-
61.0*.
25.0*
Low

81.0
59.0
12.0
0.11
Good

34.0
53.5*

29.0
56.5
2.0
0.29

ExceU.

Cracking stock (distilled):

Oct. No. (thermal)

API gravity

52.0
68.2*
31.4

47. 9«

66. 2*

33.3

45.6*
66.5
34.0

48. 0<

68.0*

30.7

43.0
66.2*.

33.2

Cracking stock (residual)

:

36.9
23.3
6.9
49.9
18.4

47.0-
26.7
7.9
55.3
26.0

40.9
22.4
8.5

46.7
19.1

36.5
27.0
4.9

57.8
21.1

39.1
20.5
8.2

43.0
16.8

Lube distillate (undewaxed)

:

% 700-900°F«

Sulfur, %

15.8
OR ftOil -U
86.0»
0.55
.....
4.0

17.0-

98.0*
Low
Lube
14.7-

14.6«

• *

97.0*
0.366

12.2-

14.0°

of .ur

75.0*

8.0*

14.0
A3 nOw.V
65.0-
0.55

12.0
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Name, state, and country

Farmers
Valley

(composite)
Pa., TJ.S.

Magal-
lanes,

Chile

El Cubo
(W. Tarra),

Zulia,

Venezuela

Rod ess a,

La.
U.S.

Seneca
Pipeline,

Olean, N.Y.,
U.S.

Viscosity, SSU at 100°F

42.4
0.09
40

10-31-49

41.9
0.04

37.4
12-55

42.3
0.06

1948

42.8
0.28

1952

43.9
0.10

40
11-29-49

Characterization factor:

at450°F I.

at 760°F

12.04
12.12
12.20
12.45
12.20
P

11.82
11.85
11.92
12.30
12.0
IP

12.00
XX , OU
12.00
12.30
12.06
IP

12.06
19 911« . £X

12.22
12.40
12.22
P

11.99
1 9 AH

12.22
12.50
12.19
P

'
. —

1.72 1.0 0.3 1.41

Gasoline:

Oct. No., 3 co TEL ',.

21.28
54.1«

74. 7«

33.98
44.3*
67.7"
38.98

23.8
60 0
85.0
35.1
43.0
65.0
40 7

28.0
AS fit

85.0*

38.0
49.0
78.0*

Good*

19.2
• • • • '•**

24.79
Oo.oa

75. 6«

37.49
45.8
66.0
4J.59

% to 400°F 32.7
36.5

oV.7

Jet stock:

Quality.

49.08
55.1
......

51.3
52.8
Good

58.0
54.0

53.0
56.5

52.49
57.0

Kerosene-distillate:

12.7
46.1
29.0
0.06

Exoell.

14.0
43.8
32.0
0.005

Excell.

18.7
44.4
25.4*

17.2
47.2
33^0*
Low

Excell.

45.9
29.0
0.07

Excell.
Oualitv

Excell.

Distillate or diesel fuel:

29.9
72.1
15.0"
0.08

Good

32.9
69.0
20.0
0.013
Good

33.5
67.0
10.0*

0.07
fimifl

37.4 28.9
70.6
15.0-

0.08
45.0

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

46.2
63.3*
37.6

48.9
6^.0*

34.6

49.0"
65. 3*

37.5

52.5
63.0»
40.8

46.0
63.2*

37 ; 9

Cracking stock (residual):

API cracked fuel

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

49.2
28.4
11.8
55.1
27.1

47.7
33.3
9.2

64.2
30.6

42.0
28.4
10.0
56.5
23.7

46.7
28.9
11.2
56.5
26.4

46.1
28.8
11.9
55.4
25.4

Lube distillate (undewazed):
% 700-900°F«.....
rour point.

16.3
95.0
105.0*

0.10
Excell.

18.1

16.0 15.5"

118.0*
0.15*

Lube
13.0«

15.1
1AQ A1U6.U
110.0

17.1
87.0
107.0*

0.14
Excell.

15.115.0
Excell.

14.5
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Name, state, and country

Santa
Rosa,

An 7. oat.,

Venezuela

Anaeo
(wax blend),

Anzoat.,
Venezuela

Atlanta
(limestone).

Ark.,

Djambi
(NIAM),
oumabra,
Indonesia

Grass
Creek,
Wyo.,
U.S.

44.2
0.08

43.7
0.08

1945-1950

44.5
0.48'
35

46.0
0.03

45.8
0.10
34

1942-1947 1956

Characterization factor:

&t 250°F
&t 450^F.

at 750°F -

11.70'

11.62
11.70
12.35"

11.84
IP

li.70
11.55
11.65
12.20
11.76
IP

11.82
12.05
12.08
12.25
12.05
IP

11.96
11.58
11.9
11.8-

11.8
I

11.62
11.72
11.81
12.08
11.81

I

1.5 2.9 1.6

Gasoline:

% to 300°F •. ...

Oct. No., clear

35.8
69.0
86.7
46.0
60.5
80.0
51.8
Good

34.4
66.0
88.0
48.5
60.0
82.5
54.0

Excell.

25.2- 40.6
61JH
81.0"

61.2
51.5"
74.7»
68.4

38,7-

52. 1"

59.0*

67.7"

% to 400 F

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL. .

39.2"
48.5*

45.3"

Jet stock:

API gravity .-

63.4
48.5
Good

64.6
48.5
Good

56. 3«

57.4
79.9
49.5
Good

68.4"

51.4
Good

Kerosene-distillate:

Sulfur, % .-J-.

13.4
39.4
18. 2*

Low
Good

14.5
38.4
17.3*
Low

15.0-
46.0
27.0*
0.06*

Excell.

18.2
39.5
18.0
0.02
Good

13. 9«

40.4
19.Q*
Low
Good

Distillate or diesel fuel:

PoUr point. .-.

Sulfur, %..

28.8
52.3
3.0*
0.07

Good

35.5
52.0*

10.0*
0.08*

Good

35.0*
76.0*
High
0.15*

30.5
57.8
25.0
0.04
.....

28.3-
56.0*
20.0*

Low
Good

Cracking stock (distilled):

Quality

41.4
67.0»

35.0

43.5
67.2*

34.0

51.4«
64.5*
36.6

35^9"
68.3*
30.4

38.8"
67.8*
34.0

Cracking stock (residual)

:

% gasoline (on stock)

% gasoline (on crude oil)

36.6
36.8
9.1
68.1
24.9

35.5
35.2
7.4

67.4
24.0

42.2"

27.1
9.6
64.9
23.2

17.2
24.6
5.2
54.2
9.3

r
30. 0«

29.7
7.1
60.1
18.0

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
12.6
115.0
135.0
0.16
Wax
12.6

8.0
111.0*
108.05

0.251

Wax
8.0

16.4" 5.4° 10.6-

97.0*

Low
Lube
7.5-

113.0*
0.8*

Excell.

7.9"

Low
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NAmp atntf onH f* f\iintrv
Cumarebo,
Vn\pt\nr aicon,

Venezuela

Chase,
Kan.,
U.S.

Luby,
i ex.,
TT OV.o.

Barco
(light),

Colombia

Coldwater,
Mich.,

U.S.

47.7
0.07 1:1,.

34

48.8
0.10

48.7
0.10

31.9
5-56

49.7
0.30'

37
1944

Characterization factor:

at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F

12.10
11.95
12.00
12.20
12.06
P

11.92
11 . 94
11.86
11.92
11.91

I

11.91
11 74

11.68
11.73
11.77

I

11.88
12 1

12.08
12.1

12.04
P

12.12-

12.22
12.30
12.25

3.4 2.9 3.0 2.9

Gasoline:

Oct. No., clear

Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

Oct. No.. 3 cc TEL
% to 450°F
Viuauiy.

37.5
' 64.9
82.4
51.3
56.5
75.9
57.4

40. 6«

51.6*
49. 0*

56 9"

41.7"
62 0*

84.5*
59.5"
53.0
76. 0«

fifi 8»- o
Good*

36.0
f>4 0

83.7
51.0
55.5
77.0
S7 ft

28.3« i

44.1°
28.0*

fil Ba

Jet atock:

70,0
54.7

67. 4«

54.0«

Good

78.8"
51.8
Good

66.5
56.3
Good

65. 1«

57. 3«

Kerosene-distillate

:

15.8
44.3
21.0
Low

Excell.

13.3*
43.7
23.0*

Low
Good

18.3-

41.6
19.5*

Low
Good

13.6
45.0
30.0
0.02

Excell.

18. 8«

49.0
40.0*
0.15*

Good

Distillate or diesel fuel:

34.4
66.0
20.0
0.09
Good

27.3'
58.0*
15.0*

Low
Good

29.6"
52.0*

0*

Low
GnnH

25.5
67.0
20.0
0.076

33.5*
78.0*
35.0*
0.26*

Cracking stock (distilled)

:

Oct. No. (thermal)
API gravity
Quality

43.3
65.0*

37. 1«

67. 8»

34.0

35. B"

70.0*
33.2
Good

37.0
66.0*

45. 5«

64.5*
39.0

Cracking stock (residual)

:

30.0
34.0
7.7
65.9
19.8

29.2*

25.8
5.9

55.4
16.2

18. 3«

24.6
8.7
55.1
10 1

30.5
26.6
7.9

55.1
16.8

32.0«
28.8

|

10.0
57.1
18.3

Lube distillate (unclewaxed):
8.9

85.

U

100.0+
0.23

Excell.

5.4

9.8« 6.0" 11.5
XT" UHigh

:

12.0»

•

118.0*
0.35*

Excell.

7.5«

81.6* 59.0*
Low

• • •

7.9- 2.0« 9.0
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Name, state, and country

Gravity, API
Sulfur, %
Viscosity, SSU at 100°F
Date

Characterization factor:
at 250°F
at 450°F
at 550°F
at 750°F
Average

Base

Loss, %..

Gasoline:
% to 300-F

Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

% to 400°F
Oct. No., clear
Oct. No., 3 cc TEL

% to 450°F
Quality

Jet stock:
% to550°F....
API gravity
Quality

Kerosen
% 376—oiwi!
API gravity
Smoke point
Sulfur, % ,

Quality

Caico
Seco,

Anzoat.,
Venezuela

49.7
0.13

Mm
12.05
12.10
12.10
12.20
12.11
P

91.0
56.2

Distillate or diesel fuel:
% 400T700°F
Diesel index
Pour point
Sulfur, %
Quality

Cracking stock (distilled) :

% 400-900°F
Oct. No. (thermal)
API gravity

Cracking stock (residual):
% above 550°F
API gravity
API cracked fuel
% gasoline (on stock)
% gasoline (on crude oil)

Lube distillate (undewaxed):
% 700-900°F«
Pour point

,

Viscosity index
Sulfur, %
Quality

Residue, % over 900°F
Asphalt quality

41.5
68.0*
20.0*
0.11*

Good

42.2°
65. 0»

38.0

2.5

0.7°
110.0*
110.0°

0.30*
Excell.°
Trace

Pegasus,
Tex.,
U.S.

52.3
0.04
33

3-15-50

Camiri,
Bolivia

12.34
12.41
12.34
12.47
12.39
P

2.9

31.1
36.6"
61.9"
46.2
12.8°

tr

68.2
61.0

19.0
49.5
45. 2»

0.03
Excell.

54.7
0.02

12.35
12.04
11.98
12.18
12.14
PI

El Roble,
Anzoat.,
Venezuela

54.6
0.09

194&-1950

11.75
11.55
11.80
12.25°
11.85"
IP

0.5

44.7
58.1

72.3

83.8
59.4

37.0
81.6
28.0°
0.04

47.5
62. 5»

44.9

28.9
26.7
12.4
52.5
15.2

10.5
63.0

115.0
Low

ExceU.
3.4

18.7
45.4
High
0.02

ExceU.

28.8
High
25.0

33.4
65.5
38.1

15.7
31.0
8.0
62.0
9.7

4.6
High
High

1.6

56.5
69.7
86.5
69.2
64.2
83.2
73.7

Excell.

81.0
56.8
Good

10.4
38.2
17.0&
Low

20.5
53.0
15.0
0.17

26.8
66.5*
37.5

19.0
45.7
6.2
80.3
15.3

6.3
120.0
113.0*
0.24
Wax
4.0

Santa

57.0
0.02

30 .2 at 70°
1955

12.10
12.06
12.02
12.15
12.08
PI

2.8

50.9
52.0
76.6
69.6
39.2

87.5
58.4

17.7
46.7
30.0
0.021

Excell.

23.6
70.0
10.0
0.031

Excell.

26.5
65.0°
31.0

9.7
32.3
7.4
64.3
6.2

2.9
98.0
111.0
0.09
Good
0.7°

N, naphthene base; I, intermediate base; P, paraffin base.

I
Approximated from data on other fractions of same oil.

• Estimated from general correlations.

d &?
pe

lVf3 ?
f Var

!T
U
c^ 700i9X?' 700-930°F. 740-880°F. 700-970°F, and 710-870°F, all T.B.P.Estimated from U.S. Bureau of Mines Hempel analyses and other sources.

• Simply aviation gasoline, not always 300°F cut point. •

i One sample has a pour point of minus 25°F and a Viscosity Index of 63.
" Research method octane number.
• Below the temperature shown.
• Sour oils. i.e., oils containing over 0.5 cu ft hydrogen sulfide per 100 gal before stabilization.





INDEX

Absorber-fractionator, 721, 829, 845, 860
Absorbers, 823-827, 846-848, 850-861,

885

diameter, 494, 495
Absorption of gases, 494, 498, 692, 721,

727, 823-827, 846, 850, 885
Absorption oil, 55, 551, 827, 828, 853, 857,

860

Acceleration, engine, 39, 40
Acid corrosion, 282-284} 289-291
Acid sludge, 289-291, 313, 319, 331, 336,

364, 416, 426, 740
loss by, 295, 337, 364, 871

Acid treatment (see Sulfuric acid and
treatment)

Activity of catalyst, 729, 764, 766, 782-
787, 808, 809, 816

Additives, 7, 18, 36-38, 54, 57, 62, 64-
67, 71, 873

Admiralty metal, 283, 284, 290-292,
545

Adsorption, for color, 293, 308-313, 330,
331, 335-342

fractional, 342-346, 880
Agitators or agitation, 289, 297, 313,

335-339

Air, 419, 420, 423, 426, 597, 602, 827,
876

Air cooling, 8, 540, 827
Air lift, 8, 761, 762, 804-808
Air preheat, 588, 589, 602, 791, 803
Airblown asphalt, 165, 261

Alkylate, 698, 700, 737, 738, 740
Alkylation processes, 222-224, 698, 700,

735-743

costs, 872-875, 878, 886
hydrofluoric acid, 700, 737-739
sulfuric acid, 295, 700, 738-741
thermal, 700, 741

Alloys and alloy steels, 276-292, 313,
319, 545, 816

Altitude, effect on octane number, etc..

40,41

American Petroleum Institute (API),
gravity, 21, 88, 136-139, 190, 905-
909

Ammonia for corrosion, 279, 283. 289-
292

Amorphous or microcrystalUne wax, 7,

69, 215," 217, 218, 221, 339, 341, 374,
382

Analyses of products, 98, 227, 242, 249,
250, 258

gas, 98, 242, 417, 760, 769, 775, 821,
825, 834

gasoline, 16, 32-34, 39, 109, 224, 242,
301, 728, 737-740, 774-776, 834

natural, 32, 33, 98, 227, 833-837
petroleum or crude oil, 14-17, 89-93,

98, 121-126, 216, 227, 910-937
pressure distillate, 98, 227, 242

.
reduced crude oil, 98, 227, 239, 258
(See also Physical properties)

Analysis methods, 19-31, 79-128
evaluation, 79-167

fractional distillation, 80, 95-102
routine tests, 19-31

true boiling point, 95-102; 121-126
Aniline point, 50, 56, 73, 81, 82, 88, 152,

153

Anti-icing agents, 38
Antiknock properties (see Octane num-

ber)

of hydrocarbons, 184-187, 210-214,
738

Antioxidant additives, 7, 38, 65, 66,
873

API (see American Petroleum Institute)

Aromatic hydrocarbons, 11, 12^ 77, 78,

81, 156, 387, 629, 649, 714, 722, 767,
814
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Aromatic^ hydrocarbons, in gasoline, 16,
42

in kerosene, 49, 293, 295, 330, 352
in naphtha, 45

properties, 201, 214, 628, 709, 760, 795,

857

removal, 294, 308, 330, 346, 349, 352
Aromatic products, 42, 45, 77, 346, 629,

648, 649, 722, 767, 857
production, 349, 352, 356, 697, 742,

743, 815, 817

costs, 872, 878, 880
recovery, 349, 352, 364-366

Aromatization or cyclization (see Aro-
matic products)

Arosorb process, 346, 364
Asphalt, 73-76, 128-132, 165-167, 228,

257-261, 427, 665

evaluation, 102-104, 128-132, 165-167
processing costs, 872, 880

properties, 73-76, 128-132, 529, 530
tests for, 30, 75, 76

by vacuum, 102-104, 165, 257-261,

691, 692

Asphalt-base crude oil, 81, 220, 296
(See also Naphthene-base oil)

ASTM distillation, 22, 119-121
Atomization of fuels, 57, 425-427
Attrition of catalyst, 783, 787, 788, 799,

801, 805, 818

Autofining, 332, 334
Autoignition, 201
Aviation gasoline or stocks, 33, 34, 223,

700, 735-741

Azeotropic distillation, 232, 463

B-B cut, 719, 720, 768, 769, 773, 821, 834,
839

Baffles, in exchangers, 536-539, 542-544,

546, 555-558, 567

in towers, 259, 260, 478, 482, 483
Barometric condenser, 253-260, 540, 576
Base of crude oil, 80-92, 910-937
Baum6 gravity, 21, 294
Benzene, 77, 78, 346, 349, 353, 364, 872,

878

Benzene hydrocarbons (see Aromatic hy-
drocarbons)

Bituminous materials (see Asphalt; Road
oil, etc.)

!RT ENGINEERING

Blending, lubricating oil, 141-146, 161,

224, 349

natural gasoline, 840-843
Blends, 135-151, 161, 166, 167, 841-843
API, 106, 107, 136-139, 842, 843
boiling range, 107, 841
flash, 132, 133, 137
octane number, 148-151, 728, 843, 886
pour point, 140-142

vapor pressure, 133-138, 842
viscosity, 108. 141-146

Bloom or cast of oils, 23, 164
Blowdown system, 270
Boiler, waste-heat, 241, 687, 763, 793

803, 805, 807, 815
Boiling point, 20, 22, 171, 204

average, 171, 172.

correction for pressure, 204-209
effect of steam on, 227-229, 253-256,

441-443, 577-579
end or cut, 22, 34, 46, 53-56, 119-121,

380, 476
of hydrocarbons, 184-187
initial, 22, 247, 476
molal, 171, 172

in relation to properties, 80-83, 87, 89-
92, 177, 209, 380, 837

base of oil, 81-83, 87, 90-92
Characterization Factor, 81-83, 169
critical conditions, 177-188, 452-460
Diesel Index, 159

latent heat, 173-177

octane number, 109, 146-149
pour point, 139, 158, 160
specific or API gravity, 80-83, 87,

88, 90, 168-171

sulfur content, 129-132
viscosity, 91, 179, 180, 194-199, 379

Boiling range, of blends, 107, 841
of oils, 90-93, 95-125, 158-160, 216,

227, 357, 380, 459-462, 666, 667,

670-673, 771,. 775, 776, 779, 780,
844

Booster ejector, 253, 254, 258
Bottle gas or L.P.G., 32, 271, 417, 820,

821, 834, 860, 872, 880
Brightening, 335
Brightstock or brightstock solution, 118,

215, 217, 218, 335, 341, 382
cost of manufacture, 873, 880
dewaxing, 4, 382, 383
distillation, 228, 248, 250, 608



Brightstock or brightstock solution,

filtering or treating, 221, 335-338,

341

Brine in crude oil, 92, 94, 265-268, 280,

549

Bubble caps, 478-480, 489
Bubble plates, 372, 478-490, 493-495,

497, 498, 514-517, 527
(See also Fractionators or towers)

Burners, 54, 411, 425-428, 589, 597, 598
Burning, of clay or catalyst, 307, 323,

761-763, 784, 787, 789-793, 800, 805,

816, 873, 880

of fuel oils, 54, 71-73, 411, 425-428,

565, 581, 592, 593, 596
Burning oils (see Kerosene)

Burning tests, 48-53

Butadiene, 77, 78, 627, 727

by cracking, 646, 648, 720

production, 77, 78, 745-748, 880
properties, 187, 201, 709

recovery, 349, 355, 747

Butanes, 32, 184, 821, 834

decomposition, 627, 629, 633, 644-649,

651, 654, 659, 713-721

manufacture, 77, 242-244, 326, 513,

820, 821, 826, 860

processes using, 700, 713-750

in products, 133, 224, 774, 813, 819,

821, 835, 839

properties, 184, 201, 212, 530, 709, 835,

840

(See also B-B cut)

Cancer from oils, 629

Capacity of plants, 2, 74, 78, 222, 348,

759, 811, 820, 821

Carbon or coke, catalytic, 766-769, 772,

780, 781, 789-793

Carbon black, 821, 830-833, 843-845,

880

Carbon burnoff, 364, 768, 772, 781, 789-

793, 800, 803

Carbon-hydrogen ratio, 51, 54, 82, 83, 87,

184-187, 789-791

Carbon residue, 56, 59, 64, 163, 167, 779-

781, 805

Carrier distillation, 251, 462, 779

Cascade-type plates, 373, 483, 485, 486,

494

Cast or bloom of oils, 23, 164
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Catalyst activity, 729, 764, 766, 782-787,

808, 809, 816

Catalyst-to-oil ratio, 763-767, 791, 799,

811

Catalyst regeneration, 307, 730, 731, 733,

744, 745, 748

(See also Catalytic cracking, regener-

ation)

Catalysts, 309-311, 701, 706, 758, 873
alkylation, 736-740, 742

attrition, 783, 787, 788, 799, 801, 805,

818

cracking, 783-789, 801, 808, 809

dehydrogenafion, 744, 748

desulfurization, 306

hydrogenation, 748-750

isomerization, 751-753

polymerization, 727-734

reforming, 811, 818
regeneration (see Regeneration of

catalysts)

(See also Catalytic cracking, cata-

Catalytic-cracked products, 135, 136,

156-160, 759, 763-778

distillate fuel or cycle stock, 135, 136,

156-160, 775-777

gas, 760, 761y 767-769, 773, 782

gasoline, 16, &9, 42-44, 135, 136, 767,

768, 772j774, 776, 788
Catalytic cracking, 7, 219, 222-224, 700,

759-809, 872-875, 878
B-B cut by, 417, 720, 768, 769, 773

after burning, 793

carbon burnoff in, 364, 768, 772, 781,

789-793, 800, 803

catalyst for, 783-789, 801, 808, 809,

811

catalyst handling, 761-763, 785, 787,

789-793, 795, 797, 798, 800, 803,

805, 809

catalyst-to-oil ratio, 763-767, 799
charge stocks for, 257-260, 335, 349,

355, 357, 358, 364, 365, 764-766,

771, 772, 779-783, 804, 808
coke loss, 364, 768, 772, 781, 789-793.

803

contaminant metals, 9, 71, 259, 265,

298, 355, 364, 365, 781-783, 787,

805, 808

conversion, 764-768, 770-773, 777
cycle stock or fuel oil by, 764, 775-777
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Catalytic cracking, heat of reaction,

712, 794-796

loss of catalyst, 783, 787, 788, 799, 801,

805, 818
rate, 760, 797, 803
reactor operation, 761-763, 793-798
recycling, 760, 764, 768, 773, 776, 779,

780, 799

reforming by, 222-224, 779, 781, 782,

809, 811

regeneration, 761-763, 784, 787, 789-

793, 799-801, 804, 805
severity factor, 765-767, 769
slurry oil, 550, 551, 788, 801, 803
sulfur in, 135, 136, 764, 782, 787
temperature, 763, 766, 769, 776, 793,

794 799

yields by, 764-773, 777, 778, 781, 782,

788

Catalytic-cracking processes, 700, 759,

761-763, 798-809

Cycloversion, 222, 700, 759, 761, 762,

. 792, 799, 808, 809

Houdresid, 779, 808
Houdriflow,.8, 222, 665, 759, 761, 762,

784, 792, 799, 804-808
Houdry, 7, 222, 700, 759, 761-763, 787,

792, 799-801

Suspensoid, 761-763, 809
Catalytic desulfurization (see Catalytic

treating)

Catalytic reforming, 8, 219, 222-224, 759,
772-774, 810-818

costs, 872, 873, 878
gas, 417, 597

Catalytic-reforming processes, 222, 759,
810-818

Catforming, 222, 774, 811

Houdriforming, 222, 759, 811
Hydroforming, 222, 700, 759, 810, 811,

817

Pktforming, 222, 774, 810-813, 815-
817

Powerforming, 774, 811
Sovaforming, 222, 772, 811
Thermofor, 222, 759
Ultraforming, 222, 774, 775, 811

Catalytic treating, 300, 303, 305-307,

332-335, 700, 759, 814, 816
costs, 873, 878, 880
processes, 306, 332, 333

Catforming, 222, 774, 811

IRY ENGINEERING

Caustic soda, 267, 268, 280, 289-292,

299-304, 315, 319, 332
Caustic-wash treating, 299-303, 315,

325-330, 335, 346
Centrifuge dewaxing, 4, 217, 221, 374,

380, 382, 383, 874, 875

Centrifuge treating, 297, 336
Cetane number, 56-58, 156
CFR (Cooperative Fuel Research), 28
Channel black, 821, 830, 843
Characterisation Factor, 58, 81-86, 161-

164, 169, 178, 205, 447, 628, 765-767,

770, 774, 775, 777, 781, 844, 845,
910-937

Chemical manufacture, 5, 7, 8, 76-78,

244, 415, 418, 659, 694-758, 819-821,
828

alkylation, 222-224, 698, 700, 735-743,

872-875, 878, 886

butadiene, 648, 719, 720, 745-748
costs, 871-875, 878, 880
decomposition, 626-628, 633, 644-654,

659, 692, 695, .700, 713-725
dehydrogenation, 7, 644-648, 669, 700,

743-748, 810, 812

ethylene, 644-652, 716-721
processing costs/ 872, 880

heat of reaction, 632-635, 712, 716,

722, 737, 745, 748, 758
hydrogenation, 6, 8, 699, 700, 712, 748-

750, 810, 812, 814, 816-818
isomerization, 698, 700, 711, 750-756,

810, 812, 886

polymerization, 222-224, 244, 415, 418,

608, 655, 692, 697, 700, 722-735

costs, 872, 873, 878, 880, 886
feed preparation for, 726, 727

reaction velocity, 649-655, 702-705,

723, 729, 730, 739, 740

reactions, 626-628, 644-649, 695-702,

706-712, 756, 758

styrene, 700, 743
thermodynamics, 706-712

Chemical treatment (see Treating or
treatment)

Chemicals, 38, 65, 696, 714, 873
additives, 7, 18, 36-38, 54, 57, 62, 64-

67, 71, 873

for desalting, 267, 268
neutralizing with, 279, 282, 289-292

Chilling, wax, 376-378, 387, 390
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Chromium steels, 277-283, 285-288, 291, Combustion; flue gases by, 418, 424,
816

Chromometer color, 23, 24
Clays or earths, 235, 308-313, 326, 330
burning or recovery, 307, 323, 337,

730-733, 744, 748
cracking, 761-763, 784, 787, 789-

793, 799-801, 804, 805, 811, 816
contact treating, 308, 337-339, 873,

880

kilns for, 323, 873
treating with, 326, 330, 331, 345

429-431, 613, 789, 790.

heat, 72, 73, 197, 200, 419; 597
of materials, 51, 74, 184-187, 414-

417, 597
in pipestills, 420, 585-610, 625, 884

Compression, 182-189, 209-211, 858-860
Condensation, 434, 437, 858

heat transfer rates in, 560-562, 573-581
partial-3, 258, 259, 438, 499, 540, 576-

581

retrograde, 452, 827« —' ' » 7 —«* icuugiaue, toa, ozt
(See also Contacting or mixing; Perec- Condenser tubes, 282-284, 290 401 W>.

lation filtering kaa bah ' '
*****lation filtering)

Cleaner's naphtha, 45-47
Cloud point or test, 26, 27
Coal oil, 1

(See also Kerosene)

Coalescer chambers, 319
Cobalt molybdate desulfurization, 306,

332

Codimer, 694, 700, 727, 728, 749
Coefficient, expansion, 184-187, 189-192

heat-transfer, 546-566
Coil-in-box equipment, 539, 559, 560,

Coke, 8, 73, 74, 134, 218, 416, 529, 641,
687-691

544, 545

Condensers, 253, 539, 540, 573-584
barometric; 253-260, 540, 576
bent-tube, 583

coil-in-box, 539, 582-584
design, 408, 437, 560-562, 573-584
drip- or spray-type, 539, 560
jet-type, 438

barometric, 540
partial, 3, 258, 259, 438, 540, 576-581

Conduction of heat, 528-534, 548, 551
622-624

'

Conductivity, thermal, 310, 528-533, 548.
551,801

Consistency tests, 67

^ot'/n,
6"769

'

772
'

78°'m
'
?89~ Contact mtration OT treatment, 308 335

.

79
f

»

8°3 337-339, 873, 880
'

665, 670-685, 717, 720 Control instruments, 263-265 314 m
(See also Delayed Coking) 388, 391, 732, 739, 754

'
'

Coking processes, 222, 608, 642, 679, 686- Convection of heat, 533-584, 585, 588,692, 700

costs, 872, 874, 875, 878
Cold-settling, 4

Cold test, 27

Color, 37, 52, 59, 61, 123, 226-228, 241,
808

test methods, 23, 24, 389
by treating, 294-296, 331, 335, 337-

342

Combination plants, 238-241, 246, 679,
691-693

611-614

Conversion, catalytic, 764-768. 770-
773, 777

Conversion per pass, 639, 644-648, 653-
659, 679, 703, 704, 717, 725, 737, 739,
743, 745, 752

Coolers, 539, 560, 582-584
Cooling towers, 274
Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR), 28
Copper chloride treating, 298, 305, 325-

880
Combustion, 414-433, 585-611, 720, 789- Correlation Index, 82, 87

793

atomization and burning of fuels, 57,
411, 425-427, 565, 581, 592, 596

catalyst (see Catalyst regeneration)

cost of fuel and power, 72, 425, 874-
876, 884

Corrosion, 17, 30, 61, 276-292, 313, 319,
542

neutralizers for, 289-292
Corrosiveness of oils, 30, 67, 128, 277,

279-282

Cost indexes, 865-867
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Costs, 276-278, 286, 865-8§l
Crack per pass (see Conversion per pass)

Cracked products, 82-85, 217-219, 628-

632, 774-777

fuel oil, 54, 73, 84, 85, 130, 156-160,

217-219, 221, 416, 626, 628, 629,

.632, 635-640, 685, 686, 774-777

gas, 217-219, 344, 4l7y 597, 626, 632,

638, 641-643, 646-648, 720, 760,

761, 767-769, 773, 782, 828-830,

834

gas oil, 54, 73, 84, 85, 134-136, 158,

217-219, 221, 626, 628, 629, 687
(See also Recycle oil or recycling)

gasoline, U, 12, 16, 29, 42-45, 84, 85,

133-136, 148-151, 217-219, 221-

224, 241, 297, 300, 301, 326, 330,

626, 628-632, 637-641, 767, 768,

772, 774, 776, 788

Cracking, thermal, 217-224, 262, 608,

626-693, 872-875, 878
butane, 608, 627, 644-649, 651, 654,

659, 713-721

cbargestocks for, 608, 635-642, 644,

667, 678-681, 691, 910
clean circulation in, 655-657, 679,

680, 682, 687
coking of tubes, 622-624, 653, 656,

665, 679-685, 717, 720

(See also Cracking processes)

conversion-per-pass and recycle

ratio, 626, 652-660, 668, 680, 681,

691

cycle-time efficiency, 224, 678, 682

effect on, of pressure, 631, 663-666,

671-673, 676, 683

of temperature, 649-652, 660-663,

671-673,680
of time, 652-655, 666, 673-678,

680, 714

furnaces, 608, 668-678, 680, 687
gas loss, 637, 638, 642, 648, 656, 665
history, 1, 6, 626

hydrocarbons by, 11, 12, 16, 629,

644-649, 713-725

once-through, 634, 643, 646, 652-

655, 657, 681, 687, 691

products, 84, 85, 217, 628-632, 635-

649, 664, 693

quenching, 438, 551, 662, 679, 681,

718, 720

reaction chambers, 638, 653, 683, 687

IERY ENGINEERING

Cracking, recycling, 219, 626, 654-660,

668, 680-682

selective, 680, 691

sulfur in products, 129, 130, 133-136.

631, 642

vapor-phase, 637-638, 644-649, 652,

654, 659, 665, 666, 679, 695, 700,

716, 719, 722, 741, 743, 845
yields by, 631, 635-649

Cracking-plant capacity, 2, 759
Cracking processes, 217-219, 608, 626-

693, 700, 759, 761-763, 798-818,
872-875, 878

catalytic (see Catalytic-cracking

processes)

coking, 222, 608, 641-643, 653, 679,

686-692, 700, 872, 874, 875, 878
combination, 679, 691-693

Cycloversion, 222, 700, 759, 761, 762,
792, 799, 808

Dubbs, 626, 682, 683

fluid, 7, 222, 700, 759, 761-773, 779,
782-799, 801-804

fluid coking, 73, 74, 416, 689-691, 872,
874, 878

gas cracking, 608, 629, 644-649
Houdresid, 779, 808
Houdriflow, 8, 222, 759, 761, 762, 784,

792, 799, 804-808

Houdry, 5, 7, 222, 700, 759, 761-763,
787, 792. 799-801

Hydroforming, 7, 222, 700, 759,. 761,

762, 810, 811, 817
Hyperforming, 811

liquid or mixed phase, 665, 678
Polyforming, 630, 631, 681, 700
reforming, thermal, 8, 222, 608, 630,

631, 638, 679, 691, 692, 700, 759
(See also Catalytic reforming)

Suspensoid, 761-763, 809
thermal (see Cracking)

Thermofor, 7, 8, 222, 700, 759, 761-773,

779, 780, 782-799, 804-808, 868
tubestill, 681, 682, 687
vapor-phase (see Cracking)

viscosity breaking, 3, 222, 608, 640,

657, 678, 691, 692, 700, 772, 779,

780, 808, 818, 872
Cracking reactions, heat of, 632-635, 712,

716, 745, 794-796

Creep strength of steel, 283-286
Cresylic acid, 77, 351, 360, 365
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Critical point or properties, 177-187, 191-

195, 211, 362, 452-460, 665-674, 685

Crude oil (see Petroleum or crude oil)

Crude scale, 217, 218, 221, 376, 378, 379,

389, 393

Crystallization of wax, 374-376, 381, 385

Curves for evaluation-, 80, 90-92, 105-

119, 249, 250, 258

flash vaporization, 80, 104, 111-114,

116-119

mathematics of, 105-109

mid per cent, 105-108, 110

true-boiling-point, 80, 90-92, 98, 111-

119, 124, 227

yield or cumulative, 108-110, 123-126

.Cutback asphalts or road oils, 73-76

Cycle efficiency, 224, 678, 682, 733, 738

Cycle plants, 826-828, 833, 834

Cycle stock, 84, 85, 135, 136, 355-358,

365, 631, 636-639, 775-777, 779

(See alsoRecycle oil or recycling)

Cyclization, 629, 697

(See also Aromatic products)

Cyclone separators, 319, 784-787, 797,

831-833

Cycloversion, 222, 700, 759, 761, 762, 792,

799, 808

(See also Catalytic cracking)

Cylinder stock or solution, 59, 216-218,

221, 248, 335-341, 382, 383, 871-875,

880

(See also Brightstock or brightstock

solution)

Dealkylation, 698, 743

Deasphalting or decarbonizing, 348, 349,

362-365, 387, 780, 781, 874, 878
Debutanizer, 242-245, 826, 829

Decomposition, heat of, 632-635, 712,

716, 745, 794-796

in vacuum, 650, 651, 664

(See also Cracking; Hydrocarbons,

decomposition)

Deep stabilization, 244, 727

Deethanizer, 718, 719, 828, 829, 860
Defoamants, 65

Dehydrogenation, 627, 644-647, 697, 700,

743-748, 783, 801

Delayed Coking, 608, 687, 688, 780, 872-

875, 878

Demethanization, 718, 719, 721, 845

Density, 190-193, 309, 310, 905-909

gases, 182-189

hydrocarbons, 184-187, 191-193

Deoiling of wax, 217, 218, 221, 376, 378,

393, 394

Dephlegmation or dephlegmator, 438, 499
Depolymerization, 697, 722, 750

Depropanizer, 243, 244, 513, 718, 719,

732, 739, 826

Desalting of crude oil, 94, 265, 280, 549,
'

872, 873, 880, 891

Design outlines, 226-229, 568-573, 599-

602, 614, 618, 890-892, 897, 901

Destructive distillation, 248, 608

Destructive hydrogenation, 699, 700, 749

Desulfurization, 8, 280, 296, 298-307,

352, 809, 812, 814-816, 822, 823, 836,

838

costs, 872, 873, 878, 880

Detergency additives, 62, 64, 65

Detonation characteristics, 57, 201, 210-

214

Detonation suppressors, 57

Dewaxing, 126-128, 162, 374-394, 873-

875, 878, 880

centrifuge, 4, 217, 218, 221, 374, 383,

874, 875

by cold settling, 4

filter-press, 4, 217, 218, 221, 376-382.

874, 880

history, 4, 6-8, 217, 384

laboratory, 126-128, 162

MEK (methyl ethyl ketone), 5, 217,

348, 387, 389-393, 874, 875, 878

solvent, 217, 348, 384-392, 874, 875,

878

by sweating, 217, 221, 376-382, 393,

874

urea, 8, 384

Diesel fuel, 56-58, 156-161, 215, 348, 353,

354, 357, 358, 910

Diesel Index, 57, 58, 82, 83, 88, 159, 776,

777, 910

Diethylene glycol extraction, 366

Dilution-ratio tests, 45, 152

Diolefin hydrocarbons, 11, 12, 77, 293,

297, 366, 627, 628, 648, 714, 745,

750

(See also Butadiene)

Disposal, of hot oil, 270

of water, 268-270
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Distex or extractive distillation, 232, 464
880

'

Distillate, pressed or paraffin, 217, 218,
221, 248, 249, 376-382, 608

wax eontent, 162-164, 380
Distillate fuel oil, 52-57, 156^161, 215-

219, 221*223, 416, 628, 641, 642, 774-
777

Distillation, 22, 90-126, 226-262, 434-
527

ASTM, 22, 119-121
versus T.B.P./111, 112, 115, 116

azeotropic, 233, 463

brightstock, 228, 248, 250, 608
Carrier, 25i; 462, 779
of crude oil, 90-92, 98, 218, 220, 236-

238, 248-252, 871, 872, 874-876,
. 878

destructive, 248, 608
extraction, 232, 463, 880
fractional, 99-102, 465-527
Hempel, 111-115, 120, 121
high-temperature, 102-104, 248,

608

natural gasoline, 242-244, 264, 512-
514, 823-828, 861-864

Saybolt, 111, 112, 115
steam, 226-228, 242, 248, 253-256,

441-443, 874
successive-flash, 436, 461
true-boiling-pbint, 80, 90-92, 95-102,

111-122, 124, 227
vacuum (see Vacuum distillation)

(See also Fractibnation)
Distillation curves, 90-92, 98, 111-126,

227

Distillation processes, 226-262, 435-438,
499, 608

Distillation tests, 22, 95-104
"Doctor" treating, 298, 304, 326, 331,

872

Domestic fuel oils (see Distillate fuel

oil)

Double-pipe exchanger, 540
Downspouts or downpipes, 479-483
Draft in stack, 431-433
Drip or spray-type condenser, 539, 560
Drying, 233, 234, 718, 756, 821, 822, 872,

880

Dubbs process, 626, 682, 683
(See also Cracking)

PETROtEUM REPINEKY ENGINEERING

Ductility test, 30, 75, 76
Duo-Sol treating, 348, 359
Dusting oils, 71

Economical approach, 882-883
Economics of design, 865-888
Economy of fuels, 72, 884-886
Edeleanu treating, 6, 305, 348, 352-354,

873

Efficiency, bubble plates, 482, 497, 498,
517

stream-time, 224, 678, 682, 733, 738
Ejectors, 253-256
Electrical desalting, 267, 872

End point, 22, 34, 46, 53, 55, W, 119-121,
375, 476

versus T.B.P. .at point, 119-121

Engine or machine oils, 59-66
Engler distillation, 22
Enthalpy, 169-171

Entrainment in bubble plates, 477 487-
493

Equilibrium, in extraction, 366-373
liquid-liquid, 299-302, 366-373
in vacuum, 259, 527
vapor-liquid, 434, 438-441, 443-451,

499-501, 507-509
Equilibrium condensation, 437, 573-580
Equilibrium constants or ratios, 441, 443-

449, 706-712, 743, 749
Equilibrium vaporization, 80, 103-105,

111-114, 116-119, 450, 459
curve, 111-113, 116-119, 459

Equipment costs, 277, 278, 286, 877-880
Equivalent length, 396, 397, 402, 595
Ethyl benzene, 736, 742
Ethylene manufacture, 77, 78, 342-346,

608, 644-652, 716-721, 723, 872, 880
Evaluation of stocks, 79-167

asphalt, 102-105, 128-132, 165-167
brightstocks, 118, 248, 250
for corrosiveness, 128
cracking stock, catalytic, 764-766, 771

772, 779-783, 804, 808
thermal, 608, 635-642, 644, 667, 678-

681, 691, 910
crude oil, 79-167, 867-871, 876, 910
diesel or distillate fuel, 52-58, 82, 83,

128-132,156-160



Evaluation of stocks, gasoline, 33-45, 109,

128-136, 628-631, 635-643, 729-

733, 763-776, 788, 794, 813-815

octane number, 28-30, 82, 83, 146-

152, 630, 728, 738, 756, 775, 776,

809, 818

jet fuel, 128-132, 154

kerosene, 48-52, 82, 83, 128-132, 155

lubricating oils, 58-69, 82, 83, 85-87,

102-104, 123-132, 139, 146, 161-

164, 248-250, 379-382

naphthas, 45-48, 128-132, 152

pressed distillate, 248, 249, 379-382

reduced crude oil, 239

for sulfur, 128-136, 631, 642

wax distillate, 161-163, 375, 379-382

Evaluation equipment, 95-104

Evaporation, refrigeration by, 209-211,

387

Evaporation losses, 271-274

Excess air, 419, 420, 423, 426, 597, 602

Exchangers (see Heat exchangers)

Exhausting or stripping section, 475, 499,

505

Explosive limits, 184-187, 198-201

Extraction, 299-303, 347-373, 463, 747,

748

Extraction-distillation, 232, 365, 463, 880

Extreme-pressure lubricants, 66, 67

Feedstocks, cat. cracking, 257-260, 335,

349, 355-358, 364, 365, 764-766, 771,

772, 779-783, 804, 808

polymerization, 726, 727

Film rates of heat transfer, 546-566

Filter-press dewaxing, 4, 217, 218, 221,

376-382, 874, 880

Filter presses, 320-323, 338, 377, 385

Filtration, 217, 308-313, 320-323, 337-

342, 873, 874

Fin tubes, 540, 542, 552, 562, 566, 588

Fire control, 202, 262, 270, 280, 289, 313,

411, 539

Fischer-Tropsch process, 7, 16,. 694, 880
Flash point, 6, 20, 45, 53-56, 59, 63, 71,

75, 313

estimate, 131-133, 137, 157

tests, 20, 22, 46, 53, 63

Flash vaporization, 80, 103-105, 111-119

computations, 461-463, 470-475, 573-

581

)EX 947

Flash vaporization, curve, 80, 104, 111-

119

equilibrium, 80, 111-119, 436, 450,

459

equipment, 103-105

successive, 436, 461

in tower design, 470-475

Flashing of cracked residuum, 685, 686,

692

Flue gas, analyses, 422, 428, 613

recirculation, 588, 593, 612, 625

Flue-gas temperatures, 422-424, 432, 602,

603, 613

Fluid catalytic cracking, 7, 222, 700, 759,

761-763, 779, 782-799, 801-804,

872-875, 878

(See also Catalytic cracking)

Fluid coke or coking, 73, 74, 416, 689-691,

872, 874, 878

Fluid films, 395, 533

Fluidity, 25

Fluidization, 761, 762, 784, 790, 791, 795,

797, 798

Focal temperature, 117, 456-460

Foots oil, 217, 218, 221, 378

Foreign oils, 84, 85, 88, 89, 94, 131-135,

159, 357, 415, 424, 630, 632, 774, 870,

876, 910-937

Fouling of pipe surface, 265

Fouling factor or resistance, 528, 547-554,

564-566, 575, 580, 583

Fractional analysis and apparatus, 80,

99-102, 825, 834

Fractionation, 3, 463-527

complex mixtures, 465, 508-527

effect of pressure on, 259, 527

mechanism, 498-511

processes, 3, 229-233, 236-238, 499

wax distillate, 379

Fractionator-absorber, 721, 829, 845, 860

Fractionator stripper, 845, 857, 860

Fractionators or towers, 3, 465-527

arrangement, 229-233, 236-238

baffle-type, 260, 478

bubble caps, 478-480, 484-489

cascade-type, 373, 478, 483, 485, 486,

494

dephlegmators, 438, 499

diameter, 493-r497

downpipes, 479-483

efficiency, 482, 497, 498, 517

entrainment, 477, 487-493
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, - — , w„„ „ if> WWj
natural gasoline, 242-245, 264, 494

495, 498, 513, 823-828, 861-864
operation, 226-233, 236-241, 470-476
packed-type, 478
plate design, 478-498
plates, number, 497, 504-508, 512-517

527

spacing, 488-492, 494, 495
pressure drop, 488-490
reflux for, 467-469, 502-508, 511-516

519, 861

temperatures, 470-476, 614, 616
bottom, 475
top, 471-473, 719

vapor velocity, 480, 484-497
Freezing, melting, or solid point, 26, 30

48, 58, 64, 70, 139-141, 154
Friction loss, 395-403, 407-409
in exchangers, 566-569
in pipestills, 616-622
in towers, 488-490
two-phase, 399-401

Fuel oils, 52-58, 70-74, 410, 415, 416, 424
cracked, 54, 73, 85, 217-219, 415, 416

626-629, 632, 635-640, 685, 686,
'

774-777

distilled, 52-58, 156-160, 215, 218, 416,
626,628,629,687

firing temperature, 72, 425, 427
jet, 8, 48-51

residual, 70-73, 85, 216, 410, 416, 581
rocket, 8, 53
stove, 52-55

tractor, 52, 53, 215, 218
Fuels, 70-74, 410, 416, 417, 597, 874, 875

atomization and burning, 57, 70-74
414, 424-427, 565, 581, 586, 592,
597, 598

Fuller's earth and clays, 308-313, 321,
323,337-342,411,873

Furfural treating, 305, 348, 353-359,
464, 748, 780, 874, 878

Furnace black, 821, 830, 831, 843
Furnaces, 585-625, 608, 668-678, 680

687

combustion charts, 421-423, 596, 601-
607

heat balances, 422, 430, 615
losses from, 531, 532, 554, 613

Fusion, heat of, 199, 202

Gas oil, 55, 216-219, 221
cracked, 54, 84, 85, 134-136, 158,

217-219, 221, 626-629, 687, 774-
777

by vacuum, 258, 260, 650, 664, 779
Gas-recovery plants, 246, 262, 415, 692

819-864, 872, 880
Gaseous fuels, 417-419, 596, 597, 819-

821,834,838
Gases, 99-102, 182-189, 415

cracked, 217, 218, 221, 415, 417, 626,
632, 638, 641-643, 719, 720, 760
761, 767-769, 773, 782, 834

crude still, 93
gasoline recovery from, 246, 415, 418

692, 872, 880
heat of combustion, 184-187, 417-419
heat-transfer rates, 553-558, 562, 611-

613

hydrates, 821, 822
liquefied, 32, 271, 416, 820, 821, 834

860, 872, 880
natural, 218, 246, 417, 596, 597, 819.

821,825,833-835,838
noncondensable, 253, 256
polymerization, 415, 418,

655, 660
refin

834
^ 93

'^ 417
'

428> 828,

sulfur content, 32, 838
sulfur removal, 754-756, 822, 823, 838
viscosity, 184rl87, 192-198

Gasoline, 33-45, 146-151, 224, 833-843,
910

aviation, 33, 34, 223, 700, 735-^741
blending, 45, 148-151, 751, 840-843
chemical analyses, 16, 301, 711, 722

834, 837
cracked (see Cracked products)
end point, 22, 34, 119-121, 477
evaluation (see Evaluation of stocks)
gum in, 12, 31, 34, 35, 294, 297, 330
natural (see Natural gas)
octane number (see Octane number)
by polymerization, 415, 418, 691, 722.

728,731-734
properties, 33-45, 109, 146-151, 628-

631

straight-run, 16, 29, 42-44, 216, 218,
326, 334

V
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Gasoline, sulfur in, 18, 34-37, 128-136,

294-296, 298-308, 326-330, 631

susceptibility to lead, 36, 42-45, 300,

302, 756, 776, 809, 839, 840, 910-

937

by topping, 220, 221, 223, 224, 523-

526

treating, 216, 294-307, 325-330, 871-

873, 880

vapor pressure, 33-35, 40, 109, 133-

136

Gasoline content, crude oil, 90, 693,

910-937

natural gas, 833-837

Gasoline specifications, 33-45

Girbotol process, 325, 332, 551, 726,

754-756, 822, 823, 880

Gravity, 21, 136-139, 905-909

Baume, 21

crude oils, 89, 90, 910-937

mid per cent curve, 105-108

specific, 21, 190-193, 905-909

Gray vapor-phase treating, 297, 300,

306, 330, 332

Greases, 66-69, 342

Gulf Hydrodesulfurization, 306, 333

Gum, 12, 31, 34, 35, 49, 50, 294, 297,

330

Heat, of absorption, 858

of adsorption, 310

of combustion, 72, 184-187, 197-200,

414-419, 597, 789, 792, 794

cost, 72, 425, 865-867, 870, 875, 882-

885

of decomposition, 632-635, 712, 716,

794-796

of formation, 709

of fusion, 199, 202

latent (see Latent heat)

of reaction, 632-635, 712, 716, 722,

737, 745, 748, 758, 794-796

specific or sensible, 168-171, 184-187,

310, 420-423

of vaporization, 174-177, 184-187

of wetting, 310

Heat exchange, 238-241, 533-584, 590,

882, 883

Heat exchangers, 238-241, 282-284,

539-546, 566-581, 882

Heat exchangers, baffles, 536-539, 542-

544, 546, 555-558, 566, 567

cleaning, 547-554

countercurrent flow, 535-539, 541-

544, 573-580, 583

economics, 590, 882, 883

fouling or dirtying, 528, 547-554, 564-

566, 575, 580

passes, 535-538, 541, 542, 570

pressure drop, 566-569

transfer rates, 546-566

tube data, 401, 542, 544

velocity, 541, 549, 550, 556, 558, 559,

583

Heat losses, 528-533, 554, 613

in pipestills, 419-424, 429-433, 531-

533, 554, 613, 884, 885

Heat transfer, 528-625

by conduction, 528-533, 548, 622-624

by convection, 553-584, 588, 611-613

by radiation, 553, 554, 585-611, 622

rate, 546-566

Heat-transfer coefficients, 546-566

Heaters (see Tubestills)

Heating value (see Heat of combustion)

Hempel distillation, 111-115, 120-121

"Hexane plus" fraction, 842

History, 1-8, 626, 679, 694, 759, 810, 823

Homogeneous phase in cracking, 665, 679

Houdresid process, 779, 808

Houdriflow, 222, 759, 761, 762, 784, 792,

799, 804-808

Houdriforming, 222, 759, 811

Houdry catalytic cracking, 7, 222, 700,

759, 761-763, 787, 792, 799-801

(See also Catalytic cracking)

Hydrates, gas, 821, 822

Hydrocarbon processes, 7, 8, 644-651,

694-758

alkylation, 698, 700, 735-743, 871, 874,

875, 878, 886

decomposition, 629, 633, 644-649, 651,

659, 660, 692, 695, 700, 713-725

dehydrogenation, 7, 627, 644-647, 697,

700, 743-748, 801

hydrogenation, 6, 8, 699, 700, 712, 748-

750, 810, 812, 814, 816-818

isomerization, 698, 700, 750-756, 810,

812

polymerization (see Polymerization

processes)
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Hydrocarbons, 9-18, 184-187, 210-214,

366

acid treatment, 293-297, 346

aromatic (sec Aromatic hydrocarbons;

• Aromatic products)

butanes (B-B) cut, 719, 720, 768, 769,

773, 821, 833, 839

Characterization Factor, 84

compression or expansion, 182-193, 209

critical data, 184-187

decomposition, 629, 644-649, 651, 659,

660, 695, 700, 713-725, 743-748

determination, 13-15, 99-102

detonation number, 184-187, 201, 210-

214, 738

diolefin, 12, 77, 187, 293, 297, 366, 627,

628, 648, 714, 745-748

fractionation, 242-248, 498-514, 824-

830, 860-864

free energy, 706-712

heat of combustion, 184-187, 414-419

isomeric, 13

isoparaffin, 10-13

naphthene, 11, 312, 352, 359, 760, 810,

812, 814

octane numbers (see detonation num-

ber, above)

olefin (see Olefin hydrocarbons)

paraffin, 10-15, 212, 312, 760, 812

in petroleum, 9, 14-17, 93

physical properties, 184-187, 191-197,

201, 204-214, 530, 709

reactions, 626-628, 644-649, 695-702,

706-712, 760, 810-815

saturated, 10-15

isoparaffin, 10-13

paraffin, 10-15, 212, 312, 627, 760,

812

specific heats, 184-187, 209

vapor pressures, 184-187, 204-209

viscosity, 184-187, 192-197

Hydrochloric acid corrosion, 282-284,

289, 545

Hydrocodimer, 749

Hydrodesulfurization (see Catalytic

treating)

Hydrofining, 306, 333, 759

Hydrofluoric (HF) acid alkylation, 700,

735-738

(See also Alkylation processes)

Hydroforming process, 7, 222, 700, 759,

810, 811, 817, 818

IRY ENGINEERING

Hydrogen-carbon ratio, 51, 54, 82, 83, 87,

184-187, 789-791

Hydrogen content, 202, 416, 417, 789, 799

Hydrogen fluoride treating, 305

Hydrogen sulfide, 9, 17, 18, 235, 305-307,

701, 872, 880

corrosion, 89, 276-282

in oils, 32, 89, 93, 836, 838

removal, 300-302, 315, 332, 717, 726,

754-758, 822

Hydrogen treating (see Catalytic treating)

Hydrogenation, 8, 306, 307, 333, 699, 700,

712, 717, 718, 748-751, 812, 814

destructive, 5, 6, 699, 700, 749

(See also Catalytic reforming; Cata-

lytic treating)

Hyperforming, 811

Ignition accelerators, 57

Ignition quality, 57, 58

Indexes of costs, 865-867

Induction period, 35, 297

Inflammability limits, 184-187, 201, 313

Inhibitor sweetening, 8, 298, 330

Inhibitors, 297, 314, 873, 880

for rust, 38, 873

Initial boiling point, 22, 476

Instrumentation, 263-265, 270, 314, 343,

388, 391, 732, 739, 754

Insulation, 528-533

Intercoolers, 829, 858

Intermediate-base crude oil, 80-83, 86,

91, 910-937

Isomers and isomerization, 13-15, 698,

700, 711, 750-756, 810, 812, 886

Isooctane or 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, 28,

42, 212, 694, 709, 735-737

Isoparaffin hydrocarbons, 10-13

Jet condensers, 438, 540

Jet ejectors, 253-256

Jet fuels, 8, 48-50, 139, 140, 154, 910

•

Kaskade plate, 373, 483-486, 494

Kauri butanol number, 45-47, 82, 152,

153

Kerosene, 5, 48-52, 82, 155, 910

aromatics in, 49, 293, 295, 330, 352
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Kerosene, evaluation in crude oil, 82,

155, 910

properties and tests, 48-52, 155

treating, 156, 293-297, 330-332, 334,

352, 871, 872, 880

Ketone dewaxing, 217, 348, 387, 389-

393

Kilns for clay, 323, 873

Kinematic viscosity, 25

Knock testing or knocking (see Octane

number)

Labor, refinery, 866, 867

Laboratory evaluation equipment, 95-

104

Laboratory operations, 19-31, 80, 95-

105, 126

design data from, 80, 89-92

flash vaporization, 80, 103-105

fractional analysis, 95, 99-102

true boiling point, 95-101, 111-122

Laboratory tests, 19-31

asphalt, 30, 73-76

boil-away of gases, 838, 839

corrosion, 30

distillation, 22, 95-105, 111-122

ductility, 30, 75, 76

significance, 31-76, 128-167 .

Lacquer diluent, 45-47

Latent heat, 174-177, 184-187, 351

of fusion, wax, 199

of hydrocarbons, 184-187

molal, 502-508

Lead linings, 289, 313, 319

Lead susceptibility, 36, 37, 42-45, 298,

300, 302, 326, 756, 776, 809, 839,

840

Liquefaction, 271, 819, 828, 860

Liquefied (LPG) gases, 32, 271, 416, 820,

821, 834, 860, 872, 880

(See also B-B cut)

Logarithmic mean-temperature differ-

ence (LMTD), 535-539, 541, 581,

583

Losses, 20, 40, 871

Low-cold-test oils, 164, 335, 362, 384,

910-937

Low-temperature steels, 285-288

Lubricants, 66-69, 342

Lubricating oils, 58-66

additives, 7, 60, 62, 64-66, 161, 873

Lubricatihg oils, cast or bloom, 23, 164

dewaxing, 4, 7, 8, 126, 161-164, 217,

218, 221, 374-394, 874, 875, 878

evaluation, 82, 83, 102-104, 161-164,

248-250, 258, 374-394, 910

low-cold-test, 164, 335, 362, 910-937

molecular weight, 199

multigradc, 63

naphthene and paraffin base, 6, 60,

62, 65, 81, 82

production, 6, 7, 60, 348

SAE classification, 61, 62

specifications, 58-66

treating, 294-297, 308-313, 320-323,

335-342, 347-364, 393, 871-875,

878, 880

by vacuum decomposition, 650, 651,

664

by vacuum distillation, 7, 102-105,

123-126, 219, 221, 227, 252-261,

349, 575-581, 872, 878

. viscosity of blends, 108, 141-146

for winter, 59, 61, 63

Machine or engine oils, 60-66

Market demands, 5-8

Melting, freezing, dropping, or solid

point, 26, 27, 30, 73-75, 139-141,

158-164, 351

Mercapsol treating, 299, 303, 330

Mercaptans, 17, 18, 36, 294, 298-305,

701, 838

Metal deactivators, 38

Metals, or alloys, 276-292, 313, 319, 545

in oil, 9, 71, 259, 265, 298, 355, 364,

365, 781-783, 787, 805, 808, 814,

• 816

Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) dewaxing,

5, 217, 348, 387, 389-393, 874, 875,

878

Microcrystalline wax, 7, 69, 215, 217,

218, 221, 339, 341, 374, 376, 382

Mid per cent curve, 106-108

Middle East oils, 88, 89, 93, 94, 132,

133, 135, 159, 357, 424, 630, 632,

774, 870, 876, 910-937

Mixed or Mid Continent base crude oil,

80-83, 86, 91

Mixers, 313, 315-318, 335, 336> 342

Molecular weight, 173, 178, 199
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Motor method (M.M.) octane number,

28, 29, 41-44

Motor oil, 62-66, 218, 224

(See also Lubricating oils)

Multidraw towers, 465-477, 515-517,

520, 527

Multigrade lube oils, 63

Naphthas, 45, 48, 128-132, 152-154,

245-248, 517

high-solvency, 45-48, 152, 352

Naphthene-base oil, 9, 60, 65, 80-87,

220, 257, 295, 331, 355, 360, 362,

781, 910-937

Naphthene hydrocarbons, 11, 312, 352,

359, 760, 810, 812, 814

National Lubricating Grease Institute

(NLGI) classification, 67

Natural gas, 8, 218, 246, 417, 596, 597,

819, 821, 825, 833-835, 838

Natural gasoline, 4, 8, 20, 33, 42, 45,

84, 98, 218, 224, 325, 819, 833-843

analyses, 32, 33, 98-102, 833-837

blending, 840-843

cost of absorption, 880, 885

processes, 4, 6, 242-246, 264, 325, 608,

819, 823-833

specifications, 32, 33

stabilization, 242-248, 264, 495, 512-

514, 551, 823-828, 861-864

treating, 295, 325

Navy work test for oil, 62

Nelson Refinery Construction Cost

Index, 865, 866

Net heat of combustion, 184-187, 414-

419, 613, 615, 789, 792

Neutral oils, 215, 217, 218, 221, 248-

250, 336, 337, 341

Neutralizes for corrosion, 289-292

Nitrogen, 9, 17, 94

Nitrogen removal, 294, 295, 352, 732

Noncondensable gases, 253, 256

Nonsparking metals, 289

Octane number, 8, 28, 29, 34, 36, 40-45,

82, 839, 886

blending, 58, 146-151

effect on, of acid treatment, 294

of altitude, 41

of sulfur, 36, 37, 42

Octane number, effect on, of tetraethyl

lead, 36, 37, 42-45, 298, 300, 302,

326, 756, 776, 809, 839, 910-937

gasolines, 34, 41-45, 82, 109, 146-151,

224, 294, 300, 302, 334, 630, 631,

656, 663, 728, 731, 738, 740, 756,

775, 776, 788, 809, 818, 886,

910-937

hydrocarbons, 184-187, 210-214, 738
M.M., 28, 29, 41-44

Research, 28-30

sensitivity, 28, 29

Wiese scale, 28, 29

Odor, 17, 45, 69, 298, 838
Olefin hydrocarbons, 10-16, 627

behavior, 42, 43, 45, 312, 628, 698,

760

physical properties, 213, 707-709

production, 644-648, 695-698, 713-

721, 745-748, 761

in products, 16, 294, 821

use, 722-735, 738-743, 749
Oliver precoat filter, 320-323, 337
Operating costs, 865-876, 882

Operation of towers, 226-233, 236-261,

465-476

Oxidation and corrosion, 278, 283, 285,

548

Oxygen or its compounds, 9, 17, 201,

294, 548, 695, 699, 720, 731, 758

Packed towers, 355, 372, 373, 478

Paint remover or thinner, 45-47

Paraffin-base crude oil, 80-87, 91, 220

Paraffin hydrocarbons, 10-15, 212, 312,

627, 760, 812

Paraffin wax, 10, 15, 69, 161-164, 217,

218, 221, 295, 340-342, 379, 390,

393, 873, 874

Partial condensation and condensers, 3,

258, 259, 438, 540, 576-581

Partial pressure, 438-443, 471-474

Partial vapor pressure, 439-441, 841,

842

Pebble heater, 590, 645, 720

Penetration test, 31, 73-76

Perco desulfurization, 300, 306, 332

Percolation filtering, 308, 312, 313, 335,

336, 339-342

Performance number, 44, 45, 738



Petrochemicals, 8, 76-78, 694-696, 714,

715, 756, 819-821, 828

Petrolatum or its solution, 69, 215, 217,

218, 221, 382, 383, 386
Petroleum or crude oil, 9-18, 80-136,

410, 910-937

analyses, 9-17, 79-167

API gravity, 80-84, 88, 90

base, 79-88

aromatic, 14, 81

desalting, 94, 265-268, 280, 549, 872,

873, 880, 891

evaluation, 79-167, 865-877

foreign, 84, 88, 89, 93, 94, 131-135,

159, 357, 415, 425, 630, 632, 774,

870, 871, 876, 910-937

hydrocarbons in, 9-17, 93

(See also Hydrocarbons)

industry size, 2, 60, 74, 77, 78, 348,

759, 811, 819-821

nitrogen in, 17, 94, 294, 295

oxygen in, 9, 17, 201, 277, 294, 548
physical properties, 79-95

processing (see Processing)

realizations, 870, 871

sour, 89, 93, 277, 279-282, 869, 870,

910-937

sulfur in, 9, 17, 89, 128-136, 296-304,

631, 642, 764, 782, 787, 910-937
viscosity, 92, 144

Phase diagrams, vapor-liquid, 434, 440,

449, 452-460

Phenol treating process, 348, 351, 360-

362, 365, 608, 874, 878

Phosphoric acid polymerization, 700,

727-734

Physical properties, of hydrocarbons,

168-214, 443-449, 530

of stocks, 31-76, 128-167

boiling point or range, 89-126, 171,

177-180, 216, 226, 248-250,

357, 380, 454, 459-462, 666, 667,

670-673, 771, 775, 776, 779, 780
Characterization Factor, 58, 81-86,

169, 175-180, 200, 205, 447, 628
coefficient of expansion, 191-193

conductivity, 528-533, 548, 551
cracked materials, 42, 82-84, 129,

134-136, 148-151, 156-160, 628-

631, 763-778

critical data, 174-189, 191-195, 211,
452-459
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Physical properties, of stocks, density,

21, 106-108, 189-193, 905-909
heat, of combustion, 51, 72, 184,

197, 200, 414-419, 597, 789,
792, 794

of fusion, 199, 202
latent, 173-177, 184-187
specific, 168-171, 184-187, 209,

211

molecular weight, 173, 178, 199
octane number (see Octane number)
specific gravity and API, 21, 106-

108, 190-193, 905-909

surface tension, 203, 493

vapor pressure, 20, 21, 33, 34, 40,

109, 133-138, 204-209, 413, 841,

842

viscosity, 23-26, 54-56, 58-63, 67,

71, 72, 108, 192-199, 379, 380
Pipe, 400

equivalent length, 396, 397
friction loss, 395-403, 407-409

insulation, 531-533

Pipestills (see Tubestills)

Plant design, 226-262, 876, 889-904
Platforming, 222, 774, 810, 811, 813,

815-817

Podbielniak fractional analysis, 93, 95,

98-102

Polyforming, 630, 631, 681, 700
Polymerization, 293, 296, 297, 626, 691,

704, 736

during cracking, 626, 627, 645, 652,

655

phosphoric acid, 700, 727-734

rate, 652, 704, 723, 728-731, 735,

736

selective, 726-728, 731

Polymerization processes, 222-224, 415,

418, 608, 655, 692, 697, 700, 722-

736

costs, 872, 873, 878, 880, 886
feed preparation, 726, 727

Ponchon fractionation, 506
Pour point, 26, 55-59, 61, 64, 71-73,

139-141, 158-164, 294, 378, 873

Pouring temperature, 20

Power costs and requirements, 867, 870,

874, 875

Powerforming, 774, 811

Preignition preventers. 38
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249, 376-382, 608

effect of, 204-209, 226-229
on.absorbers, 853, 858, 860
on cracking, 621, 622, 663-666
671-673,676,681,683

reduced, 182
Pressure (or pressure-still) distillate 217
^228, 241,293,871

^W
PreM

407-S
P °

r W«W,
in condensers, 407-409, 568m exchangers, 566-569
in fractionating towers, 488-490
m pipestills, 616-622, 668-674
in vapor lines, 403, 407-409, 568

Pressure-still tar, 217
(See also Cracked products, fuel oil)

Prices, 820, 835, 876, 877 '

Process steam, 226-232, 238, 242, 248
253-256, 441-443, 853, 874

'

Processing, 215-262, 279-282, 608, 759-
763,810-816,865-876

asphalt, 257-261, 872, 880

^tiTws
7' 8' 77,m 694~759

'

(See also Chemical manufacture)

f1-223
'
240

'
865-87l. 878

control of (see Instrumentation)
costs, 867-876, 879

J

^7^7^23
'
6°8

'
649"693

' 700,^^^^
crude oil, 215-222, 226-262, 265-269

^o^on
1
*

t0PPCd
'
248-252, 60S,

* 808
sour, 89, 277, 279-282, 937

cylinder stock solution, 59, 217 218
.^248,335-34i;382,383,608

drying, 233-235
'

heat exchange, 238-241, 533-584
hydrocarbon, 244, 608, 644-651, 694-

Processing, lubricating oil, 217-^222 24«_

naphtha or solvent, 245-248
natural gasoline, 4, 6, 242-246, 264,

325, 548, 823-830, 872, 874, 880operating conditions, 226-229 232
242-245, 252-256 '

'

Products, 31-78, 215-224, 628-632
644-649, 774-778, 813-815

'

53, 55,56, 91-126, 216, 227

f!!^?. ^cted products)
equating (see Evaluation of stocks)market demands for, 5-8
Physical properties (see Physical prop-

erties, of stocks)
properties (see Specifications or prop-

erties of products)^P^^. 80, 105-126, 248.

testing, 19-76
Propane, 32, 77, 170, 184, 212, 326, 417

630, 651, 709, 820-822, 835
recovery, 242-244, 345
use, 348, 362-365, 386-389, 644, 716-

Propane deasphalting, 348, 362-365,
780, 781, 874, 878

Propane dewaxing, 386-389, 874
£seudo critical point, 177-181, 456Pump* 277, 282

>
289-291, 4li-413, 684,

steam for, 413, 903

Quenching or quench stock, 438, 551
662, 679 681. 718, 720, 746

'

Radiant absorption rate, 590-599, 608,

^at

l
0n

>
5H 590-612, 622, 625

3^7 369
tiOD

'

352~355
'
357-361

'

Reacdoiequmbrium
in, 706-711, 743,
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Reaction, heat, 632-635, 712, 716, 722,

737, 745, 748, 758, 794-796
rate, 649-655, 702-705, 723, 729, 730,

739, 740, 760, 803, 812

thermodynamics, 706-712
Reaction chambers, 638, 653, 683, 687,

731; 762, 793-798, 800, 816

Reactions of hydrocarbons, 626-628,

. 644-649, 695-702, 706-712, 760,

810-813

Realization {see Evaluation of stocks)

Reboilers or reboiling, 243, 245, 462,

463, 558, 608, 692, 719
Reciprocating pumps, 410-413, 685
Recycle oil or recycling, 134-136", 219,

626, 628, 629, 642, 653-660, 666-

668, 680-682, 760, 764, 768, 773-

777, 779,. 780, 799

Recycle ratio, 653-656, 659, 682, 725,

726

Red oils, 217

Reduced or reducing of crude oil, 98,

221, 223, 228, 248-252

Reduced temperature, pressure, volume,

182

Refineries, cost, 877

statistics, 2, 38, 54, 60, 65, 74, 77, 88,

89, 222, 277, 348, 759, 811, 819-

821

Refinery operating costs, 865-876, 881

Reflux, 465-469, 511-519, 719

in extraction towers, 367, 368

infinite, 503, 504, 513

internal, 466, 467

side, 466, 468

Reformate, 43, 44, 149, 151, 223, 224,

772-775, 811-815, 818

Reforming, thermal, 608, 630, 631, 638,

679, 691, 692, 700, 712, 811, 878,

886

{See also Catalytic reforming)

Refrigeration, 286, 376, 377, 382, 551,

717-719, 721, 819, 828, 860, 874,

875

by evaporation, 209-211, 387

Regeneration of catalysts, 307, 730, 733,

744, 745, 748, 751

in cracking, 761-763, 784, 787, 789-

793, 799-801, 804, 805, 811, 816

Reid vapor pressure, 20-22, 32-34, 40,

49, 50, 92, 133-136, 138, 412, 841

versus true, 135-138

Rerunning operations, 248-250, 608

Research octane number, 28-30

{See also Octane number)

Retrograde condensation, 452, 827

Ring number, 52, 82, 155

Road oil, 74, 76

Rocket fuel, 8, 53

Roofing material, 74, 75

Rotary pumps, 411, 425

Royalties, 872

Rust inhibitors, 38, 873 .

Safety precautions, 20, 32, 262, 270,

279, 289, 313, 539, 629, 793

Salt removal from crude oil, 92, 94, 265,

280, 549

Saybolt chromometer, 23, 24

Saybolt distillation, 111, 112, 115

Saybolt viscpsimeter, 25

Selective cracking, 680, 691

Selective polymerization, 726-728, 731
Sensible (and specific) heat* 168-171,

184-187, 209-211, 421-423

Sensitivity, 28, 29

Separators and settling, 265-270, 297,

318-320,785-787

Severity factor, 765, 766, 769

Shell hydrodesulfurization, 306, 333
Shell stills, 437, 585, 625

Shutdown time, 224

Skimming or topping, 218, 220, 236-
- 238, 248-252, 264, 465-477, 608, 692,

871-875, 878, 889-904

Slack wax, 217, 218, 221, 376-379

Sludge, acid, 289-291, 313, 319, 331,

336, 337, 364, 416, 426, 740, 871

Slurry oil, 550, 551, 788, 801, 803

Smoke or smoke point, 48-50, 82, 155,

156, 293

Smoke Volatility Index, 48, 50, 155

Soaking factor or time,. 674-678

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
oils, 62, 67

Sodium hydroxide {see Caustic soda)

Softening point, 165

Solid point, 26, 27, 30, 73-75, 139-141,

158-164, 351

Solubility of water or oxygen in oils,

203, 548

Solutizer treating processes, 299, 300,

302, 327, 329
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Solvent dewaxing, 6, 217, 348, 384-392,

874, 875, 878

Solvent treating or extraction, 217, 224,

299-303, 347-373, 747, 748, 873-

876, 878

(See also specific solvent or process)

Solvents (see Naphthas)

Sourness, 89, 277, 279-282

Sovaforming, 222, 811

Space velocity, 704, 729, 735, 740, 752,

753, 763-765, 799, 811

Specific gravity, 21, 190-192, 310, 351,

905-909

of hydrocarbons, 184-187, 190-192

Specific heats, 168-171, 184-187, 209-

211, 310, 351, 421-423

Specifications or properties of products,

19-76, 128-214, 910

asphalt, 73-76, 128-132, 165-167

burning oils or kerosene, 48, 49, 52,

53, 128-133

coke, 73, 74, 134

diesel fuels and distillates, 52-58, 128-

133, 139-142, 156-161

fuel oil, 52-57, 70-73

gasoline, 33-45, 109, 128-138, 146-

152

greases and waxes, 66-70

jet fuel, 48-51, 128-132, 139-142, 154

kerosene, 48, 49, 52, 53, 128-133, 155-

157

liquefied gases, 32, 821

lubricants or greases, 66-69, 139-146,

161-164

lubricating oils, 58-66

naphthas, 45-47, 128-133

natural gasoline, 33

petrolatum, 69, 70
residues, 70-76

road oil, 74, 76

solvents, 45-47, 128-133, 152-154

tractor fuel, 52, 53, 128-133

waxes, 69, 70, 161-164, 393

Stabilization and stabilizers, 223, 242-

246, 263, 495, 512, 514, 551, 823-

828, 861-864, 872

deep, 244, 727

Stacks, 421-423, 431-434, 586
temperature in, 423, 884, 885

Stage separation or stripping, 825, 826

Stainless steels,' 278-282, 286, 287, 291,

816

Statistics of industry, 2, 38, 54, 60, 65,

74, 77, 88, 89, 222, 224, 277, 348,

759, 811, 819-821

Steam, 229-232, 253-256, 441-443, 853,
874

for burners, 425, 426

distillation, 226-228, 242, 248, 253-
256, 441-443

lines, 409

partial pressure, effect, 441-443, 470-
475

for pumping, 413, 903
pumps, 410-413

in vacuum distillation, 253-256, 575-

581

Steam atomizing burners, 424-426
Steam coils for tanks, 581

Steam-jet ejectors, 253-256

Steam refined cylinder stock, 59, 215-

218, 221, 871

Steam stripping or strippers, 229-232,

302, 344, 465, 470, 473, 477, 515,

516, 527, 824-827, 852-854, 860,

861

Steel, chromium (see

creep strength, 283-286

low-temperature, 285-288

Stenches, 838

Storage loss, 40, 271-274

Storage tanks, 271-274, 581

Stove distillate or gasoline, 52, 54, 55,

416

Stream-time efficiency, 224, 678, 682,

733, 738

Stripper-fractionator, 845, 857, 860
Stripping, 229-232, 302, 344, 465-477,

515, 516, 527, 763, 797, 803, 824-

827, 853, 860, 861

Stripping factors, 302, 852-854

Styrene, 694, 700, 743

Suction lift of pumps, 412
Sulfide corrosion, 276-282

Sulfide removal (see Sweetening treat-

ments)

Sulfides, organic, 17, 18, 36, 37, 49,

293-295, 298

Sulfur compounds, 17, 18, 36, 293-295,

298-303, 306, 352
in gasoline, 17, 34-37, 42, 128-136,

293-298, 632
in lubricants, 61, 64, 66, 67, 128-132

material balances, 631,
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Sulfur compounds, in oils, 17, 36, 42, 49, Thermal alkylation process, 700, 741
72, 89, 128-136, 424, 632, 764, 782, Thermal conductivity, 310, 528-533, 548,
787

removal, 293-308, 325-335, 352, 642,

717, 718, 726, 754-756, 822, 823,

836, 838, 872, 873, 878, 880
Sulfur dioxide treating, 6, 305, 348,

352-354, 873

551, 801

Thermal cracking (see Cracking)

Thermal decomposition (see Cracking)
Thermal polymerization process, 660,

692, 700, 722-725, 880

Thermodynamics, 706-712
Sulfur manufacture, 8, 756-758, 872, 880 Thermofor kiln, 323, 762, 804-807
Sulfuric acid and treatment, 289-291,

293-297, 330, 331, 338, 346, 363,

871, 872

Sulfuric acid processes, 295, 700, 734,

738-741, 756, 880

Surface tension, 203, 493

Susceptibility to lead (see Lead sus-

ceptibility)

Suspensoid cracking, 761-763, 809

Sweating, 4, 217, 218, 221, 376, 378, 874
Sweetening treatments, 17, 18, 216, 217,

221, 293, 298-305, 325-331, 872, 880
catalytic (see Catalytic treating; De-

sulfurization)

caustic wash, 300, 315, 326, 331, 335,

346

copper chloride, 298, 305, 325-328,

872, 880

doctor, 293, 298, 304, 326, 331, 872
inhibitor, 8, 298, 330

Mercapsol, 299, 300, 303, 330
Tannin Solutizer, 299-303, 327-329,

872

Unisol, 299, 300, 302, 330, 332

Sweetland filter press, 320, 321, 338

Tank heating coils, 581, 582
Tanks, storage, 271-274, 581, 819, 820
Tannin Solutizer treating, 299-303,

327-329, 872

Tar, cracked or pressure-still, 73, SI

(See also Cracked products)

Tar number, 636, 637

Temperature, absolute 182

critical, 178, 181, 184-187, 456-460
reduced, 182

in towers, 263, 470-477, 614, 718, 719
Tetraethyl lead, 7, 29, 30, 34, 36-39,

41-45, 224, 314, 873, 880, 886
(See also Lead susceptibility)

Tetramer, 728

Thermofor (TCC) process, 7, 8, 222,

700, 759, 761-773, 779, 780, 782-

799, 804-808, 872-875, 878
(See also Catalytic cracking)

Thermoviscosity, 25, 52, 155

Time in cracking, 652-655, 666, 673-

678, 680

Toluene, 77, 187, 214, 346, 349, 353, 364
Topping or topped crude oil, 98, 125, 218,

220-223, 236-238, 248-252, 465-

477, 608, 692, 779-781, 871-875,

878, 889-904

Tower temperatures, 263, 470-477, 614,

718, 719

Towers (see Fractionators or towers)

Transfer line, pipestill, 616-618

Transfer rates, 546-566

Transformer oils, 59, 61, 295

Treating or treatment, 293-373

acid (see Sulfuric acid and treatment)

adsorption and clay, 308-313, 320-

324, 326, 331, 335-346, 393
aromatics, 346, 366

butane, 325, 326

catalytic, 300, 303-307, 332-335, 700,

759, 814, 816

centrifuge, 297, 336

equipment for, 313-324, 338, 880

filtration, 308, 313, 320-323, 337-342,

873, 874

(See also Percolation filtering)

gasoline, 216, 293-307, 325-330, 871-

873, 880

hydrogen (see Catalytic treating)

kerosene, 293-307, 330-335, 352, 871,

872, 880

lubricating oil, 293-297, 308-313, 320-

323, 335-342, 347-364, 393, 871-

875, 878, 880

natural gasoline, 325

propane, 325, 326

by solvent extraction, 5-7, 305, 347-

373, 747, 748, 871, 873, 874, 878
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Treating or treatment, sulfur dioxide,

6, 305, 348, 352,-354

sweetening (see Sweetening treat-

ments)

Treating processes, 293-373

acid (see Sulfuric acid and treatment)

catalytic (see Catalytic treating)

caustic wash, 299-302, 315, 325-332,

335, 346

clay, 326, 330, 331, 345

cobalt molybdate, 306, 332

contact, 308, 335, 337-339, 873, 880

copper chloride, 298, 305, 325-328,

872, 880

desulfurization (see Desulfurization)

doctor, 298, 304, 326, 331, 872

Duo-sol, 348, 359

diethylene glycol extraction, 366

Edeleanu (see Sulfur dioxide treating)

furfural, 305, 348, 353-359, 464, 874,

878

Girbotol, 325, 332

gray vapor-phase, 297, 300, 306, 330,

332, 872, 880

Gulf HDS, 306, 333, 334
Hydrofining, 306, 333

hydrogen (see Catalytic treating)

hypochlorite, 298, 304

inhibitor, 8, 298, 330

lead sulfide, 298, 304

Mercapsol, 299, 300, 303, 330

oxidation, 298
'

Perco, 300, 306, 332

percolation, 308, 313, 323, 335, 336,

339-342, 873

phenol, 348, 351, 360-362, 365, 874,

878

propane, 325, 326, 348, 362-365, 874,

878

Shell Hydrodesulfurization, 306, 333

Solutizer, 299, 300, 302, 327, 329,

872

solvent extraction, 217, 224, 299-

303, 347-373, 871-874, 878

sulfur dioxide, 6, 305, 348, 352, 354,

873

sulfuric acid, 217, 221, 293-297, 318-

320, 326, 330-332, 335-339, 346,

363, 871-873

sweetening, 216, 221, 294, 298-305,

325-331, 872, 880

(See also Sweetening treatments)

SRY ENGINEERING

Treating processes, Tannin Solutizer,

299, 303, 327-329, 872

Udex, 366
Unifining, 306, 333

Unisol, 299, 300, 302, 330, 332

True boiling point, 80, 90-92, 95-102,

111-119, 227

apparatus, 95-102

curves by, 80, 90-92, 98, 111-119,

227

relation, to ASTM, 112, 115, 119-121

to flash vaporization curve, 111-

118

True vapor pressure, 135, 136, 138, 412,

413, 842

Tube supports, 287

Tubes, 284, 401, 544, 545, 595, 621-624

materials, 278, 283-286

spacing, 544, 594, 595

Tubestill cracking process, 681-683, 687

Tubestills (pipestills), 1, 262, 585-625,

827, 884, 887

air preheat, 588, 589, 602, 791

coke in tubes, 590, 622-624, 653, 656,

665, 679-685, 717, 720

convection heat transfer, 585, 588,

611-614

dimensions, 587, 595, 600, 887

efficiency, 590, 615, 625, 884

excess air, 419-423, 426, 597, 602

flue-gas velocity, 612, 613

heat losses from, 419-424, 430, 431,

531, 554, 613

oil velocity, 607, 608, 616-622

outlet temperature, 616-618, 884

pressure drop, 616-622

radiation, 585, 590-611, 612, 622, 625

recirculation of flue gas, 588, 593, 625

stack temperature, 423, 884

tube-support materials, 283-287

tubes, 278, 283-286, 595, 621-624,

887

types, 585-590, 600, 625, 887

Turbine oils, 59, 61

Turnarounds, 224
.

(See also Cycle efficiency)

Udex extraction process, 366

Ultraforming, 222, 772, 774, 775, 811

Unifining, 306, 333
Union colorimeter, 23, 24



Unisol sweetening, 299, 300, 302, 330,

332

Unsaturated hydrocarbons (see Olefin

hydrocarbons)

Urea dewaxing, 8, 384

Vacuum, effect on boiling point, 204-

209, 226-229, 252-257

Vacuum condenser, 258, 562, 575-581

Vacuum decomposition process, 650,

651, 664

Vacuum distillation, 6, 219, 221, 227,

242, 252-261, 339, 349, 527, 575-

581, 608, 664, 692, 779-781, 783,

872,878

in laboratory, 95-99, 102-104, 123-125

Vanadium, 71, 782, 783, 787, 808

Vapor lines, 403, 407, 408

Vapor lock, 35, 39, 40

Vapor pressure, 20-22, 40, 49, 50, 92,

133-138, 204-209, 272-274, 412,

438-441

effect on pump suction, 412, 413

gasoline, 32-34, 40, 109, 133-138,

204-209

hexane plus, 842

hydrocarbons, 184-187, 204-209

liquefied gases, 32

oils, 133-136, 138, 204-209

partial, 439-441, 841, 842

Reid (see Reid vapor pressure)

Vaporization, 434-464

in critical region, 174, 177-188, 452-

460, 665-674

flash (see Flash vaporization)

heat of, 173-177, 184-187

Vaporizer temperature, 227, 228, 614-

618

Velocity, in coolers, 583

in exchangers, 541, 542, 549, 550, 556,
' 558, 559

in pipestills, 607, 608, 612, 613, 616-

622

in piping, 409-411

in stacks, 432

in vapor lines, 407-409

Venezuelan oils, 84, 88, 89, 94, 131-135,

159, 160, 357, 415, 424, 630, 632,

774, 870, 876, 910-937

Vents, emergency, 270, 738

Viscosity, 23-26, 179, 180, 192-198, 640

of blends. 108, 141-146
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Viscosity, critical, 184-187, 192-195

crude oils, 92, 144

diesel fuels, 56-58

effect on, of pressure, 192-198

of temperature, 144, 147, 192-198

fuel oils, 71, 72, 410, 636, 638-640

Furol, 25, 640

hydrocarbons, 184-187, 194, 195

kinematic, 25

mid per cent curves, 80, 91, 92, 107

oils, liquids, 59-63, 71, 72, 76, 144,

179, 410, 640

reduced, 195

Saybolt Universal, 25, 640

thermoviscosity, 25, 52, 155-157

vapors, 194-198

wax distillate, 379

yield curves, 107-109, 121-126

Viscosity breaking, 3, 222, 608, 640, 657,

678, 691, 692, 700, 772, 779, 780,

808, 818, 872

Viscosity-gravity constant (vgc), 14, 82,

87

Viscosity Index (V.I.), 60, 62, 63, 82,

85-87, 161, 164, 350, 355, 360

Viscosity tests, 23-26, 155

Volatility or volatile products, 32, 33,

39, 40, 57, 271-274, 411-413, 789

Waste-heat boiler, 241, 68T, 763, 793,

803, 805, 807, 815

Waste-water disposal, 268-270

Water, 201, 203, 268-270, 409, 549, 556,

558, 559, 583, 875

Water cooling, 274

Wax, 10, 15, 69, 70, 161-164, 215-218.

221

Characterization Factor, 161

crude scale, 217, -218, 221, 376-379,

389, 393

crystallization, 374-376, 381, 385

deoiling or sweating, 4, 217, 218, 221,

376, 378, 393, 394

heat of fusion, 199, 201

microcrystalline, 7, 69, 70, 215-218,

221, 339, 341, 374, 376, 382

pressing, 4, 217, 218, 221, 248. 249.

376-382, 608

properties or specifications, 69, 70, 530

slack, 217, 218, 221, 376-379

treating, 295, 339-342, 379, 390, 393,

394, 873, 874
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Wax, Viscosity Index, 161
Wax content of distillate, 162-164, 380
Wax removal (see Dewaxing)
Weirs, 405, 796
White and medicinal oils, 59, 61, 295
Wiese octane number scale, 29, 30
Wild or unstable gasoline, 823
Wire mesh, 259, 260, 319, 330, 477, 492.

495,827

iRY ENGINEERING

Yield or cumulative curves, 108-110
123-126

Yields, by alkylation, 735, 740
by catalytic cracking, 764-773, 777-

782,788
by polymerization, 723, 726-730, 732-

734

by thermal cracking, 631, 635-649,
713-717, 719, 720
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is pulled apart at a uniform rate, and the elongation, measured in centi-

meters, that occurs before rupture takes place is called the "ductility."
The test is usually conducted at 77°F, and the briquette is pulled apart
at a uniform rate of 5 cm per min. Penetration 18 (D5) allows a needle
or cone to penetrate the material without mechanical friction and is

arranged to read the depth of the penetration in hundredths of a centi-

meter. A standard needle is used for asphalt materials1 (D5), and the
common test conditions are temperature, 77°F (25°C); time, 5 sec; and
load, 100 g; but temperatures of 32 and 115°F are also used.

For greases and petrolatum 1 (D217) the needle is replaced with a
standard cone. The procedure is the same as for asphalt materials
except that the temperatures of 32 and 115°F are seldom used.

Road oils are examined for flash point, viscosity (Furol) at 77, 122, 140,
or 180°F, and by a distillation test18 (D402). The residue is tested for

penetration, ductility, and solubility in carbon tetrachloride 18 (D4). The
distillation test sometimes ruins the ductility of the asphalt, and hence
the value of the test is being questioned.

Gum and Gasoline. The determination of gum in gasoline has been a
troublesome test. The copper dish method of determining gum has been
replaced by a method 1 (D381) that utilizes a measured and heated stream
of air- to assist in the vaporization. This test indicates the amount of
gum at the time of test and the amount of deposition that may take place
in service if the gasoline is used immediately. In addition, a test for
gum stability 1 (D525) which involves heating the gasoline at 212°F in a
bomb at a pressure of 100 psi, all in an atmosphere of oxygen, is useful in
estimating the amount of gum that will be formed during storage. In
this test the gum stability is indicated by the rate at which the pressure
decreases or the rate at which oxygen is consumed.

REFINERY PRODUCTS

Specifications are the result of a compromise between desirable per-
formance characteristics in the product and the ability of the refiner to
make such products from the crude oil at hand. Thus the whole opera-
tion of refining must be governed by the performance of the product when
in use. Nevertheless, wide ranges in physical properties can be tolerated
or may be advisable for some products. As one example, gasoline may
have an end point between 300 and 437°F and may vary in gravity from
50 to 70 API, depending upon the sales region, the source, or its use.
In general, finished refinery products may be grouped as

1. Volatile products—liquefied gases and natural gasoline.

2. Light oils—gasolines, rocket and jet fuels, solvents, tractor fuel, and kerosene.
3. Distillates—range oil, furnace distillates, diesel fuel, and gas oil.
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4. Lubricating oils—motor, engine, machine, cylinder; spindle, gear, etc., oils.

5. Greases and waxes—paraffin wax, microcrystalline wax, petrolatum, salve bases, and

greases.

6. Residues—fuel oil, coke, asphalt, carbon black, etc.

7. Specialties—medicinal products, hydrocarbons, chemicals, insecticides, etc.

The evaluation of crude oils for the yields of products is discussed in

Chap. 4 (also see Appendix B).

Volatile Products. Liquefied petroleum gases are graded primarily

with respect to vapor pressure6 and the temperature at which 90 per cent

is evaporated. In unauthorized usage B-95-10 refers to a gas of Grade B

(see Table 3-5) that has a vapor pressure of 95 psig and a 90 per cent

Table 3-5. Standard Grades of Liquefied Petroleum Gases

Range of . al-

CNGA" vapor pres- lowable spe-

grade sure, psig at cific gravity,

100°F 60°F/60°F

,;
.

'
.

•..

A 80 0.585-0.555 Predominantly butanes

B 100 0.560-0.545 Butane-propane mixtures, mainly butanes

C 125 0.550-0.535 Butane-propane mixtures, about equal

D 150 0.540-0.525 Butane-propane mixtures, rich in propane

E 175 0.530-0.510

F 200 0.520-0.504 Predominantly propane

° California Natural Gasoline Association.

evaporation temperature of 10°F. Had the number been B-95-M10^ it

would have meant that the 90 per cent temperature is minus 10°F.

Grades B, E, and F are used widely. The National Board of Fire Under-

writers presents standards for the safe handling of liquefied petroleum

gases in its Pamphlet 58.
19

The specifications (June, 1951) of the NGAA (Natural Gasoline

Association of America) for commercial propane and commercial butane

require (1) a minimum of 95 per cent of propane and/or propylene (or

butanes and/or butylenes), (2) no hydrogen sulfide, (3) a negative copper-

strip corrosion test (3 hr at 122°F), (4) no water by the cobalt bromide

test, and (5) a maximum of 15 grains per 100 cu ft of total sulfur. The

vapor pressure of propane must be below 215 psi at 100°F and of butane

below 70 psi.

Natural gasolines are graded by the Natural Gasoline Association of

America as follows:

» NBFU, Standards for Liquefied Petroleum Gases, NBFU Pamphlet 58, National

TWrd nf "Fire Underwriters. New York. Aumist. 1940.
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4. Lubricating oils—motor, engine, machine, cylinder, spindle, gear, etc., oils.

5. Greases and waxes—paraffin wax, macrocrystalline wax, petrolatum, salve bases, and

greases.

6. Residues—fuel oil, coke, asphalt, carbon black, etc.

7. Specialties—medicinal products, hydrocarbons, chemicals, insecticides, etc.

The evaluation of crude oils for the yields of products is discussed in

Chap. 4 (also see Appendix B).

Volatile Products. Liquefied petroleum gases are graded primarily

with respect to vapor pressure6 and the temperature at which 90 per cent

is evaporated. In unauthorized usage B-95-10 refers to a gas of Grade B
(see Table 3-5) that has a vapor pressure of 95 psig and a 90 per cent

Table 3-5. Standard Grades of Liquefied Petroleum Gases

CNGA°
grade

Maximum
vapor pres-

sure, psig at

100°F

Range of al-

lowable spe-

cific gravity,

60°F/60°F

Approximate composition

A 80 0.585-0.555 Predominantly butanes

B 100 0.560-0.545 Butane-propane mixtures, mainly butanes

C • 125 0.550-0.535 Butane-propane mixtures, about equal

D 150 0.540-0.525 Butane-propane mixtures, rich in propane

E 175 0.530-0.510 Butane-propane mixtures, mainly 1 propane

F 200 0.520-0.504 Predominantly propane

California Natural Gasoline Association.

evaporation temperature of 10°F. Had the number been B-95-M10 it

would have meant that the 90 per cent temperature is minus 10°F.

Grades B, E, and F are used widely. The National Board of Fire Under-

writers presents standards for the safe handling of liquefied petroleum

gases in its Pamphlet 58. 19

The specifications (June, 1951) of the NGAA (Natural Gasoline

Association of America) for commercial propane and commercial butane

require (1) a minimum of 95 per cent of propane and/or propylene (or

butanes and/or butylenes), (2) no hydrogen sulfide, (3) a negative copper-

strip corrosion test (3 hr at 122°F), (4) no water by the cobalt bromide

test, and (5) a maximum of 15 grains per 100 cu ft of total sulfur. The

vapor pressure of propane must be below 215 psi at 100°F and of butane

below 70 psi.

Natural gasolines are graded by the Natural Gasoline Association of

America as follows:

19 NBFU, Standards for Liquefied Petroleum Gases, NBFU Pamphlet 58, National

Board of Fire Underwriters, New York, August, 1940.
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gallon
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;
Ethyl Corporation lead susceptibility chart. Lines illustrate Research

yj-lj octane numbers of typical gasolines.
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Fxo. 5-11. Relation of Characterization Factor to viscosity at any temperature

Ethane Propane

Critical temperature, °R
Critical pressure
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For ordinary conditions the following amounts of steam are used:

Lb -per gal

Naphtha 0.2-0.5

Kerosene or diesel fuel 0.2-0.6

Gas oil 0.1-0.5

Neutral oils 0.4-0.9

Topped crude oil 0.4-1.2

Residual cylinder stock 1 .0 up

Distillation with Extractive Solvents. Hydrocarbons of nearly the

same boiling point (1 to 3°C) or constant-boiling mixtures cannot readily

be separated by plain fractionation, and hence a combination of fractiona-

tion and solvent extraction known as the "Distex process" is employed. 3

LB. STEAM PER GAL.

Fig. 7-4. Approximate steam required to strip with three theoretical plates.

It is particularly valuable in separating aromatic hydrocarbons which

tend to form constant-boiling mixtures with many other hydrocarbons.

Solvents such as aniline, furfural, phenol, nitrobenzene, or chlorex are

introduced at the top of the fractionating column and withdrawn at the

bottom. The solvent is recovered from the bottoms products by means

3 Griswold, Andres, Van Berg, and Kasch, Ind. Eng. Chem., 38, 65 (1946).
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Crude oil (viscosity of 1.3 at an average fluid temperature of 230°F]
I

flows
;

at « ft

per sec through the tube, and kerosene (viscosity of 0.3 centipoises at 340 F) flows at

Material
Mass

velocity

•

Film uate
Fouling

factor

220 225 (Fig. 17-11) 2.5

43.3 115 (Fig. 17-11) 1.5

According to Fig. 17-13, the equivalent fin-side area is 3.83 and the transfer rate

based on inside surface is [Eq. (17-15)]:

it _ 1 = 104
Hi - i ,

0.0015
,

1 , 0 on25
3.83 X 115 +W + 225

+ °-°025

This same rate based on fin-side surface is only 104 * 6 = 17.3 but something is

ttained by the use of finned surface because the rate in a plain double-pipe exchanger

would have been only about 63, and thus about tM plain-tube units are required to

replace one fin-tube unit.

EXCHANGER DESIGN

High velocities result in high film coefficients, small exchangers, and

low equipment cost, but high velocities also mean large pressure drops and

increased pumping costs. Accordingly, a properly designed exchanger

always represents a compromise in the choice of velocity for both the tube

and the shell side. In the ideal case, the velocities will just use up any

pressure that is available (or free) in each stream.

Tube-side Pressure Drop. Friction loss inside tubes can be computed

from the general formulations given in Chap. 13, but the losses caused by

enlargements, contractions, and turns must be included in the calculations

In order to account for nonisothermal flow, Sieder and Tate28 recommend

multiplying the friction loss calculated by isothermal formulations such

as Eq. (13-1), p. 395> by the dimensioniess ratio &*//«*)
M4 for turbulent

How or G*//**)
0-36 for viscous flow (Reynolds numbers under 2,100). In

terms of tube passes (n)
}
velocity in the tubes g [lb/(sq ft) (sec)], and

specific gravity s, the loss due to inlet, outlet, and pass turns m the

AP, = 0.00032^- (17-16)

P

No viscosity gradient correction need be applied to Eq. (17-16).

Shell-side Pressure Drop. The pressure loss produced by the flow of

fluids through the shell side of an exchanger is caused primarily by (1) loss

by flow through the baffle window and (2) loss by flow across the bundle

between baffles.


